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Introduction

For a number of years I have been studying language contact phenomena and
during that time I have grown increasingly uncomfortable with the metaphor
inherent in the term "code-switching". The term suggests that speakers who
engage in code-switching actually switch codes. First they speak one language
and after a switch they speak another language. Though this is no doubt the
case sometimes, it does not happen all the time. The notion of switch is
problematic.
This and other problems to be discussed throughout this work relate to
the tendency pervasive in linguistics to divide things in two. Many aspects of
language are organized in discrete categories. Something is either an instance
of this or it is an instance of that, but it is not often partly this and partly that.
Categories seldom overlap.
Two paradoxes inherent in traditional linguistic description are especially
important in relation to the goals of this study. First, we study the language of
individuals in order to say something about the language of communities, or
even about everybody's language. We present language as it is spoken in a
community, though it is located in individuals. Communities can be very small
(some languages have only a few speakers left) or very large (the community
of English speakers, for example). The assumption behind most linguistic
methodology is that idiolects are sufficiently similar to warrant these
generalizations. Even if we assume this, we still need to find out exactly for
which community of speakers the generalizations hold. There are two logically
possible approaches: making our way down from above and adjusting our
descriptions as we narrow down our community, or starting from below, adding
variation as we extend our community. I will advocate the latter method, the
bottom-up approach, as the sounder alternative. The main methodological pitfall
to stay clear of is to reduce the object of description "to its logical extreme,
and, in a sense, to absurdity", as Weinreich (1968: 307) warns.
The second paradox lies in the fact that a grammar is a frozen picture of
something which is dynamic by nature. The assumption underlying the activity
of writing a grammar is that language change does not occur rapidly. Our
grammar will hold for last year's speech, and presumably also for next year's
speech, but maybe not for the speech produced four hundred years ago. I will
argue that solving the variation problem will take us a long way towards
overcoming this paradox as well.
The first paradox relates to variation, the second to change. In the first
chapter both problems will be discussed: variation in Section 1.2; change in
Section 1.4.
The variation and change problems are relevant in every linguistic
context, at least when it concerns a living language. However, they are
relatively easy to deal with in what Le Page (1994) calls "focused" settings,
where variation is minimal and norms are strong. These are often tight-knit
networks, or societies characterized by general acknowledgement of external,

prescriptive norms about language use. Though bilingual communities can be
every bit as focused as, say, the average western one-language nation, they are
often quite unfocused, i.e. "diffuse" (Le Page, 1994: 114). Consequently less
generalities between individual speakers can be taken for granted. Where social
circumstances are not the same as they always have been, as is the case in
young immigrant communities, norms of speech may be less clearly present.
There is too much variation for there to be focused norms. This work is an
attempt to describe a diffused mixed lect in the Turkish immigrant community
in Holland.
In diffused contexts the change problem looms especially large. The
problem has been recognized as so relevant in the study of bilingual language
use that it has been given names, such as the "Synchronic Fallacy" (Mackey,
1970; cf. also Hasselmo, 1972) or the "Transition Problem" (Weinreich, Labov
& Herzog, 1968: 103). We cannot tell when a foreign element has become a
borrowing, since borrowing is a diachronic process, with a point of departure
and an endpoint. It is impossible to tell exactly at which point on the road
leading from one to the other an element is currently situated. The only way out
is to postulate instantaneous borrowing, unless we are willing to accept that this
is a question that cannot be answered. In this study I will claim that most, if not
all, borrowings are instantaneous at the idiolect level.
In unstable contact situations speakers differ considerably in their abilities
in the different languages. Every attempt to describe language in a speech
community involves the teasing apart of discrete lects or registers, but this is
extra difficult where lects are not focused, because of the great deal of
individual variation that entails. Grace (I990) speaks of a "pool of linguistic
resources", where differences between "languages" have little meaning as
speakers take their pick from among the combined elements of two or more
languages. It is my firm belief that many contact situations represent a linguistic
context in which a bottom-up approach, with comparison of individual speakers
as its starting point, is most necessary. In this work, such a bottom-up approach
is operationalized through a comparison of the speech of several individual
speakers.
The most visible linguistic aspect of contact situations is that both
languages can be used in one and the same conversation. We commonly refer
to this phenomenon as codeswitching (henceforth: CS). As a language is
transplanted into a bilingual context, norms about monolingual usage are
suddenly relaxed. Elements from the other language can be freely used, while
in a monolingual context this is often kept to a minimum. For example, a
Turkish immigrant in Holland who is talking to a relative in Turkey will most
likely circumscribe the concept of a Dutch fast food place with Turkish words.
But he will use the Dutch wordfriettent when talking to compatriots in Holland.
This of course is made possible by shared experience: he can assume that his
interlocutor knows the word too, so for all intents and purposes it is common
to both of their mental lexicons. Hence it can be used. For the analyzing linguist
it appears that the speaker has codeswitched.
2

The currently most influential model of CS is the Matrix Language
Frame (henceforth: MLF) Model, developed almost single-handedly by Carol
Myers-Scotton. Though I do not agree with every aspect of the model (cf.
Section 3.1.2), its terminology will be part of the descriptive vocabulary used
in this study. Thus I will be using terms like Matrix Language (ML) and
Embedded Language (EL) throughout the text in the same way Myers-Scotton
(l993b) uses them.
Another set of terms comes from the theoretical framework of Cognitive
Grammar, to which the collection of articles in Langacker (1990a) is an
excellent introduction. The descriptive tools of Cognitive Grammar and its
conception of language coincide remarkably well with the type of variation to
be encountered in the data on which the present study focuses.
Primary data are from the Turkish immigrant community in Holland. The
first Turkish immigrants, mostly from rural Anatolia, moved to Holland in the
late sixties. Immigration has continued to the present day and has led to the
formation of a community containing several generations. First of all, there are
the old migrant workers and their wives, many of whom are now in their forties
or older. Second are their children who moved to Holland with their families
sometime during childhood and are now in their twenties or thirties. Second
generation members were born in Holland and are usually under 25. In the 18
to 30 age group there are also many recent immigrants, many of whom
emigrated to Holland as the spouse of someone already living there. One of the
major claims in this work will be that there are important linguistic differences
between these subgroups. Details on the community will appear in Chapter
Two.
Since Immigrant Turkish is recognizably different from Anatolian
Turkish the Variation Problem will have to be addressed in this study. Since
Anatolian Turkish is also the mother tongue of most of the first generation
immigrants the Change Problem will have to be dealt with as well. Furthermore,
there is variation within the immigrant community. These different Immigrant
Turkishes are spoken by subsequent generations, suggesting change in progress.
Consequently, the Variation and Change Problems have to be addressed both
on the level of differences between the immigrant language and its Turkish
parent language, and on the level of different varieties of the immigrant
language itself.
This dissertation was written with three goals in mind. The first goal is
to present a comprehensible picture of Turkish-Dutch language contact. Second,
I hope to show that linguistic description in the vein of Weinreich, Labov &
Herzog (1968) is possible, addressing both variation and change in a unified
way. A third goal is to introduce bilingual data as relevant for cognitive
linguistics and, likewise, that Cognitive Grammar has much to offer to students
of language contact. The use of gradient classifications rather than dichotomies
is a prime example of the influence of Cognitive Grammar in this work.
The study is organized as follows. The opening chapter outlines the main
problem areas and suggests a model of description which could handle contact
3

data in a fruitful way. Embedding CS research into general sociolinguistic
theory is the main goal of that chapter. The discussion will be organized around
the two interrelated problems mentioned above: the Variation Problem and the
Change Problem. The data set is described in Chapter Two. The rest of the text
can be read as a case study of language change in an immigrant community. It
breaks down into two parts: one about lects of Turkish which have incorporated
elements from Dutch, and another about a lect which is better characterized as
made up of both languages in a more symmetrical way. Incorporation of foreign
elements in general will be treated in Chapter Three; the Turkish-Dutch data are
presented in Chapter Four. A more detailed analysis of incorporated verbs
follows in Chapter Five. The more symmetrical type of mixed discourse is
discussed in Chapter Six. Generalizations will finally be put forward in Chapter
Seven.
Throughout this work, data will be used from all kinds of studies on
language contact. The main reason for their inclusion is to tie the discussion in
with what we know about language contact in general. Immigration is but one
of many contexts giving rise to bilingualism and the idea behind comparing my
data with those of others is that this will provide opportunities to find general
trends, possibly universals, as well as results that are particular for immigration
contexts, or even just for this one.

4

Chapter One: Language Variation and Language
Change

1.1. Introduction:

Variation

and change in linguistic

description

The topic of this section is the description of languages. Grammars and
dictionaries are abstractions from actual language use since individual variation
is levelled out as much as possible. The extent to which this is warranted is the
topic of Sections 2 and 3. Usage changes all the time, which makes every
description immediately somewhat dated. Problems which follow from that
paradox will be discussed in Section 4.
In describing languages linguists generally take a bird's eye view. Microlevel variation is ignored and a kind of prototype of the language is described.
The community under scrutiny is seldom defined, but is usually very large. Not
only variation between individuals is ignored, but also variation between
different groups of speakers, often by simply taking one lect as the norm and
relegating the geographical and social stratification of language to different
spheres of linguistics.
Ifwe want to be more accurate, we must define what is meant by 'speech
community'. Sometimes this is not easy, for example because the community
whose language we are describing may use more than one language. In that
case it becomes increasingly artificial to focus the description on only one of
those languages, especially if it concerns a community in which the speakers
themselves do not see the languages as separate entities (cf Scollon & Scollon,
1979, and Grace, 1990).
I will use the term 'community' along the lines of Gumperz (1962), cf.
Section 1.2.1. His definition is flexible enough to warrant different sizes of
communities, which is necessary because different researchers will want to
work at different levels of abstraction. Views similar to those of Gumperz have
been put forward in, among others, Kachru (1982) and Sgall et al. (1992).
Certain assumptions about the nature of language underlie this work.
Since no two individuals speak in exactly identical fashion, variation is
considered inherent in language. Within a very small speech community, like
a peer-group network, there might be considerably less variation than in a larger
one, like the community of Dutch speakers, but still, variation exists. Speakers
differ, for example, in the choice of words, they prefer different syntactic
constructions, have different meaning representations and connotations for the
same words, and show idiosyncratic pronunciation peculiarities. Change is also
seen as inherent, since every utterance changes a speaker's idiolect in at least
a minor way, e.g. in increasing the frequency of the construction or words used.
A certain type of change is the addition of a new element, which can be a word
as well as a structure.

1.2. Variation
Section 1.2.1 will discuss several aspects of language variation. How variation
is limited is the subject of Section 1.2.2.
1.2.1. Stratification
the nature of variation
Linguistic variation is constrained by the fact that the primary function of
language is communication. Speakers have to make sense to their interlocutors,
and making sense first and foremost means to make sure you are understood.
Speakers achieve this goal by remaining within a more or less shared set of
norms, by the very act of which they contribute to further focusing of those
norms. For the most part this is done unconsciously and automatically. The set
of norms shared can vary with different interlocutors.
Although variation is most commonly demonstrated in the form of
differences between speakers, it also exists within idiolects. I can see three
problems with idiolect-based description (cf. Backus, forthc.). Two of them are
identified as the variation and change problems introduced above. The third one
is receptive knowledge.
To start with the latter, it is in principle impossible to describe all the
linguistic elements which are in a person's grammar at anyone time. We cannot
make a complete inventory of what a speaker knows because the only data we
have access to is what he/she produces. The problem is inherent in every
linguistic description but it is usually ignored. We simply assume that our
grammars describe rules/patterns and elements which are units in the idiolects
of the majority of speakers in the speech community. The smaller the
community we describe, the more urgent the problem becomes, since no two
speakers have, for example, exactly the same lexicon (Keller, 1990: 186). Still,
since I do not see a solution either, I will not propose a change in methodology
to accommodate the problem. All we can do at this point is be aware of it.
The other two problems are easier to accommodate. How to handle the
change problem on the idiolect level will be the subject of Section 4. In this
section and the next, the variation problem will be tackled. We will start by
considering the definition of a speech community, and gradually make our way
down to the individual.
speech communities
Gumperz (1968) provides a sensible definition of a speech community. He
finds fault with the prevailing tendency in linguistics to select one variety of a
language for description and make it representative for the entire language. Fine
as this practice may be as long as we are studying typology or universals, or
when we are trying to reconstruct a protolanguage, by definition it will not do
if we want to study "intralingual variation" (Gumperz, 1968: 461). He quotes
Jakobson's (1960) definition of communication as an "interconnected system of
6

subcodes" and outlines a methodology which can be used in identifying stages
of a language as well as different synchronic varieties. The main problem is to
define the community on which the analysis is going to be based. Speech
community is defined as:
"a social group which may be either monolingual or multilingual, held together
by frequency of social interaction patterns and set off from the surrounding
areas by weaknesses in the lines of communication" (Gumperz, 1968: 463).
To define a specific speech community, the researcher needs to decide on the
level of abstraction at which he/she wants to work. If a group is focused, i.e.
tight-knit and not easily accessible to outsiders, the researcher's conception of
the speech community may be equivalent to the folk view of the community.
An example is the Old Order Amish community in Kent County, Delaware,
studied by Enninger & Raith (1988). They claim this minority "is set off from
their co-territorial neighbours by a set of five criteria": shared religious values,
frequent interaction within the group, weak lines of communication with the
outside world, shared linguistic repertoire and shared cultural traits (Enninger
& Raith, 1988: 261). Most communities are less focused, so an account of
language pretending to cover all aspects of intra-group variation and language
use, will have to define a smaller speech community.
The level of abstraction will usually be dictated by the type of questions
asked by the researcher. It makes a difference whether one wants to know how
people speak in a certain country or how they speak in a certain network. In
general, if the focus is on diversity, the speech community under consideration
will be smaller. Abstraction on the other hand, can go quite far if the researcher
focuses on generalities. While a generative linguist can speak of the speech
community of English-speakers, this notion is quite useless for the dialectologist
or the sociolinguist.
Speech communities are not necessarily homogenous. In fact, they
usually are not (cf. Romaine, 1982: 19). Different speakers within a community
have different grammars. Note however, that Gumperz' definition does not
make reference to the make-up of the linguistic repertoire. That way,
communities can incorporate groups with differing grammars, including people
with differing abilities in the languages involved (cf. Dorian, 1982 and
Romaine, 1989b: 372).
In this study, the empirical base is language use in peer group networks,
which are all considered to be tiny speech communities. Some networks are
interconnected in that some or all of the members in one network know some
or all of the members of another. But in general the networks which provided
the data for this study are the primary social networks of the informants which
are part of them. Nevertheless, all the networks are part of the bigger
community of Immigrant Turkish speakers. The links between all members of
this community are not as strong as those mentioned above for the Old Order
Amish of Kent County, Delaware. Specifically, the linguistic repertoire is not
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identical for every speaker, as we will see below.
code matrix
Every community has a code matrix: the set of codes and subcodes which are
in use in the community. Codes and subcodes can all be varieties of the same
language or they can be varieties of two or more languages. Note that nothing
prevents a code from being made up of more than one language. The bigger the
community, as defined by the researcher, the more linguistic diversity there will
generally be in its code matrix. However, Gumperz claims that convergence of
social groups will make their speech more and more alike (Gumperz, 1968:
469), so there is no direct relation between the size of the speech community
and the amount of linguistic variation. The term "codes" is fairly neutral and
covers different things, such as registers, interdialects, sociolects etc. (cf. Sgall
et al., 1992).1 Every code matrix will have at least one code: the one used for
daily communication in the community for which the code matrix holds. I will
use the term vernacular for this code. It is the normal or unmarked way of
speaking. Theoretically, it is possible that communities exist in which a speaker
always has to monitor his speech carefully, and in that case that community has
no vernacular. The only type of speech community for which this situation
holds is an asymmetrical one: if two people can only talk to each other in a
formal variety of their language, the speech community they form cannot be
said to have a vernacular. I do not know of any reference in the literature to a
community of considerable size for which such patterns hold. Hence I will
assume in the rest of this work that every speech community of social network
size or larger, has a vernacular in its code matrix.
It is important to define with some precision the community for which
a certain code functions as the vernacular. The vernacular is the unmarked
choice for a certain community of two or more speakers. However, within a
larger speech community, different codes may be the vernacular for different
combinations of speakers. The researcher may still want to regard these
speakers as all belonging to that larger speech community, for instance because
they share many other cultural traits (cf. Dorian, 1982, on the inclusion of semispeakers and near-passive bilinguals in the East Sutherland Gaelic speech
community). Therefore, a community may have more than one vernacular, since
a community is not defined as the collection of speakers who share the same
vernacular. As we will see shortly, in this study more importance is attached to
the individual's code matrix, the code repertoire, than to that of the larger
community.
vernacular
Vernacular is a loaded term. It has often been used degradingly to refer to a
'lesser' language, similar to terms such as "slang" and "argot". However, it has

alternative term is "co-existing systems" (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog, 1968:
159).

An
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also been used in a more neutral sense, and that is the sense in which I intend
to use it. Vernacular is defined here as the lect within a speaker's grammar
which is most appropriate in an informal context with a familiar interlocutor.
It is the code "with which one feels close identity" (Kachru, 1982: 38). Other
definitions have been given, often contradicting one another, so it is important
to explicate that in this work it is used in the meaning indicated. It is roughly
equivalent with the "unmarked choice" (Myers-Scotton, 1993a: 89) in any given
informal situation. The defmition of vernacular which comes closest to mine is
Kachru's. However, he defmes it on a more abstract level than is done here: "A
vernacular is defined here, for the lack of a better term, as the mother tongue
(or L1)" (Kachru, 1982: 27).
My defmition implies that a speaker may have several vernaculars at his
disposal. Their use depends on the interlocutor (and possibly other
characteristics of the conversational setting): with different interlocutors,
different vernaculars may be appropriate. In my own life I speak at least three
vernaculars: a local Limburgian dialect with my mother, a version of Westcoast
American English (that is, my idiosyncratic non-native variety) with my
Californian partner at home, and "my" form of standard Dutch in interactions
with most of my friends.
lects
There is no limit to how many vernaculars an individual might have, though my
guess is that there will not be too many which can easily be distinguished from
each other. All more or less easily discernable vernaculars are different lects.
Lects are fairly focused linguistic systems, of which speakers are aware to a
certain extent. Theoretically, there can be as many lects in someone's grammar
as there are regular interlocutors, but between many of those the differences will
be so small as to be hardly perceptible. In that case it does not make much
sense to call them all lects, so the term will be reserved here for clearly
different linguistic systems. In my own speech for instance, there are obvious
differences between the three vernaculars mentioned above, but my ways of
speaking with several Dutch-speaking peers all cluster around a certain
prototype. They are similar enough to be considered the same lect.
Differences between lects are gradual. Extreme differences exist between
distinct languages, much less extreme are differences between dialects of the
same language. Dialect speakers can often tell their own dialect from that of the
neighbouring village. Even though the overlap is great in this case, the fact that
there are perceivable distinctions is enough to make both varieties distinct lects.
What makes us perceive these differences is a certain degree of focusing, a
notion to which I will come back later in Section 1.2.2.
Note that not every lect is a vernacular. While vernacular is an attitudinal
or functional term, lect is a structural one. Just like vernaculars are lects, more
formal registers are lects as well. Furthermore, two people speaking to each
other in their vernaculars may be speaking different lects. In fact, I will claim
that a typical feature of immigrant languages is that the lects different groups
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speak as their vernacular may differ dramatically from each other. Lects, the
way they are defined here, are largely synonymous with codes. In the context
of structural systems I prefer the term 'lect', since 'code' makes reference to the
lect as having sociolinguistic reality. But as most talk about lects will be in the
context of clearly distinguishable subsystems, and as those are usually
recognized as different by speakers, the terms 'lect' and 'code' mean virtually
the same in this work.
Now we turn our attention to the differences between lects. Earlier I mentioned'
lects like "my" Dutch, "my" Limburgian and "my" American English. An
important question is how different these are from the versions of the same lects
in the speech of other people. It is likely to be very similar to those of others
in the first two cases, but fairly different from anybody else's in the third case.
It will not be a coincidence that it is this third context in which I am not part
of a larger speech community and which furthermore arose through second
language learning.
Variation on both the community and the individual levels can be
described in a neat way if we make use of the notion of prototype. Prototypes
can be useful as a descriptive device in many areas, including typology,
dialectology, historical linguistics, sociolinguistics, and conversational analysis.
They allow us for instance to classify speech data as Dutch rather than German
(and by extension, as English rather than, say, Arapaho), as Norwich English
rather than Scots English, as Modern rather than Elizabethan English, as formal
rather than informal English, or even as representing the same speaker speaking
to his father rather than to his girlfriend (cf Weinreich 1968: 307 and Fife,
1992). In short, it allows us to lump together any group of data which show
certain similarities. It invokes the idea of "a pool of linguistic resources"
(Grace, 1990: 169) or, as Keller (1990: 183) has it, a "Sprachmempool":
"die Menge aller sprachlichen Meme einer Sprachgemeinschaft, also aller
sprachlichen Einheiten" ("the totality of all linguistic "Mems" of a speech
community, i.e. of all linguistic units"; my translation)

Out of this pool, order has been created through co-occurrence conventions. The
prototype concept is similar to the more classic notion of "language average"
(cf. Weinreich, Labov & Herzog, 1968: 121, 123), but I believe it is easier to
handle and better grounded psychologically (cf. Lakoff, 1988). In every case,
similarities between data help us describe the prototype, to which we can then
give a name. From there on, we can decide for every new set of data how much
it adheres to the prototype.
How to construct prototypes is not all that clear yet. Apart from
describing actual words and structures used, it should also be taken into account
which alternatives are available to the speaker, whether these are actually used
at all, and if so, how often, and in which contexts. If a Dutch word is used for
a certain concept in the Turkish data, and a Turkish equivalent is never used,
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we can safely assume that that word is part of the prototype. If both are used,
variation between them is part of the prototype. Variation is probably the
normal state for syntactic patterns. The prototypes are made up of "cooccurrence patterns" (Auer & di Luzio, 1988: 2-3).
The advantage of prototypes is that they are linguistic in nature. They
allow us to classify languages, lects and dialects on the basis of their features,
not on the basis of extralinguistic cues, such as geography in the case of
dialects, or, especially, historical events in the case of historical periods of a
language. The relevant features can be phonological, lexical or syntactic.
Presence/absence as well as relative frequencies can go into the equation.
Isogloss bundles are prime examples of contexts where dialects shade off into
one another. Dialects on both sides of the transition zone are sufficiently
different from one another to be called different dialects, but within the
transition zone it is not a straightforward matter to assign the local lect to one
or the other dialect. Extralinguistic features are far from useless (Weinreich,
1968: 316), but they are only useful in conjunction with purely linguistic ones
(Fife, 1992: 3). Extralinguistic correlates of linguistic differences most likely
hold clues as to why the differences exist in the first place. This is perhaps
especially so in connection with change, which is why the concept of prototypes
will be picked up again in Section 1.4.
In most societies, including monolingual ones, a speaker needs to modify
his language use depending on the context (i.e. most of all, on who he is talking
to). In context A he will use Code A and in context B he will use Code B. In
monolingual contexts these codes are normally called registers. How sharply
these registers are delineated again depends on social circumstances (cf.
Gumperz 1968: 465). Linguistically speaking, the differences between them are
gradient in nature. Whether something is a better or worse example of a certain
register depends on judgement: it varies from speaker to speaker. It is of course
possible to assign the word conventionalization to a formal register and the
phrase what becomes normal to say to an informal variety, but the difference
is still one of degree. What makes the assignment possible is that the two
expressions are so far apart on the register continuum that they qualify as fairly
typical examples of their respective categories. Lects can be teased apart if they
have formal cohesiveness and functional appropriateness (Kachru, 1982: 38),
since that is what makes them recognizable as modes of speaking to the
speakers themselves (i.e.: what makes them codes). Ferguson (1978; cf Kachru,
1982: 36) refers to structural cohesiveness, restricted internal variation and
restriction in use to certain contexts as criteria helpful in distinguishing lects.
If there is structural cohesiveness it should be possible to capture it in the form
of prototypes.
from idiolects to speech communities
Since variation can be located in one and the same idiolect, a grammar must
comprise all the different registers an individual knows or uses (Weinreich,
Labov & Herzog, 1968: 156). A code matrix for the individual is needed, an
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addition which has already been provided by Kachru (1982: 27) in the form of
the code repertoire. It consists of all the codes (lects) a speaker uses. They are
differentiated according to their functions.
I would argue that the variation problem is the same at the idiolect level
and the community level. Just as we can break down a community's
code
matrix into lects, each with its own functional role, we can do the same thing
for an individual speaker's? code repertoire. If he is a typical speaker in his
community, the picture should not be very different. The only problem is the
term "lect" as part of "idiolect". In this study, what I mean by "idiolect" is a
speaker's total grammar, complete with all the lects the speaker has at his
disposal. This deviates from the original use of the term in the work of Bloch
(cf. Weinreich, Labov & Herzog, 1968: 124), where a speaker's grammar in
interaction with one other speaker was meant.
Grammars of individuals will all be unique, but obviously we cannot take
our notion of variation this far. We need to deal with this seemingly unlimited
variation in some way . We need to construct higher order descriptions of what
the idiolects have in common. These descriptions
are based on "partial
similarity" (Weinreich,
1968: 308). The resulting diasystem is a prototype,
which can be compared to other diasystems. Partial similarity between those
diasystems can lead to a new diasystem of an even higher order. The building
blocks of diasystems are lects within idiolects, not idiolects themselves. How
different a diasystem must be from others in order to be called a lect, is a
matter of judgement,
and basically depends on the nature of the research
questions. Clearly though, there has to be at least a cluster of differences. For
that reason, it usually makes sense to speak of diasystems only when fairly
divergent systems are discussed. Interindividual
diasystems are normally not
different enough to be actually perceived as different systems. An illustrative
example comes from the work of Thelander (cited in Trudgill, 1985: 93), who
shows how co-occurrence of certain Standard Swedish and dialect features has
led to a new dialect in the Swedish region of Burtrask.
An innovative approach was developed in Milroy (1987). Starting from
the individual, she examined linguistic behavior in small networks. Tight-knit
networks are speech communities
which are small enough to make fairly
complete description possible. The level of abstraction is not that great. The
more tight-knit a network is, the bigger share of a person's contact will be with
other people in the same network. This in turn is conducive to further focusing
of network norms. A more large-scale illustration of the role of contact is
provided by Van Bree & Van Scherpenzeel (1994), who studied acceptability
of Flemish (i.e. Belgian) forms along the Belgian-Dutch
border. Flemish forms
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Weinreich (1968) mentions two grounds on which the use of idiolects has been
criticized. First, "constancy of speech patterns may be more easily stated for two
persons in a dialogic situation"; and second, idiolects must be broken down into
styles. I would argue that the first is a subcase of the more general second problem.
This second problem is of course similar to the variation problem as discussed here.
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decreased in acceptability if one went north from Belgian towns south of the
border, via Belgian towns on the border and Dutch towns on the border, to
Dutch towns situated north of the border.
If we take speech communities of larger sizes, teasing apart discrete
vernaculars becomes harder to do. How hard it is depends on how much
individual variation there is. Individual variation in the make-up of the
vernacular seems to be very high if it is a mixed lect in use in a bilingual
community. Some speakers use Word X for a certain concept, others use Word
Y, X's equivalent from the other language. Others use both words in free
variation. Mixed lects are often diffuse. While in focused communities a
communal linguistic abstraction would be perhaps fairly accurate, though not
necessarily representative for everyone's speech, the same level of accuracy is
very hard to obtain in a diffuse community. A mixed lect does not have to
indicate a diffuse community, however. Prime examples of the opposite are
fully conventionalized mixed languages, in which, paradoxically, no mixing is
going on anymore. Several mixed lects with a high degree of
conventionalization can be found in the literature, for example the mixture of
Hindi and English spoken by certain groups in Northern India (cf Kachru,
1982). Certain bilingual registers within a bilingual's idiolect, like mixed songs,
can be very focused (e.g. the mixed Quechua-Spanish Waynos of Equador, cf.
Muysken, 1991). It is now time to spell out in greater detail what is meant by
this concept of 'focusing'.
1.2.2. Focusing
The concept of focusing has mainly been developed by Prague School linguists
and later, within sociolinguistics, by Robert Le Page. I have alluded to it
already as the process by which diasystems come to be perceived by speakers
as something "real". Once they have reached that stage, they are called lects, or
language varieties (cf. Sgall et al., 1992). A lect is distinct from other lects
because some of its norms are different from those of other lects. Every lect has
its own prototype, and the differences between the prototypes are seen as salient
by the speakers. Consequently, lects have a structural and a functional side to
them, which explains the near-synonymy of 'lect' and 'code'. The lect will
remain one as long as the situation stays the same. Since lects have functional
appropriateness, speakers are aware of them as Gestalts. Reification strengthens
this situation and hence helps entrenching said norms. My use of focusing refers
to this process by which a lect emerges or remains one. From this definition it
follows that lects must be focused, though they can become even more focused
by on-going focusing. In this section this process will be outlined. It will be
divided into two components: functional focusing and structural focusing. The
first refers to the attainment and maintenance of functional appropriateness and
is discussed in the next subsection; the second to the attainment and
maintenance of formal cohesiveness, which is the subject of the bulk of this
section. We will see that there has to be some degree of structural focusing
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before the process of functional focusing can get underway.
functional focusing
Lects are recognized as lects because they have been allocated functional roles.
They are used in some situations and cannot be used in other situations. People
are aware of them and may say things like "you can't say that in this situation".
There are formal aspects which are perhaps unique to a certain lect, or are in
any case markers of it. Examples are sociolinguistic markers like the
pronunciation of Irl in New York City (Labov, 1972). Being a marker means
that the form is recognized as indexing social values above and beyond its
referential meaning. In contexts in which there are many markers, the lect they
are marking is likely to be very focused. In the above-mentioned study of the
Amish speech community in Delaware, Enninger & Raith (1988) show how
Amish High German and Pennsylvania German are set off from each other by
both a great number of elements which only belong to one of the registers and
a functional division into contexts in which one is appropriate and contexts in
which the other is the unmarked choice.
Perhaps the most extreme example of this type of focusing is at work in
the coordinate bilingual, who can keep his languages apart perfectly and uses
them appropriately, i.e. in the right contexts. Bilingual situations do not usually
call for this much focusing, certainly not in informal situations. In bilingual
communities, bilingual vernaculars are therefore more common than
monolingual vernaculars. Obviously, given time, a bilingual vernacular can
become every bit as focused as any other regional or social dialect.
Pennsylvania German is a good example of such a focused bilingual vernacular.
curtailing variation
Though variation is an inherent aspect of language, it is not unconstrained.
Dialectology and sociolinguistics show how on a higher level of abstraction
groups of idiolects cluster together. Internal variation tends to be levelled out
in cases of dialect contact. This means basically that speakers accommodate to
each other's speech. The result is that they get rid of individual features, or
make sure none arise. Accommodation is the speech event-level (i.e.
synchronic) analogue of focusing. Focusing in general means that linguistic
utterances are kept close enough to the prototype of language as it is used
within the speech community. It curtails variation.
Several branches of linguistics suggest explanations as to why there are
limits to variation. Both Speech Accommodation Theory (cf. Giles &
Powesland, 1975) and the Markedness Theory (Myers-Scotton, 1993a), for
instance, attempt to show that speakers want to speak a certain way in order to
have certain effects on their interlocutors. Variation is constrained in a more
general way because the form in which a speaker casts her message must be
recognizable to her interlocutor. When she is speaking to somebody else, she
might cast it in a slightly different form, but variation must remain within
limits: the limits of what is considered the lect she is speaking. Accommodation
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can be more conscious or more unconscious. Of course the speaker does not
have to accommodate: she can also choose to diverge from what is expected.
Divergence will presumably always be rather conscious.
Conscious accommodation refers to the way speakers handle those
features which have some degree of saliency as markers of things like social
class, ethnicity or level of education. People will often stop and think about
these features, how they use them and whether that is how they want to use
them. Markers can be phonological, lexical and morphosyntactic in nature.
Typically characteristic of markers is that they are stigmatized, that they are
involved in on-going change, that they are in opposition to a radically different
form and, in the case of phonemes, that they are solely responsible for
maintaining some phonological contrast (TrudgiU, 1985: II). Conscious
accommodation is of minor importance in the present study, where the data
consist of informal interactions within peer group networks. It is possible
however, that in bilingual contexts, the reservoir of possible markers is
enormous, since every originally L2 feature can be a marker of empathy for the
L2 culture (cf. Hill & Hill, 1986). The main type of accommodation for our
purposes however, is unconscious or automatic accommodation. A discussion
of this concept will follow after an introduction to its more abstract analogue,
structural focusing.
Unconscious accommodation is basically speaking the way you are
accustomed to with a given interlocutor in a given situation. The speaker uses
her vernacular for the specific informal situation she fmds herself in.
Pronunciation is pretty much fixed, and there is a core of entrenched vocabulary
(including idioms and collocations) and morphological and syntactic structures.
All this together makes up the prototype of the vernacular. Since these elements
are highly entrenched, the speaker does not pay much attention to their
realization. Unconscious accommodation does not have to be perfect: given
time, even the most unsalient and automatic features of language can change
(cf. Keller, 1990).
structural focusing
If people are not aware that they accommodate, why do they accommodate? It
will be argued in this section that much linguistic activity is highly habitual in
nature. Routines are entrenched and become even more entrenched with further
usage. Increasing entrenchment of individual elements taken together constitutes
the more abstract process of structural focusing. Structural focusing leads to the
formation of lects and languages; functional focusing as discussed in the
previous subsection makes sure they become prominent in people's minds,
enough for instance for them to receive names.
New words and patterns can become conventionalized and in the process
become part of the norm for the lect in which they are used. They can spread
to all other lects of the speaker or remain typical of that lect only. 3 I adopt the
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In the latter case it may become a sociolinguistic marker.
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Cognitive Grammar view of language (Langacker, 1987), which entails that
every lect or language is made up of a set of conventionalized units. Words,
combinations of words and, by extrapolation, patterns are all units. The set of
units is the grammar of a language; the set of patterns, its syntax. The degree
to which two grammars differ, of course helps determine how easily they can
be perceived as distinct lects.
A grammar is seen here as a structured list of elements with unit status.
Four aspects of this sentence deserve closer inspection. When does an element
have unit status? What are elements? What is the nature of a structured list?
Can we speak about grammars of such a gross abstraction as "a language" at
all, or are we talking about idiolects? The last question has been the subject of
much of the discussion in this chapter so far. It was answered with 'yes, we
can, as long as we realize that the grammar of a lect is a prototype to which
idiolects only adhere to a certain degree'. The other three questions will be
discussed in the remainder of this subsection.
Unit status means, by Langacker's definition, that the element has been
mastered by a speaker
"to the extent that he can employ it in largely automatic fashion, without
having to focus his attention specifically on its individual parts or their
arrangement" (Langacker, 1987: 57).

It comes 'prepackaged', as it were, it does not demand the "constructive effort"
which is needed for novel structures. Elements can have unit status in some
idiolects but not in others. As an example, Fife (1990) asserts that most
linguists can pronounce the word metathesis with ease. "It rolls off the tongue
as a familiar, established articulatory routine; but a non-linguist, unfamiliar with
the term, will be able to pronounce it only through a conscious constructive
effort, paying careful attention to all the syllables and their sequencing". Fife
(1990: 36) compares the process of attaining unit status to driving a car: when
learning how to do that, all actions need to be consciously planned, but later
they become more and more automatic. To take an example from the immigrant
Turkish community: for the Turkish speaker who has just arrived in Holland,
consonant clusters like -st- will not have unit status, but for the second
generation immigrant, who speaks Dutch very well, they will. Haugen (1950)
describes similar data from American Norwegian and more examples can be
added at will.
Any linguistic element (phonemes, morphemes, words, phrases and
longer sequences) can be entrenched enough to be a grammatical unit. Speakers
of American English for example will include the sound Itl, the word the, the
plural noun cats, the conventional expression ivory tower and the idiomatic
phrase get real as units in their grammar. British speakers may have the same
units, but they may also lack the last one. In addition, they will have phrasal
units Americans won't have. Conventional expressions of more than one word
are based on the Prinzip der Verschmelzung (Keller, 1990: 146), which captures
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the generalization that what co-occurs a lot tends to form a unit, which in turn
can be accessed as a whole." Linguistic units are symbolic: the word cows for
instance, is the unitized symbolic relation between the phonological string
!cows/ and the semantic conception [COW-PL]. Units can be schematic. For
example, the combination of a specified transitive verb and an unspecified,
schematic object can be a unit. The verb itself is a unit, but so is its
combinability with an object. Grammatical patterns are all schematic units.
There is no sharp dividing line between units and non-units. The more
entrenched an element is, the more likely it is to be a unit. The degree of
entrenchment of a specific element at any given time falls on a continuum
between novel (non-unit) and deeply entrenched (unit). There is no cut-off point
and there is also no end-point on the unit side. An element can always be
further entrenched. Degree of entrenchment depends on frequency of use and
other factors, such as semantic transparency. Consequently, degrees of
entrenchment fluctuate: they can get higher or lower. This point will be taken
up below in Section 1.4, where conventionalization and attrition will be
discussed as the manifestations of change.
It is important to note here that symbolic units do not just represent the
form-meaning correspondence as it is often understood. Meaning should be
understood as encyclopedic in nature. Part of the meaning of an element can be
that it is typically used in certain contexts. Where many units share this
specification, they are likely to be part of a particular lect.
Now we tum to the conceptualization of a grammar as a structured list
of units. Novel structures are not part of the grammar. They are built up using
that grammar however, because they are sanctioned by existing units. The two
types of unit, specified units (words and phrases) and unspecified schematic
units (patterns), are used by the speaker to compute novel elements, which in
turn may acquire unit status themselves. The list is structured because it is
hierarchical in this sense. Smaller units are often part of larger units, in which
they are integrated.
Plural nouns that are listed in the grammar as units are not barred from
inclusion in the grammar just because there is a rule for plural formation which
can be learned. For Cognitive Grammar at least, there is nothing harmful in
listing both the instantiation (cows) and the generalized pattern [Plural
Noun/NOUN + -s] in the grammar. In fact, given enough instantiations with
unit status, speakers can generalize and have the general pattern as a schema in
their grammar. This schema does not normally allow the speaker to derive the
plural of "cow" (though it certainly can if he should want to), it just exists
alongside it (cf. Langacker's term "rule-list fallacy" for problems with this sort
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A concomitant semantic effect of this principle is "bleaching": units lose something
of their compositional, specific meaning and acquire a meaning of their own. The
example Keller (1990: 146) gives is French aujourd d'hui ("today"), which goes
back to the prepositional phrase aujour d'hui, the original meaning of which is now
rendered by au jour d'aujourd'hui (lion this day").
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of exclusion on the grounds of economy and elegance).
Though not normally used to derive established units, a schema does
sanction novel combinations, as mentioned earlier. If, for instance, the newly
arrived Turkish immigrant in Holland stops using okul (for "school"), and starts
using Dutch school instead (because for instance Dutch schools are a little
different from Turkish ones and thus not accurately enough described by okul),
then the schema [plural Noun/NOUN-lAr] sanctions the novel expression
school'lar (meaning "schools"), just as it would for any new Turkish-origin
noun. Repeated occurrence of this and similar combinations of Dutch nouns and
Turkish plural markers will make these novel structures rapidly gain unit status.
Which particular elements will attain this status will vary with the individual
speaker. Similar examples can be added for categories other than plural, cf.
Chapters Three and Four.
The inclusion of schemas in the list shows that the grammar should not
be conceived of as an unstructured list. Schemas capture the ability of speakers
to abstract away from instantiations and acknowledge that a certain novel
expression is similar enough to what is usually said in the language to be
perceived as a well-formed expression. This view of grammar as a "structured
inventory of conventional linguistic units" (Langacker 1987: 11) is of course
very different from what most mainstream theories see as characterizing
grammar, namely generative capacity. We have seen that Cognitive Grammar
treats novel expressions as freely combined conventional units, a process
directed by general cognitive processes, including profiling, categorization and
metonymic extension.
In focused communities grammars are fairly similar for every speaker.
Their structured inventories of linguistic units overlap to a great degree, as do
the units themselves. The latter specification means that the encyclopedic
meaning associated with a certain unit will be fairly similar for all speakers.
Thus they will associate the same unit with the same social situations and
presumably use them accordingly. These speakers have the same lects at their
disposal and have very similar grammars for these lects. If the lects are from
different languages, the speakers appear to be perfectly able to keep their
languages separate if they want to, which of course does not preclude the
possibility that the same units which are associated with language X can also
be associated with a bilingual vernacular.
In more diffused communities the degree of overlap is less. Speakers may
not have the same units or they may have different sociolinguistic meaning
associated with the same unit. Speech appears to be diffused in these
communities because there is so much variation between people. Lects are
consequently not so easily distinguished.
1.2.2.1. Accommodation: focusing at the utterance level
In my view, speakers do not often create linguistic structure out of the blue. I
assume that most speakers pay at least as much attention to their interlocutors
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as to their own goals, which by definition means that I disagree with views of
language in which the speaker is first and foremost a rational actor. True,
speakers may make marked choices (Myers-Scotton, 1993a) to negotiate a
certain position for themselves, and they do want to achieve more than just
being understood (Keller, 1990: 136). I doubt however, that this happens as
frequently as the opposite, when speakers just do what is expected of them.
When this is an unmarked choice, the speaker is indeed still acting as a rational
actor. I would argue however, that in many cases, the speaker does not make
any choices, apart from what the content of his message is going to be. Formal
aspects are fairly automatic in these cases, based on previous experience.
This type of automatic accommodation explains why there is so much
similarity in language use within peer groups and why there are dialogical
grammars (cf Section 1.2.1). I suspect that speakers have highly consistent
grammars for their vernaculars with specific interlocutors. These grammars all
differ slightly, perhaps mostly in vocabulary entrenchment. Taken together, they
will be more similar if the interlocutors are in mutual contact as welL The more
tightly knit the community, the more the various dialogical grammars of
vernaculars within the idiolect will be similar. We will see later that the Turkish
immigrant community (and perhaps most other immigrant communities) are not
so tightly knit. Children have many contacts outside the community and learn
a lot of Dutch that way. Consequently, the community is rather diffuse
linguistically. In focused communities however, families and small peer
networks are typical examples of tight-knit communities. In extreme cases, the
whole community can be fairly homogenous, as in the case of the Old Order
Amish of Kent County, Delaware (Enninger & Raitz, 1988: 261). Partial
similarity between dialogical grammars leads to a core grammar which is
common to all of these grammars. Elements in the core grammar are highly
entrenched, which means they can be uttered fairly automatically, except if part
of the encyclopedic knowledge about an element is that it is a sociolinguistic
marker. In that case the element will involve more monitoring.
Automatic accommodation as described above is an unconscious reflex
of entrenchment. A speaker can also consciously make an unmarked choice by
choosing to say something in a way which fits the norms of the vernacular. The
two shade into each other on an Awareness Continuum." Unmarked choices
occupy the 'conscious' end of the continuum, together with other conscious
choices, especially those typically associated with divergence, e.g. marked
choices (note that unmarked choices are of course still made consciously if they
are real "choices"). Automatic accommodation occupies the other end of the
continuum. When choices seem unmarked, they are more likely to be nearer the
unconscious end and perhaps not be choices at all, or only at a low level of
awareness. In informal contexts speakers will stay at the unconscious end nearly
all the time. If the vernacular spoken is focused, the norms are clear and there
is no reason to deviate from them. If the lect is diffused, the norms are less
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A similar view seems to be implied in Auer & di Luzio (1988: 4).
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clear and hence there will be more variation. In fact, the linguistic resources
may be so diffused that there is not even a lect (yet). A speaker's position along
the continuum is determined by his general attitude to the speech event at the
time of speaking, but will also shift with individual linguistic items, as will
become clear in Section 3.2. Elements claim their place on the continuum,
depending on whether they are socio-pragmatically neutral or whether they are
sociolinguistic indicators or markers (cf. Trudgill, 1985: 10-11). The previously
mentioned study by Van Bree & Van Scherpenzeel (1994) indicates that people
are more aware of content words as dialect markers than of grammatical
elements which are typical of a certain dialect.
Note that the Awareness Continuum predicts nothing about the amount
of variation, for which the relative focusedness or diffusedness of the lect is
responsible. Focused vernaculars will be typical for stable communities, whether
monolingual or multilingual. Diffused vernaculars will be found in situations
where norms are not very clear. These include young contact situations,
including meetings with strangers, with whom dialogical grammars have not
been built yet.
Automatic accommodation is naturally associated with focused contexts.
The term 'accommodation' itself, however, is most commonly associated with
a conscious move made by the speaker. He wants to sound like someone else
and hence uses the same linguistic elements (a pronunciation feature, a word,
a construction etc.) or, alternatively, he has decided he definitely does not want
to sound like someone, in which case he uses a different element. In order to
keep a 'conscious'
ring to the term, we could replace 'automatic
accommodation' with a more passive term, for which I propose triggering,"
Accommodation and divergence on the other hand, involve conscious choices.
When we are talking about accommodation we are also inherently talking
about contact. You have to accommodate to somebody and that somebody must
be somebody you are in contact with. Language contact is often understood as
bilingual contact, but it will not hurt to remind ourselves here that that is just
a special case of contact. When languages are in contact, speakers of these
languages are in contact, and being in contact means that they speak to each
other (though not necessarily face-to-face). But even in the most rigidly
monolingual community, people are still in contact with one another, idiolects
still differ in minor ways, and because of the natural link between contact and
accommodation, change can, and will, still occur. Any two people coming into
contact can influence each other's speech, though some people will exert more
influence than others. It should be mentioned here that the Awareness
Continuum has ramifications for the types of change that are likely to occur (cf.
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In CS studies this term is associated with the work of Michael Clyne. He does not
use it for exactly the same phenomenon as what I am using it for. Clyne (1987)
gives a good indication of his interpretation of the term. I do not hesitate to use it
here because the constructions Clyne describes seem to be a sub-case of the more
general process which I intend to use the term for.
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Trudgill, 1985: 24-25). For focused contexts triggering may be more typical
than accommodation and change will therefore be slow and gradual.
Monolingual sound changes are of this type. In diffused contexts there will be
more conscious accommodation. Because of this consciousness, change can be
more rapid, and even instantaneous. Lexical borrowing between languages and
between registers will often be of this type. Bilingual contact is the focus of this
study, hence most of the changes to be discussed are of the latter type. Partially
however, this is only because, working from a CS background, I focused more
on lexical borrowing than on structural borrowing.
1.3. Stratification in bilingual settings
So far, this introduction has treated bilingual contact as a subcase of all contact
between speakers. Speakers borrow linguistic elements from other speakers,
whether they speak the same language or a different one. Nevertheless, this
study focuses on bilingual contact. The purpose of this section is to indicate
what type of vernacular arises from bilingual contact.
In bilingual contact, more dramatic differences exist between the codes
in contact. The elements contributed by each of the languages are therefore
more easily distinguished, which is no doubt a major reason why bilingual CS
has been studied more often than 'more monolingual' cases. Studies of bidialectal CS exist however: e.g. Blom & Gumperz (1972), Sgall et al. (1992),
Giesbers (1989) and several studies on mixing between Italian dialects and the
standard language, e.g. Alfonzetti (1993).
Vernaculars can be bilingual in nature. In fact, in bilingual communities
they normally are (cf. Grosjean, 1992). If a vernacular is bilingual, those
speakers who have this lect as a vernacular, will be using a lect which looks
like CS to the outsider. The speaker herself may not be aware of any mixing
however, at least not in a synchronic way. Myers-Scotton (1993a) refers to
these lects as 'CS itself as the unmarked choice'. Kachru (1982: 34) claims a
place in the code matrix for the mixed code (and, as we saw earlier, for any
other code) if it has both formal cohesion and functional expectancy. Typical
characteristics (though not defining features) are asymmetry between a matrix
and an embedded language, preponderance of lexical items from the embedded
language in certain semantic fields, the existence of incorporation patterns for
these foreign words, and the fact that the code often has a name, like Border
Spanish, or Hinglish (i.e. Hindi-English). A more thorough account of mixed
codes will appear in Chapter Three. The term which will be used throughout
this work for these mixed codes which function as vernaculars is mixed lect.
It should be borne in mind however, that a mixed lect is not a different category
from monolingual vernaculars; it is just a convenient term for a lect, of which
the prototype is sufficiently far removed from the prototype of the monolingual
case to warrant having a special name for it.
For children growing up in a mixed lect-speaking environment there may
be nothing mixed about their speech. They may simply learn certain words for
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certain concepts without knowing from which language they come. Deuchar
(1995) shows that initially the bilingual child does not have translation
equivalents available for most of the words which, to the appearance of the
linguist, have been codeswitched. Of course later in life, the child is likely to
figure out that some words occur in one monolingual lect and other words in
another, and thus he will start learning translation equivalents, thus gradually
building new lects within his idiolect. It appears that in these situations the
mixed lect is the primary language of the child, out of which differentiated
monolingual registers are constructed later on in life.
Mixed lects do not have to be the same for every idiolect throughout the
community. There can be different versions, which can be distinguished from
each other on formal grounds (i.e. they have their own formal cohesiveness,
their own patterns and lexicons). Functionally, they can serve distinct purposes
as well, but most will be vernaculars. Formal differences between mixed lects
within the Turkish community in Holland will be discussed in Chapter Six.
Mixed lects are excellent places to study on-going contact-induced
language change. It is the lect in which bilingual speakers allow the intrusion
of words and patterns from one language in contexts from another language.
This aspect of bilingual speech will be addressed throughout this work, so here
just one example will do. Kachru (1982: 46) discusses the negative construction
in two lects of Marathi as used in Nagpur in central India: the local variety
Nagpuri Marathi, and the standard variety Puneri Marathi. The people in this
area also speak Hindi. The negative concept [DO NOT WANT] is formed in
Marathi with a special verb nako, with the meaning "not want", cf. (la). In
Nagpuri Marathi this construction is also used, but in addition to another one,
cf. (1b). This construction, with a negative auxiliary, is similar to the Hindi
construction in (Ic).
(Ja)
(lb)
(Ie)

mala caha nako (I-DAT tea don't-want) ("I don't want tea")
mala caha nahi pahije (I-DAr tea not want)
mujhe cay nahi cahiye (I-DAr tea not want)

The interesting point here is that the Hindi-like construction in (1b) only
appears in the local vernacular, not in the local standard variety. This is an
example in which both a lexical and a syntactic feature contribute to the formal
cohesiveness of the mixed lect. Purely lexical manifestations are of course much
easier to come by.
Since one of the linguistic elements which gets diffused through contact
is the word, bilingual CS is a logical outcome. Nevertheless, there are bilingual
communities which do not show any CS to speak of. We will come back to this
later. Iwill argue that these communities are atypical of bilingual communities,
and likely to be very focused, which leads to a diglossic situation, where the
two languages are very similar in role to two very different registers in, say,
most western speech communities. Immigrant communities, on the other hand,
are often very diffuse, at least in their early stages. This is in no way a defining
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characteristic
however: the Amish in the US for instance have lived in very
focused communities
for a very long time. Note however,
that these
communities
lose much of their immigrant character along with on-going
focusing, which again is especially prominent when immigration ceases. The
Amish may have their roots in immigration,
but they are not an immigrant
community.

the mixed vernacular
By way of illustration, quotes will now be given from various studies on
language contact. They convey how much variation there is in bilingual settings
but also how 'psychologically
real' (i.e. focused) mixed lects often are:
"Modern Tiwi is a well-known example of radical linguistic change between
generations. So great is the change that the older and younger people have
difficulty in understanding each other although they believe that they are
speaking the same language" (McConvell, 1994: 16).
"It could be said that there are as many varieties of migrant languages in
Australia as there are speakers, since the nature and degree of English
influence and general adaptation of the base language to the Australian context
will largely depend on the individual speaker's activities and life-style as well
as on his or her experience in both languages" (Clyne, 1985: 94).

"Each individual conceives of the immediate linguistic reality in terms of pools
of linguistic resources. C... ) Although I would presume that a modern linguist
would have been able at any stage of the history of this island (i.e. New
Caledonia, AB) to have divided up the linguistic resources into a number of
different languages, I would imagine that the language boundaries would have
had somewhat less significance for the people of the island than we would be
inclined to attribute to them" (Grace, 1990: 169-170).
"(...) there are rules governing not only what is incorporated from the second
language, but also that there are definite rules about what is acceptable, and
what is not. In other words, the mixed code is itself like another independent
code with a system" (Goke-Pariola, 1983, on Yoruba-English mixing).
"Those who have observed how traditional multilingual societies work with
their code-repertoire have clearly seen that the codes function as 'one system'
with formally and functionally definable subsystems" (Kachru, 1982: 48).
'''Our Norwegian language is so mixed with American words that I was quite
disgusted at what I heard when I first came here. '" (Haugen, 1938), quoting a
visiting Norwegian pastor among the immigrants of Wisconsin).
"The bush consciousness (i.e. traditional Chipewyan Indians, AB) ( ...) tends to
reduce all experience to an internally integrated whole. Where the speaker has
experience with various languages this produces linguistic convergence"
(Scollon & Scollon, 1979: 207, on convergence between various languages in
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Fort Chipewyan, Canada).
"Code-switching from Nahuatl to Spanish, and the use of Spanish loanwords
in Nahuatl, is the single most salient locus of linguistic marking for Nahuatl
speakers in our field area; one cannot work on Nahuatl for half a day without
hearing opinions about this kind of mixing, and observing the many
expressions of strongly-felt attitudes about hispanization" (Hill & Hill, 1980:
121).
"(...) intrasentential switching represents a variety of speaking superposed on
a continuum of Spanish and English. This continuum ranges from standard
Mexican Spanish to non-standard local or 'popular' Spanish (...) and to a rather
stigmatized variety of Spanish, variously termed Pocho, Tex-Mex or Espafiol
Mixtureado. This variety is highly Anglicized" (Pfaff, 1979: 292).
"One of the most frequently used terms for both ethnicity and language was
"mixed". It was generally felt that out of this "mixing" a new Belizean
language was emerging" (Le Page, 1994: 117).
"The quantum of intrusion may vary from a few lexical items or frozen phrases
of English to frequent alternation of Panjabi and English with such intricate
mixtures at the sentence and speech act levels that it may defy any analysis in
any traditional linguistic framework" (Agnihotri, 1979: 256).

Several of these quotes express the high degree of conventionalization many
mixed lects have. They function as the vernacular of a community and are thus
languages with fairly clearly defined prototypes. Focusing has brought about
new language varieties in these cases, as the quotes by McConvell, GokePariola, Kachru, Haugen, Pfaff and Le Page testify. On the other hand, contact
situations are often diffuse, giving rise to seemingly unlimited variation. The
quotes by Clyne, Grace and Agnihotri bear witness to this potential of contact
situations to dramatically increase linguistic diversity in a community, thanks
to the absence of focusing pressures. Nevertheless, as Scollon & Scollon have
documented, even in these kinds of contexts speakers create some order, to
eventually come up with a lect of their own.
1.4. Change
Where there is variation, there is potential for change. In the previous sections
we have looked at variation between and within speech communities and
idiolects. At both levels there is similar, though only bi-directional, variation
between subsequent states of the grammar. In very general terms the argument
is quite simple: through usage or non-usage, the degree of entrenchment of
individual units in a speaker's grammar fluctuates, and new units are added all
the time. Every utterance thus changes the idiolect in minor ways. A theory of
language change needs to specify when we actually want to call a fluctuation
a manifestation of language change. The big question however is, why this is
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so. All languages change, but why? Weinreich, Labov & Herzog (1968: 186)
write about the "Actuation Problem":
"If we seriously consider the proposition that linguistic change is change in
social behavior, then we should not be surprised that predictive hypotheses are
not readily available, for this is a problem common to all studies of social
behavior".
And Keller (1990: 17), in the same vein:
"Die Veranderbarkeit der Sprache folgt ( ) aus deren Arbitraritat, die
wiederurn aus ihrer Konventionalitat folgt. ( ) Die Universalitat des Wande1s
scheint zunachst einrnal eine empirische Feststellung zu sein. Fur die
Notwendigkeit des Wandels miissen die Argumente erst noch gefunden
werden". ("The changeability of language is a consequence of its arbitrariness,
which in turn follows from its conventionality. The universality of change
seems to be an empirical issue. For the necessity of change, the arguments
have not even been found yet. "; my translation)

Both quoted works subsequently put forward several suggestions as to why
change is an inherent aspect of language. They combine internal and
extralinguistic factors, a trend which can also be observed in many case studies
on particular changes (e.g. Silva-Corvala n, 1986). Extralinguistic pressures force
people to speak a certain way (in the case of immigrants: to start using words
from another language); internal factors help shape the particular form the
change will take and how it will be embedded.
A grammar is a frozen picture of "what is in fact a highly dynamic
system" (Le Page, 1994: 109). Linguistic variation can to a certain extent be
incorporated in a grammar, but change is by definition irreconcilable with a
stative picture. Gumperz (1968: 462) suggests where the solution to the change
problem may lie:
"While the concept of structural borrowing refers to the end result of a process
of change, it does not provide an insight into the dynamics of this process. Its
synchronic correlates, speech diversity and code-switching among different
dialects, styles or languages will probably hold more interest for scholars
oriented towards functional analysis."
Language variation exists because language serves functions above and beyond
referring to concepts. CS means that elements from a different lect are used in
an utterance in the current lect. At some point this may have happened often
enough for that element to be considered part of that same lect. It has been
borrowed.
Lects change because they take over elements from other lects. Outright
innovations are of course also possible, but I assume that does not happen very
often, especially not in the vernacular where speakers do not tend to hover
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around the conscious end of the Awareness Continuum. In addition, lects lose
elements as well. If lects change, we should be able to distinguish different
states, just like we can distinguish synchronic varieties (cf Weinreich, Labov
& Herzog, 1968: 155).
Fife (1992) argues that longitudinal varieties can be isolated from each
other only to a certain extent because the boundaries are fuzzy, as they are
between latitudinal varieties. He makes a case for the use of prototypes to
distinguish between language periods. Speech data from 20th century speakers
of English are a better example of "Modem English" than speech data from
18th century speakers. The former fit the prototype better. Similarly, we can
posit different prototypes of Turkish, e.g. Anatolian Turkish and Immigrant
Turkish. The former has certain characteristics associated with Turkish as it is
spoken in Anatolia, and the latter has certain other characteristics, some of them
due to Dutch influence (e.g. borrowed words). The speech of immigrants will
be more like the one or more like the other prototype. Note that these alleged
prototypes are purely descriptive tools, which are arrived at by extracting
features which are common to a group of speech data.
Prototypes, which were introduced as helpful in describing synchronic
variation, thus seem to be helpful as well in describing diachronic variation.
Based on my data I will propose three prototypes for the immigrant vernacular.
These will be described in detail in Chapters Four and Six, and evaluated in
Chapter Seven.
Below, a distinction will be made between innovation and change. Fluctuations
in degrees of entrenchment as well as real innovations are instantiations of
change, but they are not considered here to actually constitute change. Change
is defined as either a conventionalized new element in a majority of the
idiolects within a speech community, or as an element which has lost its unit
status in the majority of idiolects. The latter process is called attrition. I believe
this definition of change is very similar to other current definitions (e.g.
Weinreich, Labov & Herzog, 1968: 184; Keller, 1990: 183). Attrition will be
briefly discussed in Sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, but the major focus in this work
will be on conventionalization.
The source of the innovations will usually be other lects within the
idiolect. They thus enter the lect through CS. Conventionalization is the process
by which an initially new element becomes entrenched in a speaker's grammar
as a unit of the language. At least theoretically, it is also possible that attrition
occurs, through the loss of unit status for a certain element. This process is hard
to pin down, however, because of the receptive knowledge problem (cf. Section
1.2.1). Without pretending to know how to establish an element's level of
entrenchment, or even whether it is possible to do so at all, it does not seem too
far-fetched to say that it can fluctuate within an idiolect, and can vary between
idiolects of one language.
As should be clear by now, elements which can be affected by change
can be just about anything: phonemes, words, structures, meanings etc. This is
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not always acknowledged. For instance, in the study of CS much attention has
been given to lexical borrowing but the use of foreign structure or semantics is
often ignored (cf. Boeschoten, forthc., for similar criticism), or considered to be
something else, interference for example. Among those who treat the borrowing
of words and of other linguistic elements together in the same framework, the
first who comes to mind is Lars Johanson, whose code-copying model
(Johanson, 1993) elegantly unites the various forms linguistic influence can
take. Two excellent case studies which combine lexical borrowing and structural
convergence in one descriptive model are Scollon & Scollon (1979) and Hill &
Hill (1986). Above, the set oflinguistic units was defined as including all kinds
of things, both overt morphemes and covert schemas. It naturally follows that
they can all be involved in CS. Word order has, for instance, been shown to be
highly unstable (Nichols, 1992). I see no reason for an exclusive focus on the
lexicon in a discussion on on-going change.
Readily available examples of attrition and conventionalization in
immigrant languages are the decreased use of vocabulary specifically connected
with the society left behind (in modem-day migration, often agrarian
terminology) and the acquisition of cultural loans from the new language
respectively (cf Haugen, 1938) for an early insightful description of these
processes in American Norwegian). These and other examples will be discussed
in more detail in Chapter Three.
As was the case in the treatment of variation, the approach taken to
linguistic change is bottom-up. A change will only be called a change if a
sizable number of idiolects in the speech community have undergone it, but
nothing could, or should, stop a linguist studying an idiolect in isolation to call
a conventionalized new element in that idiolect an instance of linguistic change.
Since for that researcher the speech community is that idiolect and no more than
that idiolect, it is irrelevant for him to know whether it has also spread to other
idiolects. For most of us though, the latter is a much more interesting question.
Depending on our focus of study, we determine the level of abstraction at which
we want to work, just as we do when studying synchronic variation. This is
mainly a matter of defining the speech community. We must specify for which
cluster of speakers our assertions hold, e.g. between two people with regular
informal interaction, in a social network, in a city, in a community, or among
most speakers of a language. Peer group networks are the smallest speech
communities considered in this study.
One of the conditions for something to be called a change was that it
must have occurred in a sufficient number of idiolects within the speech
community. Words like "sufficient" and "majority" show that some vagueness
is let in. That may even be inescapable, since we do not know how many
people in the community must "have" a certain feature for it to be part of the
language of that community. Any percentage lower than 100 would be arbitrary
(cf. Dotter, 1994: 141, note 5). This is one aspect of the Synchronic Fallacy, the
term introduced by John Mackey (cf. Mackey, 1970) to refer to the fact that we
cannot tell when a word is integrated enough to be a loan. In bilingual cases we
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are often tempted to treat any word from one language used in a sentence of the
other as a codeswitch. For the very first immigrants on their first days in the
new country this is probably true. Soon, however, the picture will get
complicated and we cannot unequivocally state anymore that an L2 element is
really L2; it may just as well be a conventionalized new element in the mixed
lect.
1.4.1. Innovations,

conventionalization

and attrition

idiolects

All lects within a person's idiolect change with every instance of usage.
Keeping track of all the changes may essentially be the task of linguistics but
it is also impossible (Weinreich, 1968: 307). A few liberties will have to be
taken. First of all, this study describes the vernacular only. Every utterance the
informants have made is assumed to be made in the vernacular. 7 Nothing will
be said about the other lects in the grammars of the informants, including their
monolingual vernaculars, since they are not represented as such in the data.
Second, I will also assume that all morphemes (i.e. all specified units) an
informant uses are conventionalized units in his or her idiolect (cf. Langacker,
1987: 58), except if there are good reasons to assume that this is not the case,
such as overly careful pronunciation etc. To what extent patterns (i.e. schematic
units) are entrenched remains an open question. Third, I will assume that
speakers engaging in conversation with their peers say things their interlocutors
can understand, so what is a unit in their own idiolect will at least be a passive
one in that of their interlocutors (cf. Keller, 1990: 124).
How do we abstract away from the idiolect level? First of all, recall some
of the definitions given above. Individuals employ new elements all the time
and by doing that they introduce innovations into their idiolect. If an innovation
becomes conventionalized, their idiolect has undergone change. The element
that was an irmovation at the time of its first usage, has now been unitized.
However, for a language to undergo this change, the innovation needs to be
unitized in many idiolects. When the innovation has spread to all or most of the
idiolects in a community, it is conventionalized and we can call it an instance
of language change. Note that the dichotomy innovation versus change has
only been introduced for simplicity's sake. Essentially, it is not a dichotomy;
the two are extremes on a gradient scale. We will come back to this explicitly
when discussing the Synchronic Fallacy below: the issue of when a CS is not
a CS anymore, but a borrowing. If a putative loanword has only reached unit
status for two or three speakers, for example a family, it has been
conventionalized (it has become a loan) in the idiolects of those speakers, but
it has not been conventionalized yet in the speech community. Unitization will
be used to refer to entrenchment in an idiolect, and conventionalization for
entrenchment in all or most of the idiolects of a speech community. Recall the
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With the possible exception of "marked choices" (cf. Myers-Scotton,
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1993a: 131).

example of the linguistic jargon term metathesis as having unit status in the
idiolects of most linguists, but not in those of most other speakers of English.
Focusing tends to reduce variability at the community level. At one point
several variants are in use to fulfil the same function, with different degrees of
entrenchment for different idiolects. At some later point in time, after focusing
has done its work, one variant has 'won out'. Degrees of entrenchment for that
element will now be fairly similar across idiolects. The fate of the other variants
is not necessarily attrition. Often reallocation takes place, resulting in a change
of meaning for that particular variant: it acquires sociolinguistic meaning (style
allocation) which it did not have before. In Pennsylvania German several
German words have been replaced by English borrowings but have lingered on
in the language as synonyms which are typical for certain, usually more
elevated, styles of speaking (Enninger & Raith, 1988: 285). For more examples,
see Trudgill (1985: 27, 109).
So far we concentrated on the addition of features to a language, but
elements can be lost as well. While conventionalization means that an element
has acquired unit status, attrition means it has lost it. While it is fairly safe to
assume that an element which is used by a speaker is a unit in her grammar, the
opposite is more problematic. The fact that a speaker does not use a certain
element (and we do not detect it in her speech even if we record everything she
says for several weeks) does not mean that she does not have that element as
a unit in her grammar anymore. Attrition is therefore hard to investigate. To be
sure, conventionalization suffers from the same problem, since how do we know
that something which has not been attested in our data is indeed not part of the
grammar of the speaker? In immigrant contexts there is one advantage for the
study of conventionalization over that of attrition: with L2 elements we at least
know that at some point (pre-immigration) these were not part of the L 1
grammar yet, while in the case of attrition we can never be sure that the
supposedly lost element was there in the first place.
1.4.2. Bilingual contact and change
Bilingual language contact leads to a specific type of innovations: the new
elements are from a clearly recognizable other language. The bilingual
analogues of innovation and conventionalization are codeswitch and borrowing
respectively. It should be clear by now that the same process occurs in both
monolingual and bilingual language use. The lexicon is enriched by new terms
all the time, and this is true for any lect. We will concentrate on bilingual
contact however. Descriptively, this is the easier case since the etymology of
a given element can usually be established beyond doubt. This is not necessarily
true in the case of patterns. Turkish did not have the word friet ("French fries")
before immigration, but Dutch did, so friet came from Dutch. But it would be
much harder to attribute a supposed increase in SVO order in Immigrant
Turkish to Dutch influence. Turkish did have SVO as a possible word order
before contact, so the SVO order as such, cannot be attributed unambiguously
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to Dutch, even though it is the prototypical word order in Dutch.
I have already mentioned the code-copying model (Johanson, 1993) as an
elegant tool for describing the addition of new features to a lect. Details will be
provided in Section 3.1.3, so a short overview will do here. Although the model
is devised, among other things, to deal with all instances of CS it seems to be
tailored to what is commonly
known as single-word
switching or nonceborrowing. The term 'copying'
is used by Johanson to avoid the idea of
wholesale adoption implied in the traditional term 'borrowing',
a notion also
inherent in the metaphor 'code-switching'.
Foreign material is not taken over
just like that, according to Johanson, but is restructured in order to be integrated
into the receiving system. What is copied is the form of a word, or a semantic
concept, or a pattern, but once it is copied, it 'belongs' to the system which can
then do with it as it pleases (cf. Weinreich. Labov & Herzog, 1968: 157).
Certain principles are followed, however, which mainly have to do with the
structure of the receiving language. In Section 3.1.3, I will discuss similarities
with the concept of nonce-borrowing,
as developed by Shana Poplack and
associates, as well as with the older frameworks of Haugen and Weinreich.
While the code-copying
model has a diachronic outlook (it basically
investigates how a language changes through copying), Carol Myers-Scotton's
Matrix Language Frame model is synchronically based. Myers-Scotton
(l993b)
treats all material from what she calls the embedded language (henceforth: EL)
in a sentence from the matrix language (henceforth: ML) as switched material,
except if it is a well-established
loan (more or less like entrepreneur is an
established loan in English). The MLF Model then describes how material from
both languages is combined in actual bilingual utterances. However, MyersScotton (l993b) does provide scenarios of how a language can change through
CS. The advantage of her model is that it treats all lexical CS under the same
heading, while code-copying is most naturally associated with small units from
the embedded language, such as single words. More detailed comparisons of the
two models will be provided in Chapter Three.
In my view it is absolutely necessary that a model of language contact
address the diachronic dimension. This is true in bilingual contact settings even
more so than in monolingual settings, since change tends to occur fairly rapidly
in contact settings. Bilingual
contact settings, especially
in immigration
contexts, are often rather diffuse. There is a lot of variation, and where there is
much variation there is much potential for change. A consequence is that both
the Synchronic Fallacy and the Transition Problem (Weinreich,
Labov &
Herzog, 1968: 184) become a tricky thorn in the linguist's side. The problem
is kept at bay when we compare two stages of a 'normal', focused language
hundreds of years apart: we just say that a new element is there now while it
was not present a few hundreds years back. It was conventionalized
somewhere
in the years in between. But those years in between have dwindled to a very
short time indeed in cases of rapid change. It is already much more difficult to
compare immigrant Turkish in 1974 with immigrant Turkish in 1994. And the
problem mounts if we decrease the distance in time between stages of the
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language (cf. Weinreich, Labov & Herzog, 1968: 122, for similar criticism of
de Saussure).
Given this flexibility in diffuse contact settings, it is no surprise that what
has already been borrowed is often seen as a synchronic switch to another
language while what may be a switch to another language for the speaker is
often analyzed as an already borrowed element. The absence of independent
criteria for establishing when something has been conventionalized as an
element of the language has led to a situation where assertions are made about
an element's status without that assertion being falsifiable. If I claim that the
Dutch word uitgaan (lito go out") has been borrowed into immigrant Turkish
and somebody else says it has not, we are essentially in a no-win situation.
There is no proof whatsoever for either position."
My position will be that words used by a speaker are conventionalized
units in the vernacular lect of his idiolect. The degree to which it is entrenched
is open to debate, and will vary from element to element, and for an element,
from speaker to speaker. This follows from the idea that semantic information
is encyclopedic: the specific semantics of an element vary from speaker to
speaker, especially the more peripheral information.
Conventionalization of elements from the contact language leads to what
we have always referred to as borrowings (though of course not necessarily
borrowed words). In bilingual contact settings resistance to interlingual
innovations might be somewhat higher than in the case of intralingual
innovations in monolingual contact. The forms from another language are more
different and may therefore be more salient (i.e. more at the conscious end of
the Awareness Continuum). Linguistically, this resistance takes the form of
congruency checks in Myers-Scotton's model (Myers-Scotton, 1993b), which
restricts the set of things which can be borrowed. Similar limitations are
imposed by hierarchies of borrowability (Haugen, 1950; Treffers-Daller, 1994;
Van Hout & Muysken, 1994). Note that these hierarchies deal with words only,
not with words and patterns. In my view, these hierarchies should incorporate
non-lexical material, such as distribution patterns or word order, as well.

8

This is not entirely in line with the literature: Pop lack and associates use
morpho syntactic integration as a criterion for establishing borrowing status. In
Chapter Three I will argue that this says nothing about integration of an element into
the mental lexicon. Another criterion, used by Myers-Scotton and associates, is
frequency of use. Any EL item used three times or more is considered a borrowing,
the rest switches. This does address the question of integration into the lexicon, but
only captures one aspect of it, and neglects the encyclopedic knowledge associated
with the item. A word can be firmly entrenched in the ML lexicon, but still be
associated with the EL by the speaker. Mexicano speakers are often aware of words
as being hispanisms, even though they have been present in the language since the
Conquest (Hill & Hill, 1986). I am fairly certain that most Turks in Holland know
which words in their vernacular are of Dutch origin. This situation will be most
typical for immigration settings, especially if the languages in contact are unrelated
and have not been in contact before.
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From the assumption that etymologically L2 words and patterns which
are used in LI utterances are conventionalized elements in that speaker's Ll,
it naturally follows that L2 words must behave in the same way as
etymologically Ll elements. They appear in 'normal' Ll constituents, as
predicted in both Myers-Scotton's MLF Model (ML + EL constituents, cf.
Chapter Three) and in Poplack's Variationist Paradigm (nonce-loans). For
instance, Poplack & Meechan (1995: 223) assert that the French nouns they
found in their Fongbe-French corpus, behave exactly like Fongbe nouns. The
implication is far-reaching: because of the mixed lect's diffuse character, both
conventionalized and non-conventionalized L2 nouns can be accessed, which
means that both lexicons are accessible at the same time. Compare Poplack,
Wheeler & Westwood (1989: 200) who state that nonce borrowing is "a process
(...) which applies to the entire L2 nominal lexicon". My simplifying assumption
here is that accessing a word for the first time means instant
conventionalization. Recall however, that conventionalization is a process: it
covers a continuum of entrenchment
levels. The idea of instant
conventionalization does not imply that a word used for the first time is as
entrenched as one which has been used every day for years by that speaker.
community-based variation in conventionalization
Elements can be conventionalized in one network, but need not be in another.
Again, this is true for monolingual as well as bilingual networks. By looking
closely at what is conventionalized by which speakers, we can catch a glimpse
of the complexity of the term "community". Some subgroups in a community
speak a certain way and others in another way. Rouchdy (1992) describes the
borrowing of English words in two groups of Arab immigrants in the United
States. One group has been in the US for thirty years or so; the other group is
made up of recent arrivals. It turns out that in the Arabic of the first group most
English loans are cultural borrowings, while the younger group borrows (i.e.
uses in CS) words from a larger set of semantic areas. Rouchdy explains the
difference in terms of community profile: the members of the older group "can
identify with the surrounding language and culture" (l37). Their social network
does not need English except to fill lexical gaps. Other differences are
correlated with level of education. In general, the more educated use longer
English stretches, rather than single English words, they use English plurals
rather than inflect English words with Arabic plural markers, and they adapt
English words phonologically to the Arabic system, rather than retain English
pronunciation. The latter feature may be somewhat surprising, but is explained
by Rouchdy, following Higa (1979) as typical of intellectuals, who have more
explicit language attitudes. Daher, in the same volume, also reports this fmding
for Lebanese immigrants in Cleveland, Ohio (1992: 29). At the same time
however, in this case, English phonology is also associated with long-term
residents, and Arabic phonology with recent arrivals. Other types of variation
are explained in terms of different immigrant generations (Daher, 1992). Some
people speak a stabilized mixed lect, others use Arabic in specific contexts only
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and have thus developed a certain level of diglossia, and yet others have shifted
to English more or less completely. In a discussion of English borrowings in
Luo, Sure (1993) reports that some words are more integrated in the Luo of
mechanics and others more in the Luo of urban residents (Sure, 1993: 331).
Many more examples can be found in the literature." What they show is that
the vernacular in many bilingual communities is a mixed lect, that this is the
vernacular in most idiolects within the community, and that the mixed lect
varies in make-up from social group to social group, or, as in this study, from
generation to generation. In other words, there are several prototypes discernible
within the community, which can be related to an equal number of smaller
'communities within the community'.
Identifying these smaller communities" and relating them to specific
lects is our first task in describing the linguistic stratification of a community.
It is a necessary step in order to arrive at a theory which aims to solve the
actuation problem (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog, 1968: 102): why does the
change take place at the time and place that it does? There is nothing wrong
with purely linguistic descriptions of possible structures in CS. However, in the
end extralinguistic factors decide which of the possible structures are in fact
used. Myers-Scotton's attempts to integrate her social and linguistic models of
CS therefore deserve widespread approval.
In the literature one comes across many examples of seemingly idiosyncratic
constructions which are found in one community but not another. It seems
likely that this is an area where strictly structural properties of the contributing
languages are responsible for the observed variation. However, there are also
documented differences between communities which have the same pair of
languages in contact.
In Japanese-English CS among Japanese immigrants in the US,
Nishimura (1986) found a pattern not found anywhere else so far. Sentences
start out with an English stretch, containing an English finite verb, and end with
a repetition of that verb in Japanese, cf. Ex. (2). Bentahila & Davies (1983)
report the rare pattern of pronoun doubling in their Moroccan Arabic-French
data. An Arabic emphatic pronoun occurs sentence-initially and is followed by
a French clause, which itself starts out with the subject pronoun, as in Ex. (3).
Azuma (1993) reviews the literature and concludes pronoun doubling is
exclusively found in settings with Arabic as one of the contact languages.
Violations of allegedly universal principles are often of this idiosyncratic type.
The constraints were no doubt motivated by the scarce attestation of the
potentially violating structures, so that researchers were not aware of their
existence. A recent example is the discovery of structures in Maori-English CS
(Eliasson, 1995) which violate the System Morpheme Principle of the MLF

9

For a monolingual example, cf. Cheshire (1982).

10

Which are just as prototype-based as the vernaculars they speak.
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Model (Myers-Scotton, 1993b). In Ex. (4), an English stretch contains one
Maori element: a determiner, which, according to the principle, should have
been in English. A very striking example of variation between communities
sharing the same language pair, finally, comes from Rouchdy (1992: 48). She
reports sentences such as in Ex. (5), found in her data from the Arab-American
community in Dearborn, Michigan, which were unintelligible to her at first and
which are in any case unique to the community: "I have used the data (...) to
test the understanding of Arabic speakers in other Arab-American communities
in Michigan. Many of the structures were not understood."
(2)

Let's become kechi ni naroo (Nishimura, 1986: 139)
tight-become
"Let's become tight, let's become"

(3)

nta, tu vas travailler (Bentahila & Davies, 1983: 313)
"you, you are going to work"

(4)

Ana, ka karanga atu, "Gee, what's te hearse over there?" (Eliasson, 1995)
"l called out, "Gee, what's the hearse over there?"

(5)

huwwa la yu-sammok wa lu ya-darnik wa la yu-dhar awit (Rouchdy, 1992: 48)
"He doesn't smoke and doesn't drink and doesn't go out [at night]"

conventionalization as manifestation of change
Since only a small part of the theoretically possible switchpoints actually tum
out to be switchpoints in available data, it is assumed that CS is rule-governed.
In other words, there is conventionalization. Some patterns have become
conventionalized as units in the mixed code, in much the same way that the
order DET + N is strongly entrenched as a unit in the grammar of a speaker of
English. Consequently, certain CS patterns have become part of the bilingual
norm, i.e. the norm for informal interaction within the bilingual social network.
The end-point of conventionalization is linguistic change. If an innovation
has firmly been entrenched into all or most of the idiolects in a given speech
community, the language which is the sum of those idiolects has changed with
respect to a prior state in which the innovation had not yet occurred or only
sporadically.
A conventionalized feature can pre-empt other alternatives. II This is the
explanation I will advance in Chapter Five for the persistence of the
incorporation pattern for Dutch verbs with the auxiliary yapmak in Dutch
Turkish. Possible compositional alternatives simply do not come into the picture
because there is something already there which is strongly entrenched in the
speaker's grammar. The same mechanism explains why irregular forms persist
in so many languages. They pre-empt regular forms sanctioned by a schema

II

The rest of this subsection owes much to a discussion with Jim Fife.
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because they are deeply entrenched. Needless to say, this happens mainly if the
irregular form is very frequent. Frequent usage contributes to entrenchment level
because the lexeme is activated often, i.e. the routine involved in calling up a
word is well established and occurs automatically
before the speaker even
thinks about actively applying a schema.
Hualde
(1993)
gives
a phonological
example,
concerning
the
incorporation
of Spanish borrowings in Basque. There is a set phonological
conversion formula on ~ oi which is used to adapt Spanish words which end in
-on. This formula, having arisen in former times when Basque did not have the
sequence -on, still persists, even though the speakers who use it are also native
speakers of Spanish, and hence do not experience the pronunciation
problems
which must have spurred the earliest Basque-dominant
bilinguals to adapt
Spanish words in this fashion. These kinds of patterns exist in many other
languages. The crucial observation is that for these speakers there is no purely
structural reason for them to adapt the foreign sounds since they are not just
native speakers of Basque but also of Spanish. The unit [-on] is part of their
grammar, since they produce it regularly. But they also have a schema which
sanctions -oi instead of -on in words of Spanish origin used in Basque
discourse.
But sometimes
the schema wins out. Familiar
cases include the
uncertainty speakers of Germanic languages feel when confronted with the need
to use the past tense form of an infrequent irregular verb, like for instance
Dutch werven ("to recruit"). Some speakers will use the regularly derived
werfde, others the historically correct ablaut form wier! In bilingual contexts
there are many such phenomena. For first generation Turkish immigrants verb
forming suffixes, e.g. -IE, applied to noun stems must have been heavily
entrenched ways of forming verbs. Confronted with the problem of having to
use Dutch verbs and insert them in Turkish sentences, more often than not the
strategy with yapmak was chosen. The periphrastic construction gained ground
at the expense of the other verb formation strategies. Entrenchment
of those
strategies fades and attrition sets in. The same may happen with, for example,
word order patterns and clause combining patterns.
Grammar
is built cumulatively.
Attrition is a slower process than
conventionalization
(cf. Section 4.1), so all kinds of units remain available for
perhaps quite a long time even if their usage decreases or stops altogether.

conventionalization of CS: mixed languages
If intrasentential CS is conventionalized,
we are not technically dealing with CS
anymore. The term "code-switching",
no matter how far we have stretched it,
still means something like "alternating
languages". If a grammar is mixed
however, we cannot uphold the metaphor any longer. That is, if an originally
L2 word has been conventionalized
and is considered an L 1 word, the L I
speaker using it in L 1 is not switching languages anymore. He is instead using
his native language, which is to some extent a mixed language. Cases like these
are relevant for our purposes since they constitute an extreme case of the
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conventionalization
process, the main focus of this study.
It would be absurd to call a language mixed once it has borrowed one
word from another language since the term would lose its meaning and all
languages would be mixed. Far better to reserve the term for those extreme
cases where a great portion of the lexicon is different from that of the ancestral
language. As Thomason & Kaufman (1988) point out, only a few languages
then classify as "mixed", e.g. Michif (Bakker, 1992). Actually, Michif may be
exceptional even as a mixed language since it has a near total split between the
two languages in their contribution of bound and free morphemes.
Mixed languages are rare. However, many CS lects share characteristics.
Where a language like Media Lengua (Muysken, 1994) may have replaced near
to 100% of its content words, a CS lect may have a lexicon which is made up
of maybe 25% or so non-native words. Additional differences are that often the
L 1 equivalents
are still around as well (possibly reallocated
as stylistic
markers), and that the L2 words are not all conventionalized
(yet) in every
idiolect.
The scenario looks something like this: through contact, speakers mix
languages; syntactic constraints, triggering and other processes bring about
certain mixing patterns (i.e. specified units made up of elements from different
languages
as well as totally schematic
units). Some of these become
conventionalized
in the entire community,
promoted
by factors such as
frequency of use and semantic transparency.
Under the right sociolinguistic
conditions these patterns stabilize so that we get a mixed language; under other
conditions bilingualism
may be maintained with the two languages
in a
relationship which is to some degree diglossic.
Still, a truly mixed language will only be the outcome of a contact
situation under circumstances which do not often arise. In order to set apart the
types of mixed lect we are dealing with here from mixed languages of the
Michif type, we need to give them another name. I suggest CS leet. 12
Synchronically the CS lect is not as far down the continuum of relexification
(or conventionalizing
L2 content vocabulary)
as a mixed language, while
diachronically
it is less far down the focusing continuum
than a mixed
language.
What the right circumstances are for a CS lect to develop into a mixed
language can be gleaned from studies on individual mixed languages (cf.
Bakker & Mous 1994). It seems there should in any case be a period of intense
intrasentential CS, from which, through conventionalization
of CS patterns, a
mixed grammar arises. Children need to internalize adult CS speech which they
receive as input and then there should be forces at work that promote isolation
as a separate social group. Such a group often needs a language of its own

12

Cf. Johanson (1993), who calls these lects alpha-Iects, since they are structurally a
lect of the immigrant language, which he calls /fA". However, there are also more
symmetrical cases (e.g. the Alsatian-French mixed variety discussed in GardnerChloros, 1991). For that reason I prefer the more neutral term "CS lect".
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(McConvell, 1994: 19).
Many languages may be mixed, but formed such a long time ago that we
have no way of reconstructing their emergence. Grace (1990) identifies these
languages with the "aberrant" languages of historical linguistics: languages
which are not good examples of their genetic families because they are not very
helpful in reconstructing the proto-language. Their aberrancy lies in the fact that
much of their vocabulary and structure would not be there if the language had
neatly descended from the ancestral proto-language. Conventionalization of
foreign elements, with accompanying attrition ofthe original equivalents, seems
an attractive hypothesis.
The CS lect can become so conventionalized as to become the normal
vernacular for the whole community. It can even become a mixed language. As
noted before, mixed languages differ from CS lects in my definitions in the
intensity of mixing and in the status of the variety itself. Mixed languages show
strong relexification effects and are the only variety of the grammatical parent
language in use in the community. Thus, Michif with its almost totally French
nominal system and its status as the language of the community, not just a
register of Cree, is a mixed language. But the Swahili lect described in MyersScotton's work, with its sizable group of English content words in its lexicon
and its usage in certain social contexts, is a CS lect. However, there can be subcommunities who use the CS lect for all intents and purposes. Within that
community, the CS lect starts to resemble a mixed language. For the SwahiliEnglish continuum, Myers-Scotton (1988) describes just such a case: a youth
"slang" called Shem. However, linguistically speaking, it is not as mixed a
language as Michif, since in both lexicon and grammar it still is pretty much
Swahili, while Michif really is not Cree in its lexicon. The linguistic side of this
continuum has been described extensively in Thomason & Kaufman (1988).
They show that conventionalization in bilingual settings often results in a
greater or lesser extent of lexical borrowing and structural convergence, i.e.
incorporation of words and patterns.
attrition
In bilingual contact settings vocabulary replacement is often achieved through
outright lexical borrowing or through calquing (i.e. loan translation), the literal
translation of a foreign word or expression. However, we can never be sure that
the original L 1 element has disappeared. We have seen that L 1 equivalents
often remain in use as stylistic variants (cf. Enninger & Raith, 1988: 283, on
Pennsylvania German). Structural convergence also implies that the original
pattern may have been lost, as the following example from Chipewyan, a
language which is in intense contact with English and Cree, shows (Scollon &
Scollon, 1979: 118). In traditional Chipewyan there are strong co-occurrence
restrictions between a verb and its aspectual prefixes. Certain verbs co-occur
with certain prefixes, the combination having a specific meaning. Should a
speaker want to use a different prefix, then he would have to change the verb
as well. However, in modem Chipewyan some classes of verb stems have
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become more independent of their prefixes. Verbs of going now mean "to go",
rather than "to go in a certain way". Prefixes have become more independent
and any prefix can occur with any verb stem. The important point for our
discussion here is that co-occurrence restrictions are lost: certain norms quite
literally fade (cf. also Romaine, 1989b: 374-375).
The main cause of attrition is disuse. This indirectly implies that it is a
phenomenon which is mostly associated with unbalanced bilingual communities,
such as immigrant communities. This is because code choice patterns must be
unstable. If code choice patterns are stable, i.e. in focused communities, extents
of usage of the codes in the code repertoire remain more or less constant and
norms are strengthened regularly. Some things are more easily talked about in
A and others in B. In some situations B is more appropriate than A. This means
that a speaker growing up in a stable, more or less diglossic bilingual
community, is proficient in certain registers in A and in B in others.
In diffuse contexts this is not the case. For immigrants the situation is
often quite unstable. Code choice patterns fluctuate, at least across immediately
consecutive generations, which means that one of the languages, usually L 1,
decreases in usage. As usage decreases, vitality decreases, to some extent
accompanied by a fading of norms. It stands to reason that the earliest victims
are those registers of L 1 which are not appropriate anymore. Often these will
be the more formal registers which have no factual use in the new context,
where the majority language is used in the contexts where the formal L 1
registers were used in the old country. As far as attrition goes, those structures
and words which are more or less exclusively associated with the lects which
have fallen into disuse, will become less and less entrenched and eventually lose
their unit status.
As long as the community is bilingual, mixing and switching will usually
be a part of the bilingual competence, because of the communicative, social and
cultural functions they serve (cf. e.g. Hill & Hill, 1986). Whenever the
characteristics of the sociolinguistic situation cause the loss of functional
choices (i.e. when one of the languages serves all purposes), language shift
might take place (cf. McConvell, 1991). The language losing ground will show
attritional features since fewer and fewer speakers use it and children don't
learn it or learn it only partly. Factors like frequency of use, levelling and
semantic transparency determine which elements will undergo attrition (cf.
several articles in Dorian, 1989).
There is some neurophysiological evidence for the concept of attrition.
This indicates that it is a process which can actually take place in individuals,
not just over time in a community. "Neural impression is not stable, but can
become stable through repeat activation. Through disuse, the neural "echo" of
the path can be lost, just as a matter of simple chemistry" (Jim Fife, p.c.).
Attrition does not mean language loss. It only refers to the loss of
specific elements in idiolects. True, it will often go hand in hand with societal
language shift, but it certainly does not need to be that way. A certain amount
of attrition is always going on in any language, since words and structures fall
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into disuse while others are being conventionalized.
Language loss involves
massive attrition. Fluctuating code choice norms were identified above as
instrumental in bringing this about. It has been argued that CS is also indicative
of pending language shift. CS is seen as a halfway-stage between monolingual
use of LI and monolingual use of L2. It seems to me that CS is logically
independent of language shift, but that it often occurs in contexts which are
prone to future shift. Language shift and some forms of CS share the same
causes. But it is hard to see why CS would necessarily lead to shift. The very
existence of CS itself of course implies that there still is some use for L 1. None
of this invalidates the idea that CS also means reduced usage of LI, which is
accompanied
by a fading of norms. Fading of norms means reduced Ll
competence in the traditional sense of the word, which in tum can cause these
speakers to start avoid speaking L 1. Since the focus of this work is on the early
phases of the contact cycle, I will not dwell on the attrition aspect in great
detail.

1.5. Immigration as a contact setting
There are many different kinds of language contact situations. Contact as a
result of immigration is one of them, and the one focused on in this book. In
this section I will attempt to outline in which ways immigration presents special
features and in which aspects it will overlap with other contact situations in its
linguistic consequences. This issue will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter
Six.
Young bilingual contact situations are excellently suited to the study of
the first stages of contact. They are very diffused since, from the day of
immigration, a new lect is suddenly called into creation. The lect is open to L2
material, but at the very beginning there will not be much of it. The mixed
vernacular will have to be patient, so to speak, and develop along with the
development of a monolingual lect in L2. Conventionalization
can be followed
closely, and we have a fairly good idea of which elements are new to the
language. The Change Problem can be investigated fairly easily in at least these
initial stages.
Immediately upon arrival the immigrant vernacular turns into a mixed
!ect. What makes the immigration case more fruitful than, for example, the case
of somebody getting a new job, is that the mixed lect of the immigrant contains
much clearer and more dramatic
differences
between the contributing
languages/lects.
That is, though the processes of change are the same, they are
more easily studied in a bilingual context than in a bidialectal, or bisocial
one. 13 But in principle there is no difference between somebody who suddenly

13

However, even in a bilingual immigration context there are "monolingual" processes
of change at work. Different dialects which hardly had any contact previously,
suddenly find themselves in intense contact after immigration. Dialect mixing will
involve specific kinds of changes, mainly through the processes of levelling and
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has to start using academic jargon because of a new job and somebody who has
to start using words from a new language because he has emigrated. In both
contexts there were lexical gaps in the lect they used to speak and these are
filled. In addition, language change is often accelerated in immigrant settings.
New norms are more easily established because the pressures of the mainstream
norm of a standard language are weaker. Moreover, children growing up in such
a community acquire the resulting contact variety as their mother tongue, so that
loanwords and calques rapidly gain a finn foothold (cf. Boeschoten, 1994).
Idiolects belonging to different generations differ more in immigration
contexts than they do in monolingual contexts. Generally, the members of the
second generation speak the former L2 natively or near-natively, while the first
generation members are of course L2 learners. As so many other distinctions
made in this work, the distinction between native speakers and second language
learners is seen as gradual: there is a continuum on which native speakers and
incipient learners are extremes. Care must be taken however in interpreting this
level. The continuum simply states how close a speaker is to an abstract norm.
One level down however, every speaker is a native speaker of his idiolect.
Nonetheless, I take it for granted that there is something like an informal norm
of Dutch, slightly different from region to region and from social class to social
class. While most second generation members hover around the 'native speaker'
extreme, all earlier generations, including what we will call the intermediate
generation, are located somewhere down the continuum. Finally, of course, we
need to mention that the picture is not static: speakers shift their position up (or
down) the continuum as life goes by.
The longer the immigration context has lasted, the more stable and
focused it may become. If that indeed happens, the immigration aspect of the
context will rub off, and the community will start to resemble other
communities more and more. If bilingualism is maintained, it is likely to
develop into a community with stable bilingual patterns. A more typical
immigrant scenario however is shift to the majority language. On the other
hand, if there is on-going immigration and maintenance of extensive contacts
with the country of origin, the need for Ll will be kept alive. In that case the
shift might not go to completion, resulting in more or less stable bilingualism.
How the Turkish immigrant community compares to other bilingual
communities, such as Strasbourg (Gardner-Chloros, 1991), the MexicanAmerican community in the American Southwest (Jacobson, 1989), the postcolonial situation in many African countries, such as Kenya (Myers-Scotton,
1993a), and with other immigrant communities, will briefly be investigated in
Chapter Seven.

simplification (Trudgill, 1985: 108-109). Also see Haugen (1938) for examples.
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Chapter Two: Informants and Data

In this chapter the primary data which were used for this study are introduced.
These data come from informal conversations, involving several networks of
informants. All are members of the Turkish immigrant community in Holland.
This chapter has two goals. One is to provide background information on the
speakers on whose speech this work is based. They will be introduced against
the backdrop of the community they are part of. The second goal is to raise a
few methodological issues connected with fieldwork in bilingual communities.
At the end of this chapter the reader should have a fairly good idea about what
kind of data will be encountered in the rest of this study. It should also be clear
why the data were collected in the way they were.
First of all, a number of methodological issues will be discussed which
relate to research of bilingual performance. This section will address issues like
community-specific norms about the acceptability of CS, the importance of
familiarity in obtaining vernacular data, and the status of grammaticality
judgements in CS and other informal unwritten vernaculars. In Section 2.2, the
Turkish immigrant community in Holland will be introduced. This section is not
an exhaustive descriptive history of the community, but instead focuses on
language use, i.e. on the community's code repertoire. A brief overview will be
given of earlier research on CS in this particular community. Section 2.3 gives
an account of the first step in data collection: the selection of informants. This
account will be fairly detailed because it is generally considered important that
researchers make clear how they obtained their data. It gives vital information
needed to interpret the data to be presented as adequately as possible. The
circumstances under which the data were recorded will be described and the
transcription process and coding procedure explained. In the final section, an
overview is given of the resultant data set. The different conversations will be
characterized in informal terms. Some of the later analyses will be
foreshadowed here in a rather loose way. At the end of the chapter, the
informant population and collected data are summarized in the form of a table.
2.1. Data collection in CS research
While stating that CS only occurs in informal situations would be overstating
the fact, it does come quite close to the truth. Many researchers who study
bilingual language mixing report that it is typical of informal in-group settings
(for example, Poplack, 1990). In conversations with outsiders, CS is not
commonly used, since the unmarked choice in those encounters will often be
a monolingual variety of one of the languages concerned. CS is often typical of
the bilingual's vernacular. Along with other features typical of informal
registers it distinguishes the vernacular from other lects. In those cases where
CS has been reported in more formal registers, it often functions as a marked
choice. It is not frequent, and serves certain communicative functions, as in the

speech of the political leader of a multilingual country who CS'es in order to
convey the idea that he has the best intentions for everybody involved, or that
he is "one of the people".
In this study, CS is assumed to be a typical feature of the bilingual
vernacular. That is not to say that single switches may not be marked switches
to another register. CS may always express certain communicative functions.
However, the communicative functions of individual switches will not be
systematically investigated. All CS will be assumed to be part and parcel of the
bilingual lect.
A related question which will also not be addressed is: which people use
CS and where and when do they do that? Since the research project was
primarily focused on structural features of CS, data were obtained in which
there was good reason to expect a lot of CS to occur. In order to ensure this,
informality was the goal. Whenever a researcher is trying to get to vernacular
data, the Observer's Paradox rears its ugly head. Section 2.3 describes how I
have attempted to circumvent that paradox.
It is only logical that if one wants vernacular data, it would be a great
help to have some idea of what the vernacular sounds like. That way, it is
possible to check whether the obtained data are indeed close to what is
customarily heard in day-to-day conversation. Pilot studies are therefore
indispensable as a first step. As for the Turkish community in Holland, the
happy circumstance existed that earlier work was done on language use in the
community. I
Work on CS is still very much descriptive. The main goal of data
collection is to get an idea of the kind of language which is in use in the
community: usually an open question at the beginning of the research project.
Research into bilingual lects is therefore much less advanced than research into
standard varieties of well-known languages. It is rather in the same position as
research into lesser known dialects of such languages, or, even better, lesser
known languages. Thus, any study dealing with a mixed lect is likely to have
research questions which would be felt to be preposterous for a study of
Standard written English. Corpus-based research has been dominating CS
research for quite some time now, and studies dealing with more specific
research questions, studies which are able to take the very existence of CS and
some of its structural properties for granted, are starting to emerge. Different
data collection procedures can be considered as well, though I do not know of
any recent study which is not at least partially based on an actual corpus of
spoken language data.
One additional source of data could be grammaticality judgements.

I

The best pilot work of all is growing up in the community. Ideally, a project such
as this should be undertaken by a linguist native to the community under study.
Outsiders can rarely get the same level of knowledge of local norms. Sadly, most
immigrant groups do not have many people who are in the right position to carry
out that task, and the Turkish community in Holland is no exception.
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However, it is my experience that it is very hard to give grammaticality
judgements for languages which are only spoken. Since CS is often typical of
vernacular speech, it is not usually put in writing, just like most colloquial
varieties of modem Western languages do not have a written standard.
In light of what was said in Chapter One about focusing and diffusion,
it can be expected that the best results with acceptability judgements will be
found in contexts of stable bilingualism, where patterns of CS may have had the
chance to conventionalize
into fairly fixed ways of speaking. In Central Mexico
for example, Hill & Hill (1986) found that bilingual speakers were highly aware
of bilingual structure. Still, it is often hard to decide whether certain judgements
are motivated by sociolinguistic
context or by linguistic factors. Primacy of
sociolinguistic
factors is especially likely when the same switch is judged
acceptable in one direction, but not in the other, certainly if CS in the
community under consideration is asymmetrical anyway. However, whatever the
reasons for unacceptability,
native speaker judgements give valuable information
to the researcher. They provide information on what the speaker thinks sounds
normal, and on what sounds weird to him. A study which made especially good
use of speaker judgements
is Pandharipande
(1989). She carefully selected
utterances containing CS, which differed from each other in only minor ways,
and submitted them to bilingual judges. These judges were able not only to tell
which structures were unheard of, but also which were typical for vernacular
speech and which for more formal styles.
I have not undertaken a systematic study of acceptability. Often however,
I have asked informants and other community members whether they could
conceive of themselves saying something this way or that, and the answer was
more often than not a shrug of the shoulders. In general, there seemed to be
little concensus. To me, this indicated that the Turkish immigrant community
is still fairly diffuse.
All in all, it is not clear to what extent speakers who are not trained
linguists can make the norms of informal speech explicit enough to make
acceptability judgements. My educated guess would be that this is more easily
done in focused contexts than in diffused ones, but that variation between
informants would be high everywhere. It would be higher for vernacular speech
than for "the standard", whether that standard is national or local. Investigating
this question was beyond the scope of this study, and data collection focused
upon recording naturally occurring speech.
2.2. The Turkish community in Holland
Immigration from Turkey to Holland started in the late sixties when Dutch
companies began recruiting workers in several Mediterranean
countries. The
Dutch situation resembles that of several other Western European countries in
this respect. After post-war reconstruction had created a welfare state without
much unemployment there was a lack of workers for lower-paid unskilled labor.
Workers were recruited in several countries, mainly Turkey and Morocco as far
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as Holland is concerned. Though lower numbers of workers migrated from
Spain, Italy, Greece and other countries in the Mediterranean,
for the Dutch the
prototypical foreigner is a Turk or a Moroccan.
Recruitment went on for fifteen years or so. Initially the immigrant
community consisted mainly of adult men, who had left their families behind
with the intention of returning to them after a few years of earning money.
When returning started to appear impractical, their families joined them as
sponsored
immigrants.
In the late seventies and eighties the immigrant
community appeared to consist mainly of fairly young families. At this time, the
rate of immigration was slowing down, but an increasing proportion of children
in the community were born in Holland. Slowly but surely a second generation
was being formed.
Though immigration of migrant workers has practically stopped, new
immigrants keep arriving. Many young people in the community seek their
spouses in Turkey, which has resulted in a new addition to the immigrant
community: the recently married partner, born and bred in Turkey. As the first
generation is getting older, the community becomes more and more like any
other: there are older people, middle-aged people, young people, adolescents
and children. The older generation uses mainly Turkish, most younger people
are bilingual, with the youngest perhaps even Dutch-dominant.
A sizable
minority among the young people, however, the Turkey-born
spouses, are
dominant in Turkish.
In 1992, the number of Turks in Holland was a little over 240,000 (cf.
Broeder & Extra, 1995: 10). About two-thirds of those were first generation
members, including the more recently arrived spouses. The other third are
second generation members, of which a small minority had one parent not born
in Turkey (i.e. who was most likely born in Holland). Within the group called
'second generation', there are some differences. First, they are not all 'second
generation',
if the term is taken literally. Those who arrived as sponsored
immigrants when they were children, to join their parents in Holland, are all
included in this category. In this study, only those who were born in Holland,
or arrived when they were babies, will be called second generation. For the
sponsored 'second generation',
the term 'intermediate
generation'
(cf. Tosi,
1984) will be used. It refers to people who are now for the most part in their
twenties and who arrived in Holland at an age somewhere between five and
twelve. For a similar division in another community, using more or less the
same ages as boundaries, cf. Guti errez & Silva-Corvala n (1992: 77).
The code matrix for the Turkish community includes varieties of both Turkish
and Dutch." For the province of Noord-Brabant,
in which Tilburg is situated,
a detailed language choice investigation has been carried out. Broeder & Extra
(1995: 45) report that the general pattern in Turkish families is that the parent-
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Here I ignore the fact that a minority among the Turks in Holland, the size of which
is unclear, speak Kurdish as well.
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child interaction is mainly in Turkish, but that siblings also speak a lot of Dutch
to each other. Both self-reported language dominance and language preference
undergo a shift towards Dutch as the children grow older. Younger children
prefer Turkish, but by the time they have reached the age of eight or so, the
picture is turned around, with Dutch now on top. This accords with my own
informal observations. Choice patterns are therefore very similar to what Li Wei
& Milroy (1995) describe for the Chinese community in Tyneside, England.
The older generation speaks virtually only Turkish in daily life, that is, in
contact with each other and with younger members of the community. This
pattern is not so much age-related, as that it has to do with the amount of
exposure to Dutch. Those who have grown up in Turkey, will obviously be
Turkish-dominant and prefer to speak Turkish to other Turks. Those who have
grown up in Holland have no linguistic barriers to overcome and can use both
languages freely. The role of Dutch is largest for those who were born in
Holland, perhaps, as one informant told me, because they feel safer in Dutch
than the members of the intermediate generation. The latter are, after all, second
language learners, while the former generally acquired two languages from birth
(cf. Boeschoten, Dorleijn & Leezenberg, 1994, for an overview).
What perhaps really distinguishes the Turkish immigrant population from
many other immigration settings described in the CS literature is that there is
a substantial amount of contact with both Turkey and other centers of the
Turkish diaspora in Western Europe (Ozgiizel, 1994). First of all, immigration
is still on-going, so new monolingual speakers keep coming in. As these new
immigrants are mostly marriage partners from the same area as where the
searching young men or women originally came from (or at least their families),
they have the same regional variety of Turkish as their mother tongue. This may
lead to a higher level of maintenance of Turkish, and possibly even of the
original dialect. However, things have changed considerably in Turkey in the
past twenty years, especially in the field of education, so that the vernacular of
recent immigrants is likely to be more like Standard Turkish than that of the
first immigrants in the sixties and seventies.
A second difference is that with the advent of modem mass media,
Turkish TV programs and newspapers are easily accessible to and widely used
by the immigrants in Holland. This means, there is considerable exposure to
Standard Turkish in virtually every Turkish household.
These factors make the Turkish immigrant community quite different
from, for example, the American Norwegian community described in Einar
Haugen's work, which presumably fits the prototype of 19th and early 20th
century overseas immigration rather well. A group migrated, experienced some
dialect levelling and bilingual CS, before shifting to the majority language
altogether. This process usually takes about three generations. The factors
described above for the modem Turkish community in Holland, which are
perhaps typical for most immigration settings in modem times, are likely to
slow down the shift process considerably. There is for example as of yet no
evidence of the existence of ,semi-speakers' (cf. Dorian, 1982). Apart from this
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sociolinguistic
effect, there are also repercussions
for the structure of the
language. What usually happens when different dialects of a language are
transplanted to a new country and brought into contact with each other in the
new setting, is koineization (Siegel, 1993). Differences are levelled out and new
norms emerge. It is very likely that this happened in the Turkish community
during the seventies, but with the influx of people who speak a variety closer
to the standard, and the increased exposure to Standard Turkish through the
media, this earlier process of koineization may have been overlayed with a new
shift to the standard. Systematic study of koineization was not carried out in the
early years of Turkish immigration
to Holland. A fair assessment
of its
importance is therefore beyond the scope of this study, but some indications are
provided in Boeschoten (1990).
A more precise characterization
of Turkish as it is spoken in the
immigrant community would be welcome. It will not be provided here, since
the focus of this study is on the interaction of Dutch and Turkish, not on the
monolingual Turkish register of immigrants. However, we should be aware of
the possibility that a structure which is different from what is found in Standard
Turkish, and which seems to be due to Dutch influence, may also have come
about through an earlier process of dialect levelling, or, more likely, through a
combination of both processes.
Earlier studies of Immigrant Turkish have been carried out both in
Holland and a few other countries. Perhaps the earliest is Tekinay (1982) about
German influence (mainly lexical) on the Turkish offirst generation immigrants.
Similar studies were done in Holland (Boeschoten & Verhoeven, 1985, 1987).
Boeschoten (1990) is a study of the structure of Turkish in the speech of young
second generation children. Studies specifically dealing with German-Turkish
CS are Menz (1993) and a series of papers by Carol Pfaff and associates (cf.
for example Pfaff, 1994). Turker (1993) contains very interesting data on
Norwegian- Turkish CS. Both the studies by Ttirker and Menz also address
changes in Immigrant Turkish syntax and semantics, inspired by the work of
Lars Johanson (e.g. Johanson, 1993). The individual code repertoires of the
informants in this study will be outlined in Section 2.4.
2.3. Data collection
This section describes the research which was carried out. Data collection starts
out with informant selection. Section 2.3.1 describes how the informants for this
study were found, and in general how the recordings were organized (more
details follow for every network in Section 2.4). Once the data are collected,
they are transcribed. These transcriptions
then serve as the basic data for a
coding procedure, necessary to make the data more accessible. This coding
procedure is the subject of Section 2.3 .2.
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2.3.1. Informant selection and data recording
The informants were not selected on an individual basis, but as members of
social networks. The idea was that if all the informants present at a recording
session knew each other well, they would be more at ease and thus more likely
to speak their vernacular. In addition, they would know how to speak to one
another, as they did so daily, while in conversations with strangers or people
outside the primary network, uncertainty could arise about what would be the
unmarked choice (cf. Myers-Scotton, 1993a).
Several other measures were taken to increase the likelihood of obtaining
vernacular data. First of all, I attempted to get acquainted with the informants
before any recording took place. This gave me the opportunity to both carefully
explain what the goal of my research was and to listen carefully to the type of
language the informants tended to use with one another. Most importantly, I
tried to find out what kind of CS they used, if any. This would enable me to
check later whether the language use which appeared on the tape resembled the
language use I had heard in real life. I gave my informants more information
about the research project than is generally assumed wise. The rationale behind
that was that I wanted to make as clear as possible that what I was after was
natural language use. I believe informants are perfectly capable of understanding
that point, so that the fear they will produce what the researcher wants to hear,
is unnecessary. In fact, that danger seems to me to be more apparent when the
goals of the researcher are not quite clear to the informants, since that may lead
to insecurity about the task at hand. When in doubt, speakers may choose to
speak more carefully.
To facilitate the ease of data collection, I handed most of the control over
to members of the network. The four Tilburg networks were handled by Ayhan,
who appears as an informant in three of the recordings (cf. Section 2.5 below).
I have been working with him for quite some time now, as he was also
involved in the data which I used for Backus (1992). The Hilversum data were
organized by Cengiz, and the Maastricht data by Talat.
The instruction which was finally given to the informants was to try and
record a conversation with a few people of the network present. These did not
necessarily have to be people that I knew, but they did have to be part of the
same circle of friends. "Turkish people you speak with on a daily basis" was the
most explicit direction I gave to the informants about other potential informants.
For practical reasons, they were urged to limit the number of people present
during the recording to no more than five, as transcription becomes too arduous
a task with more speakers present. The only exception was the Maastricht
group, which was an exceptional group in many ways. Here, Talat organized a
session with his younger brother and several of his friends, in which he asked
questions which they had to answer. I have never met any of these informants.
Eight people turned up on the tape. Naturally, this led to the problem that
several passages on the tape could not be transcribed, as people were
interrupting each other right and left, but in general this way of recording
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proved quite workable as well. As people started to interrupt each other, the
conversation also started to look more and more like any other conversation.
Finally, I was not present during any of the actual recordings. Speakers
present had to be members of the social network, so I might have influenced
language choice and use. Recording equipment was left behind and it was up
to the informants when and where to record themselves, and the configuration
of speakers. They did not have to limit themselves to a single conversation, nor
to a list of topics.
The point of all this is more or less to balance out the effect of the tape
recorder by making the rest of the recording context as natural as possible. As
so many details were left up to the informants themselves, settings, atmospheres
and the topics talked about are not constant across the different recordings.
They all qualify as informal, however (cf. Gardner-Chloros, 1991: 109).
2.3.2. Coding
Coding is the first step in the analysis of a corpus. It is not strictly necessary,
but it helps to be able to have quick access to all instances of, say, single
foreign verbs used in CS. The alternative to coding is to go through the whole
corpus and extract all instances manually, which would be very time consuming
and leaves more room for error. Plus, it would have to be done all over again
with every question which comes up.
Constructing a coding system is a "dangerous" aspect of CS research.
The risk lies in the important decisions the researcher has to make in coding the
data, decisions which can affect the final analysis. The danger is all the more
apparent since coding logically comes fairly early in the research project, a time
at which the researcher may not be aware of some of the details involved in his
or her research questions. In this study, a coding system was used which is
aimed at minimizing the number and weight of before-hand decisions which
have to be made, especially decisions relating to what actually constitutes valid
data.
First, two levels of coding were distinguished. This was done to be able
to differentiate between switches made at tum boundaries and switches made
within a tum. At the first level, characteristics of the turn were described, while
the second level applied to individual switches. It may be important to code turn
characteristics, as one might be interested in, for instance, CS behavior at turn
boundary (cf. for instance Rubino, 1991). The turns were coded using the
schema in Table 2.1.
At the first level, every turn was compared to the previous turn. It was
either coded as establishing a switch as compared to the language in which the
previous turn ended (code '1 '), or as a continuation of the language of the
previous turn (code '2 '). If the turn was the first after a long break, that is, after
the tape had been switched off for a while, or right at the beginning of the
recording, this variable was coded as '0'. The turn itself was then coded for the
further occurrence of switches. Monolingual turns were coded '3' and bilingual
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turns were given code '4'. Monolingual turns were further coded by language
('5' for Dutch and '6' for Turkish), but all further coding of bilingual turns was
done at the next level.
meaning

code
0

first turn after a break

I

turn starts with codeswitch

2

turn does not start with codes witch

3

monolingual turn

4

bilingual turn

5

Dutch monolingual turn

6

Turkish monolingual turn

Table 2.1: Coding scheme for turns

Monolingual turns which did not begin with a switch did not receive any further
coding. All other turns were coded for switch characteristics, following the
schema outlined in Table 2.2.
meaning

code
a

direction of the switch

b

place where switch begins

c

type of switch

d

switched element

Table 2.2: Coding scheme for switches

First, the direction of the switch was coded, for which there are two
possibilities. If the switch was to Turkish, its code was 'a 1', and if it was to
Dutch, it received the code' a2'. The next sub-level codes the switch site. Here,
there are four possible codes: the switch takes place at the beginning of the
speech tum ('bi '), within the tum at the beginning of a new sentence ('b2'), at
the beginning of a clause ('b3 '), or at some other place ('b4 '). The first option
is unproblematic enough, but the others are less obvious. For coding purposes,
a new sentence was assumed to have started if it was clearly not syntactically
subordinated to the previous clause. Anything following a major intonational
break was also seen as a new sentence. Some degree of semantic independence
was also needed. The definition given for 'b3' should be taken with a grain of
salt. This code was mainly meant to code those cases which were not cases of
typical insertional CS, but were also not prototypical intersentential switches.
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Thus, with this code those switches were identified which precede or follow
conjunctions, as well as the category which is traditionally called
"extrasentential". Intrasentential switches are very likely to receive code 'b4',
except if they happen to occur at the beginning of an utterance. Theoretically,
an intrasentential insertion can have code 'b 1" if it is the first word of the
whole speech turn, but in practice most insertions have code 'b4'.
Though there is a natural association between switch site and type of
switch, a better characteristic of switch type is given by the other two sublevels. The third level is a handy intermediate level, because it is more abstract
than what follows under 'd'. This way, it is suitable as both a first assessment
of the type of data at hand, and for grouping several types of data together at
more advanced stages of analysis. Three possible codes were given at the 'c'
level, corresponding to the traditional categories of inter- (' c 1'), extra- (' c2')
and intrasentential (' c3 ') switches.
The last sub-level codes the type of foreign element involved in the
switch. Different codes denote all kinds of clausal elements, such as nouns,
adjectives, PPs, conjunctions, non-constituent multi-word units, etcetera.
Sentences ('dl ') and clauses ('d2') have also been coded, divided along the
same lines as described for codes 'b2' and 'b3' above. Again, as with all
coding, decisions had to be made as to which code should be assigned to a
particular switch, since it may have characteristics of more than one category.
These decisions are to a certain extent arbitrary. Throughout this work,
ambiguous cases will be pointed out, especially in Chapter Six.
Further coding is of course possible. Additional levels could, for instance,
contain semantic information.
In general, care was taken to minimize the number of assumptions which had
to be made at this stage of the analysis. A sequential definition of switch was
adopted, as opposed to a hierarohical one. Therefore, Section 6.3.3 will feature
a type of inter-clausal switch, where the switch is for a matrix, or main clause,
which follows a dependent clause in the other language. A hierarchical
definition would place the switch at the level of the dependent clause,
portraying the subordinate clause as inserted into the frame created by the
matrix clause. While this may be a plausible interpretation of the construction,
it is still just that, an interpretation. It ignores the fact that the actual observable
switch takes place at the start of the matrix clause. Coding the switch at the
observable switch site removes the need for structural analysis at this stage. To
be sure, since the dependent clause would be involved in a switch no matter
which coding scheme is used, no information would be lost when a hierarchical
scheme was used, but it would force the researcher to establish the exact
relationship between the two stretches of discourse preceding and following the
switch. This remains an act of interpretation, which is better left until the data
have been coded, and the researcher has had a better look at them.
A further reason for the sequential approach is that sometimes switches
occur because of triggering. When this process is involved, switches do not
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necessarily occur at constituent boundaries. Since most hierarchical theories of
language are cast in terms of constituents, it is not obvious how some of these
triggered switches should be coded. Examples will appear in Section 6.3.2.
2.4. The networks
The corpus consists of seven smaller data sets, each set being the coded
transcript of the conversation of one network. The networks will be identified
from now on by their name, which I have assigned to promote readability (I
assume it will be easier to recall who the Hilversum women are than, for
example, who is in Group C.). In this section the data sets will be informally
introduced. The informants are presented and the progress of the conversations
described.
2.4.1. The Tilburg women
Five young women were present for this recording, all of them recent
immigrants from Turkey. All five came to Holland two or three years before the
recording took place, as the spouse of young Turks already living there. They
are friends, attending the same Dutch language class. This is where the
recording was made.
Obviously, the dominant language for these informants is Turkish. They
speak it at home and with virtually all their close friends. Exposure to Dutch is
limited to the language class and to incidental contacts at home, mainly friends
of their husbands and their family members. On the tape, Turkish is the base
language throughout. Dutch contributes some nouns, interjections and short
phrases. Three of them, Sabahat, Bahar and Fatma, had part-time jobs in the
clothing industry. At work, Turkish was the main language used, as most or all
of the workers were Turks.
The bulk of the conversation is about their experiences in Holland. This
is the topic they settle on after some deliberation about what to talk about and
even which language to use. The latter may show one of two things: either their
unmarked choice is not fixed, or the situation with the tape recorder is making
them nervous. Asked later, it was mainly the second one, the attempt at Dutch
triggered by Bahar's knowledge that the Dutch researcher was interested in their
language. Either way, Turkish is the language they normally use with each
other, except when practising their Dutch.
They then start talking about Dutch classes, about their appreciation of
Dutch culture and Dutch people and about life in the Turkish community in
Holland. At this point, the group consists of four women, Bahar, Sabahat, Ayse
and Can. All take their turns regularly, without any of the women really
dominating the conversation, though Ayse talks less than the others.
At some point Fatma walks in, looking for Bahar. At this point, with the
flow of the conversation broken up, the women are clearly aware of the tape
recorder and debate whether to turn it off or not. Bahar, the wife of the main
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research assistant, knows that Ayhan will do the initial transcription, and assures
the others that he will not write down everything they say. Some fake threats
are made in Ayhan's direction, before the conversation picks up again. The
women start talking about living in Holland again, about how much they miss
Turkey, and about the pros and cons of living in either country. At this stage,
neither Can nor Ayse say much and this remains so until the end. After a while,
at a point when the discussion is getting a little intense, Bahar changes the
subject and asks the others how they did on a Dutch test. The conversation
shifts back and forth now between the Dutch class and holiday experiences, the
former often being triggered because Bahar and Fatma are sorting through their
papers and comment on test results. Finally, the conversation is broken up as
one of the women suggests getting something to eat at one of the local
hamburger places.
2.4.2. The Maastricht group

This conversation is somewhat different from the other ones, in that more
speakers are present. Eight first generation speakers converse in a loosely
organized interview about a few topics. One speaker, Talat, an acquaintance of
the researcher and responsible for bringing together the informants, asks the
others some questions. Gradually the frequency of his contributions wanes, as
the conversation becomes a normal group get-together. Despite its interview
nature, language use on the tape reflects the informants' daily speech rather
well, as far as I have been able to ascertain, mainly relying on Talat's judgment.
The atmosphere is relaxed and joyful, as the speakers tease each other about
this and that. The main language throughout is Turkish, interspersed with a
modest amount of Dutch words, and very few intersentential switches.
Not counting Talat, most informants were born in Turkey and came to
Holland between two and eight years prior to the recording. They came over to
join their families and complete their education, which they had started in
Turkey. At the time of recording they were in school. As they all use Dutch in
daily life, they are quite comfortable in it. Turkish is the main language for all
of them, however. All give Turkish as the preferred language in speaking to
friends and acquaintances of Turkish origin. Of the seven younger informants,
six are males. They and the one female form a group of friends, who have
known each other for quite some time. Most of them are in school in
Maastricht, a city in the southern province of Limburg. One informant, Dilek,
studies in the nearby town of Sittard.
One of those present, Gultekin, is not a first generation speaker, but
belongs to the intermediate generation. He came to Holland when he was nine,
and his Turkish is weaker than that of the rest, according to the speakers
themselves. During the recording he is teased about it, and when asked, I was
told this was their pet way of teasing him. As he only takes a handful of turns
during the entire conversation, the network can still be seen as a first generation
one.
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The conversation starts out with some tales of last weekend's party.
Orhan and Orner do most of the talking here, and Talat quite often asks a
question to get the conversation back on track. He also attempts to engage some
of the others, especially Ramiye, the only woman, and Dilek, in conversation.
At this stage, Kemal also starts taking more and more turns. Talat then changes
to a similar subject by asking about a wedding some of the guys had been to
a week earlier. This discussion evolves into a general discussion of Turkish
weddings and differences between different regions in Turkey in the ways in
which weddings are held. This discussion features one of the few successful
attempts to get Ahmed to say something. In the midst of this, Gultekin is teased
about his Turkish, when he is questioned about why he did not come to the
wedding. He claims, in Dutch, he had sore muscles, which provokes a lengthy
question-and-answer episode about the right translations of some of the Dutch
medical terms. More funny episodes about the wedding follow, after which
Orhan changes the subject by asking whether the others have seen the new issue
of the newsletter of the student union he and some of the others have just
compiled. From here on, student life in general, and the union in particular,
dominate the conversation. Talat makes his last attempts here to keep up the
appearance of an interview, by asking Dilek some basic questions about his
school. There is also one last excursion to another topic as Orner tries to steer
the conversation away from the union and towards football, but after that there
is almost no departing from that topic anymore. Partly that is because the
discussion gets very heated, with Orhan and Kemal on one side, and Dilek as
their opponent. Union policy is the main bone of contention. There are few
contributions from the other speakers from here on, until right at the end Orhan
backs off a little, and Ramiye and Gultekin take his place.
As already noted, most of this is in Turkish. There are some Dutch
words, especially in the political discussion of the last third of the conversation,
but the overall impression is that of a monolingual Turkish meeting.
2.4.3. The Tilburg cafe
This conversation involves only two people. One, Ayhan, is the sole
representative of the intermediate generation in this collection of data. He
appears in two other conversations as well, namely the Tilburg friends and the
Tilburg brothers. In both those conversations he is present because he was one
of my main research assistants, but in the Tilburg cafe conversation he is an
important informant. In the other conversations he does make contributions, but
remains in the background most of the time, knowing that I was primarily
interested in the speech of the other informants.
Ayhan was twenty-seven years old at the time of recording. He came to
Holland with his parents when he was seven years old. He is a typical member
of the intermediate generation in that he speaks both languages well, but is also
insecure about them. His Dutch is not native, which in a country like Holland,
where people have little experience with foreigners speaking the language, can
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be fairly stigmatizing. His Turkish on the other hand, is native, but still a little
Dutch-influenced. Many members of the intermediate generation, though by no
means all, have told me that their Turkish is frowned upon by older speakers,
such as parents, for being too Dutch. This situation may be due to the fact that
these speakers started acquiring a second language at an age at which they are
too old to actually master it completely natively, and young enough to be less
sensitive to the norms of the standard language.
Ayhan went to secondary school in Holland and then did a few further
courses. The last one was an internship at a hospital, which he unfortunately did
not pass because he failed his Dutch exam.' There is some discussion of this
issue in the recording.
His conversation partner is Hatice, a caretaker in the daycare center to
which Ayhan's and Bahar's little boy goes two days a week. She was born in
Turkey, but came to Holland with her parents when she was one year old, so
she has been classified as second generation. At work, she uses both Dutch and
Turkish a lot.
The recording starts out with Ayhan's account of the problems he has
encountered recently in attempting to start a career as a nurse in a hospital.
Hatice's role at this point is mainly to support him and keep him going with
further questions. Part of the conversation is about the internship he did at the
hospital, and part is about the bureaucratic struggle he is involved in with the
employment agency. The problem of Dutch tests and their skewed view on
language proficiency is explicitly addressed at this point. One of the hospital
stories triggers a new topic. One of his colleagues at the hospital got married
to a Turkish man, and Ayhan starts talking about the wedding. Hatice mentions
that she has been invited by a friend to be the bridesmaid at her wedding. She
is nervous about it and does not quite know whether she should do it. They talk
about this, and about Turkish weddings in general for quite a while, and then
break off the conversation.
Both languages are used a lot in this conversation, with Dutch a little
more frequent than Turkish. Ayhan's language choice seems to be more or less
balanced between the two, while Hatice uses more Dutch.
2.4.4. The Hilversum women
The three young women (Sengul, her sister Niirsen and their friend Pervin)
forming this group are all members of the second generation. All were born and
raised in Hilversum, a middle-sized town near Amsterdam. At the time of the
recording they were between 18 and 20 years old. Both languages are part of
their daily life: Dutch is the only language used at work or school, and with
Dutch people in general, a fairly monolingual variety of Turkish is used with

3

This will not be taken as an indication of limited capacity in Dutch, since the types
of language proficiency tests used to administer linguistic skills in these classes do
not test spoken colloquial Dutch, which is of interest for this study.
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parents and other members of the first generation, and both languages with
bilingual peers.
The conversation is mainly in Dutch. Sengul does most of the talking;
she takes about half of the turns. After some wondering back and forth about
what they should talk about, Sengul kicks off with a story about something that
happened at work that day. Up to this point everything had been in Dutch, but
as soon as the narrative starts, there is some switching back and forth. The
conversation continues for a while without anybody picking up the topic with
any commitment. Several topics are covered for only a few turns, all of this in
Dutch. Then, as the name of a mutual acquaintance comes up, the conversation
rapidly normalizes. They start talking about her and her up-coming wedding.
There is quite a lot of CS here, including the use of some cultural loans from
Turkish in Dutch sentences.
From here on, language choice becomes more stable: Dutch is dominant
but switches to Turkish are regularly made, mostly at sentence boundaries.
Topics are picked up, talked about for ten turns or so, and dropped again. They
include Sengul's work, the spoiled daughter of a mutual friend, plans for New
Year's Eve and Sengul's new hair color. In the latter section Turkish seems to
reach a frequency of use which is almost equivalent to that for Dutch. Then the
conversation dies down a little and the TV is switched on, so naturally the focus
of the conversation shifts to the programs being watched. The trend before the
break is picked up again: fairly regular switching back and forth, with a
numerically dominant role for Dutch. At some point Pervin changes the topic
by asking Sengul about her work again. Once again the topic is dropped after
a few turns, and a fairly long discussion starts on what the mutual acquaintance
talked about earlier is going to wear at her wedding. Finally, Pervin closes off
this discussion and asks Sengul about her plans for the next day. They are about
to break up but, realizing that the tape is not finished yet, decide to talk on for
a little while. A few topics are talked about, none for longer than a few turns,
and then the tape recorder is switched off.
2.4.5. The Hilversum guys

Three speakers participated in this network. All of them were born in Holland,
and had lived all their life in Hilversum. They are linked to the Hilversum
women network through various friendship ties. Their ages were between 19 and
21 at the time of recording. Two were going to the same business school; the
third, Erdo gan, was getting ready to go to college in Groningen, in the north of
the country. All three were living with their families, who had 'standard'
immigration histories. The dad had moved to Holland first, as a migrant worker,
in the seventies, and shortly thereafter the rest of the family had come over as
sponsored immigrants. The three informants were actually born in Holland, but
all had older siblings of the intermediate generation.
Their linguistic repertoire is similar to that of the Hilversum girls.
Turkish is used with parents and other members of the older generation, and
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also with recent immigrants. Dutch is used in school and with Dutch friends.
With bilingual friends, both languages are used, with choice depending on the
actual people present. That is, more Turkish when recent immigrants are
present, and more Dutch when they are not. When pressed for an answer to the
question, which language would be dominant in their idiolect, they unanimously
agreed on Dutch. To me, their Dutch sounded native, and almost"
indistinguishable from that of any other youth from the Hilversum area.
In the conversation, Cengiz, who was my contact for the entire Hilversum
network, including the Hilversum women, is by far the most talkative. Just like
Sengul in the conversation of their female counterparts, he takes about half of
the turns, with the other half being divided fairly evenly between the other two
speakers, Erdo gan and Mehmet. The topic is mostly adolescent life, centering
on girls and what some of their mutual friends have been up to. At certain
points, talk turns serious when the troubles of two friends in particular are
discussed, both of them people who had grown up in Turkey and had then come
to Holland, and had trouble fitting in. Most of the time, though, the
conversation has a light and carefree air about it, though some serious stories
about people they know, relating to such things as incest, fights and petty crime,
are told.
The language used throughout is Dutch. There is quite a lot of switching
to Turkish in the beginning, mostly for quotes, but as the conversation
progresses, Dutch is more and more settled upon as the language of choice.
Switches to Turkish become fewer and shorter towards the end of the recording.
2.4.6. The Tilburg women
This conversation involves five people. Two of them only join in later. One of
them is Ayhan, who we have already encountered in the Tilburg cafe
conversation, and the other one is the recent immigrant Yusuf. He has come to
Holland as the fiancee of Fulya, one of the other three speakers in this group.
These are young second generation women, between 20 and 24 years of age.
One of them, Miijgan, was born in Germany and came to Holland when she
was fifteen. Of the others, Fulya was born in Holland, and Selma arrived when
she was still a baby. As with most second generation members they were raised
in Turkish by their parents, but also heard and used a lot of Dutch (German in
Miijgan's case) already in their earliest years, e.g. in contacts with Dutch
friends.
Yusuf had come to Holland two years prior to the recording. He speaks
some Dutch, but obviously he has a strong preference for Turkish. Although he
is present during the first third of the recording, he does not contribute anything
to the conversation until after that. Slowly but surely he starts to dominate the
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I have to say "almost", because some things give away that the speakers are not
monolingual Dutch speakers, such as incorrect articles. These are not among the
errors which monolingual speakers normally make, as far as I can tell.
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conversation, however. This has the obvious effect of introducing more Turkish
into the conversation, and the recording certainly gives the impression of slowly
shifting from heavily bilingual to predominantly Turkish. Yusuf talks more, so
there is more Turkish, and the women seem to follow suit.
In the first half the two languages are used about the same; it is only in
the second half that Turkish starts to take over. Most switching is at tum,
sentence and clause boundaries, though not exclusively.
The three women start out by conducting a very bilingual conversation
on the problems of second generation immigrants in Holland. Differences
between the first and second generations are discussed, as well as differences
between the Turkish immigrant community and Turkey. Yusuf, who is very
interested in this topic, starts to contribute relatively long monolingual turns in
Turkish. From here on, most of the conversation is taken up with a long
discussion between the three women and Ayhan on one side, and Yusuf on the
other. Ayhan does not say much, but what he says is in Turkish. The women
still switch a lot, but also produce many monolingual turns in Turkish, which
were relatively rare in the early stages of the conversation. The conversation is
unique among the data in that it is totally taken up by just one topic.
2.4.7. The Tilburg brothers
During this shortish conversation (about 25 minutes) two brothers (l6-year old
Ibrahim and 19-year old Dmit) do most of the talking. They are joined later by
two people we already know: their older brother Ayhan and his wife Bahar.
Recall that Ayhan is the only intermediate generation informant and that Bahar
is a recent immigrant. The younger brothers are both second generation
members (Ibrahim was born in Holland, and Dmit arrived there before he went
to kindergarten). They speak Dutch in most of their daily contacts and to the
unknowing listener they sound like any other adolescent from Tilburg.
Bahar is not present at the beginning of the recording. Ayhan is, but just
like in the Tilburg friends recording, he feels he should keep quiet. He knew
that I was mainly interested in the speech of his brothers this time. The first
part of the conversation has an interview-like character, as Dmit is questioning
Ibrahim on things like his soccer career and his success in dating. Though some
Turkish is used, Dutch is by far the dominant language. CS is mostly
intersentential.
Then Bahar joins the boys with a tray of tea. She knows the preferred
language of the two younger brothers is Dutch, and this is probably one of the
reasons why many of her contributions contain at least some Dutch. She
manages to join the conversation even though most of it is in her weaker
language. Gradually, Ayhan also becomes more actively involved in the
conversation. There is a four-way conversation for a while, but then the two
younger brothers take over again, resuming their banter from before the tea was
brought in. Then Bahar gets them some more tea and the conversation is over.
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2.5. Overview
Table 2.3 gives an overview of the informants who were used for this study,
which ones are male and which ones females, to which network and to which
generation they belong. Note that Ayhan appears in three conversations, and
Bahar in two. All informants were between 16 and 25 years old at the time of
recording. All names are fictitious. Though Gultekin and Talat also qualify as
members of the intermediate generation, their contributions to the Maastricht
conversation are so minimal, that for all intents and purposes, Ayhan can be
considered the only informant of the intermediate generation. However, all
informants in Backus (1992) are members of that generation, so the CS found
there can be used as additional information on intermediate generation mixed
speech. It will be seen, in Sections 4.2 and 6.1 that Ayhan's CS is similar to the
data in Backus (1992). That should not come as a big surprise, as Ayhan was
one of the informants in that study as well.
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Network
Tilburg women

Maastricht

Tilburg cafe

Hilversum women

Hilversum guys

Tilburg friends

Name

Generation

Sex

Bahar (B)

first

female

Sabahat (Sa)

first

female

Can (Ca)

first

female

Ayse (Ay)

first

female

Fatma (Fa)

first

female

Orhan (0)

first

male

Orner (0)

first

male

Oilek (D)

first

male

Kemal (K)

first

male

Ramiye (R)

first

female

Ahmed (Ah)

first

male

Gultekin (G)

intermed.

male

Talat (T)

intermed.

male

Ayhan (A)

intermed.

male

Hatice (H)

second

female

Sengul (Se)

second

female

Niirsen (N)

second

female

Pervin (P)

second

female

Cengiz (C)

second

male

Erdogan (E)

second

male

Mehmet (Me)

second

male

Mujgan (M)

second

female

Fulya (F)

second

female

Selma (Se)

second

female

Yusuf (Y)

first

male

Omit (0)

second

male

Ibrahim (I)

second

male

Ayhan

Tilburg brothers

Ayhan
Bahar
Table 2.3: Overview of informants (first generation: arrived in Holland at age older than 12;
intermediate generation: arrived in Holland between 5 and 12 years old; second generation: born
in Holland or under five at time of arrival).

Chapter Three: Insertion

introduction

This chapter deals with the phenomenon of intrasentential codeswitching; the
use of elements from one language in utterances of another. This includes what
is often called borrowing, as well as what is commonly referred to as
grammatical interference. Leaving aside the problem of differentiating between
actual switching and the use of borrowings for the moment, every element
which is foreign, at least etymologically, is the subject matter of this chapter.
Much has been written about intrasentential CS and it is impossible to
review all of it here, cf. Myers-Scotton (1993b, Chapter Two) for a good
historical sketch. This account will focus on certain issues which I feel are
important in modelling intrasentential CS. Much of the work done on this topic
has attempted to define constraints on possible switch sites. These constraints,
by definition, presuppose that the speaker actually switches to another language.
As such, this chapter is essentially about something else, namely the insertion
of short units from the Embedded Language (EL) into Matrix Language
(ML) speech. Constraints are generally concerned with the juxtaposition of
larger segments, since insertion of single content words is assumed to be fairly
unproblematic from a structural point of view. I Only ML rules apply, so
"extra" CS constraints are irrelevant. The terms "ML" and "EL" are mostly
associated with Carol Myers-Scotton's work (cf. Section 3.l.2 below). My use
of them is essentially the same as hers, though I adopt a "weak" version of her
definition of ML, as will become clear in Section 3.l.4.
In the first section three models of insertional CS will be discussed and
compared. These are then compared and blended into a general model which
aims primarily at descriptive adequacy. Section 3.2 will add a component which
should be seen as an attempt at explaining CS structure, i.e. an attempt to
address the actuation problem mentioned in Chapter One.
The accounts will be accompanied by many examples from different
language pairs. Apart from illustrating particular points, these will also give the
reader a general idea of the kinds of structures which are encountered in CS in
various bilingual settings. The ultimate goal of this chapter is to provide a
critical evaluation of the models in light of the ideas about language variation
and change spelled out in the first chapter.
The resulting framework will then be applied to the Turkish-Dutch data
in the next chapter.

I

Constraints usually cover all EL material, whether it is a single word or a larger
chunk. Their predictions are normally such that single-word insertion is highly
unconstrained. A famous exception is the blocking ofNP-intemai switches between
adjective and noun in Spanish-English CS, predicted by the Equivalence Constraint
of Poplack (1980).

3.1. Models of insertional codeswitching
Three schools of thought have dominated the literature on intrasentential CS.
All three have focused on discovering possible sites for switching. Most are also
firmly rooted in sociolinguistics, in that large data sets are collected, transcribed
and quantitatively analyzed. This approach has led to the first school, which
formulated generalized constraints, predicting where switching will not be
possible. The central notion involved is often some form of equivalence. If
surface structures are similar, CS is possible; if they are not, CS is ruled out
(Poplack, 1980). Both the abundance of counterexamples and the ad-hoc nature
of this practice led several scholars who were primarily interested in linguistic
theory to the construction of an alternative set of constraints. They were at pains
to show that CS does not follow special rules but can be described with
independently established syntactic rules of, for example, generative syntax
(DiSciullo, Muysken & Singh, 1986). Their relative lack of consideration for
the social context in which CS occurs, finally led a third group of researchers
to the formulation of relativized constraints on CS, where CS is predicted to
have such-and-such characteristics in such-and-such contexts (Myers-Scotton,
1993b). The approaches are largely complementary: CS is especially
predominant at certain points in utterances, CS does follow general linguistic
rules or patterns, and the structure of CS does depend on the specific social
setting.
The use of single EL words in ML contexts is akin to the use of
loanwords. Though borrowings have been studied extensively in historical
linguistics, the synchronic use of words from other languages in the actual
speech of bilinguals has not been so thoroughly studied. The names of Uriel
Weinreich (Weinreich, 1953) and Einar Haugen (cf. Haugen, 1972) are
associated with the onset of this type of study in the 1950's. They both set up
frameworks for describing the different types of borrowing which can be
observed in synchronic speech. Although the discussion below will concentrate
on current frameworks devised to deal with these phenomena, many of the
distinctions made by Haugen and Weinreich surface in one form or another in
these later works.
The models will be introduced in chronological order. I will start out
with the attempts by David Sankoff and Shana Poplack to separate the
phenomena of CS and nonce-borrowing. It will be followed by Carol MyersScotton's MLF model, which is in part a reaction to these efforts. Lars
Johanson's code-copying model comes last. It is partly motivated by a desire
to reach greater descriptive adequacy and to reinstate some of the distinctions
made by the older traditions of both historical linguistics and Haugen and
Weinreich. These models will largely be described as their authors have
presented them, with a minimum of interpretation on my part. A more critical
evaluation of them, also in relation to each other, will appear in Section 3.1.4.1.
This is a logical intermediate step towards Section 3.1.4.2, where an attempt
will be made to integrate the models into a more comprehensive descriptive
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framework.
For the moment, descriptive adequacy is the main goal. Many other
models of CS, for example those motivated by generative principles, are mainly
motivated by the wish to apply data to existing theoretical frameworks. This
approach will not be followed here, since I feel the descriptive groundwork has
not been sufficiently laid yet. The existence of EL Islands (i.e. EL constituents
embedded in an ML sentence; cf. Section 3.1.2 below) as a descriptive construct
for example, is an important descriptive device, regardless of whether
subsequent analysis shows that we do not need it in our theoretical account of
CS because its existence follows from general theoretical claims, as TreffersDaller (1995: 263) argues. Single EL words may also be shown to behave
exactly like ML single words, but that does not mean that they are not a useful
category at the descriptive level. In fact, their behavior could not be studied if
they had not been singled out previously. Generative contributions to the field
will not be discussed in detail because the emphasis is more on what actually
occurs than on what is apparently blocked from occurring.
3.1.1. Sankoff & Poplack: codeswitching

versus nonce borrowing

constraints

In the late seventies the quest for structural constraints on codeswitching was
kicked into gear with several studies of Spanish-English CS in the US. Gumperz
& Hernandez-Chavez (1971), Redlinger (1976), Valdes-Fallis (1976), Timm
(1978), Pfaff (1979) and McClure (1981) were all at least partially devoted to
finding out at which points in a sentence a switch was possible. The early work
culminated in Poplack (1980), which introduced two general constraints on
Spanish-English CS, for which universal validity was suggested.
The constraints proposed were the Free Morpheme Constraint and the
Equivalence Constraint, which dominated the field for a decade or so. The
Free Morpheme Constraint prohibits a switch between a free and a bound
morpheme, thus limiting possible switch sites to word boundaries. The
Equivalence Constraint further limits the possibilities: CS is possible at those
points at which the surface structures of the involved languages overlap.
The constraints were based on large sets of Spanish-English data, most
from the Southwest (e.g. Pfaff, 1979) and some from the New York City Puerto
Rican community (Poplack, 1980). Though these data included a few
counterexamples, they did capture some well-founded generalizations. Earlier
researchers had already noticed that Spanish-English bilinguals tended to avoid
switching at points in a sentence where the languages differed in word order.
The classical example is the place of the attributive adjective, which generally
follows the noun in Spanish and precedes it in English. Switching within NPs
containing such an adjective appeared to be highly restricted. The Free
Morpheme Constraint, on the other hand, captured the generalization that
Spanish verb morphology only appeared on English verbs which were
established borrowings in the local variety of Spanish.
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Accordingly,
could be explained
and toast in (2).
(1)
(2)

some of the counterexamples
in the Spanish-English
data
away as borrowings in Southwest Spanish, like type in (I)

taipiamos cada dia
"we type every day" (Pfaff, 1979: 300)
me huele toast quemada
"it smells of burned toast to me" (Pfaff, 1979: 307)

In the first example, the English verb stem type is inflected with Spanish verb
morphology, which violates the Free Morpheme Constraint. In (2), the English
noun toast appears in an NP containing a Spanish attributive adjective. Since
English and Spanish word orders differ, the example violates the Equivalence
Constraint. However, since type and toast are borrowings, and borrowings were
assumed to be insensitive to CS constraints, Examples (I) and (2) were not
supposed to contain CS at all.
Before going into the details of borrowing, some more examples from the
literature, brought in as counterexamples
to the constraints but refuted as such
by Poplack and associates, may illustrate the magnitude of the problem, which
can be underestimated
if only Spanish-English
data are considered.
Other,
typologically more diverse language pairs, often have many more sites at which
CS would violate the constraints. Answering Poplack's (1980: 615) call, the two
constraints were therefore tested in a great many language pairs.
Many counterexamples
were found, and more often than not, they were
single-word switches. The first general finding was that the Free Morpheme
Constraint was untenable for cases where an agglutinative language was the ML
(Muysken, 1987: 371), cf. Ex. (3) and (4). However, even languages with less
in the way of bound morphology provided counterexamples.
cf. Ex. (5) and (6):
American Finnish (Lehtinen, 1966: 181):
(3)
commercial-i saunassa
"in the commercial sauna"
NB: -i- is an agreement morpheme, a so-called "stem formant"
Maori (Eliasson, 1991: 22)
(4)
I whakastayinngia matou ki te do i a matou work
"we were made to stay in to do our schoolwork"
NB: whaka- is a causative morpheme and -ngia is a passive marker.
Moroccan Arabic-French (Bentahila & Davies, 1983: 315)
(5)
mbqas jfonctionnier
it/stopped IMPF-work
"it stopped working"
Australian German (Clyne, 1987: 756)
(6)
es waren hundert-s und hundert-s ofLeute
"there were hundreds and hundreds of people"
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In all these examples, stems from one language are combined with bound
morphemes from the other language. The Australian German example is atypical in that the bound morphemes come from the EL, and are stuck on to ML
roots, instead of the other way around.
These and other counterexamples led many to believe that the two
constraints could not be universal because of their disregard for two factors:
structural characteristics of individual languages and the sociolinguistic context
of the contact situation.
Examples (3) and (4), involving agglutinative languages, show the
influence of structural characteristics. As for the social context, Chicanos and
Puerto Ricans soon turned out to represent a type of bilingualism which may
not be the most typical around the world. Their bilingualism is fairly
symmetrical, or balanced. In many immigration contexts the situation is very
different, especially for the first generation of immigrants. Speakers are
dominant in one of the languages, and their CS is characterized by strong
asymmetry.' Poplack (1980) suggested that unbalanced bilinguals will not show
much intrasentential CS. Problems with this line of argumentation will be left
aside for the moment, but will come back with a vengeance in Chapters Six and
Seven.
Over the years, Sankoff and Poplack and their associates have collected
data from typologically diverse language pairs. These include French and
English (Poplack, Sankoff & Miller, 1988), English and Tamil (Sankoff,
Poplack & Vanniarajan, 1990), English and Finnish (Poplack, Wheeler &
Westwood, 1989), French and Wolof and French and Fongbe (both in Poplack
& Meechan, 1995). In the rest of this sub-section, their findings will be
presented. For abbreviatory purposes, I will refer to the authors collectively as
"Poplack and associates", since it is primarily Shana Poplack who is associated
with this specific line of CS studies. No interpretation of relative importance is
intended, however.
borrowing versus codeswitching
With the exclusion of many single-word switches as potential counterexamples,
the study of CS had entered dangerous territory. If, in order to test a constraint,
borrowings are to be excluded from the relevant data, it must be clear before
the analysis starts, which elements are truly foreign and which elements are
only foreign etymologically. However, this is made impossible by the
Synchronic Fallacy (cf. Chapter One). There are two ways out of this problem.
First, we can give up the idea that there are constraints specific to CS and try
to constrain its structure in some other way. Universal linguistic principles

2

Or the sociolinguistic context may be such that only one language functions as the
ML. This may be the case if the mixed lect is a register of only one of the
languages, while the other language remains basically monolingual, even in its
vernacular register. Immigrants often speak a mixed version of their L1 and a
monolingual version of the L2.
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would then apply to borrowing and CS alike. This path has been taken by most
researchers, for example Myers-Scotton
(1993b), Johanson (1993) and several
generative contributions,
such as DiSciullo, Muysken & Singh (1986), Pandit
(1989) and Stenson (1990). Second, the definition of borrowing could be
improved in the hope that the seemingly insurmountable
problem posed by the
Synchronic Fallacy could be solved. This is the path chosen by Poplack and
associates, whose solution will be discussed in this section. Two different
versions of the first option appear in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3.
Poplack and associates have always maintained that most single-word
switches are the result of a process which is fundamentally
different from the
process which produces multiword switches. In the former, borrowing, only the
base language is spoken, while in the latter, CS, there is a real switch to the
other language. This corresponds to a general distinction which most scholars
acknowledge, between insertion and alternation. Once the assumption is made
that the two processes have nothing to do with each other, so that different rules
apply to loans than to switches, the question whether the occurrence of a
particular foreign word at a particular place in a sentence violates one or more
CS constraints becomes irrelevant if that word is a borrowing. The question
remains relevant, of course, for those who do not consider CS and borrowing
to be different processes.

the definition of borrowing
If borrowing and CS are to be separated, it is of course imperative to define the
two in unambiguous terms.
In early studies of Spanish-English
CS, use was made of dialect
dictionaries. If a switched English word occurred in a dictionary of Border
Spanish, it could safely be considered an established borrowing (cf. Pfaff, 1979:
302 and 307). However, for many language varieties in contact settings there
will be the obvious problem that word lists, let alone dictionaries,
are not
available. Furthermore,
for some EL words, classification
as an established
borrowing would be somewhat far-fetched anyway. 3
Other criteria were therefore necessary to unambiguously
define whether
a given single-word switch involves a loanword or not. The criterium used by
Pop lack and associates is morphosyntactic
integration. Since according to this
definition the category of borrowings includes non-established
borrowings, and
thus does not correspond to the folk definition of what a loanword is, borrowing
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The following anecdotal example is illustrative. A friend of mine, while working in
a family planning clinic in San Diego, California, cited a colleague as saying pinkala
("pink her"), by which she referred to a clinic convention of marking the names of
patients who had been seen by a doctor with a pink marker. The verb "to pink" was
coined by the speaker on the spot, and immediately inflected with Spanish verb
morphology. In this case, morphosyntactic adaptation was by definition productive,
since the verb stem "pink" did not exist until the time of speaking, at least not in the
idiolect of the speaker.
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is defined as a process, covering both the use of established loans and of nonce
loans (Sankoff, Pop lack & Vanniarajan, 1990: 77).

nonce borrowing
In their discussion of Finnish-English CS, Poplack, Wheeler & Westwood
(1989: 200) remark that nonce borrowing is a process which "applies to the
entire English nominal lexicon". In bilingual speech the entire bilingual lexicon
is open for use, or at least that part of the lexicon containing the content words.
The use of EL words is therefore not restricted to words already borrowed into
the ML. Any EL word which is used in an otherwise ML sentence is then
assumed to constitute a borrowing. The basic idea is that single EL words are
simply embedded into ML speech. Though this might be single-word CS (cf.
for example Poplack, Wheeler & Westwood, 1989: 193), in many cases it will
tum out to be nonce borrowing. When an EL word is inserted into an ML
utterance, it is assumed, that does not normally entail a switch in language. 4
Borrowing is then defined as total morphosyntactic integration 5 of single
EL words into ML utterances. If integration is not total, this may either
represent a minor additional strategy, or the form may be a codeswitch. The
only ambiguous cases are "grammatically" bare forms, i.e. forms which obey
ML rules by receiving no morphological integration, and which are, in addition,
in equivalence positions. In these cases there is no morphological integration,
while syntactic integration is impossible to establish. The class of ambiguous
cases has been limited as much as possible. Apart from unassimilated single EL
words, edited parts of speech are also automatically discarded as possible
borrowings (Sankoff, Poplack & Vanniarajan, 1990: 75), as are single-word
switches which are in some way flagged (cf. below). All these forms are
considered code-switches.
The nonce borrowing model does not predict anything about the
integration of borrowings since morphosyntactic integration into the ML is a
defining characteristic. All bilingual data can then be classified on
morphosyntactic evidence as either borrowing, CS or ambiguous.

4

5

The original basis of this claim lies in the observation that in Spanish-English CS
only English verb stems accepted as borrowings were inflected with Spanish endings
(Poplack, 1980: 586; Pfaff, 1979: 302). It thus appeared that only borrowings could
be morphosyntactically accommodated to the ML. If for a given community, nonestablished borrowings can indeed not take any Spanish inflection (but cf. note 3),
that community must be assumed not to engage in nonce borrowing, at least not for
verbs.
Phonological integration was discarded as possible evidence given its inherent
variability (cf. Sankoff, Poplack & Vanniarajan, 1990: 74). Some speakers adapt
words phonologically while others do not, and some sound combinations are always
adapted, while others never are (recall the Basque example of Hualde, 1993, cited
in Chapter One).
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types of morphosyntactic integration
In the above-mentioned
papers Pop lack and associates
have described
morphosyntactic
integration in greater detail. Sankoff, Poplack & Vanniarajan
(1990: 94-95) review seven aspects of integration. 6

a. morphological integration
The first type is the above-mentioned
morphological
integration: EL insertions
are integrated in exactly the same fashion as native words and established
borrowings.
An example is easy in (7), integrated with the Tamil adverbforming suffix -aa:
(7)

divorce inta uurula romba easy-aa paNNiTTatunaale
divorce this city-LOC very easy-ADV did-because
"Divorce, since they have made it very easy in this city ..."

Some types of morphological integration can be almost exceptionless. Any EL
word which is of the right category is integrated using this fixed routine. Thus
all English adverbs routinely receive the -aa marker, and all English verbs are
automatically followed by the auxiliary paNNu ("to do"):
. (8)

anta car-ei drive paNNanum
that car-ACC drive do-must
"we must drive that car"

An example from the W olof-French data is (9), with the French noun integrated
into a W olof NP with a postnominal definite article.
(9)

fexeel ba nekk ci tete de liste bi rek
try-IMP until be PREP head-of-the-list DEF ADV
"try to be only at the head of the list"

b. no EL function markers
Second, apart from carrying all necessary ML marking, the insertions do not
carry any EL functional elements. Compare for example the morphologically
integrated easy-aa in (7) above, with easiest in the all-English stretch in (10):

6

Actually, these seven aspects are presented in Sankoff, Poplack & Vanniarajan
(1990: 94) as seven lines of evidence for the hypothesis that nonce borrowings are
in a different category than codeswitches. At this point I am only interested in the
details of integration, and not in the question whether CS constraints should be
relevant to single-word switches. Therefore I will refer to what Poplack and
associates call "nonce loans" as EL insertions, the term used consistently throughout
this work. Some discussion of the nonce borrowing hypothesis will follow in Section
3.1.4.1.
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(10)

batilaa immediate-aa they take the easiest route.
"instead, they immediately take the easiest route"

However,
(II)

there are exceptions:

in (11), questions

contains

an English plural.

India-la repeat paNNiNDe irupaan questions
India-LOC repeat do-CONT be-3sg-MASC-FUT questions
"In India they would be repeating the questions"

Single EL words containing EL function markers are almost always either plural
nouns, infinitives or participles.
c. syntactic

integration
Third, EL words can be integrated syntactically
only. If no morphological
marking is necessary, the syntactic behavior of the word is the only indication
of morphosyntactic
integration.
For Poplack
and associates,
syntactic
accommodation
mostly means that the word is positioned according to ML
word order patterns and is accompanied by the necessary ML function words.
Verb-object combinations in the Tamil data follow the word order patterns of
the language of the verb. English objects of Tamil verbs, such as seal in (12),
are syntactically integrated into Tamil, by preceding the verb. Similarly, Tamil
objects of English verbs are postverbal, as required by English word order rules,
as in (13).
(12)

om seal pooTTu koDuppaanga
one seal put-INF give-3pl-FUT
"they'll put on the seal and give it"

(13)

my mother had made taraTTipaal or something
"my mother had made sweet milk or something"

Poplack, Wheeler & Westwood (1989) provide similar evidence for FinnishEnglish CS. English nouns receive the required Finnish inflection, as in (14),
or are accompanied by the appropriate Finnish function words, as in (15).
(14)

rna kerran lahetin sen tuonne dry cleaner-iin (p. 206)
I once sent-lpl it-GEN there-ALL dry cleaner-ILL
"I once sent it to the dry cleaner there"

(15)

jos rna lasken sen ilman contract-ia tanne sisalle
if I let-Ipl it-GEN without contract-PART here in-all
"If I let him in here without a contract"

In Wolof-French
and Fongbe-French
CS (Poplack
& Meechan,
1995),
morphological integration is not usually possible, since both African languages
are isolating. This puts most of the burden of proof on syntactic integration.
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Single French nouns used in Wolof and Fongbe utterances, show typical Wolof
or Fongbe characteristics. They are often bare, just like native nouns. No
determiners, adjectives or other modifiers accompany them, cf. (16).
(16)

rna new fii degg affaire u egalite ay hommes akfemmes yooyu
I come LOC understand affair of equality IND men and women DEM
"When I came here, I heard about equality between men and women"

Absence of functional markers can also be evidence for integration. In Tamil,
object nouns should be bare when the object and the verb form a compound
verb. If this compound verb is English, and it is inserted into a larger Tamil
constituent, the noun is indeed bare:
(17)

phone pick paNNareeLaa?

phone pick do-2pl-Q
"will you pick up the phone?"
As noted earlier, EL insertions which occur at points where the word orders of
the two languages are equivalent and where no morphological marking is
required, are ambiguous as to loan or switch status. Examples include English
subjects of Tamil sentences, since the nominative case is unmarked in Tamil
and subjects appear in first position in both languages, cf. (18):
(18)

boyfriends unne date-ukku kuupaDaraanaaka

boyfriends you-ACC date-DAT call-3pl-COND
"if boyfriends call you for a date"
d. no violations of ML syntax

Fourth, EL insertions may occur in positions which are marked but permissible
according to ML word order rules. However, they never occur in positions
which are unacceptable in that language.
In the Tamil example in (19), the English object noun does not precede
the verb. However, postverbal objects, though rare, are possible in Tamil.
English direct objects of Tamil verbs occur in postverbal position, but are just
as rare there as Tamil objects (Sankoff, Poplack & Vanniarajan, 1990: 79). So
once again, EL insertions are completely adapted to the structure of the ML. On
the other hand, English does not allow preverbal objects under any
circumstance, and indeed, all objects of English verbs, even if Tamil in origin,
as in (20), follow the verb.
(19)

roughna ennanaa appaDi throw paNNaratu things

rough-ness what-it-means like-that throw do-INF things
"Roughness means throwing things"
(20)

I miss all those diipaavali, navaraatri bajanei and all that
"I miss all those festivals, services and all that"
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e. adhesion

to ML distributional

patterns

Fifth, EL single nouns occur at similar rates in the same slots as native nouns.
The low rate of postverbal English object nouns following Tamil verbs is a case
in point. Lone French words in Wolof-French and Fongbe-Frencb CS, pattern
exactly like native Wolof or Fongbe nouns (Pop lack & Meechan, 1995: 223).
Modification structures of NPs containing French nouns are quantitatively
distributed in the same way as those of monolingual Wolof or Fongbe NPs.
However, the Wolof data contain an interesting complication. Of the
nouns which are accompanied by a Wolof indefinite determiner, a
disproportionate number are French, as in (21), where the Wolof indefinite
article ay modifies French six mois.
(21)

da nga y xaar ba elections yi begge des ay six mois yooyu rek nga nibbi quoi
AUX you ASP wait until elections DEF want stay IND six months DEM ADV
you return eh
"you wait until there's only six months left for elections and then you return,
eh"

While Wolof and French differ in their placement of definite articles (postversus prenominal), they both place their indefmite determiners before the noun,
thus making it an equivalence site. Poplack & Meechan (1995) suspect that the
French nouns are still modified at the same rate as Wolof nouns, but that the
class of French nouns preceded by a Wolof indefinite article includes both
single-word switches 7 and nonce borrowings. An alternative explanation would
be that a site which is for some reason attractive for CS (for example because
of equivalence), becomes associated with a high incidence of EL insertions.
Such a suggestion is advanced by Myers-Scotton (l993b), cf. Section 3.1.2, and
will also be adopted in Section 3.1.4. Patterns in which CS is particularly
frequent will be referred to as conventionalized patterns.

f ML

variability

in morphosyntactic

marking

Sixth, functional marking is variable for EL nouns in exactly the same way as
it is for ML nouns. For example, in Tamil, accusative case-marking is optional
in certain contexts and obligatory in others. English objects of Tamil verbs, as
in (22) and (8), repeated below as (23), show the same variability in this respect
as their Tamil counterparts.
(22)

guest elaam paattein

guest all saw-l sg
"I saw guests and all" (optional case-marking; no potential subject-object
ambiguity)

7

Switches would be possible because the slot following the indefinite marker is an
equivalence site, as it is common to both languages.
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(23)

anta car-ei drive paNNanum
that car-ACC drive do-MUST
"we must drive that car" (obligatory case-marking; potential ambiguity)

Dative marking is more categorical in Tamil, and is indeed present on most
English nouns which are in an appropriate position (Sankoff, Pop lack &
Vanniarajan, 1990: 87). However, there is a statistical difference between dative
marking of English nouns (86%) and that of Tamil nouns (99%), indicating that
there are what Myers-Scotton (l993b) calls bare forms, cf. Section 3.1.2 and
below.
semantic

nature: content

words

Finally, EL insertions are almost exclusively content words. When nominal,
they are full nouns, never pronouns. Moreover, these nouns are often so specific
that they can be considered to fill lexical gaps, as in the case of Tamil religious
terms or (Canadian) English educational terms (cf. Ex. 24 and 25).
(24)

they used to have Friday puujai
"they used to have Friday religious services"

(25)

professor enna mark-e eRuti koDutaar

professor what mark-ACC write-INF give-INF
"what marks did the professor write and give?"
exceptions

Not all single EL words are totally integrated: some are bare forms. Bare
forms" are potential counterexamples to the expectation that EL insertions
receive the appropriate ML function markers, since these markers are missing
on them. However, if quantitative analysis reveals them to be very infrequent,
they could conceivably be overlooked, at least in the variational framework of
Poplack and associates (cf. Sankoff, Poplack & Vanniarajan, 1990: 99, fn. 9).
This works in the Tamil corpus, but not in the Finnish one, where a high
percentage of English single nouns (21%) is bare, while most Finnish nouns are
appropriately inflected. However, most bare forms (68%) were flagged, as in
(26), a phenomenon not associated with Finnish nouns (Pop lack, Wheeler &
Westwood, 1989: 203). Flagging involves the discourse signalling of salient
elements, mainly through the use of discourse particles. In (26) both niin kuin
("like") and semmosia ("of those") function as flags:
(26)

8

ne on ihan niin kuin semmosia temper tantrum (p. 203)
they is quite like such-pi-PART temper tantrum
"they are quite like, like temper tantrums"
From here on, "bare forms" refers only to cases where functional marking is
missing, not to what was referred to earlier in this section as "grammatically bare
forms": forms which are not supposed to receive any functional marking.
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Poplack and associates consider flagged EL insertions to be codeswitches
(Poplack, Wheeler & Westwood, 1989: 210), because they behave differently
from the normally
unflagged
ML nouns." This is probably
a correct
interpretation, but in at least some cases, what is called flagging may also be
conceived of as a conventionalized
pattern, i.e. as a manifestation of change. In
that case the "flagged" EL nouns are really morphosyntactically
integrated after
all. In the Finnish data two thirds of the English bare nouns are preceded by
Finnish flags. Of those which are not flagged, 68% occurs with Finnish
demonstratives
or adverbs, which have apparently assumed the character of
definiteness markers, roughly like English that (Poplack, Wheeler & Westwood,
1989: 208). Since this concerns a usage of Finnish elements which departs from
Standard Finnish, and is associated with EL nouns, it may constitute a
conventionalized
pattern, similar to the operator verbs and the adverbderivational suffix -aa in Tamil, and perhaps also like the W olof indefinite
markers.
Another type of exception is where there is not too little marking, but
where it is of the "wrong" kind. Recall that at least in the Tamil data, English
plural nouns occur as EL insertions. The following example contains an EL
plural: 10
(27)

only kalaimagaLLataan movies-e patti peece ille
only K.(name)-LOC-only movies-ACC about talk-EMPH NEG
"Only in "KalaimagaL" there is no talk about the movies"

summary
According to Poplack and associates, nonce loans are completely integrated into
the morphosyntactic structure of the ML utterances in which they appear. In this
section, I have simplified things by assuming that nonce loans and EL insertions
are the same thing. For Poplack and associates, they are not. Morphosyntactic
integration defines nonce loans; it is not a necessary characteristic
of all EL
insertions. Those that are not integrated, are allocated to the category of
switches. I will not adopt this division into two types of EL insertions, for
reasons which will be explained in Section 3.1.4.1.
EL insertions are always content words, nouns most of the time, and
mostly morphologically
simple. More elaborate "words", such as compounds,
collocations or idioms, can occasionally be inserted as well. However, and this
is crucial, they carry no EL function markers which relate them to the rest of
the utterance
in which they occur. In some cases, EL insertions
are

9

10

Note that they are no danger for the constraints on CS, since flagging removes them
as possible test data. The constraints only apply to smooth switches (Poplack,
Wheeler & Westwood, 1989: 210).
Note that there is also a doubly marked form: the concept "only". Double marking
will surface again in the next section.
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morphologically marked as foreign, since the ML happens to have set up a
special class for borrowed nouns or verbs. Also, they may be morphologically
undermarked, even bare at times, but this is predicted to be a rare phenomenon.
Their syntactic integration is generally so complete, that they participate in ML
distributional patterns in the same way as native words. Thus, if a category is
optionally marked in the ML, EL insertions will be optionally marked at the
same rate. Especially the distributional evidence is assumed to be important
since it shows how deeply embedded in the ML grammar the EL words are:
nonce loans are distributed quantitatively in the same way as native words, and
their grammatical marking is variable in the same way as it is for native words.
3.1.2. Myers-Scotton: the Matrix Language Frame Model
The second model of CS to be discussed is Carol Myers-Scotton's Matrix
Language Frame Model (Myers-Scotton, 1993b). Before presenting the model
itself, some of its guiding assumptions will be outlined. This will help to place
the model in the historical context of CS research.
3.1.2.1. Preliminaries and Assumptions
counterexamples

to the constraints

We saw in Section 3.l.1 that many counterexamples to the constraints involved
single-word switches which were morphosyntactically embedded into ML
utterances. Here are some more examples, from various language pairs:
Chontal Mayan (Knowles-Berry,
(28) "u y-ermano-Iop'
"his brothers"

1988: 341):

Micmac-English (Bakker, 1992: 178):
(29)
g-papers-m-l
2sg-papers-POSS-pl (inan.)
"your papers"
Malay-Dutch (Voigt, unpublished data)
(30)
maar susah-nya di-punya ritme-nya
but difficult-TOP it-has rhythm-TOP
"but it has a difficult rhythm"
Adanme-English (Nartey, 1982: 185)
(31)
a Qe mi he/pe
they COP me help-PROG
"they're he/ping me"
Dutch-English (De Houwer, 1990: 110)
(32)
throwt
throw-PRES-3sg; i.e.: "throws"
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Copper Island Aleut (Golovko & Vakhtin, 1990: 108)
(33)

til)

ayxaca-l-ya

me start-PAST-lsg
"/ started"

In the first three examples, ML nominal morphology (possessives, plurals, case
markers) have been attached to EL nouns. ML verbal inflection appears on EL
verb stems in the next two examples. The last example is somewhat atypical in
that it is not the indigenous language, Aleut, which provides the inflectional
morphemes (i.e.: that is the ML), but the invading language, Russian. Note also
that the free-form pronoun tif,! is from Aleut, and that it is doubled by the bound
Russian suffix -ya.
Poplack and associates maintain that these examples contain borrowing,
not CS. However, not every researcher agrees that CS and borrowing should be
separated as different phenomena. In fact, most, including Carol Myers-Scotton,
do not. Note that this is not the same as denying that insertion and alternation
are different processes. In research traditions, such as Myers-Scotton's, insertion
and alternation are seen as two forms of CS, while Poplack and associates are
of the opinion that insertion is borrowing and alternation is CS.
extralinguistic

differences:

asymmetry

For many researchers a major problem with the Free Morpheme and
Equivalence Constraints is their lack of sensitivity to the asymmetry which is
so characteristic of many contact situations. The constraints are generalizations
typical for a contact situation in which both languages have fairly similar
structure, and in which most speakers are highly bilingual. The first
characteristic was discussed in Section 1.1 and need not concern us here. The
second characteristic also exerts considerable influence on the type of data
which will be encountered, since balanced bilinguals tend to switch in a
different way than Ll-dominant bilinguals (cf. Chapter Seven for discussion).
The former often prefer alternation, which means by definition that both ML
and EL units tend to occur within larger monolingual chunks. In Chapters Six
and Seven, we will take a closer look at the relationship between the degree of
bilingual proficiency and CS-type; here it is sufficient to note that many contact
situations involve asymmetry between one language, which typically functions
as the host language (the ML) and another, which mainly contributes content
words (the EL)." All gramrnaticality requirements are those of the ML. Even
if we assume there is an equivalence constraint, it is not likely that speakers in
these contexts will adhere to it, since they are not comparing ML and EL
structures all the time. Instead, they are basically just speaking the ML, albeit
a bilingual version of it. It is hard to see why example (34), from Irish-English

II

The decision as to which language is the ML is not always unproblematic. However,
in insertional CS the problem does not often surface, so I will leave this matter until
Chapter Six.
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CS (Stenson, 1990: 170), would be impossible to utter; the speaker simply
inserts a compound noun from English into a normal Irish sentence. Whether
Irish and English structures overlap (in this case they do not) is of no
importance.
(34)

bheadh uprooting of traditions ann
be-COND uprooting of traditions there
"there'd be an uprooting of traditions"

Myers-Scotton's
contributions
The Matrix Language Frame Model was initially based on Swahili-English
CS
data, a language pair on which Carol Myers-Scotton
has done extensive
fieldwork.
Most of her publications
up until the late eighties
were
sociolinguistically
oriented. These writings have culminated in the Markedness
Model (Myers-Scotton,
1993a), which focuses on the social motivations of CS.
It attempts to answer the question what motivations people have for engaging
in CS. The Markedness Model will not be discussed in detail here, because
social motivations are not the focus of study. More important is that MyersScotton's thorough understanding of the social contexts in which certain types
of CS take place has made sure that her structural model is not independent of
the sociolinguistic
context. The MLF Model allows the sociolinguistic context
to exert influence on the type of CS structures which will be produced in
bilingual speech. Therefore, it implicitly addresses the actuation problem.
In the more recent past the emphasis in Myers-Scotton's
work has shifted
to the grammatical structure of CS. Both the abundance of counter-examples
to
the constraints and her theoretical assumption that CS and borrowing are not
unrelated processes, have led to an approach which has abandoned the search
for improved
constraints.
While for Poplack structural
integrity of the
contributing languages is a very prominent underlying assumption, 12 in MyersScotton's framework only the ML keeps its structure in CS; the EL only
contributes embedded material. CS is then predicted to be possible wherever
ML rules allow it. Surface equivalence
is not assumed to be a necessary
requirement.
3.1.2.2. The MLF Model
The MLF Model is presented in great detail in Myers-Scotton
(l993b). In this
section a brief overview will be given; a critical discussion 13 of some aspects
will follow in Section 2, where the psycholinguistic
implications of CS will be
discussed. Most examples will be Myers-Scotton's
own, from Swahili-English
CS.

12

In fact, it is the basis for viewing CS and borrowing as different processes.

13

For a more detailed critique, cf. Backus & Boeschoten (\995).
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Underlying the model are two basic assumptions about language and
about the social factors which influence language use. Two dichotomies are
responsible for observed structure in CS. One is the distinction between an ML
and an EL; the second between Content Morphemes and System Morphemes.
The latter is basically a distinction between lexicon and grammar, or between
content words and function morphemes, but both these distinctions are
considered too imprecise. System Morphemes then, have a narrower definition,
as morphemes which have the semantic feature [+ Quantification], or, if they
are potential theta role assigners or receivers, they do not actually assign or
receive such a thematic role. This definition and its implications will be
discussed in Section 3.2.
These two dichotomies structure CS in the following way. In bilingual
speech three types of constituents are possible: ML + EL constituents, ML
Islands and EL Islands. Islands are well-formed monolingual stretches. ML +
EL constituents combine material from both languages, with clearly prescribed
roles for each of them. According to the ML Hypothesis the ML provides the
grammatical frame in these constituents and the EL contributes some of the
content words. Two testable principles follow from the hypothesis. The
Morpheme Order Principle states that morpheme order will be that of the ML
and the System Morpheme Principle claims that all active system morphemes
will come from the ML. Both principles can be obeyed in one of three ways,
which will be illustrated below. In both cases, one strategy is assumed to
represent the normal case, while the others are so-called compromise
strategies, accessed when there is some lack of equivalence between the two
languages. The contribution of content words by the EL is further constrained
by the Blocking Hypothesis. It states that EL content morphemes are blocked
if they are not sufficiently congruent with ML equivalents. Lack of congruence
is operationalized in three ways. First, the ML counterpart of the EL content
morpheme is a system morpheme. Second, the ML and the EL equivalents
differ in thematic role assignment. Third, they differ in pragmatic function.
Should either an EL system morpheme or an EL content morheme which is not
allowed under the Blocking Hypothesis be accessed, then the speaker must
realize the constituent as part of an obligatory EL Island (this is the EL Island
Trigger Hypothesis). If the lack of congruence is minor, compromise strategies
result in the bare forms or doubly marked structures mentioned above (MyersScotton & Jake, 1995). Speakers can, of course, also choose to produce EL
Islands of their own free will, in which case the EL Hierarchy Hypothesis
predicts that these constituents are likely to be peripheral to the sentence frame
and/or of an idiomatic nature.
In the rest of this section the MLF model will be illustrated with mixed
Swahili-English utterances, all taken from Myers-Scotton's work. Ex. (35)
contains ML Islands (e.g. "nimemaliza kutengenza vitanda"), an EL Island ("all
the clothing") and two ML + EL constituents (ni-ka-wash, "and I've washed"
and na kitchen, "with the kitchen"). Note that in the mixed constituents in (35)
the content morphemes are English (wash, kitchen), while the system
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morphemes (ni-, -ka- and na) are Swahili. Swahili, of course, is the ML and
English the EL in these data.
(35)

nimemaliza kutengeneza vitanda ni-ka-wash all the clothing na wewe bado
maliza na kitchen
I have finished making the beds 1sg-and-wash all the clothing and you still
finish with kitchen
"I have finished making the beds and then washed all the clothing and you
haven't yet finished with the kitchen"

Morpheme

Order Principle

The ML provides the syntactic frame and the system morphemes. As we have
seen, this is effected through two principles, the first one being the Morpheme
Order Principle. Morpheme order is that of the ML:
(36)

mungu anaweza yote muamini ataweza kubadilisha na utakuwa na mambo
mengi new, mapya katika maisha yako
mambo mengi new = things many new
"God is able to do all if you believe he will change you and you will have
many new things, new in your life"

(37)

wewe ulikuwa umejikunja kwa corner u-na-m-time tu
u-na-rn-time = you-PROG-her-time
"you had folded yourself in a corner and you were just timing her"

In these examples the mixed constituents follow Swahili morpheme order. The
adjective new in (36) follows the noun, as it should in Swahili, never mind its
violation of English patterns. 14 The PP kwa corner in (37) is also formed using
Swahili rules, and the same holds for the finite verb unamtime, in which the
verbal morphology, following Swahili rules, preceeds the stem. Note that all
these examples involve what Poplack and associates refer to as morphosyntactic
integration.
The second strategy, using the normal EL order if this is a marked but
possible order in the ML, is illustrated in (38).
(38)

umekasirika kweli kweli, nikasema hu-yu guyana nini
hu-yu guy = cl.l-DEM guy
"you were looking very annoyed, and I wondered what was wrong with this
guy"

In Swahili, demonstratives normally follow the noun, but as a marked option,
they can precede it. This order is of course the only one possible in English. In
Swahili-English CS, there is a higher frequency of prenominal Swahili
demonstratives than in monolingual Swahili. Myers-Scotton does not give any

14

Note that Ex. (36) violates the Equivalence Constraint.
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other examples, suggesting this is the only area in which this strategy seems to
be at work in Swahili-English
CS, which in tum suggests that it is a marginal
strategy. Note that Pop lack and associates also include this option, but in their
framework the expectation
is that EL content words will show identical
syntactic behavior to their ML counterparts. They thus predict that EL content
words will indeed show up in marked ML morpheme order patterns, but also
that they will occur in them about as often as ML content words do. The two
frameworks therefore make conflicting predictions. Which one will tum out to
be right, is an empirical question. 15
The final strategy is the use of bare forms:
(39)

ilikuwa comment tu (Myers-Scotton,
"it was just [aJ comment"

1992: 111)

In this example a modifier is needed on the EL noun, but it has not been
realized. The relevant point is that ML morpheme order has not been violated.
System Morpheme Principle
The second principle which follows from ML dominance in constructing ML
+ EL constituents is the System Morpheme Principle, which can be obeyed by
any of three strategies. The first one, again, is simple: use ML system
morphemes.
(40)

lakini uzuri ni huu tu, wa Lake Bokoria. Ukikaa huko Baringo, u-na-change,
mazee. Unafikiri kama watu wa huko jo! Ukija huku watu wanashangaa.
Unaanza ku-behave kama watu wa huko wa-na-vyo-behave
u-na-change = 2sg-PRES-change
ku-behave = INF -behave
wa-na-vyo-behave = 3pl-PRES-MANNER-behave
"But the goodness is just this, of Lake Bokoria. If you stay there at Boringo,
you change, my friend. You think as people from there! If you come here,
people are amazed. You begin to behave as people from there behave."

(41)

si hiyo ni early sana! Z-ile rna-time z-ote z-engine utafanya nini?
z-ile rna-time z-ote z-engine = cl.lO-DEM cl.6-time cl.lO-all cl.lO-other
early sana = early very
"Isn't that very early! What will you do for the rest of the time?"

All verbal morphology

15

on the English verbs in (40) is Swahili. In Ex. (41) the

Which one is right probably depends on sociolinguistic factors. In a way, Poplack
and associates assume more ML dominance for the prototypical CS (i.e.: their nonce
borrowing) setting than Myers-Scotton does, and degree of ML dominance is
sociolinguistically determined. Apart from that, there is the tricky question of what
the normal ML structure is. Convergence may have already promoted the marked
structure to such a degree that it is not marked anymore.
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noun class marker on time, ma-, is, obviously, Swahili as well.
The second strategy, double marking, is followed when a system
morpheme from the EL is present, but it is doubled by the equivalent ML
system morpheme. It is the latter, Myers-Scotton assumes, which is syntactically
active.
(42)

result-s z-ake hazikuwa nzuri, basi a-ka-judge kuwa skuli ni mbaya
result-s z-ake = result-Pl. cl.l O-his (cl.l 0 = plural)
"his results were not good, so he judged that the school was bad"

In the Swahili data it can indeed be argued that the Swahili marker is the more
active one, since there is so much agreement morphology, for example on the
possessive
pronoun
in (42). Other languages may not provide such an
abundance of clues. In any case, there are plenty of examples like (43) in the
literature, where the plural is marked in the EL only (also consider Ex. (18) and
(19) above, and workers in Ex. (44) below).
American Finnish (Lehtinen, 1966: 183) 16
(43)
ne pusut oli catholics ja suomet ali lutherans ja ...
the Slavs was catholics and Finns was lutherans and
"the Slavs were catholics and the Finns were lutherans and ... "
These EL plurals are violations of the System Morpheme Principle, since the
system morpheme -s is EL in origin.
Recall that for Poplack and associates, double marking is an auxiliary
strategy bilinguals resort to only once in a while. Myers-Scotton
(1993b)
elevates it to motivated behavior, but it is still considered fairly infrequent.
What is more, it seems to be limited to double plurals and infinitives. An
important difference is that the MLF analysis leaves room for analyzing the EL
plural marker as not signalling plural at all, synchronically
speaking, but as an
integral part of the EL word. Myers-Scotton & Jake (1995: 1000) suggest that
plural inflections
(as well as participial
and infinitival
inflections)
are
derivational in nature, and that derivational morphemes can be part of the EL
lexeme called up from the mental lexicon. This would explain why free-form
system morphemes, like the English infinitive marker to, never occur in doubly
marked constructions. In any event, double morphology is considered a minor
strategy: ML plural and participial or infinitival morphology
can of course
always take the place of the EL markers, as predicted by the System Morpheme
Principle, and as attested by the many ML + EL constituents featuring these ML
system morphemes.
The fmal strategy is, again, using bare forms. An example appears III
(44), where the required locative marking on cell is absent:

16

Lehtinen (1966: 183) also cites double plurals, e.g. friend-s-it. She also assumes that
the EL plural is part of the nominal stem.
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(44)

mbona hawa workers wa East African Power and Lighting wakaenda strike
hata wengine nasilia washawekwa cell
washawekwa cell = been put cell
"why did the EAPL workers strike, I even heard that some of them have
already been put [in] cell[s]"

Myers-Scotton (1993b: 126) explains that the locative information is already
contained in the Swahili verb -wek-. Though it still requires some locative
marking on the noun, this marking was not provided, by either Swahili or
English. The lack of congruence between the ways in which -wek- and put
subcategorize for the locative is seen as motivating the bare form. Recall that
in the nonce borrowing framework bare forms are associated with flagging, not
with structural conflict between the two languages.
So far the predictions are fairly similar to those made by the nonce borrowing
hypothesis. Single EL content words are inserted into ML constituents and
follow ML rules almost completely. Total adaptation can be relaxed by using
bare forms, using double marking and by using marked but permissible ML
order. On the whole, the MLF claims about the insertional process are
somewhat weaker than those made by Poplack and associates, in that
prototypical ML structure is more easily violated. However, both models claim
strong ML dominance in inserting single EL content words.
Blocking

Hypothesis

Insertion of EL content words is not totally free; it is constrained by the
Blocking Hypothesis. If an EL morpheme is to be used in a mixed constituent,
it must be sufficiently congruent with an ML counterpart. This degree of
congruence is checked for every EL lexeme selected, even if it fills a lexical
gap." If the lack of congruence is not too drastic, an ML + EL constituent is
still possible through one of the so-called compromise strategies," such as
bare forms, but if the two are not sufficiently congruent, the EL element can
only be used in an EL Island. The Blocking Hypothesis therefore attempts to
explain why bare forms and EL Islands exist, and to predict when they will
occur.
Congruence is checked at several levels." Lack of congruence exists
when there is some morphosyntactic, semantic and/or pragmatic difference

17
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In that case, it is checked with relevant "prototypical ML material" (Myers-Scotron
& Jake, 1995: 1015), which is the same as what I am calling "schemas" throughout
this study, conforming to Cognitive Grammar terminology.
Rik Boeschoten (p.c.) pointed out to me that the term "strategy" seems somewhat
misleading, since no conscious decision on the part of the speaker is assumed.
The following account is mainly based on Myers-Scotton & Jake (1995), which
contains a revised version of this part of the MLF Model.
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between the selected EL word and its ML counterpart. 20
First of all, lack of congruence exists when the ML counterpart of the EL
Content Morpheme is a System Morpheme. This mainly concerns word classes
which are conceptually
on the borderline between the two categories."
For
Myers-Scotton,
pronouns can be content morphemes
in one language and
system morphemes in another. The distinction seems to be mainly one of free
versus clitic or bound forms (cf. Jake, 1994). Most difficult to understand is
what makes certain free forms, like some prepositions, system morphemes. In
Ex. (45) insertion of English before is possible because it is a content
morpheme in both languages. Other English prepositions however, such as most
locative prepositions, are considered system morphemes.
(45)

sawa tu. Labda you will have to bring it at my home. U-Iete before kesho jioni
before (Eng) = kabla ya (Swa) (both Clvl)
"OK. Perhaps you will have to bring it at my home. You should bring it before
tomorrow evening"

English prepositions
which are content morphemes
do not occur in mixed
constituents if their Swahili counterparts are affixed to the verb, and therefore
system morphemes (Myers-Scotton,
1993b: 123). For this reason, English for
in (46) must trigger an EL island:
(46)

nikarnwarnbia anipe ruhusa niende ni-ka-check for you
"and I told him he should give me permission so that I go and check for you"

Even if the ML counterpart of an EL content morpheme is a content morpheme
as well, it may not be sufficiently congruent, so that selection of the EL
morpheme triggers an EL Island or a compromise strategy.
The two counterparts
may also differ in thematic role assignment.
According to Myers-Scotton
& Jake (1995: 1002), the ML subcategorization
frame will normally win out in these cases. For example, in Japanese, the
equivalent of English graduate governs accusative case, while in English it calls
for a: prepositional phrase with from; in Japanese-English
CS graduate appears
with an accusative-marked
object, not with a postpositional phrase:

20

I do not share the idea that semantic incongruence as such can produce EL Islands
or bare forms. It runs counter to an idea which will be proposed in Section 3.2, that
selection of any EL element always rests on semantic/pragmatic incongruence.

21

Discourse markers, especially conjunctions like because and but are considered
content morphemes because they assign thematic roles at the discourse level (MyersScotton, 1993b: 121).
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(47)

Watashi wa Waseda-o graduate shimashita
l sg TOP W.-ACC graduate did
"I graduated from Waseda University"

If the EL frame is used, this still does not necessarily mean that it must be done
in an EL Island, since the EL frame may be realized with ML system
morphemes. In this case, incongruence leads to the type of innovations in the
ML which are commonly called calques.
Lack of congruence may lead to bare forms or compromise strategies,
and especially the latter may in tum result in conventionalized
patterns, i.e. in
language change. Some structural incongruence between the languages leads to
the constant accessing of a certain ML structure, which therefore has an
increased frequency in the mixed lect. For example, past participles do not exist
in Swahili, so there is no slot awaiting English past participles. However, since
these participles function like adjectives they can be inserted into a slot reserved
for predicative adjectives, as in (48).
(48)

a-li-ku-w-a ha-zi-buy hi-zo alikuwa a-na-ku-wa offered tu
3sg-PAST-INF-be-SF
3sgINEG-c1.10/0BJ-buy
those-cl.IO
PROG-INF-be-SF offered just
"he didn't buy those, he was just being offered"

he-didn't

3sg-

EL Islands
In the cases cited so far, with the exception of Ex. (46), lack of congruence was
not severe enough to make violation of the Morpheme Order and System
Morpheme
Principles
necessary;
they just made insertion a little more
complicated. However, in other cases the compromise strategies "do not seem
to suffice" (Myers-Scotton
& Jake, 1995: 1008) and an EL Island is produced.
In these cases, the EL lexeme and its associated predicate-argument
structure
cannot be matched in any way, and the ML frame is broken. Consider Ex. (49),
from Shona-English
CS (cf. Myers-Scotton
& Jake, 1995: 1008):
(49)

whenever munhu kana-ada ku-transfer from a certain department to a certain
department
"whenever a person wants to transfer ..."

Myers-Scotton
& Jake argue that the lack of congruence between Shona and
English (one encodes "path" with a verbal suffix and the other with a
preposition), triggers the EL Island PP from a certain department.
Lack of
congruence appears to be severe enough when it concerns differences in degrees
of boundedness
between the ML and EL equivalents
(prepositions
versus
affixes, free form articles versus clitics), or when the EL encodes a certain role
with an overt morpheme while the ML does not mark it at all. However, MyersScotton & Jake (1995) are not very clear on the degree of incongruence
necessary.
Not all EL Islands are totally self-supporting;
an EL Island can also be
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inserted into a larger ML constituent. These EL Islands form a constituent on
their own in the EL, but require something more when used in ML structure.
They are called "Internal EL Islands". Typical examples are Adjective-Noun
combinations, as in (50) (from Shona-English
CS):
(50)

hakanetse aka ka-small thing aka
ka-small thing = c1.13-small thing
"it's not problematic, it's a small thing"

From this example it is clear that the EL islands do not have to be complete
constituents in the EL, as Myers-Scotton
& Jake (1995: 1011) suggest. The
adjective and noun certainly form a constituent in English, but will usually
subcategorize
for another element, for example an article, to form a larger
constituent. From this and other examples, it can be assumed that an internal EL
Island can be any combination of two or more EL elements which are framed
by a larger ML constituent. 22 The demand that the island be a constituent in
the EL is presumably motivated by a notorious construction in the CS literature,
which Myers-Scotton
analyzes as involving internal islands. It is particular to
Arabic-based CS, where French NPs, consisting of determiner and noun, are
inserted into larger Arabic NPs resulting in the grammatically required Arabic
structure Det + Det + N (Bentahila & Davies, 1983). In these cases, the French
NP does of course, satisfy the EL constituency condition.
(51)

a. dak la chemise (that the shirt; i.e. "that shirt")
b. wahed un professeur (a a teacher, i.e. "a teacher")

Finally, optional EL Islands can be produced. Two characteristics
are typical:
they are often peripheral
to the central frame of the sentence (i.e. not
subcategorized
complements
of the main verb), and are also often (semi-)
idiomatic. Examples of both types are:
(52)

nataka niende huko for three days
"I want to go there for three days"

(53)

ulikuwa ukiongea a lot of nonsense
"you were talking a lot of nonsense"

The MLF Model predicts that these islands occur at places compatible with ML
word order rules. In the framework
of Pop lack and associates
they are
unambiguous
codeswitches
so there they should obey the Equivalence
Constraint.

22

This does not resolve the problem (cf. Backus & Boeschoten, 1995) that many
Adverbial Phrases behave like EL Islands but do not fit their definition because they
cannot be broken down into smaller units, i.e. they do not show "internal structuraldependency relations" (Myers-Scotton, 1993b: 138).
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summary

In the MLF model EL content morphemes can be inserted into ML + EL
constituents, which have ML morpheme order and in which all the active
system morphemes are from the ML as well. Integration does not have to be
total, since compromise strategies are available, such as the use of bare forms.
These strategies are sometimes motivated by a lack of congruence between the
selected EL element and its ML counterpart. The extreme consequence of
incongruence is an EL Island. EL Islands are entirely in the EL, but they are
still framed by the ML clause, and sometimes by a larger ML constituent.
3.1.3. Johanson:

Code copying

In this section a third descriptive model of CS will be discussed. The codecopying model was developed by Lars Johanson, primarily to deal with contactinfluenced changes involving Turkic languages. A comprehensive overview is
Johanson (1993); Johanson (1992) applies the model to a great variety of
contact settings. Since the model is stated in quite general terms, application to
all language contact settings should be possible.
I will first provide an overview of the descriptive distinctions which are
made in the model and attempt to make its goals explicit. Johanson adds a few
new concepts to a field already plagued by much terminological confusion, but
he does so with good reason. Similarities with Poplack and Myers-Scotton will
be pointed out along the way. Detailed comparison of the models is the subject
of Section 1.4, however.
Two aspects stand out as innovative. First of all, Johanson incorporates
synchronic and diachronic language variation into his general model, cf. the
remarks under "sociolinguistic status" below. The second point is that Johanson
subsumes CS and structural influence from the EL 23 as different forms of the
same process, cf. the section below on "selective copying". Both additions fit
very well with the general picture of language variation and change as it was
presented in Chapter One.
The primary goal of this model is to provide a descriptive framework which is
more accurate than any of its predecessors. As the name suggests, Johanson
wants to finetune some of the terminology used in the field of language contact.
"Codeswitching" is the wrong term if used as a cover term, since many times
when a speaker inserts a single EL word into a ML clause, she does not really
switch to the EL, that is, she is not speaking the EL for the length of that word.
Johanson (1993: 199) suggests code interaction as a neutral cover term. More
importantly, Johanson points out that EL words are not just inserted into an ML
clause. Some element from the other language is copied and now belongs to the
ML grammar too. From then on, the copy will generally not be the same as the
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I will stick to "ML" and "EL" throughout this description; however, Johanson does
not use these terms.
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original, since "there is always some adjustment involved" (p. 200). This lack
of identity between original and copy is also the basis of Johanson's rejection
of the term "borrowing", since that suggests just the sort of equivalence which,
Johanson argues, does not exist. Though I agree with most of this I will stick
to words like "codeswitching"
and even "borrowing", since they have fairly
well-established
general meanings. As basic cover terms their faulty metaphors
can be accepted if not taken literally. 24
SOCiolinguistic status
Most CS researchers acknowledge that the mixed lect they are studying is not
the same language as the old monolingual version of the ML which perhaps still
exists elsewhere (for example, as the main language of the country of origin in
the case of immigrants). However, since good descriptions of mixed lects are
generally not available, it is not always easy to determine to what set of norms
a researcher is referring. Johanson (1993: 202) explicitly states that code
copying is not typical of Immigrant Turkish in general, but that it is typical of
"certain functional varieties of Turkish". In his terminology, consistent with his
use of "A" for ML and "B" for EL, they are called Alpha lects. Several
different Alpha lects can be in use in the same community,
differing, for
example, in the amount and type of code copying observed. For example,
extensive reshaping of the EL element is typical for strongly ML-dominant
speakers, while for balanced bilinguals the copy tends to be more identical to
the original. The speaker's idiolect also contains Beta lects: his varieties of the
EL. This is a useful concept, especially in the case of early generations of
immigrants, since their version of the EL is a learner variety, or interlanguage,
which explains the form in which some EL elements appear in their speech.
Copies can be idiosyncratic and one-time things, but often they will have
a lasting effect on the language. Many speakers use them, and they use them
over and over again, so that at some point, they belong to the implicit norms of
the language variety.
types of language mixing
Like most working in this field, Johanson distinguishes between insertion and
alternation. Code alternation is the "real" code-switching,
in that the speaker
switches from one code to another. It comes in two kinds: extraclausal and
intraclausal. The first type corresponds to intersentential CS and the second to
intrasentential
CS for larger segments. Intraclausal code alternation is fairly
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Actually, there may be some problems with the term "copy" as well. Copies in real
life are usually identical to the original, while code copying often involves
restructuring. However, both real-life copies and code-copies are different entities
than the originals, and they do belong to the owner after their creation. What is done
with them, is up to the owner. Something that is borrowed, on the other hand, is still
the same thing. This is an incorrect metaphor for language contact, where nothing
changes hands.
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similar to Poplack's multi-word switches and to Myers-Scotton's EL islands,
though there are some differences, as we will see. Not much can be said about
code interaction however, because Johanson himself does not elaborate on it.
His attention is mainly focused on insertion, the different aspects of which he
subsumes under the general heading of code-copying. Since in the majority of
cases code-copying involves single-word switches, there is a lot of overlap with
Myers-Scotton's ML + EL constituents and with Poplack's nonce loans.
However, code copies are different in two ways. First, copies may be larger
than single words, while other models tend to claim that an alternational switch
to the other language has occurred if the EL material covers more than a single
word. Second, non-lexical material can also be copied. Grammatical interference
is often left out of analysis in other models of CS.
types of code-copying

Code copies come in two types, global and selective. Global copies themselves
also come in two types, which are formally identical, but which differ in degree
of entrenchment in the matrix code (i.e. in the 'language', not in idiolects).
Momentary Code Copies correspond to Poplack's nonce loans and MyersScotton's EL content words used in ML + EL constituents, and
Conventionalized
Code Copies are the established borrowings of other
frameworks. Since they behave similarly as far as morphosyntactic integration
is concerned they cannot be distinguished in analyses which focus on
synchronic integration into ML clauses. This position is shared by both MyersScotton and Poplack and associates. As for its appearance in ML utterances, a
global copy can be either a solid complex or part of a mixed complex. The
former consists of material from one language only; the latter correponds to an
ML + EL Constituent. A solid complex may be a bare form, or an EL word
containing EL marking (for example a plural noun, such as German Kinder,
"children", used in a Turkish utterance), but also a multi-word segment. The
fact that these are all copies indicates that for Johanson the distinction between
single- and multi-word switches is not so important. Many models of CS have
a rather restricted view of constituency. Both Myers-Scotton and Poplack and
associates seem to equate constituents with the maximal projections of X-bar
theory. But if constituency is defined as any build-up of linguistic elements out
of lower-order elements, as Johanson seems to do, any collocation can be
described as a constituent. For the traditional analyses, an EL PP, like zum
Bahnhof in (54), is a straightforward EL Island or codeswitch, but the verbobject collocation Bericht schreiben ("write report") in (55), broken up by ML
morphology and with ML word order, presents problems. In the code copying
model these collocations are analyzed as one global copy, inserted into an ML
frame, in exactly the same way single EL words are inserted.
(54)

sum banof gittim
to station went-l sg
"I went to the station"
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(55)

berist-i srayb 'n yapiyor

report-ACC write do-3sg
"he's writing the report"
This way of handling constituency is also adopted throughout the present work.
Global code copying is not limited to nouns and verbs. Less prototypical
content words, such as conjunctions and auxiliaries, have been borrowed as
well, and therefore must have been used as Momentary Code Copies once
(Johanson, 1993: 205-206). Immigrant Turkish does not yield many examples,
but in more long-standing contact situations they are far from rare. For example,
Karaim, spoken by a few small remnant groups in Lithuania and the Ukraine
and arguably the Turkic language with the most extensive Indo-European
influence, has copied the Slavic auxiliary mozna, to replace the Turkic
abilitative suffix -abil- ("can") (Johanson, 1992: 229). As far as derivational
morphemes go, many languages have borrowed the Turkic agentive suffix -ci,
or certain reduplication patterns (for example Tajik). At the same time, many
Turkic languages use derivational morphemes from other languages, for
example the Iranian comparative in a dialect of Azerbadzjani spoken in Iran.
Even inflectional morphemes (mostly nominal) have been diffused quite
frequently. For example, some dialects of Tajik contain several Turkic case
endings, borrowed from Uzbek. Many more examples of the borrowing of
function words and bound morphemes (mostly derivational morphemes) can be
found in Johanson (1992: 228-235), and, for other languages, in Weinreich
(1953: 31-37) and Heath (1978: 75-100), among others.
selective copying
Selective copying involves structural characteristics of the EL. Linguistic
elements are conceptualized as blocks, with semantic, phonological and
combinational (i.e. morphosyntactic as well as distributional) information. If the
whole block is copied, the copy is global; if only some properties, but not the
lexeme(s), are copied, the copy is called selective. Johanson assumes correctly,
in my opinion, that code copying does not only involve the use of EL words;
the use ofEL patterns (for example word order) in what is basically ML speech
is a similar kind of interlingual influence.
Selective copying implies that only certain ("selected") aspects of an EL
block are copied, such as phonological structures, shades of meaning,
combinational properties, word and morpheme orders and frequency patterns.
Selective copying unites many traditionally recognized contact phenomena, such
as calquing, syntactic transference and loan phonology. The following examples
are taken from Johanson (1993: 212-215) and from Chapter 3 of Johanson
(1992). Other examples concerning Immigrant Turkish can be found in
Boeschoten (1994).
The first type covers what is usually called loan phonology: sounds and
sound patterns are taken over from the other language. In Standard Turkish spor
("sport"), the consonant cluster is broken up with an epenthentic vowel; it is
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usually kept intact, however, in second generation German Turkish, just like in
German.
The second type of selective copying is usually called loan semantics (or
"semantic extension"). An ML word acquires a new shade of meaning under the
influence of an EL equivalent. Thus, German unter ("under") means, among
other things, "among", a meaning not associated with its Turkish equivalent
altinda. Yet, in the Turkish of second generation immigrants, alttnda does have
the meaning "among".
The third type includes what traditional contact linguistics calls calquing
or loan translation, as well as loan syntax (i.e. foreign word order);
Johanson's term is combinational copying. ML elements are combined so as
to render a literal translation of some EL idiom. So, on the basis of German
jemanden fragen ("someone ask"), Immigrant Turkish developed bir kimseyi
sor- ("a someone ask", i.e. "to ask somebody")." A subtype of combinational
copying is under- or overmarking of grammatical functions. German ich muJ3
X and Turkish benim X lazim (both meaning "I have to X") are functionally
equivalent. However, the German pronoun ich is in the nominative case while
Turkish ben-im is in the genitive. In the speech of the second generation the
pronoun is often in the nominative in these constructions: ben X lazim.
Overmarking is illustrated by the extended use in varieties ofImmigrant Turkish
in Western Europe of personal pronouns as sentential subjects. This is the
normal case in, for example, German and Dutch, but not in Turkish. Another
example is the increased use of demonstratives in Turkish varieties spoken in
the Balkan, possibly to correspond to Slavic articles (Johanson, 1992: 247).26
Using EL word order or EL syntactic constructions is also a type of
combinational copying. Northern Tajik uses a Turkic construction in which a
participial form is followed by one of a limited class of auxiliary verbs with
aspectual meanings (Johanson, 1992: 240). EL influence on the ML is usually
of this type where inflection is concerned: not the actual inflectional morphemes
from the EL are copied, but rather the pattern. The Turkish evidential category
(represented by the inflection -mis, meaning something like "apparently", "I've
heard that") has been attested in quite a few contact languages. They realize this
category with native means however, not by borrowing -mis (cf. Johanson,
1992: 245). Another example is the increased use of causative suffixes in
Armenian and Persian, presumably under the influence of Turkish, where
causativity is canonically expressed through base-extending verbal suffixes
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According to Otheguy (1992), nothing linguistic is borrowed in these cases. only
something conceptual. Thus, he argues, when a Spanish speaker in the US says dar
para atrds for "to give back" and not devolver, he has borrowed an English concept,
but not a linguistic element. I agree with Ortheguy that it is a concept which gets
transferred; I disagree with his statement that this concept is not a linguistic element.
Recall the increased use of Finnish demonstratives in American Finnish, discussed
in Section 1.1.
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(Johanson, 1992: 233). In these types of selective copying it is not the lemrnarelated property of the EL which is taken over, but rather an abstract property
of the language itself. A final example is the increased use of SVO in Turkic
varieties in contact with Indo-European. Turkish is normally SOY, but SVO is
possible too, though pragmatically marked. SVO is the normal unmarked order
in, for example, German. This phenomenon is especially prominent in Karaim
(Johanson, 1992: 255), Gagauz and Balkan Turkish, all heavily influenced by
Slavic. Word order rules have been shown to be easily transferable from
language to language (cf. Nichols, 1992), especially when speakers are
dominant in one of the languages. This is the case in language death (cf.
Romaine, 1989b) and second language acquisition for instance. The latter leads
to substrate features, like the use of Ll word order in L2 production. But even
in fairly stable contact settings copying of word order patterns is quite normal,
as the Balkan varieties of Turkish demonstrate.
Boeschoten (1994: 260) shows that calques have consequences for the
overall distribution of different orders. Calquing of specific German idioms in
the Turkish of second generation immigrants in Germany, automatically leads
to a variety with more VO structures than Turkish as spoken in Turkey, where
these calques are absent. 27
Treating calques and other non-material forms of "borrowing" as
manifestations of the same copying process as lexical borrowing (cf. Johanson,
1993: 211-214) represents an advantage over the descriptive apparatus of
Haugen and Weinreich," as well as the nonce borrowing and MLF paradigms.
Johanson has put interference back on the agenda of CS research. While earlier
researchers such as Weinreich (1953: 37-43), listed all the phenomena Johanson
distinguishes, including them as types of code-copying is an important new step.
Johanson is at pains to show what these results of language contact have in
common, that they only differ in the type of element of the foreign language
which is copied, while the process is the same. Poplack and associates do not
elaborate on the relation between global and selective copying, though Poplack
(1990: 38) does define convergence as "the transfer of grammatical structures".
In the MLF Model calques are predicted to arise in contexts where the EL
element is not congruent with an ML counterpart in thematic role assignment
and where insertion nevertheless takes place. In the code copying framework,
a congruence check does not come into the picture, since the syntactic aspects
of the copy can be directly selected. Word order borrowing is only sketchily
discussed in the MLF Model, and assumed to be rare and limited to certain
types of contact settings (cf. Myers-Scotton's discussion of convergence in
Pennsylvania German; 1993b: 156-159).
In a final type of copy, selective copies occur together with a global
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A quite systematic study of this phenomenon is Hill & Hill (1986), about the drift
of Mexicano in the general direction of Spanish structure.
Cf. Boeschoten (forthc.) for a different view.
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copy, resulting
in a mixed copy. An EL word can take some of its
subcategorization
properties along, resulting in a structure which is novel for the
ML and which is modelled on the EL unit that the global copy is part of. Most
examples which Johanson gives involve the combination of a global copy and
a combinational copy (a "calque"). German die U-Bahn nehmen (lito take the
subway") is rendered by uban al- (subway take) in Immigrant Turkish. This use
of al- (lito take") would sound strange in Turkey, where al- strongly suggests
the meaning "to buy" when it is used with a concrete object that is too heavy
to carry. A specific Turkic example is the borrowed conjunction
ki, from
Persian, which carried with it the rule that it is followed by the complement
clause. Most Turkish subordinate clauses precede their matrix clause. Another
example is the Chuvash negative construction, which involves a negative verb,
borrowed from Finno-Ugric,
as well as the associated analytical structure
(Turkic languages usually use a verbal suffix to form a negative base-verb).

the process of code-copying
Synchronically,
copies are inserted into ML clauses. They fill slots which the
ML equivalent would also have filled. However, the EL material is not adopted
unchanged. Even during the copying process, ML operations are at work. The
copy is taken from the speaker's Beta lect, not from the EL as such. Therefore,
what may seem to the analyst to be a debased EL form, is in reality a unit in
the speaker's idiolect. All EL material, even solid complexes, can undergo
material
reshaping.
Reshaping applies to global copies only; in principle,
selective copies can be reshaped as well, but in practice that would be hard to
demonstrate. Reshaping usually reflects some ML influence on the EL elements,
making it the equivalent of the various adaptation mechanisms proposed in the
other frameworks, such as double marking and the use of bare forms. Total
morphosyntactic
adaptation presumably
represents the prototypical
case of
reshaping.
In a way, both selective copying and material reshaping
are
manifestations of what is broadly accepted as contact-induced
structural change.
The former deals with EL influence on the ML, i.e. the "normal" type of lasting
change; the latter with ML influence on the material taken over from the EL,
the equivalent ofleakage
in the MLF Model (Myers-Scotton,
1993b: 150), and
the sort of thing which leads to substrates.
Johanson's notion of reshaping basically covers all the processes which
Haugen (1972) subsumed under substitution.
EL words may be adapted in
several different ways. Traditionally, phonological, morphological, syntactic and
semantic adaptation are distinguished.
For example, EL words can be phonologically
adapted to the ML. In
Germany, Turkish has adopted the word Spatdienst ("night shift"), but not in the
German phonological
form: the adapted form is s'pedist, with the consonant
clusters broken up. Several forms discussed under the headings of "reduction"
or "simplification"
in the literature on CS are instances of reshaping as well.
Johanson gives this spectacular example of a bare form: an yap- ("an do") from
German sich anmelden. More common is the use of uninflected root forms
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instead of the fuller structures current in the EL: for example vaynak for
Weihnachten ("Christmas"). Certain forms of this type of reshaping can become
so well-entrenched that they become part of the language as conventionalized
patterns. An example is the generalized form in which German adjectives are
used in Turkish as spoken in Germany. In dOY9adamlar ("German men"), the
adjective deutsch is copied in uninflected form. The same has happened in
many Central Asian Turkic languages, where Russian adjectives have been
borrowed with generalized agreement markers on them." Existing derivational
patterns can become specialized in receiving foreign words and "nativizing"
them, which again may facilitate their use in actual speech (cf. Muysken (1987)
on "morphologically shielded" switching). Perhaps the best-known example is
the incorporation of foreign verbs by way of a native auxiliary verb meaning "to
do". We have seen that Immigrant Turkish in Western Europe makes extensive
use of this device: the word yapmak ("to do") is added to an EL verb stem or
infinitive and in the process makes the word ready for use in ML utterances, as
in schreiben yap- ("to write"). The construction exists in Turkish as a device for
making verbs out of nouns and has been extended in Immigrant Turkish with
the purpose just outlined (also recall the Tamil auxiliary paNNu, encountered
in Section 3.1.1). Chapter Five will deal with these constructions in detail.
These nativization devices often have the effect of putting the EL word into
another word class than that which it belongs to in the ML. Another type of
reshaping is the by now familiar double marking. The EL element includes a
function marker which is doubled by the equivalent ML marker. The ML
marker is of course part of the insertion process, while the EL marker is present
because it is part of the copied block (or, in Myers-Scotton's terms, part of the
lemma entry). Like Myers-Scotton, Johanson assumes that the EL marker (for
example the German preposition zum in zum Bahnhof-a gitti, to-the station-to
he went, i.e. "he went to the station") is not productive, though he does allow
for the possibility that it may be there to reinforce the ML marker (Johanson,
1993: 209).30 A final form of reshaping is semantic modification. In Immigrant
Turkish the German copy havuz does not have the same meaning as German
Haus, but it does have the meaning of Turkish ev.
In many of these cases, conventionalized patterns have appeared: abstract
schemas, which serve to sanction every subsequent use of EL elements which
fit the pattern. In these cases, the reshaped EL element is possibly not directly
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Rik Boeschoten (p.c.) informs me that there are exceptions, however. It is certainly
not the case for Turkish in Holland. Backus (1992) contains inserted Dutch
adjectives which are inflected and others which are uninflected.

30

In Afghan Uzbek and Iranian Azerbadzhani the portmanteau PPs have even been
conventionalized as the normal PP structure (Johanson, 1992: 259). Johanson
suggests that the reason for this may be that the overlap between the Iranian
preposition and the Turkic case marker is only partial, i.e. both contribute semantic
content to the composite structure.
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taken from the speaker's Beta lect, where it resembles the standard EL shape,
but rather represents a conventionalized unit in the Alpha, or mixed, lect. Recall
that these conventionalized patterns were not treated as such in the two models
discussed earlier in this chapter.
summary
Code copying is the insertion of EL elements into ML clauses. Global copies
are lexical units from the EL (from single morphemes to complete constituents,
but prototypically single words). Selective copies are structural EL elements,
such as word order patterns, used in ML speech. Mixed copies contain both EL
morphemes and structure. Global copies are usually reshaped, which can be
done in various ways, for example through the use of conventionalized patterns
or bare forms, as well as through total morphosyntactic integration.
3.1.4. Models of intrasentential

codeswitching compared

introduction
In this section the three models outlined in the previous sections will be
compared. This comparison will focus on the models' accounts of insertional
CS. The only way in which alternation is addressed is in how the respective
models distinguish between the two processes. A more comprehensive account
of language contact, tying in alternation and insertion, will be postponed until
Chapter Six, after all the relevant data have been introduced.
The goal of the first subsection is to establish how much correspondence
there is between the models and how they differ from each other. Illustrations
will be primarily from the data in Backus (1992), representing the mixed
Turkish-Dutch discourse of intermediate generation informants. These examples
will give the reader a fairly good idea of what was known about the structure
of Turkish-Dutch CS until the beginning of this study. Section 3.1.4.2 attempts
to integrate the three models discussed above, in order to arrive at a taxonomy
of insertional structures which ideally accounts for all available data. In Section
3.2 this descriptive component will be elaborated with some semantic and
psycholinguistic background. That section will deal primarily with the question
why there is CS.
3.1.4.1. Points of interest
insertion of Single content words
The basic question addressed in this section is: to what extent do nonce
borrowing, insertions of EL content morphemes in ML + EL constituents and
Momentary Code Copying represent the same thing? Their broad characteristics
are very similar. Nonce loans are single EL content words which are
morphologically and syntactically completely adapted to the ML. EL content
words in mixed constituents are placed according to ML morpheme order rules
and are morphosyntactically marked with ML system morphemes. Code copies
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are inserted into ML constituents, in the same slot that an ML equivalent would
fill. The slot is part of an ML frame, in which the ML provides "combinational
patterns and function elements" (Johanson, 1993: 204). It seems safe to assume
that syntactic adaptation, using ML morpheme order and using ML
combinational patterns all mean the same thing, and likewise for morphological
adaptation, using ML system morphemes and ML function elements. The three
processes are therefore descriptively equivalent, at least in their prototypical
forms.
But not all EL elements are of the prototypical single word form, and not
all of them are completely adapted. In the following, the three models will be
compared more closely on the answers they give to the following two questions:
(i) what kind of EL elements can be inserted?
(ii) how are they inserted?
(iii) what specific form does the EL element take in CS?
The first question refers to the type of data ruled admissible as test material, the
second to the morphosyntactic means which the ML uses to integrate the
foreign elements, and the third to the extent of EL material present in the
switch.
Since a superficial glance at the available literature reveals much crosslinguistic similarity in the integration of EL elements in ML utterances, the
models should make fairly similar predictions, even in non-prototypical cases.
In the following I will ignore the fact that only the code copying model is
purely descriptive. Poplack and Myers-Scotton actually do attempt to predict
which structures will occur, but in this section I will only take the descriptive
layer of their models into account.
insertion versus alternation
From the previous sections, it will have become clear that all three models
make a distinction between what I call insertional and alternational CS.
However, there is considerable disagreement over the nature of the relationship
between the two and about how to make the distinction. According to Poplack
and associates there is no relationship whatsoever: insertion (borrowing) and
alternation (CS) are fundamentally different processes. Only alternation is
considered to constitute a real switch in language, while insertion just means
speaking a variety of the ML with a lot of EL content words. Myers-Scotton,
on the other hand, assumes single-word switching is just another form of CS,
thus grouping both insertion and EL Islands together under the general heading
of insertional CS. Alternation is represented by inter-clausal and intersentential
switches. Johanson does the same, and classifies most EL material inside ML
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clauses as copies."
Which EL elements can be inserted in ML utterances is thus dependent
on how insertion is defined. For example, an EL PP complement of an ML verb
is considered an alternation by Pop lack and associates, but is an insertion in the
other models. However, EL Islands do have alternational features, such as EL
structure. A non-complement
EL PP, on the other hand, is likely to be an
Intraclausal Code Alternation for Johanson, which puts him and Poplack in the
same camp. Myers-Scotton
& Jake (1995) will still classify these as insertions
presumably, though in these constituents
insertional features are minimally
represented. In general, alternations
are not morphosyntactically
integrated,
while insertions are.
In the same way as single nouns, larger chunks can sometimes
be
inserted into even larger constituents. In both the MLF model and the nonce
borrowing model this is limited to "intermediate" constituents (usually Adjective
+ Noun combinations), which receive names like Internal EL Islands, compound
borrowings or constituent insertions.
These chunky insertions are conceptually
on the borderline between
insertion and alternation. Therefore, a categorical distinction between them as
two fundamentally different processes is not tenable. The main problem is that
EL chunks are often integrated into ML structure while at the same time they
retain some of their EL structure. This makes the notion of switchpoint,
so
essential for alternation, problematic. The problem is compounded
if the ML
exerts some influence on the EL structure. Myers-Scotton
(1993b: 150) refers
to this as leakage; and Johanson calls it reshaping (1993: 207). For example, in
the Wolof-French and Fongbe-French
data of Poplack & Meechan (1995), not
all multiword French fragments function as typical alternations. In the Wolof
data, they are not exactly like normal French because they are bare forms, just
like the single-word switches. These forms are analyzed as compound insertions. They undergo morphosyntactic
integration in the same way as single-word
switches. Some can indeed be easily analyzed as single words, since they
denote a single, specific concept, and, more often than not, are an idiomatic NP
in monolingual
French, as in (56) (Pop lack & Meechan,
1995: 215).
Conventional expressions can be expected to be retrieved from the lexicon like
any other "word"," so they qualify as insertions. This option is less attractive
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However, Johanson (1993: 200) provides only minimal information on his category
of Intraclausal Code Alternation, so that it is not always obvious whether something
is a Momentary Code Copy or an Intraclausal Code Alternation. It is probably safe
to assume that every EL element which in some way forms a larger constituent with
ML material is an insertion, i.e. a code copy.
Myers-Scotton & Jake (1995: 986) seem to agree when they say that lemmas can
support single lexemes as well as "idiomatic collocations of lexemes". However, it
is not clear whether they wish to limit this to unambiguous idioms (their examples
are keep tabs on and a fly in the ointment), or whether they would agree with the
more liberal notion of idiomaticity entertained in this study, like Sankoff, Poplack
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when the NP is not idiomatic, as in the Fongbe example in (57). However, in
psycholinguistic terms it is hard to see why it would not be possible for a
speaker to insert an EL word, then modify it with another EL element, and yet
embed the result into an ML matrix clause. In those cases, we can speak of
insertions with some alternational qualities.
(56)

fexeel ba nekk ci tete de liste bi rek
try-IMP until be PREP head-of-the-list DEF ADV
"try to be only at the head of the list"

(57)

it dona do formation

precise co bo yi aventure
you must have training precise before and go adventure
"you must have precise training before going on an adventure" (Poplack &
Meechan, 1995: 222)

There are also some problems with single-word switches. They are not always
straightforward insertions. First, some types of single-word switches are never
morphosyntactically integrated to any great extent (especially adverbs and
conjunctions). Whether to call them insertions or alternations is basically an
arbitrary decision. Second, some single EL elements are only partially
integrated, or are completely bare, which runs counter to the idea of total
integration which Poplack and associates maintain.
It is clear however, that distinguishing inserted EL single words and EL
constituents is a valid methodological step. There definitely are differences
between them, but as with many distinctions, it is not an absolute one. The two
shade off into each other and should therefore preferably be seen as different
forms of the same phenomenon. A theory which can relate the two phenomena
is to be preferred over one that obviates their close affinity. If the two simply
co-occurred, keeping them apart could still be valid. But if insertion and
alternation are really two ends of a continuum, they must be discussed in
conjunction and the relationship which holds between them should be
characterized. That is the approach taken in this work, and it is also inherent in
the work of many others." Myers-Scotton (1993b) for example, attempts to
work out principles involved in both processes. The EL Island Trigger
Hypothesis is partially an attempt to explain that islands come about through the
attempt to insert an EL element which is not congruent with an ML counterpart.
So far, the discussion has concentrated on the descriptive inadequacy of
maintaining an absolute distinction between insertion and alternation. However,
investigations of CS which take speaker motivations into account, make clear
that even a single-word insertion can be a real switch, i.e. a deliberate choice

& Vanniarajan (1990: 99, note 7) seem to do.
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Perhaps most notably in the work of Michael Clyne, cf. Clyne (1987).
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on the part of the speaker to use an element from the EL. None of the three
models discussed here explicitly address this question, though they all seem to
imply that insertion is a rather unconscious process. But from the perspective
of speaker motivations, insertion and basically monolingual language use (the
"(nonce) borrowing" of Poplack and associates) are not synonymous. Similarly,
it is not a given fact that every alternation is a deliberate switch. This issue will
be picked up in Section 3.2.2, using the construct of the Awareness Continuum;
in this section, description remains the central concern.
nonce loans versus established loans
All three models have dealt with the Synchronic Fallacy, if only by choosing
to ignore it. They were able to do so because of their focus on morphosyntactic
integration. True, all show some sensitivity to the fact that EL single-word
switches and established borrowings share certain semantic characteristics (they
often fill lexical gaps and they are usually content morphemes), but this has the
status of a pre-theoretical observation. It is not a motivated prediction.
Neither Myers-Scotton nor Johanson see morphosynactic integration as
a basis for solving the Synchronic Fallacy. Whether a given word is a switch
or a borrowing can simply not be determined. Poplack and associates however,
do use it as a criterium. While morphosyntactic integration defines insertion, i.e.
a type of CS, for Myers-Scotton and Johanson, it is one of the defining
characteristics of borrowing, a process wholly different from CS, for Pop lack
and associates. What consititutes borrowing for Poplack constitutes insertion for
the others.
In this work, morphosyntactic integration is rejected as a criterium for
distinguishing loans from switches. That distinction, I feel, belongs to the
domain of psycholinguistics, not that of linguistic description. Whether a
speaker switches or not when using a particular EL element, depends on her
motivations. A speaker can perfectly well insert something which she
consciously intended to be in the EL. Thus, an insertion can be a code-switch.
As Hill & Hill (1986: 356) make abundantly clear, any Spanish loan in Nahuatl,
no matter how well-integrated it is and how long it has been around in the
language, can serve the communicative functions associated with switching to
Spanish. Consequently, morphosyntactic
integration is irrelevant for
distinguishing between switches and borrowings, or at the very best not a
reliable criterium." While switching is a psycholinguistic concept, insertion
is a descriptive one. From here on, every etymologically EL single element,
whether established or nonce, is considered to be an insertion if it is
morphosyntactically integrated.
A distinction between established and nonce loans is meaningful from the
perspective of conventionalization, however difficult it is to make. Johanson
distinguishes between Conventionalized Code Copying (established loans) and
Momentary Code Copying (cf. Section 3.1.3). He does this in order to include
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More discussion of this point will follow in Section 3.2.
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the former in the analysis, as they give valuable information about the final
stages of the copying process.
Myers-Scotton's analysis of English loans in Shona (l993b: 190) shows
that what can be resonably considered as widespread established borrowings
tend to be more fully integrated than English words which cannot be so
characterized. For the purposes of the analysis, she defined as borrowings
English forms which appear in a Shona dictionary or occur more than three
times in a corpus of Shona-English CS. All other English insertions were
considered switches. She then counted the percent of pluralized English forms
which retain the English plural, in addition to the Shona plural marker. Her
results clearly show that there is a difference: 17% of the "borrowed" forms
retain the English plural, compared with 69% of the forms defined as codeswitched.
Generally, apart from this exploratory excursion, all authors avoid having to
operationalize the distinction between momentary and conventionalized
borrowings, since in doing so they are confronted with the Synchronic Fallacy.
the semantic character of the EL insertions
As far as the semantic nature of the material which can be inserted is
concerned, the nonce borrowing and MLF models are more restrictive than the
code copying model. Nonce loans must be content words" and they are mostly
single words, though a few exceptions, such as collocations and idioms, are
allowed. In the MLF Model, EL elements in mixed constituents must be single
content words or Internal EL Islands, which also contain an EL content word.
The greatest flexibility is exhibited by the code copying model, which is not
surprising given its emphasis on descriptive adequacy, rather than on
constraining structure. To be sure, Johanson also predicts that most copies will
be content words, especially nouns (Johanson, 1993: 206), but no a priori
assumption is made about which material can constitute a global copy.
So far the class of content words has been treated as uniform in that all
its elements have semantic content. However, content words differ in their
"amount" of content. Some words have more specific meanings than others (cf.
Section 3.2.1). Note that Myers-Scotton (1 993b) is very specific about which
morphemes fall into this class and which ones do not. However, the distinctions
I have in mind are more subtle and distinguish between elements within the
classes of content and system morphemes.
non-lexical EL elements: selective copying
Only the code copying model includes
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The studies on which my account of the nonce borrowing model is based, all focus
on nouns. However, if I have correctly understood the spirit of the model, the
analysis should extend to all content words, especially verbs.
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manifestations
of CS.36 Both Myers-Scotton
and Pop lack and associates
implicitly include one type of selective copying, namely the borrowing of the
relative frequency of certain word orders, when they say that EL order may be
followed as long as it is a possible order in the ML. On the other hand, this
type of selective
copying is only discussed
in these frameworks
if it
accompanies a lexical CS, when it constitutes what Johanson calls a "mixed
copy".
Although I think any account of language contact must ultimately include
a study of selective copying, a detailed investigation of the phenomenon in the
present data is beyond the scope of this study. First, I lack the knowledge of the
varieties of Turkish spoken in the areas from where the immigrants came,
knowledge that is necessary to demonstrate changes in the semantics of certain
words. Second, demonstration of the selective copying of distributional patterns
requires data from a control group in Turkey. 37
3.1.4.2. Mechanisms of integration
In this section the different structures found in insertional CS data will be
classified. Recall that we compared the models' answers to two questions:
which EL material can be inserted, how is it inserted, and what specific form
of the EL element is used? Since the mechanisms of integration work on all
kinds of inserted EL material in the same way, the answers to the three
questions can be combined in a single taxonomy. The organisational dimension
will be the type of integration, but, as far as it is possible, for each type several
examples will be given, covering a wide variety of inserted EL material, both
in terms of word classes and of length of the EL element.
All accounts of insertion must rely on some sort of congruence: the
speaker needs to "decide" whether a given EL element fits in a given place,
whether it is similar enough to certain ML elements. Myers-Scotton
& Jake
(1995: 10 14) suggest that the selected EL lemma is checked for congruence
with an ML counterpart, or, if that is not available, with prototypical
ML
schemas. If there is enough congruence, the element is inserted; if not, either
some compromise strategy is used or an EL Island is produced. Johanson (1993:
204) elaborates: "The insertion is basically a question of the speaker's subjective
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Note that this accords well with the insistence expressed in Chapter One to include
both words and patterns in the same category of linguistic elements (cf. also
Langacker, 1987: 58).
And even then there are several methodological pitfalls. One needs to be sure that
the registers used in the recordings are equivalent, i.e.: all data must be vernacular.
But selective copying might very well be most prevalent in the mixed lect.
Requiring these informants to speak only Turkish to one another may artificially
lower the extent of selective copying. They would no longer be conversing as they
are accustomed to.
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AB) assessment of surface structure equivalence. Lack of any real
typological equivalence does not, however, prevent insertion" .38 Note that this
notion of equivalence is more-encompassing than that entailed by Poplack's
Equivalence Constraint, where equivalence strictly refers to similar surface word
order.
(my emphasis,

A. Total morphosyntactic

integration

Total integration means that the EL element receives all required ML
morphological marking and behaves syntactically as if it were an ML element.
A single EL element may be integrated in any or all of these ways, depending
on the requirements and available means of the ML.
A.l Morphological

integration

The EL element can be marked as belonging to a certain word class in the ML.
This marking is achieved by means of an ML morphological element, which is
often bound. Whether this type of integration takes place is highly dependent
on the structural properties of the ML. Some languages have explicit classassigning morphemes while others do not, and those that have them certainly
do not have them for every word class. In CS contexts, this may mean that for
example EL adjectives receive ML adjectivizing suffixes," EL verbs are
assigned to a specific conjugation class and EL nouns to a certain gender or
noun class. In (58) the Dutch verb stem draai ("turn") is turned into a Turkish
adjective through suffixation with the adjectivizer -Ii.
(58)

ben kaset-in seyi var, draai-h
I tape-GEN thing-POSS is, turning-ADl
"I've got one of those tape things, one of those revolving ones"

English nouns in American Finnish receive a so-called stem formant, -i
(Lehtinen, 1966: 140), which accommodates them to Finnish morphosyntax. For
example, teacher becomes titser-i (Hirvonen, 1994). In German, English nouns
are morphologically adapted to the German nominal system by receiving one
of the three definite articles, which effectively puts them in one of the three
gender classes (Salmons, 1993).
Another special case is compounding. The EL element may be part of a
larger ML "word". In the data of Backus (1992) no mixed compound nouns
were attested, but consider the following examples from Norwegian Turkish
(Turker, 1993: 31):
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A similar view is expressed by Sebba (1995: 232).
Often new adjectives, formed from EL verbs or nouns, receive the suffix, while EL
adjectives remain unchanged when borrowed.
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(59)

velferdsstat-l var ya, bu velferdsstat-i insanlara cok imkan veriyor
"the welfare state, this welfare state gives many opportunities to people"

(60)

devlet institusjon-ien seyleri, ne denir Turkcesi e: '"
state institution-PL-POSS things, what called Turkish er
"state institutions things, what are they called in Turkish, uhm, ..."

The Norwegian word velferdsstat, a compound noun in Norwegian, is treated
like a Turkish compound noun and affixed with the possessive ending -i, with
which Turkish marks nominal compounds. In (60) the two elements come from
different languages, with Norwegian institusjon, Turkish devletler ("states") and
the Turkish possessive -L,
Morphological
integration often involves conventionalized
patterns. If
some means of morphological marking is specifically reserved for incorporating
foreign material, its frequency may be much higher in bilingual contexts, where
many more EL elements are borrowed than in monolingual contexts. This in
tum contributes to its entrenchment
level.
Note that this phenomenon
is somewhat problematic
for at least the
nonce borrowing model and to a lesser extent for the MLF Model. If a language
has a certain device to nativize, for example, any EL verb, consonant cluster or
noun, then any EL content word which is inserted according to that pattern, is
by definition not totally adapted to ML morphosyntax.
It does not behave in
exactly the same way as any native equivalent. Another problem is that if a
speaker has thus assigned, for example, an EL noun to the class "foreign
nouns", she must have been aware of its foreign etymology. This contradicts the
guiding assumptions of the nonce borrowing model. The MLF Model does not
have much to say about these structures, since it does not focus on diachronic
issues. Only the code copying model (cf. Johanson,
1993: 208) grants
conventionalized
patterns the central place they deserve as important devices in
insertional CS.
The verb incorporation strategy involving an ML auxiliary belongs to this
type.
(61)

iyi 0 zaman adam-dan rodde/en yapar
good then man-ABL gossip do-AOR-3sg
"there's a lot of good gossip about him then"

Navaho-English (Canfield, 1980: 219):
(62) hait'eigo doo dust anaholii da
why not dust 3sg-make-ITER not
"how come you never dust?"
All necessary
verbal morphology
is carried by the auxiliary
in these
constructions,
which are investigated
in detail in Chapter Five. In (61), the
Turkish auxiliary yap- ("to do") follows the Dutch infinitive rodde/en ("to
gossip") and in the process turns it into a Turkish verb. The aorist tense ending
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is added to the auxiliary stem, not to the Dutch infinitive. The Navaho example
has a similar structure, with the English verb stem again inserted into a preauxiliary slot, thus forming a compound verb with the auxiliary. There are also
languages which use a bound morpheme to assign foreign verbs to a particular
verb class or paradigm. In Irish, virtually all English verbs are put in the ailclass (Stenson, 1990: 173):
(63)

b'shin a bhi sibh a celebrat-bii] Any excuse.
COP that REL were you PRT celebrate-ail
"Is that what you were celebrating? Any excuse!" (Stenson, 1990: 170)

Borrowed nouns are often assigned to a certain class as well. Most borrowed
nouns in Swahili fall into noun classes 9 and 10, irrespective of whether their
semantic features fit the semantic nature of some other class (Myers-Scotton,
1993b: 186). With respect to this, also recall, from Section 3.1.1, the extended,
less specialized, use of demonstratives
as determiners in American Finnish,
which was specifically associated with English nouns. These bilingual structures
all involve extended use of an ML structure. EL elements are subjectively
construed as equivalent to the ML elements that normally fill the slot into
which they get inserted. Verbs nativized
with denominal
verbalization
morphemes are treated as equivalent to a certain group of ML nouns; Finnish
demonstratives
and English articles are seen as equivalent etc. A Turkish
example is the equivalence between German von in the meaning of "about" and
ablative case in the Turkish of second generation immigrants in Germany
(Boeschoten,
1994). The creation of equivalence by bilinguals leads to the
extended use of a certain structure, which in turn may lead to diachronic
change.
A very complicated case is presented by Michif (Bakker, 1992). All
nouns are preceded
by a French-origin
article, including
borrowed
or
codeswitched English nouns (Bakker, 1992: 99). Since Michif has inherited the
French gender system, all English nouns are assigned either masculine or
feminine gender, so in (64) English truck is assigned masculine gender, and
mail is feminine:
(64)

wija le truck pamin-e:w pour la mail
he thelMASC truck drive-AN-3sg-3sg
"he drives the mail-truck"

for thelFEM mail

Sankoff, Poplack & Vanniarajan (1990: 77-78) report that the Tamil suffix -aa
attaches to English adjectives to form adverbs. Although the suffix is also
normal on native forms, it is especially associated with loanwords.
Finally, morphological
integration can also mean zero-marking.
For
example, Nahuatl has absolutive and non-absolutive
nouns. The former are
marked with the suffix -tl; the latter are unmarked. The number of native nouns
in the latter class is small, but Spanish nouns borrowed into Nahuatl are usually
zero-marked, i.e. non-absolutive
(Hill & Hill, 1986: 162).
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Naturally most examples of morphological
integration involve single words,
since its most important function is to assign a word to one of the formal word
classes which the ML distinguishes. But at the same time, that EL word can of
course be part of a larger EL segment, with the result that the whole segment
is assigned to the appropriate word class. Many of these cases involve chunks
which are compound units in the EL. This is uncontroversial
for the American
Finnish example in (66), but perhaps a bit less so for the combination schuin
vorm ("slanted") in (65), since the simple adjective schuin could have done the
same job. In other words, while game refuge will never be composed out of
game and refuge, schuin vorm probably was formed compositionally. The Dutch
form has a low degree of entrenchment,
while the English form is highly

entrenched."
(65)

soyle hoek-Ii, schuin vorm-Iu
such corner-AD1 slanted shape-AD1
"with a corner like this, slanted'

(66)

se paikka oli semmonsen game refoge-i-ssa
that place was of-such game refuge-SF-LOC
"it was in one of those game refuges" (American Finnish, Lehtinen, 1966: 140)

A.2 Morphosyntactic integration
This type of integration helps ground the EL element in the larger utterance.
Nouns need to be pluralized and assigned case, adjectives need to agree with
nouns, verbs need to be made finite etc.
(67)

cogu student'ler boyle ya, ooh, mesela bu sene ajstuderen yaparsa iyi baan'i
var
many student-pi such !NT oh e.g. this year graduate do-AOR-COND-3sg good
job-paSS is
"many students, it's like this, you know, if they graduate this year for example,
they'll have a good job"

The Dutch nouns in (67) are syntactically
and morphologically
adapted to
Turkish (plural on student, and possessive on baan), thus they are part of
normal ML + EL constituents (the System Morphemes -ler and -I are Turkish).
The verb afstuderen is likewise adapted to the ML, first morphologically
through the addition of yap-, and then morphosyntactically
by adding tense and
mood suffixes to the resulting extended base. Some more examples involving
nominal morphology (including case markers) are:
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Technically, the question whether schuin vorm involves the insertion of two forms,
first the adjective and then the noun, cannot be answered. It depends on the degree
of entrenchment of the composite form in the speaker's idiolect, information to
which we have no access.
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(68)

ben plaat-Iar-I ne bileyim
I record-PL-3sg what know-lsg-0PT
"what do I know about records?"

(69)

hani hulp de ne falan, hartpatlent-tes-e
INT aid and what and-such heart-patient-PL-DAT
"that is, aid and all that, like for heartpatients"

The previous subsections contained many examples of this type, from various
language pairs; here are two more, featuring the Farsi plural marker on an
English noun in (70), and Lingala verb morphology (person and tense) affixed
to a French infinitive in (71).
Farsi-English (Mahootian, 1993)
(70)
in idiot-ha in kar-o rni-kon-aend
this idiot-PL this work-SPEC PRES-do-3pl
"these idiots do these things"
Lingala-French (Bokamba, 1988: 38)
(71)
e bongo, ye a-permet-aki bino 'te bo-Ieka
so then (s)he AG-permit-PAST you(pl) that AG-PASS
"so, did (s)he allow you to go by?

Since some System Morphemes
modify whole constituents,
the
morpho syntactically integrated EL elements do not have to be single words:
(72)

ondan sonra lauw water-nan yikayinca ...
then after lukewarm water-with wash-while
"and then, while you're washing [it] with lukewarm water"

(73)

sen diyordun hani bir tane blonde meisje-den ahyordun
you said-PROG-2sg INT one piece blond girl-ABL took-PROG-2sg
"you were saying you were taking [lessons] from a blonde girl"

(74)

kime smoesje verzinnen yapnn Ian
who-DAT excuse make-up did-2sg man
"hey, who did you make up an excuse for?

In all of these examples the Turkish System Morphemes have been added to
Dutch compounds, not to the single words they are affixed to. Thus, in (72) the
speaker describes an event of washing with lukewarm water, not just with
water, in (73) he took lessons from a blonde girl, not just from any girl, and in
(74) he asked his interlocutor about the act of making up excuses, not about the
act of making something up. There are many examples of EL Adjective-Noun
or Verb-Object combinations in the literature, and they are often simply inserted
into ML structure in the same way single words are.
Most of these constructions correspond to Internal EL Islands (Myers103

Scotton, 1993b: 151-154) and "constituent insertions" (M'Barek & Sankoff,
1988). However, they differ from a famous sub-type of these categories: ArabicFrench NPs with an Arabic determiner framing a full French NP (Bentahila &
Davies, 1983), as in dak la chemise (lit.: this the shirt, i.e. "this shirt"). I will
include these constructions
elsewhere in this taxonomy, analyzing them as
containing some EL function marking, analogous to EL plurals (cf. B2 below).
The compound word insertions illustrated above are simply "long" content

words."
In the MLF Model it is possible to analyze the Object + Verb collocation
in (75) as an Internal EL Island, because there is no intervening ML material.
This is not an option in the next example.
(75)

bir suni taal-lar-I beheers-en yap-iyor-ken
one many language-PL-ACC know do-PROG/3sg-while
"while he knows many languages"

Both Dutch content words are inserted in the same way as other Dutch words,
but simply noting that does not do justice to the fact that they form a regular
collocation in Dutch, just like smoesje verzinnen in (74). I follow the code
copying model in claiming that the block taal beheersen is copied and inserted
into the Turkish frame, with the noun in the object slot and the verb in the verb
slot. For Johanson (1993: 209), there is no difference in status between copies
like schreiben yap- ("write do") and Fliessen legen yap-. ("tiles lay do"). In the
MLF Model however, two separate ML + EL constituents must be assumed.
Similar problems are posed for the nonce-loan hypothesis, where compound
borrowings are possible (cf. Sankoff, Poplack & Vanniarajan, 1990: 99, note 7),
but need to be quite idiomatic. Idiomaticity is still fairly acceptable for taal
beheersen, but already harder to maintain for kamer opruimen: in (76).
(76)

ben nee, ben kamer-im-i opruimen yaparken hepsini geri korum
I no, I room-my-ACC clean-up do-AOR-while everything back put-AOR-!sg
"not me, when I clean up my room, I put everything back"

What is crucial is that what most likely constitutes a unit in the speaker's
grammar, should remain one in the linguist's analysis. For this reason, many
verb-object collocations and adjective-noun combinations as well as some other
collocations,
should be treated as EL units, on a par with single words.
Obviously,
the larger the unit is, the less likely it is that it will be
morphologically
integrated,
simply because languages
tend not to have
morphological means to modify large chunks. Nevertheless, many examples can
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Note however, that the ADJ + N constructions are generally less idiomatic than the
Object + Verb collocations. Presumably this is because the adjective and the noun
are relatively more autonomous, while the object and the verb "need" each other.
More discussion of these multi word switches will follow in Section 2.
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be found in the literature
larger ML constituents.
(77)

where fairly large EL chunks

are inserted

into even

op kamers wonen yapacagim
on rooms live do-FUT-lsg
"I'm going to live on my own"

Hindi-English (Pandit, 1989: 44)
(78)
some Englishmen traditional Indian women-ko passand karaten hain
-ACC like do are
"Some Englishmen like traditional Indian women"
Wolof-French (Swigart, 1992: 89):
(79)
xam nga weeru benn jour, quelques minutes lay def
"you know the first day's moon, it's only there for a couple of minutes"
Mexicano-Spanish (Hill & Hill, 1986: 159):
(80)
yo-t-c-arreglar-oh-queh in asunto
ANT -we-it-arrange- TRNS-pl the business
"we have already arranged the business"
Dutch speakers will immediately recognize the phrase op kamers wonen as a
conventional expression. Since op kamers wonen is a semi-idiomatic
unit, an
analysis which treats op kamers as a Dutch switched PP or an EL Island, and
wonen as a separately inserted nonce loan or part of the ML + EL constituent
wonen yapacaklar fails to do justice to the idiomaticity of the expression. The
whole block op kamers wonen is inserted into the slot prepared for it in the
partially schematic unit [(X) INFINITIVE yap-]. The X may not exist, as in
afstuderen yap-, it may be an associated object, as in taal beheersen yap-, or it
can be an associated PP complement, as in op kamers wonen yap-.
A.3 Syntactic

integration
There are several sub-types of syntactic integration, most of which have been
illustrated by Pop lack and associates. The most obvious one is that the EL
element is placed according to ML morpheme order patterns. In cases where the
ML rules allow or require the EL element to be bare, this is the only form of
linguistic integration. Some examples are:
(81)

buda ora sua bir cok plaat al-iyor
this-and sometimes one many record buy-PROG/3sg
"and he buys many records from time to time"

(82)

baba-m-a bir smoes verzinnen yap-ti-k, schoolfeestje var diye
dad-lsg-DAT one excuse make-up do-PRET-lpl school-party was because
"for my dad we came up with an excuse, that there was a school party"

In these examples,

the Dutch nouns are non-specific,
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and therefore

they do not

take the accusative case. Syntactic adaptation is naturally a prominent aspect of
CS when the ML is a language without much morphology to speak of. In the
following examples, free form ML function words, such as auxiliaries and
copulas, serve to integrate EL content words.
Yoruba-English (Goke-Pariola, 1983: 41)
(83) tooto, awon mii rna n overdo e ni'le nigba rnii
"as a matter of fact, some people overdo it back horne, sometimes"
Alsatian-French (Gardner-Chloros, 1991: 167)
(84)
sie sin condamne s worre, ich weiss jo nitt fur was
"they were convicted, I don't know what for"
Cantonese-English (Kwan-Terry, 1992: 245)
(85) rna rna gam funny ge?
"why is mother so funny?"
One aspect of syntactic integration
is the placement
of the EL element
according to ML word order. Word order patterns often concern constituents,
as well as single words, so EL constituents can be syntactically integrated as
well. Ex. (77) above featured a PP complement of a verb which can be assumed
to form a conventional expression with it, but (86) features a PP complement
with less strongly entrenched ties to the verb. Op kamers combines virtually
only with wonen, while over twee weken can combine easily with a variety of
verbs.
(86)

over twee weken bellen yapacaklar
in two weeks call do-FUT-3pl
"they'll call in two weeks"

The next examples contain inserted EL constituents, a subject NP in (87), an
object NP in (88), an instrumental PP in (89) and an adverbial PP in (90):
Moroccan Arabic-French (Bentahila & Davies, 1983: 312)
(87) les gens mabqaw jxalSu
"the people stopped paying"
Irish-English (Stenson, 1990: 170):
(88) phos se Swedish girl
married he Swedish girl
"he married a Swedish girl"
Spanish-English (Poplack, 1980: 594)
(89) but I wanted to fight her con los puhos, you know
"but I wanted to fight her with my fists, you know"
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Cree-English (Bakker, 1992: 178):
(90)
namoya nehiyawak in hell ayawak
NEG Crees in hell they-are
"there are no Crees in hell"
Many of the larger EL chunks naturally contain EL function markers, which
will be described under B2 below. Therefore, they may represent, at the same
time, total integration on the constituent level and partial or no integration at
lower levels of constituency. For this reason, individual examples may be listed
at two (or more) places in the descriptive model. A good example is (91), where
the multiword-unit
other language has been inserted into a Mandinka clause,
keeping its own morpheme order pattern. The placement of the constituent
conforms to ML word order (Mandinka is SOY), even though the following
verb is English as well.
Mandinka-English (Haust & Dittmar, 1994: 7):
(91)
ning i ye other language speak like Mandinka
COND you TAM
"if you speak another language like Mandinka"
EL elements
other than nouns and verbs can often only be integrated
syntactically. Morphological marking is in general most common on nouns and
verbs, and morphosyntactic
marking tends to be associated with the central parts
of the predicate (the verb and its complements).
In the case of EL adverbs,
predicative adjectives and conjunctions, word order is often the only evidence
of linguistic integration in the ML. Note that treatment of these words as
insertional switches agrees with the analyses of both Johanson and MyersScotton.
The following examples, first from Turkish-Dutch
CS, and then from
various other language pairs, illustrate insertion of non-nominal and non-verbal
EL elements:
(92)

bugiin laat ol-du ya
today late got-PRET/3sg
INT
"well, today it's gotten late"

(93)

dagelijks da yap-ryor-uz ya
daily too do-PROG-lpl INT
"but we do that every day"

American Estonian (Oksaar, 1972: 498):
(94)
suured poed on impressive
"the large shops are impressive"
Spanish-English (Valdes-Fallis, 1976: 79)
(95)
last week empece otra vez
"last week I started again"
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Hutterite German (from South Dakota; Vollmer, 1994)
(96) aber das war hand-picked
"but that was hand-picked"
Japanese-English (Nishimura, 1986: 132):
(97) under sixteen dattara
under 16 COP-COND
"if [your child] is under sixteen"
Spanish-French (Dabene & Billiez, 1986: 313):
(98)
nunca las he probado, mais, es por eso que nunca las he probado
"I've never tasted them, but that's why I've never tasted them"
Malay-Dutch (Huwae, 1992: 44):
(99) omdat kakak-ku dengan bini-nja kawin dengan pakaian tanah toh, torang semua
pakai kain deng kebaja
"because my brother and his wife got married in the traditional wedding
clothes, we were all dressed in sarong and kebaja"
Other sub-types of syntactic integration concern distributional properties. Where
there is synchronic
variation
in the ML (e.g. optional
case marking
environments,
or word order variation 42), Pop lack and associates expect EL
elements to participate in the variational pattern in the same way as ML
equivalents.
This prediction
is not adopted here, for two reasons,
one
methodological
and one theoretical.
The methodological
problem has been
described at the end of Section 1.4.1 above, and concerns the non-availability
of the relevant data. The theoretical problem concerns conventionalization.
If
some ML patterns change their frequency of use in contact situations because
of selective copying, distributional integration cannot be predicted anymore. It
seems necessary to first work out which structures are most likely to undergo
a change in frequency and which ones are not. Distributional
integration may
be a valid prediction in other cases.
B. Partial or no integration
In Sections 1.1 - 1.3 several departures from total morphosyntactic
integration
were discussed, including the use of bare forms, double marking, EL or marked
ML order, flagging
and
conventionalized
patterns.
Retention
of EL
phonological structure can also be mentioned in this respect. Conventionalized
patterns have been grouped under rnorphosyntactic
integration in A above,
because they involve existing ML patterns. Phonology is not discussed here
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Where word order variation exists, use of the different orders is often motivated
pragmatically (cf. several articles in Payne, 1992, and for Turkish Erguvanh, 1984).
This causes a general problem with distributional integration as a prediction for CS.
Given the fact that CS often has pragmatic motivations, those orders which
correspond to those motivations may actually undergo increased usage at CS sites.
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because the facts of second generation immigrants are fairly straightforward:
Turkish words receive Turkish pronunciation and Dutch words receive Dutch
pronunciation. The other phenomena will be treated at this place because they
all imply either the lack of integration (bare forms) and/or at least some EL
marking. Johanson's term "reshaping" denotes rather well what happens to the
EL elements which are not totally unadapted to ML morphosyntax.
It refers to
differences between the use of the EL element in ML and in EL discourse. An
alternative would be "compromise
strategy", introduced by Myers-Scotton
&
Jake (1995).
Note once more that partial integration is not irreconcilable
with total
integration, strange though that may seem. An EL constituent, or intermediate
constituent, may be totally integrated into a larger ML constituent, but still at
the same time represent partial integration as well, since system morphemes
internal to it come from the EL.
B.1 Bare forms
Perhaps the conceptually simplest form of reshaping is the use of bare forms,
as in (100), where the Dutch noun would be expected to be marked with
possessive and accusative endings in this position (prijs-i-niy.
(100)

bunlar herkes kendi prijs soyl-uyor
these everyone self price say-PROG/3sg
"here everyone mentions his own price"

Johanson (1993: 208), associates this type of reshaping primarily with strongly
ML-dominant bilinguals, while Myers-Scotton advances structural motivations
(lack of congruence). Pop lack and associates link bare forms to flagging. Bare
forms are fairly common in bilingual speech:
Spanish-Hebrew (Berk-Seligson, 1986: 328):
(101) aki ay misrad abaso
here there-is office below
"there is [an] office below"
(102)

ag6ra begz1 kaze ke me aga operasyo n?
now this age that me should-be operation
"now [at] this age, I should have myself an operation?" (Berk-Seligson,
331)

1986:

There are also partially bare forms, where marking is not absent, but
incomplete. Myers-Scotton (1993b) has several examples. In Swahili, all words
end in vowels, but many English words used in CS, and even some which are
established borrowings, do not fulfill this phonotactic requirement.
Similarly,
the very existence of loan phonemes shows that some words will never be
totally integrated in this way. As a final example, verb stems are sometimes
even stripped of material that is usually considered part of the verb stem. In
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Finnish, borrowed Swedish verbs have often lost their derivative suffix, for
example kommunikoida, from kommunicera. Interestingly, this does not happen
in the Immigrant Finnish in Sweden, where kommuniseerata
is attested
(Andersson, 1993). This brings to mind Johanson's association of extensive
reshaping with ML-dominant speakers. Finnish immigrants in Sweden will
generally speak more Swedish than people in Finland. Either way,
undermarking may co-occur with some EL marking, in which case the form is
also classified in the next category.
B.2 EL marking

EL elements may be integrated, but still carry some EL marking. The most
common type ofEL marker present on insertions is the plural marker on nouns.
Other common markers are infinitival and participial morphology on verbs, and
of course more "stem-internal" morphemes, such as adverbial endings on
adverbs. Crucially, EL marking usually involves derivational markers, not
inflectional ones. That is, they largely follow Myers-Scotton's prediction that
they will be syntactically inactive, though progressively less so when the
insertion gets larger.
Some examples were cited in Section 3.1.2, but they are in general not
hard to fmd. Double marking indicates that the EL variant is presumably not
syntactically active (cf. Oksaar, 1972: 494, on Estonian-Swedish double plurals),
but rather that it is part of the lexeme which is called from the mental lexicon.
Lists of borrowings often include words which have been borrowed in their
plural forms but which have been integrated into the language as singulars.
Haas (1969: 78) reports that Abnaki borrowed English pigs and pluralized it as
piks-ak. The Turkic language Karaim borrowed many Hebrew words with the
plural affix as part of the stem, e.g. luxot ("tablets"). If the noun has to be
pluralized, the Karaim plural suffix is added: luxot-lar (Wexler, 1983: 42).
Some count nouns with a tendency to occur in masses are often reported in this
connection, such as beans (Hasselmo, 1972: 271)
However, in the running speech of bilinguals, double marking may be the
exception rather than the rule. Of the three logically possible structures, ML
plural, EL plural and double marking, the latter seems to be the least frequent.
The following are examples of EL plurals (also recall some examples from
Sankoff, Poplack & Vanniarajan, 1990, cited in Section 3.1.1):
Irish-English (Stenson, 1990: 170):
(103) Til friends aici ansin
be friends at-her there
"she has friends there"
Punjabi-English (Agnihotri, 1979: 303):
(104) doctors ho nurses no to train kara:gi:

doctors and nurses train do-FUT-lsg
"I'll train doctors and nurses"
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In Backus (1992) there are seven cases of Dutch plurals on inserted Dutch
nouns, of which only one, (105), is doubled. In (106) the only plural morpheme
is Dutch.
(105)

Pol-en-Iara hollandaca ders verdi
Pole-pi-pi dutch lesson gave-3sg
"he gave Dutch lessons to Poles"

(106)

voornamelijk hep kleren gonderiyor
mostly all clothes send-PROG-3sg
"it's mostly clothes that they send"

EL infinitive suffixes on EL verbs often seem to be syntactically inactive as
well. The inflectional morphology in (107) "overrides" the infinitive ending on
the Dutch verb, as it were. The overall profile of the clause is that of an
interrogative future, not of an infinitival clause. This is most clearly seen when
an infinitive is actually needed: in that case, the infinitival morpheme is often
doubled, as in (108). The French infinitive is doubled by the Lingala infinitival
prefix ko-. It seems that for some languages, such as French, Spanish (cf. Hill
& Hill, 1986: 158) and Dutch, the base form of the verb is the infinitive, and
that in these cases the infinitival suffix is normally part of the inserted EL

verb."
(107)

Schevening-de mi overnachten yapacaksmiz?
Scheveningen 44_LOCQ stay-overnight do-FUT -2pl
"are you guys going to spend the night in Scheveningen?"

Lingala-French (Bokamba, 1988: 39)
(108) il faut pe biso to-sala makasi; ba-ninga ba-za ko-rni-orgams-er depuis kala
it's necessary and we Ag-do effort; friends Ag-are INF-REFL-organize-INF
since long-time
"and we too must make a serious effort; the other people have been getting
themselves ready for a while now"
Not all EL marking is part of the EL "word", The larger the EL element, the
more likely the chance of externally relevant EL grammatical
markers, i.e.
markers which link the constituent to the rest of the clause. These EL markers

43 There are exceptions, such as Surinam Hindustani (cf. Muysken, 1993), which
incorporates Dutch verb stems. A fuller discussion of verb borrowing, both covering
a wider range of data and a more detailed discussion of the incorporation structure,
appears in Chapter Five.
44 The correct name is Scheveningen; it is hard to judge whether the speaker has
reanalyzed it as a plural noun, to be singularized by taking away the -en ending, or
just made a mistake, or simply did not know the correct name.
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may also undergo double marking, in which case they are referred to as
portmanteau constructions,
cf. Section 6.3.2 below. There is one example in
Backus (1992), a clear case of triggering in the sense of Clyne (1987):
(109) je moet naar een Tiirk ev-i-n-e bak-acag-m
you must to a Turkish house-AGR-SF-DAT
"you should look at a Turkish house"

100k-FUT-2sg

Here the dative function is encoded twice, once by the Dutch preposition naar
and once by the Turkish dative -e. Note that both the marking of "must" and
that of person are realized twice as well. In certain contexts portmanteau
constructions can be conventionalized
so that they occur with some frequency;
recall Johanson's examples from Tajik-Uzbek contact. Another case is perhaps
Japanese-English
CS, where utterances like (110) are apparently fairly common
(Nishimura, 1986: 139). The phrase about two pounds functions as a constituent
in both the English and the Japanese clause (which in this case even have
identical content).
(110) we bought about two pounds gurai kattekita no
we bought about two pounds about bought
This is where the Arabic double determiner construction is relevant." This was
discussed in Section 3.1.2 above. Cf. Ex. (51), repeated here as (111). These
constructions are intermediate between cases ofEL markers internal to a lexical
item and those where they are internal to EL constituents.
(111) a. dak la chemise (that the shirt; i.e. "that shirt")
b. wahed un professeur (a a teacher, i.e. "a teacher")
Verb-complement
collocations often contain some EL marking too, such as the
adjectival inflection on Marokkaanse
in (I 12), or the participial ending on
allowed in (113).
Moroccan Arabic-Dutch (Nortier, 1990):
(112) 9refti shal men Marokkaanse /iedjes zingen
you-know how-many of Moroccan songs sing-INF
"how many Moroccan songs can you sing?"
Hindi-English (Pandit, 1989: 51):
(113) na to foreigners aur na hii muslims allowed hain inside tirupatii baalaajii ke
mandir
NEG foreigners and NEG muslims allowed are inside T.B. POSS temple
"neither foreigners nor muslims are allowed inside Tirupati's temple"
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In Michif and in Montagnais-French CS (cf. Bakker, 1992: 180), French nouns are
usually preceded by their articles as well.
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A sub-case of EL marking is when a CS involves EL order. In that case we are
dealing with a mixed copy. Since selective copying is involved, these cases are
also classified under C below.
B. 3 Flagging

Flagging also constitutes a case of less than complete integration. Sometimes
it alone is responsible for the partial character of the integration, more typically
it works in conjunction with other types, such as reshaping. It does not have to
preclude total incorporation, and is as such a little different from the other subcases grouped together here. Though flagging can give us important information
about the integration of an EL element into the ML lexicon, it is difficult to use
as an analytical tool. Flagging may signal that the speaker is looking for the
right word and that may mean that the EL word she eventually comes up with
is 'borrowed' from her EL lect, but there is no way of being sure. For one
thing, flagging occurs in monolingual speech as well, where it is even harder
to determine whether the flagged word is part of the register currently spoken
or whether it is part of another one and thus constitutes monolingual CS. It may
not be a central element (i.e. its degree of entrenchment may be rather low), but
it could still be a part of the lect in question. Second, it is not so clear which
elements actually qualify as flags. If all interjections are seen as flags, for
instance because they break up the flow of the utterance, many ML and EL
elements are flagged. This matter requires more research into the nature of
flagging before analysis can proceed.
Nevertheless, in some cases the speaker is clearly looking for a word, and
these cases can be noted as unambiguous flagged switches:
(114)

hani bu simdi bu yabancilara kitap basihyor ya leerwerk, boek yani
werkboek, onIara calrsiyor
INT this now this foreigner-pl-DAf book print-PROG-3sg INT textbook book
so ... practice-book them-DA'T work-PROG-3sg
"so now they print these books for foreigners, or, textbook, book, that is, ...
practice-books, that one works in"

(115)

bunlann yaptig: sey, tekenen

they-GEN do-VN-3sg thing draw-INF
"this thing they do, drawing"
The fact that dislocated constituents top the switchability hierarchy of TreffersDaller (1994) may reflect the natural association between flagging and the
typical CS phenomenon of "looking for the right word", which often is EL in
origin.
C. Selective
For reasons
not be dealt
of bilingual

copying

explained at the end of Section 3.1.4.1 above, selective copying will
with in this study. Nevertheless, selective copying is as much a part
speech as the use ofEL morphemes. The account that will be given
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of CS in the Turkish community in Holland, will therefore not be complete.
Incidentally, examples of selective copying will be pointed out. Mainly
this will be the case when the so-called mixed copies occur: the phenomenon
where an EL morpheme takes some non-morphemic properties along, such as
EL word order or subcategorization patterns. In future work I hope to
incorporate a systematic study of selective copying in CS data. It seems
simplest to include it as a separate category in the taxonomy of CS presented
here, although it has things in common with EL marking, discussed under B2.
However, there actual EL morphemes are involved, while the EL contributions
in selective copying are entirely structural. A classification should follow that
of Johanson (1993), subdividing the category into phonological, semantic,
combinational and distributional copying. A further subdivision should be made
between acquisition of EL features and loss of ML ones. As noted in Chapter
One, bilingualism can lead to the loss of ML features which do not correspond
to anything in the EL. For a particularly clear example of this phenomenon, cf.
Gutierrez & Silva-Corval an (1992: 80-83).
summary

In the model outlined above the different ways in which EL elements can be
inserted into ML utterances are described. Overt elements can be anything from
single words up to entire constituents. Non-material elements from the EL can
be used as well; these are referred to as selective copies. The model pretty
much follows the principles laid down in both Myers-Scotton (1993b) and
Johanson (1993). EL elements may be totally integrated, in which case the
integration may be morphological, morphosyntactical and/or syntactical. They
may also be partially integrated, by either being undermarked (bare forms) or
by receiving or retaining some EL marking. These two types of partial
integration do not exclude that the element is also integrated with one or more
of the three ways outlined under 'total integration', though in the case of bare
forms total integration in all three ways is logically impossible. As for EL
marking, an EL marker may for instance be doubled by the ML equivalent. A
totally integrated EL element, finally, may also be flagged.
Bare forms and forms with some EL marking constitute exceptions to the
idea of "total integration". A third exception concerns conventionalized patterns,
or 'set conversion formulas' (Hasselmo, 1972). Many languages have one or
more firmly entrenched patterns for adapting loanwords, some of which were
treated above under A 1. Any new foreign word is automatically made to fit that
pattern. If it is only used with foreign words, those words are, strictly speaking,
not totally adapted to the ML. They do not behave in all respects as native ML
words. A more 'syntactic' set conversion formula is reflected by a preference
to use foreign material in certain syntactic positions. The ultimate reason for
this preference may be equivalence of surface structures or the use of a
compromise strategy in order to circumvent some lack of congruence, but more
research is needed in this area.
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3.2. Selection of EL elements
introduction
The model constructed in Section 3.1.4.2 is an attempt to list the structures that
appear in intrasentential CS in an organized way. However, it says nothing
about the motivations for selecting specific elements in CS. For example,
though it is mentioned that EL content words are used in this type of CS far
more than EL function elements, no explanation is given as to why this would
be so. In my view, this question must be addressed, if we want to explain why
CS exists and why it takes the shape it does. This would cover one aspect of
Weinreich, Labov & Herzog's (1968) actuation problem (cf. Section 1.4). This
section is an attempt to add a semantic-pragmatic backdrop to the basically
morphosyntactic description presented so far.
The first subsection argues for the inclusion of semantic considerations
in a theory of CS. Specifically, I will argue that only a semantic analysis can
explain why not all EL elements have an equal chance of getting selected. In
Section 3.2.2, semantic and morphosyntactic characteristics ofCS will be linked
to the psycholinguistic reality of synchronic speech. The main descriptive
construct which will be used for that purpose is the Awareness Continuum,
introduced in Section 1.2.2.1.
3.2.1. The Specificity Continuum
My goal here is to construct a more comprehensive framework by integrating
semantic and structural analyses." Descriptions which are strictly structural
may least partially explain why CS proceeds in a certain fashion, but it cannot
explain why CS exists in the first place. Motivations for CS can only emerge
if semantic characteristics are taken into account. 47 In the structural model of
Section 3.1.4, however, all EL single words form one undifferentiated category.
To approach explanatory adequacy, the structural bias of existing models needs
to be removed. A first step in that direction is to look at the semantic
characteristics of the inserted EL elements.

46

47

The MLF Model, with its basic distinction between content and system morphemes,
of course has a central role for semantic factors as well, although they are not
presented as such. Recently, I have also been introduced to Fred Field's research,
in which an approach very similar to mine is advocated (cf. Field, 1996). The only
other specifically semantic approach I am aware of is Naval's (1989) Seed Concepts
Constraint. However, I find this constraint too limiting, as it is based on language
acquisition (and the order in which elements are acquired), rather than on the
synchronic psycholinguistic reality of the bilingual utterance.
Note that the need to fill lexical gaps usually surfaces in taxonomies listing the
functions of CS (e.g. Grosjean, 1982: 152), where it is often the only selectional
function in the midst of a host of conversational strategies.
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Especially in early stages of contact many single EL content words are
names of some sort, such as place names and personal names, but also less
obvious cases. Some words for example, mostly nouns and verbs, denote a very
specific object. They can be considered the "name" for that concept in that no
other word is available for it. Examples include the Spanish words patio and
burrito in American English (cf Pefialosa, 1980: 61). Studies of early
Immigrant Turkish in Holland and Germany abound with Dutch or German
terms which belong to this category. At this stage the immigrants mainly spoke
Turkish and stuck those EL words in which they could not do without, for
example German Aufenthaltserlaubnis or Dutch verblijfsvergunning (both
meaning "residence visa"). For further examples, cf. Tekinay (1982: 74-75) for
German Turkish, and Boeschoten & Verhoeven (1985: 353-354) for Dutch
Turkish.
These words with very specific meaning form an intermediate category
between Proper Nouns and the broad category of less predictable EL words
which are so typical of bilingual speech as well. The different categories
represent different regions on a Specificity Continuum.
There is a general lack of semantic analysis in CS studies. Most
researchers agree that the entire bilingual lexicon is open to use; access to it is
obviously not restricted to those words which denote a specifically EL concept
for which the ML does not have a word (poplack, Wheeler & Westwood, 1989:
200). Note however, that this in itself does not justify making a sharp
distinction between borrowing and CS, since for CS the same claim can be
made (and indeed has been made in Chapter One). Consequently, it seems
plausible to say that for a competent bilingual every concept can be named in
at least two ways. This would be an oversimplification however, in at least four
ways. Firstly, not every concept which is lexically coded in one language is
coded in the other (in fact, this is an important reason for borrowing). Secondly,
translation equivalents are often not real, exact equivalents. That is, the
encyclopedic knowledge that a speaker possesses about a certain word, will
seldom exactly match the connotations she has with the translation equivalent.
Third, she may not know both equivalents. As a fourth aspect it may be added
that there can be more than two alternatives, since any language may express
a particular concept in more than one way. This latter aspect will be ignored
here, however."
a. the specific extreme: Proper Nouns
Proper Nouns, such as Minnesota in (116), are usually considered to be fairly
trivial examples of EL material. 49

48
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Exampleswhere onomasiologicai uncertainty influences the selection of a word from
the EL can be found in, for example, Weinreich (1953) and Haugen (1972).
They are of considerable interest though, for the study of the phonology of CS.
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American Finnish (Lehtinen, 1966: 182)
(116) siela nyt on Minnesoota-ssa koko quite a tape-recorder-i ja ...
there now is M.-LOC quite a tape recorder-SF and
"they've got now in Minnesota quite a tape-recorder and ..."

However, from a semantic point of view they are very illustrative as the
extreme case of specificity. No other word can compete with a Proper Noun as
the best way to denote the concept to which it refers. There is no a priori
reason to exclude these elements from an analysis of CS, mainly because they
do not form a neatly distinguishable category: some words are very much like
Proper Nouns, while others are more like a "normal" noun, in which case they
usually qualify as good examples of CS if they happen to come from the EL.
Consider for example the words Pentagon and Secretary of State. The first one
could not really be expressed with an ML equivalent, but it is conceivable in
the second case. Excluding Proper Nouns forces the researcher to decide
whether a certain EL element is one or not, and imposing dichotomous
distinctions on a continuum is something to be avoided if possible, especially
in the coding stage of data processing. Furthermore, Proper Nouns usually
undergo the same kind of morphosyntactic embedding as other single EL nouns,
so they can at least serve as additional sources of information on the
morphosyntactic integration of foreign nominal material. Their exclusion leads
to the same loss of information as the exclusion of established loanwords.
Proper Nouns are so specific that they normally cannot be avoided. A
Turkish immigrant in Holland simply must take over the names of cities since
there is no equivalent in Turkish which could act as a rival, with the exception
of names which are so famous that they may also occur in monolingual Turkish,
like perhaps Amsterdam. But Tilburg will not come up often in rural Anatolia,
let alone the names of parts of that town, such as Heuvel in (117).
(117)

Bir tane donkere jongen'nan. Danker degilde, bruine huidskleur carsida Ian,
seyde Heuvefin orda
"with a dark-skinned boy. Not dark, brown skin; in the shopping mall, what's
it called, the Heuvel, there."

b. lexical gaps 1: cultural borrowings
The EL words in Ex. (118) and (119) are typical examples of lexical gaps.
Spanish-English (Redlinger, 1976: 48):
(118) Termine high school en California
"I finished high school in Californi;"
Australian German (Clyne, 1987: 753):
(119) in nine, neunzehnhundertundJourteen die erste war Tarrington war Hochkirch
und das the post office war registered als Tarrington 'cause es war eine
englische Witwe
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"in nine, nineteenjourteen the first war, Tarrington was Hochkirch and the the
post office was registered as Tarrington, 'cause there was this English widow
"
Whether high school and post office actually constitute gaps in the ML, or
whether they are in free competition with ML synonyms, is not usually a type
of question asked, or even deemed interesting. Among the exceptions is MyersScotton (1993b). She calls these words cultural borrowings. Just like Proper
Nouns, they have no ML rivals, which probably helped them to have been
incorporated into the ML more or less instantly. Since for Myers-Scotton
true
CS means using EL words which could have been expressed with an ML
equivalent, she excludes cultural borrowings from the analysis.
The prototypical cultural loans are very much like Proper Nouns: they
name things not encountered in the ML homeland, for example the names of
certain animals and plants in American English, many of which are of
Algonquian origin. For the modem Turkish immigrants in Western European
cities, the equivalents of the early American immigrants'
foreign plants and
animals are the intricacies of western bureaucracy, social life and, for young
people, the education system.
German Turkish (Tekinay, 1982: 74)
(120) Arbayserlaubnisim var Got zay dank
work-permit-my is Thank-God
"I have my work permit. thank God."
(121) oglum internationaal schakelklas-a gidiyor (Boeschoten & Verhoeven,
356)
son-my international connection-class-OAT go-PROG-3sg
"my son's going to the internationale schakelklas"
NB: this is a preparatory class for recently arrived immigrant children

1985:

(122) Zwarte Piet pepernoot strooien yapryor (Boeschoten & Verhoeven, 1987: 210)
Black Piet ginger-cookie toss do-PROG-3sg
"Zwarte Piet tosses pepernoots [around]"
NB: Zwarte Piet is a figure in the Dutch Saint Nicholas celebrations; he bursts
into rooms to toss handfuls of pepernoten, a type of small ginger cookie, on
the floor.
(123) benim konustugum benim hoornvlies-den geliyor boyle slagbuis-den disanya
gidiyor
I-GEN talk-REL-lsg I-GEN cornea-ABL come-PROG-3sg such cochnea-ABL
outside-OAT go-PROG-3sg
"what I was saying, it comes out of my cornea and goes out through my
cochnea like this"
Every language has cultural borrowings.

Transmission
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through a bilingual

group

is not even necessary for cultural borrowings
to enter languages, 50 but in
contact situations the number of potential cultural loans is obviously much
greater, given the more extensive knowledge of the 'other' culture. There is a
vast amount of literature on the subject. Loanwords are often analyzed as
belonging primarily to certain semantic fields, reflecting the association between
that semantic field and the language from which the words were taken.
c. lexical gaps 2: core borrowings
Examples (124) and (125) represent the type of EL element which is generally
the focus of discussions on insertional CS.

Spanish-English (Pfaff, 1979: 305)
(124) eljlight que sale de Chicago
"the jlight which leaves from Chicago"
Turkish-Dutch:
(125) senin smaak-ui ayn
your-GEN taste-your different
"you have a different taste"
An EL word is inserted without any clear semantic motivation. A semantic
analysis must address the question whether there is an ML counterpart which
is semantically
equivalent. The hypothesis must be that there is not, since
otherwise what reason could the speaker have to use the EL element at all?
Myers-Scotton
(l993b: 172) mentions this problem, but does not elaborate on
the notion of "close enough equivalent".
At this point, we leave the terrain of unambiguous
lexical gaps.
Languages in contact borrow words which are seemingly unnecessary, meaning
that the language already has a perfectly adequate word for expressing the
concept. However, closer examination often shows us that there was a good
reason after all to borrow the word in question. As Weinreich (1953: 59) writes:
"a bilingual is perhaps even more apt than the unilingual to accept loanword
designations of new things because, through his familiarity with another new
culture, he is more strongly aware of their novel nature".

50

Transmission through monolinguals is ignored here, since it often involves different
processes. In general, the amount of reshaping will be very high with words which
speakers take over from a language they do not speak, just like reshaping is
especially extensive in the speech of first generation immigrants (Johanson, 1993:
208). An example is the fate of Russian glasnost in Dutch, where it does not denote
what it does in Russian, but rather the whole abstract concept of the changes in
Russian politics set in motion by Gorbachov. On the other hand, some speakers tend
to produce an approximation of the EL pronunciation of a word, for instance
because the foreign pronunciation is a prestige marker.
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A good example from Dutch Turkish is the word for "beer" (note that Haugen,
1938, discusses the intricacies of naming the same concept in American
Norwegian). Why do my intermediate generation informants refer to beer with
the Dutch word pilsje and not with the Turkish equivalent bira? They mean the
same thing, and beer is a common enough drink in Turkey, so there seems to
be no reason. It is instructive however, to think of the social context in which
the concept will come up most in the lives of these informants. Several things
are important: the setting, the specific form beer comes in and the
conversational routines involved in getting a beer. Drinking beer is done in
Dutch bars. Turkish has no place in these bars: all interaction outside allTurkish peer groups (and those are infrequent in these specific settings: the allTurkish networks in which my informants participate meet in Turkish cafes,
while mixed Dutch-Turkish networks meet in mainstream bars) is in Dutch.
Consequently, all conversational routines which involve the ordering of beer
(making an inventory of what everybody wants as well as the actual ordering)
tend to be in Dutch. This is compounded by the fact that in the Turkish cafes,
where Turkish is the unmarked choice, beer is generally not served. Given all
this, the choice of the Dutch lexical item pilsje is logical, though it can still not
be predicted (cf. Keller, 1990: 99-10 1). The choice of the Dutch word is the
most likely choice, given the encyclopedic knowledge the speakers have about
the word pilsje: it best describes the concept to be encoded. It fills a lexical gap,
in the most narrow sense of the word, since the concept is not coded by any
other lexical item, not even by the near-equivalent bira.
A similar example is the borrowing of American English terms for
streams and rivers in American Norwegian. Haugen (1938) explains that
Norwegian rivers are very different from the types of streams the settlers
encountered in America. The Norwegian they brought with them had several
terms for various fast-streaming types which come crashing down mountains,
but none of them really expressed the wide sluggish streams in the Midwest
very well. Consequently, the Norwegian terms were no longer used, and instead
their translation equivalents creek and river entered American Norwegian. The
point is: at a certain level of abstraction the American and the Norwegian words
mean the same, but they are not exact equivalents. The distance was in this case
big enough to warrant avoidance of the old Norwegian term and use the English
one instead."
With the pilsje and creek examples we have entered the realm of
pragmatics. Translation equivalents are often not exact equivalents, because the
encyclopedic knowledge that a speaker has about a certain word will seldom
exactly match the connotations which the ML equivalent holds for her. Though
a case can be made for a purely semantic difference between the two translation
equivalents, as was done above, at least part of the difference is of a pragmatic
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Examples can be found throughout the literature, but I find Haugen's treatment still
one of the most illuminating. Another good example is Otheguy and Garcia (1992:

141-148).
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nature (cf. Myers-Scotton & Jake, 1995, who speak of "pragmatic mismatches"). Because of these differences a strong claim can be advanced: there
is some sort of discrepancy between any two bilingual synonyms. True
synonymy is not likely to exist, since there is no justification for it (cf.
Weinreich, 1953: 54). Normally a Turkish-Dutch bilingual will use the Dutch
word in Dutch contexts and the Turkish word in Turkish contexts. In bilingual
contexts, she has a choice in theory, but in reality that freedom of choice is
seriously impaired by the "best word" phenomenon. Whether this claim is
accurate or not, is an empirical question. It will be tested in Chapter Four.
the Specificity Continuum
(l993b) refers to gap fillers as cultural borrowings. That is a
fairly adequate name, since it refers to the semantic specificity most of these
words have in common. They denote concepts not coded at all, i.e. not
lexicalized, in the ML. It can be hypothesized that all borrowings fill lexical
gaps in some way, but more so when they denote specific meanings than when
they are more schematic. In terms of Myers-Scotton & Jake (1995), matching
of semantic-pragmatic feature bundles always results in some incongruence,
though sometimes it may be very subtle or idiosyncratic. I agree with MyersScotton (1993b) that there are cultural borrowings and that there are core
borrowings, but I take the position that they do not represent two different
categories. Core borrowings are simply less specific.
All linguistic elements undergo a conventionalization process and this
process never stops. Entrenchment levels are not fixed; instead, a unit's degree
of entrenchment fluctuates, depending on the frequency of activation. 52 For the
great majority of units, these fluctuations are not noticable. Most of a speaker's
first-language morphemes have been conventionalized in her grammar during
primary language acquisition, and have been there ever since, with minor
fluctuations in degrees of entrenchment.
Frequency of activation is not the only influence on degree of
entrenchment. It is presumably the major influence on fluctuations in degree of
entrenchment, but elements also have an entrenchment potential. This
potential is determined by inherent characteristics of the element itself, not by
its usage. The best way to describe the entrenchment potential of a unit is by
reference to its degree of specificity. Highly specific (i.e. transparent) meanings
stimulate entrenchment. A word which has a clear meaning does not need high
frequency of occurrence to be highly entrenched, though very low frequency
will affect entrenchment levels negatively (Weinreich, 1953: 57). In contrast,
a highly schematic word, which needs co-occurring morphemes to acquire its
full meaning, will depend more on frequency for its entrenchment. In general,
high frequency is associated with schematic meaning (since high frequency
often leads to semantic bleaching) and low frequency with specific meaning.

Myers-Scotton

52

This does not have to be activation in speech; activation in thought presumably
raises the entrenchment level as well.
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This is only a tendency however, since words with highly specific meanings can
also be quite common.
High entrenchment potential alone is not enough to earn a place at the
specific side of the continuum. Specificity is also associated with autonomy.
Content words are relatively autonomous: they can stand on their own. This is
more so for nouns, which denote things, 53 than for verbs, which denote
processes. This is because things make very little internal reference to other
elements, while processes are always specified for at least a schematic agent or
experiencer: somebody needs to do or undergo the process. Affixes and function
words are of course even more dependent, since they derive most of their
meaning from the fact that they make internal reference to other participants.
Their e-site (short for "elaboration site"," cf. Langacker, 1987: 304-306) is a
very prominent substructure within their semantic structure, much more so than
for content words. Verbs, for example, contribute more to the content of their
constituent, than a tense affix. The more specific its semantic component, the
more autonomous an element is likely to be (Langacker, 1987: 299-302). Many
functional elements may have a fairly specific meaning, but still lack autonomy.
They are not complete. The agentive suffix for instance, is fairly specific: it
denotes the doer of some action. But the schematicity of that action makes clear
that the suffix does not really mean much until it is combined with a specific
process. Its e-site must be elaborated before it can acquire its full meaning.
Elements which depend on elaboration of an e-site for their content, are
relatively schematic (cf. Tuggy, 1992).
The idea of a Specificity Continuum is not new. It resembles the
borrowability hierarchies set up by Haugen (1972), Treffers-Daller (1994) and
Van Hout & Muysken (1995). It follows quite literally a suggestion made in
Weinreich (1953: 35):
"it may be possible to range the morpheme classes of a language in a
continuous series from the most structurally and syntagmatically integrated
inflectional ending, through such "grammatical words" as prepositions, articles,
or auxiliary verbs, to full-fledged words like nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and
on to independent adverbs and completely unintegrated interjections".
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This is the Cognitive Grammar term for "entities".
The e-site is the Cognitive Grammar substitute for subcategorization. A linguistic
element brings with it certain expectations as to what material will co-occur with it.
This is mainly based on conventional co-occurrence, but is ultimately determined on
semantic grounds. It is represented as an integral part of the element's representation
in the grammar: every element conjures up certain expectations as to how it will be
elaborated. Some elements have very schematic expectancies, e.g. articles have an
e-site which is only specified for a nominal. Others have very specific elaborations,
e.g. for most Dutch speakers the word Koningin ("queen") is almost categorically
elaborated by the name Beatrix.
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The one thing I am trying to add is that word classes are not uniform in this
respect, and that the real organizing dimension behind these hierarchies is not
word-class membership, but an element's degree of specificity. Nouns end up
at the top of the hierarchies because many of them are very specific.
A final example may illustrate how two words which would be classified
as core borrowings if used as EL single-word insertions, may still have different
positions on the Specificity Continuum.
From a word's point of view, every word has a meaning. Prototypically,
there is a core meaning, common to all speakers and usually to be found in a
dictionary. There are also peripheral meanings in the minds of individual
speakers which are not shared by all. These are peripheral on the level of the
speech community, since only a minority of speakers have them, but they may
be central for an individual speaker. Similarly, the core meaning of a unit may
not be central at all for some individual speaker. 55 Some words show more
variation than others; thus a relatively specific word like boek ('book') will
conjure up more or less similar meanings for most Dutch speakers, while the
less specific uitgaan will show more variability: some will think mostly of
going out to a bar and having a few drinks with friends, while for others the
word predominantly
refers to the activity of going out to a movie and then
maybe having a drink after. Extralinguistic
experience determines to some
extent which exact meaning someone attaches to a linguistic unit. To take a
syntactic example, in written Dutch, I find use of the passive construction
awkward and pretentious in certain contexts (cf. Verhagen, 1992), but it is not
very likely that the same association exists for every Dutch speaker, especially
not for those who habitually use these constructions.
In fact, it is likely that
those who do use them, are accustomed to using it, which has given the pattern
a high degree of entrenchment in their grammar. Consequently, it has not been
consciously
selected, but automatically
triggered, as will be shown to be
customary for the less specific elements of a language.

selection in bilingual lects
In the case of lexical gaps the speaker does not have a choice. This follows
naturally
from their position at the specific extreme of the Specificity
Continuum. However, the unavailability
of choice is a rather rare situation,
associated with the most specific elements only, such as Proper Nouns. In most
cases of cultural borrowing, the speaker has at least the option to circumscribe
the concept with ML means.
The following Dutch words are all likely to occur in the hypothetical discourse
of English speakers who are living in Holland. Their ML will be English, but
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I thank Arie Verhagen (p.c.) for pointing out to me that the prototypical core of a
concept and the extent to which the members of a speech community share that
core, are not the same thing. Though there is a relationship between the two
concepts, they are logically independent.
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some Dutch words are simply unavoidable.
(126) Leeuwarden - Leeuwarden
Elfstedentocht- Eleven Cities Race
klunen - cross a section of land on skates to get to the next stretch of ice
erwtensoep - split pea soup
schaatsen - skate
These words are listed in decreasing order of likelihood of being expressed in
Dutch." The first two are names, though only the first one, the name of the
capital of the province of Friesland, lacks an English translation equivalent. The
second one, just as specific, could be translated, presumably because it does
have some internal constituency. Dutch speakers will have Elfstedentocht as a
unit in their grammar. Most will even have figured out that it literally means "a
race through eleven cities" long after they acquired the unit Elfstedentocht as
the name of that race, a folk event which the Frisians try to organize each year,
if the ice on the canals gets thick enough. A specific skating term is klunen; an
English equivalent does not exist as far as I know, so our hypothetical
bilinguals, who are in any event not likely to know the equivalent even if there
is one, have the choice between using the Dutch word (as in "they'll have to
kluun for fifty meters to get to the next canal.") and circumscribing the word,
more or less in the way indicated. The Dutch have a strong association between
skating events and a particular type of split pea soup. Though our bilinguals
may know of split pea soups, they may not want to give that name to this
particular version of it, for instance because their idea of a split pea soup is
something less thick and heavy and without bits of sausage floating in it. Hence
they are likely to call it erwtensoep, as the Dutch do. Note that all these words
are names in some way; only the fifth word is general enough to be considered
a "normal" word, with a "good" ML equivalent. Still, since skating is such a
typically Dutch activity, the concept is fairly likely to be called schaatsen by
our two hypothetical bilinguals, especially if they know something about the
whole event of skating as the Dutch know it. Chances for the selection of
schaatsen increase if the speakers are not just referring to the activity, but to the
event as a whole.
These five words occupy different positions on the Specificity
Continuum. Two can be characterized as Proper Nouns, two as cultural
borrowings and one as a core borrowing, but these categories are not easily
separable. For this reason, it is unwise to exclude cultural borrowings and even
Proper Nouns from analyses of CS.
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Nothing can be predicted with certainty though. A likely borrowing in the Spanish
of U.S. Hispanics would be Thanksgiving Day; the concept appears as el dia de dar
gracias however (Otheguy, 1992).
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schematic elements and triggering
Schematic elements have low entrenchment
potential, so they must get their
entrenchment from another source. Frequency of use was already suggested as
that source. But where do they get that? Nouns and verbs may be consciously
selected, but it is hard to believe that that would be the case for schematic
elements like, say, a definite article. But if they are not consciously selected,
why are they used at all? My suggestion is that their usage is triggered because
they are part of larger units. It is these units which are selected by the speaker,
and the schematic elements are contained in them. Because their entrenchment
depends on their participation
in larger units, I will refer to this type of
entrenchment
as collocational entrenchment. This is what helps certain
morphemes acquire higher frequency. Note that by "schematic" I really mean
"relatively schematic". Words which we normally include in the category of
content words can still be somewhat schematic. In fact, the meaning of every
linguistic unit is partly specific and partly schematic. Every unit has at least
some specific meaning. 57 Every unit has at least some schematic meaning as
well, since it is always associated with certain constructions
or words with
which it co-occurs. It always makes some internal reference to other elements.
For example, in Dutch, place names, which are of course very specific, are
associated with the schema [in PLACE NAME], so even place names have
some schematic expectation as to what will fill their e-site. Weinreich (1953:
35, note 20) cites Schuchardt as claiming that an Italian-German
bilingual is
much more likely to sayer wohnt nella Heinrichstrasse ("he lives in the
Heinrichstrasse") than er ist nella Kuche ("he is in the kitchen"). The place
name, "as much Italian as German", triggered its "invariant preposition", while
Kuche, less common in Italian speech, does not have such a strong tie with the
Italian preposition. The collocational
entrenchment
of nella in the unit nella
Heinrichstrasse is much stronger than in nella Kuche, if it exists at all in the
latter.
This discussion shows that the entrenchment
of schematic elements is
based on many relations of collocational
entrenchment.
These are in tum
dependent on unitization of specific collocations which contain the element.
Selection of the schematic element depends ultimately on the degree of
entrenchment of the collocation.
Some content words may be selected in the same way, i.e. not through
conscious selection, but through automatic triggering. Consider the following
examples:
Punjabi-English (Romaine, 1989a)
(127) exams pass kema
"pass exams"
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Cf. Smith (1994) for an example of a seemingly meaningless element, a Russian
agreement morpheme, as still possessing a core meaning.
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Swahili-English (Myers-Scotton, 1993b: 146)
(128) ulikuwa ukiongea a lot of nonsense
"you were talking a lot of nonsense"
Collocations and idioms are analyzed as lexical units, equal to single words.
Recall that the Cognitive Grammar conception of grammar as a structured
inventory of entrenched units is adopted, which makes this decision not only
possible, but even necessary. In Chapter One examples were given like get real
and ivory tower, which were considered to be units of English, just as much as
get, real, ivory and tower. Units are not restricted to the lowest level of
constituency. Lower level units form constituents and, through repeated usage
or a high entrenchment potential, these constituents can become unitized as
well. Excluding them as units, or emphasizing that their unit status is irrelevant
because they can be computed by grammatical rules of combinability, means
falling victim to the rule/list fallacy (Langacker, 1987: 29).
In (128), it is thus the collocation a lot of nonsense which is selected, not
any of the elements within it. In other cases, one element of a collocation may
be selected and subsequently trigger the other elements, because of their
collocational entrenchment. I would argue that this is what happened in the case
of exams pass in (127). It is plausible that exams was selected and pass was
triggered, thanks to the strongly entrenched unit [pass exams]. Pass is more
likely to be triggered, with exams than with, for example, buildings. In my
brother drove so fast the building passed by as if in a blur, there is presumably
no unit [buildings pass] available, so here pass would have to be consciously
selected on the basis of the general rule or schema that verbs combine with
nominal objects. If this analysis is accepted, the conclusion is inescapable that
collocations and idioms are conventional expressions, on a par with lexical
items. The latter differ only in that they cannot be decomposed into smaller
constituent units by any stretch of the imagination, while speakers are generally
capable of breaking down multiword units into their constituent parts if pressed
to do so. 58
Phrasal verbs are often accessed as a unit as well. Note first of all that
we have seen examples where this was not the case, such as Ex. (47). In these
cases, the collocational entrenchment of the Verb - Preposition unit in the EL
did not win out over ML schemas. But sometimes the preposition is triggered,
and in those cases it often heads an EL Island PP, as in the following example:
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Words formed derivationally, for example with the agentive suffix -er or the Turkish
verbalizer yap-, are intermediate cases; not many people would analyze them as
anything but lexical items. However, they would be capable of doing so if necessary
because they have extracted the derivational morpheme as a unit, with a more or less
clearly circumscribed meaning.
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(129)

whenever munhu kana-ada ku-transfer from a certain department to a certain
department
"whenever a person wants to transfer from ..." (Myers-Scotton & Jake, 1995:
1008)

The unit selected in (129) is either transfer from or transfer, which then
triggered from. The longer an EL unit is, the more likely it is to trigger more
EL material. Due to its low specificity the preposition is seldom selected on its
own, and will thus not normally occur in the midst of ML material. Its
collocational entrenchment ties are almost exclusively with EL elements. So
while transfer or transfer from may have been inserted, the preposition has
triggered alternation. It is this type of example which provides the best
illustrations of the fuzzy boundaries between insertional and alternational CS,
cf. Section 6.3.2 for further discussion.
Prepositions are intermediate between highly specific and highly
schematic units. Other cases include discourse markers, pronouns, modifying
adverbs and quantifiers. They all clearly have more content than, say, tense and
agreement morphemes. Replacing a preposition with another preposition usually
changes the meaning of the clause drastically, while changing the tense has little
effect on the referential meaning of the clause. Derivational morphemes tend to
have more transparent content than inflectional ones. Degree of bounded ness of
the relevant morpheme may exert some influence too. Bound elements are in
general more dependent than free ones, and central bound elements are more
dependent than peripheral ones (Johanson, 1992: 236). Weinreich (1953: 33)
concludes that highly bound morphemes are "useless in an alien system unless
there is a ready function" for them. But since they do get borrowed once in a
while, they cannot be excluded from the set of borrowable material.
To summarize, the most likely way for EL schematic elements to occur
in insertional CS is through triggering: they are triggered by the selection of an
idiom or collocation that contains them. Idioms are selected as a whole, and in
the case of collocations one of the content words is probably selected first.
Conscious selection is associated with specific elements.
Now consider the following examples from Turkish-Dutch CS, which are all
troublesome for approaches which wish to keep insertional and alternational CS
neatly distinguished. In my view, the Dutch elements were all accessed as units.
They are all conventional expressions in Dutch.
(130) Biz iste gecen gittik. Babama bir smoes verzinnen yaptik, schoolfeestje var
diye.
wejust passed go-PRET-lpl dad-lsg-DAT one excuse make-up-INF do-PRETlpl school-party was because
"Last time we just went. For my dad we came up with an excuse; that there
was a school party. "
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(131) op kamers wonen yapacagim
on room-pI live do-FUT-Isg
"I'm going to live on my own"
(132) bir siirii taal-Ian beheersen yapiyorken
one many language-PL-ACC know do-PROG-3sg-while
"while he knows many languages"
(133) nee, sadece eniste-m-in-ki-nde yoksa box-dan mr dicht bij elkaar ondan rrn?
no, only brother/inllaw-my-GEN-NM-LOC
or loudspeaker-ABL Q close with
each-other that's/why Q
"no, [it does] only on my brother-in-law's or maybe when the loudspeakers are
too close to each other?"
(134) ondan sonra lauw water-nan yikaymca ...
then after lukewarm water-with wash-while
"then while you're washing [it] with lukewarm water ..."
(135) ne la, yok la, valt wei mee
what INT no INT is OK
"no, man, it's OK"
(136) ben konustugunuzu biliyorum, yuzume soy Ie, lean ik meelach-en
I speak-VN-2pl-ACC
know-PROG-Isg
face-my-DAT
say-IMP can
laugh/along-INF
"I know what you guys are saying, say it to my face, so 1can laugh too"
(137) hadi Ian, daar gaje vanuit
INT INT there assume you
"Of course! You take that for granted!"
(138) vind ik wei hoar
"1 think so"

At least in my idiolect, smoes verzinnen is a conventional collocation in Dutch.
It was most likely retrieved from the lexicon as a unit in (130), cf. the
discussion of Ex. (74) above. Within the unit however, it is most likely that the
noun smoes was the trigger. The speaker had the excuse in mind which they
had made up for his dad, and the verb more or less tagged along. Note that
there are not too many other verbs which could have been used with smoes,
while there is a score of nouns which could fill verzinnen's e-site. It is hard to
judge whether the speaker is more likely to have selected taal in (132), which
triggered beheersen, or whether he retrieved the whole expression. It is not
likely anyway that beheersen was consciously selected, since it derives most of
its meaning from the associated object. Furthermore, taal beheersen is a typical
educational expression, and thus fairly salient in the speaker's lives. A typical
student expression is op kamers wonen. This expression is even more idiomatic,
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considering that its form is unpredictable. It could just as well have been op een
kamer wonen, since what is meant is the concept of a student renting a single
room in a house containing several other rooms, all of which are rented out to
individual students. The plural in kamers in (131) would therefore be strange
if the expression was formed compositionally. There is an interesting story
behind lauw water, in (134). For years I have seen it as just another Adjective
+ Noun combination, which was somewhat puzzling since neither one of the
concepts is culturally specific. However, recently it was pointed out to me"
that the phrase lauw water, just like several other stretches of Dutch in the
passage from which this example was taken, appears on the bottle of a certain
brand of shampoo. This makes it seem as if the speaker was quoting verbatim
from the bottle, automatically turning lauw water into a conventional expression
in the process. Dicht bij elkaar, in (133), is another one of those internally
complex adverbial phrases which are so conventional that it is unlikely that any
native speaker would construct it out of its parts. Its appearance as a multi-word
EL stretch in CS is therefore unsurprising (cf. the EL Hierarchy Hypothesis of
the MLF Model). The other examples concern idiomatic phrases, for which I
suggest the same analysis. They show that even intersentential CS can involve
EL units, and could therefore sometimes be analyzed as insertional CS. Valt wei
mee (135), daar ga je vanuit (136) and vind ik wei hoor (138), can all
frequently be heard in informal Dutch speech, often preceded by an interjection.
They are fairly frequent, specific and invariant." It is possible that only part
of the idiom is schematic, as in [kan ik INFINITIVE], roughly equivalent to [so
I can VERB STEM too]. Perhaps this partially schematic unit is a bit more
specific, in that most of the verbs inserted into the idiom start with the particle
mee-, which is the rough translation of too in the English version. The unit then
is [kan ik mee-INFINITIVE].
The point is, larger units are likely to be accessed as units, whether they
can be broken down into their constituent parts or not. Their meaning is quite
specific, but generally not as specific as that of some of the nouns and verbs
classified earlier as Proper Nouns or cultural borrowings. They could all be
expressed by ML means without much trouble. It takes time for them to become
so entrenched that they can start threatening the ML equivalent. But once they
have reached that stage, they can be just as easily accessed as any of the words
classified above as core borowings. Since it is only natural that the parts of an
entrenched whole acquire some entrenchment of their own, the appearance of
these units in immigrant mixed lects may reflect a stage in second language
acquisition (i.e. EL acquisition) at which the learner has fully mastered the
function elements of the language. They can be used without problem to
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I thank Ramiye Arslan for enlightening me on this.
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Some other modal interjections, adverbs and particles are inserted once in a while,
as in daar ga je dan loch vanuit, "but surely you can take that for granted" or dat
vall helemaal niet mee, "it's not easy at all", just like in their English translations.
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generate novel structures.
the strength of monolingual ties
Collocational entrenchment explains why most constituents are monolingual, no
matter how frequent CS is in a certain mixed lect. 61 Within the bilingual
grammar, a Turkish element normally participates more in Turkish
constructions, and hence forms more collocations with Turkish elements than
with Dutch ones.
Bilingual semantic fields are organized in the same way as monolingual
fields. Cognitive Grammar provides an elegant way of describing these fields,
since tags like 'Dutch' or 'Turkish' are not considered diacritic features of a
word, but just part of the encyclopedic knowledge a speaker has about that
word, perhaps based on co-occurrence patterns. Since the Dutch article de cooccurs with Dutch nouns most of the time, a Turkish-Dutch bilingual will
associate it with Dutch elements, and consequently label it as 'Dutch' .62
However, nothing prevents the word from appearing in a sentence otherwise
made up entirely of elements of another language. To be sure, a word often
combines with certain other elements of the language of its provenance, and
hence carries with it certain expectations as to what material can fill its e-site,
but this does not preclude the same word from combining with appropriate
material from the other language. A particular NP may be sanctioned by the
Dutch schema [THIS THING / dit NOUN 63], but it may also be sanctioned
by the Turkish schema [THIS THING / bu NOUN]. In other words: nothing
prevents the speaker from extracting a higher level abstract schema generalizing
over the occurrences of nouns, and applying it to sanction the use of any NP
instantiating that schema, whether the noun is Turkish or Dutch.
summary
We have seen that frequency of occurrence and degree of specificity both
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Exceptions are mixed languages, for example Michif (Bakker, 1992). In these
languages, the lexicon has become so mixed that virtually every utterance contains
words from different origins. I will come back to them in Chapter Seven.
Other factors conspire, e.g. that de usually co-occurs with Dutch morpheme order.
That is, speakers extract a certain order as belonging to one language and another
order as belonging to the other. This extraction is done on the basis of constant
exposure: prototypes of linguistic structures (words as well as sentence patterns) are
more or less 'learned' as belonging to a certain language. They rise to the surface,
as it were.
The notation conventions used here follow the Cognitive Grammar practice of
representing a linguistic element as combining a semantic element (before the slash)
with a phonological element (after the slash). Semantic elements are capitalized,
phonological elements (i.e. actual words or morphemes) are italicized and, of those,
schematic elements are in capital letters.
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contribute to an element's level of entrenchment. Degree of specificity itself
depends on the relative autonomy of an element and on its entrenchment
potential. There is therefore a direct link between the Specificity Continuum and
types of entrenchment, and therefore, as will become clear in the next
subsection, with the synchronic selection of linguistic elements. The more
specific an element, the less important frequency will be. Content words,
collocations and idioms are highly specific units. Frequency is important for the
more schematic elements, such as system morphemes and word order
pauerns." In essence this account is similar to what Myers-Scotton (l993b:
130) has in mind when she says that system morphemes can only be borrowed
through intensive use of EL Islands. When non-idiomatic EL Islands occur, EL
schematic patterns have become part of the bilingual's grammar. Once EL
system morphemes
get used a lot, nothing stops their (slow)
conventionalization. Once they are entrenched enough, the speaker can of
course use them outside of specific units. They are now sanctioned by partially
schematic schemas. Diachronically, they have been borrowed. Note that the
question at which point in time they have been borrowed becomes trivial,
though it seems to be crucial for the MLF Model where EL system morphemes
may not appear in ML + EL constituents. The speaker who uses one must have
borrowed it, since otherwise she could not use it. Whether the language has
borrowed it is another matter: data from many speakers are necessary to
establish that.
3.2.2. The Awareness Continuum
degrees of awareness

Linguistic units have been divided into relatively specific units and relatively
schematic ones. For specific elements, their unit status depends on an inherently
high entrenchment potential. For schematic elements, it depends on collocational
entrenchment: how entrenched is the partially schematic unit of which it is a
part?
The related distinction between content and system morphemes in the
MLF model only describes the selection of the former. In the revised model
proposed here, selection of schematic units is described as well. To this end, the
construct of triggering is used, itself based on relations of collocational
entrenchment. For example, in the MLF model, the reason why EL system
morphemes cannot be accessed in ML + EL constituents is that they are system
morphemes. In the present account, EL system morphemes are rarely accessed
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Word order patterns are schematic elements, which are collocationally entrenched.
This is behind the association of EL order with the use of overt EL elements.
Australian German for instance, often has English word order when English
morphemes are part of the utterance, as in "so ich prefer die Self-service shops"
(Clyne, 1987: 752), where word order is English, not German. In Section 1.4.2,
examples of this type were analyzed as mixed copies.
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on their own because they are normally triggered as parts of collocational units.
The point is that they do not have a high enough entrenchment potential (i.e.
they are not specific enough) to make selection likely because of their content.
In this subsection, this last point will be elaborated upon.
Chapter One introduced the idea that speakers shift back and forth along a
continuum during natural speech. Originally this was introduced to describe the
different states of awareness of a speaker when using an informal versus a
formal register. In the latter case she will be more towards the conscious end,
and in the former more towards the unconscious end of the continuum.
However, this is only one dimension of the continuum, which we could call its
sociolinguistic dimension. Sociolinguistic norms determine how careful a
speaker needs to be with what she says in a particular situation. There is
another dimension, a microdimension. Although a speaker using an informal
register will be near the unconscious end as far as the sociolinguistic dimension
is concerned, this has little bearing on what happens on the microdimension.
While producing utterances, speakers constantly shift back and forth, no matter
what register they are speaking.
When a speaker is uttering a schematic unit she is hypothesized to be at
the unconscious end of the Awareness Continuum, but a shift towards the
conscious end follows when a specific unit is produced, i.e. when selection is
not triggered. The main claim of this section is that the structure of CS naturally
follows from the Awareness Continuum.
Why would it be the case that specific units tend to be uttered more
consciously than schematic ones?" I believe the answer lies in the relative
saliency of the various elements of an utterance. People naturally pay most
attention to what is conceptually salient. The most salient elements in an
utterance are those which carry most content. Prototypically, these elements are
content words. However, this is not a hard and fast rule: the fact that pragmatic
word orders exist in several, if not most, languages, suggests that even
maximally schematic units can be very salient. Although there is a natural
association between high specificity, high degree of salience and high level of
awareness, these are not identical concepts. Any element, no matter how
schematic, can receive an increase in salience, making the speaker shift to a
higher level of awareness. Pragmatic motivations may ultimately be responsible
for these shifts. As for CS, the ethnic identity function which CS often fulfills
(cf. Gumperz & Hernandez-Chavez, 1971), may raise the saliency of any EL
element (cf. Weinreich, 1953: 60), even a word order pattern. The more salient
a concept, the more aware the speaker is of it and the more likely it is that she
will consciously select a linguistic symbol to encode it. The more content there
is to the concept, i.e. the more specific it is, the greater its saliency potential.
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Cf. also Trudgill (I985: 25).
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intersections of the Specificity Continuum and the Awareness Continuum
Though full predictability is impossible, certain tendencies in the structure of
mixed lects may be predicted by combining the Specificity and Awareness
continuums.
While the Specificity Continuum deals with semasiology (the study of
word meanings), the Awareness Continuum is part of onomasiology (the study
of naming concepts). If there are semasiological differences between translation
equivalents, then it naturally follows that there is some onomasiological
ambiguity for the bilingual. Basically, the question is simple: does she use the
closest word in her own language (the ML) for something she needs to denote,
or does she "borrow" the word that "the natives" use (an EL word). Presumably
the more semasiological overlap there is between the ML and the EL word, the
less likely a candidate the EL word is. The bigger the difference, and the more
transparent the meaning of the EL word, the more readily it will be used."
An EL word is more readily used in an ML sentence if it is highly
specific. In that case there is little competition from an ML equivalent. The
limiting case is the Proper Noun, which almost by definition is maximally
specific. Other categories at this end of the continuum include cultural terms
and interjections, Dutch instances of which have all been found very early on
in studies dealing with CS in the Turkish immigrant communities of Western
Europe (cf. Section 2.1 above). Here is another typical example:
(l39) Sakator Plas'tan ubana biner, Hopbanoftan esbana biner (German-Turkish,
Tekinay, 1982)
"From Sendlinger Tor Platz he takes the U-Bahn and from the central station
the S-Bahn.
This example is so typical for early stages of the mixed lect because the
elements which come from German are so predictable. They are names, some
for places and some for concepts, which have no rivals in Turkish.
On the other hand, words with a relatively more schematic meaning (i.e.
which have a more diversified network of meanings attached to them in the
speaker's grammar), appear much later as EL insertions in CS data, or not at
all.
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It is therefore to be expected that in second language acquisition people start out
with highly specific content words. However, there seems to be a trade-off with
collocational entrenchment. Those words used earliest by second language learners
are also among the most frequent in the language. First nouns and verbs often have
a fairly general meaning, so they are definitely not the most specific words.
Nevertheless, first verbs describe very concrete actions, also in first language
acquisition (Tomasello, 1992: 220). A verb like go is generally acquired before the
more specific drive. Kuhberg (1992) shows that attrition can be an almost perfect
mirror image of acquisition. Words which are among the first to be acquired remain
available to the speaker until the very end of the atrition process.
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a dynamic picture
It will be clear now how a mixed lect can develop in an immigrant setting. The
Awareness Continuum describes which points in an utterance are likely to be
salient enough for linguistic elements to be consciously selected rather than
triggered. The Specificity Continuum tells us which elements are likely to be
consciously selected. The nature of collocational entrenchment is such that EL
elements expand with growing proficiency in the EL. In order to illustrate this,
I will sketch a developmental picture of bilinguals who start out as basically
monolinguals, but become more bilingual all the time. It is a rough sketch of
this development, abstracting away from possible sociolinguistic factors, which
could for instance "freeze" the mixed lect at any stage. This is a preview of the
fuller account which will be given in Chapter Seven.
Suppose a group of people migrates to another country, where a different
language is spoken. From the day of immigration, they become incipient
bilinguals. However, for a while they are of course basically monolingual in
their Ll , which is-still pretty much like it is in the home country. The only
difference is that their L 1 has taken in a few necessary words from the L2:
words they need to pick up because they are highly salient in their new situation
and for which their L 1 has no good equivalent. Virtually every schematic unit,
however, and most multiword units'" in their idiolects are monolingual ML.
This is due to the fact that collocational entrenchment virtually only applies to
ML units at this stage. Consequently, EL units cannot be triggered, they can
only be consciously selected. They will be selected if there is no satisfactory
ML equivalent, i.e. if they fill lexical gaps. So, at this stage of the mixed lect,
most specific units are ML in origin, some of them may come from the EL, and
virtually all schematic units come from the ML. This latter situation follows
from the fact that the speakers use their ML most of the time, so that only ML
collocations and patterns get the chance to achieve collocational entrenchment
(or, rather, keep it).
The children whom the immigrants brought with them have much more
contact with the EL-speaking majority in their new country than their parents
do (who may work with other ML-speakers almost exclusively and do all their
socializing in ML networks). Consequently, their EL skills are much higher.
The language of the home however, is the ML. The children are brought up as
ML-speakers, so the ML is their dominant language. This means that most of
the units above the single-word level are still ML in origin. Still, at the
conscious end of the Awareness Continuum, where triggering gives way to
selection, specific EL units are liberally accessed. This may have one of two
motivations. First, the EL unit is actually chosen as the best alternative. In this
case, the speaker literally codeswitches. Second, the EL unit is accessed the
way any ML content unit is accessed: it is simply the only choice considered
because it is already a normal element in the ML (cf. Johanson, 1993: 218).
Either way, at this stage EL elements tend to be restricted to specific units. It
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This is to be expected, since they contain schematic units.
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is important to note that the mixed lect is still a register of the ML: constituency
patterns are basically ML, since most collocational entrenchment is ML.
However, children who were even younger when they migrated with their
parents, have EL units in their grammars which are internally more complex.
Internal complexity means that there are relations of collocational entrenchment
between the schematic units that together make up the specific unit. Now, since
these internally complex units function as content morphemes, and are thus
salient, they are easily selected when the speaker is at the conscious end of the
Awareness Continuum. The result is that the whole unit is left intact in CS,
resulting in EL Islands. The speech of these children is characterized by a
basically ML structure with a high incidence of specific EL units. Many of
these units are single words (not internally complex), but an increasing number
are larger chunks (internally complex). Collocational entrenchment is the
driving force behind accessing larger chunks, whether they are ML in origin,
or EL, or mixed. Most schematic units in the mixed lect are still ML, both
because they tend to have higher levels of collocational entrenchment within
ML units in these idiolects, and because the register is still a register of the ML.
Language choice activates ML units more than EL units. However, schematic
EL units are making their presence felt. Their entrenchment levels are starting
to reach heights comparable with their ML equivalents, and hence they start to
show up in bilingual discourse. They can not easily be suppressed because they
are triggered, rather than selected. Thus, even the choice to speak the ML
cannot easily keep schematic EL units (e.g. word order patterns; i.e. selective
copies) from appearing. Only when the register spoken is not informal, but a
rather formal version of the ML, are the awareness levels on the sociolinguistic
dimension high enough for the speaker to exclude all or most EL units. Another
characteristic of the mixed lect at this stage is that new bilingual units come
into being. Patterns in which ML and EL elements often combine become
entrenched, as in the case of nativization morphemes. If an EL word of the right
word class is accessed, collocational entrenchment will trigger the nativization
morpheme.
Children who were even younger at the time of immigration (or were
born in the new country) grow up to be balanced bilinguals. They play with L2speaking friends and go to school in a completely L2 environment. Even at
home the L 1 is not the exclusive language anymore, as siblings tend to use the
L2 a lot of the time, and even the parents may speak the L2 once in a while,
or address their children in the mixed lect. These parents are likely to be
members of the intermediate generation just described. Since these children
grow up to be native speakers of both languages, they have firmly entrenched
units of all sorts in both languages. Not only do they have a host of specific
units in both languages, comparable to those of monolinguals, they also have
most of the schematic units monolinguals in both languages have. If social
circumstances are such that CS is still the unmarked choice for peer group
interaction, switching tends to take place at constituent, clause and sentence
boundaries. There is no clear ML anymore, since the languages have fairly
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equal roles. Most specific units participate in all kinds of larger units, hence
they possess a high degree of collocational entrenchment, in addition to the
inherent entrenchment typical of specific units. Only at the highest level of
awareness is it possible that selection of units involves a switch in language,
except of course in the case of bilingual units. Speakers are probably at the
most conscious end when plarming an utterance; they are, after all, thinking
about what to say at this point. Thus, CS becomes more and more like language
choice. Once an utterance is started, choice of units is fairly limited, since
collocational entrenchment makes sure triggering does most of the work, just
like in completely monolingual speech. The bilingual has reached the stage
Weinreich (1953) associated with the theoretically ideal bilingual: he does not
switch within sentences. We have come full circle now: as with the incipient
bilinguals, most of the internally complex units are monolingual, since most
utterances in the speakers' lives are monolingual, ragardless of whether their
peergroup interaction is characterized by extensive CS. The difference is that
idiolects now contain two languages.
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Chapter Four:
Utterances

Dutch

Insertions

in Turkish

introduction
In this chapter the model outlined in Chapter Three will be applied to the data
collected for this study. These data were described in Chapter Two. For every
network, first the semantics of the selected Dutch elements will be described.
The overall goal of those sections is to find generalizations which can tell us
something about the influence of extralinguistic factors on the selection of
linguistic elements by individual speakers. The hypothesis that will be tested is
that the Dutch units which are selected are high on the Specificity Continuum.
Next, in every subsection, morphosyntactic integration will be discussed. This
proceeds along the lines laid out in Section 3.1.4.2. One construction specific
to bilingual speech, that of mixed verbal compounds, will be discussed in more
detail and from several angles in the next chapter.
All inserted Dutch elements considered are below the clausal level.
Chapter Six will feature longer EL stretches, which are common in second
generation speech.
Finally, this chapter can be seen as a first step in constructing the
linguistic prototypes for different clusters of speakers, an enterprise which will
reach its conclusion in Chapter Seven. As earlier analyses (cf. Backus, 1993)
indicated substantial differences between the three generations (cf. Chapter
Two), the discussion will be organized along the generational dimension. The
first generation will be discussed first; the intermediate and second generation
data will be discussed in subsequent sections. Section 4.4 is a general summary.
4.1. The first generation
First, the two first generation conversations will be analyzed. Recall that both
the Tilburg women and the Maastricht friends networks were almost entirely
first generation. Both conversations are basically monolingual, as can of course
be expected from people who are strongly dominant in Turkish. Contributions
from one of the first generation speakers, Bahar, to two other conversations,
will be analyzed in Section 4.1.3, and Yusufs contributions in the Tilburg
friends network in Section 4.1.4. For details about the various networks, cf.
Section 2.5.
4.1.1. The Tilburg women
The conversation of the Tilburg women is mainly in Turkish. Of the 185 speech

turns, 146 are entirely in Turkish.' Of the 39 others, 9 are totally in Dutch.
These mostly concern one-word utterances, containing the affirmative
and
negative particles ja ("yes") and nee ("no"). In the remaining 30 turns Turkish
is the ML throughout, but they do contain one or more Dutch words.
In (I), the insertions found in this conversation are listed:"
(1)

a. school terms:
Hemelvaart ("Ascension Day") (Sa, 132)3
Nieuwkomers ("newcomers") (Sa, 35)
toets ("test") (Fa, 159)
herhaling ("repetition") (Fa, 162)
zeer goed ("very good") (Sa, 46)
procent (2x) ("percent") (Ay, 47), (B, 107)
pauze ("break") (Fa, 53)
vakantie ("holiday") (B, 152)
hoeveel pro cent ("what percent") (Sa, 109)
b. Dutch culture:
Tilburg-Noord (Sa, 44)
King Burger (2x) (Sa, 169), (Sa, 180)
MacDonalds CAy, 172)
gulden ("guilder") (Fa, 114), (Fa, 123)
friet (3x) ("fries") (Ay, 172), (Sa, 178), (Ay, 184)
terras (2x) ("open-air cafe") (Sa, 183), (Ay, 184)
hamburger (2x) (Sa, 165), (Ay, 170)
c. others:
bijna ("almost") (B, 33)
direct ("immediately") (Sa, 37)
welk ("which") (Fa, 128)

1

2

Quantitative figures are only given for illustrative purposes in this chapter. They will
be reviewed systematically in Chapter Six. For details of the coding system, cf.
Section 2.4.
In this and all following tables both Dutch and Turkish words are generally written
in standard orthography. That is not to say that Dutch words are never
phonologically integrated into Turkish or that Turkish words never have Dutch
phonological characteristics. In fact, most Dutch words used by the first generation
are phonologically adapted. This aspect of language contact is not the focus of this
work, however, and will not be considered.

3 Throughout this study, examples are followed by a name-abbreviation and a number.
The abbreviation gives the name of the speaker (cf. Section 2.6), and the number
indicates the speech turn in which the example was produced. The switch is in
italics, both in the example and in the translation. If there are more switches in the
same example, the one that is relevant to the discussion is printed in boldface.
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selection
Under this heading, here as well as in all other sections in this chapter, the
selected Dutch elements are discussed in terms of the points raised in Section
3.2.
Dutch words are generally from typically Dutch semantic fields. In addition,
there are some extrasentential switches: the most frequent Dutch elements are
the discourse markers ja and nee, and the short phrase wee! ik nie is also used
a few times. It is very frequent in the local variety of Dutch, and hence easily
picked up.
Most of the Dutch elements reflect which aspects of these women's lives
involve the Dutch language. These include Dutch class and certain areas of
social life. Many of the Dutch words fill lexical gaps. Of the "school" list, two
words are Proper Nouns (Hemelvaart, the name ofa holiday, and Nieuwkomers,
the name of the Dutch class they have been assigned to). Other words are more
general, but in school contexts they are used in a very specific meaning. Toets
and herhaling are names for certain types of exercises, and zeer goed is a grade
which can be achieved for them. These are the type of words which were called
cultural borrowings in Section 3.2.1 above. The other words listed under 'school
terms', though still obviously related to school life, are more like core
borrowings, since their meaning does not change very much outside the school
context. Nevertheless, for the informants they are no doubt school terms.
Similar considerations apply for the other semantic field to which Dutch
contributes words in the vocabulary of the speakers, Dutch social life. Words
like friet, hamburger and terras are not lexical gap fillers in the narrow sense,
but they are indisputably cultural borrowings. They simply mean other things
than their near-equivalents in Turkish. Dutch friet is different from English
chips or American French fries, or Turkish pomfrit. The same goes for Dutch
outdoor cafes. All these words have in common that their meaning is very
specific. The connotations people have with them are fairly detailed and
moreover, these detailed connotations are in general shared by most members
of the speech community.
Somewhat puzzling is the use of the adverbs bijna and direct. They are
not obvious candidates for loanwords given their fairly schematic character.
Bijna typically functions as a modifier, making salient internal reference to a
state which it qualifies: the state is 'almost' reached. Words like these, which
are low on the Specificity Continuum, are not likely to be borrowings because
they do not usually denote something which is typical for the EL culture. If
they are used as EL material, they are likely to be in free competition with ML
equivalents for quite a while. A Turkish equivalent hemen hemen is used the
one other time the concept "almost" comes up in the conversation, cf. (2).
Unfortunately, there is no other occasion in the first generation data where the
concept occurs. The second generation informants consistently use bijna, but
always in all-Dutch stretches. Direct is a little more autonomous than bijna, but
still hardly as specific a word as the nouns mentioned earlier. In all other cases
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where the concept must be expressed, the first generation informants use
Turkish hemen. Note however, that it is a word which is likely to be uttered at
the conscious end of the Awareness Continuum, since it is the most salient part
of the utterance direct degil, cf. (3).
(2)

...ayru hemen hemen de ... (Sa, 90)
"it's almost the same"

(3)

nee, direct degil, yedi ay soma gittim (Sa, 37)
immediately not
"no, not immediately, I went after seven months"

Also somewhat puzzling is the use of the interrogative pronoun welk. However,
closer examination shows that it was used as a literal quote of something a
Dutch person had said.

integration
The taxonomy drawn up in Section 3.l.4.2 is the basis for the description of the
morphosyntactic
characteristics
of the Dutch insertions. Here, and in all other
sections
of this chapter,
the categories
of morphological
integration,
morphosyntactic
integration, syntactic integration, bare forms, EL marking and
flagging will be discussed in that order.
AI: morphological
integration
There is one case of purely morphological
integration in these data. The Dutch
wordfriet ("French fries") is used as the root ui frietci, where it is followed by
the agentive suffix -ci. The word refers to the seller of French fries, and by
extension to the fast food place where this food is sold:
(4)

ordaki friet-ei-y, biliyorum (Sa, 178)
there fries-AG-ACC know-PROG-lsg
"I know that fries place there"

A2: morpho syntactic integration
Turkish inflection
on Dutch words takes care of their morphosyntactic
integration into the utterance. Since most Dutch elements are nouns, this mostly
concerns nominal morphology,
such as possessives (cf. [Sa]) and cases (cf.
[Sb ]):
(5a)

pauz-ui

bitti mi diye? (Fa, 53)
break-your finish-PRET-3sg Q because
"because your break's over?"

(5b)

evet, terras-ta oturuyorlar (Ay, 184)
yes cafe-LOC sit-PROG-3pl
"yes, they are sitting at the outdoor cafe"
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In two cases, verbal morphology was added to
copular inflection can be added to nominal stems,
m for "I was sick" (litt.: sick-was-I), In (6a), the
a PP containing a Dutch place name, and in (6b)

Dutch elements. In Turkish,
yielding forms like hasta-ydipast tense copula is added to
directly to a Dutch adjective:

(6a)

ben yedi sekiz ay sonra gine bir kursa basladim, oda Tilburg-Noord-tuiyiu. (Sa,
44)
that-and T.N.-LOC-PRET-3sg
"1 started another class after seven or eight months, that was in Tilburg-Noord
as well"

(6b)

ilk gittigirnde zeer goed-tum, oyle yaziyordu, ondan sonra dort ay oraya gittim
... (Sa, 46)
first go-VN-my-LOC very good-PRET-Isg like-that wrote-3sg
"and the first time I went I had "very good", she wrote like that and then 1
went there for four months"

A3: Syntactic integration
Cases which involve free-form ML system morphemes
were classified in
Section 3.l.4.2 as syntactically integrated. Examples in the Tilburg women data
include a demonstrative
pronoun in (7a), the indefinite article bir in (7b), and
the copula var in (7c). Also consider the negative copula de gil in Ex. (3) above.
Note that all of these examples follow Turkish morpheme order patterns, as
predicted by most models of CS.
(7a)

0 terras oluyor (Sa, 183)
that terrace be-PROG-3sg
"it'll be that outdoor cafe"

(7b)

Orada bir friet-ci var boyle gumar" oynanan yerler var. (Ay, 184)
there one fries-AG there-is
"there's a chips place there, by these places where they gamble"

(7c)

King Burger var ya onun bu tarafmdakini (Sa, 180)
K.B. there-is
"Burger King's there, on that side"

B I: Bare forms
No bare forms were attested.

4

The standard variant of this word is kumar; non-standard pronunciations have not
been systematically coded in the transcripts. However, particularly noticeable
deviations from the standard variants, both in Turkish and Dutch, were sometimes
retained in transcription. 1 have made no attempt to "normalize" the spelling in the
examples.
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B2: EL marking
EL material almost exclusively concerns content morphemes. The only
occurrence of a Dutch plural is on Nieuwkomers
in (8a), which is almost
certainly a fixed unit, i.e. it is unlikely that the plural morpheme is consciously
produced. Another aspect of Nieuwkomers
which deserves mention is the
agentive morpheme -er. In the more compositionally construed friet-c i, cf (4),
a Turkish agentive marker was added to the Dutch root. In Nieuwkomers the
agetive morpheme is "more" part of the word, i.e. it is not analyzed by the
speaker as a derivational morpheme. Therefore it goes by undetected, even
though it is, technically speaking, an EL system morpheme.
More EL material can be found in the multiword units, of which there
are some examples in these data. A remarkable one is King Burger; 5 according
to one of the informants, its reversed word order is due to pronunciation
difficulties which would arise if the locative case marker has to be added to the
final -ng. For that reason the name of the hamburger chain is always reversed
by this group of informants. The other two multiword insertions include EL
modifiers, at least one of which qualifies as a system morpheme in the MLF
model. This is the intensifying adverb zeer, which is predicted by MyersScotton (l993b) to introduce an EL Island. That is exactly what it does here,
though I would prefer to analyse zeer goed as a bimorphemic lexical item,
which naturally stays 'in one piece'. The other longer insertion, hoeveel procent,
is an instance of the very common pattern of using CS in reported speech. In
this case the original language in which the quote was uttered, has been
preserved, but this is not always the case.
(8a)

geldigimde iki ay Nieuwkomers-a gittim ... (Sa, 35)
come-VN-my-LOC two month newcomers-DAT went-lsg
"when I came I went to the newcomers class for two months."

(8b)

hoeveel procent dediler (Sa, 109)
how-much percent said-3pl
"what percent, did they say?"

B3: Flagging
One insertion, Hemelvaart
(9)

in (9), was flagged by a preceding sey.

Zaten bu ayin yirrnisinde sey var, Hemelvaart ... (Sa, 132)
thing there-is A.D.
"and on the twentieth of this month there's this thing, Ascension Day."

In this construction, sey ("thing") roughly translates as "what's it called?"; it
functions as a substitute for the intended word, which is then usually added

5

Words from languages other than Dutch are also assumed to be "EL". Usually, this
concerns English borrowings in Dutch.
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later, in a dislocated position, when the speaker has come up with it. Whether
sey signals word-finding problems or flagging in the discourse sense intended
by Sankoff, Poplack & Vanniarajan (1990), is not easy to establish. The latter
sense refers to the practice that speakers warn their interlocutors that a switch
is underway. It is associated with communities where there is a certain amount
of linguistic tension. Intuitively, the first option seems to be the most natural
explanation, especially given the fact that sey also serves a flagging function in
monolingual Turkish.
4.1.2. The Maastricht network
This conversation is mostly Turkish as well. Dutch words are again few and far
between, but they are there just the same. They are listed in (10), where they
are again tentatively organized around semantic themes. To show the large
proportion of Proper Names among the Dutch elements, they have been listed
as a separate category. Most of them could be seen as part of the larger field
of 'Dutch social life'.
(10)

Proper Nouns:
a. first names:
Charlotte (3x) (0, 25), (K, 26) CR, 34)
Kris CR, 34)
Petra (2x) (K, 258; 2x)
b. place names
Amsterdam (2x) (0, 52), (0, 342)
Rotterdam (0, 52)
Leiden (0, 53)
Delft (0, 53)
Utrecht (0, 53)
Maastricht (15x) (R, 102; 382), (T, 103), (0,261; 261; 276; 289),
(D, 262; 307; 307; 335; 335; 366), (K, 336; 363)
Sittard (9x) (D, 178; 262; 290; 366; 366; 366), (K, 287; 363; 375)
Eindhoven (0, 364)
Oostermaas (0, 44)
K~et (part of Maastricht) (D, 298)
c. soccer teams
Ajax (4x) (0, 232; 239; 239), (0, 233)
PSV (Ab, 234)
Dutch social life:
nachttrein ("night train") (0, 53)
randstad ("urban agglomeration") (0, 53)
toetje ("dessert") (0, 60)
weekend (2x) (0, 74), (G, 75)
promotie ("promotion") (0, 239)
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Student life:
a. student union:
vereniging (2x) ("society") (0, 120), (G, 364)
blad ("paper", "newsletter") CO, 120)
leden ("members") (Ah, 269)
studentenvereniging ("student union") (D, 290)
voorzitter ("chairman") (0, 293)
aktiviteit (2x) ("activity") (D, 318), (0, 333)
festival ("festival") (K, 332)
uitwisselingsprogramma's
("exchange programs") (G, 364)
stemmen ("to vote") CO, 274)
algemene ledenvergadering ("general assembly") CO, 274)
b. general
feest (3x) ("party") CO, 100; 2x), (D, 318)
kamer ("room") CO, 63)
specialiseren ("to specialize") (0, 143)
met keuken ("with kitchen") (O, 153)
HBO ("Higher Vocational School") (D, 176)
Organisatie en Marketing Advisering ("Organisation and Marketing
Advice") (0, 126)
Economische Faculteit ("Economics Department") (0, 132)
Maatschappelijk Werk ("Social Work") (D, 176)
Sociale Academie (3x) ("School of Social Work") (D, 180; 290; 290)
Public Relations CO, 189)
Others:
zwerver ("homeless person") (K, 54)
spierontsteking ("muscle inflammation") (G, 75)
spier ("muscle") (0, 79)
ontsteking ("infection") (G, 82)
ministerie ("ministry") (0, 325)
kopie ("xerox") (K, 224)
specificeren ("to specify") (0, 143)
Turkse ("Turkish") (D, 318)
Duitse mark ("Deutschmark") (0, 112)

selection
Here too, the majority of Dutch elements are inescapable. Many are Proper
Nouns, including place names and the names of Dutch soccer teams. Among the
education terms some more Proper Nouns appear. Since they are names, they
are by definition single units, even though many contain several words.
Examples include Organisatie en Marketing Advisering and Economische
Faculteit. HBO, a word which occurs a lot in the data (cf. Section 4.2), is a
type of school which many of the informants are attending or have attended. It
stands for vocational training at college level.
Several words are typical of Dutch social life. Randstad is the name of
a large urban agglomeration
in the west of Holland, which includes the four
biggest Dutch cities. It does not have a Turkish equivalent. Nachttrein is the
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name of a nightly train service in the randstad. This could easily have been
described in Turkish, yet the fact that it is more or less the name of the service
presumably kept the speakers from doing that. Promo tie is a soccer term, a field
dominated by Dutch, since the larger context in which the informants play
soccer is that of a Dutch league. The other two words are more interesting.
Toetje may be an example of those EL words which have a perfect ML
equivalent, but which still have so much of a "Dutch" core meaning, that the
words are not synonyms at all for the bilingual speaker. Dutch desserts, often
yoghurt or custardy dairy products, are very different from the sweet baked
goods which are prototypical examples of Turkish desserts. Hence the word
toetje probably does not simply mean "dessert" in the grammar of bilingual
Turks, but rather something like "Dutch-style dessert". Weekend may be a
similar case. Weekend routines are different in Holland, so it is only to be
expected that the name for the weekend is taken from Dutch (Dutch itself
borrowed it long ago from English). None of these concepts occur more than
once, so it is impossible to say whether they are in competition with an ML
equivalent.
Many of the other single-word CSs are single nouns relating to meetings
of the student union, a central aspect ofthe informants' lives, and firmly rooted
in Dutch bureaucratic life. Not all technical terms used in this domain are
Dutch, however. First of all, ML equivalents of some of the Dutch words are
used as well. If that had not been the case, it would have been an argument in
favor of the claim advanced in Chapter Three that true synonymy does not
exist, i.e. that apparent translation equivalents have different semantic or
pragmatic connotations.
Eleven? Dutch "meeting" words appear in the informants' Turkish
speech. Six of them have an ML equivalent which also occurs. Two are
denotations for the union itself: vereniging
and, more specifically,
studentenvereniging.
The ML equivalent of vereniging, dernek is also used: the
union is referred to three times with the Dutch word and five times with the
Turkish word. Their uses indicate that the two are synonyms, cf. (lla and lib).
When the concept of "union member" comes up, the most common choice is
Turkish iiye (thirteen times); Dutch leden is employed only once. In addition,
algemene ledenvergadering
is used to denote a general meeting of the union.
This concept is also expressed by the Turkish equivalent uye toplamak ("to
convene the members") once, cf. (l l d). Note however, that these two do not
mean exactly the same thing. The Dutch word is a subject noun portraying the
meeting itself (cf. I lc), while the Turkish expression is a verbal noun
describing the process of convening, cf (II). For another major aspect of
meetings, voting, one time the Dutch word stemmen is used (cf again (1Ic),
and four times its Turkish equivalent oylama yap-, as in (lIe). Finally, Dutch
voorzitter is used once, but its Turkish equivalent baskan twice.

6

Only ten are listed under this heading in (10), but one of the uses of feest is also
part of this domain.
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(lla)

Yakmda biz de demek icin bole bi kampanya acacagiz.
"soon we'll start a campaign like that for our union"

(0,

114)

(11b) Sociale Academie-de okuyan insanlarmulti kiiltiirelbir studenten vereniging-ine yatkm insanlardir, bunu da anla! (D, 290)
"people who study at the School of Social Work are inclined to multicultural
student unions, you must understand"
(lIe)

Eger algemene ledenvergadering
gelecekmis, ondan sonra stemmen
yapilacakrm s, eger onu kabul ederse olabilecekrnis. (0, 274)
"if there were a general meeting, it could be voted on, if it were accepted, it
could go through"

(lId)

-Hepimiz iistiimiize diisen gorevi yapnk rru?
-Uye toplamakta. (D, 345)

(lIe)

No

"did we create a function
covering us all?"
"to convene the members"

Oylama yapilmasi icin, miiracaat yapilmasi lazun. (0, 279)
"for there to be a vote, a proposal has to be made"
Turkish

equivalents

are used for activiteit,
feest,
festival,
and blad. Except for activiteit, all these concepts
come up only once, unfortunately. The first four all refer to activities organized
by the union, the very first being the cover term. There seems to be a slight
preference for Dutch words when referring to these activities. Note that union
activities are the main link between the Turkish student union and the Dutch
public, so they will often appear in announcements to the outside world.
However, since all members are Turks, the meetings are all in Turkish. The
Turkish words denoting activities are therefore well-entrenched as well. Some
of those which are used in the data are kampanya ("campaign"), eglence
("party"), Turk gecesi ("Turkish evening"), reklam dagu- ("to distribute
publicity material"). The words eglence andfeest may mean the same, compare
(l2a and b). In that case, the pair belongs to the above-mentioned category of
pairs of ML and EL synonyms which are both in use. Note however, that
eglence is used by Talat, who speaks Turkish at all times. The word blad is
used in the sequence vereniging-imizin blad-tni, which could also be seen as the
Dutch compound verenigingsblad with Turkish function morphemes (cf. "AI"
below for more discussion). Either way, blad is used to denote the union
newsletter, not a Turkish equivalent.
uitwisselingsprogramma's

(12a) Yaptigmuz, bir iki tane fees! yaptik, kutlama yaptik, miilti-kiiltiirel dedik,
Turkse dedik ama Tiirkle, Tiirkliikle bir alakasuu gormedim ben abi. (D, 318)
"the one we did, we had two parties, we congratulated them, we said it was
multi-cultural, Turkish, but I haven't seen anything connected with Turks or
Turkishness"
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(12b) Kendi aramzda hie eglence tertipliyor musunuz? (T, 251)
"can't you organize something fun among yourselves?"
Other words refer to the general life students lead. Typical are kamer and feest.
In Holland, students generally live in single rooms, in houses they share with
other students. Their kamer is therefore a central concept in their daily lives and
it comes up regularly in conversation.' Much of the social life of students
centers around parties, usually called feest? The propensity of Dutch words in
this domain stems mainly from the fact that the Turkish students have entered
a student culture which was already there, in Dutch society, before they arrived.
They have been assimilated into it, and form a minority among the student
population, so that the language used among student groups is almost
exclusively Dutch, with the exception of course of meetings of specifically
Turkish bodies, such as the student union discussed in the conversation.
Contrary to my expectations, both Dutch words are in free variation with
Turkish equivalents. Turkish ada ("room") occurs twice, and one time it
definitely refers to a student room, cf. (13a). As for feest, this seems to be a
good candidate for the type of reallocation where translation equivalents assume
slightly different meanings. This phenomenon is typical for long-standing
contact settings and has been discussed in great detail by Enninger & Raith
(1988) for Pennsylvania German. The basis for the reallocation in this case
would be that Dutch and Turkish parties are not similar. However, in the
conversation there are three references to the same party, and three different
words are used: feest, parti and eglence, cf. (13b, c and d).
(l3a) Ramiye, bi yerde oda var ha, 350 ile 400 gulden arasi, (0, 153)
"Ramiye, there's a room somewhere for between 350 and 400 guilders"
(l3b) E saat kaca kadar siirdii eglence? (T, 36)
"how late did this party last?"
(l3c) Funda feest-in-de kendi feest-in-de vardi. (0, 100)
"Funda was at her party, she was at her own party"
(13d) Oraya davet etti ama Ramiye'nin partisiydi. (D, 33)
"she invited you there, but that was at Ramiye's party"
I would argue that met keuken is a unit, since it is a stock phrase in descriptions

7

8

Recall examples from Backus (1992) like op learners wonen yapacagtm and kamertmt opruimen yap- (Examples (78) and (77) respectively in Chapter Three).
This fees! is different from the feest as a union activity mentioned earlier. In the
latter meaning it refers to an evening organized by the union, with all kinds of
activities, including perhaps speeches and performances. The "student" sense refers
to an informal social gathering of friends, for instance to celebrate a birthday.
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of student housing. A room either comes met keuken or zonder keuken, and
among students these collocations come up a lot, since it is one of the things
you ask when getting information on a vacant room. Furthermore, if the
constituent was built compositionally, an indefinite article would have been
expected: met een keuken. In fact, the two phrases are not totally identical: met
een keuken carries the expectation of being included among a set of things
which together form a description of a house. The phrase met keuken on the
other hand, carries an even stronger expectation of being part of a noun phrase
describing a student room: a kamer met keuken is a type of room, and stands
in opposition to something like een kamer in een huis met een
gemeenschappelijke keuken ("a room in a house with a communal kitchen"). A
final word from the 'student life' domain is specialiseren. This word is very
central to the Dutch student experience, since gradually one has to specialize
more and more during one's study. Given the fact that it is a central
requirement of the education system, students are likely to talk about it quite
often. It would be no surprise then, to see it make its way into the Turkish of
Turks in this age group, especially if they go to college.
This leaves us with the few words listed as "others". The medical terms
spier, ontsteking and spierontsteking are part of an argument about the right
Turkish word for spierontsteking. Consequently, all of those are heavily flagged
and thus uttered at the conscious extreme of the Awareness Continuum. This
means that these cases do not say much about the lexicon of the mixed
vernacular, but the fact that there is a discussion about them does indicate that
the Turkish words are not very well entrenched. For more discussion, cf. B3
below. That leaves us with zwerver, kopie, ministerie and specificeren as words
which are not so easy to explain. The former may be another case of near, but
not exact, synonymy. Dutch homeless people are presumably not identical to
their equivalents in Turkey, and therefore any relevant Turkish word, would not
denote them in the best possible way. Kopie and ministerie are weakly related
to the field of bureaucracy, a field dominated by Dutch (cf. Tekinay, 1982,
about this semantic domain in German Turkish).
integration
AI. Morphological integration
The three Dutch verbs which are used in this conversation are all incorporated
with the auxiliary yapmak. This device was discussed in Chapter Three as a
means of morphological integration of foreign verbs in Turkish. It will be the
focus of Chapter Five. An example is specificeren yap- in (l4a). Verbs can also
be formed in this way from Dutch nouns, e.g. promotie yap- in (14b).
(14a)

Tamam da hani yani specialisere yap. (0, 143)

specialize-INF do-IMP
"sure, and so then you've got to specialize!"
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(14b) Cimbomlu gayri biraz promotie yapahm. (0, 239)
promotion do-OPT-1pi
"The Cimbomlus" are finally going to be promoted'
Dutch nouns are usually inserted in their root form. Sometimes these form part
of larger words, since Dutch roots can receive Turkish word-formation suffixes
or be part of compound nouns. An example of the former is Ajax-li in (15a) and
of the latter HBO-ogrenimi in (I5b). An interesting case is nachttrein-i in (15c),
which consists of the Dutch words nacht and trein, and the Turkish possessive
marker -i, which marks the composite form as a compound noun. However,
nachttrein
is a Dutch compound, so the Turkish compound marker is
unexpected. As was noted in Section 3.1.4.2, this pattern was attested in the
Norwegian Turkish data of Tiirker (1994), but only for one of her twelve
informants. It seems typical for early stages of bilingualism, where ML
influence is strongest. The Maastricht data include only two examples, out of
six Dutch nominal compounds, and they are the only ones in the entire data set.
(l5a)

Ayhan, biz Ajax-h dogduk, Ajax-h gebeririz tamam nu? (0, 239)
we A.-ADJ born-PRET-lpl
"Ayhan, we were fucking born Ajax-fans, OK?

(I5b) ~u an Maatschappelijk

Werk denen HBO ogrenim-in-i yapiyorum. (D, 176)

HBO-course-POSS-ACC do-PROG-lsg
"at the moment I'm doing an HBO-course called "Social Work'"
(l5c) Nachttrein-i orda randstad-da dolasip duruyor. (0, 53)
night-train-POSS there R.-LOC go-around-and keep-PROG-3sg
"the night train keeps going around there in the randstad"
A2. Morphosyntactic integration
Dutch nouns are freely combined with Turkish possessives, case markers, plural
markers, suffixed postpositions, copular morphology and, in the grey area
between morphosyntactic and syntactic marking, cliticized question and
discourse particles. The nouns need these markers in order to be grounded in
the ML utterance. Examples of each pattern are illustrated below, with
possessives in (16a and b), accusative case markers in (16a and c), a locative
marker in (16e), a plural marker in (16c), the postposition -ile in (16d), bound
copular morphology in (16e), the question particle in (I6f) and the conjunction dE in (16g). Note that several bound morphemes can modify the same Dutch
word. The sequence verenigingimizin
bladtnt in (16a) has been analyzed as a
case of morphosyntactic integration. Since verenigingsblad
is a lexical unit in
Dutch, this could also be seen as a morphologically accommodated EL element,
similar to nachttrein-i in (l5c) above. However, in that case, verenigingsblad-

9

"Cimbomlu" is a nickname for the Istanbul soccer team Galatasaray, after which the
informants' own team is named.
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tmtz would have been expected. The latter would translate best as "our union
newsletter", while the actually realized form means "the newsletter of our
union", with "union" singled out for definiteness.

(16a)

Vereniging-imiz-in blad-ui-i nasil buldunuz? (0, 120)
union-our-GEN newsletter-POSS-ACC how find-PRET-2pl
"what did you guys think of our union newsletter?"

(16b)

Toetj-u felan rm vardi? (0, 60)
dessert-POSS and-such Q there-was
"was there any dessert?"

(16c) Activiteit-ler-i yapacagiz dedik. (D,318)
activity-PL-ACC do-FUT-lpl said-lpl
"we said we were going to activities"
(16d)

Sen de Charlotte-la ugrasmiyor muydun Ian! (0, 25)
Charlotte-with
"and you were busy with Charlotte, weren't you?"

(16e)

Siz Ka.yet-te-yken (D, 298)
you K.-LOC-while
"while you guys were in Kaset " (NB: Kaset is a part of Maastricht)

(l6f)

Halkla iliskiler Public Relations mu? (0, 189)
H.1.
PR
Q
"Is "Public Relations" "Halkla Iliskiler"]"

(16g) Peseve-de guzel. (Ah, 234)
PSV-and
"PSV's nice too" (NB: PSV is a Dutch soccer team)
A3. Syntactic integration
All means of grounding Dutch elements into Turkish structure which are not
bound to the Dutch stem, were classified as instances of this category.
Examples are the positive (17a) and negative copulas (17b) var and degil, the
interrogative pronoun kac deja in (17c), the postposition disi in (17d) and the
conjunction ... ya da ... ya da in (17e).
(17a)

Hemi kim yapmiyor diyor ya, iki u~tane activiteit var programda. (0, 333)
two three piece activity there-is program-LOC
"well, who says we don't, there's two, three activities on the program"

(17b)

Sizin gibi zwerver degildik. (K, 54)
you-pi like tramp not-PRET-lpl
"we weren't homeless, like you guys"
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(17c)

Dilek abi, bole kac defafestival diizenledik. (K,332)
like-this how-many times festival organize-PRET-lpl
"my dear Dilek, how many of those festivals did we organize?"

(17d)

Maastricht dis-i, Sittard-dan insan gelse kotu mii olur? (0, 262)
M outside-PO'S'S
"out of Maastricht, if people come from SWard, would that be bad?"

(17 e) Sittard-ce okuyan her adam Sittard-da oturmuyor ki, adam orda okuyor ama
oturdugu yer oraya yakm bir koy ya da Maastricht-e ya da SWard ya da daha
degisik yerler... (0, 366)
there-OAT nearby one village or M.-DAT or S. or more different place-pl
"after all, not everybody who studies in Sittard lives in SWard, people study
there but the place where they live may be a nearby village or near Maastricht
or Sittard or some other place"
B I: Bare forms
A few of the Dutch insertions are bare forms. In (18a), Gultekin is questioned
as to what he has been up to over the weekend. The noun should be marked
with the locative marker in this context. The same marker is missing on
Economisch Fakulteit in (l8b).
(18a)

Gultekin, sen ne yaptm weekend? (0, 74)
"Gultekin, what did you do over the weekend?"

(l8b)

Hangi fakiiltede, Economisch Faculteit. (0, 132)
"in which faculty you ask, in the Faculty of Economics"

B2: EL Marking
The Dutch verbs which are incorporated
using yap-, contain an infinitive
marker. As a derivational morpheme, this marker can be treated as part of the
word. This matter will be discussed extensively in Chapter Five; in this chapter
it will henceforth only be mentioned when the infinitive marker is doubled by
a Turkish equivalent (cf. the Hilversum women data).
A
Dutch
plural
occurs
twice
on
a
Dutch
word,
on
uitwisselingsprogramma's in (l9a) and on leden in (l9b). In the latter case it
is doubled by its Turkish equivalent. Leden is an example of a word which
occurs in its plural form most of the time, which can in turn be explained by
the fact that members have a habit of occurring in numbers rather than alone.
Turkse, in (12a), repeated here as (l9C)IO, is an inflected form of the adjective
"Turkish" (basic form Turks with adjectival inflection -e). It is short for a fuller

\0

Many examples will look familiar to the reader as they have been presented earlier
in the text relating to a different point. For the sake of convenience, I have chosen
to present them anew each time, rather than refer the reader to earlier examples.
Where appropriate, I have indicated where the same example was discussed.
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phrase Turkse avond {"Turkish night"} here.
(I9a) Baska vereniging-Iere bakarsak Eindhoven-sui falan oldu mu, onlar orda bir
organize yapiyor bunlar burda bir uitwisselingsprogramma's
falan oluyor. (G,
364)

we-Pl. here one exchange-programs and-such be-PROG-3sg
"we could start other unions in Eindhoven or something, couldn't we? They
can organize it there, we could have exchange programs and stuff here"
(19b) Abi zaten leden-Ier-in yansi ... (Ah, 269)
anyway members-PL-GEN half-POSS
"brother, half of the members ..."
(l9c) Yaptigmuz, bir iki tane feest yaptik, kutlama yaptik, multi-kiilturel dedik,
Turkse dedik ama Tiirkle, Tiirklukle bir alakasuu gormedim ben abi. (D, 318)
"the one we did, we had two parties, we congratulated them, we said it was
multi-cultural, Turkish, but I haven't seen anything connected with Turks or
Turkishness"
More EL marking can of course be found in longer Dutch units, such as
compounds and constituents. Of the latter, there is only one example: met
keuken, which includes the Dutch preposition met ("with"), cf. (20a). The
former are more frequent. Under AI, nachttrein-i was given as an example of
a Dutch compound marked for compoundhood with the Turkish possessive
marker -i. Others retain their Dutch form, such as algemene ledenvergadering
in (l lc) above, repeated here as (20b).
(20a) Dayah, dcseli, met keuken. (0, 153)
"a rental place, furnished, with kitchen"
(20b) Eger

algemene
ledenvergadering
gelecekmis,
ondan sonra stemmen
yapilacakmi s, eger onu kabul ederse olabilecekmi s, (0, 274)
"if there were a general meeting, it could be voted on, if it were accepted, it

could go through"
B3: Flagging
Flagged CS is infrequent in these data. At one place a Dutch word becomes the
subject of conversation. Obviously, a word like that has increased saliency, and
is not a regular insertion. The discussion follows Giiltekin's announcement that
he was sick over the weekend. He is asked what was wrong with him, and he
answers he has a spierontsteking ("muscle inflammation"). Ahmed asks "what
kind of inflammation", and Orner helpfully answers for him with spier-ler-im-de
("in my muscles"), before asking him what spierontsteking
is in Turkish. This
is not so much a genuine question as an instance of teasing poor Giiltekin, who
is a little insecure about his Turkish. He correctly answers with "kas". To show
that he knows a common word like that for "muscle", but just has trouble with
the technical term for "inflammation" he then asks whether the others know
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what ontsteking is in Turkish. Orhan offers agrtsi ("pain"), which settles the
discussion.
Other instances of flagging concern hesitations on the part of the speaker.
These may signal word-finding difficulties, but might also just reflect conceptfmding difficulties, where the speaker is not looking for the right word to
express the selected concept, but rather for the concept itself. Other cases of
flagging are well within the range of smooth discourse phenomena. Locations
which a speaker refers to are sometimes preceded by a signalling burda ("here")
or orda ("there"). An example is the sequence orda randstad-da in (l5c),
repeated here as (21), which means something like "there, in the randstad".
(21)

Nachttrein-i orda randstad-da dolasip duruyor. (0, 53)
night-train-POSS there R.-LOC go-around-and keep-PROG-3sg
"the night train keeps going around there in the randstad"

4.1.3. Other first generation data
Two networks include first generation speakers among speakers from other
generations. The Tilburg woman Bahar appears in the Tilburg brothers
conversation, while Yusuf is one of the informants in the Tilburg friends
network. For more details, cf. Section 2.5.
4.1.3.1. Bahar's contributions to the Tilburg brothers conversation
Bahar takes seventeen speech turns in this conversation, in which she is mainly
a passive listener. At some point she is even out of the room fixing tea. Of
these seventeen turns a surprising thirteen include at least some Dutch material.
Nine are all in Dutch, some of them moreover constituting a switch from the
language used by the previous speaker. In Chapter Six this point will be
discussed in detail; it will suffice here to note that Bahar uses much more Dutch
in this conversation than in the Tilburg women conversation. Many of the allDutch turns contain only a few words, and they reflect her limited knowledge
of the language. For now, I will concentrate on her insertions, which are listed
in (22).
(22)

groetjes (165) ("regards")
schoonzus (165) ("sister-in-law")
groente (165) ("vegetable")
voUeybal (190)
februari veertien (188) ("February fourteenth")
jij (151) ("you")
kapot (151) ("broken")

The first three all occur in the same speech tum, cf. (23). Bahar tells Ibrahim
to say 'hi' from her to a friend of his, and she wants him to do that in Dutch.
She attempts to use some of the Dutch terms involved in this routine, the reason
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for which becomes clear in her [mal remark. First she establishes her wish,
selecting the Turkish word selam and then providing the Dutch equivalent,
groetjes, afterwards. Then she specifies that she wants him to use a joke
popular among second language learners of Dutch because of the chance
resemblance ofthe words for "regards" and "vegetables", groeten and groenten.
Her Dutch may not be good enough to allow her to fluently issue the whole
utterance in Dutch, but she does manage schoonzus ("sister-in-law"), the other
content word.
(23)

sen benim selarruru soyle 0 gelir, groetjes. Schoonzus-den groente var (B, 165)
sister-in-law-ABL vegetable there-is
"give her my regards when she comes, greetings. Regards/Vegetables from my
sister-in-law. "

The other Dutch words in (22) fit in with Bahar's general tendency to use all
the Dutch she can in this conversation, surrounded as she is by people who
speak mainly Dutch, and at least one of whom keeps trying to tease her by
saying things she cannot understand. He thereby turns Dutch into a weapon,
which Bahar feels she can unload if she shows how good her Dutch really is.
In such a context, the use ofvolleybal in (24a) can be explained as one of those
words she can indeed be expected to know, both because it is a frequent word
used in Dutch social life (Bahar has joined a mixed Turkish-Dutch volleyball
team), and because it is almost the same in Turkish (voleybol), and thus an easy
word to learn. In the same vein her use ofjebruari veertien must be understood
as a consequence of her choice to use as much Dutch as possible. She does not
get the word order right and runs into problems after the numeral (probably
because she realizes she should have used a preposition first if she wants to
insert the date into a PP). These features reflect the interlanguage state of her
second language acquisition. In this case she is rescued by her husband who
finishes the sentence for her. That she usesjij and kapot in (24b), finally, also
reflects her desire to use whatever Dutch she knows. This utterance appears to
contain insertional CS, since it has Turkish structure, but this is an artifact of
the descriptive model used here. On a discourse level, this utterance is
presumably just as much an intersentential switch, motivated by communicative
reasons, as the "real" alternational switch in (24c). There, Bahar's one-word
utterance is her Dutch response to a question which her husband asked her in
Turkish.
Morphosyntactic integration of the Dutch elements is as expected. Note that the
flagged noun groetjes in (23) retains its Dutch plural.
(24a) - sey bize februari veertien vol. .. (B, 188)
- volley mi? (A, 189)
- Volleybal-i oynacakti ... (B, 190)

"-hey, February fourteenth
we're vol ..."
"-Volley?"
"-We were going to play
volleyball"
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(24b) jij de kapot (B, 151)
"you too broken"
(24c)

"-is there tea?"
"<ready"

-cay var mi? (A, 132)
-klaar (B, 133)

4.1.3.2. Yusuf's contributions to the Tilburg friends conversation
Yusufs intrasentential CS is easily described. His behavior is the exact opposite
of Bahar's. There are only four instances in all, and they are all short
interjections. Three times he inserts a Dutch ja as an extrasentential switch, as
in (25), and once the quintessential Dutch interjection he.
(25)

ja, bak

0 da mesela bir iyi ornek (Y, 258)
"yes, well, look, that's for instance a good pattern"

This brief overview clearly illustrates how Yusuf forces the conversation of the
Tilburg friends in the direction of Turkish. We will look at this in more detail
in Chapter Six.
4.1.4. Summary
Common to all the first generation data is that many of the Dutch elements are
fairly inescapable, due to their highly specific semantic content. The large
majority of Dutch elements in the speech of these speakers are single units,
most of them consisting of one word only. That there are Dutch elements in the
data, shows that the vernacular of these first generation networks, though
strongly Turkish-dominant, is already bilingual. These speakers are at the
bilingual end of Grosjean's (1992) bilingual continuum.
The topics of conversation determine to a large extent what kinds of
Dutch words are selected. In the conversations studied here, several aspects of
life in Holland contribute Dutch content words. These include the Dutch class
and going out for the Tilburg women and student life for the Maastricht
network. Most Dutch words were highly specific, in that it would be difficult
to come up with a good Turkish equivalent. In fact, the great majority were
Proper Nouns. However, now and then a more general word was inserted as
well, such as bijna and direct in the Tilburg women conversation.
Within the semantic fields conducive to the use of Dutch, some
differentiation was observable. As an analysis for the field of "student union
meetings" in the Maastricht data revealed, many general terms are encoded by
Turkish words most of the time, while the only concepts exclusively encoded
by Dutch words were very specific, for example types of activities.
Virtually every Dutch word was fully integrated morphosyntactically. In
a few cases, Turkish word-formation suffixes were added to Dutch roots, but
in most cases Turkish function elements served to ground the Dutch word in the
Turkish utterance. Bare forms were rare, as were instances of EL marking. The
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data yielded a few examples of both phenomena. Very rarely, a
Dutch non-Proper Noun insertion contained more than one morpheme, such as
in met keuken ("with kitchen"). Some Dutch insertions were flagged, for
instance by being heavily emphasized or through the use of the signalling word
sey ("thing").

Maastricht

4.2. The intermediate generation
The only informant of the intermediate generation, Ayhan, appeared in three
conversations, the most relevant of which is the Tilburg cafe. This conversation
will be the focus of this section. The other two conversations will be briefly
discussed in Section 4.2.2.
4.2.1. The Tilburg cafe
This network was described in Section 2.5. Only two people were present
during this recording, and one of them, Hatice, is a member of the second
generation. Her insertions will therefore be discussed in Section 4.3.4. In this
section, only Ayhan's contributions will be looked at. His CS patterns are
arguably the most complex of all the informants. Much of his CS is insertional,
but there are many non-prototypical insertions, i.e. many depart from the singleword canon. In addition, he engages a lot in alternational CS, as will become
clear in Chapter Six. His insertions are listed in (26). As was the case in
Section 4.1, the list will first be followed by a discussion of the selection of EL
elements, and then by an overview of their morphosyntactic behavior.
(26)

a. education/job hunting:
job hunting proper:
arbeidsbureau (5x) (4, 24, 76, 80, 130) ("employment agency")
advertentie (6) ("ad")
politie-academie (2x) (22, 104) ("police academy")
administratief medewerker (8) ("administrative employee")
vast (146) ("permanent")
higher education/bureaucracy of the education system:
HBO (44) ("higher vocational education")
decaan (4x) (44, 56, 62, 78) ("dean")
HBO-opleiding (60) (a course at the level of higher education)
verkorte opleiding (18) ("shortened study")
van een jaar, twee jaar (18) ("of one or two years")
als jij administratief opleiding (82) ("if you [do] an administrative
training course")
education in general:
computer (38)
inzicht (68) ("insight")
taalniveau (72) ("language proficiency level")
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college (116) ("class")
praktijk (164) ("practice")
theorie (168) ("theory")
b. hospital:
foto (170) ("X-ray")
begeleid (172) ("supervisor")
begeleidster (180) ("supervisor")
laborant (150) ("lab worker")
particulier (156) ("private")
met de begeleiding (168) ("with supervision")
van mijn begeleider (180) ("of my supervisor")
c. Dutch social life:
Den Bosch (186) (a city in Holland)
vriendin (180) (,,(female) friend")
kerst (182) ("Christmas")
samenwonen (184) ("to live together")
bowlen (204)
bowling (204)
d. bureaucracy:
vergunning (184) ("permit")
met wettelijke ... (192) ("with legal ...")
e. others:
hotel (180)
migraine (246)
getuige (2x) (250, 250) ("witness")
pakket (266) ("package")
kijken (240) ("to look")
wegnemen (270) ("to steal")
eenvoudig (170) ("simple")
moeilijk (222) ("difficult")
verantwoordelijk (2x) (222, 242) ("responsible")
plus (116) ("and")
en (184) ("and")
en ja (112) ("and well")
de mogelijkheden (18) ("the possibilities")
elke meter (230) ("every meter")
map (104) ("folder")
handigheid (168) ("trick")
binnen twee weken (164) ("within two weeks")
met aile, iedereen (178) ("with all, everybody")
voor aIle zekerheid (250) ("to be on the safe side")
aIs getuige (194) ("as a witness")
nog nooit getuige (200) ("never as witness")
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selection
Contrary to the data presented for the first generation, this is not an exhaustive
list of Dutch lexemes in Ayhan's speech. Many more Dutch elements appear
in stretches of discourse which are entirely in Dutch. The list in (26) is an
inventory of those Dutch elements which appear while the speaker is using
Turkish.
First of all, some are unambiguous Proper Nouns, such as the place name
Den Bosch. Many others are terms related to a semantic field in which Dutch
naturally reigns supreme: the job market in Holland, including the educational
system. This was also the source of many of the Dutch insertions in Backus
(1992). Many of these terms are part of larger Dutch stretches, for example in
the multiword unit administratief
opleiding"
in (27). Others of course occur
in wholly Dutch sentences. Arbeidsbureau
is an unambiguous
borrowing in
Immigrant Turkish. In this conversation
it appears five times, and a Turkish
equivalent is never used. It has also been attested in other studies of Immigrant
Turkish in Western Europe. Most of the terms concerning the concept of "work"
and related issues like "being out of work" and "job hunting" receive expression
in Dutch in Ayhan's speech, and are not listed here only because they occur in
all-Dutch environments. Only at the most general level, some Turkish words are
found in this conversation, and they are all used, surprisingly, by Hatice. They
are is (as in isin yoksa; "and if you don't have work") and caltsmak ("to work").
The more specific concepts, such as arbeidsbureau,
werkloos ("jobless") and
medewerker ("employee") are all in Dutch, all of the time. This is in line with
the Specificity Continuum: the more general a word is, the less incentive there
is for a Dutch equivalent to replace it. The language already has words for
"work" or "job", but not necessarily for the specifically Dutch institution of
arbeidsbureau.
It can create one, of course, but that would be uncalled for in
the mixed vernacular. The other words mentioned under "job hunting" are not
in competition with any Turkish words in this conversation either.
(27)

bana soylemisti ki: "als jij administratief opleiding yaparsan, dat is ook op
een HBO-niveau en dan kijk ik ook weer met Nederlandse problemen. (82)
"she said to me 'if you do an administrative training course, that is also at
HBO level, and then I will help you with your Dutch again
0

'II

Some of those words belong to job hunting proper; others to the more
bureaucratic sides of the educational system, which is intimately tied in with job
hunting. These educational terms belong more specifically to the domain of
higher education, the branch of the system with which Ayhan has had most

II

The adjective in this example is not inflected with -e, as Dutch rules would require.
Since Ayhan masters the rules of Dutch adjective inflection quite well in general,
this form argues for an analysis in which the unit administratieJ opleiding is copied
into Turkish according to a conventionalized conversion formula, which leaves the
adjective uninflected (cf. Johanson, 1993: 207-208).
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contact recently.
However, there are also several general educational words from Dutch
in (26). They seem to be established elements in the Immigrant Turkish of
Ayhan and his peers, possibly because they entered their idiolects when they
were still in school and became firmly entrenched because of frequent past
usage. Examples include taalinzicht, theorie and praktijk. Possibly terms like
eenvoudig and moeilijk also belong to this group. The first concept is only used
once, but it is used quite a number of times by the Maastricht informants. They
use Turkish words all the time (basit and kolay). Since the concept "easy" is
very general, use of the Dutch word in CS would not be expected in strongly
Turkish-dominant mixed lects. Its use as an insertion by Ayhan may have
something to do with the fact that he has gone through the Dutch education
system. The only other place where the concept comes up is in the Hilversum
women network, who use the Dutch word makkelijk. On the other hand, its
antonym moeilijk is in competition with its Turkish equivalent zor. This is used
three times in the conversation, surprisingly every time by Hatice. Ayhan does
not use it here, but he does in the Tilburg friends conversation. Except for
Hatice, who always uses zor, second generation informants all use moeilijk. The
two words seem to be in real competition: usually the concept is expressed in
the language which the speaker is using at the time. Example (28) is the only
example where it occurs as a switch.
(28)

moeilijk bir de verantwoordelijk var. (222)
"it's just difficult because there are responsibilities"

Since Ayhan talks a lot about an in-house training he had recently been doing
in a hospital, there is a lot of jargon in his speech. Most of the words involved
are Dutch, as is to be expected given that the program is in Dutch. An
important figure in this sort of training is the begeleider ("supervisor"). The
word comes up a few times in various forms, such as begeleidster ("female
supervisor") and begeleiding ("supervision"). A Turkish equivalent never occurs.
A different case is Jato ("X_ray"). Of the three times the concept comes up, one
time Turkish fotograf is chosen. An interesting detail is that the latter
subcategorizes for the "correct" Turkish verb cek- ("to draw"), while with Dutch
Joto the verb yap- ("to make") is used, perhaps modeled on Dutch een Joto
maken (for more details, cf. Section 5.2). Fotograf is one of the three Turkish
"hospital" terms which come up in the course of the conversation. Another one
is devlet hastanesi ("state hospital"). Ayhan explains to Hatice that in Holland
practically all hospitals are state-run. 12 Therefore, the word ziekenhuis usually
refers to a state hospital. No separate term is necessary for it, so Ayhan runs

12

This is not exactly true, but on the other hand there is no commonly recognized
difference between state and private hospitals in Holland. Private clinics have a low
profile in Dutch public life, and all hospitals, private institutions but under
government control, tend to be viewed as fairly similar.
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into lexical difficulties when describing the differences between -state and
private hospitals. A switch to Turkish, where the word is readily available, is
a logical step (cf. Section 6.2 for the morphosyntactic details of this switch).
The third Turkish term related to hospital life is kollar ("arms") in (29), which
is the sole Turkish element in a list of body parts of which Ayhan claims he can
make X-rays. Its use is flagged, as will become clear in the discussion of this
example in Section 6.2.
(29)

En ik ben zelfstandig mesela thorax, longfoto maken, hmm, onderste buik,
blaasfoto, hmmm, extremiteiten yani kollar felan kon ik zo zelfstandig maken,
en met bescherming, he. (170)
"and I can do it unsupervised, for instance the thorax, take an X-ray of the
lungs, uhm, the lower belly, the bladder, uhm, extremities, that is, limbs and
stuff, I could take those by myself and with protection, see."

What about the other Dutch words? Are they always used when their concept
comes up, or are they in free variation with Turkish equivalents? The remainder
of this section deals with this question.
A general limitation of the approach taken in this work is that not much
can be said about those concepts which only come up once in the whole corpus.
If a certain Dutch word is inserted into a Turkish clause, it is likely that it is
considered the best word for the underlying concept. This is usually what is
meant when it is claimed that a word has been borrowed. However, if the
concept does not come up anywhere else in the data, we cannot go any further
than that. If it does, on the other hand, we can check whether the same word
is' consistently selected, or whether there are viable alternatives. Finally, the
usage of different speakers can be compared, provided there is enough material.
For example, Ayhan and Hatice talk about migraine, and consistently use
the Dutch word migraine for it. A possible Turkish expression, for example
yartm bas agrtsi, never occurs. Whether it has been pushed out by Dutch
migraine is impossible to say on the basis of the data. All that can be said is
that the two times that the concept surfaces, the Dutch word is used, one of
those times in a Turkish sentence. This is not surprising, since the speaker who
introduces it, Hatice, has been living in Holland all of her life, and has
presumably gone to a Dutch doctor to whom she talks about her condition in
Dutch. For this word, the situation is still favorable, compared to other words
which occur as a Dutch insertion, but whose referent only comes up once.
These are kerst, samenwonen, wettelijke, map, handigheid and pakket." The
first two of those are flagged, an extra indication that Ayhan actually
deliberated and then considered them the best words for the concept. The first
three could, with some imagination, be seen as belonging to semantic areas
dominated by Dutch (Dutch social life for the first two, and bureaucracy for the

13

Only words which do not clearly belong to a strongly Dutch influenced semantic
field, are considered here.
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third). The fourth word, map, may belong to the job hunting domain, since it
denotes the folders in which the employment office keeps its information on job
vacancies. Handigheid may be an educational term, which would leave pakket
as the only seemingly unmotivated insertion in this list. However, this word has
an almost identical cognate in Turkish (both Dutch and Turkish borrowed the
word). The Dutch form may have replaced the Turkish form in the Turkish
spoken in Holland, a common enough process in language contact (cf.
Johanson, 1993: 215).
Other concepts however, come up more frequently, and thus lend
themselves better to analysis. In some cases, like kijken, the Dutch word is used
only once and its Turkish equivalents, in this case bakmak and gormek, very
often. For the hypothesis that true synonymy does not exist to hold, the ML
equivalents may not be exact equivalents, i.e. the meaning of the EL word
should not be exactly the same as that of the ML equivalent. The first step is
to establish the exact meaning of kijken in its context. The sentence comes up
.during a description of the witness' role during the wedding ceremony. Millet
kijken yap- means that everbody's eyes are on you during the ceremony, the
same type of "watching" as in "Big Brother's watching you". Two questions
then need to be asked: does this concept appear elsewhere? If so, how is it
coded? It turns out that this concept is indeed coded two utterances earlier, by
the same speaker. There he uses only Turkish: milletin gozi: sende oluyor
("people's eyes are upon you"). The last line of explanation which is then open
to the researcher, short of admitting free variation of true synonyms, is that the
repetition involving CS serves a communicative goal. When the context is
examined, it reveals that Ayhan is warning Hatice that the witness is the center
of attention. He interprets her response "I'm not such an attention seeker, so ..."
as meaning "it won't be that bad with me as a witness, because I'm such a quiet
person", and repeats his warning that all eyes will be upon her. It is in this
second warning that the Dutch verb replaces the Turkish idiom. A conclusion
could be that the Dutch verb reinforces the warning, though note that the sheer
repetition does that as well. The alternative, and perhaps more credible,
interpretation is that the ML and EL equivalents are exact equivalents. The 'no
synonymy' hypothesis is refuted, and should be reconsidered. It is, for instance,
possible that reallocation of meanings takes time and only follows a period of
free variation. One could also hypothesize that content words which are fairly
low on the Specificity Continuum stay in free variation as long as there is
language contact.
How about the other words in (26)? Earlier the words moeilijk and foto
were discussed as cases where the same concept is alternately encoded in
Turkish and Dutch. The word vergunning and its ML equivalent musaade occur
in the same utterance. First, Ayhan relates that his friend had trouble obtaining
a vergunning ("permit") for her boyfriend, and then he clarifies matters by
adding that he specifically means an oturma musaadesi ("resident visa"). This
example nicely illustrates that language use cannot be predicted. The use of
Dutch vergunning, being a bureaucratic term, is not surprising, but that the more
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specific oturma
verblijfsvergunning

is retained and not replaced by Dutch
is hardly predictable. A central tenet of Section 3.2 was that
the more specific a word is, the more chance it has of being in the EL. Note
that, contrary to the educational terms for instance, the semantic domain of
bureaucratic relations between the state and foreigners has both Dutch and
Turkish associations. Transactions in this domain are negotiated exclusively in
Dutch, but they will be talked about more in Turkish circles than in Dutch ones.
Consequently, both verblijfsvergunning
and oturma musaadesi will have high
levels of entrenchment in Immigrant Turkish idiolects.
Another type of example is represented by verantwoordelijk
and
wegnemen. The concept "responsibility" is encoded four times: the first three
times the Dutch word is used, and the last time, the Turkish equivalent
sorumluluk.
In the case of wegnemen a similar situation exists. First, the
concept is introduced with the Dutch lexeme. A few lines later, the same
concept reappears, but now it is encoded in Turkish. What seems to be
happening in both cases, is that the first word that comes up is the Dutch word,
but that subsequently, through increased activation of the concept, the speaker
also manages to retrieve the Turkish word. From then on, the Turkish word is
used in Turkish sentences, and the Dutch word in Dutch ones. This points to an
interesting tendency, namely not to codeswitch for lexical reasons in the
bilingual mode (cf. Grosjean, 1992) of the non-first generations. The first
contours of this can be seen in data like this, and it will become fairly visible
in the second generation data, cf. Section 4.3 and also Chapter Six.
Another pair is vriendin and arkada s, The Dutch word vriendin refers to
a female friend; this is the sense in which it is used in (30). This concept is
expressed once more in the conversation, again by vriendin. Once, Turkish
arkadas lar ("friends") is used, in reference to a couple Ayhan knows well. The
Dutch terms vriend and vriendin can also refer to a male or female partner
respectively. When this sense is intended, Ayhan always uses the Dutch words.
When friends in general are meant, both Turkish arkadas and Dutch vriend(in)
occur. The partner terms are typically related to social life in Holland, and are
therefore likely to be firmly entrenched in the idiolects of Immigrant Turkish
speakers. Turkish arkadas never has this meaning.
(30)

musaadesi

bir sene beraber tarustyorduk ya, o-nun vriendin-i van mijn bege/eider, die had
een vriend in Turkije. (180)

"one year they met each other, a friend of my supervisor, who had a friend in
Turkey"
Voor aile zekerheid is an idiomatic expression, and therefore a likely element
to be codeswitched. It contains the word zeker ("certain"), apparently a favorite
word of Ayhan's, since he uses it ten times, while never using a Turkish
equivalent. The only use of a Turkish word in this domain is Hatice's echo
response ja, bir garantin olmus oluyor ("yeah, you should get a guarantee"),
said in response to Ayhan's en dan heb ik toekomst van een zekere baan ("and
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then I have the future of a guaranteed job"). Finally, binnen twee weken is one
of the three instances where the concept of "week" is expressed in Dutch. This
particular idiom is realized twice through the literal Turkish equivalent iki
haftada. The concepts involved are very low on the Specificity Continuum; the
entrenchment of both units is therefore not surprising.
The one concept among the words listed under "others" in (26) which
comes up more than once and never triggers any Turkish is "opportunities",
expressed by Dutch mogelijkheden. That this concept is consistently expressed
in Dutch may have something to do with Ayhan's recent experiences with the
employment agency, where attempts are made to specify a person's potential
and opportunities. These are called his mogelijkheden in the jargon of Dutch
employment officials.
integration

AI: Morphological integration
The only Turkish word-formation element which is used is the verbalizer yap-.
It is surprisingly little used however, considering the abundant use Ayhan and
his peers make of it in the data discussed in Backus (1992). Only two Dutch
infinitives appear with suffixed yap-, cf. kijken yap- in (3Ia). Nominal wordformation morphology does not appear at all on Dutch words. Compounds of
the type nacht-trein-i, with formal Turkish marking of compounding, which was
marginally attested in the first generation data (cf. Section 4.1.2), did not occur.
Thus arbeidsbureau retains its Dutch form and is not turned into arbeidsbureauSl. This is consistent with the idea that compound nouns are treated as units, so
that synchronically they do not have any internal structure.
However, twice a compound has a Dutch noun as one of the contributing
elements. HBO-okulu for instance, contains the Dutch word HBO and the
Turkish word for "school", okul. Recall that a similar compound, HBOogren im i, appeared in the Maastricht data. The other example is co llegeparalari ("classes-money-PL-POSS", i.e. "tuition") in (32b), a mixed copy based
on Dutch college-geld.
(31 a) ja, maar toch, millet kijken yapiyor (240)
people watch-INF do-PROG-3sg
"yeah, but still, everybody is watching you"
(31b) plus seyler college paralan iceri biliyor musun, seneye mesela (116)
plus things class money-PL-POSS in
"and what's it called, their tuition money is included, you know, for a year or
so"

A2: Morphosyntactic integration
Inserted Dutch nouns again freely receive Turkish case markers and other
nominal morphology. Among the cases the dative marker is by far the most
common (nine occurrences), cf. (32a) and (32b), indicating that Dutch insertions
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mainly occur in peripheral constituents. Other case markers used with Dutch
nouns are ablative (once), accusative (once) and locative (twice). The "other"
nominal morphology
includes the plural marker (twice), as in (32b) and
postpositions, such as -Ie in (32c). Possessives occur in several constructions on
Dutch nouns. Sometimes they carry the possessive meaning on their own, such
as in begeleid-im in (32d), while at other times they work in conjunction with
other morphemes, such as var ("there is") in (32e), and the genitive case marker
in (321). The one clitic which attaches to Dutch words in Ayhan's data is the
conjunction -de, for example in verkorte opleiding in (32g). Finally, there is one
example where a copular suffix attaches to a predicative adjective, cf. (32h).
(32a)

soyle, sey ben arbeidsburo-ya gittim (4)
I empl.-office-DAT went-Isg
"like that, I went to, you know, the employment agency"

(32b) en ik was naar arbeidbureau gegaan, map-lara baktim biliyon mu of bij de
overheidsdienst terecht kunnen. (104)
folder-PL-DAT look-PRET-lsg
"and 1had gone to the employment office. looked at the folders, you know, to
see whether 1could get a place in civil service somewhere"
(32c)

Bana birseyler soruyorlar, biz bunu fotograf cekmek icin dart ay met de
begeleiding-ie yaptik (168)
with the supervision-with
"they asked me a few things, we worked with supervision for four months in
order to make X-rays"

(32d) ama, sey o-na ben-im begeleid-un felan cok iiziiliiyordu. (172)
it-DAT my-GEN supervise-my and-stuff very be-disappointed-PRET3sg
"but, my supervisor was very disappointed about it"
(32e)

hele de migrain-i varsa zou ik niet aanraden ... (246)
especially migraine-POSS there-is-if
"especially if you have migraine I wouldn 'I advise ... "

(32f)

bir sene beraber tarusiyorduk ya, o-nun vriendin-i van mijn begeleider, die had
een vriend in Turkije. (180)
her-GEN friend-POSS of my supervisor
"one year they met each other, a friend of my supervisor, who had a friend in
Turkey"

(32g) Ja, verkorte opleiding-de var van een jaar, twee jaar (18)
shortened study-and
"yeah, there's a shortened study of one or two years"
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(32h)

eenvoudig-ti foto-yu onlar dort ayda yapn, ben iki hafta'da yaptim,
anlatabiliyorum mu. (170)
simple-PRET-3sg X-ray-ACC they four month-LOC did-3sg
"it was simple, they could take an X-ray after four months, I did it in two
weeks, you see?"

A3: Syntactic integration
Syntactic integration, defined in Section 3.1.4.3 as integration with free form
means, can take place at the level of the constituent or the clause. These are not
always easy to distinguish since a noun can be the clausal object of a verb, but
at the same time form a lexical item with that verb. Both analyses are plausible
in that case, and a decision as to which one is best is unnecessary and even
undesirable.
The one case of syntactic integration within a constituent is door de
politie tarafindan in (33). The Dutch NP de politie has been inserted into the
partially schematic Turkish PP ... tarafindan. The adposition is realized twice,
so this example will reappear in the subsection below on EL marking. The fact
that cases of integration with bound forms are analyzed as morphosyntactic
integration (cf. examples like eenvoudig-ti and met de begeleiding-le),
while
constructions with free form copulas or postpositions
appear as syntactically
integrated, is an artifact of the model developed in Chapter Three. This matter
will be discussed in the conclusion
to this chapter, Section 4.4. In the
presentation of the second generation data, in Section 4.3, morphosyntactic
and
syntactic integration will be discussed together.
(33)

polis biirosuna seyi sormadim of ze mij of ik mijn loon he, omdat ik getrouwd
ben en een kind heb of die door de politie tarafmdan rm oduyorlar of via de
overheid van de studiejinanciering ... (112)
by the police by Q pay-PROG-3pl or
"I didn't ask anything at the police station whether they, me uhm, my salary
uhm, because I'm married and have a child, whether they will be paid by the
police, or through the government, through student loans ... "

Clear cases of integration at the clausal level are switched subjects, such as
arbeidsbureau in (34a). Another example is provided by copular constructions:
Dutch elements are often the complement of a copula, as in (34b and c).
(34a)

ben seyi diisiinuyorum mesela, eger arbeidsburo kabul etmezse, ik moet toch
eerst een baan hebben, he, weet je (130)
if employment-office accept do-NEG-AOR-if
"I'm thinking about it, for instance if the employment office doesn't accept it,
I still have to have a job first, don 't I, you know"

(34b)

Laborant olacaktun iste (I SO)
lab-worker be-FUT-PRET-Isg
"I was going to be a lab worker"
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(34c) Dus in Nederland zijn zoveel devlet hastanesi var mesela, particulier degil de
devlet (156)
private not state
"so in Holland there are so many state hospitals for example, not private, but
state"
While most argument nominals are marked in some way in Turkish, unmarked
nouns occur as well. Subject nominals are one set of examples, another one is
formed by non-specific objects. In (35), vergunning is part of the compound
verb vergunning ver- ("to give a permit").
(35)

Buraya gelince de kiz bana dedi vergunning filan vermiyorlar diyor, oturum
musaadesi filan. (184)
girl me-OAT said-3sg permit and-such give-NEG-PROG-3pl
"when he came here, this girl told me, they didn't give him a permit, a
residence permit and all that"

An interesting case is (36). The Turkish phrase theorie-den

simdi sonra sets up
a slot in which the most salient word of the utterance can occur. This word
turns out to be Dutch handigheid. It is the focus of the sentence, and must be
followed by the verb. Given what theorie and handigheid mean, that should be
something like "to learn". That verb indeed follows, but it is, rather surprisingly
given its general nature, in Dutch. Even more surprising, leren is not followed
by yap-, so it is not even marked as a Turkish verb. Instead, it is followed by
the Dutch subject pronoun ze. The utterance can be explained as involving sort
of a domino effect: first, the Dutch object noun handigheid is selected. It
triggers the Dutch verb leren, perhaps because they are collocationally related.
By this time, the speaker feels he is speaking Dutch, so he naturally provides
the subject in that language as well. Structurally, the sentence is Turkish until
the subject pronoun, so the preverbal object noun can be considered
syntactically integrated. However, lexically, an alternational switch to Dutch
was started with the very insertion of handigheid. This kind of switch has been
called ragged, and will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.2.
(36)

theorie-den soma simdi handigheid leren ze. (168)
theory-ABL now later skill learn-PRES-pl they
"only after the theory they learn some practical skill"

In (37a), the Dutch word vast has been inserted after the conjunction veya. As
in (36), the insertion has triggered a longer switch, creating a bilingual
discontinuous conjunction veya ... 0/.... Finally, the conjunction en conjoins two
Turkish clauses in (37b). Since two clauses can be conjoined in this way in
Turkish (with ve), the conjunction can be considered syntactically integrated.
Note however, that this way of conjoining is not the most common one in
Turkish, while it is standard in Dutch. In addition, the Turkish construction is
[ya ... veya ... ], and putting veya first would sound very strange in Standard
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Turkish. In the code copying model of Johanson (1993), this would qualify as
a combinational
copy: the copied conjunction
has taken its combinational
pattern along with it. However, since the ML already had the pattern, it only
makes a distributional impact on the ML, it does not add a new category.
(37a)

hihi, ja, bir de onlar orda veya vast of ze werken [anger (146)
they there either permanently or they work longer
"haha, yeah, or they are there permanently or they've been working there for
a longer time"

(37b)

seydim dedim 0 da dart sene siiniyor en, ja, polis biirosuna seyi sormadim of
ze mij
(112)
"I told them and it takes four years and yes, I didn't ask the police office
anything, whether they
00.

00'

"

Some clauses are entirely in Dutch, but still form a clear unit with a preceding
Turkish stretch. Often these preceding stretches are conditional clauses, as in
(32e) above. These and other inserted clauses will be discussed in Section 6.3.3.
Bl: Bare forms:
Bare forms are often flagged at the same time. This lends support to the
position of Poplack and associates
that flagged switches
are language
alternations.
The flag signals
an actual change in language,
so that
morpho syntactic integration is not necessary anymore. Flagging also often
creates a dislocated position, in which morphosyntactic
marking is generally
superfluous anyway. One example of a flagged bare form is advertentie in (38);
others will appear in the subsection on flagging below. In (38), the dislocation
site is set up by the dummy element sey ("thing").
(38)

gazetede sey gorrnustum advertentie (6)
"I had seen an eh, job vacancy in the paper"

Another type of bare form which also goes hand in hand with flagging, results
when no clausal marking is realized at all. Only the single content word HBOopleiding is provided in (39a). The word stands for a phrase meaning something
like "and then there's always HBO-training courses". These kinds of utterances
can frequently be heard in informal monolingual discourse, though they may be
especially prominent in languages which can omit the copula, such as Turkish.
In these cases it is hard to decide whether a form really is bare. Another
example is praktijk in (39b). The whole utterance bir de praktijk cok kisa
zamanda binnen twee weken has a strongly telegraphic character. The single
word praktijk stands for a fuller phrase "I've got the practical part down", in
which only "practical part" corresponds to the Dutch word. It is undoubtedly a
bare form, but not one of the prototypical forms, where just a grammatical
marker is missing. Whether any specific ML marking, such as an accusative
marker, would have been expected is another question, and impossible to
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answer in the absence of a governing verb. Another case is moeilijk in (28),
repeated here as (39c). Presumably the word stands for "it's difficult". The
copula may be absent in Turkish, so this form may be "grammatically bare",
and thus syntactically integrated after all.
(39a) ja, hij twijfelde ook in het begin, maar ik zal het even nagaan dedi biliyor
musun, ondan sonra HBO-opleiding (60)
"yeah, he was in doubt too at the start, but he said "let me just check it", then
there's HBO-schools"
(39b) Bir de praktijk 90k kisa zaman-da binnen twee weken (164)
and practice very short time-LOC
"and I got the practical part down in a very short time, within two weeks"
(39c) moeilijk bir de verantwoordelijk var (222)
"it's just difficult because there are responsibilities"
The more EL marking an insertion contains, the bigger the chance that it is a
bare form. EL marking, unless completely rudimentary (as in the case of some
plurals and most infinitives), obviates the need for total integration with ML
means, because it already takes care of some of the grounding. This process
must be at work in (40). The verb bak- ("to look") governs the dative case and
invariably assigns it to its objects in Ayhan's speech, which are by the way all
Dutch. Example (40) is the only case where it is absent. This also happens to
be the only case where the Dutch word involved has taken its own plural and
article with it.
(40)

Neyse onun seylerine baknm de mogelijkheden, hangi okullara falan
gidebiliyorsun, he. (18)
"I looked at their things, the opportunities, to which schools and stuff you can
go, right?"

While the term 'bare form' normally refers to the absence of some grammatical
marker from the ML, it should be born in mind that that is only the most
prototypical case of a bare form. Various other kinds of what Johanson calls
'reshaping' can also be classified under this heading (cf. Section 3.1.4.2). The
form can be a bare form from the EL point of view. In Ayhan's data, there is
one example where some derivational marking is missing. In (41a), the Turkish
possessive is added to a bare root begeleid-, No feminine agentive -ster is
present (we would have expected begeleidster-im),
though it is present every
other time Ayhan refers to this concept. There is one more word which has a
derivational element missing, both times it occurs. Verantwoordelijkheid
("responsibility") is produced by Ayhan as verantwoordelijk,
cf. (41b). This
must be his 'interlanguage' (or fossilized) form of the word. There are no other
cases in Ayhan's speech of words with a missing derivational element, but there
are plenty of other interlanguage phenomena, such as selection of the wrong
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article (41c; het praktijk should be de praktijk) and other "incorrect" function
words, such as in aanmerking in in (41d) (should be in aanmerking voor).
Finally, required inflection on adjectives is sometimes missing, as in
administratiej opleiding in (41e) (should be administratieve
opleiding, compare
verkorte opleiding in (32g) above).
(41a) ama, sey ona benim begeleid-im felan cok iiziiluyordu. (172)
"but my supervisor was very disappointed about it"
(41b) moeilijk bir de verantwoordelijk var (222)
"it's just difficult because there are responsibilities"
(41c) omdat

ik, het praktijk was ik heel goed, en theorie beheersing toepassen van
de theorie in de praktijk (44)
"because 1, at practical skills 1 was very good. and mastering the theory,
application of the theory in practice"

(41d) want tk kom over twee jaar niet meer in aanmerking in studiefinanciering
(112)
"because in two years 1will not be eligible anymore for student loans ... "

(41e)

bana soylemisti ki: "als jij adminlstratief opleiding yaparsan, dat is ook op
een HBO-niveau en dan kijk ik ook weer met Nederlandse problemen (82)
"she said to me 'if you do an administrative training course, that is also at
HBO-Ievel, and then 1will help you with your Dutch again
0

'II

B2: EL Marking
In contrast to the first generation data, where virtually all Dutch elements were
inserted into Turkish clauses, many Dutch elements in Ayhan's speech occur
in monolingual Dutch stretches. They obviously contain EL marking only. Here
only Dutch insertions with EL marking will be discussed.
Unit-internal markers will not be considered. This includes the infinitive
ending on morphologically adapted Dutch verbs, and derivational morphemes
which are clearly 'part of the word', such as the feminine ending -in in
vriendin. Dutch inflection on inserted single words, such as plurals, would have
been discussed here, had they been attested. EL marking within mixed
constituents often involves Internal EL Islands. Only two cases were found in
Ayhan's data: a Dutch article preceding a noun in the above-mentioned de
mogelijkheden,
cf. (40), and the adjective + noun combination elke meter in
(42).
(42)

senin bugun Tiirkiye'de diigiiniin oluyor hep elke meter-de yol kesiyorlar ...
(230)
all every meter-LflC road cut-PROG-3pl
"if you have a wedding in Turkey these days they stop you for money every
inch of the way"
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All other cases of EL marking involve entire constituents. Some of those are
PPs, most of the time simply juxtaposed to ML material, such as van een, twee
jaar in (43a). However, in three cases double marking occurs. The first two
involve doubly marked instrumentals. Both have been discussed earlier and are
repeated below as (43b and c): met de begeleiding-le
and door de politie
taraftndan. The third case, cf. (43d), involves double conditional marking: als
jij administratief
opleiding yaparsan. Double marking at this level will be
discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.2.
(43a) Ja, verkorte opleiding-de var van een jaar, twee jaar (18)
"yeah, there's a shortened study of one or two years"
(32c)

Bana birseyler soruyorlar, biz bunu fotograf cekmek icin dort ay met de
begeleiding-ie yaptik (168)
with the supervision-with
"they asked me a few things, we worked with supervision for four months in
order to make X-rays"

(43c)

polis burosuna seyi sormadun of ze mij of ik mijn loon he, omdat ik getrouwd
ben en een kind heb of die door de politie tarafmdan nn odiiyorlar of via de
overheid van de studiejinanciering ... (112)
whether that by the police by Q pay-PROG-3pl
"I didn't ask anything at the police station whether they, me uhm, my salary
uhm, because I'm married and have a child, whether they will be paid by the
police, or through the government, through student loans .

(43d) 0 bana soylemisti ki: "als jij administratief opleiding yaparsan, dat is ook op
een HBO-niveau en dan kijk ik ook weer met Nederlandse problemen (82)
"if you adm. class do-AOR-if-2sg
"she said to me 'if you do an administrative training course, that is also at
HBO-level, and then I will help you with your Dutch again '"
B3: Flagging
Many Dutch single-word switches were dislocated and many of those were
additionally flagged with sey, indicating that the speaker had trouble finding the
right word. Often, the word settled on turned out to be Dutch. An example was
advertentie in (38) above, about which it was mentioned that there is a natural
association between flagging and bare forms. Also consider inzicht in (44a)14
and samenwonen in (44b). For an example of dislocation without sey, see (44c),
where the Dutch expression is added as an afterthought, to provide additional
information on why the speaker arranged the people in the way he did.

14

Note that in this case the flag sey-e does have the required dative marker, in contrast
to Ex. (38).
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(44a)

zaman seye bakiyor inzicht, weet je. (68)
"then they look at, what's it called, insight, you know"

0

(44b) 0 da diisiindu tasindi, biraz ii~ ay falan sey kaldilar, samenwonen. (184)
"and she thought about moving, that they would, you know, live together for
a while, for three months or so"
(44c) Oglanm anasma babasma dedim ki, amcalanydi burda; oglarun annesi, babasi
Tiirkiye'de de, siz yammizda durun dedim voor aile zekerheid anlatabiliyorum
mu. (250)
"to the guy's parents I said that the uncles should stand here, and his parents
live in Turkey, OK, I said 'you stand by our side', just to be on the safe side,
get it?"
4.2.2. Ayban's otber data
4.2.2.1. Ayban's contributions to tbe Tilburg brothers conversation
As was mentioned in Section 2.5, Ayhan also appears in two other
conversations, the Tilburg brothers and the Tilburg friends. In both cases, his
contributions are initially fairly limited, but later on he tends to get involved
more and more. In the Tilburg brothers conversation, many of his turns are in
Dutch, echoing the general trend of that conversation. Consequently, there are
only a few insertions of Dutch material in Turkish matrix sentences. They are
listed in (45).
(45)

zieligheid (149) ("patheticness")
karakter (183) ("character")
doe1punt(187) ("goal")
volley (189)
verkering (219) ("engagement")
vertellen (183) ("to tell")
en (233) ("and")
heel de school (223) ("all the school")
echt zo van perfect (231) ("really like perfect")
op een gegeven moment (183) ("at some point")

Most Dutch content words are from the broad semantic field of social life in
Holland, in this case the more specific domains of sports and dating. To the first
domain belong doelpunt and volley, while karakter, zieligheid and most
definitely verkering can be considered examples of the second.
An interesting case is vertellen. Surely this is not a very specific content
word, so what reason could Ayhan have to use a Dutch equivalent instead of
Turkish anlatmak in the midst of a Turkish utterance? Ayhan's use of these two
words is interesting. He uses anlatmak way more often than vertellen, but
almost always in the fixed unit anlatabiliyorum
mu? ("understand?"). In
contrast, in the first generation data anlatmak often governs overt objects, and
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is thus much more productive as a transitive verb, cf. (46) from the Maastricht
conversation. Possibly, in Ayhan's grammar, the most readily available word
for "to tell" is vertellen, while anlat- is mainly associated with one fixed idiom.
(46)

Gultekin, sampanya acugmi anlatsm. (T, 18)
"Gultekin, tell us about how you opened the champagne"

Can the longer stretches in (45) be analyzed as inserted units? They are
certainly embedded in Turkish matrix clauses, but that is in itself no reason to
claim insertional status in the sense that a unit is retrieved from the grammar.
Note however, that op een gegeven moment is a fully specific unit in Dutch,
roughly equivalent to "at some point", with heavy stress on "some". Its use as
an EL Island is therefore expected, being semi-idiomatic and peripheral in the
clause (cf. the EL Hierarchy Hypothesis, Myers-Scotton, 1993b: 144). It also
occurs in the second generation Hilversum women network.
The two other multiword constructions instantiate partially schematic
units. Southern varieties of Dutch have a unit [heel de/het NOUN], meaning "all
the X", with which quite a few nouns combine to give specific expressions like
heel de school. This one is likely to be a fully specific unit as well, at least in
the speech of students. In any case, in the event that it is not, there is still the
well-entrenched partially schematic unit sanctioning the novel structure. Similar
considerations apply to the partially schematic unit echt zo van ADJECTIVE
("really like X"), which serves to sanction echt zo van perfect.
integration
AI: Morphological integration:
The verb vertellen is the only word which is integrated morphologically,
usual with the auxiliary yap-,
(47)

ondan soma 0 da oburune vertellen
"and then they'll tell others"

yapryor,

as

CA, 183)

A2: Morphosyntactic integration:
The single Dutch noun karakter in (48) is morphosyntactically integrated into
the Turkish matrix sentence, with possessive and accusative markers. An
intermediate case between morphosyntactic and syntactic integration is volley
mi? in (48b), with the cliticized question marker.
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(48a)

sen 0 kizman baskasiynan
vrienden (A, 183)

gezersen,

0

senin karakter-ui-i vertelt ze naar"

she you-GEN character-POSS-ACC
"if you walk around with some girl, she'll tell her friends about your
character"
(48b)

volley mi? (A, 189)
volley Q
"Volleyball?"

A3: Syntactic integration:
Nouns not integrated with Turkish bound forms are still integrated syntactically.
Both doelpunt and verkering in (49a and b) function as the direct object of a
Turkish verb. Their relationship with the verb is so close that the resulting
composite forms can be considered compound verbs, i.e. lexical items. We will
discuss this issue in Section 5.2.
(49a)

parcasuu gordiim, doelpunt atti la, erkege. (A, 187)
goal score-PRET-3sg
"I saw this pretty girl, and she scored a goal man, against a guy"

(49b)

mesela okulda iki tane kiz da bana verkering sordu. (A, 219)
school-LOC two pice girl and me-DAT engagement ask-PRET-3sg
"for example, two girls at school have asked me to date them"

In (50), the Dutch conjunction en conjoins two Turkish clauses. It seems to be
introducing a switch, but then Ayhan does not go through with that switch,
leaving the conjunction stranded as the only switched element. Note that the
second conjunct a da hosuna gidiyor is a fixed idiomatic unit in Turkish, which
makes it likely that it was inserted into the Dutch clause started by en. In any
case, a lone conjunction can be analyzed as syntactically
integrated, but it
should be kept in mind that this way of clause-combining
is the only one
possible in Dutch, while it is relatively infrequent in spoken Turkish. 16
(50)

15

16

Maar als ze komen Uy dort tane erkek en 0 da hosuna gidiyor (A, 233)
"but when they come, three, four guys, and they really like it"

The preposition naar is not standard. Vertellen normally selects aan for its
preposition; Ayhan's use of naar may be motivated by the dative marker which its
Turkish equivalent would subcategorize for.
In Turkish, coordination is conventionally achieved through means other than free
form conjunctions between the two conjuncts. Most common are zero marking, use
of the clitic -dE, and anyone of a small set of verb suffixes, e.g. -ip, Those
coordinating conjunctions in Turkish which do behave in the "Dutch" way are,
furthermore, all borrowed forms, such as ve from Arabic.
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B 1 Bare forms:
No bare forms were attested.
B2: EL marking:
As in data discussed earlier, no Dutch derivational markers are present on Dutch
insertions, except those which are unambiguously word-internal. In those cases
it is extremely unlikely that they have been added in any synchronic way to the
base word. The word zieligheid for example, in (51), is most likely retrieved
from the lexicon as a unit and not composed of the two units zielig ("pathetic")
and -heid ("-ness"). Of course, the other longer Dutch insertions contain EL
function markers.
(51)

kendini seye cekiyor, zieligheid (A, 149)
"he makes people feel, what's it called, sorry for him"

There are some cases of double marking. In the stretch en 0 do hosuna gidiyor
in (50) above, both Dutch en and the Turkish cIitic da mean "and". Though part
of the meaning of en is repeated in do, it is not a real doubling, since da also
carries the additional meaning of "too". This brings to mind Johanson's (1993)
warning that doubling does not necessarily imply that both equivalents mean
exactly the same thing. Some reinforcement of the message may be at issue as
well.
B3: Flagging:
Most of the insertions are smoothly integrated. An exception is zieligheid in
(51) above, which is flagged in the familiar way, using sey. Although this type
of flagging often occurs with Dutch words throughout the data, it is used
monolingually as well.

4.2.2.2. Ayhan's contributions to the Tilburg friends conversation
Finally, Ayhan also makes an appearance in the Tilburg friends network, where
he contributed the following insertions of Dutch elements into Turkish:
(52)

grens ("border") (2x) (208, 208)
pongen ("to play pingpong") (254)
grenzen overschrijden ("to cross borders") (208)
af en toe ("once in a while") (260)
vaste dag ("fixed day") (263)

selection
The verb pongen refers to a popular game. As with many games, its name is
apparently most readily available in its Dutch form. Most of these garnes were
first encountered in a school setting, where obviously they were referred to in
Dutch.
As for grens, some interesting
things can be noted. The type of
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borderline Ayhan is talking about, is the abstract line you cross when you do
things you have never done before, and which require a change in mental
outlook. The closest Turkish equivalent is had, which is also used, immediately
before grens; it is in fact replaced by the Dutch word, cf (53). Apparently
Ayhan feels that grens denotes the concept better than had. Once he has settled
for the Dutch alternative, he uses it the next two times. The last time, grens
functions again as the object of the verb "to cross", but this time the verb is not
Turkish, but Dutch: grenzen overschrijden.
This example illustrates a major problem for the approach to bilingual
grammar which is advocated in this work. The claims that are made about the
selection of linguistic elements cannot be falsified easily, because of the
inherent variability of language use. All that can be predicted is tendencies. It
is possible to predict that grenzen overschrijden
stands a good chance of
occurring, but it cannot be predicted that therefore grens-lari overschrijden
yap-, haddini ge{:Y or grens-i gee- will not occur.
(53)

...tamam, iste yani bu mesela bir kisi evli olsun, ailesi haddini grenz-i gecsin.
Sen demin grens diyordun ya, belli bir grenzen overschrijden yapmca, erkege
de bugun Tiirkler de bilrniyor.... Anlatabilebiliyorum mu... (A, 208)
"OK, see, OK, for example someone gets married, his family must
cross essential borders. You werejust talking about a border, maybe by
crossing borders towards men, Turks don't know anymore these days.
You understand?"

Dutch af en toe is just as idiomatic as English once in a while, so its use in
Turkish discourse as a lexical unit is to be expected, as far as its unit status is
concerned. However, it is not very high on the Specificity Continuum, so why
would Ayhan use it at all while speaking Turkish, instead of an equally weIlentrenched Turkish form, such as arada siradal Note first of all that from the
example it is clear that Ayhan is under pressure from his interlocutors, who
have asked why he and the other men have to go to the club all the time. Ayhan
answers rather haltingly "we don't go every day, really, just some Fridays, or
a Saturday, once in a while". The latter phrase clinches the argument, the best
defense he can come up with for the moment. Saying it in Dutch may be an
attempt to achieve all sorts of things, such as reinforcing the message, or
appealing to the women for mercy. As will become apparent in Section 6.1.6,
the women use a lot of Dutch; switching to Dutch may be intended as a signal
from Ayhan that he is on their side. Apart from all this, it is perfectly possible
that Ayhan simply prefers af en toe over arada sirada. In his data Turkish
equivalents never occur; af en toe occurs regularly, though, except for (54),
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Actually, as Rik Boeschoten has pointed out to me, the non-occurrence of this one
can be predicted with some degree of certainty, since it has the connotation "to go
too far", while grenzen overschrijden is a more positive notion. Presumably, this was
the reason why Ayhan replaced had with grens in (53).
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always in all-Dutch contexts. ML equivalents, such as arada sirada, bazen and
bir zamanlar are only used by first generation speakers and by second
generation speaker Dmit. The latter uses arada strada twice, once when
speaking to Turkish-dominant
Bahar, and once in the concluding line of a
monologue, often noted as a popular switch site in bilingual conversations.
At
all other times he uses Dutch means to express the concept "sometimes", for
example op tijd (standard Dutch op zijn tijd) and soms.
(54)

biz hergiin gitmiyoruz ki, bir cuma, bir cumartesi, af en toe ... Hergun
gitmiyorum (A, 260)
"we don't go every day, a Friday, a Saturday, once in a while. I don't go
everyday"

Finally, vaste dag is a multi word unit as well. The concept of a fixed routine
does not come up anywhere else in the data, so it is hard to assess whether this
is Ayhan's preferred way of saying it (i.e. whether the unit [vaste dagJ is firmly
entrenched in his idiolect). The form may be sanctioned by the partially
schematic unit [vast(e) ...} ("fixed ... "). This unit is used in the same stretch of
discourse as af en toe above, where Ayhan and Yusuf are under attack because
of their frequent absence from home. Using some Dutch could again serve the
communicative
function of an appeal for understanding.

integration
AI. Morphological integration
The verb grenzen overschrijden in (53) above, is, as expected, followed by
yap-. No other Turkish derivational morphemes appear on Dutch roots, but the
verb pongen in (55) does combine with oyna- ("to play") to form pongen
oynamak ("to play table-tennis").
Usually, when a Turkish verb other than
yapmak combines with a Dutch element to form a compound verb, that Dutch
element is a noun. This is the only case in the data where a Dutch infinitive
combines with a Turkish verb other than yap-. Turkish regularly uses oyna- to
form verbs that denote kinds of games and sports, for example in futbol
oynamak, volleybol oynamak etcetera.
(55)

ne oldu bizim bayanlar da, yengem olsun, bizim hamm olsun, ablam olsun dedi
siz kahveye gidiyorsamz biz de bir yerde bulusup bizde pongen oynayacagiz
dedi beraber (A, 254)
pongen oyna-yacag-iz = pingpong play-FUT-Ipl
"what is the matter with our women, be it my sister-in-law or my wife or my
sister, they say, if you guys go have coffee, suddenly we'll be found playing
ping-pong, they say together"

A2. Morphosyntactic
integration
Only in one instance does a Dutch noun need to be integrated with a bound
morpheme. In (53), repeated here as (56), grens receives the accusative case
imposed by the verb gecmek. Possibly this is a mixed copy, since ge{:- normally
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requires the ablative case in this context. The direct object status of grens in the
Dutch idiom may have prompted the accusative.
(56)

...tamam, iste yani bu mesela bir kisi evli olsun, ailesi haddini grenz-i gecsin.
Sen demin grens diyordun ya, belli bir grenzen overschrijden yapmca, erkege
de bugiin Tiirkler de bilmiyor. ... Anlatabilebiliyorum mu ... (A, 208)
aile-si hadd-i-ni grenz-i gee-sin = family-his border-POSS-ACC borderACC cross-OPT
belli bir grenz-en overschrijd-en yap-inca = maybe one border-Pl. crossINF do-while
"OK, see, OK, for example someone gets married, his family must
cross essential borders. You were just talking about a border, maybe by
crossing borders towards men, Turks don't know anymore these days.
You understand?"

A3: Syntactic integration
The insertions are syntactically integrated, except for the afterthought
in (57a). In (57b), vaste dag is the object of the zero copula.

af en toe

(57a)

biz hergun gitmiyoruz ki, bir cuma, bir cumartesi, at en toe ... Hergun
gitmiyorum (A, 260)
"we don't go every day, a Friday, a Saturday, once in a while. I don't go
everyday"

(57b)

...cuma giinii vaste dag yani ... (A, 263)
Friday-day fixed day so
"we always go on Friday, so"

B 1: Bare forms
There are no bare forms among these insertions.
B2: EL marking
The one notable thing is the preservation of the Dutch plural in grenzen in (56)
above. This is the only example in the entire corpus where a Dutch object-verb
collocation is inserted into ayapmak-construction. Recall, from Section 3.1.4.2,
that there were quite a few examples in Backus (1992).
In vaste dag, cf. (57b) above, the adjective is inflected as it should be in
Dutch. This is unproblematic for most approaches, since the inflection is either
considered part of the lexical unit, which is the approach taken in this work, or
else the inflection is considered only internally relevant. In that case it does not
constitute a syntactically active system morpheme in an ML + EL constituent.
B3: Flagging
There are no flagged Dutch insertions.
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4.2.3. Summary

Compared to the data of the first generation, Ayhan's CS is much more varied.
Not only is there much alternational CS in addition to the insertional type, there
is also much more variation within the broad category of insertional switches.
Though many Dutch insertions again come from "predictable" semantic
fields (in this case job hunting and higher education), there are also quite a lot
of words which are not so easily, if at all, attributed to those fields. Several of
those words were in free variation with ML equivalents, casting doubt on an
expectation raised in Chapter Three, that pairs of bilingual synonyms would not
be encountered in the data. In general, the effects of specificity were less clear
than they were for the first generation.
Many insertions contained more than one EL morpheme. Most of these
were constituents, such as NPs or PPs.
Morphological integration only applied to verbs. These need to be
nativized with the Turkish auxiliary yap- (lito do"). A great range of function
elements took care of the morphosyntactic integration of Dutch words. No
significant difference appears to exist between integration with bound and free
means, so the dichotomy between morpho syntactic and syntactic integration was
given up. Several types of bare forms were attested. Often they were
accompanied by some form of flagging or EL marking, both mechanisms which
make the insertion less prototypical. In some cases of EL marking in PPs, the
Dutch preposition was doubled by a Turkish case marker.
4.3. The second generation

In the second generation data most Dutch words appear in Dutch sentences. The
distribution of the languages will be discussed in Chapter Six, but one important
point needs to be noted here. It is my contention that many of these Dutch
content words appear in Dutch stretches because through collocational
entrenchment they trigger other Dutch elements (i.e. the more schematic
elements, such as function words and patterns). The result is alternation, but the
starting point may be an insertion. So, from the point of view of selection, these
structures could be discussed here as well. They will not be, however, for two
reasons. First, this chapter focuses on the more prototypical types of insertion,
not on alternation. The discussion of insertional CS will be finished first, and
that will not be completed until the end of this chapter. Second, there is a clear
correlation between type of bilingualism of the speaker and the insertional or
altemational character of his or her CS. This correlation between extralinguistic
factors and CS structure is a central topic in Chapters Six and Seven.
Altemational CS will be discussed in that context.
Proper Nouns will not be dealt with from here on. Obviously, if all other
CS ceases, EL-origin names will still be used in ML discourse, as they are
maximally specific and without rivals among the ML-origin vocabulary.
However, incorporation patterns have been illustrated abundantly in the previous
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sections, so inclusion of this category in the following discussion would lead
to unnecessary repetition.
As noted in the previous section, in the description of the linguistic
integration of Dutch elements the categories 'morphosyntactic
integration' and
'syntactic integration' will be collapsed. Distinguishing between integration with
bound forms and with free forms does not yield important generalizations.
Finally, the second generation informants also insert Turkish elements
into Dutch. These insertions will not be discussed in this chapter, since they go
hand in hand with altemational CS. Therefore they will appear in Chapter Six.
Nevertheless, the descriptive model of Section 3.1.4.2, which is applied to the
Dutch insertional data in the present chapter, should of course also apply to the
Turkish insertions. For the details, cf. Section 6.2.
4.3.1. The Hilversum women
Recall from Section 2.5 that the speakers in this conversation were three young
second generation women. Dutch is spoken much more than Turkish during the
recording. The Dutch insertions in Turkish found in this data set are listed in
(58).
(58)

Fashion:
fohn (2x) (P, 97) ("blow-dryer")
schuim (2x) (Se, 100) (P, 101)
maat (Se, 190) ("size")
glanzen (N, 92) (lito shine")
donker (84) (P) ("dark")
dof (92) (N) ("dull")
van die, met die bontkragen (204) (P) ("of those, with those fur collars ")
TV Programs:
geest (Se, 132) ("ghost")
deel (P, 156) ("part")
Others:
lenen (Se, 188) ("to borrow")
vakkenvullen ($e, 48) (lito stock")
echt spontaan (174) (Se) ("real spontaneously")
waarom (92) (N) ("why")
en (6) ($e) (and")
of zo (257) (Se) ("or something")

selection
The list is not long. Intrasentential CS is not a frequently occurring phenomenon
in the discourse of the Hilversum women, nor, as we will see, in that of the
other second generation informants. Still, plenty of things can be said about
those words that do appear as single-word switches. If we assume that Dutch
words are most likely to appear in Dutch utterances and Turkish words in
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Turkish ones, then how can we account for the switches?
Of the six inserted Dutch nouns, four appear in a discussion about
fashion. Three of them have to do with hair: fohn, and schuim. The latter is a
short version of the second, and appears one utterance after it. Neither concept
appears again, but fohn is used by another speaker as well. Two more Dutch
words come from the "hair" domain, which is apparently very much Dutch in
character. These are the adverbs donker and dof, both describing the appearance
of Sengul's hair after it has been dyed. Finally, maat is used to form a
compound with ayak ("foot"): ayak maat-t ("shoe size"). A Turkish equivalent
would be kundura numarasi, with a little used word for "shoe", kundura.
Possibly ayak maat-t has become the local Turkish word for "shoe size". Note
that it is not completely modelled on Dutch, since the Dutch word is
schoenmaat ("shoe size"), not voetmaat ("foot size").
In general, the "hair" words and maat all fit into the general pattern that
fashion words are Dutch. Substantial parts of the conversation are devoted to
fashion topics," and only a handful of Turkish content words get used in
them. Two of those qualify as cultural borrowings, i.e. words without a Dutch
equivalent: ktna gecesi elbisesi ("henna night dress"), gelinlik ("wedding dress").
The latter however, is rivaled by Dutch trouwjurk, which is also used a few
times, and most of them for exactly the same dress. The resistance of gelinlik
may find its roots not in differences between Turkish and Dutch wedding
dresses (they are fairly similar), but in the more far-reaching differences
between Turkish and Dutch weddings. The concept of "wedding dress" refers
indirectly to a wedding, and the conceptual specificity of the Turkish wedding
ceremony reinforces the vocabulary associated with it. Nevertheless, a relatively
general word like that for wedding dress (general, because the referents of
gelinlik and trouwjurk are fairly similar) makes the two translation equivalents
rivals. Another resistant Turkish term is boya yap- ("to dye one's hair"), a term
which does not have any obvious Turkish connotations. For this too, Dutch
equivalents are used, such as haar verven. Further discussion of the fashion
domain will follow in Section 4.3.3.
The PP van die, met die bontkragen is flagged. Pervin is looking for the
right word to describe a feature of a certain type of shoes. They have a fur
lining around the ankles, and after some hesitation she finds the right word:
bontkragen. That it is part of a Dutch PP, and not of the possible ML + EL
constituent bontkrag-en-Ia, or bontkraag-Iar-la (both "fur collar-PL-with", one
with Dutch and one with Turkish plural marker) reflects the general tendency
of these second generation speakers to not switch within constituents.
The two remaining nouns in (58) relate to TV programs. The first one, geest,
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There is fairly regular CS in this conversation, as will be shown in Section 6.1, so
the propensity of Dutch fashion terms cannot be explained by the fact that they all
happen to be contained in a fragment of the conversation which is monolingual
Dutch, as these fragments do not exist in the Hilversum women conversation.
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describes a character in Twin Peaks, who has turned into a ghost. The second,
deel, refers to the second episode of a two-part show. Why any of them is used
in a Turkish sentence is hard to explain, especially for deel: a little earlier the
Turkish equivalent bolum was used by the same speaker, cf. (59a and b). Their
usage makes unequivocally clear that they are true synonyms, since they both
refer to episodes of the same TV show. This is another example which
undermines the analysis of the selection of EL elements as never involving
bilingual synonyms. Since both the Dutch and the Turkish equivalent will be
part of the speaker's idiolect, usage of both cannot be predicted not to occur,
but at least a clear tendency to use one form only was predicted. With bolum
and deel this has not happened, nor has one of them been reallocated to a
slightly different meaning or pragmatic impact (i.e. to a different register).
Clearly, this is a counterexample to my claims.
(59a) ondan soma ne oldu? ben ikinci bdlumunu kacirdim. (P, 148)
"what happened then? I missed the second episode"
(59b) ilkine baktm rm, ilk deel-i-ne? (P, 156)
"did you see the first one, the first part?"
Of the other Dutch words used in Turkish sentences, lenen seems to be a truly
established borrowing in Dutch Turkish, as it has been attested many times
before. Unfortunately, the concept "borrowing" does not come up at any other
point in the data, so there is nothing to compare lenen with. The other Dutch
verb, vakkenvullen, is a typical jargon word in the speech of shop assistants.
Since the shop where Sengul works is an entirely Dutch environment, and the
second generation speakers' lifelong experience is with Dutch shops, it is
logical that this concept would appear in Dutch.
Three Dutch adverbs are inserted into Turkish clauses, two of which
(donker and do}) were discussed above, as they belong to the "hair" domain.
The other one, the phrase echt spontaan, contains the very salient word
spontaan, a word people often consciously choose, since it describes someone's
nature. They are among the words uttered at the most conscious end of the
Awareness Continuum. The only other time the concept comes up is in the
Tilburg friends conversation, where it is encoded in Turkish: konus maya
baslayaltm kendiliginden gelir ("let's just start talking and it'll come by itself').
Note however, that in this example the concept "spontaneously" is not used as
a character trait, so we cannot really check whether the two are in competition
or not. The modifier echt co-occurs often with spontaan as an intensifier, so
echt spontaan can be considered a collocational unit. As an intensifier, echt is
used by all second generation informants, always modifying Dutch words.
Why Dutch waarom would be used in the midst of a Turkish sentence
is not very clear. Note however, that interrogatives are among the more salient
of function words. They are among the few which receive stress, and they are
much less dependent than most other function elements. For example, a
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demonstrative pronoun must co-occur with a noun, or at least be contextually
linked to one. Since interrogative pronouns are so salient, they are high on the
Awareness Continuum when uttered. They share this feature with discourse
markers, and indeed they often function as one. Discourse markers are proof
that a high position on the Awareness Continuum does not presuppose a high
position on the Specificity
Continuum,
even though the two scales are
intimately linked. The question is rather why these words do not show up as
insertional switches more often. My tentative answer is that it is in the nature
of words like waarom to introduce switches, rather than to constitute them.
They are very frequent in daily speech, and therefore they will he part of many
partially schematic units. I would claim for instance, that Dutch speakers have
a unit [waarom heb je ... ] in their grammar, based on numerous occurrences of
fully specific utterances containing this sequence. Collocational entrenchment
therefore triggers more Dutch material as soon as waarom is selected. They do
get selected easily, no matter what language is being spoken up to their
selection, because of their inherent potential for saliency. As far as that goes,
interrogatives fit in with the more general category of discourse markers.
A similar story holds for en. Usually it introduces an alternational switch,
as in (60a), but in (60b) it got stranded as an intrasentential
switch. Sengul
started to say something in Dutch, but was interrupted.
(60a)

Cok koyuyorum biliyor musun, en laatst had ik het op het hardst, warm he (P,
101)
"I put a lot on you know, and recently I had it going on its hottest, warm,
right"

(60b) eh, iste 0 zaman onu soyledi eh, en ... (S, 6)
"uhm, well, then he says something like that, and ... "
Finally, of zo is a good example of an idiom which frequently functions as a
discourse particle. It indicates doubt on the part of the speaker about the
precision of what she has just said. It is well entrenched in the idiolects of all
second generation speakers: they all use it at least once. Its occurrence in CS
is to be expected, given the sensitivity of discourse particles to this kind of
language use.
Integration
AI: Morphological
integration
The Dutch verb lenen is integrated with yap-, cf. (61a). It is the only instance
of this pattern in the Hilversum women data. All other Dutch verbs occur in allDutch stretches, except for vakkenvullen
(more on that later), and glanzen in
(61b). The latter is an interesting case of reduplication, of which there is only
one more occurrence in the data (aids maids in the Hilversum boys data). It
consists of the repetition of the word minus its first consonant, which is then
replaced by m-, It has been documented
on EL material in other contact
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situations involving Turkish or related languages, for example in Bulgarian
Turkish (Rudin & Eminov, 1990). The reduplication has a fairly transparent
meaning ("and stuff", "and such", "etcetera"), a meaning which is usually
encoded with Turkish falan or Dutch en zoo
(61a)

ben seninkisini lenen yapmak istedim toen had ik ze at (Se, 188)
I yours-POSS-ACC borrow-INF do-INF want-PRET-lsg
"I wanted to borrow yours but then I had them already"

(61 b)

Waarom sana do] geliyor? Groot, glanzen manzen. Ben de boyamaktan
korkanm (N, 92)
why you-OAT dull come-PROG-3sg
"why does it come out all dull on you? Big, shiny and all, I'm even afraid to
dye it"

There is one case of compounding
involving CS. The Dutch word
combines with Turkish ayak to give ayak-maat-tm ("my shoe-size"):
(62)

maat

wat? 0 ja, ayak maat-uii ya. (Se, 190)
foot size-my
"what? 0 yeah, my shoe-size, right"

In (61b) above, a compound verb seems to have been formed with the Dutch
adverb dof ("dull"), and the fairly schematic Turkish verb gel- ("to come"),
yielding dof gel- ("to come out dull"). Analysis as a compound verb is not the
only possibility; the composite expression can also be analyzed as a novel
expression, where dof and gel- naturally combine with each other. Whichever
analysis is chosen is not very important, since the difference boils down to the
question whether dof gel- was an already entrenched unit in the speaker's
idiolect at the time of speaking, or whether it was sanctioned by the wellentrenched partially schematic unit [ADJECTIVE
gel-], a question which is
unanswerable.
What is more important is the question why the concept was
encoded in this particular way, since at some point somebody must have
thought the two combined well. That means first and foremost an explanation
is needed for why dof was selected (this was attempted in the previous
subsection: dof is a qualifying word, therefore likely to be salient, therefore a
good candidate for a CS, and on top of it all, it belongs to the very Dutch "hair"
domain). Once that choice is made plausible, the rest follows naturally from the
semantic combinability possibilities inherent in the lexical items dof and gelmek.
The metonymic extension of "come" to include the meaning "to appear", and
the quality of dof as something that can be perceived, correspond well, and thus
sanction the composite expression if it was not a unit already.
A2/3: Morphosyntactic
integration
The by now familiar affixing of Turkish possessive and case suffixes to Dutch
nominal elements occurs here as well, in the few cases where such marking is
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called for by the Turkish system. In (63), the possessive on deel marks the fact
that deel refers to the first part of a larger whole: a two-part episode of "Fresh
Prince of BelAir" (ilk deel-i means "its first part"; the dative is governed by the
verb bak-, "to watch").
(63)

ilkine baktm rm, ilk deel-i-ne? (P, 156)
first part-POSS-DA T
"did you see the first one, the first part]"

All other nouns are integrated through word order. They are in positions where
no marking with bound forms is needed, such as subject positions (john in 64a),
predicate positions in copular sentences (geest in 64b) and object positions
concerning
generic
or non-specific
nouns
(schuim
in 64c).
Similar
considerations
hold almost by definition
for the Dutch adverbs, as the
positioning of adverbs is relatively free. However, as they are usually the most
salient element in the clause, they occupy the position associated with saliency
in Turkish: the preverbal position, cf. danker in (64d) and echt spontaan in
(64e).
(64a) je moe! he! heel langzaam fohnen. Ja, daar Zig! het wei aan hoar. Je moet,
Zigt aan het fohn. Nee, ja, fohn felan hep ucuruyor joh, yok ya fohn filan her
sey ucuruyor sacin ... (P, 97)
"you've gotta blowdry it real slowly, yeah, that's what does it, doesn't it,
you've got to, it's because of the blowdryer, no, yeah, the blowdryer fluffs it
all up, man, no, the blow-dryer fluffs it all up, your hair"
(64b)

het is zo dat

eh, geest var degil mi simdi (Se, 132)
ghost there-is
"it's like this, it uhm, there's this ghost now, isn't there?"

(64c)

ben var ya bir defa ne oldu schuim koydum. (Se, 100)
foam put-PRET-lsg
"Once what happened to me, I put foam on"

't

(64d) ja, belli donker olmus (P, 84)
certainly dark become-EV-3sg
"yeah, it has definitely become dark"
(64e)

ahyorlar biliyor musun. TiirkIer olunca. Ik wilde Turkse nou niet
beledigen, maar "yok bir dusuneyim, eh, parasi kac para?", wee! je, yok bu
fazla olur olmaz filan. Hollandahlar echt spontaan aliyorlar onu eline, tamam,
deze wordt het. (Se, 174)
Dutch real spontaneously take-PROG-3pl it-ACC hand-his-DAT
"they buy without thinking, you know, but Turks, I didn't want to insult Turks
or anything but "no, let's think first, uhm, how much money is that?", you
know, "what else is there" etcetera. The Dutch take it into their hands real
spontaneously, "OK, I'll take this one'"
diisunmeden
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B 1: Bare forms
No bare forms were attested in the Hilversum women data. However, two verbs
were not followed by yap-, as will be discussed under 'B2'.
B2: EL marking
The single-word insertions do not carry much EL marking. There are no Dutch
function morphemes, except for the usual infinitive endings on the three verbs.
Two of the three verbs in (58) are not morphologically adapted through
a following yap-. In (65), vakkenvullen is the dislocated object of ne bil- ("to
know about"). It is followed by a modifying clause in Dutch, so this is another
case of an alternational switch starting out with an insertion. The infinitive
ending in vakkenvullen signals that this is a verbal noun, more actively than in
the yapmak-construction,
where the infinitive ending is considered relevant only
within the verbal constituent, but within the clause (cf. Section 5.2 for more
discussion). The plural ending -en on yak is technically speaking a system
morpheme as well, but this one is not externally relevant. Its presence is
predicted because vakkenvullen is a lexical unit in Dutch, consisting of the
transitive verb vullen ("to fill") and the incorporated object vakken ("shelves").
(65)

hie kimse gelmesin hep isin oluyor. Ne biliyor musun, vakkenvullen, dat is echt
heel veel groot, dan komen er heel veel kratten, vijftig kratten misschien, met
speelgoed (~e, 48)
"even if no one comes there's a lot of work, what do you know, stocking,
that's really a whole lot, big, then a whole lot of crates come in, maybe fifty
crates, with toys"

The other Dutch verb which is not followed by yap-, and still qualifies as an
insertion into a Turkish matrix clause is glanzen in (61b), repeated here as (66).
One wonders why the speaker does not say something like glanzen yaptyor
falan (shine-INF do-3sg and-such). Possibly the preceding qualifying word
groot, opens up a new adverbial, stative clause, for the purpose of describing
the state of Sengul's hair after the treatment. To elaborate on the first
characterization groat (which functions as a kind of all-purpose adverb
signalling enormity in Sengul's speech, witness its use in (65) above), the more
specific word glanzen is added: "it's big and shiny". Since it is meant to be a
predicative adjective ("it is shiny") rather than a verb ("it shines"), no
verbalizing yap- is added. Subsequently, the word can undergo reduplication,
as any predicative adjective, to be further intensified.
(66)

Waarom sana dof geliyor? Groot, glanzen

manzen. Ben de boyamaktan

korkanm (N, 92)
why you-DAT dull come-PROG-3sg
"why does it come out all dull on you? Big, shiny and all, I'm even afraid to
dye it"

These are two of the three Dutch inserted verbs in the entire data set which are
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not integrated with yap-, The other one is samenwonen
in the Tilburg cafe
conversation (cf. Ex. 44b above), which was flagged and dislocated, much in
the same way as vakkenvullen.
In both cases the verb is used as a noun: the
concept is holistically portrayed, not as a process bounded in time. Since yapwould make a verb stem out of it, its absence is motivated. The other case,
glanzen manzen is more puzzling. However, since reduplication applies to nouns
and adjectives, the verb must have been construed as a verbal noun. The
verbalizing morpheme is then rightly left out. More discussion of this matter is
postponed until Section 5.2.
Multiword insertions are rare. The low frequency of intrasentential
CS
affects islands as well as single-word insertions. The one example of an EL
constituent is the dislocated PP met die bontkragen in (67).
(67)

ya da seyi var ya, van die, met die bontkragen (P, 204)
"and then there's these things, of those, with those fur collars"

B3: Flagging
The PP met die bontkragen is flagged with the $ey strategy. Vakkenvullen,
discussed extensively above, is dislocated, and hence flagged as well. From
(64b and c) above, it is clear that the morphosyntactically
integrated insertions
schuim and geest are also flagged.
4.3.2. The Hilversum guys
This conversation,
again involving second generation
speakers only, also
contains more Dutch than Turkish. Most Dutch elements therefore occur well
outside of Turkish contexts. The few Dutch insertions are listed in (68).
(68)

Sex:
aids (E, 22)
condoom (E, 26) ("condom")
pijpen (E, 33) (M, 36) ("to have oral sex")
pakken (Me, 212) ("to grab")
misbruikt (Me, 43) ("abused")
Others:
hei (E, 4) ("heath")
brief (C, 59) ("letter")
neef (E, 101) ("cousin")
zijn vader (Me, 36) ("his dad")
wakker (C, 78, 78) ("awake")
van de spoorwegen (C, 59) ("from the railways")

selection
The list is again very small. Most Dutch insertions are nouns and some are very
specific and thus predictable. Aids of course qualifies as a name, and hei
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denotes a type of field which is charcaterized by abundant growth of heather.
It is very common in some parts of Holland, including the Hilversum area.

Several words belong to the world of sex: a domain dominated by the EL
in many immigrant communities (Necef, 1994). Some Turkish words from this
domain are used as well, usually in CS, cf. Section 6.2. Kinship terms are often
taken over from another language, especially if the distinctions that are made
are less complicated in that language. Hence Dutch neef is unsurprising.
However, it is surprising to find Dutch vader, standing for a concept which can
hardly be more simple in another language, in a Turkish sentence. Note
however, that in (69) it is preceded by zijn ("his", but here it means "her": even
second generation Turks overgeneralize the masculine form (cf. Broeder, 1991,
for this phenomenon in first generation Turkish learners of Dutch). The
utterance has been analyzed as Turkish, as it has Turkish structure, so the
subject NP ends up as an EL Island. Note however, that it is also perfectly
possible that the speaker intended the sentence to be in Dutch, and switched to
Turkish for zorla, i.e. after the subject NP. From there on, the sentence had to
be Turkish, since zorla forms a discontinuous unit with yapttr- ("to force").
Further discussion on the possible analyses of this example will follow in
Section 6.3.1.
(69)

zijn vader zorla yaptmru~ (Me, 36)
"her dad forced her to do it"

The most puzzling of the Dutch nouns are briefand wakker, both quintessential
core borrowings. The letter in question is an official letter from the Dutch
railways. The only other occurrence of the concept is in the speech of one of
the first generation Turkish women, where the Turkish equivalent mektup is
used, as would be expected for such a speaker for such a common noun. It is
the second generation occurrence of Dutch brief in a Turkish utterance which
is surprising. A similar surprise is wakker. It is expressed twice in Dutch in the
same turn; earlier, the same speaker has used the Turkish equivalent: sabaha
karst uyanmis ("she awoke early in the morning"). Hence this is another
counterexample to my claim that true synonyms do not exist.
integration

AI. Morphological integration
The word aids in (70a) undergoes the same kind of reduplication as glanzen in
the Hilversum
women data (cf. (66) above). The two Dutch verbs are
incorporated with yap- as usual, cf. pakken yap- in (70b), and finally wakker in
(70c) may be analyzed as forming a compound verb with 01-: "to wake up". The
choice of passive 01-, and not for instance yap- is logical given the passivity of
the action involved; cf. Section 5.2 for more details. If wakker 01- is not
analyzed as a lexical item, it belongs to the category of morphosyntactic
integration. Any decision however, would be arbitrary, for the same reasons as
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were given in connection
(70a)

with dof gel- above, cf. Ex. (61 b).

oh, oglum onda aids maids var 0 zaman vallalu olur Ian (E, 22)
aids-RED
"oh boy, she's got aids or something then, really, for sure, man"

(70b) Jolanda pakken yapacakn (Me, 212)
1. grab-INF do-FUT-PRET-3sg
"he was going to grab Jolanda"
(70c) ja hie wakker olmadun Ian giindiiz saat bir de mi bir bucukta mi ne wakker
oldum (C, 78)
never awake become-NEG-PRET-lsg
awake become-PRET-lsg
"yeah, I didn't wake up at all man, I woke up at one in the afternoon, or one
thirty"
A2/3: Morphosyntactic
integration
Turkish case endings and possessive markers appear on Dutch
needed. An example is the locative marker on hei in (71).
(71)

nouns

when

gitmis yavas yavas hei-de (E, 4)
heath-LaC
"they went across the moor very slowly"

Examples of integration
misbruikt diyorlar:
(72a)

with free forms and word order are brief geliyor

and

da sey Susanne-ya brief geJiyor van eh, de spoorwegen van eh, ... (C, 59)
S.-DAT letter come-PROG-3sg
"and she then, Susan got a letter from uhm, the railways, from uhm

0

(72b) misbruikt diyoriar ya (Me, 43)
"they call it "abused", don't they"
B 1: Bare forms
In (73a), neefis bare. We would expect lbo-nun neef-i ("Ibo-GEN cousin-his"),
instantiating the genitive schema [Possessor-Genitive
+ Possessed-Possessive].
There are only six such constituents in the Hilversum guys data, of which the
one in (73a) is the only example involving a Dutch noun. It is also the only one
involving a bare form. A typical example of the "correct" use is marokkan-tn
ev-i-nde in (73b). 19

19

In Standard Turkish, this utterance would have to be translated as either "It's lbo's
cousin", or as "It's lbo's cousin", with heavy emphasis on "Ibo". In both cases, there
is a zero copula. However, the context in which this example appears is a list of
people who were present at a certain incident, which makes it quite clear that
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(73a) nee, Ibo-nun neef(E, 101)
I.-GEN cousin
"no, lbo's cousin"
(73b)

marokkan-m ev-in-de kaldi (Me, 27)
"she stayed at that Moroccan's house"

In (74), the accusative case marker is missing on Jolanda. Personal names are
inherently definite, and when definite nouns function as direct objects they must
be marked as accusative.
(74)

Jolanda pakken yapacakti (Me, 212)
1. grab-INF do-FUT-PRET-3sg
"he was going to grab Jolanda''

B2: EL marking
There are two EL constituents in these data. One is zijn vader in (69) above, a
possessive NP which functions as the subject of the clause. The other is van de
spoorwegen,
cf. (71 a) above. For more discussion of EL constituents,
cf.
Section 6.3.1.
B3: Flagging
None of the Dutch insertions

were flagged in any way.

4.3.3. The Tilburg friends
In (75), the Dutch insertions into Turkish speech are listed
the speech of the three second generation women who were
friends network. The contributions of the other two speakers
Section 2.5 for details) have been discussed earlier, Yusuf
and Ayhan in Section 4.2.2.2.
(75)

which occurred in
part of the Tilburg
in this network (cf.
in Section 4.1.3.2,

fashion/clothes:
pak (M, 59) ("suit")
shirt (F, 135)
T-shirt (M, 141)
helemaal niet opgemaakt of zo (M, 64) ("without any make-up or anything")
Dutch social life:
terras (F, 180) ("outdoor cafe")
aileen terras (F, 180) ("alone [to] outdoor cafe")

Ibo 'nun neef is an NP. Possibly this deviation from Standard Turkish norms is
caused by influence from Dutch. Dutch genitive phrases like Ibo's neef (Ibo-GEN
cousin), especially common with personal names, would have served as the model.
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Others:
afstand (Se, 83) ("distance")
eerste generatie (Se, 30) ("first generation")
wennen (M, 120) ("to get used to")
trimmen (F) (130, 132, 132, 135) (4x) ("to jog")
eentonig (F, 14) ("monotonous")
vrij (M, 84) ("free")
wei (Se, 24) ("yes")
dus (F, 135) ("so")
maar (M, 68) ("but")
jij (M, 59) ("you")
ich, echt wahr (M, 64) ("I, really")
zo (M, 70) ("so")
offe (M, 84) ("or")
zes jaar geleden of zo (F, 167) ("six years ago or something")
niet alleen met jongens (M, 98) ("not just with guys")
en niet anders (M, 271) ("and not different")
maakt niet uit (F, 162) ("doesn't matter")
gewoon een en al hetzelfde type (F, 42) ("just one and the same type")

selection
It is a characteristic
of all second generation data that CS usually occurs at
clause or sentence boundaries. Many switches begin after a major break, for
instance after a conjunction or after a verb that subcategorizes
for a clausal
complement. These types of switches have not been included in (75). Since they
are more altemational
than insertional in character, they will be analyzed in
Chapter Six, cf. especially Section 6.3.3.
Notwithstanding
the altemational character of these speakers' CS, they
do produce some prototypical insertions as well. Of the six single nouns, three
are in the domain of clothes: shirt, Tishirt and pak. One of these, pak, is heavily
flagged, suggesting some trouble on Miijgan's part in finding the right word.
The word Tsshirt exists in Turkish (ti$ort), but has been included here because
the informants themselves identified it as a Dutch word. As many Dutch as
Turkish words are used in this semantic domain. Both languages contribute
general words, like Turkish giyim ("clothes") and Dutch jurk ("dress"). There
are also some culturally specific terms from Turkish, for example bas tnt ort(lito cover one's head; i.e: to wear a head-scarf"). The Dutch words which are
used generally denote particular pieces of clothing. As such, they are not in
competition with Turkish equivalents, since those denote yet other kinds of
clothing, but among the more specific vocabulary, Dutch is dominant. None of
these show up as insertional CS because most clauses tend to be monolingual.
Recall that the Hilversum women talk about fashion as well, and that in their
speech too, Dutch has a prominent place in this semantic domain.
As a quick glance at the list in (75) indicates, it is not easy to designate
the insertions to specific semantic domains other than fashion, let alone to other
domains particularly associated with Dutch. In the networks discussed so far,
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social life was identified as an area that yields many Dutch words. Here terras
is the only insertion from that domain. Recall that the word was also used by
the first generation Tilburg women. It can be considered a cultural borrowing,
since it denotes something only found in Holland in the particular form to
which terras refers. Places one goes for a drink are generally referred to by
Dutch words in the entire data set, with the exception of the specifically Turkish
cemiyet, a place where Turks gather.
It was noted in Section 2.5 that most of the conversation during the
recording was about the differences between Holland and Turkey in general,
and between Turks in the two countries in particular. Logically, many of the
switches occur in exchanges on this subject. The use of eerste generatie in (76)
is somewhat surprising. It is of course a common enough word in conversations
about immigrants, so it is extra common in the life of immigrants themselves.
But still, the informants themselves usually refer to the first generation as
burdaki Turkler ("the Turks here"), or more specifically, yeni Turkiye'den
geldig i ("those who have just come from Turkey"). An explanation may be that
it is used in a dislocated NP, which is added as an afterthought to a phrase in
which burdaki insanlar ("the people here") is the subject. The function of the
dislocated NP is to specify which people exactly Selma is referring to. Since
eerste genera tie is meant to add extra information, it was produced at the
conscious end of the Awareness Continuum. At those moments the whole
lexicon is scrutinized for the right term, in which case any term the speaker
knows has a good chance of being selected. Another word which was used in
this way is afstand (this will be discussed under 'B3' below).
(76)

bence burdaki insanlar daha cok geri kalmis, burda geldigi eerste generatie....
(Se, 30)
"I think the people here have stayed much more conservative, the first
generation that came here"

As is to be expected with a topic so close to the informants' hearts, there are
a lot of terms which describe emotional states. Some of those are Dutch
insertions, such as eentonig, vrij and afstand. This domain especially, is prone
to subtle differences between near-synonyms. The words afstand and eentonig
are clearly accessed only after some severe word-searching, as can be seen for
the latter in (77); for afstand, cf. (89b) below. They can therefore safely be
assumed to be seen by the speaker as the best words available for the concepts
they denote.
(77)

ik vind ze allemaal, zo ja, hepsi eentonig, weet je, hepsi (F, 14)
"I think they're all so, well, they're all dull, you know, all of them"

Vrij has been attested earlier in Dutch Turkish (as well as its cognate frei in
German Turkish, cf. Menz 1993). It may fill a lexical gap in Turkish, especially
in the meaning of "independent from parental and social control". These are
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three of the five "emotion" expressions which the Tilburg friends solely encode
in Dutch (the other ones are niet belangrijk, "not important" and niet meer erg,
"not bad anymore"). All other concepts which find expression with a Dutch
word once or twice, are expressed with a Turkish word elsewhere in the
conversation. In an analysis of this semantic field, 33 emotion terms were
identified, twenty Turkish and thirteen Dutch. Four of the Turkish words are
only uttered by Ayhan or Yusuf, who should not be taken into account here.
This leaves us with a fairly balanced picture for the semantic domain of
emotion: sixteen Turkish and thirteen Dutch terms. Eight concepts are encoded
in both languages. One of those, "difficult", only finds expression in Turkish
(zor) in Ayhan's speech; all the women refer to it with Dutch moeilijk. The
doublets mostly concern very general concepts: leuk and guzel ("nice"), goed
and iyi ("good"), slecht and kotu ("bad"). These words do not normally
constitute switches: the Dutch words are used in monolingual Dutch stretches
and the Turkish ones in Turkish stretches. The other pairs are vee/ geluk and
mutlu, vreemd and acayip, stom and acayip, and normaal and norma/en. With
the first two of those pairs, the members occur in the same speech tum, which
indicates that they instantiate the type of CS where the speaker repeats herself
in the other language. Repetition is among the communicative
functions which
frequently appear in taxonomies
of the functions of CS, cf. for example
Grosjean (1982).
A very interesting case of flagging is seen in (78). Miijgan starts saying
she would never get used to the way things are in the Turkish countryside if she
were to move there. However, she seems to be looking for something, possibly
the word nooit, or maybe the right syntactic way of expressing the concept, or
perhaps the desired verb itself; in any case, she hesitates after saying ik zal ("I
would ... "). Selma, who has understood what Miijgan wants to say, provides the
most logical follow-up, nooit ("never"). Maybe she was going to finish the
sentence for her friend, or maybe she was just helping out with this particular
word, but Mujgan takes over again and finishes the sentence herself: wennen
yapamam ("I can't get used to"). The use ofwennen yap- cannot be conditioned
by it being the only available word for "to get used to", since in all other cases
Fulya and Miijgan use the ML equivalent alismak. Possibly the Dutch word was
used because a Dutch stretch (ik zal nooit) preceded it, but then it is remarkable
that the Turkish auxiliary yap- follows it. The morpho syntactic details of this
switch will be discussed under B2 below, and in more detail in Section 6.3.2.
(78)

-ben simdi gene gitsem Turkiye'ye, ik zal ... (M, 118)
"now when I go back to Turkey, I will ..."
- ... nooit.: (Se, 119)
"never"
-... wennen yapamam oraya (M, 120)
"I won't get used to it"

In conclusion, the semantic domain of emotion, primarily involving predicative
adjectives,
is heavily mixed in the idiolects of these second generation
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informants. The most general concepts in this field receive expression in both
languages, while for the more specific concepts one word generally seems to
be preferred. Sometimes this is a Dutch word, and sometimes it is Turkish.
Trimmen yap- is Fulya's word for jogging; she uses it every time she needs to
refer to the concept. There is nothing specifically Dutch about the concept,
though it is of course connected to the semantic domains of sports and leisure
time, which both have a strong Dutch layer in Immigrant Turkish (cf. earlier
examples like doelpunt at-, pongen partileri etc.). Trimmen is also not the only
word used for it in Dutch: I have observed the enormous variation in the speech
of the people around me in naming this activity. Fulya's use of trimmen yapmust probably be seen as idiosyncratic.
Some of the other words, such as aILeen, wei, dus, maar, offe, ich and jij
denote very general concepts. They are all heavily emphasized, indicating that
they are true codeswitches in the literal sense. A slight preference seems to exist
for Dutch aileen over Turkish equivalents, such as yalntz and tek basina. The
latter both occur only once (the latter only in Yusuf's speech), against four
occurrences of the Dutch word. Furthermore, yalniz occurs very late in the
conversation, which by this time is dominated by Turkish (cf. Section 6.l.6).
The pronoun jij normally occurs in Dutch stretches only; if an emphatic
pronoun is called for in a Turkish stretch, Turkish sen is used, except in this
one case (cf. 79). The same holds for the use of first person ich as a CS. Its
form is German rather than Dutch, but recall from Section 2.5 that Mujgan was
born in Germany and spent the first fifteen years of her life there. Every once
in a while this shows through in her Dutch, and this is one of those times.
Usually she produces the correct Dutch form ik; this one time the German form
slips through.

(79)

sen Tiirkiye'de, ji}, biz nereye gidiyoruz ki. (M, 59)
"girl, if you are in Turkey, you yourself, where do we go?"

KIZ

Conjunctions often introduce longer switches. They make attractive switch sites
because they often function as discourse markers. In this connection, recall the
discussion of the interrogative waarom in Section 4.3.1. In (80a), the
conjunction dus functions as what could be called a mental colon: it is highly
salient in expressing that the listener should pay attention because the speaker
is now going to say what the consequence is of whatever it is he has been
saying just before. In this use it is equivalent to Turkish yani. Discourse
markers of this type are very common in CS (Maschler, 1994). In most cases,
they introduce a longer EL stretch, as in (80b) from the Hilversum guys data,
which on the whole functions as an intersentential switch. Therefore, discourse
markers do not often surface as single-word switches.
(80a) Dus, yani din ile my ilgisi yok (F, 135)
"so, so it doesn't have anything to do with religion"
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(80b) ik zeg oglum, git lan, manyaklasma dus niet geweest, weet je, maar hi} zat
steeds over haar te lullen (C, 193)
"I said, man, get lost, don't be such a fool, so we didn't go, you know, but he
kept talking about her"
Maar and offe behave similarly, though with different meanings. The first
introduces an opposing view, and offe (the 'written' form of the word is of, and
offe incorporates a hesitation: "or, urn:") a corrected version of what has been

said right before it.
The larger stretches include adverbial phrases and copula complements. These
have in common that they are uttered at the conscious end of the Awareness
Continuum.f" This may be at least as important in making these positions
favored switch sites as their structural periphery (i.e.: their relative
independence from the main verb). The single word zo in (81) should also be
interpreted as the beginning of an adverbial phrase. Miijgan wants to tell the
others what she thinks of those Turks who have come to Holland to go to
college and look down on the immigrant community, but never finishes:
"they're so ...''.
(81)

Cogunlukla iiniversiteye gelenler falan zo ... (M, 70)
"mostly the ones that go to university or something, they're so

integration

AI: Morphological integration
The Dutch inserted verbs are all incorporated with yap-, cf. (82). No other
Turkish word-formation devices attach to Dutch lexemes.
(82)

trimmen yapmak istedigim icin 0 olmuyor, ama koydekiler kisa etek giyiyor 0
oluyor. (F, 135)
jog-INF do-INF want-VN-my for that is-NEG-3sg
"that won't do if I want to go jogging, but it's OK for girls in the village to
wear short skirts"

A2/3: Morphosyntactic integration
Turkish nominal morphology attaches freely to Dutch nouns. The frequencies
are of course not high, but when plurality, case or possession markers are called
for, they are there. For example, pak is pluralized with -lar in (83a) and terras
receives dative case in (83b). Copular morphology attaches to the only inserted
adjective, cf. (83c).
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Cf. the discussion of echt spontaan in Section 4.3.1 above.
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(83a)

seylerimi, ah giizel pak-Iar-Im-l falan getirmedim ki yani ayip olur dedim
biliyon mu (M, 59)
nice suit-pl-my-ACC and-such bring-NEG-PRET -1sg
"I hadn't brought my things, oh, my nice outfits and stuff with me so I said it's
a shame, you know"

(83b)

nou, als ik aileen ga, ilk ben olsaydun, aileen terras-a giden Tiirk kizi, ben
kdtii olurdum. (F, 180)
alone terrace-DAT go-VN Turkish girl-POSS
"well, if I go alone, if the first one is me, the first Turkish girl to go to the cafe
by herself, I would be bad"

(83c)

Ben Tiirkiye'de daha vrij-dirn diyorlar. (M, 84)
more free-PRET-lsg
"In Turkey I was more free, they say"

Though most constituent-internal
function marking is achieved with bound
forms in Turkish, there are also functional elements that are free forms, for
example ustune in (84a). Insertions at the clausal level, i.e. not within a
constituent, often occur at places where no function marking is necessary, such
as the complement of a zero copula in (84b), the antecedent noun of a relative
clause in (84c), or adverbial phrases, such as helemaal niet opgemaakt of zo in
(84d).
(84a)

ama shirt iistiine giyiyorum olmuyor (F, 135)
but shirt over-POSS-DAT wear-PROG-lsg is-NEG-PROG-3sg
"but it won't do to wear something over a shirt"

(84b)

ik vind ashnda bakarsan hepirniz gewoon een en al hetzelfde type (F, 42)
I think actually look-AOR-COND-2sg all-l pi just one and all the-same type
"I think if you really look, we're just one and the same type"

(84c)

bence burdaki insanlar daha cok geri kalmis, burda geldigi eerste generatie, ...
(Se, 30)
"I think the people here have stayed much more conservative, the first
generation that came here"

(84d)

Oraya gittim diigiine helemaal niet opgemaakt of zoo (M, 64)
"I went to a wedding there, not made up at all or anything"

B 1: Bare forms
None of the single-word insertions constitute bare forms, as morphosyntactic
marking is realized where necessary. A possible exception is T-shirt in (85).
Since Miijgan is describing what a certain girl was wearing, a postposition -ile
("with") would be expected on the clothes terms kot pantol and T-shirt, or else
a verb like giydi ("sbe wore"). However, there is a slight pause between kiz and
kat pantol. The clothes terms may be a dislocated afterthought, an addition
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which gives some further specification of what the girl looked like. In that case,
the two words do not have to be accompanied by the postposition.
(85)

Bir kiz gelecek koyden kiz, kot pantol T-shirt ...(M, 141)
one girl come-VN-FUT village-ABL girl jeans T-shirt
"a girl, a girl from a village wears jeans and T-shirt"

B2: EL marking
Of the several possible types of EL marking, only those involving larger EL
stretches occur in the Tilburg friends data. There are no cases of EL plurals or
other types of inflection.
With that in mind, we can look at the EL marking which does occur on
the material included in (75). In eerste generatie, there is some function
marking in the first word. However, it was already analyzed as a lexical unit,
so the EL marking can be considered internally relevant only. This is not the
case with aileen terras in my view. There are several possible analyses for the
sequence aileen terras-a giden Turk kiz in (83b), repeated here as (86). First,
both Dutch words can be considered separate insertions. Alternatively, the verb
aileen terras-a git- ("to go out alone") can be considered a lexical unit. It is not
too unusual for verbs to incorporate some adverbial element as part of a larger
unit (for example "to love dearly"; "to beat senseless", etc.). It is not so easy to
decide which of these two analyses should be favored. Note that, at least in a
Cognitive Grammar framework, this is not a crime. It is even to be expected
that certain composite expressions exist which have the potential to be units, but
which may not have unit status in every idiolect. Those speakers for which it
is a unit, retrieve it from their grammar as one chunk, while the others compose
the expression on the basis of available specific and schematic units. The former
would include [ALONE/aileen],
[OUTDOOR CAFE/terras], [GO TO/-E git-]
and possibly [GO TO OUTDOOR CAFE/-E terras-a git-]. The schematic unit
involved would be [GO IN A CERTAIN MANNERIManner Adverb
+ git- ]21). Either way, the resulting expression is the same, which is only
natural, since composite units (i.e. conventional expressions) have all come into
being after being compositionally built at least once. That some people already
have it as a unit, while others do not, seems plausible, and in agreement with
sociolinguistic facts.
(86)
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nou, a/s ik aileen ga, ilk ben olsaydim, aileen terras-a giden Turk kizi, ben
k6tii olurdum. (F, 180)
alone terrace-DAT go-VN Turkish girl-POSS
"well, if I go a/one, if the first one is me, the first Turkish girl to go to the cafe
by herself, I would be bad"

This manner adverb may be specified to be of the set of adverbs specifying who the
goer is going with, including "by oneself", "with the two of us", "with my dog"
etcetera.
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Another
(87)

interesting

case is (78) above, repeated here as (87):

-ben simdi gene gitsem Tiirkiye'ye, ik zal ... (M, 118)
"now when 1 go back to Turkey, 1 will ..."
- ... nooit... (Se, 119)
"never"
-... wenn-en yap-a-rna-m oraya (M, 120)
getlusedlto-INF do-NEG/can-AOR!1 sg
"I won't get used to it"

Since the utterance was broken up and realized by two speakers in conjunction,
it is hard to draw any morphosyntactic
conclusions from it. The Turkish verb
yapamam contains the meaning "I can't ... ", so there is not much in the
preceding Dutch words that is not also encoded in the Turkish finite verb. All
this information
is doubly marked. The only information which the Dutch
stretch really adds is the adverbial "never". This example will appear again in
Section 6.3.2.
All other cases of EL marking are contained within EL constituents. Most of
those are typical EL Islands, such as adverbial phrases, cf. (88), and also (84b
and d) above. They will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.1.
(88)

Sen orda kimlerle konusuyorsun, niet aileen met jongens. (M, 98)
"who do you talk to, not just to guys"

B3: Flagging
As was noted above in the section on selection of EL elements, many of the
discourse markers, conjunctions and pronouns which were used as single-word
switches were heavily emphasized. Such heavy emphasis could be seen as one
way of flagging: the emphasis draws attention to the word. It is furthermore in
the nature of discourse markers to draw attention to some accompanying
message, so they act as a flag themselves. Such a role is fulfilled by dus in
(89a).
The more familiar type of flagging is represented as well. In (89b), Fulya
is looking for the right word for emotional distance, gains some time by saying
bir ~ey var ("there's this thing"), and then finally, after a short pause, comes up
with Dutch afstand. Several of the other insertions were flagged in similar
ways, cf. for example (83a and 84c) above.
(89a)

Dus, yani din ile hie ilgisi yok (F, 135)
"so, so it doesn't have anything to do with religion"

(89b)

Tiirkiye'de dogal
gene bir ~ey var,
"when you grow
there's this thing

sakalasabiliyorsun erkeklerle, konusabiliyorsun ama burda
... afstand (Se, 83)
up in Turkey, and you talk to guys, you know, but here
again, distance"
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4.3.4. The Tilburg brothers
The main informants in this conversation were Ayhan's younger second
generation brothers, Ibrahim and Omit. Also present were Ayhan and Bahar,
whose contributions were discussed earlier in Sections 4.1.3.1 and 4.2.2.1. Only
two insertions could be found in the speech produced by the younger brothers,
cf. (90). They speak mainly Dutch, interspersed with a Turkish utterance once
in a while, cf. Section 6.1.7.
(90)

bioscoop (I, 22) ("cinema")
vragen (I, 22) ("to ask")

selection

The only example in the entire conversation of a prototypical insertion is (91),
by the youngest brother Ibrahim.
(91)

iki gun once iste bioscoop-e vragen yaptiydim.

(I, 22)
cinema-DA'T ask-INF do-PLUP-lsg
"And only two days before, you see, I had asked her out to the movies."

Both Dutch words reflect the dominance of that language in the semantic
domain of dating. The noun bioscoop is the normal word for cinema in the
immigrant community, reflecting the fact that going to the cinema takes place
in a Dutch-speaking environment. On the other hand, it is the only conversation
in the corpus where the concept comes up, so it is hard to tell whether it has
any competition from Turkish sinema or not. In any case, the other four times
in the present conversation the concept comes up, the phrase naar de bioscoop
is used, as in (92).
(92)

hij wou er mee naar bioscoop en ze wou het niet CO, 62)
"he wanted to take her to the movies and she didn't want that"

The verb vragen does not mean simply "to ask" here, but rather ottoask out on
a date". It is repeated a few times in all-Dutch environments, every time with
the same meaning, cf. (93a). A close Turkish equivalent is davet etmek. It is not
used by the Tilburg brothers, but it does occur in other conversations. In the
Maastricht conversation davet etmek appears quite a few times, cf. (93b), with
the meaning "to invite to a party". It is also used by the Tilburg women as a
general "to invite", cf. (93c). It may be concluded that bioscoop is probably an
established core borrowing in the Immigrant Turkish of the brothers, and that
vragen is probably in free variation with ML equivalents in its general sense,
but may have a meaning of its own as "to ask out on a date", since Turkish
equivalents were not attested with that meaning.
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(93a)

als je 'n keer vraagt of zij, of zij naar bioscoop komt he, zegt ze nee, dan moet
je tweede keer proberen (A, 111)
"if you ask some time if she will go to the movies, huh, if she says 'no', then
you should try a second time"

(93b)

Orda davet etti ama Ramiye'run partisiydi. (D, 33)
"but she extended an invitation there, at Ramiye's party"

(93c)

ben mesela ben arkadaslanmi hep evime davet etmek isterim. (B, 103; Tilburg
women)
"I, for example, I want to invite all my friends to my home"

Other "insertions" in these data are clauses which are part of a larger sentence,
for example when a Dutch main clause follows a Turkish conditional clause, as
in (94). This is a favored switch site for all second generation speakers, as will
be shown in Section 6.3.3.
(94)

zamarunda oynarsan, antrenmana gelirsen, dan moete ge toch zaterdags wei in
de basis staan he! (D, 9)
"if you play in your free time, and go to practice, then surely you should be in
the starting line-up on Saturday, right?"

integration
The only inserted elements are bioscoop and vragen in (91). The verb is
morphologically
integrated using yap-, like virtually all other Dutch verbs, and
the noun is morphosyntactically
fully integrated into the matrix utterance with
the Turkish dative marker.
4.3.5. The Tilburg cafe: Hatice
One of the two participants in this conversation, Ayhan, has been discussed
elsewhere, since he is a member of the intermediate generation. Hatice qualifies
as a member of the second generation according to the classificatory principles
outlined in Section 2.5, and will therefore be discussed here.
Hatice is a lot like the other second generation informants in this study,
as far as the numerical dominance of Dutch in spontaneous conversation
is
concerned. Also like the other second generation informants, her CS is more of
the alternational than of the insertional type. The quantitative figures will appear
in Section 6.1.3. Her insertions are listed in (95).
(95)

informatie ("information') (39)
Bureau Nieuwkomers ("Newcomers Office") (43)
uitzendkracht (person employed through employment agency) (145)
huwelijkscontract ("marriage contract") (191)
bowling (205)
voor het zekerheid ("to be on the safe side") (251)
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selection
We have encountered the word nieuwkomers before, in the first generation
Tilburg women network, cf. Section 4.1.1. There, it referred to the language
class of that name, a class specifically designed for recent immigrants, who are
denoted by this term in the language of Dutch bureaucracy. This official use of
the term is also reflected by Hatice's use of the term Bureau Nieuwkomers, a
section of the city government which deals with this group of immigrants. The
word buro exists in Turkish, but if this had been the word used here, we would
have expected the Turkish compound nieuwkomers biirosu." Since the section
in the town hall dealing with nieuwkomers is actually called Bureau
Nieuwkomers, Hatice is most likely using this name here.
The other bureaucratic
terms informatie,
uitzendkracht
and
huwelijkscontract need no further discussion. The [mal nominal insertion,
bowling, denotes a popular leisure-time activity of the Dutch, so this word is
unsurprising as well. None of the terms are rivaled by any ML equivalents in
the course of the conversations, since the concepts they refer to do not come up
at any other place in the data set.
Of the multiword insertions, an interesting case is voor he! zekerheid.
The correct Dutch idiom is voor de zekerheid, as produced by Ayhan a few
turns earlier. That it is a unit is indisputable, since it can be heard in spoken
Dutch almost daily. Apart from that, the noun zekerheid seldom occurs outside
this idiom". The "wrong" article could be brought in as evidence against the
unit status of the PP, but given the general low entrenchment of article-noun
combinations in the Dutch of many Turks, this is not a big problem. For Hatice,
the unit is either the partially schematic [voor ARTICLE zekerheidJ, or else the
"interlanguage form" voor het zekerheid. Claiming that this cannot be a unit in
her speech because it is not a unit in Dutch, would amount to saying that every
noun which gets the wrong article in the speech of immigrants (for example het
MA va in Ayhan's speech, de budget in Hatice's speech, etcetera) cannot be
units in their speech either. That in its tum would be tantamount to saying that
only expressions which adhere to the standard norm can be units, which would
reveal an unrealistic and prescriptivist attitude. Articles are low on the
Specificity Continuum, and speakers are thus likely to be at the unconscious end
of the Awareness Continuum when uttering them. Errors of this type within
units would be expected, especially if the unit does not have particularly high
entrenchment. In my view, this accounts for many interlanguage phenomena in
the data, an investigation of which is beyond the scope of this work. There is
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In Standard Turkish, buro does not refer to institutions, but in the immigrant
varieties spoken in Western Europe it does. An example is is burosu (work bureauAGR; i.e. job office), for which all my informants use arbeidsbureau, but which has
been commonly attested. I thank Rik Boeschoten for this information.
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The expression also occurs in the Sarnarni data of Sita Kishna, reported on in
Muysken (1993, cf. p. 201).
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no reason to assume that highly proficient bilinguals do not make these
mistakes. First, the allocation of the articles de and het to nouns is very
arbitrary in Dutch and therefore hard to learn, even for people who started to
learn the language at a very young age (Roelarid Van Hout, p.c.). Second, once
a second language learner has mastered a certain unit, it may not be easy to
change. If the unit in question is incorrect from the viewpoint of the standard
language, it is a case of what is commonly called fossilization. Anyway, [voor
... zekerheidi is a unit in Dutch, preserved in the speech of both participants in
this conversation.
integration
AI. Morphological integration
None of the Dutch words inserted into Turkish was morphologically integrated.
Verb-yapmak constructions were absent in Hatice's speech, and no Dutch words
served as the basis of Turkish word-formation or compounding processes.
A2/3. Morphosyntatic integration
All inserted Dutch nouns are morphosyntactically integrated, twice with a dative
case marker and in the other cases with free form function words, such as
postpositions and demonstratives. Examples are found in (96). Function words
used to integrate the Dutch insertions include the postposition gibi ("like") and
the demonstrative 0 ("that") at the constituent level (cf. 96b and 96c), and, at
the clausal level, the relativizer oldugun ("that you are ...''), cf. (96d).
(96a) iyi dedin bari, beni bureau Nieuwkomers-e gender ... (43)
good say-PRET-2sg at-least me-ACC bureau newcomers-DAT send-IMP
""ok", you said at least, "send me to the Newcomers office!"
(96b)

0 informatie orda bilgisayann icinde kayith? ooh (39)
that information there computer-GEN inside registered-PRET-3sg INT
"that information is stored there in the computer? Wow!"

(96c) huwelijkscontract gibi birsey (191)
marriage-contract like something
"something like a marriage contract"
(96d) Sen uitzendkracht oldugun icin denken hun van:

0,

ik heb een stapje meer of

zo (145)

you empl.ag.-worker being-2sg because think-pi them of "oh, I have one step
more or so
"because you're from the employment agency, they think "oh, I'm one step up"
or something"

B 1 Bare forms
None of the Dutch insertions are bare forms.
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B2 EL marking
No EL marking is present on the nominal insertions from Dutch, except that
three of them are compounds. The one EL constituent does, of course, contain
some EL marking. A Dutch article and a preposition appear in voor het
zekerheid:
(97)

tabii, voor her zekerheid, iyi yapmism ... (251)
sure for the certainty good do-INF-2sg
"sure, to be on the safe side, you did good"

B3: Flagging
No obvious flagging of inserted Dutch elements occurred in Hatice's speech.
4.3.6. Summary
In the vernacular of the second generation informants, Dutch seems to be
numerically dominant, unless non-second generation speakers are present as
well. Nevertheless, parts of the conversations are in Turkish, and within those
stretches there is insertional CS of Dutch words.
Often, those Dutch words are from domains associated with Dutch, such
as dating, fashion and bureaucracy. However, as in the intermediate generation
data, there are also more general Dutch words, which are sometimes in free
competition with Turkish equivalents. Discourse markers and other words which
are probably high on the Awareness Continuum when they are uttered, are
prominent among the insertions as well.
Integration followed similar patterns as in the data of the other
generations. Bare forms were again rare. EL marking on the other hand, was
quite frequent, since many insertions were larger than a single word.
4.4. Conclusions
In this section, the findings of this chapter will be summarized and discussed.
Following the organization of all other sections in this chapter, the results will
be reviewed in terms of selection and (morphosyntactic) integration.
No indications have been given yet of the relative frequency of insertional CS.
Quantitative figures will appear in Section 6.1. Suffice to say that insertional CS
is most frequent in the intermediate generation data, as the other speakers tend
to produce either monolingual speech or show a lot of alternational CS. The
first generation informants speak mainly Turkish and insert a Dutch noun now
and then, while those of the second generation either speak mainly Dutch or
switch back and forth a lot between the languages. However, when they switch,
it is usually at clause or sentence boundaries. There is very little insertion in the
Tilburg brothers data.
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4.4.1. Selection
high awareness

Many Dutch insertions appear at places in the utterance where they are likely
to be produced at the conscious end of the Awareness Continuum. This is by
definition the case with heavily emphasized or flagged words. Extrasentential
switches and EL discourse markers are also typical of this category. They
appear very early on, even in the speech of the first generation. They remain a
prominent type of CS in later generations, cf. the discussion of Dutch
conjunctions and emphatic pronouns in Section 4.3.3, and that of the selection
of Dutch waarom in Section 4.3.1.
The assumption is made that high awareness increases the likelihood of
CS, as CS is in tum assumed to be a salient feature of discourse. It is in these
cases especially, that bilingual CS resembles monolingual register-switching.
The speaker consciously selects an EL element, because it heightens the
saliency of that word. To be sure, high awareness does not lead to CS, nor does
CS automatically presuppose high awareness; there is only a natural association
between the two. This also illustrates that high awareness is not only dependent
on high specificity; a high potential for saliency likewise increases an elements'
chance to be used in CS.
Actually, the role of these elements is more far-reaching than it would
appear from these insertional data. Discourse markers often introduce switches.
The whole switch then ends up as an altemational example, but the initial
element may have the same function as when it surfaces as a CS by itself, cf.
the discussion of dus in Section 4.3.3.
While discourse markers have an inherently high salience potential, the
saliency of other elements can be incidentally raised as well. This is the case
if the word itself becomes the focus of attention," cf. for example the
discussion about spierontsteking
in the Maastricht data (Section 4.1.2), or
Bahar's use of groenten in the Tilburg brothers conversation (Section 4.1.3.1).
Certain syntactic positions are naturally associated with high awareness,
most notably the complement position of the copula. A copula is often followed
by a "describing" word, such as a predicative adjective. These words are
strongly focused, so have high saliency. In addition, it is in the nature of these
words to be highly specific: there are often subtle differences between two
words which roughly mean the same. All this contributes to a situation in which
the speaker is often searching for the right word at this position. The likelihood
of CS at such points is fairly high, since both lexicons are fully accessible. This
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This usually happens to words which already have some salience potential because
they are also highly specific. Though there is no one-to-one relationship between
specificity and salience potential, specificity is surely one of the things that influence
a word's salience potential. Something becomes salient if it becomes the topic of
conversation, and this is more easily imaginable for content words than for
functional elements.
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point relates to several examples throughout this chapter, cf. for example the
discussion about direct in Section 4.1.1.

high specificity

Many other EL insertions classify as cultural borrowings (cf. Section 3.2.1):
they are high on the Specificity Continuum. Often they will be uttered at the
conscious end of the Awareness Continuum, but they do not have a particularly
high inherent salience potential. In any case, they are often the only viable
candidates for encoding a given concept, so that the Awareness Continuum has
little extra to say about them.
These types of insertions already occur in the first generation data, where
they mainly involve single nouns, especially Proper Nouns. But in the other
generations EL insertions are often cultural borrowings as well, belonging to
typically Dutch semantic fields. Bearing in mind that much of this is dependent
on the topics which happened to be covered during the recording, most "Dutch"
domains are fairly predictable. They are connected to Holland in some way or
other; examples include education, job hunting, work (cf. the hospital terms in
Ayhan's speech; Section 4.2.1) and various aspects of social life in Holland,
such as fashion, dating and sports. What makes these fields "Dutch", is that
speakers have experience with them through Dutch. Dutch is used in
interactions typical of the semantic field, so that much of the vocabulary
belonging to it, has made its way into their idiolects. Some fields are more
bilingual, because both languages have their place in it: cf. the discussion of
vergunning and musaade in Section 4.2.1.
Within those fields, Dutch words are more likely to be used as EL
insertions if they are specific rather than general. Analyses were done for the
fields of union meetings in the Maastricht network, work in Ayhan's data,
emotion for the Tilburg friends, and fashion for both the Tilburg friends and the
Hilversum women. In all cases, there was a tendency for Dutch words used as
insertions in Turkish to be specific. Superordinate terms were mostly in Turkish,
while specific terms tended to be divided over the two languages. Even if a
certain semantic field is associated with Dutch, it still does not have to be
dominated by it. For example, although the domain of union meetings lends
itself well to the use of Dutch words, Dutch certainly does not dominate.
Against the fifteen Dutch content words in this field used by the Maastricht
informants, there are thirty-nine Turkish ones."
In Section 3.2.1, mention was made of translation equivalents whose
encyclopedic meanings differed enough from each other to effectively render
them not equivalent at all. The data have yielded several of those words. In
those cases, there is a translation equivalent in Turkish for the selected Dutch
word, but that translation equivalent has such different connotations that the EL
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This list includes mainly nouns, but also some verbs, such as organise yap- and
diizenle- (both "to organize").
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word is clearly the best available alternative. This is almost by definition the
case for those words which belong to "Dutch" semantic fields. Examples
include words relating to social life in Holland like friet and terras (cf. Section
4.1.1) and "student" words like kamer and fees! (cf. Section 4.1.2). However,
some of those words are in competition with their ML equivalents. 26
free variation

Dutch insertions are often rivaled by Turkish equivalents, so there are many
cases of bilingual synonyms existing in seemingly free variation. In Section 3.2,
it was hypothesized that bilingual synonyms would not exist. If both the ML
and the EL equivalent were in use, they would be expected to show subtle
semantic or pragmatic differences.
The data yielded several test cases and the results are not good for the
hypothesis. Consider for example the case of deel and bolum, both meaning
"part, episode" (cf. Section 4.3.1). These are definitely bilingual synonyms.
Other examples can be found scattered throughout this chapter, for example
several of the terms relating to meetings of the student union in the Maastricht
data, some of the more general words in Ayhan's list of insertions (cf. Section
4.2.1, e.g. verantwoordelijkheid
and sorumluluk), vertellen and anlat- in Section
4.2.2.1, wakker 01- and uyan- in Section 4.3.2, most of the emotion terms in
Section 4.3.3 and many others. The claim that bilingual synonyms are not both
used, is clearly too strong, even when semantics is seen as encyclopedic, i.e.
including all kinds of pragmatic and even idiosyncratic aspects.
How can these cases be accounted for? I can see five ways in which the present
account of CS can be modified.
First of all, many of the doublets concern relatively general meanings,
which support words that are relatively low on the Specificity Continuum. This
is just a tendency however, cf the discussion about the semantic domain of
"union meetings" in Section 4.1.2. If the addition of EL content words to a
semantic field is seen as the beginnings of relexification, it can be hypothesized
that this process starts with words denoting highly specific concepts, while
general concepts use ML words most of the time. However, their EL
equivalents are of course learned as well, so that they may make inroads as
well, though at a slow pace. The semantic field is then characterized by the
existence of bilingual synonyms, mainly for the more general concepts." This
situation can be quite persistent, and can last as long as bilingualism lasts. Low
specificity is better suited to bilingual synonymy, because it is easier for words
with rather vague meaning to share that meaning with alternatives than for
highly specific words.
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Usually this implies that semantic transference has taken place in the process, as the
ML equivalent has taken over the meaning of the EL word.
Maarten Mous has coined the term paralexification
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for this process.

Second, crystallization of the mixed lexicon may take time. Possibly the
Turkish-Dutch
contact situation is too young, for both bilingual synonyms to
have acquired a meaning of their own. Or, alternatively, that situation can only
arise after some focusing has set in. The contact setting in Holland is too much
in a state of flux for clear patterns to emerge in this respect. It may be no
coincidence that reallocation has been most convincingly
shown in a stable
setting like that in which Pennsylvania German finds itself (Enninger & Raith,
1988). However, the beginnings of this process can be seen at a few places in
the data set, consider for example the discussion of vragen and its Turkish
equivalents in Section 4.3.4. Sometimes speakers use the ML equivalent in
fixed expressions only, while the EL word is more autonomous. This was the
case for instance for the pair vertellen and anlatmak in Ayhan's speech.
There are at least two methodological
problems here. One was noted in
Section 4.2.1 above, and concerns Dutch words which denote concepts that
come up only once. The other one was mentioned in relation to the use of
Dutch grenzen in Section 4.2.2.2. This is an instantiation of the general problem
for linguistics that language use cannot be totally predicted. No matter how
likely the choice of an EL word seems, a speaker is not tied to using it. The
second problem can be ignored, as it simply means that predictions should be
stated as tendencies. The first problem however, can possibly be solved by
refming our methodology. This was beyond the scope of this study, however.
A third modification
is that the EL equivalent
may be the "most
available" word, but by its very selection also activates its ML equivalent. There
are several examples in the data where the EL word is used the first time the
concept comes up, but later on in the conversation the ML equivalent is used
in ML sentences and the EL word in EL sentences. Recall in this respect the
discussion ofverantwoordelijkheid and sorumluluk in Section 4.2.1. Apparently,
the EL word is the most readily available one in these cases, but once it is
activated, the ML equivalent is activated as well. What happens then is mainly
dependent on whether the speaker is in the bilingual mode at the time or
whether he is more towards one of the monolingual ends of the continuum (for
the notion of 'bilingual mode', cf. Grosjean, 1992).
Fourth, the equivalents may belong to different registers after all. Stylistic
allocation is hard to demonstrate with the kind of data collected for this study.
Social networks were left intact in order to maximize the chances that the
resulting data reflected vernacular speech. In addition, it is very well possible
that this type of crystallization of lects takes time. It is a result of focusing, and
in general, the preconditions
for focusing are not strongly represented in the
immigrant community.
Finally, it is always possible that the EL element is an actual code-switch
in the literal sense. As noted above, many EL insertions appear as copula
complements. If at less salient points their ML equivalents get used, that would
indicate that the EL word was indeed consciously selected for purposes of
emphasis. An example is the pair directlhemen hemen in the Tilburg women
data (cf. Section 4.1.1). This of course also applies to other sites associated with
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high awareness (cf. above). Also, recall in this respect the discussion about
kijken yap- and gozu ...-ndE oluyor in Section 4.2.1.
the bilingual mode
Finally, the fact that interlocutors have an effect on language choice is
important; cf. especially Bahar's behavior in the two networks she is part of.
Also compare the choice patterns of Yusuf and Bahar when talking to second
generation speakers, and Ayhan's language use in the three networks he is part
of. For that reason, the results as they emerge from the conversations, should
not be seen as reflecting these speakers' idiolects as such, but rather their
idiolect in the particular configuration of speakers present at the time of
recording. So far, I have been assuming that speakers are at the bilingual end
of the bilingual continuum (cf. Grosjean, 1992) when speaking the mixed
vernacular. But within a conversation it is perfectly possible for a speaker to
shift back and forth from more to less bilingual positions on that continuum.
Obviously, the selection of an EL word is more likely at more bilingual points.
4.4.2. Integration
No tables have been given of the numbers of inserted nouns, verbs etc. This is
mainly because my analysis was not in terms of word classes, but more in terms
of semantic categories. Obviously, as in all other quantitative overviews, nouns
come out on top. Other word classes are rare, but include verbs, adjectives and
adverbs as well as longer chunks, such as NPs and PPs.
morphological integration
This category deals with word formation. As most EL elements are already
"complete" words, they do not normally need to be morphologically integrated
into the ML. There is one main exception, however. Dutch verbs need to be
nativized, for which the auxiliary yap- is used. This construction will be the
focus of attention in Chapter Five. Other than that, there is some nominal word
formation morphology on Dutch elements in the first generation data. At later
stages, one marginal case of morphological integration is left: Turkish
compounds may contain a Dutch noun, as in college-paralart
("tuition"; cf.
Section 4.2.1). This case may be considered marginal because no productive
word-formation affix is used: the Turkish words which combine with Dutch
material are content words themselves.
The extent to which this type of integration is used depends mostly on
typological characteristics of the language which functions as the ML. If it uses
formal means for marking membership in a certain word class, chances are that
it will use it for foreign words of the class in question as well.
morphosyntactic integration
Since most inserted EL elements are nouns, morpho syntactic integration mainly
concerns nominal inflection. In some cases copular inflection attaches to Dutch
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adjectives. In Section 3.1.4.2, and initially also in the description of the data,
morphosyntactic and syntactic integration were distinguished according to the
boundedness versus unboundedness of the integrating morpheme. Modification
with free forms was considered an instance of syntactic, not morphosyntactic,
integration, but the cut-off point proved arbitrary: both types describe essentially
similar integration into ML structure. For that reason, the two categories were
collapsed from Section 4.3 on.
Generally, the data on morphosyntactic integration are very similar to
other data on asymmetrical CS in the literature. The principles advanced by
Myers-Scotton for the MLF Model, by Poplack and associates for nonceborrowing, and by Johanson for code-copying, prove quite robust for the
insertional data, for the MLF Model especially if the switch is a non-flagged
single word.
As for the more "pure" cases of syntactic integration, i.e. those where no
ML morpheme is involved in integrating the EL insertion, CS does not seem to
be limited to certain syntactic positions. To be sure, insertional CS is most
frequent in peripheral positions, as Treffers-Daller (1994) predicts (recall from
Section 4.2.1 that many of the Dutch inserted nouns in Ayhan's speech appear
with the Turkish dative marker). However, there are also switched subjects and
direct objects.
bare forms
Bare forms were not attested in great numbers. Moreover, there are also ML
bare forms, so whether bare forms are particularly typical of CS remains to be
seen. Whether the few bare forms that were produced followed from a lack of
congruence, as Myers-Scotton & Jake (1995) predict, was not investigated.
However, independent of that, there seems to be a natural association between
bare forms and discourse flagging, especially if the EL element occurs in a
dislocated position as a result of this process. There is also a natural association
with EL marking: a word that is already marked by the EL for some
grammatical function, does not "need" the equivalent ML marking anymore, at
least not as badly. Both EL marking and flagging remove the insertion from the
insertional prototype. In this light, it is not surprising that bare forms are least
common in the first generation data, as it is this generation for which CS is
most insertional.
A sub-type of bare forms is when some element of the Dutch word is
missing, cf. the discussion of verantwoordelijk in Section 4.2.1. This has
nothing to do with integration, so it is very different from what Myers-Scotton
(1993b) means by the term 'bare form', but the EL word has a 'bare'
appearance nonetheless. Johanson (1993) refers to this phenomenon as
"reshaping". This phenomenon fits in with certain other characteristics of the
informants' Dutch, such as overgeneralization of the article de and of masculine
pronominal reference, and they can all be characterized as manifestations of
interlanguage. They are fossilizations, forms which arise in the course of
Second Language Acquisition and which the speaker never quite gets rid of. In
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his idiolect they have been conventionalized. Under certain circumstances, these
features can be so common in the speech of a group, that they can be called
substrate features in the 'ethnic variety' of the EL as spoken by that group. I
will come back to this issue in Chapter Seven.
EL marking
EL marking comes in many different forms. In the MLF Model, it refers to EL
grammatical markers which may be present on an EL insertion, but here the
notion receives a much broader definition. Every insertion which contains more
EL material than just a single word, is considered to have EL marking.
First of all, there is word-internal derivation. Many EL insertions contain
a derivational affix. These words are retrieved from the lexicon as a unit, as was
for instance argued for zieligheid in Section 4.2.2.1. It probably does not make
much difference whether the derivational affix is productive or not: it is
virtually never lacking. A second case is compounds. These too are usually
retrieved as units, no matter whether the speaker knows that they are made up
of two or more components. Note however, that collocations, which can be seen
as less entrenched compounds, are not automatically inserted as a unit. For
them, the evidence is mixed, as is illustrated by the occurrance of both the
mixed compound vergunning vermek and the all-Dutch grenzen overschrijden
yap- (cf. Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.2).
Most EL functional marking in the data is constituent-internal, not wordinternal. Of the latter, only a few examples were found: an occasional EL
plural, such as ledenler and uitwisselingsprogramma's in the Maastricht data,
and the infinitive marker on Dutch verbs. EL constituents of course contain EL
marking by definition. Often these EL constituents are multiword units, for
example met keuken (Section 4.1.2) or af en toe (Section 4.2.2.2). In these
cases, the same point can be made as for words containing derivational affixes
above: the chunks are retrieved as a unit.
In other cases, the EL constituent is not a unit, so that the EL markers
in it are actually syntactically active. According to the Blocking Hypothesis, EL
constituents result when an EL system morpheme is accessed. An alternative
view is that what is accessed is not the system morpheme, but a unit containing
that system morpheme. The unit is partially schematic, however, which is why
the resulting EL constituent cannot be accounted for as a fully retrievable
lexical unit. Often, it is not so easy to decide whether a fully specific
conventional expression has been selected or a partially schematic unit which
is then completed by selecting a fitting content word. A case in point may be
zeer goed (cf. Section 4.1.1). This string of words is definitely a fairly regularly
occurring collocation in Dutch, so the speaker may have retrieved it as a
"word". On the other hand, the partially schematic unit [zeer ADJ] may also be
well-entrenched in her idiolect, so this may also be what was selected. Recall,
in this connection, the discussions of [heel de NJ and [vaste NJ, in Sections
4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2 respectively. Many uses of partially schematic units may
escape our attention because they are embedded in entirely monolingual
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stretches.
Constituent-internal function marking sometimes leads to double marking.
This phenomenon, as well as other instances of so-called ragged CS, will be
discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.2, as they are a meeting ground for
insertional and alternational types of CS. This also goes for EL Islands, which
will be discussed in Section 6.3.1.
flagging

Finally, many single-word switches were flagged, most of the time with the allpurpose noun sey. These switches indicate that the speaker considers the Dutch
word the best word for the job. However, flagging is by no means only
associated with CS: the word searched for can be Turkish as well.
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Chapter Five: Insertion of Dutch Verbs

This chapter attempts to apply a Cognitive Grammar-inspired analysis to a
specific construction in which Dutch and Turkish elements are combined into
one bilingual constituent. This is the combination of a Dutch infinitive and the
Turkish auxiliary yap-, which together form an inflectable verb stem. This
structure is chosen because it is very characteristic of Immigrant Turkish. It
constitutes one of the main differences with Standard Turkish, where compound
verbs, including those formed with yap- exist, but where the majority of finite
verbs consist of a stem (possibly containing a derivational affix) and the
inflection. That is, it is a structure which is typical for the bilingual context.
Other combinations of ML and EL material are often more straightforward, for
example the affixation of Turkish case markers onto Dutch nouns. Those
structures could hardly have been realized otherwise, while for the yapconstruction conceivable alternatives exist.
The first section will provide an overview of verb borrowing in many
different language pairs around the world. Two patterns of incorporating EL
verbs will be shown to exist. One pattern uses ML auxiliaries to this end, while
the other uses ML morphology. Turkish belongs to the auxiliary type.
Section 5.2 presents the empirical data. To be able to assess the extent
to which the auxiliary yap- functions only as a means to incorporate Dutch
verbs, an exhaustive survey of its occurrences in the data will be given. The
verb will tum out to occur in a variety of constructions, the combination with
a Dutch infinitive being only one of them. Investigating these data is necessary
in order to be able to test, in the rest of the chapter and especially in Section
5.3, the hypothesis that the choice of yap- as nativizing auxiliary is motivated.
In other words, yap- is hypothesized to be more than a meaningless carrier of
inflection: it makes a semantic contribution to the composite expression.
The different uses of yap- are analyzed in Section 5.3. In that section,
yap- will be shown to cover a continuum of meanings, ranging from a main
verb meaning "to make, create" to a seemingly meaningless auxiliary "to do",
which has as its main function to verbalize its nominal complement. The
composite expression consisting of yap- and a Dutch infinitive will be shown
to be just a subcase of the latter extreme. I will also defend my use of the term
"auxiliary" in that section, as the term should not be taken to be synonymous
with "modal auxiliary".
In Section 5.4, the formal aspects of the yap- construction receive more
attention. More specifically, I will attempt to show that, parallel to the semantic
continuum which the different uses of yap- represent, the formal characteristics
of yap- also range along a continuum. This continuum is best represented as
going from free lexical verb to bound derivational affix. The hypothesis will be
that when yap- functions as an auxiliary it has the form of a derivational,
verbalizing affix. If that can be made plausible, it can be used as an argument
against the division into 'auxiliary-using' and 'morphology-using' languages

that will emerge from the literature overview in Section 5.1.
Finally, in Section 5.5, the focus will shift to the other part of the
composite expression, the Dutch infinitive. Arguments will be presented as to
why the infinitive is the most likely choice for the form of the Dutch verb. The
last section summarizes the findings, and discusses possible reasons why the
construction should exist at all.
In presenting the data on yap- in Section 5.2, the findings will be split
according to generation, just like in Chapter Four. However, we will see that
there are no spectacular differences between the generations as far as the use
of yap- is concerned. For that reason, the comparison of generations, so
prominent in the rest of this work, will not receive much attention in this
chapter.
5.1. Verb borrowing
introduction and first characterization
The central topic addressed in this section is the way in which EL verbs are
used in ML utterances. These verbs are almost always non-finite; they are made
finite by ML means. Languages tend to use one of two ways to achieve this. In
some languages a native auxiliary co-occurs which carries all inflection. This
pattern will be described in Section 5.1.1, focusing on the kinds of auxiliaries
which are used for this purpose, and how many of them are used. This
discussion will show that some languages use one or more specialized
auxiliaries which nativize the foreign verb, while others simply insert the
foreign non-finite verbs into the periphrastic auxiliary-main verb constructions
which the language normally uses as well. Other languages attach native
morphology (including at least the verbal inflection) directly to the verb stem.
This 'morphology' pattern will be described in Section 5.1.2. Some of these
languages use a nativizing morpheme as a buffer between the foreign material
and the native inflection, much like a nativizing auxiliary does, cf. Section
5.1.2.1. Often this morpheme automatically assigns the foreign verb to one of
the language's verb classes. As a limiting case of the 'morphology' pattern,
there are languages which simply attach their inflectional morphemes to the
foreign stem, cf. Section 5.1.2.2. Here again, the form of the conjugation can
put that verb into one particular verb class, if the language distinguishes any.
Section 5.1.3 will present some examples of languages which use both the
'auxiliary' and the 'morphology' strategies, showing that languages do not
necessarily belong to only one of the two types. Finally, as Section 5.1.4 will
show, most data sets also show other patterns in using EL verbs, usually with
limited frequency. EL verbs are sometimes used in some other form, for
example as a participle or as a fully inflected finite verb. These forms,
especially the latter, are generally not accompanied by nativizing auxiliaries or
morphemes. Section 5.1.5 is a summary.
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5.1.1. Pattern 1: Auxiliaries
In languages conforming
to this pattern, EL verb stems or infinitives are
accompanied by an ML auxiliary (also often called operators or helping verbs).
The auxiliary bears all verbal inflection. This periphrastic pattern is attested in
a wide variety of language pairs around the world. The first subsection
discusses the use of a specialized auxiliary which adapts the foreign verb to the
ML system. In Section 5.1.1.2, languages are discussed which do not use any
special means to incorporate foreign verbs, but simply make use of its standard
repertoire of periphrastic auxiliary - main verb constructions.

5.1.1.1. Nativizing auxiliaries
The number of ML auxiliaries used in this construction varies from language
to language. However, if more than one is used, one is often dominant, and it
is usually the one glossed as "to do, make". Punjabi children in Leeds, England
for instance, were reported in Agnihotri
(1979) to use several Punjabi
auxiliaries, such as kama ("to do"), hona ("to be"), de ("to give") and ich
(Agnihotri, 1979: 288), but the first one is by far the most frequent. Examples,
both from Agnihotri and from Romaine (1989a), who also studied PunjabiEnglish mixing, include watch kama, read kama, appreciate kama, land hona
and cut off hona.
Both Dravidian and Indo-European languages on the Indian subcontinent
have this pattern. Indo-European
examples include, apart from Punjabi, also
Marathi (cf. Joshi, 1985 and Pandharipande,
1989) and Hindi, cf. (la).
Dravidian examples include Tamil (e.g. Annamalai, 1989; Muysken, 1993), as
in (1b), and Kannada (Sridhar, 1990: 289). In both cases, only one auxiliary is
reported: paNNu, which means "to do".
(la)

tisre din kuch zavuri draft type karvane the (from Kachru, 1982)
"on the third day some important drafts had to be typed"

(lb)

i. aran enne confuse paNNiTTaan ("he confused me")
ii. reserve paNNirukkeen ("have reserved") (Annamalai,

1989)

We will see however, that in Tamil only English verbs are incorporated in this
way, and not for example verbs borrowed from Kannada.
Other Tamil
auxiliaries have been attested with EL nouns, but not with verbs: designation
po.Di ('to write down a designation'), lottery aDi ('to suffer'; cf. Muysken,
1993).
Other languages which appear to use one auxiliary only include Chontal
Mayan, which adapts Spanish infinitives in this way (2a; cf. Knowles-Berry,
1988), American Japanese (2b; cf. Nishimura, 1986), American Portuguese (2c
and d; Weinreich, 1953) and Montagnais (2e; from Drapeau, cf. Bakker, 1992:
179):
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(2a)

?a c-en-on mantene (ERG-2sg do-IMPF-ABS-lsg

maintain; "you support me")

(2b)

right in the corner grow shitara ("if they grow it right in the comer")

(2c)

fazer

0

(2d)

fazer

0

(2e)

mukw ekwe peikwun engager nitu:ta:ku:ti: utehe ("but then they hired me
anyway"; engager nitu:ta:ku:ti: = hire did)

boda ("to bother")
find out ("to find out")

Several languages use two auxiliaries to incorporate foreign verbs: usually one
meaning "to do" for transitive verbs and an inchoative or stative for intransitive
andlor stative verbs. An example is Waripiri, with the inchoative jarrimi used
with intransitive verbs and the possessive verb mani ("to have, hold") with
transitives (cf. 3a and b, from Bavin, 1989). Similar pictures hold for Navaho
(Canfield, 1980) and Kannada (Sridhar, 1990). In the former, intransitive
English verbs are accompanied by a verb dsht'i, meaning "to be" or "to do" and
transitive verbs by ani- ("to make"), cf. (3c and d). The Kannada forms are
ma:Du for transitives (ke:r ma:Du; "to care") and a:gu for statives (pa:s a:gu;
"to be passed").
(3a)

juwimi jarrija ("we're swimming")

(3b)

holda manta n(y)ampu ("hold this one!")

(3c)

swimming asht'f (swimming l sg-do/be) ("I'm swimming")

(3d)

Nancy bichi' show anileeh (N. 3sg-to show 2sg-make) ("show it to N.")

Given a long tradition of bilingualism, patterns can be quite stable.
Incorporation strategies are often explicitly mentioned in grammars. In a
Kannada grammar (Sridhar, 1990: 289), we can find the auxiliary pattern
described as the set formula for nativizing loanwords. "To do" is used for nouns
(e.g. inSu:rens ma:Du; "to insure") and transitive verbs, and "to become" for
intransitive verb stems. I

I

In the "dying" language Chontal (cf. Knowles-Berry, 1988) the construction is very
frequent, even for fluent speakers. Since Spanish verbs are incorporated in this way,
and there are many Spanish verbs in the language, this is to be expected. Many
languages facing death are characterized by semi-speakers: the matrix language of
their utterances is still L1, but many content words are L2. Given the enormous
experience these speakers have with incorporating L2 words, conventionalization of
the incorporation patterns must be very advanced in these cases.
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In the available data on Turkish-Dutch contact, a shift can be discerned
from initial use of two auxiliaries, yapmak and etmek (both "to do"), to the
exclusive use of one only (yapmak). In data collected early on in the
immigration context (Boeschoten & Verhoeven, 1987), we find both verbs sideby-side (4a and b), while Backus (1992) only found cases with yapmak, cf. (4c).
(4a)

fotugraf kijken yapiyorlar ("they are looking at pictures")

(4b)

verhaaltje lezen ediyor ("she's reading a story")

(4c)

Juni'ae afstuderen yapacak ("she'll graduate in June").

Turkish uses the same auxiliary in several other contact situations, e.g. in
Bulgarian Turkish (Rudin & Eminov, 1990): obestava yapttm ("I promised").
In Cypriot Turkish, however (cf. Vanci, to appear), we encounter etmek: cek
ederek ('while checking'). Etmek is also used in another Turkic language,
Karaim (Wexler, 1983) which has borrowed many Polish verbs in their
infmitive form: zrozumecetmek ('to understand', from Polish zrozumiec [,
An interesting case is Moroccan Arabic. In Morocco, French infinitives
are incorporated in constructions with Arabic non-specialized auxiliaries, cf.
(Sa) (Bentahila & Davies, 1983). This type of construction will be discussed in
the next subsection. In addition to this pattern, Moroccan Arabic also uses a
pattern with an auxiliary meaning "to do". This is well attested in DutchMoroccan Arabic contact (Nortier, 1990; cf. 5b), 3 but interestingly there are no
examples in Bentahila & Davies (1983).
(5a)

tajbqa jeon/ronter ces idees
"he keeps confronting his ideas"

(5b)

teqder te9mel emigreren (you-can you-do emigrate)
"you can emigrate"

Another case of nativizing auxiliaries, with EL participles instead of infinitives
or stems, will be discussed in Section 5.1A.1 below.
5.1.1.2. Non-specialized

auxiliaries

In this section, languages are described which make liberal use of periphrastic
constructions with auxiliaries in their monolingual form. EL non- finite verbs are

2

3

Wexler represents these forms orthographically as one word, which indicates the
affix-like behavior of etmek in this construction. Cf. Section 5.4 for further
discussion of this issue.
Actually, the construction was not very frequent in the data of Nortier (1990), but
they are much more frequent in later data, cf. Boumans (1995: 296).
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used in these constructions in the same way as ML non-finite forms. Most of
the Western Indo-European languages belong to this type.
Originally, the "do-construction" did not receive a great deal of attention
in the literature on CS, since the Spanish-English data on which much of it was
based, did not include it to a great extent. However, examples of English
infinitives inserted into Spanish sentences using Spanish auxiliaries can be
found in the early studies, cf. (6b). A more typical Spanish-English utterance
however, is (6a), in which the English infinitive is the complement of the
Spanish auxiliary van. In Section 5.1.2.2 we will see that another way of
incorporating English verbs into Spanish sentences is to attach Spanish
morphology to English stems.
(6a)

no van a bring it up in the meeting (Pfaff, 1979)
"they won't bring it up in the meeting"

(6b)

hizo improve mucho (Pefialosa, 1979)
"she has improved a lot"

The examples show that English infinitives occupy the same position as their
Spanish equivalents would have. The construction with 'to do' (hacer) however,
may be used mainly to incorporate new borrowings. Pefialosa (1979: 57) refers
to the construction as a "special Chicano syntactic frame", only used for
spontaneous borrowings (the same category that would later be called "nonceborrowings", cf. Section 3.1.1), while incorporated borrowings would be
integrated as a stem, taking Spanish verbal morphology.
In other cases of Romance-Germanic contact, such as in Quebec,
Louisiana and the Alsace, periphrastic patterns with Romance auxiliaries and
Germanic infinitives are widely attested.
(7a)

je serais pas capable de coper avec" (Quebec French; Poplack, Sankoff &
Miller, 1988)
"I couldn't cope with it"

(7b)

puis ils ont settle a Lafayette (Louisiana French; Brown, 1988)
"then they settled in Lafayette"

(7c)

priere de bien vouloir bezahle (Alsatian; Gardner-Chloros, 1991)
"please be so kind as to pay the bill"

Gardner-Chloros (1991) reports that the periphrastic method is the only one
used in Strasbourg for incorporating Alsatian verbs. Yiddish also seems to

4

In this example the English verb is integrated morphologically with the French
infinitive marker. It is another indication that use in an auxiliary construction does
not preclude morphological integration: it only precludes the use of ML inflection
on the EL verb, as the inflection is carried by the auxiliary.
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partly belong in this group, or at least it did in older stages of the language.
Hebrew verb stems are accompanied by existential zajn ('to be'), as in ix bin
mehane ('I envy'), or by inchoative 'be' wern (cf. Wexler, 1983). However, in
modem American Yiddish (Weinreich, 1953), English stems are embedded in
Yiddish morphology. Examples will follow in Section 5.1.2.2
In the Spanish-English data, Spanish is almost always the ML, but there
are a few instances of the reverse pattern. In those cases, we see Spanish
infinitives used in English sentences. These verbs always have double infinitive
marking: they keep their Spanish infinitival ending, but are also preceded by the
English infinitive marker to. An example is (8a). It is common for Spanish
verbs, as well as verbs from some other languages (e.g. French, Dutch, German)
to keep their infinitive marker, even if they also receive ML-infinitive markers,
as in (8b) from Chontal Mayan (Knowles-Berry, 1988: 341).
(8a)

he wants to bailar (Lipski, 1978) ("he wants to dance")

(8b)

?u s-e ta cer-k-an "entrega (ERG-3sg go-IMPF to do-PASS-IMPF deliver)
"it's going to be delivered"

In Yoruba a relatively great variety of function words serve the functions
expressed by the modal auxiliaries in the Indo-European examples above.
English verbs are always used in their stem form. Some examples (from GokePariola, 1981) are:
(9a)

nwon rna ti ban iyen ("they've banned that")

(9b)

tooto, awon mii rna n overdo e ni'le nigba mii ("as a matter of fact, some
people back home overdo it sometimes")

(9c)

awon omo wa, bi a se n bring won up ("the way we're bringing up our kids")

Goke-Pariola's data come from immigrants in the United States. In Nigeria
however, several registers exist, which differ in the amount of English used.
Towards the Yoruba end of the continuum, English verb stems are adapted to
Yoruba phonological constraints, as in feel! ("to fail"). English verbs can also
be nominalized with certain prefixes, as in Yoruba ififeeli; "failure"), which is
not done in the more bilingual version of the language (Rowlands, 1963: 209).
Rowlands also notes that Yoruba lacks verbalizing suffixes but does form verbs
out of nouns by adding one of a series of fairly general verbs, like "to do" or
"to cause" (e.g. se ise, "to do work"; Rowlands, 1963: 212). After Moroccan
Arabic and Spanish, Yoruba is therefore the third example in this overview of
languages which use both the construction with a nativizing auxiliary and the
one with non-specialized auxiliaries. Another example is Pennsylvania German
(Van Ness, 1993):
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(10)

die Mary dut bake und sie gleicht bake
"Mary bakes and she likes to bake"

Similarly, the available data on Cantonese-English CS show English verb stems
inserted in structures containing Cantonese function morphemes. Examples from
a bilingual child, studied by Kwan-Terry (1994) are:
(1Ia) dim gai goh ngou yin kill kui a ("hm, why does the cow want to kill it?")
(11b) ngoh yia write me ye? ("what do I want to draw?")
summary

Summarizing the discussion so far, two classes of auxiliaries emerge. One
concerns languages which use one or more auxiliaries for the exclusive purpose
of nativizing the foreign verb. In the other class, we have languages which
simply juxtapose EL verbs with native material, at the right place in the
sentence, i.e. where an ML verb would be placed. Examples of the first class
are Turkish and Hindi, and of the second Cantonese and Yoruba, as well as
most of the Germanic and Romance languages. There are also languages which
use both structures. Spanish for example has English verbs as the complement
of modal or temporal auxiliaries, but also uses a construction with hacer to
incorporate English verbs morphosyntactically, cf. examples (6a and b).
Both classes use a periphrastic construction. However, the first class
could be referred to as affixal at the same time, as the nativizing auxiliary
functions a lot like a derivational affix (cf. Section 5.4 below).
5.1.2. Pattern 2: Morphology
In this category the usual pattern is that a verb stem of one language forms a
full-fledged inflected verb with one or more affixes from the other language.
The EL stem is often first nativized through the addition of a morpheme, which
may assign the verb to a certain ML verb class, for instance to a certain
declension type. Nativizing morphology serves the same purpose as nativizing
auxiliaries: it prepares the foreign verb to be inflected with native verb
morphology (or, alternatively, it shields the verb off from ML morphology, cf.
Muysken, 1987). Not all languages make use of special nativizing morphology
however: some attach verbal inflection directly to the foreign verb stem.
Nativized EL verbs are discussed in Section 5.1.2.1; inflection of bare EL stems
is the subject of Section 5.1.2.2.
5.1.2.1. Nativized stems
The nativizing element is often an affix which functions as a categonzing or
verbalizing morpheme. It defines the foreign stem as for example falling into
one rather than another declension class, or as a nominalized verb.
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a. overt assignment to one class
In many languages verbs belong to certain classes, which are sometimes
semantically motivated. In other languages, verbs are 'arbitrarily' assigned to
a certain class, much like nouns are assigned to a certain gender category in
many languages. The classes are usually distinguished by different affixes (cf.
the present subsection) or by different inflectional paradigms (cf. the next
subsection, under 'b'). Yet other languages have both types. In these languages,
foreign verbs often all fall into the same class, or else show a strong preference
for one.
From Meri Lehtinen's detailed account of the speech of an American
Finnish speaker, it becomes clear that nearly all English verb stems are
accommodated to the Finnish system through the addition of the Finnish stem
formant -at (Lehtinen, 1966: 140). This suffix assigns the verb to one particular
class of infinitives (Lehtinen, 1966: 82), with its own set of associated
conjugations. The stem formant is in tum followed by all other necessary verbal
morphology, as examples (12a-c) show. Another example is Irish, which adapts
English verbs by adding -ail to the stem, as in (12d; cf. Stenson, 1990, 1993). Ail is one of the suffixes with which Irish forms verbal nouns, and the only one
used with English verbs. Verbal inflection is normally carried by a co-occurring
auxiliary, as is common in Celtic languages. In Welsh too, almost all English
verbs form their verbal noun with the same suffix (King, 1993: 132).
(12a) ko mina learnasi suomea ("when I learned Finnish")
(12b) kanssa explainata ne ("also to explain them")
(12c) kaarat startattu ("cars started")
(l2d) emigratail uilig siad ("they all emigrated")
Most Slavic languages also use this type, cf. Moravcsik (1975: 15). English
verbs are adapted to the Czech (Bubenik, 1979), Russian (Moravcsik, 1975) or
American Polish (Weinreich, 1953: 44) systems by attaching -ova- to the stem:
pull-ova-t ("to pull", Bubenik, 1978), rokinczerowac
("to rock in a rocking
chair", Weinreich, 1953).
In all these cases, the foreign verbs are assigned to one of the verb classes that
exist in the languages and that differ in conjugation patterns.
Germanic languages often have a derivative suffix -(i}er- which is added to
foreign sterns.' It accounts for words like kommuniseera in Swedish,

5

This morpheme has an interesting history. It probably derives from the Romance
infinitive ending. Through the borrowing of Romance verbs it ended up in Germanic
languages and was reanalyzed as a derivational affix. Through the borrowing of
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in Dutch and kommunizieren
in German, all borrowings from
French. Treffers-Daller (1994) and Gardner-Chloros (1991) provide recent data
on Germanic-Romance contact, concentrating on Dutch-French (Brussels) and
Alsatian-French (Strasbourg) respectively. In both cities, French verb stems are
incorporated in the expected way; examples include offreren (lito offer") and
condamneren
("to condemn") from Dutch (Treffers-Daller,
1994), and
demenagiere (lito move house"), enregistriere (lito record") and choisire (lito
choose") from Alsatian (Gardner-Chloros, 1991: 159). In the Brussels data theeren strategy is so conventionalized that even English verb stems are
incorporated this way (e.g. intervieweren), which does not normally happen in
other contact situations where English donates verbs to a Germanic language,
as we will see in Section 5.1.2.2.
Spanish-English contact contributes many examples, though recall that
many examples of the non-specialized auxiliary strategy have been attested too.
Spanish in the American Southwest has incorporated verbs of English origin,
such as watchear, workear, mopear and swimear. Most of these are assigned
to the -ear class; I have not been able to find examples of English verbs with er or -ir in the literature. Whenever verbal morphology needs to be used, it is
directly added to the stem, as in these examples:
communiceren

(13a) los hombres me trustearon (lithe men trusted me") (Pfaff, 1979)
(13b) ay te huacho ("I'll be seeing you") (PeiiaJosa, 1980)
(13c) la gente no puede soportar una familia grande ("people can't support a big
family") (Redlinger, 1976)
(l3d) /aipeo las cartas ("I type the letters") (Pfaff, 1979)
Romance-Germanic contact in general is rife with examples of this type. Both
Canadian French and Louisiana French have borrowed many English verbs.
Most are incorporated as stems in the -er class. They receive French inflection:
feeler, patroller,
exproprietait
(cf. Poplack, Sankoff & Miller, 1988). A
Louisiana example (from Picone, 1993): if backupait (,he backed up'). Similar
examples come from Australian Sicilian (Rubino, 1991): chisti i rechargiao
iddu ('the batteries, he recharged them'), American Portuguese (Weinreich,
1953): chinjar ('to change'), faitear ('to fight'), Brussels French (TreffersDaller, 1994): zieverer (lito drivel", from Flemish zieveren). Contact between
two Romance languages yields similar patterns, as in Catalan Spanish, with
Catalan verb stems appearing with Spanish morphology:

German infinitives including this morpheme, it was subsequently dispersed into
several Slavic languages, some of which now have it as a derivational affix used on
foreign verb stems, for example Slovene (cf. Priestly, 1993).
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(14)

eso embolicado bien ("this, well wrapped") (Woolard, 1988)

Finally, Michif (Bakker, 1992), which consists mainly of Cree grammar and
French nouns, has some French and English verbs. These are always explicitly
marked with the French article Ie and the French infinitive marker -er, even if
the verb is English in origin, cf. (ISc). Thus, Michif seems to have developed
a verb class, consisting entirely of European verb stems. The class is marked
with elements also taken from French.
(lSa) ka-le-charge-er-t

("that it charges")

(ISb) ni-ki-le-gag-er-n

("I bet")

(lSc) le-celebrate-er-w-ak

("to celebrate")

b. several classes
In this section cases are discussed where EL verbs are nativized, but not treated
in a way that is different from ML verbs. The suffix following the EL verb
assigns it to a class, but since these classes are more directly semantically
motivated in these languages, each EL verb is, depending on its meaning,
assigned to the "right" class, rather than to the class which happens to be the
most productive in the language at the time of borrowing.
In Nahuatl for example, verbs need to be marked for valency. To that
end, every verb stem receives a suffix, which can be transitive, intransitive or
applicative. Spanish infinitives borrowed into Nahuatl are no exception and are
found with all three suffixes, cf. (16), depending on what kind of sentence they
occur in (Hill & Hill, 1986: 158).
(16a) mitz-tratar-oa-h queme yolcatl (you-treat-TRNS-PL
"they treat you like an animal"

like animal)

(l6b) y-o-t-c-arreglar-oh-queh inasunto (already-PRET-we-it-arrange- TRNS-PL the
business)
"we have already arranged the business"
(l6c) de tlen tratar-ihui? (of what treat-INTRNS)
"what is it about?"
(16d) ni-rnitz-arreglar-huili-z in motilmah (l-you-arrange-APPL-FUT
"I will arrange your blanket for you"

the blanket)

Two nativizing morphemes are given by Eliasson (1991) for Maori. English
verb stems receive either the causative prefix whaka-, as in whaka-set, or the
inflectional passive suffix -ngia, as in rent-engia ('be rented'), or both, as in
whaka-stayin-ngia ('made to stay in'). Whether English verbs need to have one
of these morphemes in order to be used in a Maori sentence is not clear from
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Eliasson's discussion of the data. In any case, both affixes
verbalizing morphemes (Krupa, 1966: 49-50).

can be seen as

5.1.2.2. Bare stems
This section describes those cases in which the foreign stem is simply treated
as a native verb stem. ML inflection directly attaches to the EL stem. This is
the morphological equivalent of the languages which were discussed in Section
5.l.l.2 above, which use non-finite EL verbs as complements of non-specialized
ML auxiliaries. In languages with declension classes, this still leaves room for
putting all EL verbs into one class." In other languages, the EL stem is simply
inflected like any ML verb. These two subtypes,
those languages
that
distinguish verb classes and those that do not, are discussed below.

a. class assignment
This category includes languages which have two or more verb classes, solely
distinguished through inflectional paradigms. Foreign verbs are often added to
one of these classes only.
Recall that Germanic languages use a derivative suffix to nativize French
verbs. It looks like the -(iJer- suffix is not used in other contact situations with
Germanic languages on the receiving end. In Clyne's (cf. Clyne, 1993) data
from Australian German and Australian Dutch, English stems occur with Dutch
or German verbal morphology directly attached to them, for example in the
German past participles hat gefixt, getalkt, gewatcht and Dutch heeft gefind or
heeft opgeround. Virtually all English stems in Australian German or Dutch
belong to the so-called weak class, which is characterized by regular past tense
endings (as opposed to the Ablaut patterns which are characteristic
of strong
verbs).' Hasselmo (1972) describes similar patterns for American Swedish and
Weinreich (1953) gives some examples from American Yiddish. The latter has
sentences like:

6

7

This phenomenon is not restricted to verbs. It is a general pattern observable across
word classes. Kannada for instance has two derivational suffixes that form adverbs,
but only one of them is found on English stems (Sridhar, 1990: 89). In languages
with gender, foreign nouns are often assigned to the most unmarked class. Just as
Irish nativizes English verb stems with -ail, it nativizes adjectives with -alta
(Stenson, 1993: l1S).
However, Clyne notes one very interesting case concerning the treatment of the
English verb shrink in Australian German: apart from the regular, weak form hal
geschrinkt, also the strong, ablauted form hat geschrunken was attested. Verhagen
(p.c.) informs me he encountered a form geswongen as a participial form of to swing
in a Dutch text. The i-o ablaut pattern is found in a number of Dutch words and the
example shows it is not totally unproductive.
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(17a)

er hot gebodert ("he bothered")

(l7b)

er hot gechanged zaijn majnd ("he has changed his mind")

Interestingly, there are now also data of German incorporating Turkish verbs,
in the speech of the children of Turkish immigrants who have returned from
Germany to Turkey (Treffers-Daller, forthc.). Turkish stems are integrated in
the same way as English stems in Australian German or Dutch: gecen ('to
review'), geayrtlt ('separated').
b. no class assignment
In languages without verb classes there is of course no assignment. Foreign
verbs are inflected as any native verb would be. Bantu languages for instance,
have only one verb class. Thus Swahili loans in Kamba operate "in exactly the
same way as non-loans" (Whiteley, 1963). The examples in Myers-Scotton's
work on Swahili-English CS (e.g. in Myers-Scotton, 1993b) also show complete
embedding of English verb stems into Swahili verb morphology, for example:
ku-assume ('to assume'), u-nam-time ('you were timing her'), wa-nan-vyobehave ('as they behave'), alimbuyia ('he bought for him'), wa-ta-celebrate
('many will celebrate'). This pattern can also be observed in the Lingala-French
examples (from Bokamba, 1988) in (18). Lingala prefixes precede a French
infinitive or stem, which in tum precedes Lingala tense and other suffixes. As
(l8a and b) illustrate, infinitivity is marked by both the French and the Lingala
markers.
(ISa)

ko-comprend-re

("to understand")

(ISb)

ko-demand-er

(lSc)

na-demande ("I ask")

(ISd)

a-permet-aki ("he allowed")

(lSe)

bo-passe ("pass/give! ")

("to ask")

As far as their present tense formation is concerned, English and other
Germanic languages also belong to this class. Data with English as the ML are
hard to come by in general, since it is the intruding language in so many cases
of language contact. For instance, even though the Spanish-English situation is
described as relatively symmetrical, there is not much intrasentential CS from
an English base; nor is Southwest American English known for having many
loans from Spanish.
The only example I managed to find, (19a), was a constructed one which,
however, passed the acceptability tests. Other examples can be found in
Petersen (1988) on English-Danish CS, as in (l9b).
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(19a)

the dog naded to the other side of the pool ("the dog swam ...") (from:
Lederberg & Morales, 1985).

(l9b)

I'm laving pandekeges
"I'm having pancakes"

Further examples are provided by Aleut (Golovko & Vakhtin, 1990, cf. 20a and
b) and CS between Gurindji and Wanyjirra (McConvell, 1988). Wanyjirra verb
stems appear in Gurindji utterances, and receive Gurindji morphology, cf. (20c).
The final example is from Igbo.
(20a) fish-i-ze-s: ("he usually fishes")
(20b) type-ii-tu-"ll:1-q("I like to type")
(20c)

kankurla palanginyi nguyin kuma-wu
from above can-you-me cut-FUT
"could you cut that for me?"

(20d)

a rush-ia ya to the hospital (he rush-PAST him)
"he was rushed to the hospital" (Eze, 1993)

5.1.3. Both patterns
We have seen that some languages adapt foreign verbs in more than one way.
Recall that, for example, Germanic languages use both inflected forms and
periphrastic auxiliary-main
verb constructions.
EL verbs can be used in both
constructions. Recall also that Germanic languages sometimes use a nativizing
suffix on French verb stems, but inflect stems from other languages directly.
Another form of variation
is more 'dramatic':
both the nativizing
auxiliary strategy and the morphological
strategy are used by the same
language. This was mentioned above for Moroccan Arabic and Spanish, among
others.
Recall the Spanish-English
data. English verbs were incorporated into
Spanish sentences either by nativizing it morphologically,
i.e. assigning it to the
-ear class by affixing it appropriately,
or by using a non-finite form in a
construction with a Spanish auxiliary. Both types of auxiliary constructions
could be discerned. In the first one the "normal", non-specialized,
Spanish
auxiliary was used, as required by the context, with the English infinitive
appearing in place of a Spanish one. The second type was the "special
Chicano", nativizing, construction (Peiialosa, 1980) with the Spanish verb for
"to do". Thus Spanish employs almost the whole range of possibilities:
periphrastic
auxiliaries,
an affixal or nativizing
auxiliary and nativizing
morphology .
Another case is Tamil. Though English verbs are incorporated through
the nativizing auxiliary paNNu, Kannada verbs are integrated
as stems.
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Annamalai (1989) quotes this example:
(21)

naamjaariTTeen

(I

slip-PAST)

"I slipped"
Since the cases cited come from particularly well-described contact situations,
it can be hypothesized that this kind of variation will exist in many more
languages, especially in those which have both strategies (auxiliaries and
morphology) available in their 'monolingual' varieties in order to form verbs.
Recall finally, from Section 5.1.1.1, that Turkish has come to use yapmak
categorically to incorporate Dutch infinitives, but used another auxiliary, etmek,
as well, in at least some older contact settings. Other Turkic languages use yet
another auxiliary. In New Uygur for instance, the verb ktlmak incorporates
Chinese verbs (Scharlipp, 1984: 14), e.g. jiagang kilmak ("work on")
Boeschoten & Verhoeven (1987) cite another example, in which a Dutch verb
stem is turned into a Turkish one by adding the verbalizing suffix -IE-:
tikliyoruz (touch-IE-PROG-lpl, i.e. "we're playing tikkertje", a game in which
the goal is to try and touch somebody). In Turkish-Dutch contact this pattern
was never attested again, at least not in published data. However, it does seem
to be a regular pattern in Macedonian Turkish (Jasar-Nasteva, 1957) and
Cypriot Turkish (Vanci, to appear): dilekceler faytl-la-dim ("I filed away the
petitions"). In Norwegian-Turkish data yet another pattern occurs. Norwegian
stems can apparently be used in Turkish verbs without even the verbalization
suffix: kjoptum ('I bought'; from Johanson, 1993), though this pattern has not
been attested in the far more numerous data in Tiirker (1993). Apparently,
Turkish too can use several different strategies to incorporate foreign verbs.
This point will be picked up again at the end of Section 5.3 and in Section 5.6.
5.1.4. Other patterns: EL inflection
All of the above patterns involve the incorporation of EL infinitives or stems.
But sometimes the form of the EL verb is different. The EL verb stem can bear
some kind of EL inflection. Usually this concerns participles (Section 5.1.4.1),
though finite EL verbs are encountered as well (Section 5.1.4.2). Finally, it must
be mentioned that there are also studies of CS which report that EL verbs do
not occur. This is discussed in Section 5.1.4.3.
5.1.4.1. Participles
Most inflected foreign verbs used in CS are still non-finite: they are often
present or past participles. Participles typically occur in conjunction with some
other element, usually an auxiliary, which functions as the finite verb. In that,
they are similar to infinitives. Constructions with EL participles therefore
belong to the category of non-specialized auxiliaries, discussed in Section
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5.1.1.2 above.
Inserted English participles are very frequent in Spanish-English CS.
Examples include both past participles and progressives, as in (22a and b).
These two types are attested in several other contact situations, such as
American Finnish (Lehtinen, 1966; cf. 22c), and Irish (Stenson, 1990; cf. 22d
and e).
(22a) el tigre no habia escaped de su jaula ("the tiger hadn't escaped from his cage")
(Lederberg & Morales, 1985)
(22b) mi marido esta working on his masters ("my husband is working ... ") (Timm,
1978)
(22c) se semmose materialized, tiakko ("it, like, materialized, you know")
(22d) cen chaoi a bhfuil tu feeling ("how are you feeling?")
(22e) bheadh se announced ("it would be announced")
However, in at least one case, participles are the normal form of the EL verb.
This case is the borrowing of Turkic verbs in Iranian languages. Both Uzbek
verbs in Tajik, and Turkish verbs in Kurdish, are incorporated as past
participles, with the nativizing auxiliary "to do". The following example is from
Kurdish:
(23)

bina kl1 sakalasmts bibin, ji qawle Turka va (Margreet Dorleijn, p.c.)
"as if they are joking around with each other, as the Turks would say"

The non-finite character of participles is highlighted by the fact that in Warlpiri,
English participles receive case marking (Bavin, 1989), as in (24a). This
marking is sometimes missing however, as in (24b).
(24a) nagnimpa-rnaiu yanu swimming-kira ("we went swimming")
(24b) kapulu ngunami mariti ("they're getting married")
Another interesting example comes from Eliasson' s (1991) data. The Maori
passive marker which as we saw in Section 5.1.2.1 nativizes English verb
stems, sometimes attaches to English past participles to form a Maori passive:
changedngia ('was changed')
In most cases mentioned here, the foreign participles retain their
participial properties. Verbs are not always borrowed in their most nominal
form, contrary to what Moravcsik (1975) predicts. The participle can be exactly
what the speaker wants, as becomes clear from the existence of the type of
doublets exemplified by (25), from the Bantu language Bemba (Richardson,
1963). The example is even more significant if we realize that Bemba normally
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uses the same morphology for both infinitives and gerunds. Both ukusinka and
ukusinkinga mean "to think", but the latter has an additional gerundive meaning
which the former does not.
(25a) ndeefwaya uku-sink-a ("I want to think")
(25b) uku-sinking-a kuandi kuusuma ("my way of thinking is good")
5.1.4.2. Finite verbs
EL finite verbs are rare in CS, but they do occur. Often they are part of a
longer switch, so that they are not prototypical insertions (cf. 'a' below).
However, examples of inserted finite EL verbs have been attested too (cf. 'b').
Finally, it should be mentioned that this EL inflection is sometimes doubled by
the ML equivalents (to be discussed under 'c' below).
a. part of VP switch

Finite verbs often occur in longer code-switches where for instance the whole
VP is in the EL, as in these examples from American Finnish (26a and b; from
Lehtinen, 1966), or, less common, where the switch includes both subject and
verb, as in (26c) from American Japanese (Nishimura, 1986).
(26a) ei se

didn 't notice

etta ("he didn't notice that")

(26b) se siella ran the place ("she ran the place there")
(26c) mannaka ni they're growing ("they're growing in the middle")
b. finite

verbs as Single-word

switches

EL fmite verbs occurring as a single-word switch in an ML sentence are rare
in the literature. In the vast literature on Spanish-English CS for instance, I have
only been able to find one instance of an English finite verb in an otherwise
Spanish sentence, cf. (27a). However, they have been reported in some cases.
In most of these, the languages in contact are closely related, sometimes even
mutually intelligible. Clyne (1987) provides data from Australian German and
Australian Dutch, in which we find examples like (27b and c). As we saw
earlier, English verbs are often morphosyntactically integrated in Australian
German, but not always.
(27a) y se me sprained mi dedo este ("and I sprained this fmger") (Silva-Corvalan,
1983)

(27b) ich prefer diese Strasse ("I prefer this street")
(27c) en dan je realize dat this, datfarmleven ... ("and then you realize that this, this
farrnlife, ...")
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Incidental examples can be found in many other language pairs, including again
Finnish-English (Lehtinen, 1966) and Irish-English (Stenson, 1990). In the
American Finnish data, the stem formant -at, which nativizes English verbs (cf.
Section 5.1.2.1), is only absent on an insertion if the English verb is flagged,
i.e. when it is preceded by a hesitation, a pause or a filler word, cf. (28a).
Example (28b), the only inserted EL finite verb in Stenson's Irish data, may
also have been triggered, by the bilingual Proper Noun Aer Lingus.
(28a) me, eh, kuinka mina sanon .... claim eh, eh, puu ("we, how do I say, claim
trees") (Lehtinen, 1966: 147)
(28b) decided Aer Lingus ... ("Aer Lingus decided ...") (Stenson, 1991)
In one case, American Japanese, switching of finite EL verbs is reported as
quite common. This always involves inflected Japanese verbs in English
sentences (Nishimura, 1986). Examples include:
(29a) he never moratta from anybody ("he never got [something] from anybody")
(29b) she karita ("she borrowed")
c. double marking

Sometimes the inflection is marked in both languages. This happens so rarely,
however, that we can assume it is a marginal, psycho linguistically conditioned
process, at least in most cases. These structures are often referred to as
portmanteau constructions, or double morphology/syntax. 8 Example (30)
contains double past tense marking.
(30)

meian tati hiredes se mies
"my aunt hired-ed the man" (American Finnish; Lehtinen, 1966)

Sometimes the whole verb is repeated in the other language, as in again the
American Japanese data:
(31)

let's become kechi ni naroo
(let's become tight let's become) (Nishimura, 1986)

5.1.5. No occurrence
Though most studies of CS report the use of EL verbs, they have not been
attested everywhere. For example, in her huge corpus of bilingual speech in
Jerusalem, Berk-Seligson (1986: 324) found only four switched verbs.

8

Cf.

Section 6.3.2 below for a note on the terminology.
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As mentioned in Chapter Three, in CS data the switching is often predominantly
in one direction only. This was shown to be a reflection of the underlying
asymmetry in the roles the two languages play in the speech community.
Nevertheless, some researchers claim that switching in the other direction is not
possible. Annamalai (1989) thus claims that in Tamil-English CS Tamil verbs
cannot occur in English clauses:
(32)

*she taali-ed the sambar ("she seasoned ...")

There are very few EL verbs in Michif. Almost all verbs in Michif are Cree.
Bakker (1992) attributes this to the highly bound nature of Cree verb stems, i.e.
they are not really content words in the usual sense. The French and English
verbs that do exist in Michif are all cultural borrowings. In contemporary CreeFrench mixing French verbs are only used in larger stretches from French.
Similar constraints on the use of English verbs hold in Ojibwe-English CS, but
apparently not in Micmac-English CS (Bakker, 1992: 178), or MontagnaisFrench CS (recall that Montagnais uses the auxiliary structure). Apparently, the
polysynthetic structure of the verb in these languages does not allow foreign
stems, so they can only be inserted in structures where auxiliaries carry the
inflection. This example illustrates that in some language pairs lack of
congruence between the two languages as to their VP structure may make
insertion of EL verbs very difficult.
Finally, it should be noted that according to Moravcsik (1975), verbs
cannot be borrowed. In saying this, she does not mean that lexemes referring
to verbal processes cannot be borrowed, but that they are borrowed in a nominal
form. Above, it was shown that indeed most instances of EL verbs involve nonfinite forms. In the rest of this chapter, we will see that this is also the case for
Dutch verbs used in Turkish.
5.1.6. Summary
Verbs from one language used in sentences from another, are incorporated in
a variety of ways. By far the most frequent is taking a non-finite form of the
verb, usually a stem or an infinitive, and adding native material to make the
verb finite. This native verbal morphology can be added directly to the foreign
verb, or verb and inflection can be separated by a nativizing morpheme or
auxiliary. In the latter case the auxiliary bears the inflection. 9 EL verbs with EL
inflection are usually non-finite as well, for example present and past
participles. Inflected finite verbs from the EL occur however, and small
numbers of them have been attested in many CS settings. Only a few studies
report no occurrence of EL verbs at all.

9

Note that without intervening native morphology (like a nativizing morpheme), the
verb is always a stem. Note further that infinitives have mainly been attested when
Dutch, French or Spanish functions as the EL.
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In the remainder of this chapter, the incorporation of Dutch verbs in
Turkish utterances will be discussed. As was illustrated in this section as well
as in the previous two chapters, Turkish tends to use nativizing auxiliaries. In
the next section, the behavior of this auxiliary in the data will be described. In
Section 5.4, I will present arguments on the basis of these data in favor of the
claim that the auxiliary and nativizing morphology constructions are essentially
identical.
5.2. The use of yapmak
In the previous section, Turkish was presented as one of those languages which
use an auxiliary to incorporate EL verbs. This auxiliary, usually yap- or et(both meaning lito do"), follows the forign verb, and carries all inflection. In the
Dutch-Turkish contact setting, yap- is used at all times. In this section, all uses
of yap- will be taken into account. The reason for this approach is that it will
enable comparison between the nativizing use of yap- and other roles it plays
in Turkish, a comparison which will be carried out in Section 5.3. Ultimately,
this may get us closer to understanding the motivation behind the choice of this
verb, rather than some other morpheme, for the incorporation of Dutch verbs.
Discussion of this question will dominate Section 5.5.
This section presents the basic data about yap-, All its occurrences have been
extracted from the entire data set. Below, they are classified according to
complement. The classes which are distinguished are 'no complement',
'pronominal complement', 'schematic complement', 'nominal complement' and
'verbal complement', cf. Sections 5.2.1 until 5.2.5. The latter two were
subdivided into Dutch and Turkish complements. As all verbal complements
concern verbal nouns, there are no clear dividing lines between nominal and
verbal complements. The criterion used to designate particular complements to
one or the other is whether the nominal contained a verbal noun suffix or not.
Table 5.1 lists the occurrences of yap- in the data with different types of
complements, broken down for first, intermediate and second generation
speakers.
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I

I

Type of complement

I

1st

I

Int.

I

2nd

I

Total
45

no object

19

3

23

pronoun

15

4

14

33

schematic

7

I

15

23

Tu. noun

16

2

6

24

Du. noun

3

2

0

5

Tu. verb

7

I

1

9

Du. verb

3

4

10

17

Total:

Table 5.1: Occurrences
for generation.

I

70

I

of yapmak in the entire corpus,

17
broken

I

69

I

156

down for type of complement

I

I
and

Three types of constructions are responsible for more than two thirds of the
occurrences of yap-, Roughly one fifth of the time, yap- does not take an object
at all. Similar frequencies were found for pronominal objects and Turkish
nominal objects. The first generation informants are mainly responsible for the
latter. Most of the other times yap- is used, it occurs with either a schematic
object ("something"), or with a Dutch verb. Dutch nouns are rare as
complements of yap-, and do not occur at all in the second generation.
Other than that, generational differences are not striking. The larger share
of Turkish nouns and verbal nouns as complements of yap- in the first
generation data is a natural consequence of that generation's more extensive use
of monolingual Turkish (cf. Chapter Six for quantitative data of this kind). This
chapter will focus on structural and semantic characteristics of the yapconstruction. As generational differences are minor, they will not feature
prominently in this chapter.
5.2.1. No object
The verb yap- contributes all the meaning when its complement is left implicit,
i.e. if there is no co-occurring element. As Table 5.1 shows, this use is
responsible for roughly one fifth of the occurrences of yap- in the total data set.
The object which is left implicit, is usually recoverable from the context, but
not always. In the Maastricht data, most "no object"-occurrences of yap- (11 out
of 13) occur in the fragment where the activities of the student union are being
discussed. In all of these cases, an activity is the implicit object, as in (33a).
Many of the occurrences in the Tilburg friends conversation refer to the ways
in which young Turkish women in Holland are supposed to act, as in (33b),
where yap- refers to going out alone. Often the verb is accompanied by words
like oyle ("thus"), so that the composite expression means "do like that". This
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is the case in (33c).
(33a)

Paramiz olsa da, oyle iki iie;: defa da yapsak. (K, 332; l st gen.)
"if only I had money and stuff, we could do it like that two or three times"

(33b)

...dan is het niet meer erg, cok yapinci dan is het niet meer erg. Ama
birincisini yapan die is gewoon de kotiisii ... (Fu, 182; 2nd gen.)
"then it's not bad anymore, as many do it, it's not bad anymore, but the first
one who does it she's just the worst"

(33c)

0

her zaman oyle yapar bize (Fa, 125; 1st gen.)
"he always acts like that towards us"

In (33c), the object is recoverable
from the context, but it has not been
explicitly provided before. This utterance was preceded by a narrative sketching
how a certain salesman treated Fatma and her husband. His way of acting is the
implied object of yap-, In other cases, the complement
is more literally
recoverable, since it was provided in an earlier utterance or even earlier on in
the same utterance. This can be a nominal, as in (34a), or a whole phrase, as in
(34b):
(34a)

eenvoudig-ti foto-yu onlar dart ayda yapti, ben iki hafta'da yapnrn,
anlatabiliyorum mu. (170)
simple-PRET-3sg X-ray-ACC they four month-LOC did-3sg
"it was simple, they could take an X-ray after four months, I did it in two
weeks, you see?"

(34b)

...ama weet je wat zo komisch was, was Birsen bir zamanlar polis olmayi
istiyordu weet je, zes jaar geleden of zo, annem demistiki nasil olur falan
yapamasm ondan soma ... (Fu, 167; 2nd gen.)
"but do you know what was so funny? that was that Birsen wanted to be a
police woman one time, you know, six years ago or so, my mom said 'how can
that be' and stuff, you can't do that and then"

In some cases, the need for an object is removed because some co-occurring
adverbial element has such strong presuppositions
about what the object of yapis, that that object does not have to be overtly expressed. This happens in (35)
for instance, where "doing it by vote", carries very clear expectations
about
what "it" stands for.
(35)

Oylama olur, oylamayJa yapabilin. (K, 277; 1st gen.)
"A vote's fine, you can do it by vote"

5.2.2. Pronominal object
Two types of pronominal objects are common with yap-: interrogative ne and
the accusative-marked
demonstratives
bunu, onu and sunu. Both occur equally
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often as object of yap- in the data (14 versus 13 times). One accusative-marked
personal pronoun, seni ("you"), functions as direct object three times, and two
indefinite pronouns (hepsin i, "all", and ayrustnt, "the same") are occasionally
used as complements of yap-. All pronominal objects except ne are marked
accusative, since they are inherently specific (Nilsson, 1985: 33). The referents
of specific pronominal objects are by definition recoverable from context.
The interrogative object pronoun is normally used as a real question
word, as in "what did you do?", cf. (36a). It can also be used as a demonstrative, more or less like what in "what you did, was unforgivable". This use is
illustrated in (36b).
(36a) Dilek, sen ne yaptm, herkes birseylerle ugrasirken? (T, 28; 1st gen.)
"Dilek, what did you do, while everybody was busy with something?"
(36b) ... biri De yaparsa, geri kalanlar da onu yapiyor (Fu, 16; 2nd gen.)
"if one does it, then others will do it too in tum"
The demonstrative pronouns stand for the same range of complements as has
been described above for the cases where no object was present. They simply
make explicit what was left implicit in the "no object"-cases. Again, sometimes
the object is left very vague, as in (37a), and sometimes it has been spelled out
in the preceding clause, as in (37b). Example (37c) contains a plural
demonstrative.
(37a)

ben yapmadun (Ah, 92; 1st gen.)
"I didn't do that"

ODU

(37b) ga ik beveiligingsbeambte-opleiding
doen. Dat is zes maanden, ODU yapmca
polislige daha cabuk ahyorlar (A, 132; int. gen.)
"I'll do a course for security officers. That's six months, when you do that, the
police will take you in more quickly"
(37c) ... din icin yaprmyorsun ashnda onlari ... (Se, 28; 2nd gen.)
"you don't really do these things because of religion"
Only on three occasions does a personal pronoun function as the object of yap-,
cf. (38). Personal pronouns do not really lend themselves to this role, because
they do not correspond well to the semantics of "to do".
(38)

Abim seni yapmadik rru biz? (0, 272; 1st gen.)
"Brother, we haven't done you yet?"

Finally, indefinite pronouns sometimes occur as objects of yap-, Just like
demonstratives, they are always marked accusative, cf. (39a and b).
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(39a)

Hepsini birden mi yapiyon ... (0, 187; 1st gen.)
"you did all of it in one go?"

(39b)

...bugun 0 kisiyi mesela kenar mahallede bir kisiyi buraya geldi, 0 da yani
aymsmi yapacak zaman geldigi zam (Y, 160; 1st gen.)
"if these days someone, for instance if someone came here from the slums, he
is going to do the same thing as when they came"

5.2.3. Schematic

object

In this category objects have been included which are nominal and have a very
general meaning. They all involve the word ~ey ("thing"), as in (40a), so the
composite expression means "to do something". The form of the object is
usually just sey, but sometimes a more extended form is used, as in (40b). In
a few cases sey is the core of a full NP, cf. 40c and d).
(40a)

terwijl ze niles zijn. Onlar da geJip sana sey yapiyor (H, 143; 2nd gen.)
"while they are nothing. They come and do this to you"

(40b)

oylama yapilabilmesi icin biseyler yapilabiliyor mu? (D, 278; 1st gen.)
"to be able to have a vote does one need to be able to do some things?"

(40c)

ben gore mesela cok sey yapiyorlar (Sa, 99; 1st gen.)
"I think, for example they do a lot of things"

(40d)

...ondan sonra asaga indim trimmen yapacagrm, bizim orada daghk ya falan
giizel trimmen yapilir weet je, ne yapiyorsun sen delimisin en zo, ja echt zo van
diinyanm en kiitii bir seyin] yapiyormusum ki ...(Fu, 132; 2nd gen.)
"and then I went down and was going to run, at our place it's mountainous,
right, good for running, you know, "what are you doing, you are crazy",
etcetera, yeah, really like I was doing the worst thing in the world"

5.2.4. Nominal

objects

Of course yap- can also take full nouns for its object. From here on cases will
be cited where yap- seems to function as an auxiliary rather than as a full verb.
Some of the combinations are fixed expressions, even listed in the dictionary.
Others seem to have been put together on the spot, or are at least not in general
use in Turkish. Combinations with Dutch nouns are by definition of at least
fairly recent origin.
Some nominal objects are "real" nouns, in that they denote a concrete
entity. Others are verbal nouns, and refer to a process. Both classes are
represented in the data, and they will be discussed in tum. In this subsection the
nominal data will be introduced; verbal nouns will follow in the next
subsection. In both cases the Turkish objects will be discussed first, to be
followed by the Dutch ones.
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5.2.4.1. Turkish nominal objects
It often depends on the meaning of the nominal which exact meaning yap- has.

Its meaning varies from relatively specific "create, make" to the more general
"do, carry out". Consider the following set of examples, in which yap- gradually
adds less specific meaning:
(41a)

kadmlar toplaruyorlar bir araya konusuyorlar kabve iciyorlar, cay iciyorlar, el
i~i yapryorlar (Se, 251; 2nd gen.)
"women get together, talk to each other, have coffee together, drink tea, do
some embroidering"

(41b) ashnda bak her tarafdan acik olsak, iiyerniz olsa, boyle bir binaya sahip
crkabiliriz. Kahvesini yapanz. Bu sekilde de ismimizi Maastricht-te de
duyurabiliriz. (D,. 307; 1st gen.)
"actually, look, if we were very open about it, if we had members, we can
come out as the owners of a place. We can make their coffee, and we can
keep our name in Maastricht that way"
(41c)

statiitIeri Kemalgil yapti bana ne sue buluyorsun, benim elime verdiler al bunu
yap, ben de onu yapiyom, (0, 285; 1st gen.)
"Kemal and his people have made the statutes, what do you think of it, they
gave it to me, take it, do this, and I do it"

(4ld)

meseIa seni iiye yapmadik rm? (0. 272; 1st gen.)
"Haven't we made you a member for example?"

(41e)

hergun Tiirk gecesi yapiyoruz da. (K, 252; 1st gen.)
"and we do a Turkish evening every day"

(41f)

ben artik hayaumda kma yapmam. (Se, 266; 2nd gen.)
"I'll never do a kina again in my life"

(41g)

Su an Maatschappelijk

Werk denen HBO ogrenim-in-i yapiyorurn. (D, 176)
HBO-course-POSS-ACC do-PROG-Isg
"at the moment I'm doing an HBO-course called "Social Work""

(4lh)

niye, hemen ayrimerhk nn yapiyolar? (0, 165; 1st gen.)
"why, do they immediately discriminate?"

(4li)

dedikodu yapmaym abim. (0, 302; 1st gen.)
"don't gossip brother"

In (41a, b and c), physical objects have come about through the activity of the
subject of yap-. These are straightforward cases of yap- meaning "to make,
create". The subject of the sentence is actively involved in making the direct
objects (embroidering, coffee and statutes). In the next two examples the objects
are still created, but in a less literal way. In (41d) a member has been brought
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into existence because somebody declared that he is one. In (4Ie) a Turkish
evening (i.e. a party) has been "made", illustrating that yap- may mean "to
create something abstract". The idea of creation is absent in the rest of the
examples. In them, the thing which the object noun denotes, is already there:
it is not brought into existence by the subject. Yap- does not mean "make"
anymore, but simply "do". The nouns presuppose the existence of an activity
and yap- specifies that the subject carries it out. This may for example be a
traditional activity, like a kina night, or a class (cf. 41f and g). In these cases,
the activity is referred to by an abstract noun, which is still fairly autonomous.
But the activity can also be referred to more directly. In that case, the noun is
hard to picture without reference to the process it presupposes, as in (4Ih) and
(41i).
These different uses of yap- illustrate that its meaning varies. It becomes
more schematic as we read down the list of examples in (41). This analysis will
be worked out in Section 5.3.
5.2.4.2. Dutch nominal objects
Five inserted Dutch nouns occur as the object ofyap-. Structurally, they behave
the same as the Turkish nominals discussed in the previous subsection. They
cover the same semantic range as well. One is a physical object, "made" by the
actor (jato; "X-ray"),10 two are activities which are organized by the subject
(aktiviteit; "activity", feest; "party"), one is a course (administratief opleiding;
"administrative
training"),
and one is more verbal in nature (promotie;
"promotion", i.e. of a soccer team).
(42a) Aktiviteit-Ier-i yapacagiz dedik. (D, 318)
activity-PL-ACC do-FUT-lpl said-Ipl
"we said we were going to activities"
(42b) eenvoudig-ufoto-yn onlar dort ayda yapti, ben iki hafta'da yaptim, anlatabiliyorummu. (170)
simple-PRET-3sg X-ray-ACC they four month-LOC did-3sg
"it was simple, they could take an X-ray after four months, I did it in two
weeks, you see?"
(42c)

10

bana soylemisti ki: "als jij adminlstratief op/eiding yaparsan, dat is ook op
een HBO-niveau en dan kijk ik ook weer met Nederlandse problemen (82)
"she said to me 'if you do an administrative training course. that is also at
HBO level, and then I will help you with your Dutch again '"
0

Recall (cf. Section 4.2.1) that standard Turkish does not use yap- with X-rays, but
cek- ("to draw") instead.
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(42d)

Yaptigmuz, bir iki tane feest yaptik, kutlama yaptik, miilti-kiiltiirel dedik,
Turkse dedik ama Turkle, Turklukle bir alakasnu gormedim ben abi. (D, 318)
"the one we did, we had two parties, we congratulated them, we said it was
multi-cultural, Turkish, but I haven't seen anything connected with Turks or
Turkishness"

(42e)

Cimbomlu gayri biraz promotie yapalim. (0, 239)
promotion do-OPT -1pi
"The Cimbomlus are finally going to be promoted'

5,2.5. Verbal objects
All verbal objects of yap- are non-finite.
types of Turkish verbal nouns, while
infinitives.

Section
Section

5.2.5.1 discusses the various
5.2.5.2 portrays the Dutch

5.2.5.1. Turkish verbal noun objects
In Section 5.2.4.1 above, we saw that the amount of meaning which yapcontributes to the composite expression decreases when the processua1 nature
of the noun increases. This nature is most prominent
in verbal nouns:
nominalized versions of a verbal predicate.
Turkish has several verbal noun endings, and they all seem to be able to
combine with yap-. An old and unproductive ending is -I~. It only occurs on
some lexicalized deverbal nouns. Three instances occur in the data where this
ending combines with yap-, cf. (43). Two of them, in (43 a and b), are marked
with the accusative case, the only examples of such marking among the verbal
noun objects of yap-.
(43a)

mobilyalanru felan sey ettik ... ahsveristn! yaptik. (Ayhan, 188)
"we went for furniture and stuff, we went shopping"

(43b)

a~lh~l birileri yapmasi lazim (B, 95; 1st gen.)
"somebody has to take the first step" (a91lz$1 means "opening")

(43c)

gercekten ha. Mesela Ayhan donii~ yapmak isterse ben hemen donerim. (B, 80;
1st gen.)
"really, for instance if Ayhan wants to return, I'll go back right away"

Of the other six cases, four involve the ending -mE: oylama ("vote"; used
twice), kutlama ("congratulations")
and konusma ("discussion"), cf. (44a and b).
The latter, konusma yap- is a lexicalized form. In all examples, the verbal noun
refers to either a generic or an indefinite instance of the concept it encodes. The
infinitive on -mEk is used once in this connection, again in a lexicalized form
yemek yap- ("food make"), cf. (44c). Finally, organise yap- is used, a
lexicalized form built up of the French-derived participle organise and yap-, cf.
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(44d).
(44a)

oylama yapilabilmesi icin biseyler yapilabiliyor mu? (D, 278; 1st gen.)
"to be able to have a vote one needs to be able to do a few things, right?"

(44b) biz bir kere boyle bir konusma yapnk Tiirklerin arasinda, (M, 96; 2nd gen.)
"one time we had a discussion like this with Turks"
(44c)

0

da 0 kamer-e soktu bizi orda yemek yapihyo ya... (0, 63; 1st gen.)
"and he smuggled us into that room, food was being prepared there"

(44d)

Baska vereniging-Iere bakarsak Eindhoven-da falan oldu mu, onlar orda bir
organize yapiyor bunlar burda bir uitwisselingsprogramma's
falan oluyor. (G,
364)
we-Pl. here one exchange-programs and-such be-PROG-3sg
"we could start other unions in Eindhoven or something, couldn't we? They
can organize it there, we could have exchange programs and stuff here"

5.2.5.2. Dutch

verbal

noun objects

Finally, Dutch verbal nouns combine with yap-, just like Turkish ones. Dutch
has only one verbal noun, the infinitive on -en, and it occurs frequently with
yap-, There are seventeen cases in the data (that is, tokens; there are thirteen
types involved). None receive any accusative or other marking. Many examples
have been given throughout the previous two chapters. Here are two of them:
(45a) fa, maar tach, millet kijken yapiyor (240)
people watch-INF do-PROG-3sg
"yeah, but still, everybody is watching you"
(4Sb) ben seninkisini lenen yapmak istedim toen had ik ze al (Se, 188)
I yours-POSS-ACC borrow-INF do-INF want-PRET-Isg
"I wanted to borrow yours but then I had them already"
5.2.6. Summary
The Turkish verb yap- occurs in a variety of constructions. Sometimes it is the
sole verb and at other times it takes a complement. Sometimes this complement
is pronominal and sometimes it is nominal. Nominal complements
can be
Turkish or Dutch, but pronominal
and schematic complements
are always
Turkish. A subclass of the nominal complements is formed by verbal nouns.
Some composite expressions consisting of yap- and a noun or verbal noun have
been lexicalized as compound verbs.
When yap- does not have a complement,
it can either stand for the
general process of "doing, making", or it functions as a schematic proverb
specifying an action which has been spelled out earlier and only needs to be
referred to now with the most schematic of verbs. When it occurs with a
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nominal argument, a range of meanings are available. Which specific meaning
yap- has, depends to a large extent on the meaning of the complement. It will
be situated somewhere on a semantic continuum ranging from "make, create"
to "do, carry out". The latter meaning is often found when yap- combines with
verbal nouns.
This range of meanings is parallelled by a functional continuum ranging
from lexical transitive verb to auxiliary. These parallel continuums are the
subject of the next section.
5.3. A semantic analysis of yapIntroduction
Just like many other languages, including many Turkic languages (cf. Section
5.1.1), the variety of Turkish which is spoken in Holland, employs an auxiliary
verb to nativize foreign verbs, cf. Section 5.2.5.2. Again just like in many other
languages, this auxiliary roughly means "to do" or "to make", and does not
exclusively combine with foreign verbs. It also forms compound verbs with
native and non-native nouns. The basic data on yap- were introduced in the
previous section.
It is generally assumed that the helping verbs, auxiliaries or operators
used to nativize foreign verbs in CS, are in fact meaningless, only there to carry
the necessary inflection. For some reason, this inflection can apparently not
appear on the foreign verb itself. However, the fact that the auxiliary almost
always translates as "to do" argues that they are not arbitrarily chosen. At some
point, at least, the selection of this particular auxiliary to fulfil the nativization
role, must have been a motivated choice. The reason must lie in the auxiliary's
semantic base.
In Section 5.2 it was indicated that there is a continuum of meanings connecting
auxiliary yap- with main verb yap-. This removes the possibility of treating
them as separate words, let alone as essentially arbitrary homophones. The two
versions of the word share phonological, morphological, syntactic and semantic
characteristics. This section concentrates on semantic aspects. The main goal of
Section 5.3.1 is to characterize yap-'s continuum of meanings in greater detail.
As a spin-off, I will attempt to defend the use of the name 'auxiliary' for the
function associated with the 'generic' end of the semantic continuum, as the
term may meet with some resistance. This will be done in Section 5.3.2.
Finally, in Section 5.3.3, the information gathered so far will be used in an
attempt to explain why it was yap- which was chosen for this role rather than
some other verbalizing morpheme. In my opinion, this is an important question.
A successful answer to it would be an argument against the view that the
nativizing auxiliary does not contribute any meaning whatsoever.
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5.3.1. The meaning of yapThe comparison of the several uses of yap- in the data, as described in Section
5.2, showed that it can take one of a variety of complements. Briefly, yap- has
most meaning when it occurs without a complement, or with a pronominal or
schematic complement, or when its nominal complement denotes a concrete
physical object. It has least meaning if the complement denotes a process, as is
the case with verbal nouns. The examples in (46), all of which were discussed
in Section 5.2, illustrate this range of possibilities.
(46a)

her zaman oyle yapar bize (Fa, 125; 1st gen.)
"he always acts like that towards us"

0

(46b) oylama yapilabilmesi icin biseyler yapilabiliyor mu? (D, 278; 1st gen.)
"and to be able to have a vote does one need to be able to do some things?"
(46c) Statiitleri Kemalgil yapti bana ne sue buluyorsun, benim e1ime verdiler al
bunu yap, bende onu yapiyom. (0, 285; 1st gen.)
"Kemal and his people have made the statutes, what do you think of it, they
gave it to me, take it, do this, and I do it"
(46d) ben arnk hayatimda kina yapmam. (Se, 266; 2nd gen.)
''I'll never do a kina again in my life"
(46e) Dedikodu yapmaym abim.
"don't gossip brother"

(0,

302; 1st gen.)

(46f) ben seninkisini lenen yapmak istedim toen had ik: ze at (Se, 188)
I yours-POSS-ACC borrow-INF do-INF want-PRET-lsg
"I wanted to borrow yours but then 1 had them already"
All complements of yap- are nominal, which means they denote what is in
Cognitive Grammar a THING. Things have in common that they can be
conceptualized by themselves. Prototypical Things are nouns denoting concrete
entities, but abstract and verbal nouns are Things as well. The latter may denote
a process, but they do not portray it as one. They portray the process
holistically, and therefore impose the profile of a Thing on it.
Every one of yap-:s nominal complements is associated with a process, in
which it is involved as a participant. For concrete objects that process is not
often salient, but it can be made salient by the addition of an element which
specifically refers to that process, for example yap-, as in resmi-ni yap- ("to
make a picture; to draw"). It is part of the meaning of pictures that they can be
made, so resim can combine with yap-. The added verb makes that aspect of the
concept [PICTURE] more prominent: it upgrades its salience. The degree to
which processes can figure in the base of the nominal varies from noun to noun.
The more salient it is, the less meaning yap- or some other schematic verb has
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to contribute, since the process is already a prominent aspect of the word's
meaning.
In the data, several nominal objects form compound verbs with verbs other than
yap-. Like yap-, these verbs are schematic, though less so. They too spell out
the process naturally associated with the object noun: hamburger
ye("hamburger eat"), vakantie-ye git- ("holiday-DAT go; i.e: go on holiday"),
doe/punt at- (" goal shoot; i.e.: score") etc. I I . Why this is of relevance to the

subject matter of this section will be explained in Section 5.3.3.
From specific to schematic

In analyzing the composite expression [NOUN + yap-], the logical starting point
of analysis is the noun, since without the noun, the process to which the
expression refers cannot be recovered. Yap- alone simply does not give enough
information. The degree of salience of the associated process varies from noun
to noun. It is least if the noun denotes a fairly common physical object, not
particularly associated with any process. The salience of the process is highest
in verbal nouns.
When the complement is a full nominal, there are two possibilities as to
its status. It can be a "real" direct object of the transitive verb yap-, or it can be
the first part of the compound verb NOUN + yap-. That is, the question is
whether the clauses profile an act of doing or making X, or whether they profile
an act of X-ing. In (47), all nominal objects of yap- found in the data have been
listed in such an order that the amount of specific meaning which can be
attributed to yap- decreases. The meanings of the nouns are those in which they
are used in the particular examples in which they occur.
(47)

II

coffee (kahve-si-ni)
food (yemek)
embroidering (el i$i)
X-ray (foto-yu)
statutes tstatut-ler-iy
proposal (muracaaty
opening (a9Ilz~-I)
mess (bok)
member (uye)
singer (sarklcl)
artist (artis)
argument (terslik)
promotion (promotie; Dutch)
dye (0 kadar boya)
activity (aktiviteit-ler-i; Dutch)
These examples involve Dutch object nouns, but most of the compound verbs
involve Turkish morphemes only. Examples are izine git- ("holiday-DAT go"), eve
gel- ("home-DAT go"), polis 01- ("become a police officer").
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party (feest; Dutch)
Turkish evening (Turk gecesi)
wedding (dugun)
folk song (turku)
class (iki sznzj)
course (administratief opleiding; Dutch)
school (HBO-ogrenim-i-ni)
henna night (kina)
work (bir i$)
discussion (konusmay
shopping (alisveris-i-nis
voting (oylama)
interpreting (terciimanlzk)
returning (donu$)
congratulating (kutlama)
organizing (organize)
discrimination (aynmcilik ml)
gossiping (dedikodu)
to run (trimmen; Dutch)
to perform oral sex (pijpen; Dutch)
to grab (pakken; Dutch)
to take away (wegnemen; Dutch)
to cross (overschrijden; Dutch)
to borrow (lenen; Dutch)
to tell (vertellen; Dutch)
to ask (vragen; Dutch)
to vote (stemmen; Dutch)
to specify (specificeren; Dutch)
to specialize (specialiseren; Dutch)
to look (kijken; Dutch)
to get used to (wennen; Dutch)
In its most explicit use, yap- means "to make, create". This is most obvious in
cases where the object is a solid physical object made by human hands.
Examples include el isi and Iota. A subcase of this is formed by food terms,
such as yemek and kahve, which are also hand-made, but lack lasting use. In an
extended use, the object is not made by hands anymore, though an obvious
amount of energy has still been spent by an actor to bring it into existence, as
with statutler and muracaat. The more the object refers to an intangible,
abstract thing, the less direct physical energy is associated with the process of
bringing it into being. There are still quite obvious remnants of it, however, in
actltsi, terslik and bok, as well as in the more explicitly causative constructions
with uye, artis and sarktci. Next come the objects that stand for organizable
activities: these can also be seen as being created by the agents, since without
their effort, they would not exist. Yap- usually means "organize"
when
combined with these nouns; consider diigicn, Turk gecesi, aktiviteit and feest.
So far, the complements have all been nouns which are not particularly
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associated with anyone process. Several things can be done with them; they are
not strongly associated with yap-. Other verbs combine naturally with them as
well. Coffee can be made, but also drunk, served or spilled. Statutes likewise
can be made, read or burned. With the next group of objects, yap- becomes less
meaningful. This is the "causative" group, where yap- means "make someone
be X". Most commonly, complements in this group combine with "be", not with
"do". Thus, uye 01- ("to belbecome a member") is more common than uye yap("make someone a member"). For these words it is already much harder to find
a verb other than "to make" to combine with them if the causative meaning is
intended, though it can still be done. The process expressed through yap- is a
salient part of the noun's meaning, although the concept to which the noun
refers can still be conveniently construed as a THING. The process involved is
pretty much spelled out, however.
Further down the line, objects are found which are "done" or "carried
out". The actor is still actively involved, but he does not really create anything.
Furthermore,
the nature of the process which the composite
expression
designates, is now completely spelled out by the nominal complement. This
class includes ayrtmctltk, iki struf, tercumanlik, kutlama and kina, among others.
They are all nouns, but not prototypical ones. They are abstract nouns, i.e., they
do not have tangible referents. In addition, they all refer to a process in a fairly
salient way. Discrimination
cannot be conceptualized
without picturing
somebody
discriminating
against another person, and a class cannot be
conceptualized
without picturing a teacher-student
context. When combining
with these abstract nouns, the semantic contribution of yap- shifts from "make"
to "do", since one cannot "make" a process; a process can only be carried out
or "done", though with differing degrees of intentionality
on the part of the
subject.
From here, it is a small step to object nominals which spell out the
process even further. Verbal nouns actually denote the process itself, rather than
just make reference to it, as nouns do. If the process figures saliently in the
noun's meaning (for example because its referent does not participate in many
other processes, and the process virtually always involves this referent) it tends
to conjure up the process along with the thing it refers to. Verbal nouns simply
take this a little further and actually denote the process, albeit in a holistic way.
This class includes complements such as dedikodu, promotie, oylama, organize,
and all Dutch infinitives. It is virtually impossible to picture the concept
"gossip" in an autonomous
way, even less so, I would argue, than for the
abstract nouns discussed
in the previous paragraph.
Where nouns like
"congratulation"
and "translation" still need some verbalizing form to make
them refer to the process, this is hardly the case for verbal nouns like oylama.
One cannot conceptualize
"voting" without thinking of people actually casting
a vote.
Some of the Dutch infinitives actually take the bleaching of yap- one step
further. All nominal complements which combine with yap- in Turkish assume
some quite obvious degree of volitional control by the actor. Most Dutch verbs
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which combine with yap- have the same characteristic, but consider wennen
yap- ("get used to"). Here the complement does not denote a process which can
be viewed as under the control of the human actor. Processes like "getting used
to" are experienced or undergone, rather than done or carried out. In this
example yap- has actually lost virtually all of its basic meaning, and has
become a maximally schematic verb. It functions simply as a derivational
marker, making a verb out of a verbal noun. More examples of yap-' s semantic
bleaching and its possible limits will be discussed in Section 5.3.3.2 below.
conclusion

In conclusion, the uses of yap- vary along a continuum. Its extremes are a
transitive verb meaning "to make, create" and an auxiliary meaning "to do,
carry out". The latter verbalizes a verbal noun complement. With nouns
denoting a physical object which can be made or created, the main verb
meaning of yap- is clearest. It is also fairly prominent with abstract nouns,
where the metaphorical use of "make" is employed along conventional lines.
Next we find uses where the noun refers to something which is done or
performed. Yap- has become more schematic in these cases, dropping its
connotation of creation. It can be concluded that the more verbal and/or abstract
the nominal object is, the more schematic yap- becomes, until it simply means
"to do the activity specified by the object nominal". It is in these cases where
yap- is in its most auxiliary-like state. Equivalents of yap- in many other
languages undergo the same types of metonymic extension (cf. the English
translations of the examples ).12
As far as I know, all the languages referred to in Section 5.1.1 as using
the auxiliary strategy, already possess that construction in their 'monolingual'
form. This is almost by definition the case for the languages which use
nativizing morphology (cf. Section 5.1.2) and for those which do not use any
nativizing means (i.e. languages with periphrastic auxiliary constructions and
those inflecting bare EL stems, cf. Section 5.1.2.2). Thus, the composite
expression does not arise out of the blue either. For example, Annamalai (1989)
points out that Tamil uses the construction with the auxiliary 'paNNu' (cf.
Section 5.1.1) to verbalize Tamil nouns. Compared to a monolingual variety, the
contact variety often shows a change in that the auxiliary acquires a different
subcategorization pattern. The co-occurring complement can be an EL verb,
instead of or in addition to ML and EL nouns 13). For yap-, such a change was

12

A similar point is made in Muysken (1993: 202) with respect to a more structural
division: the complement of the Sarnami auxiliary is either an ML noun or an EL

verb.
13

Kachru (1982) does not cite any examples of English nouns with the Hindi auxiliary
kama. Other, often semantically more restricted verbs are used to form a unit with
English nouns, as in holiday lena ('take a holiday'), permission, leave, exam dena
('give permission', 'grant a leave' and 'take an exam' respectively), and angry hona
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demonstrated in this section. Note that its old uses have not disappeared: it still
forms compound verbs with nouns and it can still take direct objects like any
transitive verb.
The examples in (47) show that yap-'s e-site" is specified for a
schematic object, which furthermore must make some reference to a process.
The object specifies the verbal process which is only schematically expressed
by the auxiliary. At the very least it makes some non-salient reference to it. The
nominal complement elaborates the schematic meaning of yap-, and it can only
be left out when easily recoverable from the context (cf. Section 5.2.1). The
process which is part of the noun's semantics becomes more salient if the
nominal is verbalized. The composite expression actually describes that process.
Verbal nouns denote processes more directly than prototypical nouns, but still
have unmistakable nominal qualities as well. For this reason, they too need to
be verbalized if the process is to be described, and in Turkish this may be
achieved through the addition of yap-. Nominal and verbal qualities of verbal
nouns will be discussed in Section 5.5. For the moment, I will simply assume
that the nominal qualities of verbal nouns override their verbal features, and that
is why they need to be verbalized if they are to be used as finite verbs (more
on this in Section 5.3.2.2 below).
5.3.2. Auxiliaries
The previous subsection provided a semantic analysis of yap-, We have seen
that there is one sense in which yap- combines with another element without
adding a whole lot of semantic content. This is mainly the case when yapcombines with verbal nouns. In constructions like these, I have been referring
to yap- as an auxiliary, without ever really defending the use of that term. It is
the goal of this section to provide that defense. This is considered useful
because it may enhance understanding of the construction if it can be shown to
be a subcase of a more general structure. The discussion will start with some
general information on auxiliaries in Section 5.3.2.1. The second subsection will
attempt to explain why yap- is necessary in the construction with the Dutch
infinitive. Recall that the previous subsection
only provided motivations
promoting
the use of yap-, it did not provide any motivations
as to its

('be angry'). Note that these are often very common verbs which, therefore, are
fairly resistant to replacement by foreign verbs. For more interesting examples of
calques in the Bantu language Bemba, see Richardson, 1963: 140).

14

Recall from Chapters One and Three that the term "e-site" stands for the
substructure within an element's semantics which "corresponds" to a combining
element's profile. Through the filling of e-sites, composite expressions are built. It
is the Cognitive Grammar equivalent of the "internal structure" of, for instance,
constituents, but differs in that it is purely motivated by semantic principles.
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inevitability .
5.3.2.1. The schematic

meaning

of auxiliaries

Nativizing auxiliaries are sometimes referred to as carriers of verbal inflection.
The term suggests that this syntactic aspect is the sole reason for their inclusion
in the mixed compound verbs. In the following, I will retain the term "carrier
auxiliary" for the uses of yap- in roughly the bottom half of (47) because it
conveniently refers to yap-is main function in these constructions, and it also
indicates that it is a different type of auxiliary than, for example, the more
prototypical modal auxiliary. However, it should be noted that its function as
a syntactic operator by no means implies that it is semantically meaningless.
To achieve full meaning, auxiliaries
depend to a great extent on their
complement. Though they have a core meaning, they also need a supporting,
more autonomous, semantic structure to combine with. One cannot just "want",
like one can "walk" or "hit". One has to "want something". Whatever that
"something" is, specifies what the utterance is about. This holds true for all
auxiliaries and it is the primary way in which they differ from lexical verbs.
The latter have much more semantic content. Moreover, the e-site for a lexical
verb's complement
is more specified than for an auxiliary. Though hit
subcategorizes
for a schematic object, speakers have a pretty good idea about
which things can fill the object slot, and even more so with words like sing or
govern. The set of things "hittable" is much smaller than the set of things which
are "wantable", It is typical for words which have a very schematic e-site (i.e.
which depend on the complement for a lot of their meaning) to contribute little
to the meaning of the composite expression. The processes to which to curl up
and want to curl up refer are the same; the latter just removes it from the realm
of reality into that of modality. A similar situation exists for predicates meaning
[DO], including yap-, It is virtually impossible to conceptualize an act of doing,
one has to do "something", just like one has to want "something", Verbs like
"do" and "want" differ from verbs like hit, sing and govern in that the class of
things one can "do" or "want", is infinitely larger than the class of things one
can "hit", "sing" or "govern". 15
Still, modal auxiliaries
like want contribute
more meaning to the
composite expression than nativizing auxiliaries like yap-, Even though yap-'s
e-site is every bit as schematic as that of want, the contribution of the latter to
a composite expression seems more substantial. Modal auxiliaries determine the

15

The latter are at the more specific end of the Specificity Continuum, while
auxiliaries like do are at the other end. Other general verbs, like go, come, give and
take occupy places somewhere in between. In its main verb use, yap- hovers around
the same point as the other general verbs. In fact, its increased use as a carrier
auxiliary in Immigrant Turkish can be seen as a shift towards the schematic end of
the Specificity Continuum.
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profile of their composite expressions, but yap- does not always achieve even
this much. To want to curl up describes an act of "wanting", not one of "curling
up". But terslik yap- ("argument do") does not describe an act of "doing", but
rather one of "arguing", and lenen yap- ("borrow do") describes an act of
"borrowing". The meaning of yap- is almost completely gobbled up by the cooccurring complement, as predicted by the Schematic Transparency
Principle
(Langacker,
1987: 92-3). Nativizing auxiliaries are extreme versions of this
type, in that the residue of meaning they contribute to the composite expression
is maximally schematic.
A fmite clause profiles a process. This is construed as a single event. The
sentence she tried to sleep, profiles an act of trying, 16 not one of sleeping, and
also not one of subsequently trying and then sleeping (cf. Langacker,
1990c:
205-208).
However,
in kijken yaptyor (Iook-INF
do-3sg;
i.e: "they're
watching"), the Dutch verb is allowed to impose its profile, since the clause
profiles an act of watching, not one of doing. Consequently, yap- is not the
same kind of auxiliary as try or want. It contributes less to the composite
expression, because it is more transparent. It is this difference which is captured
by the distinction between modal auxiliaries and carrier auxiliaries.
Note
however, that modal auxiliaries are not a type of verb halfway between lexical
verbs and carrier auxiliaries along some sort of continuum. Both types of
auxiliaries are natural extensions of their lexical verb counterparts.
Whether
they end up as a modal or as a carrier auxiliary is dependent on their inherent
semantics. The ancestors of modals basically do not lend themselves to the
same degree of semantic bleaching as those of carrier auxiliaries.
Langacker (1990c: 208) argues that when there are two verbs in a single
clause, there are four possibilities for the composite structure. Firstly, the two
can form a serial verb construction. Second, they can be coordinated. In the two
other possibilities one of the verbs is an auxiliary, but the relationship between
the auxiliary and the other verb is different in each type. If the auxiliary is a
modal, it is the clausal head and the co-occurring infinitive is a complement, as
in tried to sleep. In the fourth possibility, the auxiliary is a carrier. It profiles
a schematic process, which is put in correspondence
with the specific process
profiled by the other verb. One and the same process is profiled by both verbs:
schematically
by one and specifically by the other. The two verbs merge to
form a single processual notion. The composite expressions consisting of an EL
infinitive and an ML general verb meaning "do" belong to this last category.
Note however, that only the carrier use of yap- can be described in this way.
The Schematic Transparency
Principle works to different degrees in different
instances of the schema [NOUN + yap-]. As was seen in Section 5.3.1,
whenever the object nominal profiles a physical object, yap- first and foremost
means "make, create". In that function, it does contribute substantially to the
meaning of the whole. In fact, infoto-yu yap- and kahve-si-ni yap- the nominals

16

Or rather: an act of trying to sleep.
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themselves portray the process involved, like lenen and terslik can.
the distinction between lexical verb and carrier auxiliary is a gradual
same word yap- sometimes
functions as a carrier auxiliary and
as a clausal head. There are cases in between where it is hard, if not
to say, whether it is functioning as one or the other, for example in
ktna yap- ("dye do; i.e. to dye") and konusma yap- ("discussion do; i.e. to
discuss").
This is not surprising,
as it parallels
the continuum
which
characterizes the semantics of yap-, as described in Section 5.3.1.

cannot by
However,
one. The
sometimes
impossible

5.3.2.2. Why is the auxiliary

needed?

The question could be raised why the carrier auxiliary is needed at all. If the
complement
provides all of the lexical meaning, following the Schematic
Transparency Principle, there does not seem to be any semantic reason for the
addition of the auxiliary. An answer often given to this question claims that the
auxiliary has to be there because it needs to carry the inflection. In this
subsection I will try to provide arguments as to why this should be so.
Ultimately this will rest on the claim that even the carrier auxiliary is not totally
devoid of meaning. This is, for instance, shown by the fact that there are
constructions where inserted Dutch verbs are not followed by yap-.
When used as a carrier auxiliary, yap- does not seem to contribute much to the
meaning of the resulting structure. Still, a small portion of the base of the
auxiliary is not taken up by its e-site. That is, the auxiliary still contributes
something. Like other auxiliaries, it grounds the clause in actual discourse: it
is the verbalizing element. Even though the complement describes a process, it
does not describe that process as grounded, since a nominal simply cannot
function as a finite verb (in semantic terms: a THINGI7 cannot be portrayed
as a PROCESS that is evolving through time). When a process is grounded, it
is scanned as evolving, but in a nominalized version, the process is scanned
holistically. The need for predicates which describe processes holistically is the
reason why verbal nouns exist. In clauses in which a Dutch or Turkish infinitive
functions as the clausal head, a grounding element (i.e. a verbalizing element)
is called for. For this reason, yap- is always present when a Turkish clause
contains a Dutch infinitive.
However, there are two exceptions. The first concerns Dutch verbs which
are specifically used as a noun, such as samenwonen in (48a). Secondly, yapis absent if the inserted Dutch verb is finite. Usually the clause proceeds in
Dutch in those cases, and often the verb concerned is itself an auxiliary, cf. (48
b and c).

17

The technical term THING was introduced in Chapter Three. It is used in Cognitive
Grammar to refer to autonomous atemporal entities. The prototypical THING is a
concrete noun. Throughout this work, THING is used in this meaning. The same
goes for the verbal analogue PROCESS.
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(48a)

0 da diisiindu tasindi, biraz Uy ay falan sey kaldilar, samenwonen. (184)
"and she thought about moving, that they would, you know, live together for
a while, for three months or so"

(48b)

eve gee gelince wordt boos, man (Backus, 1992)
home-DA'T late come-when become-PRES-3sg angry man
"when I come home late, he gets angry man"

(48c)

kotu-mu iyi-rni maakt niet uit (Fu, 162; 2nd gen.)
bad-Q good-Q make-PRES-3sg no difference
"it doesn't matter whether it's good or bad"

The first type of exception

is easily accommodated.

Dutch verbs followed

by

yap- are turned into inflectable verb stems. They are in a position in which they
must receive tense and other inflection. In contrast, the verbs which are used in
positions like the one occupied by samenwonen in (48a), cannot be inflected.
They are construed holistically,
like nouns. In (48a), the process "living
together" is portrayed as a thing, not as a process. No yap- is added because
samenwonen must not be turned into an inflectable verb stem; i.e. it has to
remain holistic. Compare the construal of the process [LIVE TOGETHER]
in
the English sentences they live together but they are not married and living

together without being married is a normal thing to do these days.
The second type of exception contains an inflected EL verb. There are
several interrelated reasons why constructions like wordt boos exist in CS. First,
the whole phrase might be an idiom, retrieved as a unit from the lexicon. This
is likely to be the case for maakt niet uit in (48c). Second, once the inflected
Dutch verb is selected, the clause already has a processual profile, so no further
inflection is possible (Uniform Profile Principle, cf. Fife, 1990: 231).18 Only
one element of a clause normally has a non-zero temporal profile, so all other
elements are aspectually stative. Third, yap- can only be added to predicates
with nominal characteristics,
so that an inflected verb does not qualify as a
possible complement.
The e-sites of yap- and an inflected verb do not
correspond sufficiently, a state of affairs which ultimately goes back to the basic
meaning of yap- as a transitive verb. Fourth, in the case of (48b), an added
reason may be that wordt is itself an auxiliary. It is not possible for two
auxiliaries to modify the same clause, unless they are conjoined, as in all those

present knew that he both wanted and was able to win this race.
5.3.2.3. Summary
A short recapitulation

of what has been discussed

so far is perhaps

in order.

18 Note that the MLF Model correctly predicts that these finite verbs are followed by
more Dutch material. Verbal inflection concerns system morphemes, and once EL
system morphemes have been accessed, the rest of the constituent has to be realized
as an EL Island.
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There are two complementary dimensions along which the composite
expressions involving yap- vary. One is the degree of semantic bleaching which
yap- shows evidence of in any particular instance. Its meaning varies in the
extent to which it is removed from the core meaning of "make, create". The
other dimension is the extent to which the complement expresses the process
which functions as the schematic e-site of yap-. Nouns can make reference to
this process in their base, but in general they do this less saliently than verbal
nouns do. The more saliently the complement refers to the process, the less yaphas to offer to the composite expression, as it were. It is at the nexus of the
negative extremes of these two gradients that yap- is at its most "meaningless".
It verbalizes something which is already very verbal, and much of its core
meaning is bleached away. Many of the Dutch infinitive complements cluster
around this nexus, giving the image that yap- is a meaningless operator when
it combines with them. In these contexts, yap- is referred to as a carrier
auxiliary, indicating that its main function is to carry tense, person and aspect
endings. Section 5.3.3 will now address the question why yap- was chosen for
this function, and not one of the other means of verbalizing that exist in
Turkish. The notion of semantic bleaching will play a central role in that
discussion.
5.3.3. The choice of auxiliary
In order to understand why yap- was singled out as the best morpheme to act
as carrier auxiliary in the language of the immigrants, it will now be compared
to other verbalizing morphemes in Turkish. Section 5.3.3.2 will argue that yapis undergoing a process of semantic bleaching, a process some of its
predecessors may have undergone before.
5.3.3.1. Yap- and other verbalizing morphemes in Turkish
So far the description has focused on the structural reasons why an auxiliary,
such as yap-, is needed in clauses containing a Dutch non-finite verb. A
question which remains is: why is yap- chosen and not some other means of
verbalizing? In theory, there would be several candidates. First, there are
derivational suffixes, of which the most prominent is the denominal
verbalization suffix -IE. The word haztrla- (lito prepare") for instance, is made
up of haztr (" ready, finished") and the verbalizer -IE. This morpheme is fairly
productive, as witnessed by recent innovations like faxla- (lito fax"). It has been
documented on English verb stems in Cypriot Turkish, e.g. file-la- (lito file",
Vanci, 1990). Second, there are other auxiliaries. Standard Turkish has many
expressions with et- (lito do"). A large body of lexical items is made up of an
Arabic verbal noun and et-, for example ziyaret et- ("visiting do"; i.e. lito visit").
Third, inflectional morphology could be added directly to the Dutch verb,
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making it finite in the process." And finally, grounding could be achieved
by Dutch inflection, as in (48b and c above).
First of all, note that if yap- were meaningless, that would remove the
need for writing this section. Two aspects of the yap- construction could be
brought in as evidence for the claim that yap- is indeed without meaning.
Firstly, in its nativization function, yap- seems to be obligatory. Dutch verbs
have not been attested with Turkish inflections (an example would be kijken-iyor). Note however, that it is typical for Immigrant Turkish: in monolingual
Turkish as spoken in Turkey, word-formation usage of yap- is largely limited
to verbalizing native nouns. Foreign verbs are predominantly incorporated using
etmek, while foreign nouns tend to be verbalized through the suffix -IE. If yap(and the other verbalizing morphemes) are totally devoid of meaning, why
would there be several morphemes with the same function? Apart from that,
other verbs form compound verbs with nouns (examples will follow in Section
5.3.3.2; one of them is vergunning ver-: "permit give"). It would be far-fetched
to call ver- meaningless as well. The second indication that the auxiliary could
be meaningless is the virtual absence of co-occurrence restrictions. If any Dutch
verb will do, how much more meaningful is yap- than, say, a masculine article
combining with a noun which does not denote anything remotely associated
with masculinity? However, recall that some Dutch verbs, notably auxiliaries,
are not attested in the pre-yap- slot (an example would be worden yap-). In my
view, these two points do not support the hypothesis that yap- is devoid of
meaning. It is very general, however. It is a maximally schematic verb,
excellently suited to the task of verbalizing non-verbal morphemes. 20
Something in the semantics of yap- must have made it better suited than
the possible alternatives. In the situation in which Immigrant Turkish developed
or is developing, there must have been certain characteristics which favored
yap- rather than the other schematic verbs Turkish has, i.e. -IE or et-.
Composite expressions exist by virtue of correspondences between the e-sites
of the combining predicates.
Recall that the meaning of yap- is clearest when the complement of yapis a noun denoting a physical object. The verb refers to an act of creation, for
which an animate subject is responsible. Furthermore, that act is carried out

19

This has almost never been attested. A rare example is Norwegian Turkish
kjop-tu-m (buy-PRET-lsg; "I bought"), cited in Johanson (1993). According
to various sources in the Turkish community in Holland, one can hear young
children saying things like that as well.

20

This part of the discussion owes much to Fife (1990). Fife analyzes the
Welsh auxiliary gwneud as a meaningful unit on very similar grounds to the
ones advanced for yap- in this work. The Welsh auxiliary means "to do" and
is used in combination with verbal nouns. The verbal nouns contribute the
semantic content and the auxiliary grounds the designated process in the
synchronic utterance.
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intentionally: the action involved is volitional. Through semantic extension,
uses are sanctioned in which yap- implies less volitional action. The metaphor
along which these extensions are structured is that the process of creation can
be seen as helping to bring something into existence. Some of this meaning
survives in the carrier auxiliary use, as most Dutch infinitives followed by yapdenote processes with active agents.
There is some evidence that the [INFINITIVE + yap-] structure evolved
out of the [NOUN + yap-] structure. The former is not frequent in first
generation data, while the combination of Dutch nouns and yap- is usually not
found at stages later than the intermediate generation, and is already very rare
in the latter (two occurrences here, and only one in Backus, 1992). Similar
pictures arise from discussions of other data in the literature, cf. for example
Annamalai (1989). It seems like first the schema [NOUN + yap-] is set up, and
the infinitival cases are subsequently made to fit in. This is possible because the
verb form selected, the infinitive, is very noun-like, as will be argued in Section
5.5. This is not necessarily the reason why the infinitive is chosen, but it
certainly helps its insertion into a yap- phrase. If this scenario is accepted, two
things need to be explained: why yap- is motivated in the [NOUN + yap-]
combination, and why its extension to include phrases with infinitives, is a
natural one. The second problem is not so difficult to solve: in Turkish, yapalready combines with verbal nouns, so why would it not combine with Dutch
verbal nouns?" That it combines with verbal nouns in Turkish, was already
shown to be a natural extension from its basic use with more prototypical
nouns. What remains to be done then, is to solve the first problem, i.e. to show
that yap- was a good candidate for the [Noun + Aux] construction to begin
with.
In fact, the answer to this question has already been given as well,
though it was not made very explicit. Recall, from Section 5.3.1, that yapupgrades the salience of a process which is buried deep inside the noun's
semantic structure. Since this process is so non-salient in exactly the most
prototypical cases, a strong perfective verb is needed to dig it up. Yap- is such
a strong perfective verb. It has a central element of volitionality in its meaning,
and it is strongly associated with a change undergone by the direct object. Yapis therefore a good candidate for the verbalizing morpheme, needed by the
noun. In that way, it is much better suited to digging up the "buried" process
than a more imperfective verb like "to be"." What is left to do now, is
explain why the other verbalizing morphemes are apparently not perfective
enough. I only have an indirect answer to that, as will become clear in the next
subsection.
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In Section 4.2.5, the question will be addressed whether Dutch infinitives can
indeed be seen as verbal nouns.
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There are more perfective verbs of course; of those, yap- is probably the best
choice because it is the most schematic of all.
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5.3.3.2. Semantic bleaching and language change
In a way yap- has replaced et- as the main way of nativizing verbs." When
a predicate meaning "do, make" is used with more and more predicates as a
carrier auxiliary, there will be more and more cases where the correspondence
is less than perfect. The more of those cases there are, the bigger the adjustment
made to the meaning of the auxiliary. This is what is happening to yap- in the
Dutch context, cf. Section 5.3.1, and it must be what has happened to et- in the
past. In the new contact situation in which the immigrants in Holland found
themselves, a verb specifically meaning "do, make" was needed to verbalize
Dutch nouns. Since et- was already very schematic, yap-, being more strongly
perfective, was the natural choice.
The endpoint of semantic bleaching is full schematicity. For a transitive
verb like "to do", a logical consequence is that the transitivity is lost. It will
start to look a lot like "to be". In their main verb uses "do" and "be" differ in
Aktionsart. Verbs that mean "be" are imperfective: they combine with single
states, e.g. "be tall" or "be a goof". They convert stative predications into
imperfective processes. On the other hand, "do" is perfective: all its states must
be specified, since somewhere along the way there will be a change. A process
characterized by "do" consists of. infinitely many states which, gradually or
abruptly, change. An imperfective process (characterized by "be") may also be
conceived as involving an infinite amount of states (each corresponding to a
point in time), but they are all the same. Nothing changes in an imperfective
process. Therefore, "do" is the natural choice to combine with perfective
structures, and "be" with stative ones. Recall from Section 5.1.1, that in several
contact languages, for example Samami (Muysken, 1993), a perfective auxiliary
is used with active EL verbs, and a copula with stative ones." In the carrier
auxiliary use, the process that the composite expression denotes, can be
perfective or imperfective, depending on the nature of the complement, which
imposes its profile. The verb "do", being maximally schematic, is simply
swallowed up by it. It is not swallowed up totally, however. In the end, yap-is
processualizing force remains.
As the Schematic Transparency Principle predicts, in its carrier auxiliary use,
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In that vein, an interesting case is bok yap- ("to mess up"). The standard
Turkish compound verb is bok et-, but in the Immigrant Turkish of the
second generation, et- has been replaced by yap- in this idiom. On the other
hand, most others, for example stop et ("to stop") and kabul et- ("to accept")
have remained intact in the speech of the informants.
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Romaine (l989a) lists English verbs in Punjabi as either occurring with
passive hona or with active kama, for example guilt feel hona versus pick
up kama.
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yap- has lost most of its basic meaning. However, not all semantic
characteristics of yap- are bleached away. Three structures are relevant here.
First, recall that in Section 5.3.2.2 it was noted that certain Dutch infinitives,
most notably auxiliaries, have not been attested with yap-. Their semantics may
be too incongruent with the volitional sense implied inyap-. On the other hand,
one of the Dutch verbs used with yap- in the data, wennen ("get used to"), does
not have a volitional aspect (cf. Section 5.3.1). In the data in Backus (1992),
which are much richer as far as the [INFINITIVE + yap-] structure is
concerned, four out of 41 Dutch verbs (types) followed by yap-, are nonvolitional, cf. (49). Apparently, the volitional aspect can be lost from yap-,
indicating quite considerable semantic bleaching.
(49) Non-volitional Dutch infinitives used in compounds with yapwennen yap- ("get used to"; M, 2nd gen.)
inwerken yap- ("operate on", with hair conditioner as the semantic agent;
Backus, 1992)
vergeten yap- ("forget" Backus, 1992)
voorstellen yap- ("mean"; Backus, 1992)
draaien yap- ("tum", with a tape recorder as the semantic agent; Backus, 1992)

Second, most compound verbs in the data which involve Dutch nouns are not
formed with yap- but with some other general transitive verb, such as ver("give", cf 50). Note that none of these verbs combine with Dutch infinitives,
which are always followed by yap-P It could be argued that yap- has lost
too much of its perfectivity to allow it to easily extract the process buried deep
inside the noun's semantic base.
(50) Combinations of Dutch nouns and Turkish verbs in the data
hamburger ye- (hamburger eat)
festival diizenle- (festival organize)
vergunning ver- (permit give)
doelpunt at- (goal shoot)
verkering sor- (engagement ask)
pongen oyna- (ping-pong play)
grens-i gee- (border-ACC cross)
schuim koy- (foam put)

A third structure shows that the semantic bleaching of yap- is not total. One of
the two non-volitional processes involving a Dutch element (the other one is
wennen yap- in (49) above), and all the stative ones, are formed with passive
01- ("be, become"), cf. (52). The concept "to wake up" for instance, is not
encoded by *wakker worden yap- (awake become-INF do; wakker worden is the
Dutch standard way of saying this), but by wakker 01-:
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The only exception is Ayhan's compound verb pongen oyna- (cf. Section
4.2.2.2).
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(51)

ja hie wakker olmadun Ian giindiiz saat birde mi bir bucuktami ne wakker

oldum (C, 78)
"yeah, I didn't wake up at all man, I woke up at one in the afternoon, or one
thirty"
Words which describe qualities, like descriptive adjectives and nouns denoting
states, e.g. occupations are normally verbalized by 01-. With these predicates,
the use of yap- is apparently incompatible, no matter how bleached it is, and 01is used instead if the predicate is to be verbalized, cf. the examples in (52).
Many more examples, mainly involving adjectives, can be found in Backus
(1992), such as trots 01- ("be proud"), gastvrij 01- ("be hospitable") and laat 01("be late"). These processes are beyond the actor's control, for example because
of the predicate'S involuntary aspect (for example wakker 01- or laborant 01-),
or because the subject is inanimate (for example donker 01-).
(52) Combinations of Dutch elements and 01- in the data
laborant 01- (lab-worker be; "be a lab worker")
uitzendkracht 01- (job-agency-worker be; i.e.: "be a worker from the
employment agency")
donker 01- (dark be; "become dark")
Nevertheless, the fact that some examples have been attested in which yapcombines with verbal nouns which denote non-volitional action, as in (49)
above, may indicate that yap- is losing more and more of its basic meaning.
This is an expected development for a word that is on the road to the status of
schematic verb or even verbalizing affix. The semantic bleaching is not total,
as yap- can apparently not form compound verbs with stative aspect.
summary and conclusion
The verb "to do" occurs with several degrees of schematicity, ranging from the
designation of a perfective process to that of a schematic process which
corresponds to the process to which its object refers. Shifts along this
continuuum are marked by bleaching of perfectivity.
As yap- is used more and more with Dutch verbs in Immigrant Turkish,
it loses more and more of its own semantic character, so the class of verbal
nouns which cannot be used with it gets smaller and smaller. Extended use goes
hand in hand with semantic bleaching. From this, the prediction could be
advanced that among the contact settings where an auxiliary like yap- is used
to incorporate foreign verbs, those settings which have existed for a long time
and/or those which are characterized by intense contact (and thus have a lot of
intrasentential CS), show a further degree of semantic bleaching of the auxiliary
than younger and/or less intense contact settings. This could explain the finding
noted in Section 5.1.1 that more stable contact settings tend to differentiate
between transitive and intransitive carrier auxiliaries.
The indirect answer to the question posed at the end of Section 5.3.3.1,
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why yap- was a better candidate for the role of carrier auxiliary than et-, is that
most likely that et- has been bleached too much. It is not perfective enough
anymore to be able to verbalize nouns. Therefore it has lost much of its
productivity, and yap- has filled the gap it left behind. The assumption
underlying this reasoning is that et- has travelled the same path that has been
sketched for yap- in this section. The fmal section of this chapter will contain
more discussion of this issue.
5.4. Affixality
In the previous section yap- was analyzed as a verb which covers a range of
functions, going from a lexical verb with a full meaning to a schematic
auxiliary. In the latter usage, it verbalizes the nominal elements which it takes
as its complement. This form of yap- shares certain qualities with affixes. It is
the goal of this section to describe the characteristics which make auxiliary yapnot unlike a derivational affix.
In Section 5.4.1 the differences between stems and affixes in general will
be reviewed. The two morpheme types will be portrayed as located at different
points on a continuum. These points differ in their degree of dependence,
affixes being more dependent than stems. This parameter of dependence is
described in detail in the first subsection. Section 5.4.2 relates all this to CS,
through the example of a prototypical case. In Section 5.4.3, yap- as a carrier
auxiliary will be described as an affix, while the same word will be shown to
be stem-like in its main verb uses.
5.4.1. Stems and affixes
The following features are often cited as characterizing stems and affixes (cf.
Tuggy, 1992).
(1) stems are nuclear, and affixes peripheral;
(2) affixes are bound and stems free (or: bound forms never stand alone:
they are intrinsically incomplete);
(3) stems have more semantic weight or lexical content;
(4) stems are often from open-ended classes and affixes from closed
ones;
(5) affixes are productively combined with many different stems, but
stems combine only with certain affixes;
(6) stems have greater phonological weight.
We can add the following (Bright, 199226):
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Many of the characteristics of affixes which Bright (1992) mentions can be
subsumed under those mentioned in Tuggy's list. They are however, stated
in stronger terms, as they often refer to categorical differences, while Tuggy
(1992) sees the differences as gradual.
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(7) the phonological shape of affixes often depends on the shape of the
stem they combine with
The Cognitive Grammar contribution (cf. especially Tuggy, 1992) to the study
of affixes is twofold. First of all, the distinction is characterized in terms of
autonomy and dependence, not in terms of bound versus free forms, forms from
open versus forms from closed classes, or content versus function morphemes.
Second, this difference is gradual: there are prototypical affixes and prototypical
stems, but there also cases in between.
dependence
The notion of dependence collapses all these dimensions into one single
parameter. Before this notion is discussed in more detail, a few other notions
concerning composite expressions need to be introduced. They all relate to the
combining of two linguistic elements into a larger element. Typically, one of
those elements will be more dependent than the other: the more dependent
element is relatively more affixal.
correspondence
Linguistic elements possess the ability to combine with each other to form
composite expressions. The basis of that ability is that the two elements share
certain semantic elements: that is, some substructure in Element A corresponds
to a substructure in Element B (Langacker, 1987: 278). This substructure that
"is waiting" to be elaborated, is called the e-site, When two elements combine,
one will usually be relatively autonomous, and the other relatively dependent.
In under the table, the e-site of under and the profile of the table correspond,
which makes their integration possible. The THING that is "under" has to be
under "something", and that "something" is elaborated by "the table".
In the bilingual compound verbs that are the focus of this chapter, for
example lenen yap-, the agents of both processes correspond. Similarly, in the
nominal compound ayak maat-tm (shoe size-my; i.e. "my shoe size"), the
substructure within the concept [SHOE] that refers to the fact that there are
different shoe sizes, is put in correspondence with a nominal, maat, which
profiles that aspect of its semantic structure. Monolingual units are no different:
in vaste dag ("fixed day"), the schematic e-site of the adjective (the THING that
is fixed) is elaborated by the noun dag. Conventionalization has brought about
this particular combination as a unit of Dutch rather than plausible alternatives,
such as constante dag or harde dag. The conventionality of the specific unit
[vaste dag], or of the partially schematic unit [DUTCH VERB yap-] in the
speaker's idiolect inhibits, but does not preclude theoretically plausible
alternative formulations, such as belli gun ("constant day"), or seninkini lenen
istedim (yours borrow wanted-lsg) instead of the attested seninkini lenen
yapmak istedim (yours borrow do wanted-lsg) for "I wanted to borrow yours".
Verbs and objects are also typically put in correspondence, and often
yield conventionalized collocations. In grenzen overschrijden, the verb makes
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reference to a line that is or can be crossed. This schematic line functions as the
e-site in the valence relation which overschrijden engages in. It corresponds to
the profile of grenzen, and is thus elaborated by that predicate.
asymmetry
Autonomy and dependence refer to the degree to which an element needs other
elements to co-occur with it. Most processes refer in some way to the actors
involved in the process, i.e. they are automatically invoked, while it is much
easier to conceptualize a Thing as an autonomous entity. X is dependent on Y
if Y elaborates a salient substructure in X, more so than the other way round.
For instance, overschrijden is dependent on grenzen because the verb makes
salient internal reference to a line that can be crossed. It is also part of the
meaning of borders that they can be crossed, but that notion is not necessarily
invoked when a border is conceptualized. The difference in salience is not so
great, so that the asymmetry between the two elements is not very obvious.
Neither one is very dependent on the other; instead, they are both fairly
autonomous.
But what about the third element in the composite expression grenzen
overschrijden yap-? When yap- is added to overschrijden, the Dutch verb is the
autonomous element in the composite structure overschrijden yap-, since yapdepends on the Dutch infmitive to acquire semantic content. We will see that
this makes the auxiliary resemble an affix. The next subsection will show that
it is by no means a prototypical affix, since those always contain unelaborated
schematic substructures. Yap- on the other hand, can stand on its own, as the
examples in Section 5.2.1 above show.
All verbs are integrated in composite
expressions
through
correspondences with other predications. Main verbs and auxiliaries achieve this
in different ways, which accounts for their different grammatical functions.
Main verbs take nominal complements to elaborate the schematic agents,
patients and other arguments in their base, while auxiliaries take verbal
complements to elaborate their meaning. Morphemes that function as carrier
auxiliaries however, can do both, or at least this was shown to be the case for
Turkish yap- in Section 5.3. The carrier auxiliary yap- subcategorizes for a nonfinite verb, while main verb yap- selects nominal complements. Furthermore,
we have seen in Section 5.3.1 that the two are not distinct categories. When
yap- combines with abstract or verbal nouns, it has characteristics of both main
verbs and carrier auxiliaries.
The carrier auxiliary yap- can be seen as a schematic verb, just like -Jut
is a schematic adjective in English (Langacker, 1987: 334), and nominalizer -er
a schematic noun. Morphemes such as affixes, and other non-root morphemes
(process morphemes for example) are seen as operations on a stem, and are
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therefore referred to as dependent morphemes." In extreme cases of
dependence the dependent element is completely swallowed up by its
elaborating element. This is predicted by the Schematic Transparency Principle
for those cases where the elaborating autonomous element has all the
specifications of the dependent element. This is the case for the English
auxiliary do (Langacker, 1987: 354), and I have argued in Section 5.3 that yapin its carrier use is almost like this, except that it does contribute a processual
profile to the composite expression which the Dutch infinitive by itself lacks.
constituency

The order in which two elements are combined is referred to as constituency.
The notion of constituency is quite different in Cognitive Grammar than, for
example, in X-bar theory." Any composite structure is a constituent (e.g.
grenz-en, "border-s", grenzen overschrijden, "to cross borders", grenzen worden
overschreden, "borders get crossed" etc.). Grenzen overschrijden is a constituent
and a fully specific unit, but there are also partially schematic units, such as
Dutch [lean ik ... ] ("so I can ...,,)/9 or English either ... or, if ... then, lose ... 's
cool and -ist-ic. It is natural that constituents at lower levels of constituency
tend to be units, while non-units and partially schematic ones predominate at
higher levels of constituency. Sentences are built up from existing units and
every bi- or multimorphemic unit is a constituent. If that unit is partially
schematic, it is still a constituent. For example, Langacker (1987: 315) analyzes
STEM-er-s as a partially schematic unit. The fact that -er-s is preceded by a
stem is "known" by speakers (on the basis of many instantiations which are
units themselves, such as workers). The schema can sanction a novel form like
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There does not have to be an asymmetry: an e-site can be elaborated by an
autonomous structure that is just as dependent. Examples are cases like sing a song
(Tuggy, 1992: 289, n. 9). The e-site of both structures is so specific that they are
both very dependent. In general, collocational units are characterized by a high
degree of specificity of the two e-sites.
I feel a short discussion of constituency in Cognitive Grammar is necessary here for
two reasons. First, it explains why I see verb-object collocations which are preserved
in CS as lexical units. In cases like Dutch-Turkish taal-lar-t beheersen yaptyor ("he
knows many languages", with the Dutch collocation taal beheersen and Turkish
nominal and verbal morphology), the Dutch words form a unit, despite their not
being contiguous. In the Cognitive Grammar view of constituency, this is nothing
out of the ordinary, since surface word order is variable, and secondary to the
semantic integration of two elements through correspondence. For bracketing
paradoxes involved with these kinds of structures under mainstream theories of
constituency, cf. Muysken (1993: 200). The second reason is that this view of
constituency must be seen independent of the use of the word "constituent", which
I use in the usual sense as referring to elements like PP's, NP's etc.
Cf. Section 3.2.1 for discussion of this example.
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undressers, on the basis of the schema's unit status. In the same vein, speakers
of Turkish who reside in Holland have the partially schematic constituent
[DUTCH VERB yap-] in their grammar, which sanctions possibly novel uses:
specialiseren yap-, stemmen yap- etc.
Note that partially schematic units involving grammatical elements are
the Cognitive Grammar equivalent of subcategorization, frames and the like. A
functional morpheme with a fairly schematic meaning is specified for, i.e.
routinely combines with, certain types of content words. A tense morpheme is
specified for a verb stem. Some grammatical elements are less schematic than
others. For instance, the agentive morpheme -er combines with a verb stem, but
not with just any verb stem. The construction is frequent and productive enough
to consider any combination between it and a verb stem syntactically wellformed, but not every combination results in a semantically plausible
expression, for example becomer or get-used-to-er.
Constituent structure is not fixed. However, patterns of constituency are
fairly regular, because they have become so entrenched as to "essentially
preclude" variability. The pattern has emerged as stable because it is repeated
so often in many specific units. However, it can be violated any time if
functional considerations motivate another option. Langacker (1987: 319)
discusses the following examples:
(53)

The arrowihit the target
This target/the arrow hit (but not that one)
The arrow hitlbut the bullets missed/the target

The first example is the normal case, with the verb and object forming a
constituent at the first level of constituency (witness the intonational evidence),
and the subject and VP at the next level.
For this reason, it is of no consequence that in (54) the chunk taal
beheersen is broken up by Turkish nominal morphology.
(54)

bir siini taal-lar-l beheers-en yap-iyor-ken
one many language-PL-ACC know do-PROG/3sg-while
"while he knows many languages"

Composite expressions first and foremost involve correspondences between
semantic structures, with one filling the e-site within the other. Constituency is
a secondary factor. It is highly conventional in nature, but is easily overridden.
dependence as a scalar notion
So far, it has been established that in composite expressions two elements are
put into correspondence with each another, with one usually dependent on the
other. The relatively dependent elements are more like affixes and the relatively
autonomous ones more like stems.
Dependence is related to the degree of external complexity. Affixes
participate in larger constructions and are thus externally complex. Tuggy
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(1992: 242) defines dependence as "the extent to which one structure can be
conceived of independently of its syntagmatically linked partner". Since
dependent structures are incomplete, they have a "hole", the e-site, which is
filled by its syntagmatically linked partner. That partner is the more autonomous
structure in the composite expression.
Affixes are prototypical dependent morphemes and stems are prototypical
autonomous morphemes. But the parameter along which they differ is scalar,
i.e. some dependent elements have emptier e-sites than others, and some
elements are more autonomous than others. Tuggy (1992) predicts that because
of this scalar nature, there will be stem-like affixes and affix-like stems. He
then proceeds to show that these morphemes actually exist. Cases he discusses
for his Nahuatl data include bound stems, compounds which combine two
stems, derivational affixes with stem-like properties, affixes which are
historically derived from stems, compounds consisting of two affixes, particles,
and finally stems which lack substantial semantic andlor phonological content.
For the discussion of yap-, especially the first four categories are relevant.
Given that dependence is seen as the feature which indicates affixality,
many more linguistic elements have affixal qualities than those we are generally
prepared to call affixes. Most elements have some affixal qualities, because
virtually no element is completely autonomous. Of course it makes perfectly
good sense to call only those elements affixes which have a good deal of affixal
qualities. But it is important to note that dependence is a feature virtually every
linguistic element has to a certain extent.
To give one example, Tuggy (1992) provides evidence for the bound
status of transitive verb stems in Nahuatl. They virtually always require the cooccurrence of an object prefix. Nominal and pronominal objects (and subjects)
are only added for emphasis, if used at all: they never replace the prefixes.
Thus, in the construction mitz-itta (yoU/OBJ-see; i.e. "see you") the object prefix
mitz- is dependent on a following verb stem of which it is the direct object, but
at the same time -itta is dependent on the prefix because it obligatorily cooccurs with it. In fact, most verbs are dependent on elaborating nominals, whose
task it is to profile the schematic participants of the process described by the
verb. Since many of these participants (especially subjects) often need to be
explicitly expressed, the verb is to a certain extent dependent.
Tuggy (1992) further notes that the e-site in the object prefix must of
course be bigger than the one in the verb stem. The structure that fills the e-site
of the prefix is semantically heavier. The prefix subcategorizes for a schematic
verb stem, which is selected from among hundreds of possibilities and which
will contribute most of the content to the composite expression. The verb
however, subcategorizes for one of a small group of prefixes, whose meaning
("direct object") is pretty much predicted by the transitive nature of the verb
itself.
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summary
This section provided some background information on the distinction between
stems and affixes, as it is made in Cognitive Grammar. Its purpose was to clear
the ground for a discussion of yap- as a derivational affix, at least in its use of
carrier auxiliary. Before that discussion is presented, I will first attempt to show
how the stem-affix distinction could be applied to CS in general.
5.4.2. Stems and affixes in CS
The previous subsection argued that the distinction between affixes and stems
is gradual. The primary parameter for this distinction is dependence. Affixes are
semantically and phonologically relatively dependent, while stems are relatively
autonomous. Typical intrasentential CS data, as presented in Chapters Three and
Four, clearly show that EL elements are overwhelmingly stems, which combine
with ML affixes. This tendency is captured by the MLF Model's System
Morpheme Principle. However, the MLF Model treats the two classes as
dichotomous categories. I have argued against that portrayal in Section 3.2. The
aim of the present section is to show that one and the same morpheme, Turkish
yap-, is sometimes relatively autonomous, and therefore a stem (and a content
morpheme), and sometimes relatively dependent, functioning like an affix (and
thus as a system morpheme). Note that Myers-Scotton (l993b) does correctly
classify the carrier auxiliary "do" as a system morpheme.
Considering what we know about typical CS data in at least asymmetrical
cases, the standard generalizations could be rephrased as: insertional CS
involves highly autonomous EL elements (i.e. high on the Specificity
Continuum) which form ML + EL constituents with highly dependent ML
affixes (whether those are actually bound forms or not). That is, MLF
predictions are by and large followed with the modification that the categories
of content and system morphemes represent regions on a continuum. Some EL
system morphemes (those which fit the affixal prototype best) are therefore
more likely to be blocked than others, while some EL content morphemes
(those which are most specific) are more likely to be accessed than others.
Prototypical affixes are productive: they are specified for a certain type
of stem, but that stem's semantics is not specified to a great degree. In these
cases, it should not really matter from which language the stem is taken,
especially given the view of languages and lects which was outlined in Chapter
One. Less prototypical affixes may be typically associated with particular stems
only, and occur less productively in general. These are predicted to be rather
unproductive in CS as well.
All this formalizes what others have noted and formalized in different
ways before. The Free Morpheme Constraint for example, intuitively grasps the
idea that it is easier to combine things that routinely combine, than
combinations that are novel. English verbs which are common in U.S. Spanish
easily combine with Spanish verbal morphology because they often do so.
Similarly, the elements of verb-object collocations, such as taal and beheersen
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in (54) above, combine easily, because they often do. They are to a certain
degree, bound to each other, as was argued for grenzen and overschrijden in
Section 5.4.1 above.
Correspondence of semantic structures is at the heart of every composite
expression (i.e. any combination of at least two morphemes). This is what
initially brings about linguistic change. However, its actuation (Weinreich,
Labov & Herzog, 1968: 186) is dependent on several other factors. Most of
these are extralinguistic, but there is also the more strictly linguistic process of
conventionalization. If such a combination is useful, it will get used again and
again. The composite expression undergoes conventionalizion, and the further
the expression has progressed on that path, the less prominent the
correspondence of profiles and e-sites will become. Using Spanish morphology
with an English verb that was never used in Spanish speech before might "feel
strange", provoke comment etc., but a verb that is established as belonging to
the core vocabulary of U.S. Spanish, might not arouse any feelings of
inappropriateness anymore. Furthermore, for those speakers who are so used to
the use of English verbs with Spanish morphology that the slot for the verb
stem in the schematic unit [ENGLISH VERB STEM - SPANISH
MORPHOLOGY] can be filled by any English verb, the difference between
established and nonce borrowings has become irrelevant. This also reflects the
state of affairs for the unit [DUTCH VERB - yap-] in the variety of Turkish
spoken in Holland.
5.4.2.1. An illustration: how a prototypical affix behaves in codeswitching
The Turkish dative case marker -(y)E is undoubtedly a prototypical affix.
Phonologically it is specified as -a or -e after a consonant, and as -ye or -ya
after a vowel, following the rules of vowel harmony. At the semantic pole the
morpheme designates an atemporal relation indicating a path that some
schematic agent follows relative to an object (for example to the lighthouse,
with a specific object and a schematic agent). There is symbolic correspondence
between the two poles: the phonological sequences [... DV30 - ya], [... LV ye], [...DV ... C - a] and [... LV ... C - e] all correspond to the semantic unit
[THING - TO], which describes the atemporal relation that something moves
along a path to some other thing.
If the case marker's e-site is filled with the concrete stem Tilburg, its
conceptual and phonological holes are elaborated with specific content. The
dative is semantically specified for a schematic noun stem, denoting the location
to which something can move. At the same time, -(y)E is phonologically
specified for some overt material. The place name fills both holes in the
dependent morpheme, by specifying that the town of Tilburg is where the agent
is going, and by supplying the phonological string Tilburg to precede -(y)E. In
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The following abbreviations are used: DV = dark vowel; LV = light vowel;
C = consonant.
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the composite expression the Proper Noun is clearly autonomous, while the
dative marker is dependent. It makes salient internal reference to a goal and
cannot be uttered without preceding material, which specifies what that goal is.
Now Tilburg 'e will not normally be a unit for speakers who do not live
there. It is recognized as well-formed however, because it is directly sanctioned
by the [Thing-Dative] schema. Other instances of the schema which are more
frequent in Turkish, like Istanbul'a are common enough to be established in
their own right as units. There is no need to require that the elaborating
autonomous element that fills the e-site in -(y)E comes from the same language:
it just needs to denote a THING. Any word, whether from Turkish or Dutch,
that has the right specifications so that it can be combined with the affix, can
be inserted in the pre-case marker slot. A borrowing which has never been used
before may still be used in this position, because it is sanctioned by the schema
(cf. Tuggy, 1992: 247, on the integration of Spanish verbs in Nahuatl). For this
reason friettent-e (lito the chip shop with Dutch friettent) is just as acceptable
as cay evine (lito the cafe", with Turkish 9ay evi, lit.: tea-house). Whether both
or only one of them have unit status in the speaker's idiolect, is impossible to
decide, and ultimately goes back to social factors. Speakers in Turkey will only
have the second, since they do not even know the Dutch word, but for speakers
of Immigrant Turkish both phrases are likely units. It is conceivable that in CS
contexts many combinations are used that had no unit status before they were
uttered, in which case the [Thing-DativeINOUN - (y)E] schema has sanctioned
their use. For this reason, a distinction between loans and switches on
morphosyntactic grounds, along the lines of the nonce borrowing model, cannot
be maintained (cf. Section 3.1.4).
The dative marker is strongly affixal because it always occurs in the
[Noun-Dative] construction. If it were to start occurring without a noun stem,
the expectation of a preceding stem would become weaker; the affix would
acquire stem-like properties. Similarly, if a stem is constantly used in a certain
configuration, an expectation of further such use will develop. Therefore we say
that a transitive verb subcategorizes for a co-occurring object. Stems can
become more affix-like; in the next subsection I will argue that yap- is
undergoing a change towards the affixal side of the dependence continuum in
Immigrant Turkish. This structural change parallels the semantic change towards
the status of carrier auxiliary which was outlined in Section 5.3.
II ,

5.4.3. Is yap- an affix or a stem?
In the first subsection below, the carrier auxiliary yap- will be analyzed as a
derivational affix, and main verb yap- as a stem. In Section 5.4.3.2. some
implications of this finding that one and the same form can be both an affix and
a stem, will be discussed.
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5.4.3.1. Yapmak as both an affix and a stem

In Section 5.3 the [DUTCH INFINITIVE - yap-] construction was analyzed as
involving a summarily scanned process, denoted by the combination of a Dutch
infinitive and the schematic Turkish auxiliary yap-, The e-site of the auxiliary
is specified for virtually any process, given non-volitional uses like wennen yap(get-used-to do; i.e: "get used to"). However, recall the hedges advanced in
Sections 5.3.2.2 and 5.3.3.2. The composite expression was also shown to be
an extension from a construction in which the e-site of yap- was less schematic,
i.e. where it is specified for a physical object which is brought into existence
through some action on the part of the subject ofyap-. This use was instantiated
by, for instance, yemek yap- (food make; i.e. "cook"). The auxiliary's e-site is
certainly emptier than the one of the complement, which is only specified for
a morpheme that can ground it in the clause. Given the lack of alternatives for
accomplishing this," the verb's e-site is almost completely specified for yap-,
On the other hand, the auxiliary is almost all e-site, and that e-site is almost
completely filled by the complement. Therefore, yap- is much more dependent
than the Dutch verb.
For example, the e-site in an infinitive like lenen ("borrow") is almost
routinely filled by yap-, very much like the e-site of arbeids- is routinely filled
by -bureau in the lexicalized (i.e. conventionalized) compound noun
arbeidsbureau
("employment agency"). Lenen yap- and arbeidsbureau
are
lexicalized composite expressions in Immigrant Turkish. The composite
expression is therefore a fairly straightforward instantiation of the general
schema [DUTCHffURKISH STEM - TURKISH AFFIX]. That is not to say
that yap- is a prototypical affix, as it is, for instance, not sensitive to the rules
of vowel harmony.
In the constructions with Dutch infinitives, it is intuitively obvious that the
auxiliary is more dependent than the verb. But in other cases, the asymmetry
may not be so great. Consider instances like kahvesini yap- ("make coffee"),
foto-yu yap- ("take an X-ray") and uye yap- ("make (someone) a member"). Is
yap- as dependent here as it is in kijken yap- ("watch") and wennen yap- ("get
used to")? The crucial question is: how is degree of dependence measured? The
answer involves notions like "limitation of possibilities" or "increase of preexpectation" (Tuggy, 1992: 255). Schematicity is related to precision, to the
degree of restriction on possible alternatives. For example, the fact that a nonfinite verb is specified to be accompanied by an auxiliary makes it fairly
independent: there are only a few options because there are not many auxiliaries
to choose from. Recall that one of the oft-mentioned defining characteristics of
affixes is that they belong to closed word classes. On the other hand, the fact
that the auxiliary is highly schematic with respect to what precedes it, makes
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Theoretically plausible alternatives, such as etmek or -IE are not used (cf. Section
5.3.3), so yap- can be considered to have no rivals in its nativization function.
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it very dependent.
Consequently, there is a direct relationship between an element's
membership in open-ended vs. closed word classes and the degree of
dependence it exhibits in composite expressions. Hence there is a danger of
circularity if we want to define stems and affixes in terms of membership in one
of these two classes. It is a descriptive characteristic of affixes that they usually
belong to closed classes, a fact which follows from the relatively large degree
of dependence these morphemes possess. It is the relative dependence which
makes auxiliaries more like affixes, not just the fact that they are enumerable.
The reason why yap- is less dependent infoto-yu yap- than in kijken yapis then, that in the former it contributes much more meaning to the composite
expression than in the latter. In foto-yu yap- the e-sites of both the object noun
and the verb are elaborated considerably by the other element when they are put
in correspondence, as was described for grenzen and overschrijden in Section
5.4.1. The autonomy-dependence asymmetry is much less in these cases, which
makes us perceive yap- as being more like a lexical, transitive verb than as a
verbalizing morpheme.
5.4.3.2. Conclusion: non-prototypical stems and affixes
On the diagnostic features listed at the beginning of this section as
characterizing the stem-affix distinction, yap- alternately scores as an affix and
as a stem. In its main verb usage, taking nouns denoting physical objects as its
complement, it is much like a stem. It is a free form, it provides a substantial
part of the expression's meaning, it comes from the open-ended class of lexical
verbs, it combines with the elements of a closed set of tense, aspect and
modality suffixes, and it carries a lot of phonological weight. As a nativizing
auxiliary, it also has a few stem-like qualities. It is a free form and a
phonologically independent "word". On the other hand, it has several affixal
qualities: it does not have much semantic weight, it is one of a small number
of nativizing morphemes, and it combines with many different stems (i.e.
virtually all Dutch verbs). Main verb yap- depends much less than auxiliary
yap- on the co-occurring complement to acquire full meaning. The differences
between the two uses of yap- are those between a verb stem and a derivational
affix. The fact that there are cases in between, demonstrates that the latter is a
natural extension of the former.
The carrier auxiliary yap- is a schematic verb, similar to the traditional
verbalizing affixes mentioned in Section 5.1.2, such as Nahuatl -tia, Finnish -at,
German -ieren or Turkish -IE-. It is less prototypical an affix than the
traditionally recognized verb-formation suffixes, because it can also occur on
its own as a main verb, whereas the "real" suffixes only occur if there is a
preceding stem. It is interesting to note that yap- seems to be the only word
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formation suffix which is used productively on Dutch sterns." All other
frequently used Turkish affixes in these contexts are inflectional, for example
case markers, possessives and plural markers. Other derivational affixes, such
as agentive -CI, nominalizing -11k and the adjectivizer -11 occur very rarely on
Dutch stems, and are pretty much limited to the first generation. Recall from
Chapter Four that morphological integration is non-existent in the second
generation, with the exception of the yap- constructions.
Among the examples Tuggy (1992) gives of non-prototypical cases in Nahuatl,
there are a few which resemble yap- in several ways. For instance, there are
lexical items which are both stems and affixes, such as miki ("to die"). This
word occurs alone, in which case it means "to die", and it occurs as a suffix in
compounds like koch-miki (sleep-die; i.e. "be very sleepy"). In its suffixal use
its basic meaning is attenuated considerably, just as the meaning of yap- is
bleached in its carrier auxiliary use. Another example is the prefixal noun stem
kua- ("head"), which is incorporated by verbs, as in kua-maa ("head-hit; i.e. hit
on the head"). Tuggy (1992: 258) notes about this case:
"since it is always used in conjunction with a following stem it has strongly
entrenched and very schematic e-sites corresponding to such a stem, and is
therefore prefixal. Yet it is an atypical prefix in the degree of specificity of its
semantic structure (i.e. its "lexical content" or semantic weight)".
Similar considerations apply to yap-, except that it is less affixal than kua-,
since it is (still) used as a free form as well. A final parallel with Tuggy's data
concerns the Nahuatl causative morpheme -tia. This morpheme verbalizes
nouns, for example ilwi-tia ("fiesta-give; i.e. give someone a fiesta"). It also
incorporates, rather than verbalizes nouns: tlakual-tia ("food-give; i.e. give food
to"). As such, it is closely synonymous with tlakual-maka ("food-give"), with
the verb stem maka ("to give"). The causative -tia and the verb stem maka
differ from each other in that -tia actually requires a preceding noun stem, while
maka only carries the expectation that a noun stem might precede it. As Tuggy
(1992: 260) notes, the causative morpheme is dependent on the noun both
phonologically and semantically, but the verb stem only semantically. The
causative morpheme is a derivational affix, since it both determines the profile
of the composite expression and is the dependent element. If this is indeed what
characterizes derivational affixes, then yap- also qualifies as one. It imposes its
processual profile on the composite expression, and is dependent on the
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Note however that there are also compound verbs consisting of Dutch nouns or
adjectives and a Turkish general verb, such as do! gelmek ("dull come; i.e.: come
out dull") and doelpunt atmak ("goal shoot; i.e.: score a goal"). Though these show
the same stem-affix features as the yap--structures, they show them to a lesser
degree, rather like the combinations of yap- with nouns denoting physical objects,
such as kahvesini yapmak ("make coffee").
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complement for its meaning. It is less affixal than -tia however, since it also has
free form occurrences.
A final aspect of this analysis is that it naturally accounts for diachronic
changes of the type "today's
morphology
is yesterday's
syntax". It is
conceivable that yap- will follow other verbs in Turkic languages along the path
that leads from being used as a full verb, through the intermediate
stage of
being used as a carrier auxiliary, to being used as an affix, first derivational and
later possibly inflectional. 33
In this connection, it should also be noted that, since infinitives make
more salient reference to processual qualities than nouns, yap-, through its
association with the [DUTCH INFINITIVE - yap-] schema, could slowly but
surely be losing its verbalizing force.
5.5. Infinitives
introduction
So far we have concentrated on the role of yap- in the composite expression [X
yap-], the different instantiations of which were shown in Section 5.2. When the
complement is verbal in nature, yap- was analyzed as a carrier auxiliary in
Section 5.3 and therefore as a derivational affix in Section 5.4. In this section
attention will be focused on the Dutch infinitives yap- combines with.
Why is the infinitive selected rather than some other form of the verb?
From the overview in Section 5.1 it has become clear that the EL verb form
used in CS is practically always stative. If a non-stative form is used, i.e. an
inflected verb, it is never accompanied by a nativizing element (cf. Section
5.1.4). Inflected EL verbs are rare as insertions, as they usually occur in a
longer EL stretch. Often they seem to trigger that longer stretch, thus
introducing an altemational CS.
The infinitive enters into a valence relationship
with the nativizing
element, whether that is a derivational morpheme, such as Irish -dil, or an
auxiliary like Turkish yap-, In the previous section all nativizing elements were
shown to belong to the same class of dependent derivational morphemes. Those
which are carrier auxiliaries often have transitive uses as a main verb as well.
In Section 5.3 it was argued that this aspect makes it logical that they
subcategorize
for a stative argument. Furthermore,
it was argued in Section
5.3.2.2 that, as the auxiliary carries the temporal profile of the clause, just like
its main verb counterpart would, and clauses normally have only one temporal
profile, any other verbal morpheme present in the clause should be stative.
Section 5.4.1 will first give a brief overview of the Cognitive Grammar
perceptions of nouns and verbs. This section is needed because it helps explain
why infinitives can have nominal as well as verbal properties. What those
properties
are is subsequently
spelled out in Sections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3
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That is, an affix in the sense in which the term is used here: a morpheme which has
more affixal than stem-like qualities.
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respectively. Section 5.5.4 finally, is a summary.

5.5.1. Ways of scanning: nouns and verbs"
In Section 5.3 it was argued that the complement of yap- must be a stative
form. Even if it is a verb, it should be portrayed in a nominal form. This was
predicted by the Uniform Profile Principle (cf Section 5.3.2.2). In this
subsection the difference between nouns and verbs is related to different ways
of portraying referential content. Though some of the Cognitive Grammar terms
have been introduced before, they will be printed in boldface here for the sake
of convenience. Reasons for adopting the Cognitive Grammar view of language
were explained in Chapter One.
Any predicate which designates a process is a verb, whereby a process is defined
as a relation (i.e. not a thing) which has temporal extension. Things are prototypically
referred to by nouns, and relations without temporal extensions (atemporal
relations)" are exemplified by adjectives, prepositions and stative participles
(e.g. broken). Processes are carried out over time. They can be viewed in
several ways, however. If viewed as evolving, they are perfective; if viewed as
constant, they are imperfective. Either way, the process is sequentially
scanned, in that its evolution through time is tracked. All the subphases are
scanned one by one. The process can also be summarily scanned, in which
case the subphases of the process are not viewed one by one. They are aggregated, and collapsed into a cumulative, holistic, gestalt-type view of the process:
its aspect is stative. Semantically, the relation thus scanned is not a process.
Therefore, it is not a verb. Even though an infinitive and a finite verb may
profile the same relation, only the latter is a verb. Dutch infmitives do profile
a temporally-based relation, like verbs, but they have a stative, atemporal image,
like nouns. Nouns are the products of summary scanning as well. Nominalized
verbs, such as infinitives and active and passive participles or deverbal nouns,
are therefore aspectually stative. What they all have in common is that the
tracking through time of component states is overridden by the collective profile
of a Thing. Prototypical nouns make no salient internal reference to other
entities. They are conceptually autonomous, in contrast to Relations which
always make salient internal reference to the participants in that Relation. The
grammatical reflex of this state of affairs is that verbs have arguments and
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Cf. Langacker (1987) and Langacker (1990b) for extensive discussion of these
matters.
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The term "atemporal" refers to the notion that the portrayed concept does not
involve the passing of time. If the base notion is a process, an atemporal portrayal
of it must specify one state only, for example the end state (cf. broken as the end
state of the process of "breaking").
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nouns do not. However, since infinitives do profile Relations, there is still a
valence potential. As we will see, this accounts for the verbal properties that
infinitives still have. Infinitives are nouns, but not prototypical ones.
5.5.2. Nominal qualities of infinitives
Infinitives and nouns are both stative. What other characteristics do infinitives
have? All verbal nouns are likely to have verbal as well as nominal qualities.
Nominal qualities include the ability to take articles, to be modified by adjectives, possessives and demonstratives, to function as arguments of verbs and
prepositions, and to enter into valence relations with other nouns to form
compounds. Verbal traits are modification by adverbs, use with auxiliaries, the
ability to be used as participles, the ability to take nominal arguments, as well
as, of course, denoting a process. Nominal characteristics will be discussed in
this section; verbal ones in the next.
Dutch infinitives do not take temporally-grounded inflections, a feature they
share with other atemporal predicates, such as prepositions or nouns, cf. (55b).
Furthermore, they take deictic morphology, such as articles, demonstratives and
possessives, cf. (55a, c and d), all characteristics associated with nominal
material, cf. the examples (55e-g) with the deverbal noun verbetering
("improvement"), but not with verbs, cf. (55h). This shows that the infinitive is
not a verb: it is a stative version of the process it names. In a yap--clause, it is
the auxiliary which is the verb. The auxiliary lends the clause its processual
profile.
(55a)

Het verbeteren van de fouten nam veel tijd in beslag.
"Correcting the mistakes took ages."

(55b)

*Verbeteren-de de fouten nam vee I tijd in beslag.
*"To correct-ed the mistakes took ages."

(55c)

Oat verbeteren van de fouten nam veel tijd in beslag.
"This correcting of the mistakes took ages."

(55d) Zijn verbeteren ging niet al te snel.
"His correcting took ages."
(55e)

De verbetering van de fouten nam veel tijd in beslag.
"The correction of the mistakes took ages."

(55f)

Die verbetering van de fouten nam veel tijd in beslag.
"That correction of the mistakes took ages."

(55g) Zijn verbetering van de fouten nam veel tijd in beslag.
"His correction of the mistakes took ages."
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(55h) "Het verbeterde de fouten nam veel tijd in beslag.
*"The corrected the mistakes took ages."
Another trait infinitives share with nouns is autonomy. This is reflected in their
inability to take complements" (cf. 56a). Complements must be expressed
through modifiers like PPs, cf. (56b). This shows that the infinitive is much
more autonomous than a finite verb, compare (56c).
(56a) *Het kind bestuderen de stof de hele middag.
*"The kid to study the subject all afternoon."
(56b) Het bestuderen van de stof door het kind duurde de hele middag.
"The studying of the subject by the the kid took all afternoon."
(56c) Het kind bestudeerde de stof de hele middag.
"The kid studied the subject all afternoon."
Finally, the ability of non-finite verbs to modify nouns, something which verbs
are incapable of doing, again illustrates their nominal character, cf. the
following example from Langacker (I990b: 83-85):
(57)

al. the first person to leave
a2. "the first person leave
bl. a man strolling along the beach
b2. *a man stroll along the beach
cl. the rock star pursued by wild teenagers
c2. *the rock star be pursued by wild teenagers
d 1. a broken vase
d2. *a break vase

Finite verbs do not normally have any of these nominal traits. Infinitives on the
other hand, are primarily nominal in nature. They can often replace other nouns
while finite verbs cannot, and vice versa. Note that all these traits are merely
indicative of the nominal status of infinitives. It is the semantics of infinitives
as summarily scanned relations which provides the reason why this affinity
between nouns and stative verb forms exists in the first place.
The following examples provide some more illustration that infinitives
and participles are not normal verbs. They cannot furnish a clause with a
processual profile (Langacker 1990b: 83-85), but need a verbalizing morpheme,
in this case "be", to achieve that end:
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Taking complements is a grammatical reflex of a predicate's making salient internal
reference to other entities. Verbs and prepositions do this to a much greater degree
than nouns. That an infinitive does not take complements should be taken as
evidence that the schematic participants which do figure in its base have undergone
some downgrading in salience.
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(58)

al. *they to leave tomorrow
a2. they are to leave tomorrow
bl. *a man strolling along the beach
b2. a man is strolling along the beach
cl. *the rock star pursued by wild teenagers
c2. the rock star was being pursued by wild teenagers
dl. "it already broken when I found it
d2. it was already broken when I found it

The fact that the non- finite verbs can combine with "to be" indicates that they
have a processual e-site: "be" elaborates that e-site. In the composite expression,
the forms themselves elaborate the schematic e-site of "be" by providing the
content of the process which is only schematically referred to by "to be". Note
that this account is essentially the same as was given for the auxiliary use of
yap- in Section 5.3. Both cases are instantiations of the general schema
[SCHEMATIC AUXILIARY - LEXICAL NON-FINITE VERB], in which the
auxiliary provides the processual image, and the verbal noun the lion's share of
the content.
Though the discussion so far has indicated that infinitives are nouns, it has not
addressed the question what kind of noun it is. The next two subsections discuss
some similarities between infinitives and mass nouns.
5.5.2.1. Infinitives

as mass nouns

No matter how much evidence is introduced to show that infinitives are nouns,
they are not prototypical nouns. They share certain features with
nominalizations, abstract nouns and especially with mass nouns (cf. Langacker,
1990b: 97-99).
Infinitives are typically unbounded nouns. Boundedness applies to nouns
and verbs alike. It refers to the discrete or continuous nature of a predicate.
Imperfective verbs and mass nouns are unbounded, since there is no identifiable
beginning or end. Perfective verbs and count nouns, on the other hand, are
bounded (cf. Langacker, 1987: 189-197 for extensive discussion). Boundedness
exists at different levels: a mass noun which is unbounded at the level of the
lexeme, can be made bounded at the level of the NP; compare for example
water and some water (Langacker, 1990b: 70).
Infinitives are atypical nouns in that they are a lot like mass nouns and
thus unbounded (Fife, 1990: 412-3). They cannot really take numerals, but need
an intervening schematic noun, cf. (59a and b). Likewise, they cannot take
plural endings, cf. (59c). Note however, that infinitives are even less
prototypical nouns than deverbal nouns: the former make more salient reference
to the relevant process than the latter, cf. (59d and e). In fact, this difference
between the two may be the reason why infinitives exist in the first place.
Nominalizations preserve the boundedness/unboundedness of the basic verb.
They turn imperfective processes into mass nouns, cf. (5ge); other examples are
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fear, knowledge, love etc. Perfective processes on the other hand, are turned into
count nouns. A single instance of the process to which the predicate refers, is
designated (e.g. a jump, a yell etc.; cf. Langacker, 1990b: 98). Thus, they can
take numerals and plural endings, cf. (59f and g). The Dutch infinitival
morpheme however, has a specification of unboundedness,
and therefore all
infinitives are mass nouns. Even typical" perfective verbs like veranderen,
cf. (59h and i), turn into mass nouns when used in their infinitival shape. When
the infinitival morpheme combines with a verbal stem, it makes the composite
expression (the infinitive) unbounded as well, no matter what the lexical base
is. Present participles and infinitives do not refer to a single instance of the base
process, but instead refer to it in a generalized fashion, cf. finally (59j and k).
(59a)

*na drie bestuderens van de stof
*"after three studyings of the subject"

(59b) na drie keer bestuderen van de stof
"after three times studying the subject"
(59c)

*veel waters
*"many waters"

(59d)

de kapster was het werken aan zijn haar al gauw moe.
"the hairdresser soon tired of working on his hair."

(5ge)

het werk aan het nieuwe stationsgebouw is in volle gang.
"work on the new station building is in full swing."

(59f)

zijn veranderingen volgden elkaar in hoog tempo op.
"his changes came one after the other in quick succession."

(59g)

alle deelnemers krijgen zes sprongen om te bewijzen dat ze de beste zijn.
"all competitors get six jumps to prove they're the best."

(59h)

hij veranderde binnen enkele maanden in een irritante tiener.
"within a few months he changed into an irritating teenager."
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The notions 'perfective' and 'imperfective' ultimately relate to the construal of a
process by the speaker. Nevertheless, there are canonical perfective verbs (those
which profile a change quite clearly, e.g. hit, arrive etc.) and canonical imperfective
verbs (those which profile a constant state, e.g. know, love etc.), this inherent
'Aktionsart' of verbs only serves to make the construal of a verb as perfective or
imperfective respectively, more likely. There are plenty of verbs which can easily
be construed as an instance of either one of the aspectual categories, for example
surround in:
a. An empty moat surrounds the old castle. (imperfective)
b. The soldiers are surrounding the old castle. (perfective)
For more examples and extensive discussion, cf. Langacker (1990b: 85-97).
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(59i)

zijn veranderen in een irritante tiener duurde slechts enkeJe maanden.
"his changing into an irritating teenager took only a few months."

(59j)

ze had nag een sprong over.
"one jump is all she had left."

(59k)

*ze had nag een springen over.
*"one jumping is alI she had left."

To summarize, it has been established in this section that the Dutch infinitive,
the entity which combines with yap- to form a Turkish verb stem, is a predicate
with L.1eprofile of a relation, which is stative, autonomous and unbounded. It
shares the relational and unbounded features with prototypical verbs, and the
other two with prototypical nouns. It resembles mass nouns, but differs from
them in containing a relational meaning.
To be sure, the stem, finite forms, nominalizations
and the infinitive of
the same verb, all refer to the same relation. However, different forms of the
same semantic content are likely to structure that content in different ways.
When a verb is nominalized,
it is endowed with nominal characteristics
(Langacker, 1990b: 98). In a verb, the relational configurations of the individual
states are salient; in a nominalized version of the same process, the salience of
these states is downgraded, and they are all together summarily viewed as a
Gestalt. The profile shifts to this higher order. Of the nominal forms, the
infinitive is the most verbal because the underlying relation is still a very salient
facet of its semantic base.
5.5.2.2. Infinitives as generic nouns
Turkish has a category of compound verbs, of which the combinations of Dutch
infinitives and yap- can be described as a special case. These verbs consist of
a generic, bare noun and a fairly schematic verb (Nilsson, 1985: 98-101). At the
composite level, they describe a common, recurring process which is already a
more or less prominent facet of the noun's meaning, cf. the following examples
from Nilsson (1985: 64): sapka giy- ("put on a hat"), su ic- ("drink water"),
saka yap- ("make jokes"), mektup yaz- ("write a letter")." The more saliently
the process figures in the noun's meaning, the more schematic the verb is, and
the more schematic the verb is, the more it functions like a verbalizing
morpheme. The Dutch infinitives have been shown, in Section 5.3, to be among
the most verbal of yap-is complements, leaving little meaning for the auxiliary
to contribute. In addition, infinitives have been shown in the present section to
be a lot like mass nouns. Mass nOUnS by definition have generic and indefinite
qualities, because they cannot be quantified or individualized.
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Also recall the bilingual examples in the data like vergunning ver- ("give a permit"),
cf. Ex. (50) above.
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In Section 5.3 it was also demonstrated that the shift from lexical verb
yap- to carrier auxiliary yap- is accompanied by a loss of perfectivity, with the
auxiliary ending up as a derivational affix. Loss of perfectivity is therefore
associated with increasing genericness of the complement and schematicity of
the verb. After all, perfectivity involves a certain change of the object through
some action performed on it by the subject, something which is more naturally
associated with definite objects than with generic ones. Definiteness
of the
direct object is marked in Turkish by the accusative suffix. Not surprisingly,
accusative marking by yap- is most common when the object nominal is a
concrete noun, cf. (60). The verb phrase is less likely to form a fixed unit in
those cases, because the accusative marker effectively prevents the semantic
merging of object and predicate into a single process (Nilsson, 1985: 47).39
Accusative-marking
is absent when the object is a mass noun, since in those
cases the object is not definite. That is, the relationship
between yap- and
complement is characterized by a very low degree of perfectivity in those cases.
This again follows from the fact that direct objects which are not marked with
the accusative in Turkish, are non-referring, category-naming
nominals (Nilsson,
1985: 26).40
(60a)

Aslmda bak her tarafdan acik olsak, uyemiz olsa, boyle bir binaya sahip
cikabiliriz. Kahvesi-ni yapanz, Bu sekilde de ismimizi Maastricht-tede
duyurabiliriz. (D, 307; 1st gen.)
"actually, look, if we are open about it, if our members are, we can come out
as the owners of a place. We can make their coffee, and we can keep our
name in Maastricht that way"

(60b)

eenvoudig-ti Joto-yu onlar dort ayda yaptr, ben iki hafta'da yaptim, anlata
biliyorummu. (A, 170; int. gen.)
"it was easy, they took these Xi-rays in four months, and I did it in two weeks,
you see."

Inability to mark the object with accusative case suggests that the noun object
is generic, indefinite or categorial, which in tum suggests that the composite
expression describes an act of "X-ing", rather than an act of "doing or making
X".

39

40

Accusative marking of the noun in what can be seen as a fixed object-verb
collocation, is of course still possible: it singles out a particular instantiation of the
noun, cf. balik tut- ("fish catch; i.e. "to fish") versus baligi tut- ("fish-ACC catch;
i.e. "to catch a fish").
A further test of the semantic intransitivity of the complement is its inability to be
referred to by a following pronoun (Nilsson, 1985: 98). Reference to Dutch
infinitives occurring before yap- by means of pronouns has indeed not been attested,
and would be hard to imagine.
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Most nominal objects also fall into either the "generic object" or the "indefinite
object" classes, which are not normally marked morphosyntactically, even if
they function as direct objects (cf. Nilsson, 1985). In the examples in (61),
"Turkish evening", "wedding" and "kzna night" are referred to as generic
activities. The speaker is not thinking about specific events.
(61a) Hergun Tiirk gecesi yapiyoruz da. (K, 252; 1st gen.)
"and we do a Turkish evening every day"
(61b) Nasil yapihyor oralarda diigun? (T, 103; 1st gen.)
"how do they do a wedding there?"
(61c) ben artik hayatimda kina yapmam. (Se, 266; 2nd gen.)
"I'll never do a lana again in my life"
In conclusion, there is an intimate bond between schematic yap- and its generic
object. With a definite object, the act of doing, making or creating, refers to a
single instance of making or doing the entity or event to which the noun refers.
But a generic object is so construed that the [NOUN + yap-] combination refers
to the act of doing or making the Thing or process in question in general, not
to a specific instance. These cases can involve all kinds of general verbs (cf. the
examples in Nilsson, 1985: 99), but yap- is surely one of the best qualified,
especially if the noun refers to the process quite saliently. In any case, the verb
has to be fairly schematic, since it serves to make explicit what is already
implied by the noun. The relationship between el isi and yap- in el isi yap- ("to
do handwork") is the same as that between mektup ("letter") and yaz- ("write")
in mektup yaz- ("to write a letter"). The verb specifies a process which figures
prominently in the base of the noun: letters get written and knitting projects get
made. As we saw, yap- is by no means the only verb which forms new units
with Dutch words in Immigrant Turkish, but for many nouns it is a good
candidate, since it describes the process in a very schematic way.
The resulting loss of perfectivity is intensified when yap- combines with
infmitives. In that case, the verbal nature of the complement causes the meaning
of yap- to be so schematic that it is totally swallowed up by the complement.
The degree of perfectivity of the composite expression is then inherited from
the complement. This phenomenon is not common for the object-verb
collocations in Turkish, but it is for the compound verbs formed with foreign
verbs (Nilsson, 1985: 99). The [DUTCH INFINITIVE + yap-] constructions fit
into the same general category as the combinations of Arabic or French verbal
nouns with et- which were coined in an earlier stage in the language's
history." Infinitives thus share with generic nouns that they readily combine
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I have no answer for the question why French contributes participles to the
construction, not infinitives. Both forms are stative (or atemporal), so the French
forms do not invalidate the argument made here, but what made speakers choose
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with schematic verbs to form compound verbs.
In this subsection, it was argued that infinitives share many traits with the
partially overlapping categories of mass nouns and generic nouns.
5.5.3. The verbal properties of infinitives
The processual aspects of a verb's meaning are not lost in the infinitive; their
salience is just downgraded. Though infinitives are primarily nouns, they retain
some verbal properties. Obviously, they stilI refer to a process. The other main
verbal property that is retained is the ability to take complements.
None of the combinations of yap- and a nominal complement take a
further object, except for the few cases of 'inherent' double objects, as in (62a).
These cases instantiate the inherent possibility of "to make" to take an extra
object: one can "make" something into something else (i.e. "tum into").
However, when yap- combines with a verbal element, so that its meaning is
highly schematic, the valence of the composite expression is totally determined
by the complement. The shift from "to do X" to "to X" has gone to completion
in those cases. If the Dutch infinitive is intransitive, the compound verb is
intransitive too (cf. 56b); if the Dutch infinitive takes a direct object (62c) or
an oblique object (62d), then so does the compound verb.
(62a) Mesela seni iiye yapmadik rm? (0, 272; 1st gen.)
"Did we make you a member for example?"
(62b) ...ondan soma asaga indim trimmen yapacagim, bizim orada daghk ya falan
giizel trimmen yapilir weet [e, bazak ne yapiyorsun sen delimisin en zooja echt
zo van diinyamn en kotii bir ~eyini yapiyormusumki ... (Fu, l32; 2nd gen.)
"and then I went down and was going to run, at our place it's mountainous,
right, good for running, you know, "what are you doing, you are crazy",
etcetera, yeah, really like I was doing the worst thing in the world"
(62c) ...tamam, iste yani bu mesela bir kisi evli olsun, ailesi haddini grenz-i gecsin.
Sen demin grens diyordun ya, belli bir grenzen overschrijden yapmca, erkege
de bugun Tiirkler de bilmiyor.... Anlatabilebiliyorum mu... CA,208)
"OK, see, OK, for example someone gets married, his family must
cross essential borders. You were just talking about a border, maybe by
crossing borders towards men, Turks don't know anymore these days.
You understand?"
(62d) iki giin once iste bioscoop-a vragen yapnydim. (I, 22)
cinema-DAT ask-INF do-PLUP-]sg
"And only two days before, you see, 1 had asked her out to the movies."

infinitives in one case and particples in the other remains somewhat of a mystery.
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collocations
Whenever the composite expression takes a nominal object, there are further
triggering possibilities. If noun and verb form a fixed combination in Dutch,
then that whole collocation may be inserted into the yap- construction. If this
is indeed what happens, that gives rise to the idea that the nominalized relation
inserted into the pre-yap- slot is not just the one represented by the infinitive,
but the more specific one represented by the verb plus associated noun. If a
whole chunk can be inserted this way, there must be a lexical entry for it in the
lexicon.
The evidence that this is indeed what is happening is quite strong. Of the
13 Dutch infinitives used with yap- in the data, four take a lexical object. Only
one of those is Turkish, cf. (63a). Of the other three, at least one forms a fixed
unit with the verb in Dutch, cf. (63b). The data in Backus (1992) are more
numerous in this respect, and they yield similar results. Of the 19 transitive
Dutch infinitives, 10 take a lexical object. Of those, nine are Dutch, and many
of them are more or less recurrent combinations, cf (63c and d). The others are
certainly not completely novel, cf. (63e and f)
(63a)

ya damat'm kolundaki saat-ini wegnemen yapacaklar anlatabiliyorummu yada
damat'i kaciracaklar en dan moet jij weer dokken (A, 270; int. gen.)
"when they steal the watch on the bridegroom's arm, you see, or they elope or
something, and then you will have to pay again"

(63b)

...tamam, iste yani bu mesela bir kisi evli olsun, ailesi haddini grenz-i gecsin.
Sen demin grens diyordun ya, belli bir grenzen overschrijden yapmca, erkege
de bugun Tiirkler de bilmiyor. ... Anlatabilebiliyorum mu ... (A, 208)
"OK, see, OK, for example someone gets married, his family must
cross essential borders. You were just talking about a border, maybe by
crossing borders towards men, Turks don't know anymore these days.
You understand?"

(63c)

bir stirii taal'larl beheersen yapryorken (Backus, 1992)
"while he knows many languages"

(63d) kime smoesje verzinnen yaptm Ian (Backus, 1992)
"hey, who did you make up an excuse for?
(63e)

ben nee, ben kamer-im-i opruimen yaparken hepsini geri korum (Backus, 1992)
"not me, when I clean up my room, I put everything back"

(63f)

ben var ya schatten yapnm leeftijd-ui-i on bes, on alti dedim (Backus, 1992)
"well, I estimated her age, I said fifteen or sixteen"

The phenomenon that transitive verbs used in CS take their objects 'along' is
not limited to Turkish-Dutch
CS, cf. Punjabi-English
examples like guilt feel
hona, exam pass kama, language learn karna and bucket kick kare (Romaine,
1989b). A common
pattern emerges:
the object-verb
combinations
are
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collocational units in the EL, and the object-nouns usually lack the morphology
they would have in monolingual EL speech, such as possessive pronouns, plural
markers or determiners. The Dutch plural on grenzen in (63b) above is not
typical. Below are further examples from different language pairs; they are
included here in order to illustrate the frequency of the pattern.
Tamil-English CS in Ottawa, Canada (Sankoff, Poplack & Vanniarajan,
(64a) roughna ennanaa appadi throw paNNaradu things
"roughness means throwing things"
(64b) antha car-ei drive paNNanum
"we must drive that car"

1990)

Tamil-English in India (Annamalai, 1989)
(64c) naan John-e school-ie admit-paNNuneen
"I admitted John to school"
Hindi-English (Kachru, 1982)
(64d) aj kal kongres dog in the manger policy adopt kar raha hai, yah, thik nahi
"nowadays congress is adopting a 'dog-in-the-manger' policy; this isn't good"
(64e) ne forceful speech deliver ki
"1 delivered a forcefol speech"
Surinam Hindustani in The Hague, Holland (Muysken, 1993):
(64f) koffer pak kare ("to pack a suitcase")
(64g) plaat-vaat draai kare ("to play records"; -vaat is a reduplication, signalling plural)
(64h) prijs verhoog kare ("to raise prices")
(64i) mogelijkheid bieden kare ("to offer opportunities")
(64j) nuchter bekijk kare ("to look at it in a rational way")
Cantonese- English (Kwan- Terry, 1994)
(64k) ngoh, yiu nei put hack knife, wui cut nei ga
"I want you to put that knife hack, it'll cut you"
(641) ngoh yiu nei talk only Chinese
"I want you to talk only Chinese"
Spanish-English (Pfaff, 1979)
(64m) fui a cash su cheque
"he went to cash his check"
Finnish-English (Lehtinen, 1966)
(64n) otti joku kuus wiikoa to mow-ata hay
"it took six weeks to mow the hay"
Swahili-English (Myers-Scotton, 1993b)
(640) ni-ka-wash all the clothing
"and I washed all the clothing"
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As examples (64d, e and 0) show, sometimes it is not just the noun which is
switched along with the verb; it can also be the whole object phrase. The
collocational element does not even have to be a direct object; it can be any
complement conventionally associated with the verb, such as the adverbial in
(64j).
Of course, if we want to say anything substantial about these
collocations, those cases must be taken into account where transitive verbs are
switched without their object, as in the following example from Canadian
French (cf. Poplack, Sankoff & Miller, 1988):
(65)

il est pas capable de firer ses

CUTeS

('he can't fire his priests')

A systematic survey of these constructions in the literature is hard to carry out,
since they have never been the focus of articles on CS. Though it is easy to find
isolated examples, a clear indication of how common they are is impossible to
give. Such an analysis is therefore beyond the scope of this work.
To summarize, though the infinitive is autonomous, the arguments to which the
process makes internal reference are still part of its semantics. The direct object
can be expressed through insertion in an accusative marked slot: [X-i
INFINITIVE yap-], e.g. kamer-im-i opruimen yaptyorken. The entire infinitiveobject construction functions as the object ofyap-. The subjects of the verb and
the auxiliary are equated, so that the object noun functions simultaneously as
the object of the infinitive and of the infinitive + yap- compound, illustrating
once more the considerable semantic bleaching of yap- in these constructions.
The ability of the infinitive to keep its inherent valence potential is its most
prominent verbal characteristic, in addition of course to the verbal nature of its
referential meaning.
5.5.4. Summary
The discussion above mainly served the purpose of adducing evidence for the
nominal nature of infinitives. Though infinitives portray processes, they do so
in noun-like fashion. This nominal profile makes the infinitive an excellent
candidate for filling the e-site of yap-. Given the resemblances with
combinations of EL non-finite verbs and ML carrier auxiliaries or verbalizing
affixes in other bilingual contexts, it is likely that the account given for yap- in
this chapter will be basically the same for those other contexts.
5.6. Conclusion
In this chapter, I have attempted to show that the infmitive and yap- need each
other, as they cannot function on their own. The infinitive must be verbalized
in order to impose its profile on the clause; and the auxiliary needs the infmitive
(or some other nominal complement) in order to acquire full meaning. Their
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integration at the lowest level of constituency follows naturally from their
semantic structures. The profile of the composite expression is processual,
thanks to the auxiliary, and participates in further valence relations, thanks to
the infinitive.
Theoretically, the Turkish speaker who wants to use a Dutch verb in
Turkish speech has a few options. She can take a fully inflected finite verb, or
use a verb stem and inflect it with Turkish verbal morphology, or she can take
a nominal form of the verb and tum it into a Turkish verb with any of the
Turkish verb formation devices. The first option is rare in CS data in general.
The second option is employed by many languages, but seldom by speakers of
Turkic languages. It is likely that something in the structure of Turkish
promotes the third option, i.e. to verbalize the foreign element first. If that
option is chosen, there are again a few options as to which particular suffix or
auxiliary is used. In Holland, that auxiliary is always yap-.
So far, the appearance of the auxiliary has been explained as resulting from the
stativity of its complement on the one hand, and the Uniform Profile Principle
on the other. The appearance of the infinitive however, has been explained as
resulting from the finiteness of the auxiliary and the same Uniform Profile
Principle. In order to break out of this circularity the actuation problem must be
addressed. The appearance of one of the two components, either the auxiliary
or the infinitive, needs to be explained without taking recourse to its
subcategorization for the other component.
Two paths present themselves. The auxiliary may be primary because it
already existed in the language as a means of word formation, especially to
form verbs out of nouns. The immigrants for some reason settled on this
structure, and the rest follows from its characteristics, as described in this
chapter, specifically in Section 5.3.
The other path approaches the matter from the infinitive's point of view.
Possibly the infinitive was the most accessible form of Dutch verbs for the first
immigrants. Using it to refer to processes would then have "forced" the use of
yap-, given the infinitive's nominal nature, cf. Section 5.5. In the rest of this
section four arguments will be discussed in relation to this question. Three of
those favor the auxiliary structure as "primary", while the fourth provides an
argument in favor of the infmitive.
Several clues point to the auxiliary as the initiator of the structure. First, it is
already in use in monolingual Turkish as a verbalizer. Likewise, it appears very
early on in immigrant data as a verbalizer on Dutch or German nouns (cf.
Tekinay, 1983). It is thus firmly established as a productive word-formation
suffix. Infinitives are the norm in later data; among the 31 Dutch-origin objects
of yap- in Backus (1992) there is only one noun: verslagen yap- ("reports do;
i.e.: to write reports"); all others are infinitives. Also recall that the second
generation data do not contain any combinations of Dutch nouns and yap-, cf.
Section 5.2.
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The extension of its use to include infinitives has been shown to be
motivated by natural semantic principles, cf. Sections 5.3 and 5.5. It has also
been documented in several longitudinal studies of contact settings. The carrier
auxiliary takes more nominal complements material in early contact data or in
data from unbalanced bilinguals, and more verbal material in data from
balanced bilinguals or collected at more advanced stages of bilingualism. The
Tamil examples of Annamalai (1989), cited in Section S.l.l, are illustrative.
Balanced bilinguals would say confuse paNNiTTaan and unbalanced bilinguals
confusion paNNiTTaan. Similar restrictions in the use of the auxiliary
construction are noted by Holm, Holm & Spolsky (1973: 231) for monolingual
Navaho. Pefialosa (1980: 139) refers to a study by Brisk, who found that
Spanish-dominant children in New Mexico have a high incidence of structures
in which hacer (lito do") is followed by a nominalized English verb, as in hace
el wash. This structure seems to be absent in adult speech. We might hypothesize that the auxiliary construction comes in handy when one wants to get
around having to use verbal morphology on stems which do not fit the
morphophonological patterns of the language very well.
Second, Turkish, and Turkic languages in general, have a tradition of
incorporating foreign verbs through the type of periphrastic compound verb
structures described in this chapter, as the earlier examples of Arabic verbal
nouns combining with et- testify. Thus the schema [FOREIGN VERB SCHEMATIC VERB] is well entrenched in the idiolects of speakers of Turkish.
Third, Immigrant Turkish has come about in a Second Language Acquistion
context. In such a context, EL words may not be very well entrenched in
speakers' idiolects at the moment of first use. In such uncertain situations,
speakers may opt more readily for transparent and periphrastic means when
stringing together elements from two languages, than in a context of fuJI
bilingualism, where speakers may have more experience in using ML inflection
on EL verb sterns." Though yap- has been analyzed as a derivational affix
in Section 5.4, it is of course much less affixal than true word formation
suffixes like -IE.
The alternative hypothesis, that the Dutch infinitive was selected by the first
speakers of Immigrant Turkish and that the yap- construction arose out of that
circumstance, has only one real argument in its favor: the infinitive is the
citation form of the Dutch verb. Second language learners presumably learn the
name of a process long before they learn how to make that verb finite.
Recognizing the mass noun-like quality of the infinitive, they add a verbalizing
morpheme, such as yap-. Conventionalization does the rest.
One problem for this analysis is that there is at least one contact setting
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A similar point is made by Romaine (1 989b: 375) about language death contexts.

She argues that increased use of semantically transparent morphemes is a feature
common to language contact settings.
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where Dutch also functions as the EL and where it contributes verb stems, not
infinitives. This is Sarnami (or Surinam Hindustani), which contains many
Dutch and English words, including verbs (Muysken, 1993):
(66)

verken kare (lito explore")
luk: hove (lito succeed")
sign kare (lito sign")

The first two examples contain Dutch verb stems, though infinitives do occur
as well, as in meemaken kare ('to experience'). Ex. (60c) contains an English
verb stem. Possibly, these English stems served as the model for the later
insertion of Dutch stems. That is, the conversion formula [FOREIGN STEM AUXILIARY] may have been so conventionalized in Sarnami that Dutch verbs
automatically followed this pattern. In Moroccan Arabic-Dutch contact (Nortier,
1990) and the Malay-Dutch mixed language in use among third generation
Moluccans in Holland (Huwae, 1992; Voigt, 1994), the Dutch verb is always
the infinitive, and the same holds of course for Turkish-Dutch CS. In Brussels
French however, Dutch stems are used with French morphology (TreffersDaller, 1994).
A second problem for the "infinitive-based" approach is that it does not
fit the data particularly well. As was argued above, studies show that the
[INFINITIVE - yap-] construction seems to develop out of the [NOUN - yap-]
construction, not the other way round.
This chapter has mostly focused on the description of the yap- construction. I
hope to have demonstrated that the use of both its components, the carrier
auxiliary and the infinitive, is motivated by their characteristics. However, the
question why the construction is used at all, has not been investigated in great
detail. In this final section, a few reasons have been advanced why it is most
likely that the auxiliary construction was primary, and that the infinitives were
fit into it.
No matter what prompted the use of the construction initially, it has
subsequently undergone its own developments in Immigrant Turkish. It has been
conventionalized to such a degree that it does not seem to have any rivals.
Other ML auxiliaries, like etmek, are not used anymore, and other potential
bilingual alternatives, such as inflecting Dutch verb stems with Turkish verb
inflection, do not occur except in data from very young children (cf. Backus &
van der Heijden, forthc.). This process of conventionalization has gone hand in
hand with an accelerated semantic bleaching of the auxiliary's meaning. Yapis now found in constructions with Dutch imperfective and non-volitional
infinitives, in which it has lost most of its basic meaning. From a schematic
perfective verb, it is becoming a schematic all-purpose verb in these
constructions, thereby travelling the same path as et-,
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Chapter Six: Alternational Codeswitching

Chapter Three argued for two main types ofCS. Insertional CS in the data were
discussed in Chapter Four, and a specific insertional construction in Chapter
Five. The present chapter is about the other major type ofCS. Alternational CS
corresponds roughly to what is commonly called intersentential CS. The EL
elements are too large to be considered straightforward insertions. Although the
prototype of alternational CS is a switched sentence, this chapter will focus on
borderline cases between insertion and alternation. The ultimate goal is to
characterize the difference between insertion and alternation in more precise
terms, as well as to demonstrate the essential arbitrariness of attempting to
assign these cases to one category or the other, cf. also Section 3.1.4.
Types of switches which will be considered in Section 6.3 include EL
Islands, ragged and doubly marked switches, and clauses. Section 6.1 contains
a survey of the quantitative data. For each network, the distribution of different
kinds of switches will be given. Main tendencies will be pointed out, focusing
on differences between generations. Section 6.2 will present insertional data
where the EL insertions are Turkish, not Dutch. This is presented here rather
than in Chapter Four because it is typical of the second generation. Their speech
is of central interest in this chapter since it is primarily characterized by
alternational CS.
6.1. Quantitative data
This section presents the quantitative data. These data are presented so late in
this work because the study has been set up to begin with the chronologically
earliest type of CS, i.e. insertion. The order in which the types of CS are
discussed thus mirrors the development of the mixed lect between the first and
the second generation, from predominantly insertional to predominantly
alternational. Quantitative figures are mainly meant to indicate which types of
CS are used by which types of speakers. As insertional data are mostly
discussed for their structural characteristics, I have chosen not to complicate the
discussion there with data on the relative share of insertional CS in the mixed
lect.
The data will be presented in the same order as was used in Chapter
Four, organized by generation. First come the two first generation networks,
followed by the network containing the only intermediate generation informant,
and finally the second generation networks will be discussed. The networks
containing speakers from different generations are discussed where they are felt
to be most appropriate. Thus the Tilburg friends are considered a second
generation network, as three of the five members are of that generation. The
Tilburg cafe group is discussed as belonging to the intermediate generation,
simply because it is the only network with considerable contributions from
Ayhan. For detailed background information on the different networks, see

Section 2.5. Within each subsection, data relating to speech turns will be dealt
with before data relating to single utterances.
6.1.1. The Tilburg women network
Table 6.1 contains the quantitative data of the Tilburg women network, which
consists of five first generation women. This, and all following tables, present
the data as follows: first, the turn figures are given. Monolingual turns in the
two languages and mixed turns were counted. A mixed tum may contain one
switch, but it might also be a long tum containing several switches. In addition,
figures for inter-tum CS are given, specified for switches to Turkish and to
Dutch. The rest of the table deals with the traditionally recognized types of CS.
Intersentential CS concerns switches at sentence boundaries; extrasentential CS
includes switched tags and interjections; inter-clausal CS refers to switches at
clause boundaries, and intrasentential CS includes every switch within a clause.
This includes the Dutch insertions discussed in Chapter Four, but also the
Turkish insertions which will be discussed in Section 6.2, and the longer
switched units within a sentence to be discussed in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.3.
The coding system was discussed in Section 2.4.2.
Though insertion is the most common type of CS for the first generation
informants, rudimentary versions of the more alternational kinds already occur.
Differences with later generations, where intersentential CS is by far the most
common type, are not only quantitative. Intersentential switches concern much
smaller chunks, at least when they are in the direction of Dutch.
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S

B

C

Ay

F

Total

Turkish

43

36

16

21

30

146

Dutch

4

2

1

I

I

9

Mixed

11

5

1

7

6

30

Total

58

43

18

29

37

185

Inter-turn

13

8

4

8

15

48

to Turkish

7

5

2

4

9

27

to Dutch

6

3

2

4

6

21

7

5

2

9

4

27

to Turkish

4

2

1

5

3

15

to Dutch

3

3

1

4

1

12

I

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

2

4

Turns

Switches
lntersential

to Turkish

-

-

to Dutch

1

-

-

1

-

I

-

to Turkish

-

-

-

-

-

-

to Dutch

I

-

I

-

2

4

10

3

-

6

5

24

to Turkish

-

-

-

-

-

-

to Dutch

10

3

-

6

5

24

19

8

3

15

II

56

to Turkish

4

2

1

5

3

15

to Dutch

15

6

2

10

8

41

Extrasentential

Inter-clause

Intrasentential

Total

Table 6.1: Quantitative data Tilburg women network (S
Ayse, Fa = Fatrna)

=

Sabahat, B

1

=

Bahar, C

=

Can, Ay

=

CS to Dutch

Two main patterns can be distinguished in the Tilburg women data, as far as
non-insertional CS is concerned. First of all, many of the Dutch switches
concern the discourse particles ja and nee ("yes" and "no"), and many of them
occur at tum boundaries. Sometimes, these form a whole tum by themselves,
but most of the time they are directly followed by a switch back to Turkish.
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The other noteworthy pattern is that there are a few instances of inter-clause
switching, all concerning the embedding of reported speech with some form of
the verb de- (lito say").
All this should not give the reader the impression that CS is an important
aspect of the Tilburg women's speech: the bulk of the conversation is
monolingual Turkish, as Table 6.1 illustrates. The asymmetry between Turkish
and Dutch becomes even more dramatic when we realize that the nine all-Dutch
turns are all very short (four consist of ja or nee only). Two are literal
repetitions of the previous tum, cf. (Ia). An exception to this pattern is the
second utterance in (I b), which has been included as a Dutch tum because of
the rising question intonation. This is a feature typical of Dutch; Turkish
questions are formed with an interrogative particle mI, which follows the word
being questioned.
Furthermore, of the twelve intersentential switches to Dutch, only four
do not concern a single ja or nee only. Three of those are other one-unit
elliptical utterances, such as weet ik niet in (Ia). This leaves only one actual
sentence, and it occurs in the very first turn Bahar takes (the second tum of the
conversation), cf. (Ic). Bahar may have tried at the beginning of the
conversation to give it a bilingual flavor. If that is the case however, she gave
up on that as soon as the conversation got going. However, Section 6.1.7 will
show that she does use a lot of Dutch in the conversation with the Tilburg
brothers.
(1a)

hoeveel procent dediyler ("what percent, did they say?") (Sa, 109)
weet ik nie ("I don't know") (Fa, 110)
weet ik nie (Sa, Ill)

(1 b)

ben orarun seyini hie sevrniyorum. Hamburger-s sevrniyorum, giizel degil (Ay,
170)
"I don't like their stuff at all. I don't like their hamburgers, they're not good"
MacDonalds? (Sa, 171)
"[and in] MacDonalds?"
MacDonalds giizel (Ay, 172)
"MacDonalds is nice"

(lc)

wat kijken? Vandaag toets heel moeilijk (B, 2)
"let's see, .., today [we had a] test [and it was] very difficult"

CS to Turkish
Though coding has been consistently the same for all data, different aspects will
be focused on in the descriptions of the various conversations. Since the Tilburg
women speak Turkish most of the time, it would be trivial to pay much
attention to the intersentential switches back to Turkish. The interesting thing
in these data is not so much that there is a switch back to Turkish, but rather
what kind of a Dutch chunk precedes it. The switch to Turkish follows
automatically, since for the Tilburg women Turkish is the unmarked and logical
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choice, given their distribution of proficiencies. So, although intersentential
switches to Turkish appear in Table 6.1, they will not be discussed any further.
They are simply the logical consequence of the fact that there are switches to
Dutch. For later generations however, data will be discussed in a more
symmetrical manner. There, we will see that there is a lot of variation in the
length of both Dutch and Turkish chunks; in other words: the switch back to the
language which was spoken before the switch, is not automatic.
If a turn starts with ja or nee and is followed by something, that
something is always in Turkish, cf. (2a). This pattern accounts for one third of
the intersentential switches to Turkish. The reverse never occurs: every
intersentential switch to Dutch is also an inter-turn switch.
(2a)

nee, ben almam (Ay, 119)
"no, I don't buy"

(2b)

welk diyor (Fa, 128)
"he said, 'which
'II

inter-clause switching
Among the hardest CS data to classify are those switches which are on the
borderline between intersentential and inter-clausal. Prototypes of the two
categories are consecutive sentences and subordinate clauses respectively, but
there are several cases which are less clear. It is instructive to compare (2b)
with the intersentential switch in (2a). The former is an example of inter-clausal
CS, with a reported speech segment in Dutch embedded by the Turkish verb de("to say").
Now why are these two examples not both coded as instances of the
same type of CS? Note that there is no syntactic requirement saying that a
clause must follow the Dutch negative marker. That is, there is no partially
schematic unit [NEE ....], but there is one [... DIYORl In the latter, something
has to precede the form of de-, in order for the e-site of de- to be filled. The esite in nee, specified for added information about the negation, such as the
reasons for it, or, as in the example above, an elaboration of what is being
negated, is not that salient. It does not have to be filled by overt material every
time nee occurs, since that information is often recoverable from the context.
Similarly, ben almam in (2a) does not need nee to co-occur with it. On the
other hand, welk in (2b) does need some co-occcurring element, since it is
reported speech. That is, it needs to be presented as the argument of a verb of
saying. At the same time, the verb actually needs a co-occurring object. On the
basis of these arguments, welk has been classified as an intra-clausal switch, and
ben almam as an intersentential switch, even though it is made at a clause
boundary.
Nevertheless, there is a clear relationship between nee and ben almam.
The Turkish clause repeats the information given in the one-word Dutch clause,
and makes it more specific. We will encounter several more examples where
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classification as one or the other type of CS is difficult. The root of the problem
is that consecutive utterances form a discourse. Even prototypical intersentential
switches are likely to involve two utterances which are semantically intimately
related. By calling some types of switching inter-clausal rather than
intersentential, it is acknowledged that in those cases the bond is stronger than
in others. Obviously, these observations touch on the issue of dividing CS into
insertional and alternational types, and I take the above considerations to
illustrate once more that the difference is gradual, not categorical. 1 Still, for
descriptive purposes the distinction will be maintained.
summary

It is obvious that the role of Dutch is very minor in the Tilburg women data.
Only a few switches occur and they are all short and structurally very simple.
Most Dutch elements are one-word insertions. However, there are some early
forms of alternational CS. The main guise in which they come is single
affirmative and negative particles. Those are usually immediately followed by
a switch back to Turkish. Since this switch site has been coded as
intersentential, this accounts for most of the intersentential switches to Turkish
in Table 6.1. Finally, there are a few switches of a type which will be seen to
be very common in the data of the later generations. Dutch clauses are
embedded in Turkish matrix clauses, as reported speech complements of the
verb de- ("to say"). Several other types of inter-clausal CS will be encountered
later on in this chapter.
6.1.2. The Maastricht

network

Just like the Tilburg women, this network, consisting of seven first generation
speakers and one intermediate generation speaker,' uses Turkish almost
exclusively. CS to Dutch is mainly intrasentential, and mostly of the lexical gap
type. Only six of the intrasentential switches are not nouns, and of the 82
nouns, 54 are Proper Nouns (cf. Section 4.1.2 for more details). Extrasentential
and inter-clausal CS are almost nonexistent, and intersentential CS is not
frequent either. The figures are listed in Table 6.2.
Orhan clearly dominates the conversation. He takes about 30% of the
turns, which is quite a lot considering there are eight people present. There is
a group of three, Orner, Kemal, and Dilek, who form a middle group, all taking
between 15 and 20% of the turns each. The other four speakers contribute

1

2

If a speaker would for instance always follow nee with a clause contairung an
elaboration, then the schema [nee .... ] would become more strongly entrenched.
Switching after nee would then become insertional.
This speaker, Gultekin, contributes so little to the conversation however, that for all
intents and purposes it is most fruitful to concentrate on Ayhan (cf. Section 6.1.3
below) as the only intermediate generation informant.
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relatively little to the conversation; including Talat, the research assistant (cf.
Section 2.5.2), because he wanted to stay out of the conversation as much as
possible. Except for Gultekin, the intermediate generation informant, all
speakers contribute in the same way to the general picture that Turkish is the
language used throughout. Only a small minority of turns contain some Dutch.
In most cases though, the Dutch element is nothing more than a place name.
Gultekin is the only speaker with a more balanced choice pattern, but his
contributions are so few and far between that they hardly make an impact.
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0

0

K

D

G

Ah

R

T

Total

Turkish

82

45

48

67

3

18

20

21

304

Dutch

I

2

3

2

4

I

-

-

13

Mixed

27

7

12

9

3

3

3

I

65

110

54

63

78

10

22

23

22

382

8

2

2

6

3

4

2

2

29

to Turkish

5

-

-

5

-

2

2

2

16

to Dutch

3

2

2

I

3

2

-

-

13

10

3

4

6

4

6

2

2

37

to Turkish

7

-

-

5

-

3

2

2

19

to Dutch

3

3

4

I

4

3

-

-

18

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

to Turkish

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

to Dutch

1

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

36

7

12

20

6

2

5

-

88

to Turkish

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

to Dutch

36

7

12

20

6

2

5

-

88

47

10

16

26

10

8

7

2

126

to Turkish

7

-

-

5

-

3

2

2

19

to Dutch

40

10

16

21

10

5

5

-

107

Turns

Total
Inter-turn

Switches
Intersentential

Extrasentential

Inter-clause
to Turkish
to Dutch
Intrasentential

Total

-

Table 6.2: Quantitative data Maastricht network (0 = Orhan,
G = Giiltekin, Ah = Ahmed, R = Rarniye, T = Talat)

0=

Orner, K

=

Kernal, D

=

Dilek.

If the figures for inter-turn and for intersentential CS are compared, it becomes
clear that most intersentential CS takes place at turn boundary. Furthermore,
inter-turn switches usually occur in pairs: there will be a switch to Dutch and
the next speaker immediately switches back to Turkish. This again strengthens
the image that all speakers except GUltekin simply speak Turkish all the time.
In only a handful of cases, the choice of Dutch is sustained throughout the turn.
That tum rarely lasts longer than a few words, however. The following
exchange is typical. GUltekin is teased about not knowing the Turkish word for
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"muscle",
however.
(3)

and uses Dutch

in his turns. The others

talk to him in Turkish,

Spieronsteking (G, 77)
riamuscle inflammation"
Nerde? (Ab, 78)
"where?"
Spier-Ierinde ..., Turkcesi ne len? (0, 79)
"in your muscles, what's that in Turkish, then?
Spier dus ... (G, 80)
""muscle" then"

6.1.3. The Tilhurg cafe network
This conversation
generation speaker,

involved only two people: Ayhan is an intermediate
and Hatice belongs to the second generation.

general trends
In contrast to the data of the first generation networks, monolingual Turkish
turns are in the minority in this conversation. Both Dutch turns and mixed turns
appear about three times more often. In addition, Turkish turns are generally
short, comprising two utterances at most, while mixed and Dutch turns are
sometimes longer. Both speakers produced about the same number of Turkish
turns, but they differ considerably on the other two categories. While Hatice is
responsible for the bulk of the monolingual Dutch turns, more than half of
Ayhan's turns contain at least one switch. On the basis of the monolingual
turns, Dutch seems to be the dominant language in the conversation, providing
120 out of 271 turns. However, before the nature of the bilingual turns is
examined, it is impossible to say just how dominant Dutch is. After all, the
bilingual turns could all have Turkish as the ML, and only contain one or more
Dutch content words. But if the bilingual turns are mainly characterized by
intersentential CS, the conversation as a whole remains Dutch-dominant,
though
with a fair share of Turkish.
A good indication of which type of CS dominates the mixed turns, is the
proportion the total number of intrasentential switches form of the total number
of mixed turns. If there are more intrasentential switches than there are mixed
turns, and all intrasentential
CS is from a Turkish base, then it is likely that
most mixed turns are predominantly
Turkish. This figure is 85.7% for the
Tilburg cafe data. More revealing, for Ayhan it is almost 100%: (72 switches
in 76 turns), but for Hatice only two-thirds: 24 out of 36. Add to this that most
of Ayhan's intrasentential
CS is for Dutch insertions (59 Dutch versus 13
Turkish insertions), and it becomes clear that most of his mixed turns have at
least a fair share of Turkish.
The first tentative conclusion is then, that Dutch is slightly dominant in
this conversation, and that Hatice is mainly responsible for this. For Ayhan the
contributions of the two languages are numerically fairly similar. It will become
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clear shortly, that Hatice's
structure of her CS.

relative preference

for Dutch is also reflected

A

H

Totals

Turkish

20

19

39

Dutch

40

80

120

Mixed

76

36

112

Total

136

135

271

Inter-turn

55

37

92

to Turkish

42

6

48

to Dutch

13

31

44

114

66

180

to Turkish

84

22

106

to Dutch

30

44

74

17

6

23

to Turkish

3

3

6

to Dutch

14

3

17

63

5

68

to Turkish

15

0

15

to Dutch

48

5

53

72

18

90

to Turkish

13

II

24

to Dutch

59

7

66

266

95

361

to Turkish

115

36

151

to Dutch

151

59

210

Turns

by the

Switches
Intersentential

Extrasentential

Inter-clause

Intrasentential

Total

Table 6.3: Quantitative data Tilburg cafe network (A

3

= Ayhan,

H

=

Hatice)'

NB: One tum was uttered by Bahar, who was sitting nearby talking to a friend. She
asked whether their talking was interfering with the recording. Though included in
the transcript, it has been omitted from the figures in this table.
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A little over a quarter of the switches are made at turn-boundaries. They are
about equally divided between Dutch and Turkish, with Ayhan mainly
responsible for the ones to Turkish (outnumbering those made by Hatice seven
to one), and Hatice for the Dutch ones (75% of them). These figures again
indicate that Hatice prefers Dutch and Ayhan Turkish. The two informants let
these preferences show by often moving the conversation back to the language
in question as soon as they get the chance, i.e. when they take another speech
turn.
switches

All in all, there are 361 switches in the conversation." As for the types of CS,
Ayhan and Hatice switch in rather different ways. Moreover, Ayhan does it way
more often than Hatice. They are most alike where intrasentential CS to Turkish
is concerned; in all other types, the differences are considerable. Hatice has, for
instance, only five cases of inter-clausal CS, as opposed to 63 for Ayhan, and
she produces only a fraction of the number of intrasentential switches to Dutch
that Ayhan produces.
intersentential

CS

Half of the switches are intersentential. Note that if inter-clausal switches are
considered subcases of intersentential CS, the proportion of this type rises to
almost 70% of the total amount of switches. The familiar picture emerges once
again: even though Ayhan has twice as many intersentential switches as Hatice
(114 versus 66), Hatice switches to Dutch much more often than Ayhan (44
versus 30). At the same time, Ayhan's intersentential switches to Turkish of
course far outnumber those of Hatice: 84 versus 22.
Half of the intersentential switches are also inter-turn switches. These are
equally divided between Turkish and Dutch, with Ayhan taking care of most of
the switches to Turkish and Hatice of those to Dutch. An association between
inter-turn and intersentential CS is logical, since the beginning of a turn is
always the beginning of a sentence as well. CS at turn boundaries is a likely
possibility because the beginning of a turn is a salient point in discourse, which
makes it likely that speakers are at the conscious end of the Awareness
Continuum at that point.' This makes the turn boundary potentially a good CS
site.
inter-clausal

CS

With the inter-clausal switches we enter the realm of insertional CS. It is here
and in the intrasentential data that the clearest asymmetry between the two
speakers exists. Ayhan switches this way much more often than Hatice, and the

4

5

In the transcripts, a higher number will be found, but Proper Nouns have been
excluded from the tables in this chapter, except for the fust generation data.
That is, at the macro-level, cf. Section 3.2.2.
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switch is to Dutch in over 75% of the cases. The fact that Hatice does not insert
EL clauses very often may be an indication that inter-clausal CS has things in
common with intrasentential CS, which is also relatively rare in her data. It is
interesting to note in this connection, that the most insertional types of clauses,
argument clauses, do not occur among her inter-clausal switches, cf. Section
6.3.3 below. The most frequent type in Ayhan's speech is the one already
encountered in the first generation data in a rudimentary form. Dutch quotations
are syntactically represented as argument clauses of Turkish verbs of saying.
More details will be presented in Section 6.3.3.
intrasentential CS
Most cases of intrasentential CS
things should be noted however.
Turkish. These will be discussed
"ragged" switches, which will be

have been discussed in Chapter Four. Two
First, about one fourth of the insertions are
in Section 6.2. Second, there are quite a few
discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.2.

6.1.4. The Hilversum women network
Table 6.4 contains the quantitative figures for the Hilversum women network.
This network consisted of three youn women, all members of the second
generation.
turns
Sengul takes many more turns than the other two speakers. Actually, there is
not a lot of three-way conversation in the data; much of it consists of dialogues
between Sengul and one of the others. Most of the talking is in Dutch: Dutch
turns outnumber Turkish ones four to one. Bilingual turns are generally
dominated by Dutch as well, since much of the insertional CS has Dutch as the
ML. Pervin has the largest percentage of Turkish turns (21.6% versus 12.8% for
Sengul and 7.4% for Nermin), and very often (13 out of 18 cases) the beginning
of her Turkish turns constitutes an inter-tum switch. There are a few other
indications that Pervin is the most 'Turkish-minded' ofthe three speakers. First,
she has a relatively low number of monolingual Dutch turns (38.5% versus
Sengul's 61.2% and Nermin's 69.1%. Second, she has more inter-tum switches
to Turkish than the others. Finally, she has more bilingual turns overall. This
is of course only an indirect indication, since the actual switches have to be
examined first. Note however, that her intrasentential CS mainly uses Turkish
as the ML, an asymmetry the others do not share.
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s

N

P

Total

Turkish

16

6

18

40

Dutch

76

56

32

164

Mixed

32

19

33

84

Total

124

81

83
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Inter-tum

29

17

34

80

to Turkish

10

7

23

40

to Dutch

19

10

11

40

55

41

57

153

to Turkish

24

18

36

78

to Dutch

31

23

21

75

7

3

6

16

to Turkish

4

-

1

5

to Dutch

3

3

5

II

10

5

8

23

to Turkish

7

4

4

IS

to Dutch

3

1

4

8

14

5

9

28

to Turkish

6

2

2

10

to Dutch

8

3

7

18

86

54

80

220

to Turkish

41

24

43

108

to Dutch

45

30

37

112

Turns

Switches
Intersentential

Extrasentential

Inter-clause

Intrasentential

Total

Table 6.4: Quantitative data Hilversum women network (~ = Sengul, N = Nermin, P = Pervin)

There are 29 mixed turns which start out with an inter-turn switch. Twenty of
those concern a switch to Turkish. Since further on in such a turn a switch back
to Dutch takes place, this can be seen as reflecting that even though the
communicative use for switching to Turkish is acknowledged, this choice is not
usually sustained throughout the turn. Add to this that the 40 monolingual
Turkish turns constitute only 12% of the total number of turns. Both figures
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strengthen the impression that Dutch is by far the dominant language in this
network.
As noted above, the role of Turkish is highest in Pervin's speech, but she
too uses Dutch way more often than Turkish. For example, she has as many
bilingual turns as Sengul, despite the fact that she takes much less turns all-inal!. That means that there is relatively more CS in Pervin' s speech than in that
of the others. Note that this does not mean that she is more inclined to speak
Turkish. Her inter-tum switches towards Dutch are for example just as frequent
as those of the others. Pervin may just be a prolific switcher, i.e. her choice
patterns do not necessarily reflect any psycholinguistic dominance distribution.
switches

CS is overwhelmingly intersentential. Two-thirds of the total number of
switches are of this type. Since extrasentential and clausal CS have alternational
characteristics as well, it could be argued that only 10% or so are of the
intrasentential type, the type which is often claimed to be the dominant type of
CS in any corpus. Note that the distribution of switches over the informants is
not identical to the distribution of turns. Though Sengul takes many more turns
than the others, Pervin switches about equally often. Recall that the figures for
the speech turns already suggested that Pervin is the most prolific switcher of
the three.
intersentential

CS

The figures for this type of CS confirm the picture as it emerged in the previous
paragraphs. Pervin has relatively higher CS rates than the others. Note that in
intersentential CS there is no directionality effect: there are about as many
switches to Dutch as there are to Turkish. However, Pervin is responsible for
a disproportionate number of the switches to Turkish. The difference with the
others is almost entirely made up by inter-tum switches, so apparently her urge
to switch to Turkish is mainly felt when she is taking a speech tum. That
indicates that her switches to Turkish are more likely to be a matter of choice
than of not being able or willing to sustain a tum in Dutch.
Since there are more sentential boundaries than tum boundaries (many
turns contain more than one utterance), the high figure for CS at tum
boundaries is striking. The switches are roughly split between tum and sentence
boundaries.
other types

Extrasentential CS is not very prominent in this conversation. The figures for
inter-clausal CS are fairly equal for all three informants. Overall, this is not a
frequent type, certainly not compared with Ayhan's data. Whether an interclausal switch is the right analysis for all of the examples remains to be seen:
there are several cases among the 23 inter-clausal switches which are hard to
classify; cf. Section 6.3.3 for details.
lntrasentential CS is not frequent, as was already indicated in Section
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4.3.1. Note that Pervin's insertional CS is more Turkish-based than that of the
other two informants. The differences are slight, however. The figures differ
significantly from those for earlier generations in that Turkish insertions, which
were absent in first generation data and only sporadically
found in Ayhan's
speech, form a substantial subset of the category of insertions.
6.1.5. The Hilversum guys network
The figures for this network, consisting of three young men of the second
generation, are fairly similar to those of its female counterpart, cf. Table 6.5.

turns
Almost half of the turns are taken by Cengiz. The conversation proceeds much
like that of the Hilversum women. Cengiz takes a turn, one of the other two
takes the next turn, and the tum after that is likely to be taken by Cengiz again.
Exchanges where all three speakers take turns in a row, are very rare. This
should not be taken to mean that there is no three-way conversation, as was the
case for the Hilversum women. Cengiz simply manages to take most turns.
Mehmet manages to take only half as many turns as Cengiz.
Most of the turns are in Dutch. Only 22 of the 319 (i.e. close to 7%) are
all in Turkish, many of them in little clusters at the beginning of the recording.
There are another 37 mixed turns, which mainly contain intersentential
CS.
These figures are in stark contrast to the 250 monolingual Dutch turns, a full
78.3% of the total.
The first characterization
of the recording which can be given on the
basis of the tum figures is that of a conversation strongly dominated by Dutch.
There is some role for Turkish in the beginning, but as the conversation
progresses, Dutch becomes ever more dominant. All speakers contribute to this
picture in the same way.

switches
About half of the intersentential
switches were made at tum boundaries,
relatively often by Erdogan. His figure for inter-tum switches to Turkish is the
only one in Table 6.5 that is higher than the comparable figure for Cengiz.
Cengiz engages more in intersentential CS than the others, which is only natural
as he talks more, but in inter-tum CS, Erdo gan keeps up with him. It is mainly
Erdogan's frequency of intersentential
CS to Turkish which is responsible for
this. Half of those are at tum boundary, while for Cengiz this figure is only
22%.6 Erdogan
likes to switch at tum boundary,
as the figures for
intersentential CS to Dutch testify: here nine out of his eleven switches are at
tum boundary. For Cengiz and Mehmet, the figures are much lower.

6

It is 100% for Mehmet, but his overall number of intersentential switches to Turkish

is very low.
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Turns

C

E

Me

Total

Turkish

8

8

6

22

Dutch

113

83

54
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24

15

8

37
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Inter-tum

17

17

7

41

to Turkish

4

8

4

16

to Dutch

13

9

3

25

46

27

12

85

to Turkish

18

16

4

38

to Dutch

28

II

8

47

8

5

4

17

to Turkish

3

2

2

7

to Dutch

5

3

2

10

17

14

5

36

to Turkish

10

7

5

22

to Dutch

7

7

-

14

16

6

5

27

to Turkish

10

-

2

12

to Dutch

6

6

3

IS

87

52

26

165

to Turkish

41

25

13

79

to Dutch

46

27

13

86

Switches
Intersentential

Extrasentential

Inter-clause

Intrasentential

Total

Table 6.5 Quantitative data of the Hilversum guys network (C
Mehrnet)

=

Cengiz, E

=

Erdogan, Me =

All in all, intersentential CS to Dutch occurs a bit more often to Dutch than to
Turkish, and is practiced at turn boundary half of the time.
Next in frequency is inter-clausal CS. Here, the directionality effects are
turned around, with a slight preference for switching to Turkish. We will see
later, in Section 6.3.3, that this is mainly due to the embedding of Dutch
reported speech with the Turkish verb de- ("say"), many instances of which are
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concentrated in a few turns. These turns are full of quotes of what certain
people had said in Dutch, framed by Turkish dedi ("he/she said"). With the
sequential way in which CS has been defined in this study (cf. Section 2.4.2),
these switches end up as inter-clausal switches to Turkish, because the Turkish
verb follows the Dutch quote. Syntactically, of course, the quote is embedded,
so switches of this type have a lot in common with Dutch insertions, as will
become clear in Section 6.3.3. Erdo gan has a relatively large share in the
production of these switches.
Extrasentential CS is more frequent in this network than in any of the
others. This ties in with the "rough" character of the conversation, which can
also be seen in the use of a lot of slang expressions (cf. Section 6.2 below), and
the choice of "dangerous" topics. Recall for example, from Chapter Four, that
most of the Dutch insertions in the speech of the Hilversum guys was related
to sex.
Intrasentential CS does not occur very often. There still is a directionality
effect: though there are many more occasions to switch insertionally to Turkish
than to Dutch (i.e.: there are many more Dutch utterances in which something
Turkish can be inserted than vice versa), there are more Dutch insertions than
Turkish ones. However, the overall figures are not high in either direction.
Turkish insertions are especially prominent in the speech of Cengiz.
6.1.6. The Tilburg friends network
This network consisted of five people. Three of them are young second
generation women, one is a recent immigrant and the fifth is Ayhan, the
intermediate generation informant encountered in Section 6.1.3 above. Table 6.6
illustrates that, in contrast to the all-second generation Hilversum networks,
Turkish is the most-used language in this conversation, even though three of the
speakers are second generation immigrants.
turns
The large role for Turkish is no doubt due to the presence of Yusuf, as Turkish
only really starts taking over after he gets actively involved (cf. Backus & Van
Hout, 1995: 24). Turkish turns occur three times as often as Dutch ones. In
addition, the number of bilingual turns is almost twice that of the Dutch ones.
Mujgan and Fulya do most of the talking, but given the fact that Yusuf's first
tum is Tum 80, his 54 turns show that he tends to dominate the latter half of
the conversation. Ayhan stays out of the discussion until right at the end.
The figures for speech turns show that it is mostly Yusuf who is
responsible for the dominance of Turkish in this conversation. Most of his turns
are monolingual Turkish. Given the fact that he is a first generation immigrant,
this is not surprising, but there are nevertheless some remarkable differences
with Bahar's behavior in the Tilburg brothers conversation (see Section 6.1.7
below). Turkish turns form 52.4% of the conversation, but their percentage is
much lower in the speech of Mujgan (39.7%) and especially Fulya (31.4%).
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This does not mean that these two lift the number of Dutch turns considerably;
instead, they CS a lot, as indicated by the fact that they both have more
bilingual turns than any of the two monolingual categories. Only Selma, with
31.5%, reaches a markedly higher percentage of Dutch turns than the 16.9%
that Dutch turns constitute of the total number in the conversation. Nevertheless,
all monolingual Dutch turns were uttered by the three women.

M

F

S

A

Y

Total

Turkish

31

22

29

18

49

149

Dutch

15

15

18

-

-

48

Mixed

32

33

10

5

7

87

Total

78

70

57

25

54

284

Inter-tum

32

26

23

2

19

102

to Turkish

14

8

7

1

17

55

to Dutch

18

18

16

1

2

47

66

58

44

5

22

195

to Turkish

29

20

11

3

18

82

to Dutch

37

38

33

2

4

113

7

13

1

3

1

25

to Turkish

3

3

-

-

-

6

to Dutch

4

10

1

3

1

19

15

28

3

-

46

to Turkish

8

11

1

7

17

2

-

20

to Dutch

-

12

24

5

6

1

48

to Turkish

1

14

2

-

-

17

to Dutch

11

10

3

6

1

31

100

123

53

12

26

314

to Turkish

41

48

14

3

18

124

to Dutch

59

75

39

9

8

190

Turns

Switches
lntersentential

Extrasentential

Inter-clause

Intrasentential

Total

Table 6.6: Quantitative data Tilburg friends network (M
Ayhan, Y = Yusuf)
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=

Miijgan, F

=

Fulya, S

26

=

Selma, A

=

There are some differences between Selma on the one hand and the other
women on the other. CS within a tum is something Selma does not do very
much. Miijgan and Fulya are responsible for most of the intra-turn CS in these
data, while most of Selma's turns (47 out of 57) are monolingual.
The figures for CS at tum boundary indicate that the three women like to switch
to Dutch at these points, while Yusuf often steers the conversation back to
Turkish when he takes a tum. It will not come as a surprise that most of the
inter-turn switches to Dutch are made in response to something Yusuf said.
Since he speaks Turkish nearly all the time, it is obvious that if there is going
to be a switch, it is going to be to Dutch, but the fact that there is a switch in
the first place, and not a continuation of Turkish, is notable.
Ayhan's CS behavior finally, is markedly different from what was seen
of him in the Tilburg cafe data, and from what will be seen of him in the
Tilburg brothers data. Here his speech is much more Turkish: more
monolingual Turkish turns, and less CS.
switches
Switching is again mostly intersentential. It accounts for 62.3% of all switches
in the conversation.
Given the high percentage of intersentential switches, the directional
figures deviate quite markedly from the expected fifty-fifty division.' Switches
to Dutch are far more numerous. Although the three women switch more to
Dutch at turn boundaries than to Turkish, the difference is mainly made by the
figures for switching at sentence boundaries, i.e. intersentential CS at mid-tum.
At this site, switches to Dutch outnumber those to Turkish by two to one. Many
turns of the women start out in Turkish, no matter how the previous turn ended.
In most cases the whole tum is realized in Turkish, but often there will be a
switch to Dutch at some major linguistic boundary (clauses as well as
sentences) within that tum. Indirectly, this result illustrates the somewhat more
dominant role for Turkish. At the time when language choice is presumably at
its most conscious, i.e. the beginning of the tum, Turkish is the unmarked
choice. Note that this presumably has nothing to do with the linguistic abilities
of the second generation women, but everything with who is present during the
conversation. It is an act of politeness towards Yusuf not to use too much
Dutch."

The intersentential data in Table 6.6 also illustrate that Miijgan and Fulya
are the prolific switchers in this conversation. Given that Selma has an almost

7

8

In a corpus where CS is mainly intersentential, directionality is not to be expected.
For every intersentential switch to Language B, there will have to be one back to
Language A.
I suspect that a conversational analysis would reveal that many of the mid-turn
intersentential switches to Dutch are made at points where the women are arguing
a point with Yusuf.
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identical sociolinguistic profile, her low number of switches is remarkable. Her
switches are also less varied in type. Yusufs high number of switches to
Turkish marks his essentially monolingual speech. The few switches to Dutch
involve interjections which happen to constitute the whole tum. Finally, it is
interesting that Fulya and Selma switch to Dutch much more often (relatively
speaking, in Selma's case) than Miijgan, who is fairly symmetrical in her
intersentential CS.
other types
As in the other conversations, extrasentential CS is not very frequent. Given the
quantitative dominance of Turkish, it is no wonder that there are many more
switches to Dutch of this type than to Turkish.
CS between clauses is more frequent for Fulya and Miijgan than for
Selma, or any other second generation informant. In this conversation, Fulya
especially uses it a lot. Ayhan and Yusuf do not use it all, which is unsurprising
for the latter, but recall that Ayhan had a lot of inter-clausal switches in the
Tilburg cafe data. Why he would not use it here is hard to say, but note that he
generally speaks only Turkish in this conversation. This may be because most
of his contributions are specifically addressed to Yusuf.
In the women's CS of this type, no directionality is apparent. More
details will follow in Section 6.3.3.
In intrasentential CS the ML is usually Turkish, except in Fulya's speech.
Details about Turkish insertions will follow in Section 6.2.
6.1.7. The Tilburg brothers network
Table 6.7 contains the quantitative data of this network. It consisted of Ayhan,
his two younger second generation brothers, and another speaker encountered
earlier (cf. Section 6.1.1): first generation Bahar.
turns
The great majority of turns are all in Dutch. This is mainly due to the two
younger brothers, who are responsible for most of the conversation anyway,
taking 75% of the turns between them. More than two-thirds of those turns are
entirely in Dutch, a figure still underestimating the dominance of Dutch given
that most of the bilingual turns have much more Dutch in them than Turkish,
at least those of the two younger brothers.
Bahar uses much more Dutch than would have been expected, bearing
in mind her virtually monolingual Turkish appearance in the Tilburg women
conversation. Being with Dutch-dominant speakers obviously has its effect on
her. The same holds for Ayhan who, just like in the Tilburg cafe where he was
talking to Hatice, but in contrast to the Ti/burg friends where he mainly
engaged Yusuf in conversation, uses much more Dutch than Turkish. Yet,
Ayhan contributes by far the most mixed turns, relatively speaking, true to the
picture we already had of him as the most prolific switcher among all the
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informants of this study.
U

I

A

B

Total

Turkish

4

8

8

4

24

Dutch

79

63

24

9

175

Mixed

15

II

12

4

42

Total

98

82

44

17

241

Inter-tum

20

14

11

6

51

to Turkish

4

9

9

2

24

to Dutch

16

5

2

4

27

31

25

25

7

88

to Turkish

II

16

21

3

51

to Dutch

20

9

4

4

37

5

-

3

-

8

to Turkish

2

-

I

3

to Dutch

3

-

2

2

2

9

-

13

to Turkish

I

-

3

-

4

to Dutch

I

2

6

-

9

-

3

10

7

20

to Turkish

-

I

2

-

3

to Dutch

-

2

8

7

17

38

30

47

14

129

to Turkish

14

17

27

3

61

to Dutch

24

13

20

II

68

Turns

Switches
Intersentential

Extrasentential

Inter-clause

Intrasentential

Total

Table 6.7 Quantitative
Bahar)

data Ti/burg brothers network

(0 =

Omit, I

=

Ibrahim,

5

A

=

Ayhan,

B

=

Half of the monolingual Turkish turns start out as an inter-turn switch. This is
unsurprising, since there are not that many Turkish turns. If the majority of
turns are Dutch, there are not going to be a lot of Turkish turns which do not
start out as inter-turn switches, simply because the statistical chances that the
preceding turn is also Turkish are very slim. Nonetheless, it is interesting that
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no less than six of the eight monolingual Turkish turns which Ibrahim produces
are inter-turn switches. Most of these are made when Umit is on his case about
such things as weak soccer achievements and embarrassing dating experiences.
Ibrahim seems to be soliciting solidarity in these cases. A detailed
conversational analysis of all the intersentential CS in the data is beyond the
scope of this work, but some unsystematic introspection of the data yields many
examples of this pattern. Conversational analysis may ultimately explain why
it is that speakers like Dmit and Ibrahim still CS, as well as why first
generation informants like Bahar actually bother to do it.
Ayhan's inter-turn switches are usually interlocutor-related, in that he
tends to speak Turkish to his wife. Umit on the other hand, switches to Dutch
at turn boundary simply because he speaks Dutch most of the time, irrespective
of the language of the previous turn.
Finally, note the four times Bahar switches to Dutch at turn boundary.
Much of this is related to the fact that Ayhan addresses her in Turkish all the
time. Bahar does not accept this choice in the company of the pesky younger
brothers, so she switches to Dutch for her answer. Sometimes she has to use
some Turkish further on in the turn, mostly because of word-finding problems.
switches

Given that Ayhan takes only half as many turns as his younger brothers, his
number of switches is quite high. This confirms the picture which already
emerged from the tum figures: the younger brothers speak mainly Dutch with
some Turkish, while in Ayhan's speech the distribution between the languages
is a little more balanced. Bahar's number of switches is staggering compared
to the 8 switches she contributed to the Tilburg women conversation, where she
took many more turns. These differences are likely to be interlocutor-related.
intersentential

CS

More than half of the intersentential switches occur at tum boundaries, again
making that an important switch site." Intersentential CS is more often to
Turkish than to Dutch, for the most part thanks to Ayhan. Switches to Dutch
were most common in Dmit's speech. Bahar's propensity to use Dutch, not just
as a way of accommodation, but even to CS, is remarkable.
other types

Extrasentential CS is, again, rare. Ayhan's high number of switches of the
clausal type was to be expected, since he already showed a preference for it in
the Tilburg cafe data. That the two younger brothers make little use of this type
puts them in the same class as most of the other second generation members.
For details, cf. Section 6.3.3.
The Tilburg brothers conversation is the most Dutch of all. Virtually all

9

Recall that similar observations were made for the Hilversum networks and the
Tilburg friends.
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switching by the second generation brothers is intersentential, since most of the
intrasentential, and even clausal, switches are contributed by intermediate
generation speaker Ayhan and first generation speaker Bahar.
6.1.8. Conclusions
In Chapter Seven, prototypes of the three generations will be constructed on the
basis of the quantitative data presented here. Here it will suffice to recall the
generalizations which the data collected for this study allow. That is, in
different conversational settings, with different interlocutors and with different
topics of conversation, the quantitative distribution of switch types might not
be the same. Note for instance, that Bahar and Ayhan do not behave the same
in the different conversations they are part of, and that the second generation
speakers in the Tilburg friends network behave differently from the second
generation speakers in the two Hilversum networks. With all these hedges in
mind, we can say that the first generation speaks mainly Turkish, interspersed
with a Dutch word here and there, that the intermediate generation uses a lot of
CS, both inter- and intrasentential, but mainly from a Turkish base, and that the
second generation has mainly alternational CS, with no clear preference for any
one language as the ML in the few insertional cases.
Alternation and insertion are not two categorically different types of CS.
They are sufficiently different to warrant distinguishing them, but there are
borderline cases which have characteristics of both. They will be looked at in
some detail in Section 6.3. The dimension along which insertion and alternation
differ is the linguistic status of the utterance, which roughly coincides with the
length of the switched chunk. In prototypical insertion, short EL elements are
inserted into ML speech. Partly because of their shortness, they do not disrupt
the flow of the ML utterance, so that the ML remains the language spoken
throughout. Prototypical alternations are so long that the speaker forgets, so to
speak, that he was speaking the other language. The language of the
conversation has changed in that case.
Theories of language that assume that languages are discrete entities,
naturally tend to present these two end-points on a gliding scale as two totally
different situations. The evidence of CS however, is that insertion and
alternation are really cover terms for a set of characteristics. Prototypical cases
have all the characteristics of one end-point; non-prototypical cases have some
of each. That is why it is so hard to assign an ML to utterances with large-sized
EL insertions, such as clauses (cf. Section 6.3.3)
The variation between the generations can thus be presented as a shift
along the insertion-alternation continuum, towards the alternational end. On a
shift continuum, monolingualism in the former EL lies beyond alternation, and
monolingual ism in the old ML beyond unidirectional insertional CS. Focusing
can in theory stop a language's drift at any of these points. These points will
be picked up in the last chapter.
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6.2. Turkish insertions
Turkish insertions are discussed here rather than in Chapter Four because they
are typical of second generation speech, just like alternational CS. That is,
although Turkish insertions do not constitute altemational CS, there is some
kind of implicational scale involved: all people who insert Turkish elements
also have a lot of altemational CS. The prototype of the second generation
mixed lect will contain both these types, as will be seen in Section 7.1.
Nevertheless, Turkish insertions should pose no problems to the descriptive
apparatus constructed in Chapter Three to deal with EL insertions, so first of all
they will be analyzed in the same way Dutch insertions were in Chapter Four.
As Turkish insertions did not occur in the speech of the first generation,
cf. Tables 6.1 and 6.2, the discussion will start out with Ayhan's data in Section
6.2.1. The second generation contributions will follow in Section 6.2.2. Both
sections will present the insertions as in Chapter Four, i.e. their selection will
be discussed before their morpho syntactic integration.
6.2.1. Intermediate generation data
The list in (4) presents the Turkish insertions in Ayhan's speech, combined
across the three conversations he took part in.'? Extrasentential switches are
also included.
(4)

10

Extrasentential:
tabii ("of course") (170)
yok ("no") (30)
anlatabiliyormuyum? ("you see") (166)
Schematic nouns:
birsey ("something") (194)
seyler falan ne (such things") (188)
Conjunctions/discourse markers:
mesela ("for example") (170)
ondan sonra 20, 102 ("(and) then") (Br.: 223)
Content words:
gelin'nen giivey'e ("to the bride and groom") (256)
devlet hastanesi var ("there are state hospitals") (156)
bonker de olman lazim ("you've got to be generous too") (224)
General words:
yani kollar felan ("that is: arms etcetera") (170)
soyluyordum ("I was saying") (170)
falan gonirmusni ("and he had wanted to bring") (262)
onlarda sey yaptilar ("at their place they did what's it called") (188)

If the number behind the example is not accompanied by a letter abbreviation, it is
taken from the Tilburg cafe data; in two cases "Br" is added: it means that this
example was found in the Tilburg brothers data.
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Numerals:
iki bin gulden kadar ("up to two thousand guilders") (24)
en azindan aln ay ("at least six months") (96)
iki yiiz, ue;: yuzyirrni kilometer ("two hundred, three hundred and twenty
kilometers") (126)
ue;: dart tane erkek ("three, four guys") (Br.: 233)

selection
One would expect that most of the Turkish one-word insertions fill lexical gaps
in Dutch. If they do, it is not immediately obvious from Table 6.8. The list is
not dominated by single nouns, for example. Cultural borrowings do appear in
the list, but they are part of EL Islands, rather than of ML + EL constituents.
Clearly culturally loaded EL words are banker, devlet hastanesi and
gelin 'nen guve. All of them trigger more Turkish material, which in turn gives
rise to doubly marked constructions. These will be discussed in Section 6.3.2.
All three of them are high on the Specificity Continuum and thus presumably
consciously selected. Banker is a predicative adjective. As noted before, since
these words are among the most descriptive in language, their selection will
generally
be very conscious.
In addition,
bonker
is somewhat
of a
sociolinguistic marker, with city life connotations (Rik Boeschoten, p.c.). Devlet
hastanesi may fill a lexical gap in Ayhan's Dutch. He was probably looking for
the word openbaar ("public"), but since that word does not have a very high
profile in colloquial Dutch, certainly not in connection with hospitals, II he
may have had trouble finding it, so he inserted the readily available Turkish
equivalent. The final case, gelin-nen gUvey belongs to the semantic domain of
Turkish weddings, which has donated several Turkish insertions, as we will see
in the second generation data.
Intriguing are the Turkish insertions which are not so obviously lexically
motivated. They are less specific and their Dutch equivalents are used as well.
A few of those contain Turkish numerals. The reason they are selected is not
that Ayhan has a preference for Turkish numbers, since they all occur in Dutch
as well at other places in the conversation, cf. (Sa and b). At this point I can
only offer a very general explanation. 12 Reasons for CS are likely to be
communicative
in nature: in three of the four cases something which was said

II

12

In Holland, most hospitals are of the same kind. Though they are not actually state
run, they are not totally private either. In any case, since they are all the same, there
is seldom any reason to distinguish between openbare and particuliere hospitals, as
Ayhan has to do here (cf. Ex. (2Ie) in Section 4.2.1).
Actually, for this particular switch the following scenario may be plausible. The
quote is started in Turkish because Ayhan was speaking Turkish already. The switch
in the middle of the quote may be motivated by the circumstance that Ayhan was
going to use the word werkloos, a concept which he always expresses in Dutch (cf.
Section 4.2.1). Anticipational triggering (Clyne, 1987) or the Blocking Hypothesis
(Myers-Scotton, 1993b) did the rest.
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just before in Dutch is repeated in Turkish. Repetition in the other language has
been documented before as a common function of CS.
(5a)

0 iki bin gulden'i odeyeceklermi diye soyledim 0 da dediki: "en azmdan alu
ay moet je werkloos zijn" (A, 96)
"I asked "will they pay those two thousand guilders?" and she said "you have
to be unemployed for at least six months"

(5b)

Nou hebben we geen budget, dus voorlopig kun je niet beginnen, plus je moet
minimaal zes maanden werkloos zijn om aan daar een ... (A, 98)
"now we don't have a budget, so for the time being you can't start, plus you
have to have been unemployed for at least six months in order to ..."

In one case the insertion is a finite verb of saying which follows a Dutch quote,
cf. (6). This is a common enough switch, as will be seen in Section 6.3.3. It is
listed here only because soyluyordum is both preceded and followed by Dutch.
The NP switch in (6) does not have a lexical, but a communicative
motivation.
Ayhan is listing the body parts he had proved able to X-ray. At having reached
extremiteiten, he pauses to explain what that is: yani kollar felan ("that is: arms
and stuff'). CS for an aside or clarification
is common (cf. for example
Gumperz
& Hernandez-Chavez,
1971).13 Finally, (6) also contains the
extrasentential
switch tabii ("of course").
(6)

En ik ben zelfstandig mesela thorax, longfoto maken, hrnm, onderste buik,
blaasfoto, hrnmm, extremiteiten yani kollar felan kon ik zo zelfstandig maken,
en met bescherming he. Tabii, en voordat ik maakte sbyluyordum: "kijk of nou
het goed is ja of nee", onlar da baktyordu tamam (A, 170)
"and I can do it unsupervised, for instance thorax, take an X-ray of the lungs,
uhm, the lower belly, of the bladder, uhm, extremities, that is, arms and stuff,
I could do those by myself and with protection, see. All right, and before Idid
it I would say, "now see whether it's OK or not", and they would look, OK,
that's all"

The other switches
are more alternational
in nature. They resemble
intersentential CS, and are therefore less sensitive to the principles that govern
the selection of EL insertions. An example is (7).
(7)

13

Die had willen, falan, goturmu~tu (A, 262)
he had-3sg want and-such bring-EV -3sg
"he had wanted to, he had already brought it"

Not many examples are mentioned in this study because most switches of this type
are intersentential. I have chosen to deal with these switches in a quantitative way
only.
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integration
Since most Turkish insertions are part of larger Turkish constituents, EL
insertions of the prototypical kind are rare. The two that do occur are flagged
because of their very nature. They are forms of the word sey, which is inserted
in place of the word that Ayhan was looking for at those points. In (8a), it is
inserted into an adverbial phrase set up by als ("as"); in (8b), sey is part of the
compound goederen seyler, the full version of which is given by Hatice in the
next tum: goederenverdeling ("partition of goods"). The sections on flagging in
Chapter Four contained further information on these structures. The examples
in (8) are only included here because they follow Dutch material instead of
precede it.
(8a)

ne deniyor ona, als birsey ya (A, 194)
"what is that [in Turkish], "as something", right?"

(8b)

dat gaat over goederen seyler felan ne (A, 188)
"that's about goods-things and all that"

The only other single Turkish words are conjunctions, cf. mesela in (6) above.
That example also contains one of the three EL Islands, the NP kollar felan. Ex.
(9) has another one. The third, gelin 'nen guvey-e, will be discussed in Section
6.3.2, as it involves double marking.
(9)

Die opleiding kost ja bijna twee duizend gulden, iki bin gulden kadar (A, 24)
"that education costs, well, almost two thousand guilders, almost two thousand
guilders"

Many of Ayhan's intrasentential switches to Turkish are ragged. They will be
discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.2. Chapter Four made little mention of
them because they are most frequent among the Turkish insertions.
6.2.2. Second generation data
Insertional CS to Turkish by the second generation is a little more like what we
would expect on the basis of Chapters Three and Four. As Table 6.8 illustrates,
nouns are common, and they are normally integrated into Dutch NP structure.
Discourse markers and EL Islands are common as well, but not like nouns. In
the following, all second generation speakers will be discussed as one group.
The contributions of individual networks can be read from Table 6.8. It shows
that insertional CS to Turkish is not common in any of the conversations. In the
speech of the Tilburg brothers it is virtually non-existent, just like insertional
CS to Dutch was (cf. Section 4.3.4). Most types are only marginally
represented, with nouns reaching a number three times higher than the second
most frequent type, adverbs and adjectives in predicative position. In a way,
Table 6.8 gives a more 'standard' picture of insertional CS than (4) above.
There is more evidence of ML versus EL asymmetry, while Ayhan's Turkish
3\0

insertions often involved more than one word, and were thus less prototypical
of insertional CS in general.

r,

II

r

HW

HG

TF

TB

H

Total

Noun

6

4

3

-

7

20

Adv, Adj (pred.)

I

1

3

-

1

6

Conjunction

-

-

4

-

1

5

NP

-

1

3

1

-

5

VP

-

-

1

-

2

3

Interjection

1

-

-

-

2

3

Verb

-

2

-

-

-

2

PP

1

2

I

-

-

4

Adj (attributive)

I

-

-

-

1

Pronoun

-

-

1

-

-

1

Total

10

10

16

1

13

50

Table 6.8: Turkish insertions in second generation data (HW = Hilversum women, HG = Hilversum
guys, TF = Ti/burg friends, TB = Tilburg brothers, H = Hatice).

selection
This discussion will cover three areas: cultural loans, common
and discourse markers.

content

i. cultural loans
The list in (IO) contains all the Turkish insertions which were classified
or less filling lexical gaps.
(10)

sagdic ("bridesmaid; best man") (H, 211, 211, 213, 249)
kina ("henna") (N, 264)
kina gecesi ("henna night") (Se, 36), (Se, 205)
kina gecesi elbisesi ("henna night dress") (Se, 32)
gelinlik ("wedding dress") (N, 210)
nikah gununde ("on the wedding day') (Se, 231)
gerdek gecesi ("wedding night") (C, 102)
koca ("husband") (C, 171)
i~yi ("worker") (C, 142)
folklor ("folk") (H, 207)
Karsh ("someone from Kars") (H, 219)
Yozgatli ("someone from Yozgat") (H, 219)
sefkat sevgi ("tenderness") (C, 230)
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as more

Many of the inserted Turkish nouns are cultural loans. A sagdu: for example,
is the name of a function at a Turkish wedding. The word's insertion is the
result of a lengthy debate about the right word for what the Dutch call a getuige
("witness") at a wedding. It is the word Ayhan was looking for in (8a) above.
Neither Ayhan nor Hatice can initially think of the word, but then eventually
Ayhan remembers that it is sagdi», They explicitly agree that it denotes the
concept better than Dutch getuige and from then on use it every time the
concept comes up, even when the sentence it appears in is Dutch. This accounts
for four of the seven Turkish nominal insertions by Hatice. Many words in (10)
belong to the semantic domain of some Turkish ceremony, mostly weddings,
and most of them can safely be assumed to have no real Dutch equivalents.
However, in the Hilversum women conversation, gelinlik ("wedding dress") is
in free competition with Dutch trouwjurk. Both words are used to refer to the
same dress. A different sort of variation is found with kina gecesi elbisesi and
kina gecesi rok. The occurrence of both examples indicates that the name of the
night is best expressed in Turkish, rather than with a cumbersome Dutch
periphrasis, but that the name of the associated dress, as the less specific part
of the compound, can be in either Turkish or Dutch.
The other words in (10) also conceivably fill gaps in some way. A
Turkish koca may be different enough from a Dutch man to warrant its
selection in a Dutch sentence. However, the same speaker does use the Dutch
word for the same concept, also in a Muslim context, later on, so koca and man
seem to be in free variation. Note however, that as an EL insertion the Turkish
word occurs in a quote of something which was originally said in Turkish, and
the first part of which is indeed quoted in that language:
(11)

Husnu zei, ik weet niet meer wat ze tegen mij zei op die bruiloft ama dimisti
ki eh, 'benim koca bana birsey demez', of 'mag wei van mijn koca' (C, 171)
"Husnu said, I don't know anymore what she told me at that wedding, but 1
think she said, um, 'my husband doesn't say anything', or 'it's OK with my
husband'''

The Turkish word may still have been lingering in Cengiz's short term memory.
As for isci, this word does not refer to any worker, but more specifically to a
legal immigrant. Folklor is the name of the Turkish folk dance class Hatice is
taking once a week,
Also interesting are the words Karsh and Yozgatlz. The suffix -lJ means
"somebody from" when added to a place name, and the composite construction
functions as a noun or predicative adjective. Though Dutch of course has its
own ways of saying where someone is from, using the Turkish construction
gives a Turkish ring to the utterance, in the same way as the words in the next
category do.
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ii. common content words
The following Turkish insertions are more general content words:

(12)

kwniamak: ("to give birth") (C, 88)
garip ("weird") (C, 224)
sakalasmm ("I joke around") (C, 238)
din ("religion") (Fu, 102)
koy ("primitive") (M, 133)
babamiz, annemiz ("our parents") (Fu, 40)
gencler ("youths") (Se, 163)
turn gencler ("all youths") (Se, 163)
sahile, oraya buraya ("to the beach, here and there") (C, 238)
seyde gurbette ("in, you know, a foreign land") (Me, 206)
kotusu ("the worst") (Fu, 182)
kansik ("mixed") (Fu, 124)
en berbati ("the worst") (Fu, 187)
eksik! ("not enough") (Se, 141)
hepsi ("all") (Fu, 14)
bana karst ("against me") (Se, 43)
o zaman ("then") (Fu, 266)
ikinci yan iste ("just the second half') (i, 6)
Chantal'm adresi ("Chantal's address") (C, 59)
gecen ("last") (Se, 162)
sizi suclarmyordu ki ("she wasn't blaming you guys") (H, 255)
once kendini diizelteceksinki ("you've got to straighten yourself out first") (Fu,
268)
yarunda oturuyorsun ("you sit next to them") (H, 213)

Some of these were explained to me by the informants as slang words,
especially garip, kumlamak and sakalas inm." They seem to fulfill some sort
of solidarity function among the Hilversum guys, by giving an ethnic ring to the
Dutch they use, a function CS has often been demonstrated to have (cf. for
example Hill & Hill, 1986, for particularly revealing illustrations of this
function). Note that slang words are sociolinguistic markers and therefore likely
to be uttered at the conscious end of the Awareness Continuum. The other
words may be analyzed in this fashion as well, though for them it is more a
matter of conjecture.
Some of the words in the list may be filling gaps, even though they
appear to be very common. The reason Miijgan uses kay rather than a Dutch
equivalent may be that there really is nothing in her idiolect that has exactly the
same meaning. Literally, it means "village", which would be adequately
represented by Dutch dorp, but here it is an adjective meaning something like

14

This is not necessarily the case in Standard Turkish, where at least garip and
sakalas- belong to the general vocabulary. I thank Rik Boeschoten for pointing this
out to me.
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"uneducated, primitive" . In this meaning, it corresponds
to several Dutch
adjectives, such as dorps, achterlijk, boers and achtergebleven, but none of
these represent exactly the same concept as koy, with its specifically Turkish
connotation. A similar account may be put forward for sahile and din, and perhaps also for gencler and babamtz, annemiz. In both cases, the speakers are
talking about Turkish concepts, not about those concepts in general. Their
exclusively Turkish reference may have prompted the Turkish words. For
"parents", both Dutch and Turkish equivalents occur, but for "youth" only the
Turkish word is used, all eight times the concept comes up. All of those are in
the same conversation, however, that of the Tilburg friends.
Every Turkish insertion discussed in the previous paragraph is in focus
position in the utterance that contains it. They all provide the new information
in the clause, so they must be produced high on the Awareness Continuum.
This is also true for Fulya's three switched predicative adjectives kotusu, kartstk
and en berbati. They all follow a pause, during which she is looking for the
right word. She apparently sees the Turkish words as the best alternatives. For
kotusu this is also exemplified by (13), where it is not an EL insertion. The
Dutch alternative is of course available; Fulya uses slecht in the same tum as
en berbati, for example, though not in the superlative form. Kansik, finally, cf.
(18d) below, is not only used by the women in the Tilburg friends network, but
also by Ayhan in the predominantly
Dutch-speaking
Tilburg brothers network.
A Dutch equivalent does not occur anywhere in the data. As the concept of
mixing is likely to have come up often in the immigrant community in the early
days, it may have acquired higher entrenchment levels in Immigrant Turkish
than in, for example, Turkey."
(13)

...reziligi falan, iste ja kotiisu .... (Fu, 169)
"it's a disgrace and stuff, see, well, bad"

Other words which may have been used mainly for their Turkish origin, rather
than for their lexical meaning, are hepsi, bana karst, 0 zaman and ikinci yari.
They are all used after pauses, during which the speaker is thinking about what
to say next. CS has often been attested at these junctures; it probably helps the
speaker to keep the tum. Ibrahim's use of ikinci yart iste is clearly a bid for
solidarity, as he is under attack from his older brother. The phrase literally
repeats something he had said a few seconds earlier in Dutch.
An interesting word is eksik, the predicative adverb in goh, drie eksik
("wow, three isn't enough"), cf. (19) below. The women are discussing the
number of children they want and Sengul's remark in (19) is a reaction to

15

This is of course an ad-hoc explanation. If the Dutch words gemengd or door elkaar
had been used instead, emphasis would have been on the concept of "mixing" as
typical for the immigrant context, and therefore Dutch. However, these cases may
help us sharpen the methodological tools, which in turn may help us arrive at better
predictions about the selection of EL elements.
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Pervin's claim that she would not mind having five children. The concept [NOT
ENOUGH] is never expressed in Dutch, not even by the second generation
informants. Thus Hatice says yani bu senin Hollandacan eksik degil ("so it's not
that your Dutch is not sufficient"). Its selection may be due to lack of congruence with its Dutch equivalent, cf. the section on bare forms below. Since
colloquial Dutch does not have a word which means "not enough"," eksik may
qualify as a cultural borrowing, not motivated by its meaning as such, but rather
by the fact that the ML happens not to have a word with that specific meaning.
The same can be said about gurbet, for which Dutch has to use the
compositionally
formed vreemd land.
The use of the NP Chantal-in adresi is not so surprising considering the
utterance it comes from is mainly in Turkish, cf. (14). The many Dutch names
in it, including spoorwegen
(short for Nederlandse
Spoorwegen:
"Dutch
Railways") as well as the girls' names, give it a Dutch appearance.
(14)

da sey Chantal-a brief geliyor van eh, de spoorwegen van eh. ja, van eh, ney
ismi Suzanne van de Velde en Chantal-iu adresi demiski wat is dit demis varya
en zij wist zeker dat zij het niet was (C, 59)
"and then, what, Chantal got a letter from uhm, the railways, that uhm, yeah
um, what's her name, Suzanne van de Velde and with Chantal's address,
"what's this" she asked and she was sure it wasn't her"

0

Most puzzling from the viewpoint of selection is gecen. It appears in the Dutch
PP na gecen zaterdag ("after last Saturday"), in which the adjective seems an
unlikely candidate for an EL insertion. It is in free competition with Dutch
vorige. In all other occurrences in the data, the choice of gecen versus vorige
conforms to the language of the utterance.
The last three items on the list are ragged switches, which will be discussed in Section 6.3.2. What governed their selection is hard to say. The verbs
sucla- and duzelte- may be explained as within the range of expected EL
content words, but I have no explanation at all for yaninda otur-, other than that
it occurred in a conversation about a Turkish wedding.
Some words were mentioned as perhaps giving an ethnic ring to the
speakers' Dutch. Obviously, this is an easy way out if this is how all Turkish
insertions are going to be analyzed. It could then be advanced in an ad-hoc
manner for every Turkish word encountered.
But on the other hand, it does
seem plausible for those words which are clearly slang. Especially for the
Hilversum guys, it seems that any Turkish word thrown into Dutch discourse
helps to index that discourse as their own variety of Dutch. No Dutch
interlocutor would understand any of the words, so to a certain extent any
Turkish word will do.

16

I find possible alternatives, such as gebrekkig or onvoldoende to be too formal for
use in vernacular speech.
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iii. discourse markers
The following list contains the switched Turkish discourse markers
second generation data.
(IS)

III

the

ama ("but") (H, 219; M, 46; F, 164, 167)
falan ("etcetera") (H, 261)
dogru ("right") (H, 241, 271)
sey ("thing") (~e, 38; Fu, 130)
niye ("why") (Se, 85)

The selection of EL discourse markers follows from their high salience. They
are produced at the conscious end of the Awareness Continuum. The special
prominence of ama may be due to its highly contrastive meaning. It will feature
prominently again in Section 6.3.3, as it often introduces switched clauses.
integration
The morphosyntactic integration of Turkish insertions will be described along
the same lines as was done for the Dutch insertions in Chapter Four. First, cases
of complete morphological and morphosyntactic integration are presented, and
they are followed by cases of partial integration (i.e. bare forms, EL marking
and flagging).
morphological integration
In one case, a Turkish word can be construed as part of a mixed compound of
the same type as college seyi in Chapter Four (cf. Section 4.2.1). In (16), Dutch
body is inserted into a compound with seyi, but the resulting Turkish compound
is, in tum, inserted into a Dutch NP. Fulya completes the rest of the clause in
Turkish, yielding a ragged switch in the process. It will be discussed again in
Section 6.3.2.
(16)

ik had zo'n trainingsbroek en zo'n body seyi oluyorlar ya ... (Fu, 130)
"1had one of those sweatpants and one of those body things they've got"

morphosyntactic integration
As Dutch does not have much bound morphology to speak of, most insertion
is of the syntactic type. As was concluded at the end of Chapter Four, the
difference between morphosyntactic and syntactic integration is trivial. If a
language has predominantly free forms, it accommodates EL insertions syntactically, and if it has many bound forms, it will have more morphosyntactic integration. The effect, integration of the EL element, is the same. 17

17

The difference between the two types is only important when, for the same EL
element, both integration with free forms and with bound forms is possible. This is
the case with the incorporation of Dutch verbs in Turkish, as discussed in Chapter
Five, where the free form option with yap- is chosen rather than the bound one with
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To start out with integration at the constituent level, Turkish single nouns
are inserted into standard Dutch NPs. Note that this contrasts with Ayhan's
data, where Turkish nouns like gelin 'nen giivey ("bride and groom") and kol
("arm") tended to trigger larger Turkish stretches when used in Dutch discourse
(cf. Section 6.2.1). Here, Turkish nouns are combined with Dutch possessive
pronouns and other NP-intemal function words, cf. (17a). Others are combined
with Dutch prepositions to form PPs, cf. met folklor in (l7b). The adjective
gecen in (17c) occurs in the normal Dutch prenominal position.
(l7a)

ik heb het wei van die kina gecesi gezegd (Se, 36)
"I said so [to her] about that lana night"

(17b)

oylemi, ja, het is een hele leuke meid en met folklor zat die meisje ook bij ons
in de groep he (R, 207)
"really? Yeah, she's a very nice girl and with folklore that girl was in our
group as well, wasn't she?"

(17c)

Na gecen zaterdag, weet je, zeven duizend gulden plus, man (Se, 162)
"after last saturday, you know, a profit of seven thousand guilders, man"

On the clausal level, Turkish nominal objects that form a whole NP by
themselves,
are inserted at the usual places reserved for them in Dutch
sentences,
cf. sagdtc in (ISa) and din 18 in Sb). Nouns and predicative
adjectives which appear in copula constructions
are almost automatically
morphosyntactically
integrated, since their only requirement is that they follow
the copula, cf Karsh in (lSc), kartstk in (l Sd) and kay in (ISe). Discourse
markers enjoy similar freedom.
(l8a)

ja, maar zij gaat dus trouwen en hadden ze gevraagd of ik sagdu; wou zijn
en ik zei hoe moet ik, wat God weten wat je dan moet doen. (R, 211)
whether I witness wanted to-be
"oh yeah, so she's gonna get married and they had asked whether I wanted to
be a witness and I said "how can I,God knows what you have to do then"
0

(18b) het gaat, hangt toch wei met din af, cunku neden bir erkek kadtn bir erkeknen
konusamtyor Turkler. (Fu, 102)
hangs yet AFF with religion from
"it, it does have something to do with religion, since why would a guy, a
woman not talk with a guy if they are Turkish"

-IE-.
18

The preposition met is not the correct one in Standard Dutch. Its use here is either
a learner's error, possibly a fossilized one, or else it is a normal speech error. Fulya
may have first planned to say hangt met din samen ("has to do with religion"), but
then changed her choice of words in mid-sentence to hangt van din af ("depends on
religion"). The result is a blend of the two idioms.
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(18c)

bilmiyorum, a yani Nur is Karsh ama ik heb de nooit gedaan (H, 219)
"I don't know, well, Nur is from Kars but I have never done that before"

(18d)

Turkiye 'ye gidince bent geen Turk, hier ben je ook geen Nederlander yani, je
bent gewoon kanstk: .. (Fu, 124)
"when you go to Turkey, you're not Turkish, here you're not Dutch either, like,
you're just mixed."

(18e)

maar dat is weer My, he ... (M, 133)
"but that's the countryside again, isn't it?"

bare forms
In one case, an inserted Turkish predicative adjective was not fully integrated
into Dutch structure. In (19), already discussed earlier for the use of eksik, there
is no copula. Since Dutch copula constructions require an overt copula, eksik
is a bare form. Turkish on the other hand, does not need an overt copula in
constructions of this type, so the whole utterance could also be interpreted as
Turkish. A first switch would then be located after the interjection goh, and a
second one right at the beginning of the switched clause, for the inserted Dutch
numeral drie. I reject such an analysis because it seems counterintuitive
to
assume that Sengul was already speaking Turkish before the actual surface
switch occurred, especially since the interjection is Dutch as well. That the
structure of the copular clause is Turkish, is in itself no reason to assume a
switch has occurred at the beginning of it, since in the Dutch of the informants,
and probably of most Turks in Holland, copular clauses without a copula seem
to be quite common. This may be an instance of fossilized interference, i.e.
conventionalized
selective copying." For this reason, I prefer to analyze eksik
as a bare form, possibly brought about by the lack of congruence with a Dutch
equivalent which was explained earlier in the section on "selection". The two
equivalents are not congruent in Myers-Scotton's
(1993b) terms, which should
have blocked a switch according to the Blocking Hypothesis,
or else have
resulted in an EL Island. Note however, that for words in predicative position
the difference between Islands and ML + EL constituents is irrelevant, as there
are no ML system morphemes to integrate the EL elements, except the copula.
If the absence of the copula is taken as the main criterium, eksik is a bare form;
if its insertion in a copula construction is taken as primary, it is a mixed copy,
i.e. a copy of both word and structure. The two analyses do not contradict each
other: they just emphasize a different aspect of the switch. The 'bare form'
analysis focuses on the lack of congruence, and the 'mixed copy' analysis on
the syntactic convergence (in this case Dutch acquiring copula-less clauses).

19

In Chapter Seven, changes of this sort will be categorized as instances of a general
type of change called 'interference through shift'.
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(19)

Goh, drie eksik! (~e, 141)
"wow, three [children] isn't enough [for you]?"

Another bare form is kotusu in (20c) below. It will be discussed in the next
subsection.
EL marking

Some EL marking can be seen as part of the lexical item." Turkish
compounds often contain a third person possessive agreement suffix. This suffix
is, in MLF terms, syntactically inactive, and can therefore not conflict with the
System Morpheme Principle. The morpheme can be seen in, for example, kina
gecesi elbisesi (kina night-AGR dress-AGR) and nikah gun" (wedding dayAGR). Other EL affixes which can be considered part of the lexical entry are
agentive -ci in isci ("work-er") and originative -II in Karsh and Yozgatli ("from
Kars").
Other EL words, especially in the Tilburg friends conversation, do
contain syntactically relevant EL system morphemes, in which case the MLF
model requires them to be realized in EL Islands. Troublesome cases are the
plural marking in gencler ("young people"), the possessive in babamtz, annemiz
("our parents") and the superlative marker in kotusu ("the worst")." These
inflected words are inserted into larger Dutch constituents, as they combine with
a Dutch quantitative adjective (20a), a preposition (20b) and a determiner (20c),
respectively. However, the first two are not very strong counterexamples to the
System Morpheme Principle, as they can be seen as extensions from the more
common 'counterexamples' illustrated above, where the system morphemes are
only internally relevant. The noun gent; appears with the plural marker more
often than not (recall cases like leden in Section 4.1.2 and several examples in
Chapter Three), and the kinship term babamiz, annemiz involves inalienable
possession, a phenomenon often associated with structures where it is difficult
to separate out the possessive morpheme. This leaves the superlative kotusu as
the more serious counterexample. Note however, that it appears in predicative
position, where the speaker is at the conscious end of the Awareness Continuum. Contrary to Myers-Scotton (1995), I would argue that at these positions,
"anything goes", since these positions are what could be called inherently

20

21

Recall that in Chapter Four the same thing was claimed for Dutch infinitives, compounds and words containing derivational affixes.
The third person possessive cannot normally be used as a superlative marker in
Turkish. It requires the form en to precede the adjective. The form kotusu could be
interpreted as the second part of a fuller genitive phrase "of the people, she is the
worst", in which the possessive marker would indeed be present. However, for
superlative meaning, the marker en would still be required. I have no explanation
for its absence, other than that kotusi: is a bare form, resulting from a lack of congruence between Dutch and Turkish superlatives. In (20) below, this has led to the
"expected" result, the EL Island en berbatt.
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flagged. Because they are specified for new information, speakers are less
bound to the systemic pressures associated with less conscious positions on the
Awareness Continuum, pressures which are embodied by the System Morpheme
and Morpheme Order Principles in the MLF Model. In any case, the example
violates the System Morpheme Principle, unless kotusu is analyzed as an
Internal EL Island.
(20a) ...nee, nee dat denk jij verkeerd, bij sommige, sommige gencler, yani tum
gencler hebben niet gestudeerd of welke opleiding (Se, 163)
"no, no, you've got it all wrong, with some, some young people, well, all
young people, they didn't go to college or to any school"
(20b) we zijn gewoon hetzelfde als babamtz, annemiz. (Fu, 40)
"we're just the same as our parents"
(20c) Ama birincisini yapan die is gewoon de kjjtusu ... (Fu, 182)
"but the first one who does it she's just the worst"
Another violation of the System Morpheme Principle is brought about by the
insertion of nikah gunu in (21). Just like many other Turkish nouns, it is inserted into a Dutch NP, set up by the demonstrative die in this case. However, a
subtle lack of congruence between Turkish and Dutch makes itself felt at this
point. The constituent specifies the time at which the narrative Sengul is about
to tell took place. In Dutch, a temporal phrase may just be an NP, at least in
this case: die trouwdag. In Turkish, however, a full PP structure, with the locative case, is required: bu nikah gunu-nde. Apparently, by the time Sengul had
finished the compound nikah gunu, she felt she was speaking Turkish, and
added the required case marker. This leaves the demonstrative pronoun die
behind as an active ML System Morpheme inside an EL Island, which violates
the System Morpheme Principle."
(21)

biz

0

zaman gittik ya gezmeye, die nikah gununde,

hadden ze al ruzie man.

(~e, 231)
"we went out walking then. right. that wedding day, and they were already

fighting, man"
Now consider (22), where hepsi introduces a sentence without a copula. Using
Turkish word order, along with words like hepsi, and also eksik in (19) above,

22

Nishimura (1995: 172) provides a very similar example:
aa, moo, those aboo ga irukara, it's not your fault, eh?
"really, because those idiots are around, (...)"
My guess would be that ahoo, like nikah giinu, is selected as an insertion, because
it is felt to be the best alternative, but then triggers more Japanese.
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could also be conceived of as a type of EL marking. On the other hand, both
words could be analyzed
as bare forms, since they miss the required
accompanying
copula. 23
(22)

ik vind ze allemaal zo, ja, hepsi eentonig, weet je, hepsi (Fu, 14)
"1 think they're all so, well, they're all dull, you know, all of them"

Overt EL modifiers of EL content words are naturally found in the EL islands
en berbati, tum gencler, sahile, oraya buraya, gurbette, Chantal'tn adresi, ikinci
yari and bana karst, as well as in the ragged switches. These will be discussed
in Section 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 respectively.

flagging
Turkish insertions are no more flagged than Dutch ones. Some are repetitions,
and presumably inserted to gain time. An example is the second hepsi in (22)
above, and another one is (23a), where the switch is accompanied
by the
interjection iste. Some of the switches at predicative position are only arrived
at after some word-searching.
They are sometimes explicitly flagged, for
example by Dutch ja, cf. (23b). Flagging is mostly common in the Hilversum
guys conversation. Many of the Turkish insertions there are preceded by flags
such as hoe heet dat ("what do you call that"), or Turkish sey, Ex. (23c)
contains a flagged switch which lacks an explicit flagging element: the concept
of the gerdek gecesi is first expressed in Dutch, before Cengiz decides that it
would be clearer to just use the Turkish word.
(23a)

nee, tweede he1ft en ikinci yan iste, stond ik pas in de basis (i, 6)
no, second half and ... second half you see, is when I was in the starting lineup

(23b)

ondan sonra cogunlukla yapinctk mesela alti kisi yaptnctk 0 zaman arttk 0 ja
normal gorunuyor, ama 0 ilk kisi die is gewoon, ja en berbatt .... (Fu, 187)
"and then the majority does it for example six people who do it, from then on,
o yeah, it's seen as normal, but that first person, she's just, well, tire worst"

23

This issue bears on the distinction between insertion and alternation. If hepsi has
taken its word order along, it is not a prototypical insertion. On the other hand, since
the Turkish stretch is only one word long, it is not a real alternation either. One can
force the issue by declaring that Turkish is the ML in both cases, since it contributes
the sentential frame. But I still have misgivings about positing a switch between goh
and drie in (19), though such an analysis is plausible between ja and hepsi. My
position is that, since these switches have features of both insertion and alternation,
they occupy the middle range of the continuum.
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(23c) nee, ik heb foto, man, hier, ja, ik heb van die ene nacht die ze gingen trouwen,
weet je, gerdek gecesi, zaten we bij Gun thuis, (C, 102)
"no, I've got a picture here, man, here, yes, I've got one from that one night,
that they got married, you know, the wedding night, they were at Gun's"
conclusions

There are both similarities and differences between insertional CS with Dutch
as the ML and with Turkish as the ML. Cultural borrowings (including slang
terms), lexical gaps and discourse markers are selected along the same lines as
was described in Chapter Four for Dutch elements. Again, the Awareness and
Specificity Continuums provide plausible scenarios for EL element selection,
without yielding absolute predictability. There are Turkish words one would
expect which do not occur, there are Turkish words which do occur but which
one would not expect, and there are pairs of bilingual synonyms in use, where
the Specificity Continuum would predict that one would oust the other, at least
in the meaning under consideration.
Morphosyntactic integration also proceeds along the same lines as that
of Dutch insertions. The descriptive model laid down in Section 3.1.4 covers
all instances. Again, bare forms, EL marking and flagging occur, with fairly low
frequencies. Normally, an EL insertion, whether it is Turkish or Dutch, is
incorporated fully into ML constituent structure. As most of the Turkish
insertions are nouns, this generally means NP structure. In Dutch, most function
elements are free forms, so that much integration is what was called syntactic
integration in Chapter Three. But, as was noted in the conclusion to Chapter
Four, morpho syntactic and syntactic integration are not really different. They
can be seen as two versions of the same process, with the linguistic details of
the ML filling in which type will be dominant.
Differences between Dutch and Turkish insertions are mainly
extralinguistic. While insertional CS to Dutch is very frequent, especially in
intermediate generation speech, insertional CS to Turkish nowhere reaches that
degree of numerical importance. This is presumably because the social context
in Holland calls for far fewer lexical borrowings from Turkish into Dutch than
from Dutch into Turkish. After all, most of the new concepts which need
expression relate to life in Holland. Given the high percentage of slang
expressions and culturally loaded descriptive adverbs and adjectives among the
Turkish insertions, it is likely that insertional CS to Turkish mainly serves
solidarity functions, though it also takes care of some lexical gap filling.
Other generational differences concern the type, rather than the
frequency, of insertional CS to Turkish. Recall that Ayhan's data yielded no
inserted Turkish nouns. Much of his CS to Turkish was ragged, and, on the
whole, makes an alternational impression. For the second generation, a more
standard distribution of insertions was found. The selection of quite a few words
with specifically Turkish connotations (including common content words and
discourse markers) gives rise to the idea that a Turkish-influenced Dutch
register (i.e. an ethnic variant) is being used. The development of the mixed
register of Dutch proceeds along different lines than the development of the
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mixed Turkish register. If the Dutch insertions of the first generation and the
Turkish insertions of the second generation are compared, it appears that the
first has a lot of undermarking of EL words, and the second a lot of
overmarking. That is, incipient bilinguals start out with very little knowledge
of the EL, while in a more symmetrical situation the bilingual starts out with
a very good command of the EL. Words taken from the EL can therefore easily
be common content words ("core borrowings") in the second case, while they
are limited to the first acquired vocabulary, i.e. cultural borrowings, in the first
case. Grammatically, all kinds of EL markers can be present on EL words
because of triggering, while in early bilingualism, EL words tend to be stripped
to the bare stem. This is presumably because the incipient bilingual has almost
no EL syntax at the early stages, while the symmetrical bilingual has a whole
lot. In Chapter Seven, this point will be discussed again and put in perspective,
along with other results of this study.
6.3. Borderline cases between insertion and alternation
In this section three types of CS will be discussed which have characteristics
of both insertional and alternational CS. This concerns EL chunks which are
longer than a single unit, but do not constitute a complete sentence. Most of the
time, such an EL chunk is either a constituent or a clause. Constituents are
typical examples of EL Islands, and they will be discussed in Section 6.3.1.
Before going on to clauses in Section 6.3.3, there will also be a section devoted
to the phenomenon of ragged switching. This involves EL chunks which are not
neat constituents. Section 6.3.2 will also contain a discussion of double
marking.
6.3.1. Islands
Among the insertions discussed in Chapter Four and Section 6.2, there were
several so-called EL Islands: constituents entirely in one language which are
embedded in an utterance from the other language. Because many of them are
(semi- )idiomatic, and are to a certain extent morphosyntactically embedded,
they have so far been discussed along with one-word insertions.
In addition to their insertional qualities, islands also have some features
which they have in common with typical alternations, for example internal
constituency. Since incipient bilinguals start out with single-word insertions, and
balanced bilinguals end up with full-clause alternations, a logical hypothesis
would be that a high density of EL Islands is typical of a stage in between. The
underlying notion is that growing EL proficiency means that larger and larger
EL chunks are unitized in the speaker's mental lexicon, and will thus be preserved in speech through automatic triggering. All this would mean that Ayhan
should have the highest frequency of islands, if second generation speakers have
moved on to intersentential CS. Table 6.9 lists the various kinds of islands and
their frequencies, broken down by generation and language.
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First gen.

Second gen.

Total

Du.

Tu.

Du.

Tu.

Du.

Tu.

Du.

Tu.

Copula object

I

2

-

2

I

5

I

NP

2

-

5

2

2

3

9

5

Adverbial

I

-

9

3

6

I

16

4

Locative PP

-

-

4

2

4

I

2

-

2

Temporal PP

2

2

5

2

Genitive

-

-

I

-

-

-

I

-

I

-

-

6

I

6

VP

I

Intermediate gen.

Totals

I

5

I

I

20

I

5

I

14

I

17

I

39

I

22

Table 6.9: EL Islands, broken down by type, language and generation.

As Treffers-Daller (1994) predicts, most constituent-switching is for peripheral
elements of the clause. Adverbially used phrases (both PPs and AdvPs) are by
far the most frequent among the islands. There are clear generational differences: Ayhan uses islands more often than the others. In the first generation,
islands are only marginally present; in the second generation, EL Islands are by
no means frequent, occurring even less often than the also infrequent singleword insertions. 24 The early generations show a strong asymmetry. Turkish
islands are absent in the first generation data, and much in the minority among
Ayhan's islands, but in the second generation data this difference has
disappeared.
Though Table 6.9 clearly shows that EL Islands are most frequent in
Ayhan's speech, the figures are too small to warrant a claim that it is the
dominant switch type in his speech. For instance, Ayhan still uses more oneword insertions than EL islands. Apart from that, his number of clausal and
sentential switches is far greater, cf. Section 6.1.3.
The hypothesis that shift from insertional to altemational CS proceeds
through a stage with many EL Islands would only be saved if clauses are also
considered to be islands," as will become clear in Section 6.3.3. EL
constituents are rare in all data. It seems there is a rather sudden jump from
predominantly insertional to predominantly altemational CS, and in Ayhan's

24

25

There were 48 Dutch and 36 Turkish one-word insertions in the second generation
data. These figures can be gleaned from the combined tables for intrasentential CS
in Section 6.1 and the lists with Turkish insertions in Section 6.2.
In Myers-Scotton (I 993b), switched clauses are EL islands, but in Myers-Scotton
& Jake (1995) that idea has been abandoned. Inter-clause CS is analyzed there as

a form of intersentential CS, of which the defining characteristic is that two CPs
from different languages are involved.
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I

case that jump has already taken place. Generational differences will be
summarized and further discussed in Chapter Seven.
types of EL islands

In the MLF framework, there are two formal types ofEL Islands: 'normal' ones
and Internal EL Islands. The former form a constituent by themselves, while the
latter are inserted into a larger ML constituent. Islands which are peripheral
constituents (for example those with an adverbial function) are often full EL
Islands, while those occupying more central positions within the clause, where
there is more extensive morphological marking, tend to be Internal EL Islands.
Thus, on the one hand there are argument NPs which consist of an adjective
and a noun, and which are embedded into an ML NP (i.e. containing an ML
determiner or case marker), cf. (24a). These are Internal EL Islands. On the
other hand, there are self-supporting EL PPs, containing no ML marking
whatsoever, as in (24b). Still, since these PPs also modify other elements of the
clause, they should not be seen as totally independent EL elements in a sea of
ML material. The difference is, as so often, a matter of degree: an object NP
is just more intimately tied in with the rest of the clause than an adverbial PP
expressing manner.
(24a) sen diyordun hani bir tane blonde meisje-den ahyordun (Backus, 1992)
one blond girl-ABL
"you were saying you were taking [lessons] from a blonde girl"
(24b) over twee weken bellen yapacakJar (Backus, 1992)
after two week-PL call do-FUT-3sg
"they will call in two weeks"
The point at which an Island stops being Internal and becomes a regular one,
is therefore hard to identify, and seems essentially arbitrary, unless one takes
the constituent boundaries as they are defined or assumed in the chosen
linguistic theory for granted."
Independent of the formal distinction between Internal and Non-internal
EL Islands, one can also attempt semantic characterizations of islands. In my
view, islands can be either multiword units or content words which have
triggered more EL material. In both cases, their selection should be governed
by the same set of principles as that of EL insertions, i.e. the multiword unit or
the "central" content word should be characterizable in terms of the Awareness
and Specificity Continuums. First of all, islands too can be cultural borrowings
(Myers-Scotton & Jake (1995) use the term "pragmatic mis-match"). In Section
3.2.1, these were suggested to be near the specific end of the Specificity Continuum.
EL Islands that are multiword units (idioms, collocations, conventional

26

Myers-Scotton (1993b: 152) uses X-bar theory for this purpose.
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expressions) are thus selected in much the same way as any other inserted EL
element. However, for non-units only the content word can be explained this
way. In Section 3.2.1, I have suggested that triggering is the mechanism
involved in producing Islands rather than single word insertions in these cases.
Note that this scenario is different, though not at odds with the MLF Model
approach, which emphasizes lack of congruence between the relevant structures
in the two languages. Triggering of EL consituent structure may happen
especially then when integration of the EL element into ML structure is difficult
due to lack of congruence.
Units which turn out as EL Islands may be fully specific or partially
schematic. Prototypes of the former are idioms and collocations (e.g. op kamers
wonen) in (25a), and of the latter, constructions in which only the content word
is variable, e.g. [heel de NOUN] in (25b).
(2Sa) op kamers wonen yapacagirn (Backus, 1992)
on rooms live do-FUT-lsg
"I'm going to live on my own"
(2Sb) Evli oldugumu gorecekler, veya heel de school (A, Br.: 223)
"they'll see that I'm married, and then the whole school [knows]"
Partially schematic units especially lend themselves to structural borrowing,
since the content element can also be an ML word. Once a schema has been
established in which ML words can be inserted into the empty slot of the EL
schema as well as EL words, the borrowing of the EL schema into the ML is
underway. An example where this may may have happened is Dutch Malay,
spoken by third generation Malay-speakers in Holland (Voigt, 1994). The Dutch
superlative construction, which is not congruent with the Malay equivalent, has
made its way into Malay, and is now freely combined with Malay content
words, as in (26) below. Both the determiner de and the suffix -ste are of Dutch
origin.
(26a) sekarang de berapa-ste
now the how-many-SUP
"the how manyeth is today" (i.e.: "what's today?")
(26b) Wim-nya de tollol-ste
PN-TOP the clumsy-SUP
"Wim is the clumsiest"
In the following, the types of islands distinguished in Table 6.9 will briefly be
discussed. Fully specific and partially schematic units will be identified where
possible. Internal and Constituent Islands on the other hand, will not be
distinguished systematically. The former will mainly be found among the NPs
and Copula complements, and the latter among the adverbial switches. The data
presentation will be closed off with a discussion focusing on both the insertional
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and altemational

qualities

which islands have.

Argument NPs
The following islands consist of an argument NP. Included in every entry is the
function of the island in the utterance which contains it, as well as its internal
make-up.
(27)
First generation:
Dutch:
algemene ledenvergadering ("general meeting") (subject NP; AD] + N)
(0,274)
Duitse mark ("Deutschmark") (object NP; ADJ + N) (0, 112)
Intermediate generation:
Dutch:
administratief medewerker ("administrative employee") (object NP;
+ N) (8)
administratief opleiding ("administrative course") (object NP; AD]
(82)
elke meter ("every meter") (object of Prep.; ADJ + N) (230)
de mogelijkheden ("the possibilities") (object NP; Det + N) (18)
heel de school ("the whole school") (subject NP; ADJ + N) (Br.:
Turkish:
kollar falan ("arms and stuff') (object NP; N (pi) + ADV) (170)
lir;:, dart tane erkek ("three or four guys") (subject NP; NUM + N)
233)

AD]
+ N)

223)

(Br.:

Second generation:
Dutch:
zijn vader ("her dad") (subject NP; Det + N) (Me, 36)
eerste generatie ("first generation") (subject NP; Adj + N) (Se, 30)
Turkish:
babarmz, annemiz ("our parents") (object of Prep., N + Det) (Fu, 40)
turn gencler ("all youths") (subject NP; AD] + N) (Se, 163)
Chantal'm adresi ("Chantal's address") (object NP of Prep; N-Gen + N)
(C, 59)
CS of argument NPs,27 especially of direct objects, has been subject to several
points in the CS literature, cf. for example Timm (1978) and DiSciullo,
Muysken & Singh (1986). Absolute constraints on their switchability
never
lasted long, because most corpora yield at least a few counterexamples,

27

This does not involve morpho syntactically integrated single EL words, but actual EL
constituents. That is not to say that these constituents cannot have contact-induced
peculiarities, such as missing function elements etc. In that case, they are bare
forms.
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However, the tendency noted by Treffers-Daller (1994) that argument NPs will
be switched less easily than peripheral constituents is clearly supported by Table
6.9.
Of the 14 NPs listed above, six are subject NPs, five object NPs and
three prepositional objects. Examples of each follow in (28); note that the
subject NP in (28a) is the head of a larger NP which also contains a relative
clause.
(28a)

benee burdaki insanlar daha cok geri kalmis, burda geldigi eerste generatie, ...

(Se, 30)
"I think the people here have stayed much more conservative,
generation that came here"

the first

(28b) Neyse onun seylerine baktim de mogelijkheden, hangi okullara falan
gidebiliyorsun, he. (18)
"I looked at their things, the opportunities, to which schools and stuff you can
go, right?"
(28e)

senin bugun Tiirkiye'de dugunun oluyor hep elke meter-de yol kesiyorlar ...

(230)
all every meter-LOC road eut-PROG-3pl
"if you have a wedding in Turkey these days they stop you for money every
inch of the way"

Almost half of the NP switches are combinations of an adjective and a noun.
Together they often form a conventional expression. Formally they are islands
because they are multi-word units, but the resemblance with compound nouns,
such as politie-academie
("police academy") or HBO-opleiding
("HBOtraining") encountered earlier (cf. Section 4.2) should be obvious. They form
such regular collocations that the speaker has presumably retrieved them as a
whole." This is certainly very likely for the educational terms and for eerste
generatie. Not all ADJ + N combinations are units however, cf. (28c). Switched
subject NPs in particular are often "real" islands.
Recall finally, that heel de school has been analyzed in Section 4.2.2 as
the insertion of school into the partially schematic unit [heel de N]. In these
cases, lack of congruence is likely to be a factor: Ayhan wants to use school,
possibly attempts to use it in the ML + EL constituent butun school, but notices
the incongruence with the Dutch equivalent, which has an intervening article,
and realizes the whole NP in Dutch. Though examples like these do not
establish proof for the Blocking Hypothesis, they do support the notion that
congruence can indeed be an important factor.

28

The collocational status makes a status as EL Island dubious if islands are defined
as having internal constituency.
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Copula objects

The following EL Islands function as the complement of a copula.
(29)
First generation:

Dutch:
zeer goed ("very good") (ADV + ADJ) (Sa, 46)
Intermediate generation:

Dutch:
verkorte opleiding ("shortened study program") (ADJ + N) (18)
vaste dag ("fixed day") (ADJ + N) (Fr.: A, 263)
Second generation:

Dutch:
gewoon een en al hetzelfde type ("just one and the same type") (ADV
+ ADJ + N) (Fu, 42)
ook "getuige" ("also 'getuige'" [i.e.: "witness"]) (NP) (H, 195)
Turkish:
en berban ("the worst") (Adj (superlative» (Fu, 187)
The boundary between a copula and its complement is often seen as an easy CS
site. The Awareness Continuum explains why this is so: the predicative position
is going to be filled with new information, the focus of the clause. Whatever is
in focus, is likely to be accompanied by high awareness. 29 Only five cases of
EL islands were found in this position, but note that the position is a popular
CS site. Many single word insertions discussed in Chapter Four and Section 6.2
occurred in this position. Three of the islands can be seen as conventional
expressions; a "real" island is:
(30)

ik vind ashnda bakarsan hepimiz gewoon een en al hetzelfde type (F, 42)
I think actually look-AOR-COND-2sg all-l pl just one and all the-same type
"I think if you really look, we're just one and the same type"

Adverbial

phrases

Adverbial phrases (APs as well as PPs) are generally considered to be the most
frequent type of EL Island. This is certainly supported by the data in (29).
Recall that this higher frequency is generally attributed to peripherality in the
utterance. Peripheral positions are often less marked, so there is less pressure
from the ML morphosyntax on the EL element to conform to it. This analysis
would predict that copula complements should be as frequent as EL Islands,
since this position is not extensively marked either. The figures show otherwise:
there are many more adverbial phrases than copula complements among the EL
Islands. However, if single word copula complements are added to the total, the

29

Recall the discussion of kotusu in Section 6.2.
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difference disappears, which shows that differentiating between EL single-word
insertions and EL Islands may sometimes hide a general pattern. Both peripheral
parts of the clause and copula complements are excellent CS sites. It is in the
nature of the position that adjuncts are often PPs or APs, and that copula
complements are often single predicative adjectives or nouns. 30
It may be interesting to speculate a little on the reasons why these
positions are so favorable to CS. Recall the discussion above of the copula
complement position as a focus position. As for adverbial phrases, the fact that
they often occur as EL Islands is not to say that the ML lacks the means to
express the adverbial function which the EL system morphemes in the island
express. However, because of the optionality of the constituent as a whole, the
ML schemas are less intimately tied in with the clausal center, i.e. the verb and
its subcategorization frame. The slot for an instrumental PP, for example, is less
entrenched in the semantic structure of a governing transitive verb than the
direct object slot of the same verb. That is, [N-ACC yap-] for example, is more
strongly entrenched than [N-INSTR yap-). It is always part of the representation
of "to do" that one does something, i.e. there is an object. It may also be part
of the representation that one does that with the use of something, i.e. that there
is an instrument involved, but the latter is less central to the meaning of "do".
System morphemes in peripheral constituents are less easily triggered by the
clausal center, so that internal triggering relations associated with the EL
content word get the opportunity to make their presence felt. EL Islands may
then be the result, though the EL element of course often ends up as an insertion into an ML + EL constituent just the same. Many EL insertions are part of
relatively peripheral constituents, rather than of subjects and direct objects.
The adverbial EL Islands in the data are listed in (31).
(31)
First generation:

Dutch:
met keuken ("including a kitchen") (complement PP of N)

(0,

153)

Intermediate generation:

Dutch:
met de begeleiding ("with supervision") (adverbial PP) (168)
met wettelijke ... ("with legal ...") (adverbial PP, noun omitted) (192)
met aile ... ("with all ...") (adverbial PP, noun omitted, then restart)
(178)

30

This in turn shows that a syntactic analysis which looks at switching points is still
very relevant. I have not undertaken such an investigation of the data because I was
more interested in semantic properties and matters of integration. But is is
interesting to note that many more single Dutch insertions occur with the dative case
marker than with the nominative or accusative markers. Dative-marked objects are
generally more peripheral than accusative-marked ones.
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voor alle zekerheid ("to be on the safe side") (adverbial PP) (250)
als getuige ("as a witness") (adverbial PP) (194)
als birsey ("as a something") (AdvP) (194)
nog nooit getuige ("never [as] witness") (AdvP) (200)
af en toe ("sometimes") (AdvP) (Fr.: A, 260)
door de politie ("by the police") (instrumental PP) (112)
Turkish:
gelin-nen guve-ye ("for the bride and groom") (complement PP) (256)
iki bin gulden kadar ("up to two thousand guilders") (AdvP) (24)
en azindan alti ay ("at least six months") (AdvP) (96)
Second generation:
Dutch:
van die, met die bontkragen ("of those, with those fur collars")
(adverbial PP) (P, 204)
echt spontaan ("real spontaneously") (AdvP) (Se. 174)
helemaal niet opgemaakt of zo ("not made up at all") (AdvP) (M, 64)
alleen terras ("alone cafe ") (ragged, complement of V; Adv + N) (Fu,
180)
niet aIleen met jongens ("not just with guys') (adverbial PP) (M, 98)
voor het zekerheid (lito be on the safe side") (adverbial PP) (H, 251)
Turkish:
bana karst ("against me") (adverbial PP) (Se, 43)
Most of these are straightforward
adverbial PPs or AdvPs, more or less loosely
integrated into the matrix clause, cf. (32). Again, some are units in the EL, such
as Dutch met keuken, echt spontaan, af en toe and voor aile zekerheid and
Turkish bana kar ~l.
(32a)

Oraya gittim dugiine helemaal niet opgemaakt of zoo (M, 64)
"I went to a wedding there, without make-up on at all or anything

II

(32b)

Oglanm anasina babasma dedimki, amcalanydi burda; oglanm annesi, babasi
Tiirkiye'de de, siz yarurmzda durun dedim voor aile zekerheid anlatabilebiliyorummu. (A, 250)
lito the guy's parents I said that the uncles should stand here, and his parents
live in Turkey, OK, I said 'you stand by our side', just to be on the safe side,
you see"

(32c)

Ramiye, bir yerde ada var ha 350 ile 400 gulden arasi, doyali met keuken (0,
153)
"Ramiye, there's a room for between 350 and 400 guilders, a rental place,
furnished and with a kitchen"

Many of the islands are flagged, dislocated or both. Flagging signals a switch
to the other language and therefore has inherent altemational qualities, which
in tum promotes the use of more EL material than just a content word. The
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speaker is looking for the right word and switches in the process. CS helps to
capture the attention of the interlocutor, no matter how conventionalized
it is,
and this in turn helps the present speaker to keep his turn until he has found the
right word. In (33a), Ayhan never finds the word he is looking for, but in (33b),
Pervin is successful.
(33a)

Oglan Ingilizce bildigi icin 0 da Hollandaca yaziyordu met wettelijke ... moest
ik vertalen in het Turks ... (A, 192)
"because the guy knows English he was also writing in Dutch, with legal ... I
had to translate into Turkish"

(33b) ya da seyi varya, van die, met die bontkragen (P, 204)
"and then there's these things, of those, with those fur collars"
In (33b) the PP met die bontkragen specifies a certain kind of shoes. The first
part of the switch is not a false start, but rather the beginning
of an
intersentential switch. The sequence van die ... is similar to English like ..., or
one of those .... It sets up a slot in which a noun can be inserted, which then
further specifies what exactly seyi varya ("there's those things") refers to. A PP
however, can not easily be inserted after van die, hence the break when Pervin
realizes that she wants to say met die bontkragen.
The odd one out is aileen terras. It was discussed in detail in Section
4.3.3 (Ex. 83b), and, as it is ragged, it will also feature in the next section.
The next categories

are sub-cases

of the adverbial

category.

(34)
Locatives:
Second generation:
Dutch:
zeker naar de H. v . Leeuwenstraat ("yeah, to the H.v.L. street, right")
(P,68)
van de spoorwegen ("from the railways") (C, 59)
Turkish:
park yerinde ("in the parking lot") (P, 271)
oraya mi ("to that place?") (P, 70)
seyde, giirbette ("in, you know, a strange land") (Me, 206)
sahile, oraya buraya ("to the beach, here and there") (C, 238)
Temporal PPs
First generation:
februari veertien ("fourteenth of February") (Br.: B, 188)
Intermediate generation:
van een jaar, twee jaar ("of one or two years") (complement of N) (18)
binnen twee weken ("within two weeks") (164)
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Second generation:
Dutch:
die nikah giiniinde ("that wedding day") (Se, 231)
zes jaar geleden of zo ("six years ago or something") (Fu, 167)
Turkish:
nikah gununde" ("on the wedding day") (complement
231)
ikinci yan ("[in] the second half') (i, 6)

of Det) (Se,

Genitives
Intermediate generation:
van mijn begeleider ("of my supervisor") (complement of N) (180)
Temporal, locative and genitive PPs can be distinguished. They are often more
directly subcategorized
for by the verb, usually a verb of motion in the case of
locatives. Perhaps because of their centrality, EL nouns in locative phrases
occur more often in ML + EL constituents than in EL Islands. 32
An example of an EL locative phrase is park yerinde in (35a). Although
most adverbial phrases are clausal constituents, some of the listed islands are
the complement of a noun. This is, by definition, the case with the one switched
genitive phrase, cf. (35b). Another example is van een, twee jaar in (35c).
(35a)

hij komt toch die tape ophalen, nee, park yerinde (P,271)
"but he's coming to pick up that tape, isn't he, no, in the parking lot?"

(35b)

bir sene beraber tanisiyorduk ya, onun vriendin-i van mijn begeleider, die had
een vriend in Turkije. (A, 180)
her-GEN girlfriend-POSS of my supervisor
"they had met each other one year, this friend of my supervisor, she had a
boyfriend in Turkey"

(35c)

Ja, verkorte opleiding-de var van een jaar, twee jaar (A, 18)
"yeah, and there's a shortened program of one year, or two years"

VPs
Switched VPs constitute a somewhat different sort of island. The switch usually
consists of a verb with associated object, and is embedded in ML VP structure.

31

32

The strange case of die nikah gununde was discussed in Section 6.2 above (Ex. 21).
It has been included twice above because both the Dutch temporal NP die nikah
giinu and the Turkish temporal PP nikah giinunde function as EL Islands, the Dutch
NP in the Turkish clause and the Turkish PP within the Dutch NP.
This issue needs more investigation however, as Clyne (1987) for instance finds a
rather high number of locative and temporal PPs among the EL Islands in his
Australian German and Australian Dutch data.
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Since these EL Islands contain parts of different constituents,
switches, which will be discussed in the next section.

they are all ragged

(36)
Intermediate generation:
Dutch:
grenzen overschrijden ("cross borders") (Fr.: A, 208)
Second generation:
Turkish:
once kendinde diizelteceksinki ("you will first take care of yourself')
(Fu,268)
yanmda oturuyorsun ("you're sitting next to them") (H, 213)
sizi suclarruyordiki ("but she wasn't blaming you") (H, 255)
sakalasinm ("I joke around") (C, 238)
ganpti ("was weird") (C, 224)
kurnlamak yakmda ("give birth soon") (C, 88)
conclusion
EL Islands are most frequent in Ayhan's speech, but they are not spectacularly
frequent in any of the data. As for generational differences, there is not much
evidence for the hypothesis that longer EL chunks would be preferred by second
generation speakers. In the type of shift exemplified by the informants, there is
no 'predominantly EL Islands' stage. EL Islands form an increasingly important
aspect of bilinguals' CS as they acquire more of the EL, but they never reach
numerical dominance. At some point, intersentential
CS takes over, and the
frequency of EL Islands goes down again, along with that of intrasentential CS
in general. This type of shift may be typical of immigration contexts. I will
come back to this point in Chapter Seven.
One difference between the intermediate and the second generation data
is that the latter show less directionality. In Ayhan's data most EL islands are
Dutch, but there is little difference between the two directions in the second
generation. Recall in addition, that in Section 6.2 it was demonstrated
that
islands make up most of the Turkish insertions in Ayhan's data, while there is
no such preference in the data of the second generation. Apparently, in the
intermediate generation, Turkish insertion starts out with a relatively high
incidence of islands. Insertional CS on the whole is still asymmetrical at this
point, with Dutch as the .ML most of the time. In the second generation
however, Turkish insertion has been aligned more with prototypical insertional
CS, so that its relative frequency overall is low and that islands are not
particularly prominent, whether Dutch or Turkish is the ML.
As for their linguistic
features,
islands combine
insertional
and
altemational qualities. Two insertional features can be distinguished, which they
share with more typical EL insertions. First, they are often units. That is, they
often involve ready-to-use chunks, of which some are fully specific and others
contain empty slots for content words. Second, they need to be integrated into
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the ML clause, no matter how peripheral a constituent they are.
The main alternational feature is that the phrase has some internal
constituency. Some e-sites within the island are filled by other EL material (EL
Marking), and in addition, not all external e-sites are always filled (bare forms).
To a certain extent, the ML has nothing to do with the island. Second, since
Islands have some minimal length, chances are that the speaker "forgets" that
she was speaking the ML before the switch and she may go on in the EL after
the Island. A good example of this is provided by doubly marked constructions
(cf Section 6.3.2 below). Third, though one of the insertional qualities of
Islands is that they are inserted into ML clauses, they also have some autonomy
within that very clause.
A prototypical island is not part of a larger ML constituent. That means,
that no ML element in the clause subcategorizes for it. Adverbial phrases (including adverbial PPs) for example, have been added by the speaker for extra
information, but they are highly optional, with a high degree of autonomy. A
little more dependent, but still much more autonomous than dependent, are the
predicates of copulas. Their autonomy mainly derives from the semantic
emptiness of the copula. In the partially schematic unit [IS ...] the material on
the dots can be almost anything, as long as it has a zero temporal profile. Also
very autonomous are subject NPs. Again, though other elements in the clause
subcategorize for a subject, that e-site is so empty that anything that fills it is
going to be highly autonomous (cf. the discussion of autonomy and dependence
in Section 5.4).
Seen this way, an Island is less prototypical if it is subcategorized for to
a greater degree. Unprototypical Islands are, for example, argument PPs. These
are more likely to be internal EL Islands. Though that is primarily for
morphosyntactic reasons (the presence versus absence of morphological marking
for the syntactic position which the island occupies), those reasons ultimately
relate to the semantic organization of the clause. Oblique NPs can often be
omitted, and this is mirrored by the fact that its links with the verb are weaker.
Islands thus vary in the degree to which they are integrated into the surrounding
ML structure. This variation corresponds with variation along the dependenceautonomy parameter. Though islands are defined as having internal
constituency, and therefore every single one has some degree of autonomy,
some are more autonomous than others. At the dependent end, there are complements of ML prepositions and verbs, while the autonomous end is occupied
by copula complements and adverbial PPs. These differ from each other in the
force of external triggering relations they are subject to. Relatively autonomous
islands are the most common.
In this conclusion, the difference between insertional and alternational CS
has been redefined as a special case of the difference between dependence and
autonomy. Since this is a scalar distinction, insertion and alternation are names
for regions on a continuum, as assumed throughout this work.
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6.3.2. Ragged

switches

In Section 6.3.1 some switches were encountered which have in common with
Islands that they contain more EL material than just a single content word, but
which differed from the standard EL Island in not being a constituent. Some of
them could easily be classified as Internal EL Islands because they were framed
by a larger ML constituent. However, in other cases, the switched material
belongs to several constituents. These switches have been called "ragged" in the
literature, and have posed particular problems for the grammatical analysis of
CS. In the following, the phenomenon
will be briefly described (Section
6.3.2.1), before the ragged switches in the Turkish-Dutch
data are presented in
Section 6.3.2.2. In that presentation the switches will be organized into two
types of ragged switching. Related phenomena
are double marking and
backtracking which will be discussed along with the relevant examples.
6.3.2.1. Previous

work on ragged

switches

The term "ragged switch" originates in Nils Hasselmo's
work on American
Swedish (cf Hasselmo, 1970, 1972). He defines ragged switches as switches
where the two languages overlap at the phonological
and/or morphological
level. In this work, only morphological overlap will be considered. 33 Partial EL
units are examples of ragged switches, for example American Swedish from nu
and on, instead of from now and on. In the ragged version one part of the
constituent is Swedish. Hasselmo's use of the term is quite broad. For instance,
if the overall mode of speaking in a given conventionalized
exchange routine
is Swedish, and English reported speech is normally embedded as object clauses
of Swedish verbs of saying, then a switch like that's OK, he says, with the verb
of saying in English, is also morphologically
ragged (Hasselmo, 1970: 201). In
the present study, raggedness is limited to the sentential level, and defined as
a switch that involves elements of at least two constituents, with at least one of
those constituents containing material from both languages. Hasselmo explicitly
draws attention to the fact that ragged switches, though insertions to a certain
extent, cannot be unambiguously
fenced off from alternational CS.34

33

34

Phonologically ragged switches are discussed in detail in Lehtinen (1966). She
shows that a transition zone often surrounds a switch, with the phonology of the
language being spoken before the lexical switch continuing for a few phonemes.
The correctness of this statement hinges on my correct understanding of Hasselmo's
terminology. What he says is this: "No strict distinction can be made between
limited but morphologically ragged switching and unlimited switching, i.e., between
the introduction of a stretch that is a complete IC on some level but which shows
some morphological overlapping and the introduction of a stretch that is not an IC
on any level. Any distinction is a matter of degree and interpretation" (Hasselmo,
1970: 182). I take limited switching to be what I refer to as insertional CS,
unlimited switching what I call altemational CS, and an IC (Immediate Constituent)
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Clyne (1987: 754-755) shows that a major mechanism through which
ragged switches come into being is triggering. Triggers belong to both
languages, and can be such words as borrowings, Proper Nouns, and, typical for
contexts with closely related languages, bilingual homophones and compromise
forms. In the Turkish-Dutch context, only the first two are of major importance.
Consider the examples in (37), the first two from Australian German and the
third from Australian Dutch:
(37a) Ich Ies' gerade eins, das handelt von einem alten secondhand

dealer and his

son.

"I'm just reading one, it's about an old secondhand dealer and his son"
(37b) Es war Mr. Fred Berger, der wohnte da in Gnadenthal and he went there one
day.
"It was Mr. Fred Berger, he lived over there in Gnadenthal and he went there
one day"

(37c) Ieder ding waar je ken think on it
"Everything where you can think on it"
When given the task of analyzing these examples, a researcher working from
a syntactic point of view, would probably treat the noun secondhand dealer as
an insertion in the first clause and treat the following clause as an inter-clausal
switch. The fact that they are adjacent would most likely be seen as a
coincidence, or of limited interest. The Proper Noun Gnadenthal in the second
example would also most likely be seen as part of the first clause, again without
any relation to the switched coordinate clause that follows.
All ragged switches have in common thay they are not single words or
single constituents. Some are part of a constituent, others form two or more
constituents themselves, and yet others are a combination of the two. In
addition, some contain double marking; these are usually called portmanteau
switches in the literature on CS.
Because ragged switches contain EL material belonging to two or more
constituents, and yet have internal structure, they are in theory problematic for
theories of CS which attach much importance to structurally defined constituent
boundaries. These include the MLF Model, most generative and other formal
syntactic approaches, as well as approaches that work with borrowability hierarchies (cf. Treffers-Daller, 1994). If the primacy of constituency is to be upheld,
two separate switches have to be posited in cases of ragged switches, at the cost
of ignoring the fact that the EL elements go together in a way, often even form
a frequently occurring collocation. Similarly, ragged switches are often
counterexamples to proposed syntactic constraints on CS (cf. Clyne, 1987: 7589). On the other hand, more psycholinguistically motivated approaches like

to be a constituent or anything smaller.
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Clyne's, welcome these types of switches because they show that lexical
connections may override constraints imposed by the syntactic organization of
the clause.
One scholar who has studied these kinds of switches extensively is Pieter
Muysken. In his most recent work, they are dealt with under the heading of the
more encompassing notion of congruent lexicalization (Van Hout & Muysken,
1995; Muysken, 1995). A given corpus of bilingual speech will, in general, be
characterized as predominantly insertional, predominantly alternational, or
predominantly showing congruent lexicalization. The first two characterizations
are used with meanings identical to those attributed to them in this work. The
category of congruent lexicalization refers to a state of affairs where a mixed
language is in evidence. Speakers do not just stick EL content words into
basically ML speech (insertion), but they also do not switch intersententially
only (alternational). Instead, they seem to have a single grammatical system,
made up of elements of both source grammars (which in many cases were
rather similar to begin with), in which lexical items are inserted from both
sources as well. Since the two grammars have merged into one, there are
virtually no syntactic constraints on the combination of lexical material from the
two languages. Two conditions are necessary: similarity in syntax, and, at least
at some stage, almost complete access to both lexicons, including multi-word
conventional expressions.
This is in line with the fmding that ragged switches, though attested in
all kinds of language pairs, are more common in contact settings with closely
related languages. Though convergence occurs everywhere, it is probably most
common when the two grammars are not that different to begin with.
Convergence is also prominent in settings of intense contact, i.e. with extensive
focusing of the bilingual lect, for example in many intermediate and second
generation immigrant lects. This is not to say that ragged CS and congruent
lexicalization are the same thing: the idea is that ragged switches are more
likely when the two grammars are similar, so in cases of convergence and/or
genetic closeness, ragged switches are more easily produced. In Turkish-Dutch
CS ragged switches are not common, but they exist nonetheless. However, the
fact that they are fairly rare is an indirect indication that convergence is not
very advanced.
Typically, ragged switches are not frequent in any bilingual corpus, and
they are often found inside a VP. A few celebrated examples are the following,
found by Nortier (1990) in her data from Moroccan Arabic-Dutch CS. In each
case, the Dutch non-finite verb is accompanied by an associated noun, a subject
in (38a), an indirect object in (38b) and a direct object in (38c). They are
similar to the Dutch verb-object collocations preserved in Turkish-Dutch CS
discussed in Chapter Three.
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(38a)

ka-yxess bezzaf dyal generaties voorbijgaan
it must much-of generations pass
"much of a generation must pass"

(38b)

xess-na m9a bestuur praten
we-must with board talk
"we must speak to the board'

(38c)

9refti shal men Marokkaanse /iedjes zingen
you-know how many-of Moroccan songs sing
"how many Moroccan songs can you sing?"

As noted above, ragged switches are especially common in CS between closely
related varieties. Giesbers (1989) studied CS in a bidialectal
situation in
Holland." Roughly 10% of the switches in his data are ragged." The most
likely explanation is that in these kinds of language pairs, CS is much more
unconstrained
because of the near-total equivalence. Though the Equivalence
Constraint cannot be upheld given that CS is possible at sites which are
"prohibited", Giesbers' data do suggest that there may be some substance to the
notion that equivalence promotes CS. In addition, given that there are many
elements which both varieties have in common, triggering is likely to be a
common phenomenon in these contexts. Nine percent (N = 497) of the switches
in Giesbers' corpus involved forms which could not be classified as belonging
to only one of the two varieties in contact (Giesbers, 1989: 134).
Many ofGiesbers'
examples concern switches within the VP. Dutch VPs
often contain an auxiliary, which is the finite verb, and a non-finite main verb.
The main verb usually follows much later in the sentence, thus creating a
discontinuous constituent. If sometime before the realization of the second part
of the constituent a switch has occurred, for example for the object noun or an
adverbial constituent, the main verb is often in the "new" language as well, cf.
(39).
(39a)

veur gistere hebbe jullie 't ingedeeld, wa? (Giesbers, 1989: 158)
for yesterday have-PRES-2pl you-pi it divided right
"you have arranged it for yesterday, right?"

(39b)

dus hou d'r wei rekening mit up de ge ... (Giesbers, 1989: 172)
so keep-IMP there AFF account with so that you
"so keep it in mind so that you ... "

35

Cf. also Alfonzetti (1993: 103), for examples of CS between Italian and the local
dialect of Catania.

36

Giesbers makes a distinction between "multiple constituents" and "rest of the
utterance" as analytical categories. In practice, most of these are ragged.
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The actual reason for the switch may be lexical, as is likely for (39a), where
Dutch ingedeeld is presumably selected as an EL word," but is in general hard
to establish. In bidialectal contexts, different idiolects may have different
preferences. It is likely that the speaker responsible for (39b) prefers to use the
word rekening in its dialect form. Its use consequently triggers the other dialect
forms in the utterance, especially mit with which it forms the unit rekening mit
halde ("to take into account"). The auxiliary however, had already been
expressed by Dutch hou at the beginning of the sentence.
In these kinds of contexts it is hard to see where CS ends and
monolingual expression in a mixed system begins." In (40) below, the Dutch
verb zich indenken ("imagine") is reflexive, but the reflexive pronoun min
("me") is in dialect, while the infinitive is in Dutch. It is most likely that this
speaker sometimes uses the dialectal version of the reflexive pronoun and
sometimes the Standard Dutch version me. The two are then in complementary
distribution in the same way as the type of variants studied by variational
sociolinguists. As a limiting case, it is of course also possible that the speaker
only has the dialectal version of this particular morpheme, at least in this register.
(40)

dat kon ik min ok wei indenken (Giesbers, 1989: 159)
that could I me too AFF imagine-INF
"and I could imagine that as well"

Although the discreteness of languages can be upheld with more ease in
bilingual contexts, certainly in a context concerning such diverse languages as
Turkish and Dutch, we should be aware of the possibility, indeed the probablity,
that similar processes have occurred, and are occurring, in such immigrant
languages.
6.3.2.2. Ragged switches in the Turkish-Dutch

data

In the first generation data no ragged switches were found. First generation
insertions are too straightforward for any of them to be ragged. Ayhan's data
however, as well as those of the second generation, contain several examples.
All in all, the phenomenon is rare, a fact which in itself lends empirical support
to the theoretical construct of 'constituent' as it exists in, for example,
generative grammar. CS generally obeys the hierarchical structure as we know
it, by keeping constituents and/or its subordinate structures in one language
(with one-word insertions as a limiting case). However, ragged switches do
exist and must be accommodated.

37

That is, the switch is a product of anticipational triggering (Clyne, 1987: 756).

38

I thank Roeland van Hout for putting me on to this. Any errors of thought are mine,

of course.
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I make a distinction between two main types of ragged switch. In one, two
mixed constituents together form a larger constituent with a clear ML. In (41),
the mixed object bir suru taal-lari and the mixed verb beheersen yapiyor
together form the mixed VP bir suru taallari beheersen yaplyor. This type of
ragged switch is insertional. The prediction is that these switches are only
ragged from a syntactic point of view: their selection proceeds along the same
lines as other insertions: the selected EL multi-word unit (in this case taal
beheersen) just happens to consist of parts of two (or more) constituents.
(41)

bir siini taal-Iar-l beheersen yapiyorken (Backus, 1992)
one range language-PL-ACC know do-PROG-3sg-while
"while he knows a lot of languages"

In the second type, there is a switch somewhere in mid-sentence, which is so
pervasive that it results in a shift of ML, i.e. in an alternation. The switch must
be longer than a single constituent, since otherwise it would be an EL Island.
In (42), the trigger word Turk, similar in both languages, triggers a complete
switch to Turkish. Since at some point in the sentence, there is a new ML, this
ragged switch is alternational. All cases of double marking belong to this type.
(42)

je moe-t naar een Turk ev-i-ne bak-agag-tn (Backus, 1992)
you must-3sg to a Turkish house-AGR-DAT 100k-FUT-2sg
''you should look at a Turkish house"

Ragged switches

of the first type: within constituents

Most ragged switches of the first type occur within VPs. In constituents other
than VPs, it is generally more difficult to imagine what a ragged switch would
look like, because one of the parts often consists of only a single morpheme.
PPs consisting of a preposition and an NP for istance, cannot contain ragged
switches, since the switch is either an entire PP (an EL Island), a full NP (an
Internal EL island), or a noun only (an EL insertion).
Switched verb-object collocations belong to this type, as long as the EL
verb is embedded into an ML VP, for example with a nativizing auxiliary, cf.
(41) above. Several other examples were encountered in Backus (1992), and
some of them have been discussed in Chapter Three. In the present data set,
there is only one example. In (43a), the object is Dutch grenzen (note the EL
plural), and overschrijden is part of the compound verb overschrijden yap-.
(43a)

...tamam, iste yani bu mesela bir kisi evli olsun, ailesi haddini grenz-i gecsin.
Sen demin grens diyordun ya, belli bir grenzen overschrijden yapmca, erkege
de bugiin Tiirkler de bilmiyor .... Anlatabilebiliyorum mu ... (A, 208)
"OK, see, OK, for example someone gets married, his family must
cross essential borders. You were just talking about a border, maybe by
crossing borders towards men, Turks don't know anymore these days.
You understand?"
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(43b) nou, als ik aileen ga, ilk ben olsaydun, aileen terras-a giden Tiirk kizi, ben
kotii olurdum. (F, 180)
alone terrace-OAT go-VN Turkish girl-POSS
"well, if I go alone, if the first one is me, the first Turkish girl to go to the cafe
by herself, I would be bad"
A more controversial case is aileen terras in (43b). In Section 4.3.3, this switch
was analyzed as either part of the compound verb aileen terras-a git- (lito go
out alone"), or else as the insertion of two separate EL content words. I tended

towards the first analysis, in which case the Dutch chunk is a ragged switch of
the first type. Two elements of the same constituent, which furthermore
combine with each other to form an intermediate constituent, are inserted
together.
If the second analysis is adopted, it is not a ragged switch at all. Insertion
of the two elements is assumed to have occurred independently. Note that in
that case it must be assumed that there is no relation between the selection of
the two Dutch words on the one hand, and their semantic combinability on the
other. Their adjacency is then seen as a coincidence. I reject this analysis
because it is the least falsifiable one. The ragged switch analysis requires some
plausible interpretation of the integration of the two units into a new semantic
unit. For aIleen terras I have claimed this to be the case in Section 4.3.3. In
cases where semantic integration cannot be satisfactorily demonstrated, the case
for a multi-word insertion, and thus for a ragged switch, is seriously weakened.
On the other hand, a claim for two separate insertions can never be falsified as
long as the two units also exist in their own right. Consequently, I cannot prove
that the second analysis is wrong. I can only bring in evidence that the first one
is plausible.
Ragged switches

of the second

type: more constituents

Most ragged switches in the data are of the second type. The remainder of this
section is devoted to them.
A familiar switch site is the position after the subject. In the event of such a
switch, the subject can be analyzed as an EL insertion. This was done in this
study as well as in most of the literature (cf. the subject phrases among the EL

Islands in Section 6.3.1). However, when the pre-switch subject follows
something in the same language, for example a complementizer or a topicalized
element, the switch has been counted as ragged. This happens twice in the data.
(44a) Weetje wat lachen was: die deel dat ze hani seye gitmislerdi ya dukkana hepsi
(P, 144)
"do you know what was fun? that episode in which they, what was it. all went
to the shop or something"
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(44b) ...ama weet je wat zo komisch was, was Birsen bir zamanlar polis olmayt
istiyordu weet je, zes jaar geleden of zo ... (Fu, 167)
"but do you know what was so funny? That was that Birsen wanted to join the
police one time, you know, six years ago or so"
It seems counterintuitive to analyse ze in (44a) as a Dutch insertion into the
Turkish phrase hani seye gitmis lerdi ("what, they all went to urn ..."). The

utterance is best analyzed as containing a switch after the subject pronoun,
which itself was triggered by the complementizer dat." Switches of this type
are rare, and often involve triggers, such as Birsen in (44b); also compare Gnadenthal in (37b) above.
If there is no preceding element before the EL subject phrase,
interpretation as an EL Island is less problematic. However, the decision to
classify zijn vader in (45) as a straightforward island, remains somewhat
arbitrary. Intuitively, positing the switch after the subject phrase (i.e.: zijn vader
is not an inserted EL subject NP, but the rest of the clause a ragged switch to
Turkish) seems a satisfactory solution too. One argument in its favor is that
there is a lack of congruence between Dutch and Turkish concerning the
concept [TO FORCE]. Dutch uses the simple verb dwingen and Turkish the
compound verb zorla yap-tir- (literally: "to make do by force"). Not finding a
Dutch adverb equivalent to zorla, the speaker had to switch to Turkish to realize
an EL Island, as the Blocking Hypothesis predicts. However, even if this
analysis is correct, it is not incompatible with the analysis of zijn vader as an
EL Island.
(45)

-ja, natuurlijk, man (Me, 34)
"yeah, of course, man"
-ja (C, 35)
"yes"
-zijn vader zorla yaptirmts (Me, 36)
her dad force-with do-CAUS-EV-3sg
"her dad apparently forced her to do it"

A similar example, from German-Turkish CS by German Turks who have
moved back to Turkey, is (46). Note that the subject is doubly marked, by
German ich and by Turkish -tm.
(46)

die Regeln von den Thema was ich 0 gun yapacagtm (Karabag, 1995)
"the rules of the theme 1 will deal with today"

Another example is ook getuige in (47), where both the adverbial ook and the
object noun getuige are in Dutch. The switch takes place at the position
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Section 6.3.3 will show that switches after complementizers are very rare. Except
for (44a), there are no examples in the data.
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following the copula, like so
Section 6.3.1). The raggedness
adverbial element oak. It does
the switch cannot be analyzed
(47)

many other EL insertions or EL islands (cf.
of this case stems from the peripherality of the
not form a neat constituent with getuige, so that
as a clean switch for the EL Island oak getuige.

hollandacasi lID ook getuige, of niet? (H, 195)
Dutch-POSS Q too witness or not
"in Dutch they call it "getuige" as well, don't they?"

A similar switch in French-Dutch CS, with the object of a transitive
following, from Treffers-Daller
(1994).
(48)

verb, is the

je dois, je dois glisser daan Yinger hier
"1 must I must press here with my finger"

All these switches illustrate how what may begin as an insertion ends up as an
alternation. If the sentence had gone on, the other material could well have been
in the EL too, creating a clearer example of a ragged switch of the second type.

double marking
With ragged switches of the second type an interesting phenomenon sometimes
occurs. If there has already been functional marking of an EL insertion with ML
means, but the insertion has triggered an alternation to the EL, that function
may be marked again. Examples are the doubled dative in (42) above, with both
Dutch naar and Turkish -e modifying Turk evi, and the doubled subject in (46).
Double marking has already been described at the word level in
Chapters Three and Four. It frequently occurs on nouns and verbs, to form
double plurals or infinitives. When double marking occurs at the constituent
level, it is often referred to with the term "portmanteau
construction"."
Theoretically, many constructions are possible, such as doubled definite markers
on NPs, doubled adpositions in PPs or doubled adverbials (i.e.: the ML and EL
adverb with the same meaning both modifying the same word). In practice, only
a handful of types occurs, including doubly marked constructions
at higher
levels. Clauses contain function markers in the same way as constituents do,
and some examples
will be discussed
below of the doubling of these
morphemes.
Doubly marked constructions are by definition ragged. When the double
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I have chosen to avoid the term 'portmanteau', since, even though is is the best
established term in the CS literature, it has in general linguistics, especially in
morphology, a different meaning (i.e.: one morpheme with several functions). Also
used is copy translation, but since there are clear parallels with double marking at
the word level, the use of the same term for the phenomena described in this section
seems to be the most logical choice.
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marking concerns a constituent only, it may produce ragged switches of the first
type; this is the case if after the second marker a switch back to the original ML
occurs. In practice, double marking often initiates a longer switch to the
language of the second marker, which makes it a ragged switch of the second
kind.
In at least one case of prolonged stable bilingualism, Uzbek-Tajik contact
(Boeschoten, 1983), doubly marked constructions seem to have been
conventionalized, so that the representation of, for instance, the concept "from"
(i.e.: ablative) is the partially schematic unit [az ... -dan], in which az is the
Tajik preposition and -dan the Uzbek ablative case marker. An example is:
(49)

az qaryd-y Gulqiilaq-dan bola-man
from village-ATTR G.-ABL am-Isg
"I'm from the village of Gulqishlak"

Other cases of double marking mentioned in Boeschoten (1983) deal with the
locative and the comparative.
double marking

in Prepositional

Phrases

The Turkish-Dutch data yield three examples where the adpositional marking
inside a PP is doubled. They are all produced by Ayhan, the intermediate
generation speaker.
In the first example, (50a), the Dutch preposition voor and the Turkish
dative marker -e have the same meaning. In addition, they modify the same
word: gelin-nen gUvey, which is thus doubly marked by both ML and EL
means. Since doubly marked constructions are not frequent, compared to
"normal" EL Islands, it seems to be expected that exceptional circumstances are
needed to produce them. An explanation for (50a) could be the fact that
oppassen forms a lexicalized compound verb with voor in Dutch, in which the
preposition assumes the role of dative marker. Apparently, Ayhan has analyzed
it as a verb subcategorizing for a dative, treating the composite expression
oppassen voor as a simplex verb. A second explanation concerns the length of
the EL insertion. Double marking is never the result when the inserted EL
element is a single noun, cf. (50b)4\. It would appear that the selected word
is lengthy enough to assume altemational characteristics. The speaker produces
the compound noun gelin-nen giivey, and by the time he has reached the end of
it he feels he is speaking Turkish. He realizes that the compound noun has
received the dative case from oppassen, and adds the required marker.

4\

Note that in (50b) the verb has an incorporated preposition as well.
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(50a) Mesela

0 seyde dugun bittikten sonra je moet toch weer oppassen voor gelin'nen giive'ye (A, 256)

you must still again take-care for bride-with groom-DAT
''for exampLe after the wedding has ended, you still have to take care of the
bride and bridegroom"

(SOb) het gaat, hangt toch wel met din af, ~iinkii neden bir erkek kadtn bir erkeknen
konusamtyor Turkler. (Fu, lO2)
hangs yet AFF with religion from
"it, it does have something to do with religion, since why would a guy, a
woman not talk with a guy if he's Turkish"

In the next example, a Dutch PP is inserted into a Turkish clause as an
adverbial adjunct to the verb phrase bunu yapttk ("we did this"). The Dutch
preposition met is doubled at the end of the constituent by the Turkish instrumental postposition -IE. What would the "exceptional" circumstances be in this
case? The only thing that is out of the ordinary as far as EL Islands are
concerned, is that this is one of the few examples which are not in a dislocated
position." The PP is directly inserted into the slot marked for the instrumental
constituent. The double adposition may be an indication that some system
morphemes are positioned first in the planning stage, or at least before the
content words are inserted. Whenever an Island is dislocated, it will have
assumed more alternational characteristics than in mid-sentence, where the
morpho syntactic frame contains more system morphemes. Recall from Chapter
Four, in connection with this, that bare forms are very common in flagged
switches. These switches are not in the slot marked for a certain marker, and
are therefore less insertional.
(51)

Bana birseyler soruyorlar, biz bunu fotograf cekmek icin dort ay met de
begeleiding-le yaptik (168)

with the supervision-with
"they asked me a few things, we worked with supervision for four months in
order to make X-rays"
Finally, in the next example there are even two cases of double marking. First,
there is the doubly marked PP door de politie tarafindan, with the instrumental
on de politie marked by both Dutch door and Turkish tarafindan. Note that this
example too concerns a PP inserted into its normal sentential slot, not in any
dislocated position. Second, the dependent clause is introduced by the
interrogative of ("whether"), but it receives another interrogative subordinator
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Of the 24 PPs which are EL Islands in the data (listed in Section 6.3.1 under
adverbial, locative, temporal and genitive islands), only three are in a central
position (operationalized as before the verb if Turkish is the ML, and as not
preceded by a pause if Dutch is the ML). All three, met de begeleiding, gelin 'nen
giivey'e and door de politie, are doubly marked.
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in the form of Turkish mi. Thus, this is an example of double marking at the
clausal level, more examples of which will appear later on in this section.
(52)

polis burosuna seyi sormadim of ze mij of ik mijn loon he, omdat ik getrouwd
ben en een kind heb of die door de politie tarafmdan rm oduyorlar of via de
overheid van de studiefinanciering ... (112)
by the police by Q pay-PROG-3pl or
"I didn't ask anything at the police station whether they, me uhm, my salary
uhm, because I'm married and have a child, whether they will be paid by the
police, or through the government, through student loans .

The following example, included earlier as (35b), could also conceivably also
have been counted as a doubly marked construction. The genitive is marked in
two places, by Turkish -nun in onun and Dutch van. Both link vriendin to the
begeleider, but they are not both modifiers of the same head. The Turkish
genitive modifies the pronominal form 0 to which it is attached, and van forms
its own genitive PP with mijn begeleider. The Dutch genitive PP is a standard
EL Island: a dislocated afterthought.
Contrast this with met and -IE in (51)
above, which also encode the same function, but in addition also both modify
the same word, i.e. de begeleiding.
(53)

bir sene beraber tarusiyorduk ya, o-nun vriendin-i van mijn begeleider, die had
een vriend in Turkije. (180)
"one year they met each other, a friend of my supervisor, who had a friend in
Turkey"

Examples of doubly marked structures in other language pairs appeared in
Section 3.1.4.2. Another doubly marked PP, from American Finnish (Halmari,
1993: 1064), can be found in (54). Note that the Finnish insertion is again quite
long. Considerable length is not a precondition
for an insertion to be doubly
marked, but it sure seems to help.
(54)

mom, what happens if you barf on the siihen tietokoneen nappailemisjuttuun
it-ILL computer-GEN keyboard-ILL
"mom, what happens if you barf on the computer keyboard'

ragged switches between Dutch auxiliaries and Turkish main verbs
Examples like taal-lan beheersen yaptyor and grenzen overschrijden yaplyor
were analyzed above as instances of the first type of ragged switches. A smaller
Dutch constituent is embedded in a larger Turkish constituent. However, when
Dutch is the base language, ragged switches of the second type occur.
In Dutch, the auxiliary and the main verb form a discontinuous constituent. Every auxiliary is followed by a main verb, so there is a well-entrenched
schema [AUX ... V]. The material on the dots can be practically everything else
which can be contained in a clause. If, during the filling in of the dots, a switch
occurs, chances are that the main verb will also be in the new language. There
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are quite a few examples of this pattern in the data, as we will see shortly. Note
that these switches are actually a mixture of the two types of ragged switches.
There is insertional CS within the larger discontinuous ML constituent set up
by the auxiliary, but the same switch is also an alternational switch in midsentence. As the latter aspect is more far-reaching, I take these to be ragged
switches of the second type. Which type of ragged switch a particular switch
instantiates, is a direct result of the ML's VP structure. Turkish VP structure
promotes ragged switches of the first type, such as grenzen overschrijden yap-,
and Dutch VP structure naturally results in ragged switches of the second type.
Most of these switches are presumably brought about by the selection of
a single Turkish element. However, unlike some of the Turkish insertions and
unlike almost all of the Dutch insertions, the result is not a clean insertion, but
a ragged switch. The selected Turkish element takes more Turkish material with
it. In two cases, the selected Turkish element is so long, that its sheer size may
have induced the speaker to perceive his own speech at the time as Turkish.
Naturally, in that case the verb is inflected in Turkish. This may be the case in
the examples in (55), where once kendinde duzelte- ("get yourself straightened
out first") and yarunda otur- ("sit next to them") can be considered fixed units.
(SSa) Je moe-t once kendin-i duzelt-ecek-sin ki sonra baska-lar-tn-a ya... (Fu, 268)
you must-3sg first self-2sg and arrange-FUT-2sg CONJ then other-PL-DAT
INT
"you should first straighten yourself out and then others"
(SSb) Onlar da dediler yapabilirsin ne var ki onda sadece je hoeft yaninda
oturuyorsun, weet je weI. (H, 213)
"and they said /you can do it anyway and you just have to sit next to us, you
know"

In all other examples, the Turkish insertions are shorter. Yet, they still trigger
extra Turkish material, instead of being morphosyntactically integrated. Three
cases involve a copula construction, cf. (56a-c). Some Turkish noun or adjective
is selected as the complement of the Dutch copula, on the familiar grounds of
specificity (cf. the relevant passages in Section 6.2). It is then followed by the
Turkish copula, creating a doubly marked structure. A slightly different case is
(56d), where the Turkish copula 01- does not echo anything already present in
the Dutch stretch. Rather, what has presumably happened here is that the
speaker could not come up with the word bodystocking, gave an approximation
with body seyi ("a body thing"), and finished the clause in Turkish, very likely
triggered by Turkish seyi.
(S6a) Dus in Nederland zijo zoveel devlet hastanesi var mesela, particulier degil de,
devlet (A, IS6)
in Holland are-3pl so-many state hospital there-are
"so in Holland there are so many state hospitals, for instance, not private but
state"
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(56b) bilmiyorum, je moet ook bmm, bonkor-de o/man laum sagdu; oldugunda. (A,
224)
I-don't-know you must also INT generous-and be-INF-2sg necessary witness
be-VN-2sg-and
"I don't know, you a/so have to be generous when you are a witness."

(56c) hij was garip-u, ja, echt garip (C, 224)
he was weird-was yes really weird
"he was weird, yeah, really weird'
(56d) ik had zo'n trainingsbroek en zo'n body seyi oluyorlar ya ... (Fu, 130)
"I had one of those sweatpants and one of those body things, like they have
[these days)"

In Section 6.2 some Turkish insertions were encountered which were also the
complement of a Dutch copula, but did not lead to doubly marked ragged
switches, cf. (57). It is therefore not a rule of Immigrant Turkish that Turkish
copula complements need to have a Turkish copula, irrespective of the presence
of a Dutch one. However, in all the cases of "normal" insertion, the construction
is either one where the Turkish copula is generally zero, or where the Dutch
copula follows the insertion (i.e. in subordinate clauses, which are verb-final in
Dutch). In the above cases, on the contrary, constructions are involved where
the Dutch copula precedes its complement and where Turkish does use an overt
copula: a "there is" construction in (50a), a conditional in (50b) and a past tense
copula in (50c).
(57)

0 ja, maar zij gaat dus trouwen en hadden ze gevraagd of ik sagdtc wou zijn
en ik zei hoe moet ik, wat God weten wat je dan moet doen. (H, 211)
whether I witness wanted to-be
"oh yeah, so she's gonna get married and they had asked whether I wanted to
be a witness and I said "how can I, God knows what you have to do then"

Finally, there are two cases where the Turkish verb itself is the inserted
element. The first one has the by now familiar pattern of a fmite Turkish verb
as the complement of a Dutch auxiliary, so that the inflectional information is
doubled, cf. (58). Anticipational triggering (cf. Clyne, 1987: 756) has caused the
direct object sizi to be Turkish as well. The resulting clause contains an intricate
blend of two idioms. The Dutch phrase for "to blame" is de schuld geven, while
Turkish has, like English, a simple verb: sU9Ia-. In (58), the Dutch idiom is
started with the finite verb gaf("gave"), but it is not fmished. Hatice selects the
Turkish word instead, but cannot undo the production of gaf anymore.
(58)

maar ze gaf sizi suclamtyordu ki zaten 0 (H, 255)
but she gave-3sg you-ACC blame-NEG-PROG-PAST-3sg CON] anyway she
"but she didn't blame you guys anyway, her"

The second case of the insertion of a Turkish verb is the only instance where
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that verb is non-finite, as it should be when it functions as the complement of
an auxiliary. Cengiz selects "slangy" kumlamak in (59a), rather than the fairly
formal Dutch bevallen, but does not inflect the Turkish verb, as was done in all
other switches of this type (i.e.: both where the Turkish verb itself was inserted,
and where it was triggered by some other Turkish insertion). Note that this
switch too contains double marking of the adverbial element "soon". A GermanTurkish switch in which a non-finite Turkish verb is the complement
of a
German auxiliary, is found in (59b), from Karabag (1995).
(59a) ja, ze is, gaat bijna kumlamak yakinda ya, vallaha (C, 88)
almost give-birth-INF almost
"yeah, she's, she's going to deliver soon, yeah, really"
(59b) ja, em jetzt werde ich wahrscheinlich versuchen hier bessere eh not ortalamast
getirmek,
better grade average-AGR get-INF
"yeah, well, now I will probably try to get a better grade point average here"
In the ragged switches between auxiliary and main verb the speaker seems to
be caught off guard (which is the same as being low on the Awareness Continuum) and "forgets" that he was speaking the other language. The result is a
doubly marked construction and an utterance with the appearance of a midsentence alternational CS.
In all cases of switching for a Turkish verb, the clause starts out in Dutch and
contains a Dutch auxiliary. This auxiliary subcategorizes
for a non-finite verb
further on in the sentence. The great majority of Dutch auxiliaries in the data
are of course followed by such a verb, but, except for (59a) above, that is never
the case when that verb is Turkish. Somewhere between auxiliary and verb a
switch occurs, and the clause is finished in Turkish. The switch is ragged, and
not for instance a normal verb-argument switch, for two reasons. First, the main
verb is not non-finite, as is normally required after an auxiliary. It is therefore
not a simple insertion of an EL content word into the unit [AU X ... V]. Second,
it is usually accompanied by other Turkish material.
An insertional characteristic of these switches is that the two verbs form
a discontinuous constituent [AUX ... VERB]. Technically, the switch is therefore contained in a larger ML constituent, so it could be analyzed as an Internal
EL Island. However, the alternational
characteristics,
including the double
marking and the use of EL System Morphemes, are so dominant it that would
be stretching the notion of 'island'.
Examples
(60a-c) from Treffers-Daller
(1994) illustrate
the same
phenomenon in French-Dutch CS in Brussels. The auxiliary is in one language
and the complement is in the other. In all cases, the complement has taken some
other material in the same language with it. (60d) is another German-Turkish
example from the same author, and (60e) is from another language notorious for
its double marking in the VP: American Japanese.
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(60a)

ik had de chou rabe en horreur
I had the kohlrabi in horror
"I hated the kohlrabi"

(60b)

A la machine je ne connais rien eraan doen
at the machine 1 not can nothing about-it do
"at the machine I can't do anything about it"

(60c)

mon mari a dit que je devais venir ici een leer halen
"my husband said that I should come here to get a ladder"

(60d)

das hangt gene aile-den ab (Treffers-Daller,
that depends again family-ABL on
"that depends on the family"

(60e)

we bought about two pounds gurai kattekita no (Nishimura, 1995:167)
"(...) about we bought"

forthc.)

backtracking
There are only two switches for Turkish verbs which are not ragged: in (61) the
inflection on the verb is Turkish, creating an EL finite verb (recall from Section
5.1.4.2 that switches of this type are rare cross-linguistically).
Of those, only
(61c) is a complete clause.
(61a)

hij gaf alles aan mij uit, maar ik ga ook goed met hem overweg, weet je, ik
kan ook goed met hem lullen, ik, ja, sakalastrtm (C, 238)
joke-AOR-lsg
"he spent it all on me, but I do get along with him really well, you know, and
I can talk to him really well, I, well, 1joke around'

(61b)

Die had willenfalan goturmustu (A, 262)
he had-3sg want and-such bring-EV-3sg
"he had wanted to, you know. he had already taken it along"

(6Ic)

als je getrouwd bent bij die gemeente moet je, onlarda sey yaptzlar (A, 188)
"when you're married in that municipality you have to, they did these things
too"

Finite verbs are EL islands in the MLF Model; in my terminology, they are
relatively alternational in character. In any event, they are far removed from the
prototype of an insertion. First, they are inflected and thus multi-morphemic.
Second, they are flagged by ja and falan respectively,
and an accompanying
pause. This lends the switch certain alternational characteristics. Sakalas tnm is
selected as a better alternative for the previously uttered goed met hem lullen,
which means something like "get along with him really well". What Cengiz
really meant to say, is that he and the guy he is talking about hit it off really
well because they shared a similar sense of humor. After a brief pause, he
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selects sakalas- as the best choice of words. The flag and the repetition lend the
switch alternational characteristics,
since they remove it from the central part
of the clause. Its alternational
status in turn may have promoted the use of
Turkish inflection, making the switch even more alternational. The utterances
in (6lb and c) have a real break in mid-sentence. Ayhan backtracks after
realizing that he was on the wrong track, and starts a new clause.
Halmari (1993: 1064) attributes backtracking in American Finnish to
structural differences between the two languages. For example, if an English
subject is followed by a switch, the speaker often backtracks in order to produce
a whole sentence in Finnish, cf. (62).
(62)

they get mixed up and they ne on ihan tota niin kun siiamilaiset kissat
"they get mixed up and they, they are just like Siamese cats"

These switches
(63).
(63)

are especially

hard to classify.

As a final example,

consider

sen 0 kizinan baskasiynan gezersen, 0 senin karakter-in-i vertelt ze naar
vrienden (A, 183; Br.)
she your-GEN character-2sg-ACC tell-PRES-3sg she to friends
"if you walk around with that girl, or another one, she'll tell her friends about
your character"

At least two analyses are possible. First, the Turkish accusative NP senin
karakter-i-ni could be seen as a Turkish insertion into a Dutch clause. That is,
between gezersen and 0, or between 0 and senin, a switch is made to a Dutch
clause. Topicalized in that clause is the Turkish direct object NP, which then
contains a further Dutch insertion. This is an elegant analysis from the perspective of morphosyntactic
integration, since the principles generally assumed
to hold in integration, are not violated. The topicalized NP for instance causes
inversion in the Dutch sentence (vertelt ze and not ze vertelt), as it should if it
were syntactically integrated. However, for this analysis to be accepted the assumption must be made that the speaker planned as early as the clause boundary
that he was going to follow the Turkish conditional clause with a Dutch matrix
clause. It is hard to see any justification for this assumption, other than that the
boundary following a Turkish conditional morpheme is a common switch site,
as will be seen in Section 6.3.3. In addition, there is the problem of the doubled
subject (0 and ze): the selection of the Turkish subject pronoun is left
unexplained.
An alternative analysis posits the switch at the actual surface switch site:
between karakter-i-ni
and vertelt. The reason for switching
may be a
collocational relation in Ayhan's grammar between karakter and vertellen, or
simply the selection of vertellen,
or some hard-to-detect
communicative
motivation. If he indeed wants to use the Dutch verb, there are two options
open to him. He could insert vertellen into the pre-yap- slot, as he has indeed
done elsewhere
(cf. Section 4.3.3), and fmish the sentence in Turkish
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(something like 0 vertellen yaptyor), or he can switch to Dutch altogether. He
has chosen the latter option. The doubled subject can now be explained. Though
theoretically the sequence 0 vertelt naar vrienden should not pose any problems,
since Turkish and Dutch pronouns seem to be congruent (cf. Jake, 1994), Ayhan
obviously feels the Dutch stretch needs its own subject. Turkish 0 can
apparently not take care of that, which casts doubt on the idea that 0 and ze are
congruent. There is now a topicalized nominal (senin karakter-i-ni), which
induces the verb and subject to invert in Dutch. Ayhan, recognizing that the
preverbal subject 0 does not suffice in such a context, sticks in another subject.
This is only possible if he has switched languages: he is now speaking Dutch.
The switch then, can be analyzed as a switch to a Dutch matrix clause, after the
object senin karakter-ini.
Since the sentence starts out as Turkish, with the subject 0, the latter
analysis seems to me to be the most plausible one. Because the switch occurs
in mid-sentence, it is a ragged switch of the second type. At the same time, it
is also an inter-clausal switch, because, thanks to the doubled subject pronoun,
the switched portion is a complete clause.
clauses containing double marking
At the clausal level, there are some more cases of double marking. First of all,
there are the cases of doubled inflection, many examples of which have already
been seen. Most of the ragged switches discussed above concerned alternational
switches in mid-sentence, where the inflection was encoded on both the Dutch
auxiliary and on the Turkish main verb. Except for Ex. (59a) above, this was
the case every time a Turkish verb was inserted. One more case involving a
doubled subject, was (44a), repeated as (64) below.
(64)

Weetje wat lachen was: die dee! dat ze hani seye gitmislerdi ya dukkana hepsi
(P, 144)

"do you know what was fun? that episode in which they, what was it, all went
to the shop or something"
Note that inflection also includes modal marking. In (56b) above, the meaning
"must" is encoded twice, by Dutch moet and by Turkish -n laztm, However, this
type of double marking is not categorical, as it is absent in, for example, (55a)
above, where the modal meaning is only represented in the Dutch segment,
though tense and person are doubly marked. Doubled conditionals seems to be
fairly common in the German-Turkish mixed leet of returned bilinguals in
Turkey (data from Karabag , 1995), cf. (65):
(6Sa) Eh, Deutschland muss mit diesen Hippie-Ier-Ie basa ctk-ma-st gerek-iyor."
INT Germany must with these hippie-PL-with deal-INF-3sg must-PROG-3sg
"Urn, Germany will have to deal with these hippies"

43

Note the doubled instrumental on Hippie: German mit and Turkish -Ie.
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(65b)

Eh, Deutschland muss eeh diese Tiirken koru-mak koru-ma-st gerek-iyor.
INT Germany must INT these Turks protect-INF protect-INF-3sg must-PROG3sg
"Urn, Germany has to protect, they have to protect these Turks"

(65c)

Zurnindest wenn wenn die Menschen wissen benim Turk oldugumu und wenn
sie auch wissen dass ich so viele Jahre dort gelebt haben, soUten sie sich
iiberhaupt mal dusunmeleri gerekir, dass ich auch als Turke ein Recht cazu
habe, daha iyi bir tahsil almak icin.
"at least when, when people know that I'm Turkish and when they also know
that I have lived there for so long, then they really should think about it that
as a Turk I have the right too to get a better education."

In one case, the verb of saying
doubled:
(66)

used to embed

switched

direct

speech,

is

ondan soma 0 da krijgt "shit, had ik het maar" der, snap je? (A, 183; Br.)
then after she too goes "shit, had I it only goes, you-know
"and then she'll go "damn, J wish J had it", she'll go, you understand?"

There would have been no descriptive problems if either the Dutch verb of
saying krijgt, or its Turkish equivalent der, had not been there. In the first case,
the Dutch clause would have been inserted like any other case of reported
speech, and in the latter case, it would have been a switch between the subject
and the rest of the clause, i.e.: a ragged switch of the second type.
Finally, the complementizer
can be doubled; consider (67):
(67)

0 bana soylemisti ki: "als jij administratieJ opleiding yaparsan, dat is ook op
een HBO-niveau en dan kijk ik ook weer met Nederlandse problemen CA, 82)
"if you adm. course do-AOR-COND-2sg
"she said to me "if you do an administrative training course, that is also at
HBO-Ievel, and then J will help you with your Dutch again'"

In addition to the subjectjij, doubled by the person inflection -n, the conditional
marker als is doubled by Turkish -sa-. The switch starts as a normal switched
quote. In Section 6.3.3 we will see that this is a very common switch type. The
unexpected part is that the quote is broken up by a Turkish verb. Expected
would have been: 0 bana soylemistiki: alsjij een administratieve
opleiding doet,
... , with the verb in Dutch. For some reason, possibly because administratief
opleiding yap- is a conventionalized
unit in Dutch Turkish", Ayhan finishes
the clause with the Turkish verb instead. If the Turkish verb were normally
inserted, Dutch inflection
would be expected
on yap-, yielding als jij

44

Recall from Chapter Four that educational terms have a firm foothold in Immigrant
Turkish. The missing adjectival inflection on administratieJ may also be indicative
of the unit's status as an established borrowing.
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administratieJ opleiding yapt. That this does not happen is consistent with the
other examples in the data where a switch is made before the Turkish verb.
Switched Turkish verbs are normally finite. In itself this still does not explain
why the conditional marker should be doubled. Note however, that switched
inflected verbs are considerably alternational in nature. If the speaker feels that
the verb he is producing is a conditional, he may feel that it needs a conditional
morpheme, since that is how it is done in Turkish, never mind whether there
was a conditional marker early on in the clause. In fact, Turkish has a doubly
marked conditional construction, with the free form eger in first position, and
the marker -sE as part of the verbal inflection. The free form, of Persian origin,
is especially used in long sentences, "as a warning that a conditional verb is
coming" (Lewis, 1984: 270).
Another example, again from German Turkish (Karaba g, 1995) is:
(68)

wenn unsere Menschen eh von Deutschland geri gelirlerse
when our people INT from Germany back come-AOR-3pl-if
"if our people come back from urn, Germany, ..."

One other case of double marking at clause level was found, again in Ayhari's
data. It is the doubled complementizer in (52) above, repeated below as (69),

with Dutch oj and Turkish mt.
(69)

polis biirosuna seyi sormadim of ze mij of ik mijn loon he, omdat ik getrouwd
ben en een kind heb of die door de politie tarafmdan nn oduyorlar of via de
overheid van de studiefinanciering, want ik kom over twee jaar niet meer in
aanmerking in studiefinanciering ... (A, 112)
whether he by the police by whether pay-PROG-3pl
"I didn't ask the police office anything, whether they, whether my salary, right,
because I'm married and I've got a child, whether he is going to be paid for
by the police or by the government by way of student loans, because in two
years I will not be eligible anymore for student loans ... "

conclusion
Ragged switches were defined above as involving units which are parts of
different constituents. They were divided into two types. The first type concerns
cases where a larger ML constituent frames EL material which does not form
one neat constituent itself. In the second type the switch is longer than a single
constituent and leads to an alternational CS. Neither of these types is very
common. In most examples, the switch was between a Dutch auxiliary and the
rest of the sentence. The main verb is Turkish, and often its object is too. These
are ragged switches of the second type.
In ragged switches of this type, the size of the EL chunk is large enough
to assume alternational qualities. While the switch may begin as an insertion,
at some point the speaker is not speaking the ML anymore. In other words,
ragged switches represent a switch in ML in mid-sentence. They therefore
challenge the assumption that the clause is the correct domain for which one
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language can be chosen as the ML. Though this assumption is usually correct,
ragged switches show that psycho linguistic triggering may mess up language
choice. This triggering manifests itself between the Turkish verb stem and its
inflection. For some reason, Dutch inflection is not added to Turkish verb
stems. There is a strong pressure on the speaker to realize a Turkish verb
entirely in Turkish." Doing that turns the verb automatically
into an EL
Island, giving it strong alternational characteristics.
Most ragged switches are of the alternational kind. This is to be expected,
given how they were defined. For one thing, insertion concerns units, and the
majority of units are not longer than a constituent. Ragged switches, however,
were defined as longer than a single constituent. Second, ragged switches are
often brought about by triggering, which by definition implies alternation, i.e.
a codeswitch in the literal sense of the word.
Congruent lexicalization may be a promising framework for analyzing the
VP-internal switches between a Dutch auxiliary and a Turkish main verb. A
new type of discontinuous
constituent, consisting of a Dutch auxiliary and a
finite Turkish verb, may have emerged out of the original Dutch discontinuous
constituent, in which the main verb is non-finite. This new form may have two
sources. First, the auxiliaries may have been reanalyzed as adverbials by the
first generation.
Subsequently,
this usage has then spread to the second
generation. Second, lack of congruence between Dutch and Turkish non-finite
verbs may have blocked the insertion of Turkish infinitives or participles in the
Dutch (ML) constituent [AUX ... V).
Finally, since Islands have some minimal length, chances are that the
speaker "forgets" that she was speaking the ML, so she may go on in the EL
after the island. This phenomenon may lead to doubly marked constructions or
backtracking. These types of double marking are probably different from double
marking at word level. Doubled plurals are likely to result from an inherent
plural meaning of the word in question, so that it is listed in the lexicon with
the plural morpheme already on it. Except in isolated idiomatic cases," no
such reasoning can be plausibly advanced for case markers or prepositions, let
alone for doubled conditionals or doubled verb inflection. Some other term than

4S
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The reasons for this are not likely to be structural, as Turkish verb stems with
German inflection have been attested by Treffers-Daller (forthc.). Therefore, they
must at least partly be social. It is, for instance, possible that it takes time before
insertion of Turkish verbs becomes conventionalized. Part of the conventionalization
process is probably a shedding of Turkishness: the e-sites between the verb and
base-extending suffixes like the aorist or the progressive must be weakened before
the verb stem can be freely combined with Germanic inflection. The reasons for this
resistance is probably the lack of congruence between Turkish verbs, with their
base-extending aspect markers, and Dutch verbs, which only receive tense and
person markers.
This could possibly be argued for met de begeleiding, but certainly not for the other
cases of PP-intemal double marking.
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double marking, for example "double syntax", may therefore be better suited for
the cases discussed in this section.
6.3.3. Inter-clausal CS
The final section of this chapter deals with switching at clause boundaries. This
type of CS, almost non-existent in the first generation data, is fairly frequent in
the other generations. In both intermediate and in second generation speech it
generally occurs at about the same rate as intrasentential CS (cf. the various
Tables in Section 6.1). Just like other types of CS in which longer chunks of
EL material are involved, such as EL Islands, ragged switches of the second
type (cf. the previous section) and intersentential CS, inter-clausal CS is only
produced by those speakers who easily produce EL speech in general, hence the
generational differences. Further on in this chapter, differences between the
intermediate and the second generation concerning both the type and the
frequency of inter-clausal switches, will be explored. First of all, Section 6.3.3.1
will present a short overview of the literature on this topic. The data are
presented in Section 6.3.3.2, and they are followed by a general discussion in
Section 6.3.3.3.
CS at clause boundaries is perhaps the most ambiguous type of CS. It is
impossible to tell whether it is an instance of insertion or of alternation, since
it has characteristics of both. While for EL Islands insertional features dominate,
and ragged switches are also usually part of an ML sentence, for inter-clausal
CS neither the insertional nor the alternational features seem to dominate. While
coordinate, and especially subordinate, clauses carry the expectation that another
clause will co-occur with them (i.e., they have an e-site), they also have so
much internal constituency that they are more or less full sentences. A
discussion of them is important because these types of switches will give us
information about the grey area between insertion and alternation. Recall that
an important goal of this work is to show that insertion and alternation are
extremes on a continuum rather than categorically different types of bilingual
speech.
6.3.3.1. Previous findings
constraints
Before presenting the data, a brief overview of the literature on this type of CS
is in order. Several authors have suggested that there may be constraints on the
use of conjunctions in CS. Kachru (1982) claims for instance that EL
conjunctions cannot be inserted on their own, in order to conjoin two ML
constituents or clauses. Gumperz (1982: 88) asserts that a conjunction must be
in the language of the second conjunct. Both constraints were shown to be
violated in many data sets, cf for example Bentahila & Davies (1983: 309-310)
on Moroccan Arabic-French CS. The latter of the two constraints was refuted
for both coordinating and subordinating conjunctions. It is instructive to look
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at Hill & Hill (1986), where the list of Spanish conjunctions which were
borrowed into Nahuatl, and which thus combine freely with Nahuatl clauses, is
quite impressive. Even though, as they claim, a conjunction like pero ("but")
has been borrowed into the language long ago, it still has a Spanish flair, so that
in a sentence like (70), it can definitely be intended as a CS. Some borrowed
Spanish function words tend to occur especially at narrative peaks, a famous
pragmatic switch site. At less salient points in discourse, their Nahuatl
equivalents tend to be used (cf. Hill & Hill, 1986: 287).
(70)

pero nimitzonilia in ihcuacon hasta onimitonih in ic onicnanquilih in espahol
(Hill & Hill, 1986: 354)
"but I'm telling you then I was just sweating for replying to him in Spanish"

Myers-Scotton (1993b: 132) claims that EL complementizers are very rare in
CS. Unless the complementizer has been borrowed, like the Spanish
conjunctions in Nahuatl, or French que in Lingala (cf. examples in Bokamba,
1988 and De Rooij, 1995), it can only appear in EL Islands. This is a logical
prediction for the MLF Model to make, since complementizers are system
morphemes. But note that the very existence of borrowed conjunctions
presupposes that at one point the EL conjunction introduced an ML clause for
the first time. Unless one is ready to say that it was borrowed at that moment,
and that borrowings are oblivious to CS constraints, an absolute constraint on
the use of EL conjunctions outside of EL Islands is untenable.: Most likely,
conjunctions get borrowed through intensive use in CS (Mougeon & Beniak,
1991: 211; for quantitative back-up of this claim, see Bernsten & MyersScotton, 1993: 142).
Other researchers'

findings

Crosslinguistic comparison indicates that CS between clauses is quite easy, and
easiest of all between coordinated clauses." The conjunction can be in either
of the two languages in the case of coordinated clauses, but for subordinated
clauses the normal pattern is for the conjunction to be in the language of the
clause it introduces. Related to this is that coordinating conjunctions are higher
up on borrowability hierarchies than subordinating ones (cf. for example Van
Hout & Muysken, 1994: 41).
A few studies explicitly deal with inter-clausal CS. Eid (1992) attempts
to predict for her Egyptian Arabic-English data which types are possible and
which ones are not. She makes a distinction between coordinated and
subordinated types, and, within the latter, between adverbial subordinates,
relative clauses and complement clauses. In her data, inter-clausal CS is most
restricted in the relative and complement types, while overall there is greater
freedom to switch after an Arabic conjunction or complementizer than after an
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exception is Treffers-Daller (1994), who finds more switches for subordinated
clauses in her French-Dutch data.
An
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English one. The latter finding is ascribed to a slight dominance of Arabic in
the speakers' grammars. Thus, while examples like (71a), with switches after
the Arabic conjunction, occur, the mirror patterns with English conjunctions do
not. This sort of directionality occurs in many corpora, including my own, and
will be discussed later on in this section. In relative and complement clauses CS
does not occur between the complementizer and the rest of the clause in Eid's
data. Note however, that many English complement clauses simply do not have
an introducing conjunction, as in (71b). In these cases, CS seems to be
unrestricted.
(7ta) hawil tikuunfriend m'ahum bass don't get involved
"try to be friends with them but don 't get involved'
(7tb) mithayya'li you stand good chances
it seems to me you stand good chances"
Nortier (1990) counted 50 switches to Moroccan Arabic in coordinate
constructions, and 19 to Dutch." Of the switches to Dutch, only five were
introduced by a Dutch conjunction. All others start out with an Arabic
conjunction, of which u ("and") and walakin ("but") are the most frequent. The
switches to Moroccan Arabic are usually introduced by a Moroccan Arabic
conjunction, the most frequent of which is again walakin. In addition, it is also
the most frequently switched single conjunction, i.e. one that conjoins two
clauses which are both in the other language. Switched subordinate clauses are
usually Dutch (26 out of 37), including the conjunction if there is one.
Complement clauses however, tend to have the COMP in Moroccan Arabic,
whatever the language of the rest of the clause. Only three of the twenty
switched single conjunctions are subordinating (Nortier, 1990).
Similarly, Treffers-Daller (1994), who found many instances of interclausal CS in her corpus, only found one example of a subordinating
conjunction introducing a clause in another language. However, in at least one
case, Spanish-Hebrew CS in Jerusalem (Berk-Seligson,
1986: 325),
subordinating conjunctions are switched twice as often as coordinating ones,
while switched full clauses are extremely rare." In PopJack (1980) on the
other hand, all kinds of inter-clausal CS are fairly frequent. Moreover, it occurs
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Nortier divided coordination structures into inter- and intrasentential types,
dependent on characteristics which I interpret as corresponding to my division
between insertional and alternational CS. Since I have combined all instances of
inter-clausal CS in my own data, I have done the same with hers.
The figures are: 103 subordinating conjunctions (plus nine interrogatives), 49
coordinating conjunctions, four subordinated clauses and four coordinated clauses.
As far as I know, these figures are fairly atypical of CS in general, but this may
well be due to a low number of quantitative surveys in general, and a sampling bias
towards particular bilingual settings in particular.
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in both directions, though there seems to be a preference for CS to Spanish
clauses and conjunctions,
while the dominant pattern of CS in her data is
insertion of English content words.
conclusions
Despite all the counterexamples,
some authors do claim that CS between
(certain types of) subordinate conjunctions
and their clauses is impossible,
especially in the case of relative clauses (for example Belazi, Rubin & Toribio,
1994: 226). While I do not think we can seriously claim that there are things
in language a speaker just cannot do (also cf. Gardner-Chloros
& Gardner,
1995), there may be some truth in the notion that switching after subordinating
markers is harder than after coordinating
ones. However, the abundance of
counterexamples makes it absolutely clear that CS in subordinated clauses is not
universally "prohibited", cf. (72) for more examples from different language
pairs.
Spanish-English
(72a) he's eh, very easy to get him into the wrong road because se cree mucho bully
(Jacobson, 1989: 128)
".... because he thinks he's very" ..."
(72b) Y mis hijos me dicen que they are the best tamales they've ever eaten, porque
son mios (Jacobson, 1989: 133)
"and my children say that (....), because I make them"
(72c)

I could understand que you don't know how to speak Spanish, verdad?
(Poplack, 1980: 596)
"I could understand that C ... ), right?"

Macedonian Turkish-Albanian
(72d) gelmedi se varisi isi (Jasar-Nasteva, 1970; from Friedman, 1995: 65)
"he did not come since he had work"
Sranan Tongo-Dutch
(72e) omdat mi na wan suikerpatient (Bolle, 1995: 293)
"because I'm a diabetes patient"
Hindi-English
(72f) to ye bolataa hai ki you be ready and we will run (Pandit, 1989: 63)
"then he says that (..)"
Japanese-English
(72g) 'cause wakannai desho (Nishimura, 1986: 134)
"'cause you don't know"
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Spanish-Hebrew (Berk-Seligson, 1986: 324)
(72h) no se rna lax Ie te stan avlando
"I don't know what they're saying to you"
Finally, a constraint against CS only after a relative pronoun cannot be universal
either, since counter-examples
have been attested. However, the data in
Jacobson
(1989) are very instructive:
all switched
relative clauses are
completely in one language, cf. (73a), while complement
clauses with the
switch following the complementizer
are common, cf. (73b).
(73a)

research que habia hecho Eric Marquez under the orders of the King of Spain
"research that E.M. had done ... "

(73b)

comenzamos y Ie dijo ami esposo que I was a slave driver
"we started and she told my husband that ..."

Apparently, switching between a relative marker and the rest of the clause is not
easy. Virtually every analysis of a CS corpus contains EL relative clauses, but
switches between the relative marker and the rest of the clause are rare or nonexistent (cf. for example Stenson, 1990, Nortier, 1990, Halmari, 1993, Pandit,
1989: 46 and note 19, Huwae, 1992). Most examples come from contexts where
EL elements have been borrowed over a great time depth. Spanish de, cuando
and que for example, function as relative markers in Malinche Mexicano, as in
(74a-c), from Hill & Hill (1986). Possibly the same arguments hold for some
of the other examples in (74). Examples which do not originate from contexts
with great time depth however, are (74g), provided by Bentahila & Davies
(1983), (74h) from P61z1 (1994),50 and (74i and j) from Nortier (1990).5\ The
last example from Nortier (1990) shows that there may be planning difficulties
involved when one wants to switch at this site. On the other hand, this kind of
backtracking is well within the range of normal discourse phenomena, which
can in principle affect any utterance.
(74a)

50

5\

52

por amo tic-ticuaz in tlaxcal den52 mitzmacas
"for you, you won't eat the tortillas that she will give you"

Polzl's data are from a single German-speaking immigrant family from Hungary.
The oldest members came to Holland before World War Two, and some others fled
to Holland in 1956. They do not live in a German-speaking immigrant community.
In Poplack (1980) relative pronouns are included in the category of conjunctions.
Switches occur, but it is impossible to determine how frequent switches after relative
pronouns are.
The conjunction den is a composite form, made up of Spanish de ("of') and Nahuatl
in ("the").
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(74b) pues in veces in cuando technotza huelica nechpactia (Hill & Hill, 1986: 287)
"well, at times when they speak to us of course it pleases me"
(74c)

amo nicmah nihqui de Malintzin, no, es verdad que amo nicmah
"I also don't know about the Malinche, no, it's the truth that I don't know"

Malay-Dutch in Indonesia (Giesbers, 1995: 88)
(74d) 00, dat is 't beleefde, kalau eh, naar eh, iemand yang, yang respecteren
"oh, that's the polite, ifuhm, for uhm, someone that they had to respect"
Malay-Dutch of Moluccan immigrants in Holland (Huwae, 1992)
(74e) maar Molukkers yang geboren sini
"but Moluccans who were born here"
Prince Edward Island French, Canada (King, 1991)
(74f) L'argent which qu'il a donne it Desmond est dans sa poche"
"the money which he gave to D. is in his pocket"
Moroccan Arabic-French (Bentahila & Davies, 1983)
(74g) bzzaf djal I hmi:r daba IIi ignorent l'mya:rba
"many of the fools who don't know Moroccans"
German-Dutch (P6Izl, 1994: 46)
(74h) die Fleckerl wo ik altijd Krautfleckerln van maak
"those Fleckerl from which I always make Krautfleckerln"
Moroccan Arabic-Dutch (Nortier, 1990)
(74i) si grond iii niet besmet
some soil that not polluted
"some soil that is not polluted'
(74j)

I-mes'uliya iii eh, die heel zwaar tilt
"the responsibility that uhm, that weighs very heavily"

In conclusion, the literature reveals about inter-clausal CS that any configuration
is possible, but that in practice some types are more common than others. There
are two reasons for this variation. Firstly, sociolinguistic factors determine the
directionality which is inherent in many CS situations, and second, some sites
are more explored for CS than others. The tendency is that CS is relatively
constrained after conjunctions,
and then mostly after complementizers
and
especially relative pronouns.
Absolute constraints
on inter-clausal
CS are
uncalled for, however.
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King (1991: 74-75) notes that the English relative pronouns only occur along with
the French marker que. Examples without que were judged unacceptable by native
speakers.
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6.3.3.2. The data
In the remainder of this section, the inter-clausal CS in the data will be
investigated. The present subsection presents the data, and Section 6.3.3.3
contains some discussion. The following presentation is organized along
generational lines. Within each subsection, switches will be divided as to
direction (Dutch or Turkish), and within that broad subdivision, subordinating
and coordinating constructions will be distinguished. Differences and similarities
between the generations are summarized in Section 6.3.3.2.5. That subsection
will also contain a brief discussion of differences within the second generation,
as the rest of this section deals with generations, rather than individual networks
and speakers.
First, a note on the classification used in the data presentation below is in order.
Several types of clauses were distinguished, all falling broadly into two classes:
coordinated and subordinated. 54 Switched coordinated clauses may be either
complete (i.e.: including the conjunction) or incomplete, in which case the
switch follows the conjunction. In addition, a type called "copular complement"
was distinguished, about which more details will be given below, along with the
first examples. Subordinated clauses can be either hypotactic, i.e. dependent on
another clause, or embedded. In the latter case, the clause is a complement of
a verb or noun in the matrix clause. A special sub-case of this pattern is the
embedding of reported speech with a verb of saying. In the discussion below,
examples of each pattern will clarify the subdivisions.
6.3.3.2.1. Inter-clausal CS by the first generation
Recall from Section 6.1.1 that there are no switched clauses in the Maastricht
data. The Tilburg women produce only four inter-clausal switches, all involving
Dutch reported speech. An example is:
(75)

welk diyor (Fa, 128)
which say-PROG-3sg
"and she said 'which?'."

6.3.3.2.2. Inter-clausal CS by the intermediate generation
In the intermediate generation data of Ayhan, inter-clausal CS has developed
into a major type of language mixing. Table 6.3 shows that this type of CS is
about as common as intrasentential CS, and about half as frequent as
intersentential CS, his dominant type. In the following, the emphasis will be on
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This classification is largely based on Kinder (1993), who investigates the use of
different types of clause combining in the Italian of Italian-English bilinguals in
Australia with varying proficiencies in Standard Italian.
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the types of clauses involved in this kind of CS.
Most of his inter-clausal CS concerns Dutch clauses (54 out of 74; i.e.
73%). These will be discussed first. All of Ayhan's data will be considered,
including his contributions to the Tilburg friends and Tilburg brothers networks.
In the first of these two however, none of Ayhan's switches are of the interclausal type.

switches to Dutch
Table 6.10 lists the inter-clausal switches to Dutch in Ayhan's data, broken
down per type. These types will be exemplified below.
Cafe

Brothers

Total

Matrix clause

7

-

7

Complement ML verb of saying

19

I

20

Complement other ML verb

5

-

5

Subordinate clause

4

-

4

Complement ML conjunction

6

4

IO

Coordinated clause

5

-

5

Copular complement

2

I

3

48

6

54

Types

Total:
Table 6.10: Inter-clausal CS to Dutch in Ayhari's data.

subordination
By far the most frequent type of clausal switch is the one already encountered
in the first generation data. A Dutch clause is represented as reported speech
and embedded by a Turkish verb of saying (compare (75) above). Most of the
time (11 times) this verb is de- ("say"), but on six occasions soyle- ("say, tell")
is used, cf. (76a). Of the other three occurrences, two are with other verbs
(telefon et-, "call", and sor-, "ask", cf. (76b» and the other lacks an overt
embedding verb, but it is clear from the context that the Dutch clause encodes
reported speech, cf. (76c). The Turkish verb usually follows the clause, as in
(76d), but there are also quite a few cases where the verb comes first,
sometimes accompanied by the conjunction ki (yielding "he said that ..."), as in
(76e), and sometimes without ki, cf. (76f). Sometimes, the verb appears in the
middle of the reported stretch, as in (76g).
(76a) ordaki kadma sdyledim ik wil hmmm,

ja, een opleiding beginnen en dan heb
ik toekomst van een zekere baan ... CA, 36)
"I said to the woman there "I want, uhm, well, to start some educational
program and then I have a future, of a certain job ... "
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(76b)

...0 bana sordu, als ik met jou verkering heb, ondan sonra, maar dan mag ik
keer bij jullie komen eten. (A, T br.: 223)
"she asked me "if I'm dating you" then "but then I can come over for dinner
sometime'"

(76c)

bir de onun seyinde, Hollandacarun dismda degil ki: komt ik dan wei in
aanmerking of betaal je die opleiding, he. (A, 96)
"but for a foreigner it's not the same: "will I still be eligible or will they still
pay for that training course?":

(76d) ja, hij twijfelde ook in her begin, maar "ik zal her even nagaan" dedi
biliyormusun, (A, 60)
"yeah, he was in doubt too at the start, but he said "let me just check it'"
(76e) ja, ondan sonra bana sdyledi ki: je moet Nederlands gaan volgen. (A, 40)
"yeah, and then she said to me: 'you've got to go to Dutch class"
(76f)

ondan sonra ben decaan-e dedim: is daar geen oplossing voor? (A, 56)
"then 1 asked the dean "isn't there a solution to this?"

(76g)

het spijt me dedi, op jouw niveau hebben we geen Nederlandse cursus. (A, 78)
"I'm sorry, he said, at your level there is no Dutch course"

As Table
arguments

(77a)

6.10 indicates, five other clause switches involve Dutch clausal
of other Turkish verbs, such as bak- ("look") or sor- ("ask"), cf. (77).

map-lar-a baktun biliyon mu of bij de overheidsdienst terecht kunnen. (A, 104)
"I looked through the folders, you know, to see if I could find a place in the
civil service"

(77b) polis biirosuna seyi sormadim of ze mij, of ik mijn loon he.... (A, 112)
"I didn't ask the police office anything, whether they, whether my salary. right,

"
In the four other cases of switched Dutch subordinated clauses, the whole clause
(i.e.: including the conjunction)
is in the same language. Three of them are
conditionals, cf. (78a), and the other one is a clause of reason, cf. (78b).
(78a)

Ben dedim ki dan moet je maar trouwen, dedim ona biliyon mu, als je wilt, als
je zover bent (A, 182)
"I said "then you gotta marry him, I told her, you know, if you want, if you
are ready for it"

(78b) seyler cok iiziildii mesela, omdat ik in de praktijk ... bilmiyorum (A, 162)
"things were a great pity 'cause, 'cause as far as practical skills are concerned
I ... I don't know"
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In seven cases, the switched Dutch clause is the matrix clause of a subordinate
Turkish one, usually a conditional, as in (79a). By definition, if these matrix
clauses are switched elements, a Turkish clause or some other large chunk must
be embedded in them. The question could be asked why these switches were
not classified the other way round: with the Turkish subordinate clause as the
switched clause, i.e. as just another type of intrasentential CS. This would have
been done if the notion of switch had been structurally defined. In this study
however, sequentiality is an important aspect of the definition of 'switch', as
explained in Section 2.4.2.55 For example, in the second generation data a
common pattern is for a Turkish clause to be followed by the Dutch matrix
clause vind ik ("I think"). Although the Turkish clause is structurally embedded
in the Dutch matrix clause, the speaker may well have added the Dutch clause
as a separate unit of planning."
(79a)

ben seyi dusunuyorum meseta, eger arbeidsbureau kabul etmezse, ik moet toch
eerst een baan hebben, he, weet je (A, 130)57
"I'm thinking about, for instance if the employment office doesn't accept it, I
still have to have a job first, don't l, you know"

(79b) bir de onun belli seyleri var, toreleri var, moet je nakomen ondan sonra orf ve
adetleri var. (A, 218)
"and on top of that there's certain things, they've got traditions, [which} you
have to obey and then there's usage and customs"
Example (79b) is a borderline case: the Turkish clause mentions what has to be
obeyed, so functions as a topicalized clause, more or less like the first clause
in "what our ancestors taught us, needs to be obeyed". But on the other hand,
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56

57

Note, however, that the difference is only one of emphasis; the construction and its
analysis are basically the same, whichever coding scheme is used. Note also that the
principle of sequential coding was abandoned in the case of verbs of saying. The
switch in welk diyor in (75), should for example have been coded as a switch to a
Turkish matrix clause. However, since CS for reported speech was coded as a
separate category of inter-clausal CS, I felt justified in treating it apart from the
other switches before a matrix clause. That category therefore never includes a
switch to a verb of saying.

In fact, the phonological characteristics of some of the relevant utterances, including
a slight break between the last Turkish word and vind, supports the sequential switch
notion. Nevertheless, structural embedding is also indicated, by the Verb Second
structure of the Dutch clause vind ik (Verb Second results when an element has been
topicalized, in this case the Turkish clause).
Note that the Dutch clause does not exhibit Verb Second: of the four matrix clauses
following a Turkish conditional in Ayhan's data, two have Verb Second, and two
do not.
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the Turkish clause is a full-fledged sentence, so from that perspective, the
switch could also be coded as intersentential. This has not been done, mainly
because of the subject-verb inversion in the Dutch clause, which is triggered
when an element has been topicalized by putting it in first position. However,
the decision is not an easy one because it is not uncommon in colloquial Dutch
to start out a sentence with a verb, especially when it is a modal auxiliary, such
as moet and the subject an indefinite pronoun (cf. Auer, 1993, for an analysis
of verb-initial utterances in German).
coordination

The clauses discussed above are all intimately tied to either their matrix or their
dependent clause. The rest of the inter-clausal switches concern the more
autonomous coordination structures. Both logically possible patterns occur:
sometimes the conjunction is Turkish, continuing the language of the preceding
stretch, and sometimes it is Dutch, and thus part of the switch. Recall from
Sections 4.2 and 6.1 that there are also seven cases of lone switched
conjunctions, three Dutch and four Turkish. 58 All single switched conjunctions
were coordinating.
The conjunction is part of the switched clause five times; twice as often
the switch follows the conjunction (cf. Table 6.10). Examples of each are found
in (80). In (80a), the whole second conjunct starting with of ("or") is in Dutch,
but (80b) is an example where the switched clause is a complement of the ML
conjunction: the introducing conjunction ciinku ("because") is Turkish.
(80a)

Ja, bir de onlar orda veya vast of ze werken Langer (A, 146)
"yeah, and then they have a permanent job or they've been working there for
a longer time"

(80b)

ciinkii die komen van boven, die bevelen enzo (A, 174)
"because they come from the top, those orders and stuff'

A last category which has been included as a type of inter-clausal CS is where
the switch follows what could be described as a mental colon. I have called
these configurations copular complements, because the mental colon functions
semantically as a copula. There are three such cases among Ayhan's switches
to Dutch, cf. (81).
(81a)

iki sene soyle, je moet anderhalf jaar stage lopen en dan (A, 30)
"two years like that: you have to do an internship for a year and a half and
then"

(81b) soyle mesela: overheid die gaat bezuinigen. (A, 156)
"it's like this for instance: the government needs to cut expenses"

58

The corresponding figures for the second generation
Turkish, so nine in total.
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are four Dutch and five

(Sic) ah. je moet niet naar de uiterlijk, onun dedigi dogru bizim okulda da mesela
echt zo van perfect biliyonmusun? (A, 231, T br.)
"ah, you shouldn't [look} at the outside, like how they talk at school, for
example, really like perfect, you know"
As the English translations show, the second part is not really a self-supporting
sentence, although purely syntactically speaking it is. Because of a semantic
bias inherent in much of this work, these switches were coded as inter-clausal,
rather than intersentential CS. However, since it is also not presumed that there
is no semantic relationship at all between two consecutive sentences, the
decision is fairly arbitrary. These switches are obviously borderline cases
between these two categories.
inter-clausal

switches

to Turkish

Table 6.11 lists the inter-clausal switches to Turkish in Ayhan's data. The types
which were distinguished have all been introduced above, so fewer examples
are needed. In (82), an example of each type is given.

Types

Cafe

Brothers

Total

Matrix clause

2

1

3

Complement ML verb of saying

-

-

0

Complement other ML verb

I

I

2

Subordinate clause

6

-

6

Complement ML conjunction

4

I

5

Coordinated clause

I

-

1

Copular complement

2

-

2

Total:

16

3

19

Table 6.11: Inter-clausal CS to Turkish in Ayhan's data.

(S2a) Tabii, en voordat ik maakte siiyluyordum: "kijk of nou het goed is ja of nee"
(A, 170)
"all right, and before I made it I would ask, 'now see whether it's OK or not'"
(S2b) je komt er zoveel tegen, soms weet ik niet welke ja hangisini sececegini, he,
(A, 160, Til. bros.)
"you meet so many, sometimes I don't know which one to, well, which one to
choose, right?"
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(82c) ja, komt veel bij kijken ciinku sen onunla mi sey edeceksin yoksa gelen pakketlerimi bakacakstn (A, 266)
"yeah, there's a lot involved, since if you are something with them or you will
look after the packages that come in"
(82d)

-dus die twee jaar moet ik zelf betalen en dat zal wel, ja, hoog geld kosten
voor mij (A, 114)
"so those two years I have to pay myself and that'll be, well, a lot of money
for me"
-dat is hartstikke goed (H, 115)
"how wonderful"
-plus seyler college paralart iceri biliyormusun, seneye mesela (A, 116)
"and what's it called, tuition money is included, you know, for a year or so"

(82e)

bir de onun belli seyleri var, toreleri var, moet je nakomen ondan sonra orf
ve adetleri var. (A, 218)
"and on top of that there's clearly things, they've got ceremonies. which you
have to honour, and then there's usage and customs"

(82f)

of een andere richting, politie-academie-ye gitmeyi (A, 22)
"or a different direction, like going to the police academy"

In (82a), the Turkish finite verb soyluyordum follows the Dutch temporal clause
en voordat ik maakte. Note that the following Dutch clause is again a switched
clause: it is the argument of the verb of saying soyle-. In (82b), the Dutch verb
weet ("know") takes a Turkish clausal complement. Note that Ayhan backtracks
after having started the dependent clause with Dutch welke ("which"); having
selected the Turkish verb sec- ("choose") to head the clause, he starts the clause
anew in order to begin it with Turkish hangi ("which"). Recall from Section
6.3.3.1 that switches are generally more common before than after a
subordinating conjunction. The next example contains a Turkish dependent
clause which is relatively more autonomous, since it is not an argument of the
matrix verb, but of the entire matrix clause. The switched clause in (82c) is a
clause of reason, headed by cunku ("because"). Four out of the six switched
subordinate clauses are clauses of reason. In (82d), the Dutch (ML) coordinating
conjunction plus ("and") takes a Turkish complement clause. This clause has
been analyzed as a coordinated clause, even though there is no explicit first
conjunct. However, the context makes clear that the whole utterance is an item
on a list of things which Ayhan is in the process of enumerating. In this light,
consider Ayhan's first utterance in the example. His coordinated structure is
interrupted by Hatice's ironic remark dat is hartstikke goed, so that the
coordinating conjunction ends up at the beginning of Ayhan's next tum. Ex.
(82e) is the only example in Ayhan's data of a full switched Turkish
coordinated clause, i.e. including a Turkish conjunction: the other five times the
conjunction is Dutch, cf. Table 6.11. As we will see later, this is a frequent
pattern for the second generation, often involving the same conjunction ondan
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sonra ("and then"). Finally, in (82f), the clause boundary after richting is of the
copular complement type. Ayhan has been to the employment agency and is
listing the options which are open to him now that he has to look for a new
career. He has mentioned a few possibilities and then says of een andere
richting ("or, I could go in a totally different direction"). This utterance, and the
slight break which follows, raises the expectation that what will follow will be
one suggested direction, an expectation the Turkish clause indeed fulfills.
comparing switches to Dutch and Turkish
The main result ofa comparison of Tables 6.10 and 6.11 is that there is much
less inter-clausal CS to Turkish than to Dutch, and that one prolific type of
switch is almost entirely responsible for the difference. This is Dutch reported
speech, embedded by a Turkish verb of saying. This simply does not occur in
the other direction.
All other types occur in both directions, in fairly equal frequencies. A
possible exception is the category of switched subordinate clauses, which take
up 30% of the Turkish switches, but only 7% of the Dutch ones.
6.3.3.2.3. Inter-clausal switching by the second generation
Table 6.12 lists the inter-clausal switches in the second generation. Recall from
Section 6.1 that, as in the intermediate generation data, inter-clausal CS is about
as frequent as intrasentential CS, usually comprising between 10 and 20% of
the total number of switches. All second generation informants have been
lumped together in Table 6.12. In addition, both directions, which were split for
the intermediate generation data (Tables 6.10 and 6.11), are now combined in
one table.
Some differences with Ayhan's inter-clause CS are readily apparent. First, there
is less of it. Though numerically the second generation informants produced
more inter-clausal switches than Ayhan, they of course also produce a great
many more speech turns. Second, there are now also quite a few switches where
Turkish reported speech is embedded as the argument of a Dutch verb of
saying. Third, subordinated clauses are now most frequent among the switches
to Turkish, not, as in Ayhan's case, among those to Dutch. In fact, Dutch
clausal switches are often matrix clauses, indicating that Dutch increasingly
assumes the role of ML. The only structure in which Turkish still frequently
functions as the ML is the embedding of Dutch reported speech by a Turkish
verb of saying. Fourth, the contribution of the coordinating types." has
increased from one third in Ayhan's speech to 50% in the second generation
data. Since coordinating structures are more alternational in nature than
subordinating ones, this could be seen as another indication of the general shift
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This includes the categories "complement of ML coordinating conjunction",
"coordinated clause", "copular complement" and "afterthought".
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towards alternational CS.
Types

Dutch

Turkish

Total

Matrix clause

22

I

23

Complement ML verb of saying

22

13

35

Complement other ML verb

I

4

5

Subordinated clause

I

3

4

Complement ML conjunction

8

6

14

Complement ML subord. conjunction

-

I

1

Coordinated clause

13

10

23

Copular complement

3

4

7

Afterthought

-

2

2

70

44

114

Total:
Table 6.12: Inter-clausal CS in second generation data.

First, however, a closer look at the individual types of inter-clausal CS
employed by the second generation informants will be presented. The discussion
will focus on those types which either did not surface in Ayhan's data, or
involve some interesting departures from his patterns.
subordination

In most of the non-reported speech switches to Dutch, the Dutch stretch
functions syntactically as the matrix clause. CS in the other direction has only
one instance of this type, cf. (83f) below.
In 75% of the switched Dutch matrix clauses the preceding chunk is a
Turkish subordinated clause. Almost half of those are conditionals, as in (83a).
The gerundial clause cok yapmca is the preceding element in (83b), and a
complement clause of the Dutch verb in (83c). In the other cases in (83), the
switched Dutch matrix clause follows a Turkish constituent and a slight pause.
In those cases the switch was not coded as an insertion of a Turkish EL Island.
Three of these elements are dislocated subject NPs and two are topicalized PPs,
cf. (83d and e). As mentioned earlier, there is only one example of a matrix
clause switch in the opposite direction, in which the preceding Dutch element
is a vocative, cf. (83f). The reason these switches appear in this list is that they
form a semantic unit with the preceding element. Therefore, the switch has not
been coded as intersentential.
(83a)

zamarunda oynarsan, antrenmana geIirsen, dan moete ge toch zaterdags wei in
de basis staan he!
9)
"if you play in your own time, and go to practice, then surely you should be
in the starting line-up on Saturday, shouldn't you?"

cD,
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(83b) ... dan is het niet meer erg, 90k yapmca dan is het niet meer erg. (Fu, 182)
"then it's not bad anymore, when many do it, it's not bad anymore"
(83c) Ja, ben koylu oldum onlarm arasmda, ah, vond ik echt. (M, 64)
"Yeah, I had become a villager between them, J really thought that"
(83d) ... nee, nee dat denk ji} verkeerd, bij sommige, sommige gencler yani tum
gencler hebben niet gestudeerd of welke opleiding (Se, 163)
"no, no, you've got it all wrong, with some, some young people, well, all
young people, didn't go 10 college or any school"
(83e) nee, tweede helft en ikinci yan iste, stond ik pas in de basis (i, 6)
"no, second half and ... second half, you see, is when I was in the starting
line-up"

(830 Nursen en Pervin, siz arttk konusursunuz (Se, 237)
"N. and P., now you talk"
Recall that in Ayhau's data, by far the most frequent type of inter-clausal switch
was the embedding of Dutch reported speech with a Turkish verb of saying.
Examples of this type in the other direction were completely lacking. In the
second generation data, the picture is different. Dutch switches of this type still
occur frequently (22 cases, of which no less than 20 were produced by the
Hilversum guys), but Turkish ones are also common (13 cases). The Dutch verb
used most for this purpose is zeggen ("say"), but also used are bel/en ("call"),
cf. (84a), krijgen van ... ("go like ...") and denken ("think"). In three cases, the
preposition van ("like") does the job by itself, cf. (84b).
(84a) Ik heb gelachen toen ik dat hoorde: belt ze Niirsen op: "gel, kizimla oyna" (N,
60)

"I laughed when I heard that, she calls Nursen, "come, come play with my
daughter'"

(84b) ja echt zo van dunyanin en kotu bir seyini yaptyormus um ki ... (Fu, 132)
"yeah, really like J was doing the worst thing in the world'
The other subordinated types of inter-clausal CS are more frequent with Turkish
clauses than with Dutch ones, though none of these patterns occur very often.
Turkish clausal complements of a Dutch verb all involve the verb vinden
("think, find"), as in (8Sa). The one Dutch switched argument clause can be
found in (8Sb). A switched Turkish conditional is found in (8Sc).
(8Sa) ik vind aslinda bakarsan hepimiz gewoon een en al hetzelfde type (Fu, 42)
"I think if you really look, we're all just one and the same type"
(8Sb) Dusunmiiyorlar acaba of ik dat leuk vind of zoo (Fu, 162)
"they don't even think about whether maybe I like it or anything"
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(85c) Ga je morgen, gitsen mi? (~e, 268)
"are you going tomorrow, can you really not came?"
In all these cases, the subordinating morpheme is in the same language as the

rest of the dependent clause. There is one instance in the whole data set which
departs from this pattern. This is the switch in (86), where the Dutch
conjunction dat introduces a Turkish relative clause. Recall from Section 6.3.2
that it is a ragged doubly marked switch. Its uniqueness in the data, the general
scarcity of it in the literature, the presence of the intervening interjection hani,
and the double marking of the subject all indicate that this may not be the
easiest of sites for CS.
(86)

Weetje wat lachen was: die deel dat ze hani seye gitmislerdi ya dukkana hepsi
(P, 144)

"do you know what was fun? that episode in which they, what was it, all went
to the shop or something"
coordination

The other half of the switches involves coordinated clauses, more or less evenly
divided over the two directions. In roughly two-thirds of these, the switched
elements are complete clauses, usually introduced by en ("and") when Dutch,
or by ama when Turkish, cf. (87a and b). In most other cases the switched
clause is the complement of a conjunction from the other language, most often
Turkish ama and Dutch maar (both meaning "but"), cf. (87c and d). The
Turkish conjunctions preceding switches to Dutch are all discourse markers:
ama, birde and yani. Their saliency in discourse may ultimately be the reason
why these words are so frequent at CS sites. They are high on the Awareness
Continuum, and as a CS they draw some extra attention (for a systematic study
of discourse markers in a bilingual corpus, cf. Maschler, 1994). In two cases,
no overt conjunction is present, but here too the context makes a coordination
structure likely, cf. (87e and f). These cases could also have been classified as
intersentential, however. The reason they were not, is that the two clauses form
a phonological unit; there is, for instance, no perceptible break between istedim
and toen in (87f).
(87a) bunlar oynamaya kalkmca sen de kalkman lazim onlarla en hoe moet je dan
op de rest letten? (H, 267)
"when they get up to dance, you must get up with them as well, and then how
can you keep an eye on the rest?"

(87b) ik wil echt naar Turkije wei, ama bu sene kesin (Se, 252)
"I really do want to go to Turkey, but this time for sure"
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(87c)

Ik wilde Turkse nou niet beledigen, maar yok bir diisuneyim, eh, parast kac
para. (Se, 174)
"I didn't want to insult Turks or anything but no, let's think first, uhm, how
much money is that?"

(87d)

...ama weet je wat zo komisch was? (Fu, 167)
"but do you know what was so funny?"

(87e)

ik was toen nog vijftien ban a diyor hergiin burda disco yok diyor ... (Fu, 147)
"1 was only fifteen then [and} they said to me, you're not going to the disco
every day, they said'

(87f)

ben seninkisini lenen yapmak istedim toen had ik ze al (Se, 188)
"I wanted to borrow yours but then 1had them already"

As in Ayhan's data, there are also a few switches
complement. Two examples are:
(88a)

of the type called copular

... bir de weet je wat de probleem is: birisi burda ne yaparsa geriyanltsi da
pes ine gidiyor. (Fu, 162)
"and do you know what the problem is: whatever someone does here, the
conservatives come after her"

(88b) dat is belangrijk hoor, etraftan istedigin kadar giizel olsun (N, 226)
"but that's important, no matter how much you want from those around you,
you gotta be pretty"
Finally, the two switches in (89) are of a type which is similar to the copular
complements,
but which seems even further removed from the prototype of
inter-clausal CS. On the other hand, it does not quite qualify as straightforward
intersentential CS. They have been called "afterthoughts", because they function
as some sort of tag. They do not provide any additional information, but rather
repeat something mentioned right before. They acquire their full meaning only
in combination with the preceding chunk. Thus, in (89a), dolabindaydi by itself
does not specify what was in which drawer. There is no need for the speaker
to give this information, since it was mentioned in the preceding clause. The
decision to call this an inter-clausal and not an intersentential
switch is to a
certain extent arbitrary, for the same reasons that were given in Section
6.3.3.2.2 above in connection with copular complements.
(89a)

nee, het lag in een kastje bij mijn vader, dolabtndaydt (Se, 186)
"no, it was in a little drawer at my dad's, it lay in a little drawer"

(89b) maar die sokken zie ik niet meer, on/arm mt daha, he (N, 198)
"but I don't see those socks anywhere anymore, of those anymore, right?"
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6.3.3.2.4. Differences intermediate and second generations
The second generation's
inter-clausal
generation on the following points:

CS differs from that of the intermediate

1. Inter-clausal CS is less frequent;
2. Embedding reported speech with a verb of saying from the other
language happens in both directions, not just with Dutch reported speech;
3. There is a marked increase in switching to Dutch matrix clauses;
4. There is a slight turn-around in subordination: there are more switched
Turkish argument clauses (always of vinden) and less Dutch ones;
5. In switching between coordinated clauses, there is no preference
anymore for switches to Dutch.
On the other hand, there are some similarities
1. In general, the types of inter-clausal
2. Switches may follow coordinating
subordinating
ones.

as well:
CS which are used are the same;
conjunctions,
but not normally

individual differences
Contrary to the data presentations in Chapter Four and Section 6.1, the second
generation informants have so far been presented as one homogenous group.
This was mainly done for the sake of convenience, and because there was no
reason to expect considerable differences between the networks, given the fairly
similar rates of inter-clausal CS for all second generation networks as they
appeared in Section 6.1. This final subsection is meant to check whether there
are indeed no marked differences between the networks.
First of all, consider Table 6.13, comparing
the three all-second
generation networks. It shows that inter-clausal switches are most frequent in
the Tilburg friends conversation. The three young women in that network use
this type of CS about twice as often as the Hilversum women, with the
Hilversum guys somewhere in between. The presence of Yusuf and Ayhan
pushes the Tilburg friends conversation in the direction of Turkish a lot (cf.
Section 6.1.6 and Backus & Van Hout, 1995), and this may have had its effect,
not only on the women's language choice, but on the structure of their CS
behavior as well."
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Recall from Section 6.1 that in the Tilburgfriends recording more than half of the
turns are all in Turkish, while for the two Hilversum networks, the figures are much
lower, even under 10% for the Hilversum guys.
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Turkish

Dutch

Types

Total

Hw

Hg

Tf

Hw

Hg

15

I

-

-

2

2

15

20

2

I

6

5

1

26

7

1

-

-

4

-

-

5

-

2

-

1

3

-

I

5

4

-

2

4

-

7

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

Hw

Hg

Matrix clause

I

2

Comp\. ML verb of saying

-

Tf

Tf

clause

1

Compl.

ML conjunction

-

Comp\.

ML subord.

-

-

4

5

3

2

2

5

6

7

8

3

-

-

I

1

2

4

1

2

Afterthought

-

-

-

2

-

-

2

-

-

Total:

9

27

26

14

9

20

23

36

45

Comp\.

other ML verb

Subordinate

Coordinated
Copular

clause

comp\.

conj.

Table 6.13: Inter-clausal CS in second generation data, broken down for type, direction
network (HW = Hilversum women, HG = Hilversum guys, TF = Tilburg friends)

and social

As far as the use of types of inter-clausal CS is concerned, there are a few
interesting differences between the three networks. The biggest one is that the
switches to Dutch matrix clauses come mainly from the Tilburg friends: 15 out
of the total of 18. In general, the Hilversum women lag behind on the switches
involving subordinating structures, but not on the coordinating ones. The other
two networks both have comparatively
high numbers of switches involving
subordinate clauses, but they have them in different directions. The Hilversum
guys have many switches to Dutch reported speech clauses, and the Tilburg
friends have many switches to Dutch matrix clauses."
Apart from these two categories, the only category which shows some
interesting differences is 'complement
of ML conjunctions'.
The Hilversum
women have a preference for switches to Turkish after a Dutch conjunction, the
Tilburg friends
for switches to Dutch after a Turkish conjunction.
The
Hilversum guys on the other hand, do not produce this kind of CS at all. The
overall figures are low, however, so it is hard to derive any hard and fast
conclusions from them. In any case, the Tilburg friends do more CS between
intimately tied clauses, while the Hilversum women tend to prefer to switch in
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Note however, that 17 of the 20 inter-clausal switches involving Dutch reported
speech and the Turkish verb de- in the Hilversum guys conversation occur in just
three speech turns. These all contain lengthy narratives of the "and then he said X,
and then she said Y" type. Therefore, the Hilversum guys conversation has a much
more monolingual Dutch appearance than even that of their female counterparts,
despite the fairly high number of inter-clausal switches in their data.
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coordinated
structures. Thus, the Hilversum women switch in more of an
alternational way than the Tilburg friends.
For the other second generation informants, Hatice and the two Tilburg
brothers, inter-clausal CS is almost always to Dutch, and not very frequent.
Given these differences between networks, it would perhaps also be interesting
to check to what extent all speakers within a network contribute to these
differences
in the same proportion.
The figures show that there are no
spectacular differences between the three women in the Hilversum women
network. In the Tilburg friends network, Selma lags behind considerably behind
the others in frequency of inter-clausal CS, as indeed for all other types except
intersentential
CS. Fulya on the other hand, is mainly responsible
for the
relatively high overall rate of this kind of CS in the data of this network. Her
preference for switching to Dutch matrix clauses (two-thirds of the total are
hers) is especially noteworthy. She also contributes many more switches of the
coordinated type than the other two women. In the Hilversum guys network, the
same distribution noted in Section 6.1 for CS overall, emerges. Cengiz has most
inter-clausal switches, Erdogan has quite a few as well, and Mehmet only a few.
As for the types, it is interesting to note that what little diversity there is in
these guys' inter-clausal
CS can all be attributed to Cengiz, as the others
virtually only produce switches involving Dutch direct speech.
In conclusion,
it is clear that differences
between informants
are
considerable
for certain constructions.
This shows that one should be very
cautious when lumping together scores of the different networks. At the very
least it should be investigated whether a certain switch type is used by one or
two speakers only or whether everybody has it. In the latter case, the type is
likely to be common, but in the first case, the type, no matter how frequent,
may be an idiosyncratic or network-specific
construction.

6.3.3.3. Discussion
In Section 6.3.3.1, the literature was reviewed with respect to inter-clausal CS
and the borrowing of conjunctions. Though the evidence is mixed, there seems
to be a general consensus that switching between clauses is fairly easy. In
general, whole clauses are switched, including their introducing conjunction.
This is especially so for subordinated clauses; coordinated clauses are also often
introduced by a conjunction from the other language. In addition, coordinating
conjunctions are more often borrowed than subordinating ones, also indicating
that their use in CS is more widespread.
CS seems to be most severely
restricted after relative markers. There is no absolute constraint on CS between
a relative marker and the rest of the clause, but examples are comparatively
rare. Most language contact settings involve some asymmetry between the
languages in terms of discourse dominance.
Correlated with that is some
directionality
in CS patterns. Subordinated
clauses thereby follow the same
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pattern as insertions, with one language functioning as the ML most of the time.
Coordinated clauses do not show directionality effects as often.
The Turkish-Dutch data by and large confirmed these tendencies. CS
occurs before and after coordinating conjunctions, but not after subordinating
ones. In addition, all single switched conjunctions were of the coordinating type.
CS after a relative marker did not occur. Differences between the generations
exist mainly in directionality, with Turkish still having more ML-like qualities
in the speech of the intermediate generation, but acquiring more EL-like
qualities in the speech of the second generation. Below, the data are reviewed
for the four types of clausal structures identified in Section 6.3.3.1:
coordination, subordination, complementization and relativiziation. The results
are finally related to the difference between insertional and alternational CS.
i. coordination

In these data, coordinated structures included both coordinated clauses, as well
as the more loosely combined copular complements. The latter will be discussed
later on, in the discussion of the borderline cases between alternation and
insertion. Here, only cases involving coordinating conjunctions will be
discussed. Their involvement in CS is summarized in Tables 6.14 (switched
coordinated clauses) and 6.15 (switched complements ofML conjunctions). 62
There are roughly two types of conjunctions: logical connectors, which are
pragmatically neutral, and contrastive markers, which often function as
discourse markers. The latter can be assumed to be uttered at the conscious end
of the Awareness Continuum. Whether switches precede or follow them, it is
their very nature to capture the interlocutors' attention. The connecting and
contrastive types appear in CS with comparable frequency, with a slight
preference for the former type for the intermediate generation, and for the
contrastive type for the second generation. As for connectors, the most
frequently used are the Dutch and Turkish equivalents of "and", while the
discourse markers involved in CS usually mean "but" or "however".

62

The figures are not exactly the same as those given in Section 6.3.3.2, since some
of the coordinated clauses had no overt conjunction. These have been left out in the
tables.
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Int

2nd

Total

ondan sonra
yoksa

Total

-

6

6

en

3

4

7

1

I

2

maar

-

3

3

-

I

I

of

2

1

3

1

toen

-

1

1

1

I

5

10

15

dus
total:

2nd

To Dutch

To Turkish
ama

Int

1

8

10

Table 6.14: Switched coordinated
clauses in the data, broken down for generation.
conjunction (Int. = Intermediate generation, 2nd = second generation)

Int

2nd

Tot.

To Turkish

language

Int

2nd

Tot.

2

4

6

5

-

5

To Dutch

maar

2

3

5

en

2

I

3

plus

I

-

I

yani

-

2

2

of

-

I

1

veya

1

-

I

toen

-

I

I

birde

I

I

ne var ki

-

1

1

'1unku

2

-

2

10

8

18

total:

and

5

6

Table 6.15: Switched coordinated
clauses
generation, language and conjunction (lnt

ama
on dan sonra

II

=

with switch
intermediate

after the conjunction,
broken down for
generation, 2nd = second generation)

The main difference between the generations is that Ayhan's switches are
usually after the conjunction (13 vs. 7 cases of complete switched clauses),
while for the second generation both constructions occur about equally often.
The difference is almost entirely made up by the second generation's propensity
to switch Turkish coordinated clauses with ama, cf. Table 6.14.
These results are in line with earlier fmdings by other researchers. CS
between coordinated clauses is quite common, and often involves discourse
markers. No clear directionality can be discerned, except that in the intermediate
generation data, there is a slight preference for switching to Dutch.
ii. subordination
There are two types of CS involving subordinate clauses. The switch can be for
the subordinate clause itself, or it can be made after the subordinate clause, i.e.
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for a following matrix clause. Both types are taken into account here because
CS to a matrix clause presupposes a preceding dependent clause. In the
following, "adverbial" subordinated clauses are discussed first, to be followed
by complement and relative clauses.
a. subordinate clauses
Almost all subordinate clauses in the data are monolingual. Unlike coordinating
conjunctions, subordinating conjunctions are always switched along with their
clause. The only example to the contrary is the ragged switch in (90), discussed
in Section 6.3.3 above.
(90)

Weetje wat lachen was: die dee! dat ze hani seye gitmislerdi ya diikkana hepsi
(P, 144)

"do you know what was fun? that episode in which they, what was it, all went
to the shop or something"
Speakers are much less likely to switch between a subordinating conjunction
and the rest of the clause, than in a coordinated construction. The scarcity ofCS
after subordinating conjunctions lends some support to the claim of Belazi,
Rubin & Toribio (1994: 226) that CS is not possible at this point,63 though of
course it does not confirm it (cf the counterexamples cited in Section 6.3.3.1).
Table 6.16 presents the types of subordinated clauses (adverbial, complement
and relative) which are involved in CS in the data. The meanings of the
morphemes involved are listed at the bottom of the table. The most dramatic
result to emerge out of Table 6.16 is the directionality of this type ofCS in the
speech of the second generation. All but one of the switched subordinate clauses
are Turkish, while the intermediate generation data show an evenly balanced
picture. This point will be picked up later.

63

Belazi, Rubin & Toribio (1994: 226) cite an example from Tunisian Arabic-French
CS which is very reminiscent of Ex. (90), and also of (82b) above:
C'est fer qui donne
"It's iron that gives,

illi yi-ha.rib l'anemie

that fights anemia"

Here, the speaker backtracks after using the wrong French verb and restarts his
complement clause with the Arabic complementizer.
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Int

2nd

Tot.

Int

2nd

Tot.

To Dutch

To Turkish
-sA

5

8

13

of

3

1

4

-mI

I

I

2

als

3

3

-An

-

2

2

om

I

-lncI

-

2

2

omdat

1

-dIktAn sonra

1

-

1

hoe

1

-dIgi icin

1

1

voordat

I

-dIgI

-

-

I

1

zaman

-

1

1

-AcAgI

1

-

1

no CaMP

-

5

5

total:

8

21

29

10

1

II

Table 6.16: Switched subordinated clauses in the data, broken down for generation, language and
conjunction (Int = intermediate generation, 2nd = second generation; -sA = "if", -rnl = "whether", An = relative marker, -lncI = "when", -dlktAn sonra = "after", -dlgl icin = "because", dlgl =
CaMP, zaman = "when", -AcAgI = CaMP; of = "whether", als = "if", om = "in order to", omdat
= "because", hoe = "how", voordat = "before"

Switched subordinate clauses are of various kinds. Many are conditionals (cf.
(91a), with a Turkish conditional clause, and (91b), with a Dutch one), or other
"adverbial" types. The boundary between a Turkish conditional clause and a
following Dutch matrix clause is a favored CS site. A Dutch clause of reason
appears in (91c). Several embedded clauses involved in CS are temporal, cf. the
Turkish clause in (91d).
(91a)

zamamnda oynarsan, antrenmana gelirsen, dan moete ge toch zaterdags wei in
de basis staan he! (0, 9)
"if you play in your own time, and go to practice, then surely you should be
in the starting line-up on Saturday, right"

(91b)

taalniveau-ya baktim, als je rechten gaat studeren en zo he, CA, 72)
"1 looked at the level of proficiency, if you are going to study law and stuff,
right"

(91c)

seyler cok iiziildii mesela, omdat ik in de praktijk ... bilmiyorum (A, 162)
"things were a great pity 'cause, 'cause as far as practical skills is concerned
I ..., I don't know"
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(91d) Turkiye'ye gidince bent geen Turk (Fu, 124)
"when you go to Turkey, you're not Turkish"
b. complement

clauses

Switched Dutch complement clauses are fairly common in Ayhan's speech, but
in the second generation data, there is only one switch for a full Dutch
subordinate clause, cf. (92a). Switched Turkish complement clauses occur in
both generations, cf. (92b-d). Finally, the second generation informants
produced quite a few Turkish complement clauses of the Dutch verb vinden
("find, think") with no overt subordinating conjunction, cf. (92e). As Dutch
would have required one, and Turkish does not, these clauses fit the general
picture that there is no switch between a subordinating conjunction and the rest
of the clause.
(92a) Diisiinmuyorlar acaba of ik dat leuk vind of zoo (Fu, 162)
"they don't seem to think about whether maybe I like it or something"
(92b) je komt er zoveel tegen, soms weet ik niet welke, ja, hangisini sececegini, he
(A, 160)
"you meet so many, sometimes I don't know which one to, well, which one I
should choose"

(92c) Kotu mil iyi mi maakt niet uit. (Fu, 162)
"whether it's good or bad is not important"
(92d) kom, jij bent toch niet annemin bildigi .... (M, 48)
"come on, surely you're not like what mom knows"
(92e) kulturle, kulturle dini kartsttrtyorlar, vind ik ... (Se, 20)
"they are mixing up culture and religion, I think"

c. relative

clauses

There are two switched Turkish relative clauses, cf. (93), both produced by a
second generation informant. In both cases, the clause precedes the Dutch
antecedent, which in both cases is a subject pronoun. The one other switched
relative clause is the ragged switch in (90) above.
(93)

Ama birincisini yapan die is gewoon de kotusu ... (Fu, 182)
"but the first one who does it she's just the worst"

The resistance to CS at the site between the relative marker and the first
element of the clause may perhaps be attributed to unitization. Since in Dutch
the relative pronoun is often followed by a pronominal subject, there may be a
strong expectation that such a pronoun will indeed follow every time a relative
pronoun is used. The sequence dat ze in (90) could be seen as an instantiation
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of the partially schematic unit [NOUN dat PRON], in which the relativized
noun is usually the object of the relative clause. The switch following dat ze is
flagged by the interjection hani, which suggests greater difficulty in, or at least
greater unusualness of, switching between the subordinator and the first element
of the clause." If a relative marker is followed by a nominal subject, CS
should be much easier, but since examples are lacking, this has to remain a
hypothesis. It is also instructive to know that switching between a head noun
and its relative clause is unproblematic when there is no explicit relative
pronoun, as in the French-Moroccan Arabic example in (94), from Bentahila &
Davies (1983: 320).65
(94)

il y a des quartiers bna: whum zdad
"there are some districts they have built new"

conclusion

The relative ease of switching after a coordinate conjunction stands in stark
contrast to the data for the various kinds of subordinating constructions. Other
studies have documented that within the group of subordinating conjunctions,
it is easier to switch before/after the relatively meaningful adverbial and
temporal
conjunctions
than before/after the relatively
meaningless
complementizers and relative markers, cf. for example Pfaff (1979: 312). In the
light of other things we know about CS, this is not so surprising. CS is easiest
when the speaker is at the conscious end of the Awareness Continuum. This is
most likely to be the case when she produces morphemes which have either a
lot of content (i.e. are high on the Specificity Continuum) or which have
considerable pragmatic impact, for example when they function as discourse
markers. Chances that morphemes fulfill these criteria are slim when they
appear in frequent constructions, especially when they do not provide a lot of
meaning. Complementizers and relative markers are clearly lower on the
Specificity Continuum than conditional markers or conjunctions which introduce
clauses of reason. They are more easily triggered, as specified parts of the
partially schematic schema, in the same way that case markers and determiners
are triggered through their inclusion in partially schematic units.
6.3.3.4. The continuum between insertion and alternation
Prototypical insertions are single EL words. Prototypical alternations are
sentences in a language different from the language of the previous sentence.
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A similar thing may have happened in producing als jij administratief
yaparsan, with the doubled conditional and subject marking.

opleiding

Recall also a similar argument about the relative ease of switching within a
complement clause in Arabic-English CS when there is no overt complementizer,
cf. the discussion of Ex. (71b) above.
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In this chapter, several cases of CS have been reviewed which would be
unprototypical cases of either category. They are longer than single words, yet
do not possess the same degree of autonomy as full sentences. Islands and
ragged switches were treated as EL stretches within ML utterances. The former
comprise just one constituent, but the latter are less easily labelled. Usually
ragged switches are larger than just a constituent, but often they are still framed
by a larger ML utterance. In any case, they need supporting ML structure. In
this section, finally, switched clauses were considered. Subordinated clauses are
tightly integrated into the matrix structure, so that it still makes sense to talk of
an ML and an EL. It turned out to be the case that second generation speakers,
who switch more alternationally than the earlier generations, did not show the
Turkish-dominant
asymmetry
in these structures which still characterizes
intermediate generation speech. For coordinated structures, no such differences
were found. One sub-type of coordinated clauses was distinguished which is
even closer to that prototype, but which still has a hint of insertion. They were
called copular complements.
As a final illustration of the fuzzy boundary
between insertion and alternation, a closer look at them may be interesting.
Copular complements
examples in (95).
(95a)

do have some insertional

characteristics.

Consider

the

biz 0 zaman gittik ya gezmeye die nikah giiniinde, hadden ze al ruzie man. (Se,
231)
"we went out walking then, right, that wedding day, and they were already
fighting, man"

(95b) annem oyle istiyor niet meer buiten, weet je, gewoon thuis (N, 272)
"my mom wants it like that, not outside anymore, you know, just at home"
(95c)

...bir de weet je wat de probleem is: birisi burda ne yaparsa geriyanlist da
pes ine gidiyor. (Fu, 162)
"and do you know what the problem is? If this guy does that here, he imitates
the backward"

(95d)

...ama weet je wat zo komisch was, was Birsen bir zamanlar polis olmayt
istiyordu weet je, zes jaar geleden of zo (Fu, 167)
"but do you know what was so funny? That was that Birsen wanted to be a
police woman one time, you know, six years ago or so"

(95e)

hie kimse gelmesin hep isin oluyor. Ne biliyor musun, vakkenvullen, dat is echt
heel veel groot (Se, 48)
"even if no one comes there's a lot of work, what do you know, stocking,
that's really a whole lot, big"

(95f) ja, anIat bir, waarom gaje geen vuurpijltjes kopen? (P, 108)
"yeah, please tell, why won't you buy any fireworks?"
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(95g)

of een andere richting, politie-academie-ye gitmeyi (A, 22)
"or a different direction, like going to the police academy"

(95h)

soyle mese1a: overheid die gaat bezuinigen. (A, 156)
"it's like this for instance: the government needs to cut expenses"

In all these examples the switch follows what has been described as a mental
colon. What precedes it can usually be paraphrased with "it's like this:", or
simply "is". The copula is sometimes explicit and sometimes not, compare the
examples in (95) with the morphosyntactically
integrated EL insertions in
copula constructions in Chapter Four and Section 6.2.
In my opinion, the examples given in this section in general, and in (95)
in particular, are borderline cases between insertion and alternation. For the
most part, they have the structure of full sentences. Dutch clauses sometimes
exhibit a Verb Second patttern, cf (95a), which may be a sign that topicalization
has occurred. If that is the case here, then the switch could also be qualified as
a switch to a Dutch matrix clause. On the other hand, verb-initial clauses are
quite common in spoken Dutch narratives.I" The Turkish clause in (95g) is
unfinished, since the accusative case on gitme- (" going") must come from some
matrix verb, presumably a modal like "can", which has been left implicit.
The main reason, however, for not classifying
these examples as
intersentential
CS, is their semantic dependence. Prototypical
intersentential
switches are exemplified
in (96), where the switched sentences are fully
autonomous.
They often reflect pragmatic
motivations
which are often
mentioned as motivating CS, such as repetition or intensification.
Plenty of
switches have been coded as intersentential,
even though they have a clear
relationship with the preceding utterance, but in those cases various factors have
promoted their status as intersentential switches. All of those factors relate to
structural and semantic autonomy. These are scalar notions however, and the
examples in (96) are only a little more autonomous than those in (95). Through
anaphoric elements they do refer to the previous utterance, but it was felt that
that was not enough to code the switch as anything but intersentential.
(96a)

kijk je wei 'ns naar Twin Peaks? Sen bakzyor musun Twin Peaks-a? (P, 125)
"Do you ever watch Twin Peaks? Do you watch Twin Peaks?"

(96b)

Sengul, biz permayi cikartrnayi cahsryoz sen daha boyuyorsun. Jij bent nog
erger dan mij, joh! (N, 88)
"Sengul, we're trying to get rid of the perm and you dye it again. You're even
worse than 1 am, girl"

(96c)

Bence zor. Ik denk niet dat ze die hebben (H, 59)
"I think that'll be difficult. 1 don't think there are any"
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I know of no study dealing with this phenomenon, but cf. Auer (1993) for a similar
situation in colloquial German.
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(96d) en ik ging naar arbeidsburo ordaki kadina soyledim ik wil hmmrn, ja, een
opleiding beginnen en dan heb ik toekomst van een zekere baan ... (A, 36)
"and 1 went to the employment office. J said to the woman there "1 want, uhm,
well, to start some educational program and then 1 have a future, of a certain
job ..."
To summarize, insertional and altemational forms of CS differ in the degree of
dependence assumed by the EL element. Inserted EL elements are, to a large
extent, dependent on an ML frame. At the altemational side of the continuum,
the two sentences are almost totally independent of one another. When that is
the case, terms like ML and EL have no meaning anymore.
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Chapter Seven: Language Choice and Language
Change in an Immigrant Context

Out of the data presented in Chapters Four and Six, different prototypes emerge
of the speech of the three generations. First generation informants clearly use
a different lect than the intermediate generation informant Ayhan, and his
language use in tum differs significantly from that of the second generation
informants. Although there are individual differences among the latter, as a
group they cluster around a prototype of bilingual speech which is recognizably
different from that of the other two generations. This recognizability allows us
to speak of different lects.
In Section 7.1, brief descriptions of the prototypes of bilingual speech
produced by the three generations will be given. These can be read as a short
summary of the descriptive part of this study. The intergenerational differences
will be compared to what was found in other studies in Section 7.2. In the
closing section, the findings will be put in a broader perspective. Specifically,
I will argue for the usefulness of CS data, especially when they are from immigration contexts, for the study of language change.
7.1. The prototypes
first generation speech
In the first generation vernacular, the role of Dutch is limited. Only a handful
of content words, many of them cultural borrowings or Proper Nouns, appear
in what is pretty much monolingual Turkish. They are inserted into standard
ML + EL constituents, in which all morphosyntactic markers are Turkish. Most
of these constituents are NPs, since virtually all Dutch words are nouns. A few
minor patterns appear which will tum out to be more frequent in later
generations. First, some Dutch verbs form compound verbs with the Turkish
auxiliary yap- (lito do"). Second, once in a while Dutch reported speech is
embedded with a Turkish verb of saying. These chunks of reported speech are
usually no longer than one or two words. Third, first generation speakers very
sparingly use intersentential CS in order to serve certain pragmatic functions.
Its role is limited, since the level of proficiency of these speakers generally does
not allow long excursions into Dutch.
intermediate generation speech
In the vernacular of the intermediate generation, of which Ayhan was the only
representative in this study, the role of Dutch has increased considerably.'

I

In general, Ayhan's speech is similar to the data in Backus (1992), which also
contain intermediate generation speech. Ayhan was also one of the four informants
for that study. The main difference is that intersentential CS is more frequent in

There is much more insertional CS, and in addition, there is at least as much
intersentential CS. CS at clause boundaries is also very frequent. There are as
many speech turns with switches as without. Insertional CS is very varied: in
addition to single nouns, virtually every other type of Dutch content word,
constituent and part of a constituent can be inserted into a Turkish base, the
latter two forming EL Islands. Even the cross-linguistically rare ragged switch
occurs relatively often. Inter-clausal CS still, above all, concerns Dutch reported
speech, which is embedded with Turkish verbs of saying. Structures that are
more alternational in character, such as switched coordinate clauses, are
common too. There seem to be no real limits as to what kind of Dutch material
can be used in Turkish speech. Overall, both languages seem to be used about
equally, with modifications made to accommodate to specific interlocutors.
Insertional CS however, occurs pretty much only when Turkish is the ML.
Dutch rarely functions as the ML in ML + EL constituents.
second generation speech
Second generation speech is generally characterized by a considerably increased
role for Dutch. CS is almost always intersentential. Inter-clausal CS and
insertional CS are still important aspects of the vernacular, but they occur far
less often than in intermediate generation speech. Dutch occasionally serves as
the ML in insertional CS, about as often as Turkish. For both directions, the
pattern is very infrequent, however. The impression is that for Dutch utterances
this is so because there are few lexical motivations to use Turkish words, while
for Turkish utterances the low amount of insertional CS may simply be due to
the low number of Turkish utterances. That is, though the bare frequency of
occurrence is about the same for insertion in both directions, a much higher
percentage of Turkish utterances contain switches than do Dutch ones. In interclausal CS, switches of the alternational types, like switched coordinate clauses,
have gained in frequency, compared to the intermediate generation. Dutch, not
Turkish, is now the main embedding language. All in all, second generation
bilingual speech is mainly Dutch, with a fair share of altemational CS.
Concessions are made to Turkish-dominant interlocutors however, proving that
at least some of the second generation informants (i.e. the Tilburg women) are
perfectly capable of producing almost monolingual Turkish.
summary: shift along the insertion-alternation continuum
As we move from first to second generation CS data, a general shift becomes
visible from insertional CS to altemational CS as the dominant type of language
mixing. There is also a change in directionality between the first and
intermediate generations on the one hand, and the second generation on the
other. First, at increasing rates, Dutch serves as the embedding language in
inter-clausal CS. For example, in the second generation data all but one of the

Ayhan's data here, presumably because his interlocutor Hatice speaks more Dutch
than his interlocutors did in the conversation reported on in Backus (1992).
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switched subordinated clauses are Turkish.2
function as the ML in insertional CS.
7.2. Intergenerational

Second, Dutch is also starting to

differences

In recent years, a number of studies have appeared in which differences in CS
styles between various groups within the same community were reported. In all
of these, the differences correlated well with variation in bilingual proficiency,
which in turn correlated
well with the generation to which a particular
imformant belonged. These studies are Jacobson (1989) on Spanish-English
CS
in Texas, Bentahila & Davies (1992, 1995) on CS between Moroccan Arabic
and French in Morocco, Li Wei (1995) on Chinese-English
CS in Newcastleupon-Tyne, UK, and Nishimura (1995) on Canadian Japanese. 3 On the other
hand, some older studies, most notably Berk-Seligson (1986) on Judeo SpanishHebrew CS in Jerusalem, which also included data from different generations,
found no variation in CS patterns.
All the studies that found variation found it was of a similar kind.
Speakers who are dominant in one of the languages, mainly have insertional CS
with that language as the ML. The generation with better command of the original EL, one that is more or less equal to their command of the original ML,
tends to produce intersentential CS more than anything else. Such a difference
between the generations was also found in the Turkish-Dutch data under study.
Jacobson (1989) compared Spanish-English
CS data from people of different
ages and social backgrounds
in San Antonio, Texas. With due reservations,
Jacobson (1989: 122-123) concludes that speakers can be categorized
as
preferring different modes of speaking, modes in which either Spanish or
English functions as the ML, or in which there is no language asymmetry. He
did not find, however, any clear preference for insertional or alternational CS.4

2

3

4

The exception is Ex. (92a) in Section 6.3.3. I am ignoring here the Dutch reported
speech clauses embedded with de- that are concentrated in a few short narratives in
the Hilversum guys conversation.
Similar patterns have been mentioned in passing by earlier researchers, for example
Di Pietro (1978: 276), or Dabene & Billiez (1986: 316). Also note the oft-mentioned
tendency of immigrant languages to pass through different stages of bilingualism on
the road towards monolingual ism in the new language.
Jacobson uses the terms "Frame A or B-Iexical", "Frame A or B-syntactic" and
"Frame AB" to denote overall types of CS. "A" means Spanish and "B" English in
his case. "A-lexical" then refers to a type of CS where English words are inserted
into Spanish matrix sentences a lot. "A-syntactic" stands for a type where the
English stretches are longer, for instance constituents and dependent clauses, but
where the overall base language (for instance the numerically dominant) language
is still Spanish. The categories "B-lexical" and "B-syntactic" refer to the same types
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The general picture which emerged is that male speakers mainly produced
English-dominant
speech, with CS generally more symmetrical in higher social
classes. Women tended to switch more asymetrically,
with younger women
predominantly using English as the ML and older women preferring Spanishbased speech. All these differences could be related to the distribution of
language proficiencies, since in general men speak more English than women,
and younger people speak it more than older people.
Bentahila & Davies (1995) found considerable differences in CS styles
between their older and younger informants. In general, older informants in
Morocco speak more French, since it has played a more important role in their
lives. Younger informants know French mainly as one of the languages they use
in school. As for CS, older informants switch more alternationally,
with fairly
equal roles for the two languages,
while younger speakers show more
asymmetrical CS. Moroccan Arabic functions as the ML and there are many
French insertions. Remarkable flexibility is reported by Nishimura (1995) for
second generation Japanese Canadians, who use the appropriate style of CS that
goes with the specific interlocutor they are talking to. The styles they can
choose from are basically
monolingual
Japanese
with English cultural
borrowings (for Japanese-dominant
interlocutors),
a style characterized
by
frequent alternational
CS (for bilingual interlocutors
who do use a lot of
Japanese, for example because they were sent to Japan for schooling), and
basically monolingual English with Japanese interjections and other ethnicity
markers (for interlocutors of their own group). These styles are very similar to
those identified in this work for first, intermediate
and second generation
speech. Similar gradations were also found by Li Wei (1995) for a Chinese
community in Britain.
The main exception to this general pattern of differences between the
generations is Berk-Seligson
(1986). She also has informants from different
generations, and moreover, her informants also differ in proficiency, though
they all produce roughly the same kind of bilingual speech. Community norms
are apparently more strongly focused in Jerusalem than in the communities
studied by the authors mentioned above. I will return to Berk-Seligson's
findings in the last section.
In general, differences between subgroups are related to both proficiency and
language choice. The speech styles adopted by the different generations in the
studies above as well as in mine, are what one would expect given their level
of proficiency in what was originally the second language. However, the
flexibility in language choice shown by the second generation speakers (the
older speakers in the Moroccan case), indicates that the El.-dominanr'
style

of CS, but with English as the base language. In CS of the type "Frame AB", there
is no such asymmetry.
5

Here too, I mean the language that orginally served as the EL.
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they adopt for their vernacular, is only the preferred way of speaking. It is
motivated, but not dictated, by their distribution of proficiencies. My data do
not show this flexibility as well as Nishimura's,
but recall that the second
generation women in the Tilburg friends conversation let themselves be led in
the direction of Turkish by first generation speaker Yusuf, without giving any
indication that this was difficult for them.
High proficiency in the second language naturally leads to greater use of
it in the mixed lect, but what may ultimately be the most important reason for
its increased use in the second generation, is that generation's greater use of it
in other spheres of daily life. Second generation Turks simply use more Dutch,
which in tum ensures that Dutch units become better and better entrenched in
their idiolects. Generally, this aspect of entrenchment receives little attention,
since for monolingual
speakers it is by definition very high. Whether the
explanatory factor is greater proficiency or increased use of the language, is a
difficult question to answer. It is somewhat of a "chicken and egg" problem,
since the first factor promotes the second and vice versa. Note however, that
use in daily life is likely to be primary, because disuse of a language leads to
attrition of certain patterns (cf. Mougeon & Beniak, 1989), and increased use
to increased entrenchment of patterns of that language.
7.3. Codeswitching

and language

change

In this final section, the shift discernable in the data will be linked to language
change in general. First, Thomason & Kaufman's (1988) typology of change
types will be introduced. Specifically, the discussion will focus on the question
whether the Turkish-Dutch
data give reason to believe that any of these types
will have a lasting effect on Turkish, Dutch or both. Second, the discussion will
return to the here and now, by presenting the data in light of what MyersScotton (1993b) calls a Matrix Language turnover. This scenario will be
presented as particularly
appropriate in the case of immigrant languages.
Finally, the broader issue of whether such a turnover automatically means that
there is a language shift going on at the community
level will be briefly
addressed.

types of change
Thomason & Kaufman (1988) distinguish between two types of externally
induced language change. In the first one, borrowing,
the old language is
maintained but it has borrowed many elements from another language. This
process starts out with content words and may extend far into the realm of
syntax, the intensity of borrowing mainly depending on the intensity and/or
duration of the contact situation, and also on the typological distance between
the languages (cf. Thomason & Kaufman, 1988: Chapter 4). In the second type,
interference
through shift (1988: 110-146), speakers shift to a new language
without completely taking over the system as it existed before in the grammar
of native speakers of that language. The end result is a new variety of the
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language, containing what many have called sub- or superstratum effects in
language. The idea is that features come into a language because the shifting
group has acquired it imperfectly. Linguistic focusing has set in before the
group is completely linguistically assimilated, i.e. before all learner
characteristics have disappeared. This may happen, for instance, when the
shifting group has limited access to the target language, and when they shift
fairly rapidly. Circumstances that are conducive to this sort of thing are large
size and high prestige of the shifting group. Small groups often shift to the new
language without leaving a trace, even when they are of the conquering type
and thus are likely to have high prestige. In interference through shift,
something has to stop the members of the group from becoming fully bilingual
before they shift."
The new variety in which 'interference through shift' results, is in some,
mainly syntactic, aspects different from the target language as it existed before
contact. Lexical borrowing from the old L 1 is generally slight in these
situations, and involves only a few cultural borrowings (Thomason & Kaufman,
1988: 116). The two types of change thus have clearly different diagnostics:
borrowing affects the lexicon, and interference through shift affects the
structure. The reasons for this are not so hard to see. If a group becomes
bilingual but maintains its own language, it needs a lot of words from the
contact language to refer to all kinds of new concepts (cf. Section 3.2.1). But
if speakers shift to the other language, they will obviously not need to borrow
those words anymore. However, elements of the old language which are low on
the Awareness Continuum may persist, as fossilized Second Language learner
characteristics. These include, for example, word order, particles and other
elements Iowan the Specificity Continuum, perhaps especially accent. 7
The prototypical life cycle of an immigrant language provides data for
both scenarios. In the beginning borrowing is the dominant pattern, the extent
of which can be anything between light (only some obvious lexical elements)
and heavy (including syntactic patterns and system morphemes from the contact
language). Later on, the common scenario in an immigrant context is language
shift, usually in the third or fourth generations. As speakers are starting to use
the new language for daily communication, structural elements of the old
language may still be part of it. However, focusing is not extremely likely in
these kinds of contact settings. Immigrant communities are often characterized
by a persistent, more or less forced, urge to become indistinguishable from the

6

7

As Thomason & Kaufman (1988: 120) correctly point out, these are general
tendencies only; exceptions can be found.
Note that these are not the only types of change. Some changes in contact languages
are not attributable to direct influence of the other language, but to contact itself.
Fading of norms, for instance, often leads to more variability or the generalization
of one form, without the other language ever coming into the picture (cf. Romaine,
1989: 378).
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larger society. Linguists will have to catch intermediate stages of the language
in the act, because they may disappear very fast.
Theoretically, any of these stages can be frozen, as long as the sociolinguistic context is favorable to focusing. If the borrowing stage is frozen, a
maintained language results which shows enough similarity with its genetic relatives to be considered a variety of the old language, but with a fair share of
borrowed elements. If the initial variant of the new language remains in use for
some reason, i.e. if it is focused as the new vernacular of the ethnic community,
the EL features in it will be stranded as isolated evidence of "interference
through shift". If there are many of these features, or if they are very salient,
this lect is likely to be recognized as an ethnic variant.
In the Turkish community in Holland, focusing at any stage before total
shift is not very likely. Dutch is dominant in Dutch society, and there is strong
pressure on Turks to become Dutch speakers. Though there is plenty of
evidence for the processes of borrowing and interference through shift in the
speech of the various generations of immigrants, as illustrated by the data used
for this study, it is not likely that any of the resulting patterns will be
conventionalized
on a scale large enough to give rise to a mixed language. First,
if Turkish in Holland follows the course of most immigrant languages, it will
disappear altogether, so that evidence of borrowing will disappear with it.
Second, if the Turkish community starts using Dutch for all purposes," the
variety used will likely be indistinguishable
from that of other Dutch speakers,
thus also eradicating evidence of interference through shift.
For the purposes of this study, it is not important to predict whether
Immigrant Turkish in Holland will follow this 'complete shift' scenario or not.
What is important, is to predict what the varieties involved would look like if
complete shift does not occur. In any event, it is perfectly conceivable that
focusing takes place sometime before total shift. Turkish may be maintained,
in which case a variety of Turkish with a lot of borrowing from Dutch may well
be the result. Or, if Turkish is not maintained, an ethnic variant of Dutch may
come into being. But, from a purely linguistic point of view, the important thing
is that the on-going processes of borrowing and interference through shift can
be seen at work in the data. Patterns of borrowing and interference
are in
evidence in the Turkish and Dutch respectively, of the informants. 9 However,
at present it is impossible to say whether they are only conventionalized
in
idiolects, or in all of the idiolects of a network, or whether they are more widespread. Possibly, the prototypes of the generations which were constructed in
Section 7.1 for the informants of this study, come close to representing
the
vernacular of all speakers of those generations. In that case, it indicates that

8

9

This will, of course, not happen as long as there are new adult immigrants. Whether
a certain level of immigration will be maintained in the future is difficult to guess.
And the other way around of course. Borrowing only predominantly affects
maintained languages, and interference predominantly affects languages shifted to.
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there is a lot of parallel conventionalization in idiolects, laying the groundwork
for possible subsequent focusing of the lects which those idiolects combinedly
make up.
If Turkish is going to be maintained in Holland, it will likely be a mixed
variety. Whether or not a language is maintained depends on social factors (cf.
McConvell, 1991). So far, there is good reason for the Turkish community in
Holland to maintain Turkish. First, there are still quite a lot of Turkish-dominant, possibly even monolingual, speakers, and as long as immigration
continues, there will always be such speakers. Second, the community maintains
a lot of contact with Turkey, both through personal contacts and through the
media, so that a good knowledge of Turkish is a useful thing to have for every
member. Third, Turkish probably signals identity and solidarity with the ethnic
group.
As for the ethnic variety, in immigrant groups these are not normally
focused into recognizable lects. Interference through shift as a lasting effect is
more common among indigenous groups, which generally have more reason to
resist assimilation (cf. Necef, 1994). Perhaps the best documented cases are
Indian and Irish English. Mithun (1992) describes certain features which make
the English of the Porno in Northern California different enough to be
recognizable as an ethnic variant of English. For immigrants, the main
circumstance which seems to promote ethnic variants is segregation as a
community. This is more likely in rural communities than in urban ones, 10
since the ethnic group has a greater chance to have a numerically significant
presence in a rural community. As for urban areas, ghettos resemble rural areas
in some respects: members of the ethnic community make up a high percentage
of the population. Since ethnic variants of languages do exist, it is perfectly
possible that at some point there will also be a well-established Turkish version
of Dutch. If such an ethnic variant comes into being, it is likely to have some
of the features which are typical for the speech of the second generation
informants in this study, such as cultural borrowings, slang words, copula-less
clauses, overgeneralization of one (presumably masculine) gender, and a
simplified system of dummy pronouns. II
ML turnover
Myers-Scotton (1993b) offers a scenario of how the diachronic result
'interference through shift' may actually come about synchronically. The

10

II

Hirvonen (p.c.) informs me that there are Finnish structural elements in the English
of rural Minnesota. Similarly, the German-inspired construction with once, as in
"come here once", has spread to Wisconsin, and possibly general Midwestern,
English (cf. Weinreich, 1953).
Since the emphasis in this study was on lexical CS, its non-lexical sister, selective
copying, was not studied in detail. The list of syntactic features that may end up in
a Turkish variant of Dutch, is therefore both incomplete and tentative.
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theoretical construct she introduces to this end is the ML turnover. In such a
situation, speakers stop "just short of shifting completely" (Myers-Scotton,
1993b: 220). But the shift has advanced far enough for speakers to use the
former EL as the ML in their CS. Though a turnover as focused end-result is
rare, it is predicted to be a regular intermediate stage in the language shift
process of immigrant groups (Myers-Scotton, 1993b: 222).
According to Myers-Scotton (1995), structural borrowing is only possible
through an ML turnover. After all, the Morpheme Order Principle and the
System Morpheme Principle cannot be violated. Therefore, if EL syntactic
patterns and system morphemes show up in mixed speech, that language cannot
be the EL anymore. This is in direct contradiction with Thomason & Kaufman
(1988) and Johanson (1993), who claim that structures can be borrowed from
the EL just like words. Shift does not have to be involved. What Johanson calls
'selective copying' is the synchronic process of which structural borrowing can
be the diachronic result. 12
The assumption that structural borrowing is impossible, leads MyersScotton (1995) to analyze, for example, the appearance of Spanish word order
and system morphemes in Malinche Mexicano as the result of a turnover,
though Mexicano is clearly the ML in most insertional CS (Hill & Hill, 1986).
Another good illustration of structural borrowing without a turnover is provided
by the Gibraltar English data of Moyer (1995). Some utterances which are
completely in English have verbs with Spanish subcategorization structures, as
in they have robbed me the book. They lead Moyer (1995) to conclude that for
these sentences, Spanish is the ML. Though I disagree with her terminology, the
effects are obvious: Spanish syntactic structure has been borrowed (i.e.
selectively copied) into local English.
In a recent paper, Myers-Scotton (forthc.) offers a construct with which
the two views can be reconciled. The composite ML is a language variety
which combines elements of both languages. Myers-Scotton uses it in order to
refer to the situation where an interlanguage functions as the ML in the speech
of a learner. Though Myers-Scotton seems to limit its use to those cases where
Ll and ML are not the same, I do not see any reason not to expand it to all CS.
Linguists have often argued that, in analyzing CS, we should not use the
standard varieties of the languages in question as the standard of comparison,
but rather the colloquial versions that are in use in the region where the data
were collected. This point follows from the fact that someone's ML is not
necessarily a standard version of the ML. So, when analyzing Pennsylvania
German, it will not do to just look at it against the backdrop of Standard
German. Instead, one should look at versions of German spoken in the regions
from which the immigrants came (Dorian, 1993). It seems a reasonable step
then, to add that in the case of a bilingual variety one should look at that variety

12

Actually, Johanson's notions of copying and reshaping can in general be seen as the
synchronic processes that may lead to Thomason & Kaufman's borrowing and
interference through shift, respectively.
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itself. Certainly in fairly stabilized cases like Pennsylvania German, the variety
will be considerably
focused, so that speaking it cannot be pictured as CS
between the two contributing varieties at all times. For a similar point about the
bidialectal situation studied by Giesbers (1989), cf. Muysken (1995).
What all this means, is that there is a composite ML in every CS context.
Obviously, the term would lose its meaning if this definition were actually
employed, since then it would simply mean the same as "ML". It seems better
to reserve it for those cases where there is considerable focusing of a mixed
language. Structural borrowing can then be profitably related to CS without
having to posit an ML turnover. A language in contact usually undergoes some
attrition, because certain constructions are not used anymore. These are replaced
with other structures, possibly borrowed from the contact language. It is still
perfectly possible that the language keeps functioning as the ML, but its
changed nature has to be taken into account: it is a composite ML, at least
when judged from the perspective of older stages of the ML. The same thing
happens in shift contexts: speakers shift to a new ML, but the new ML may still
be an interlanguage.
This interlanguage
will usually have only a fleeting
existence, as the speakers move on to varieties with ever closer resemblance to
the target language as it is spoken around them. It may also become focused,
however. The new composite ML is not the same as the monolingual variety
which was once the contact language and initially functioned as the EL, and is
thus an ethnic variety. 13
Seen this way, CS is not a necessary precondition for shift; i.e. shift does
not logically equal ML turnover. A group can, at least in theory, simply shift
to a monolingual variety of the former EL, without ever engaging in CS. A
turnover on the other hand, presupposes that there CS continues even after it
has occurred. In fact, as Thomason
& Kaufman (1988) demonstrate,
in
'interference through shift', there is usually not much lexical borrowing, only
some of the lexical gap type. This indicates that there is not normally much
insertional CS after the turnover, as the second generation Turkish-Dutch
data
indeed demonstrate. The more common scenario appears to be heavy CS up to
the turnover, and fairly monolingual
speech afterwards,
with or without
structural peculiarities, attributable to the former ML.
Below, some cases are considered where a turnover did occur, and where it
actually left visible traces because it did not go to completion. First however,
the process should be explained in a little more detail. A turnover is assumed
to proceed as follows: a group that speaks Language A becomes bilingual in
Language B. It engages in CS with A as the ML. At some point B starts taking
over as the dominant language and starts functioning as the ML. Prototypically,
all this ends with a complete shift to B, but in some cases the shift is arrested
before this happens, and what is fossilized is a bilingual vernacular with
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Unless it has spread to the rest of the society of course, in which case the whole
language would have changed, not just the variety spoken by the ethnic group.
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Language B in the role of ML and the old vernacular A as the EL. The
sociolinguistic situation in cases where this happens is often one where access
to B was limited enough to allow an interlanguage to be fossilized. Structural
patterns characteristic of the interlanguage of A-speaking learners of B become
conventionalized and enter the new language, where they end up as A
substratum features in what is likely to be an ethnic variety of B.
This is the scenario Myers-Scotton (1995) provides for the celebrated
mixed language Ma'a, though Mous (1994) argues against this analysis".
McConvell (1994) discusses two more cases of language varieties which seem
to have been conventionalized at a certain stage after the turnover. They are
Gurindji Children's Language, which quite closely follows patterns in adult
Gurindji-Kriol CS, and Modem Tiwi, which is a complicated mix of Tiwi and
English. They are characterized by a mixture of patterns, which are not split
into ML system morphemes and mainly EL content morphemes, but rather into
a verbal system from one language and a nominal system from the other.
McConvell compares these two cases to Michif (Bakker, 1992) and Copper
Island Aleut (Golovko & Vakhtin, 1990) and concludes that in all four there is
evidence of an ML turnover which did not go to completion. The specific
differences between the languages are accounted for on the one hand by the
tendency of some parts of ML grammar to last longer during a turnover than
others, and on the other hand by some of their structural features, notably
whether the old ML is head- or dependent-marking (cf. Nichols, 1992). Headmarking languages, such as Cree and Tiwi, keep their verbal morphology
longer, while in dependent-marking languages, such as Gurindji and Aleut, the
nominal morphology is more resistant.
The shift can be arrested at any point during the process. A case like
Michif could be seen as involving arrested shift during earlier CS stages, when
the old Ll was still the ML. Bakker (1992) gives historical evidence that the
Metis branched off as a separate ethnic group very quickly, which allowed their
mixed vernacular to crystallize into a new language. Subsequent relexification
has to be assumed however, to account for the near-total Frenchness of the noun
system. CS contexts in which nearly all nouns are of EL origin have, in any
case, never been attested, which rightly leads Bakker to conclude that Michif
is not just conventionalized Cree-French CS.
Thus, social factors decide whether there is going to be language shift,
whether it will be manifested through an ML turnover, and whether the shift
will be arrested at some point. Linguistic factors influence the structure of the
vernacular at any stage.
How does all this apply to our immigrant data? We can begin by considering
all Turkish and Dutch lects as composite varieties. First generation Turkish will
most likely prove to be fairly similar to the Turkish spoken in Turkey, so that
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Thomason & Kaufman (1988: 104) classify Ma'a under the languages
underwent massive borrowing.
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which

calling it a composite ML can be only minimally justified. But it is likely that
for all other bilingual lects, analyses will prove the term quite useful. Selective
copying will have changed the Turkish of intermediate and second generation
immigrants. Likewise, no informants' Dutch is exactly like the Dutch of
monolingual Dutch-speakers.
Structural borrowing without shift is perfectly possible (cf. Heath, 1978
for some spectacular examples). Therefore, I think that Myers-Scotton's
expectation that ML turnovers will account for all structural borrowing will tum
out to be wrong. ML turnovers may still account for all 'interference through
shift', however. This question awaits more empirical data. Specifically, the
question will have to be answered whether all cases of shift have or had
insertional CS after the alleged turnover.
immigrant languages and on-going change
Whatever the accuracy of the ML Turnover Hypothesis in explaining diachronic
change, data from immigration contexts offer some insight into the ML turnover
as a synchronic process. At the same time, they also provide good borrowing
data. In other words, in immigration contexts both types of change can be
studied as they are taking place.
The evidence presented in Chapters Four and Six for the variety of
Turkish spoken in Holland, is that the turnover does not proceed gradually.
There is, for instance, no evidence that slowly but surely more and more EL
Islands are formed instead of ML + EL constituents: EL Islands are always
rare." On the other hand, from the intermediate generation on, inter-clausal
and intersentential CS become numerically equally important as intrasentential
CS, and finally much more so. In second generation speech there is virtually
only intersentential CS. Nevertheless, there is some insertional CS, and it can
occur in every sentence, whether Dutch or Turkish. Since insertional CS with
Dutch as the ML occurs, a turnover is in progress. It has not been completed,
since there is insertional CS with Turkish as the ML as well.
One complication is that Dutch-based insertional CS in the second
generation is not as frequent and varied as Turkish-based insertional CS in the
earlier generations, cf. Section 6.2. This indicates that turnovers should not be
seen as symmetrical. The state of affairs after the turnover is not the mirror
image of what went on before the turnover. In fact, several well-known aspects
of CS show that this should not be expected anyway.
Several authors, starting with Poplack (1980), have linked CS patterns
with bilingual proficiency. The prototypes for the different generations represent
differences in the distribution ofproficiencies by their speakers. First generation
speakers speak mainly Turkish and almost no Dutch, so they produce Turkish
with a few Dutch words. Intermediate generation speakers are comfortable in
both languages, so Ayhan uses both. Second generation speakers use more
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As far as I know, no one has ever claimed that EL Islands are dominant at some
intermediate stage. It just seemed a likely hypothesis.
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Dutch in their daily lives than earlier generations, and hence use more Dutch
in their vernacular, in some cases almost exclusively. But for them, speaking
more Dutch than Turkish does not necessarily mean that they are
psycholinguistically Dutch-dominant, which is why their CS is not the mirror
image of first generation CS. When second generation speakers venture into
Turkish, they generally do so without problems. CS occurs because the ML
cannot adequately convey all that needs to be said; once what was originally the
EL has become the ML, this condition does not hold anymore.
The ML turnover which has been observed in the data, could therefore
be restated as a change in what is unmarked speech, i.e. in the vernacular. As
the EL starts to be less and less the psycholinguisticaUy weaker language of the
bilingual, it starts to feature with greater frequency and in greater chunks in the
vernacular of the speaker." As soon as EL sentences are common, as they
already are in intermediate generation speech (cf. Ayhan's data and also the
data in Backus, 1992), the use of the EL as the ML in instances of insertional
CS is a possibility. Since by this time the EL is likely to be as strongly
represented in the speaker's grammar as the old ML is in first generation speakers, not a lot of insertional CS is expected. The lexicon of the new ML is rich
enough to provide most content words, with the exception of lexical gaps.
These and ethnic markers are the main candidates for EL insertions after the
turnover (cf. Section 6.2).
The turnover is not complete: there is still insertional CS with Turkish
as the ML; in fact, it is likely that this type of CS will not disappear until
Turkish disappears altogether. An ML turnover does not presuppose that there
is no maintenance of the old ML. This may not be so common in immigration
contexts, where a turnover is usually the linguistic reflex of shift, but it is more
so in some other contexts. 17 However, in those cases there may only be a shift,
not a turnover. A new language is then added to the code repertoire of the
speakers, and it may be their new vernacular. Speakers are fully bilingual in the
sense of Weinreich (1953): they speak two languages and use them in the
appropriate contexts, but they do not mix them. This state of affairs is
exemplified by Hindi-English bilinguals who do not speak Mixed Hindi-English
as their vernacular, but both Hindi and English in the appropriate settings
(Singh, 1995). Similarly, some second generation informants (for example the
Tilburg brothers or the Hilversum guys) speak an almost monolingual Dutch
lect as their vernacular, but they are still fully bilingual.
One and the same contact situation may thus feature different types of

16
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Though only if CS continues to be the unmarked choice in the social network in
which the vernacular is used.
McConvell (1991: 152) presents the outline of a theory which aims at explaining
what causes some communities to shift completely and others to maintain
bilingualism. He correctly points out that language maintenance normally means that
bilingualism is maintained, not just the old language.
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bilinguals, who may show different types of CS. If sufficient focusing has
occurred, however, all bilinguals may use the same mixed version of the old
ML, because that old ML is now a mixed language with fairly fixed norms,
comparable to the monolingual languages we are all familiar with. I propose
this viewpoint for the remarkable results of Berk-Seligson (1986), who found
no difference in Spanish-Hebrew CS patterns between Hebrew-dominant and
Spanish-dominant speakers. I interpret this as meaning that all informants speak
a local mixed variety of Spanish, characterized by fairly heavy borrowing of
Hebrew lexical items. Less proficient bilinguals have to speak this variety,
while more proficient ones (i.e. those who speak good Hebrew as well) choose
to speak it. There is simply no local monolingual version of Spanish (i.e. not
in use as a vernacular): the two varieties in use are mixed Spanish and monolingual Hebrew. The evidence for such focusing of a mixed variety of Turkish
is not particularly good: second generation informants do not use it a lot when
talking to Ayhan or first generation informants. On the other hand, the data are
limited, as no attempts were made to systematically study language use in
networks in which all generations were represented.
stable bilingualism
In conclusion, two different processes may give rise to the same result. On the
one hand, there is shift to the old EL as the new dominant language, with
maintenance of the old ML for use in monolingual networks. On the other hand,
there is maintenance of the old ML as the main language of everyday communication, with the addition of another well-learned language for use in certain
other contexts. Both processes lead to stable bilingualism. The difference
between the two lies in what is chosen as the vernacular.
In the first situation there is an ML turnover. CS is mainly aIternational
(because the new ML has little need for words from the other language, except
to create a bilingual flavor), and the new ML may, to a certain extent, contain
structural features from the old ML. In that case, the new ML may be called a
composite ML, and/or an ethnic variety, and it has undergone 'interference
through shift'. The old ML is still in use, but reserved for certain contexts, such
as talking to people from the country of origin. It may show the signs of light,
moderate or heavy borrowing (cf. Thomason & Kaufman, 1988, for what these
categories entail). Examples of such a context are the one presented in this
study, as well as those presented by Bentahila & Davies (1995), Nishimura
(1995) and Li Wei (1995). It may be particularly associated with immigration
contexts.
In the second situation, there is no turnover. Though at some point, there
may have been a situation similar to the first context, i.e. extensive insertional
CS, this has not led to a reversal of the roles of ML and EL. It is likely that
there is still a register of the old ML with a lot of EL insertions. This register
mayor may not be the community's vernacular. There may also be a register
of the old EL in which it functions as the ML in insertional CS, but for the
most part, effects of contact on that language will be of the 'interference
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through shift' type. IS Examples of such commumties are the older Alsatians
of Gardner-Chloros
(1991), the urban Indians of Singh (1995), and the broadhonorific Mexicano-speakers
of Hill & Hill (1986).
In this second context, the old L I may live under constant threat. The
balance is usually a precarious one of solidarity (the old ML) and power (the
"other" language), and it may quite suddenly tip, cf. several articles in Dorian
(1989). Because of the asymmetry in prestige, there is always lexical pressure
on the old ML, and it is likely to undergo continuous lexical attrition and
relexification.
Insertional CS is most likely to take place when speaking this
language, rather than when the EL is being spoken. Crystalization
of mixed
languages is very much a possibility in this context. However, note that in case
of a so-called 'tip', i.e.: a sudden shift to the other language as the main means
of communication,
the shifting speakers may still be bilingual, a circumstance
which will in tum help to reinforce tendencies associated with 'interference
through shift'. After all, the very patterns which the new language is taking over
from the old one, are still fairly well entrenched in these speakers' idiolects.

conclusion
The bottom line then, is that second generation immigrants switch when they
want to, while Ayhan, as an intermediate generation immigrant, often switches
because his Turkish lexicon is of a mixed nature (cf. Singh, 1995). Ayhan offers
virtually no evidence of an ML turnover: his vernacular is mixed TurkishDutch. The second generation speakers show limited evidence of a turnover in
progress: insertion occurs in both directions. It is never frequent, however. In
shift situations, a shift towards what used to be the EL is more likely than a
shift towards a mixed variety with the old EL now as the ML. That unmixed
version of the new ML may be an ethnic variant, if the circumstances apply that
are conducive to this process. In any case, this notion of shift applies to the
choice of vernacular; it does not have to be accompanied by actual loss of the
old ML. The old ML may be maintained if there is good reason for it, such as
continuing immigration. The specific version of the old ML which is maintained
may be characterized by what Thomason & Kaufman (1988) call moderate to
heavy borrowing. The chances that such a version of Turkish will be maintained
in Holland are not as slim as they would have been for, say, 19th century
Norwegian immigrants in the US (cf. Haugen, 1938). They received little new
influx after a certain point in time, and they had limited contact with the
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In some of these contexts there can be a drift towards a single system of meanings
with lexical representations in the various languages. Such a situation has been
described by Scollon & Scollon (1979: 144-5) for the Chipewyan community at Fort
Chipewyan in Alberta, Canada. The actual forms vary considerably from person to
person, presumably both because the diffused nature of the contact setting allows for
a lot of individual variation and because the intense multilingualism makes
individual lexical units (i.e. the integration of a certain sound structure and a certain
semantic structure) less strongly entrenched as in focused monolingual communities.
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homeland in a time without mass media. None of these conditions hold for the
Turkish immigrant in Holland at the end of the twentieth century.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift is het codewisselingsgedrag onderzocht van verschillende
subgroepen binnen de Turkse gemeenschap in Nederland. Codewisseling is het
afwisselend gebruik van twee of meer taIen door dezelfde spreker binnen dezelfde
conversatie. Het is een verschijnsel dat gedocumenteerd is voor vrijwel iedere
meertalige gemeenschap die door taalkundigen is bestudeerd. Traditioneel wordt
een onderscheid gemaakt tussen codewisseling binnen de zin (intrasententiele
codewisseling) en codewisseling tussen zinnen (intersententiele codewisseling).
Het eerste verschijnsel wordt meestal vanuit een syntactische invalshoek
bestudeerd, terwijl het tweede voomamelijk aandacht heeft gekregen uit de hoek
van de conversationele analyse.
Ten behoeve van dit proefschrift is naar beide soorten codewisseling
gekeken. Het bleek namelijk zo te zijn dat informanten Of voomamelijk het ene
type, Of voomamelijk het andere type lieten zien. Logischerwijze werd het een
belangrijke
onderzoeksvraag
waarom
juist
deze
distributie
van
codewisselingstypen uit de data tevoorschijn kwam, en niet een andere.
Als data voor dit onderzoek werden spontane gesprekken tussen Turkse
jongeren op band opgenomen. In totaal werden zeven verschillende groepen
gebruikt. Deze groepen kwamen uit bestaande sociale netwerken, zodat aile
sprekers die bij een gesprek aanwezig waren elkaar goed kenden en elkaar
dagelijks spraken. Dit werd nodig geacht omdat uit eerder onderzoek naar
codewisseling naar voren is gekomen dat het voomamelijk voorkomt in
gesprekken tussen mensen die elkaar goed kennen. In het algemeen is
codewisseling een fenomeen dat onderdeel uitmaakt van de dagelijkse spreektaal
van een tweetalige gemeenschap. Met de aanname in het achterhoofd dat dat ook
voor de Turkse gemeenschap in Nederland geldt, onder andere gebaseerd op pilotonderzoek waarover gerapporteerd is in Backus (1992), zijn uitsluitend vernaculardata verzameld. Het feit dat aile sprekers binnen een groep uit hetzelfde sociale
netwerk kwamen, wordt geacht informaliteit in de hand te werken. Verder werden
de informanten gemformeerd over het karakter van het onderzoek, en met name
over de noodzaak om net zo te spreken als men in het dagelijks leven gewoon
was.
De twee bovengenoemde typen codewisseling zijn in hoofdstuk 3 omgewerkt tot
een continuum, waarvan de uiteinden "insertie" en "altemantie" werden genoemd.
Het idee is dat hoe groter de codewisseling is, des te meer de wisseling een
alternantie-achtig karakter krijgt. Dit heeft psycholingu'istische gevolgen omdat de
spreker bij insertie niet echt van taal verandert, maar bij altemantie wel, Het
geheel wordt als een continuum voorgesteld en niet als een categoriale dichotomie
omdat er tussenvormen bestaan die duidelijk een overgangsgebied vormen, met
kenmerken van beide soorten codewisseling.
Van typische insertie is sprake wanneer een los woord uit de ene taal wordt
gebruikt in een zin uit de andere taal. Minder prototypische vormen van insertie

worden gevormd door hele constituenten of delen daarvan die in een zin van de
andere taal worden ingevoegd. Van prototypische alternantie kunnen we spreken
bij afwisseling van talen op zinsgrenzen, dus bijvoorbeeld wanneer een Turkse zin
voIgt op een Nederlandse.
In hoofdstuk 4 zijn de verzamelde data geanalyseerd op twee aspecten. Ten eerste
is van aIle Nederlandse elementen die door de sprekers in hun Turks gebruikt
worden, bekeken wat voor semantische eigenschappen ze hadden. Ten tweede
werd hun morfosyntactische
integratie in het Turks bekeken.
Het doel van de semantische analyse was om twee theoretische constructen
die in hoofdstuk 3 zijn ontwikkeld te toetsen. Deze constructen hebben beiden de
vorm van een continuum
gekregen en zijn respectievelijk
semantisch
en
psycholinguistisch
van
aard.
Het
semantische
continuum,
dat
"specificiteitscontinuum"
is genoemd, verwijst naar het gegeven dat niet ieder
woord even specifiek
is. Over het algemeen
hebben naamwoorden
en
werkwoorden bijvoorbeeld een veel specifiekere en concretere betekenis dan
voorzetsels of lidwoorden. Maar het continuum is ontworpen om juist ook binnen
woordklassen onderscheid te kunnen maken tussen meer of minder specifieke
woorden. Het woord eik is bijvoorbeeld specifieker dan boom. Wat codewisseling
betreft, was de voorspelling dat Nederlandse woorden die in het Turks zouden
worden gebruikt, over het algemeen hoog-specifiek zouden zijn. Deze voorspelling
voIgt uit toepassing
van dit specificiteitscontinuum
op het andere,
psycholingurstische,
continuum, dat de naam "bewustzijnscontinuum"
heeft
gekregen, Het idee hierachter is dat een codewisseling het makkelijkst tot stand
komt als de spreker nadenkt over wat hij/zij zegt. De assumptie die over het
spreekproces
gemaakt wordt is dat een spreker niet steeds op hetzelfde
metalinguistisch
bewustzijnsniveau
verkeert bij het uitspreken van een zin.
Doordat de meeste syntactische schema's verankerd in het hoofd zitten, kunnen
vele aspecten van een zin bijna automatisch worden geproduceerd. Er moet echter
veel aandacht worden besteed aan sommige aspecten van de zin, meestal de
inhoudswoorden. Op deze punten van de zin is het bewustzijnsniveau het hoogst,
en is dus codewisseling het meest waarschijnlijk.
Deze laatste discussie is niet compleet zonder aandacht voor het
onderscheid tussen codewisseling en ontlening. Uit de voorgaande alinea zou men
kunnen afleiden dat iedere keer dat een woord uit de andere taal wordt
aangetroffen de spreker op een verhoogd bewustzijnsniveau
verkeerde. Dit zou
ook best zo kunnen zijn, maar dat wil nog niet zeggen dat de spreker ook bewust
op de andere taal overschakelde. Het kan namelijk ook zo zijn dat het betreffende
woord allang deel uitmaakt van het Turks van de spreker, en de spreker dus een
ontleend woord gebruikte, dat aIleen etymologisch Nederlands is. Synchroon is
de spreker op dat moment echter niet van taal veranderd. Desalniettemin is ieder
Nederlands woord weI op zijn minst een keer door iemand als een echte
codewisseling bedoeld.
am de beschrijving van de morfosyntactische
integratie uniform te laten
verlopen is in hoofdstuk 3 een descriptief model ontworpen dat grotendeels is
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gebaseerd op twee modellen uit de literatuur: het Matrix Language Frame Model
van Carol Myers-Scotton en het Code Copying Model van Lars Johanson. De
hoofdmoot van dit beschrijvingsmodel bestaat uit een tweedeling in "totale
morfosyntactische aanpassing" en "gedeeltelijke morfosyntactische aanpassing".
Bij het eerste soort integratie is de aanpassing op morfologisch en syntactisch
niveau compleet; bij "gedeeltelijke integratie" kunnen integrerende elementen
ontbreken en/of functie-elementen uit de taal van het ontleende woord zijn
"meegenomen". Een en dezelfde codewisseling kan overigens onder beide
categorieen vallen, omdat markering door middel van Nederlandse elementen kan
samengaan met inpassing in een Turkse constituent.
De data in hoofdstukken 4 en 6 laten zien dat de verschillende generaties op
verschillende manieren codewisselen. Bij de eerste generatie zien we voorallosse
Nederlandse woordjes die als prototypische inserties in Turkse zinnen worden
gebruikt. Deze inserties zijn ook semantisch prototypisch: hoog-specifieke
woorden domineren in het Nederlandse materiaal. Bij de tussengeneratie duiken
ook allerlei andere soorten codewisseling op. Ook bij hen zijn nog veel "gewone"
inserties van bijvoorbeeld losse Nederlandse naamwoorden te vinden, maar
daarnaast vinden we ook veel constituent-inserties en codewisseling op zins- en
bijzinsniveau. Semantisch zijn de Nederlandse woorden niet allemaal meer
voorspelbaar. Naast typisch Nederlandse semantische domeinen als het onderwijs
en de arbeidsmarkt leveren ook minder voor de hand liggende domeinen
Nederlandse woorden. Voor de tweede generatie zijn de losse Nederlandse
inserties evenmin goed te voorspellen op basis van specificiteit aIleen. Wei zijn
veel inserties met het bewustzijncontinuum te verklaren, zoals wanneer de
codewisseling in kwestie een emfatisch voornaamwoord is.
De leden van de tweede generatie laten als enige groep ook insertie in de
omgekeerde richting zien door Turkse woorden in hun Nederlands te gebruiken.
Deze woorden zijn over het algemeen goed "voorspelbaar" met behulp van het
specificiteitscontinuum.
Een gedeelte van hoofdstuk 6 is gewijd aan de typen codewisseling die
tussen de insertionele en altemationele prototypen inliggen. Oit betreft
constituenten, delen van constituenten (in de literatuur bekend onder de naam
ragged switches) en ondergeschikte en nevengeschikte bijzinnen. Al deze typen
zijn redelijk frequent, maar komen aileen voor bij de tussen- en tweede generatie.
In hoofdstuk 5 is bij wijze van uitstapje een aspect van insertionele codewisseling
aan een nadere analyse onderworpen. Het betreft hier een tweetalige constructie,
waarbij een Nederlandse infinitief en een Turks hulpwerkwoord samen een
samengesteld werkwoord vormen. Dit soort constructies komt veelvuldig voor in
tweetalige contexten overal ter wereld. Talen gebruiken over het algemeen een
van de volgende twee strategieen om vreemde werkwoorden over te nemen. Soms
wordt een incorporerend element gebruikt dat van de vreemde starn een
vervoegbare starn maakt. Hiervoor gebruiken sommige talen, zoals het Turks, een
hulpwerkwoord, en andere, zoals het Fins, een derivationeel morfeem. De tweede
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strategie, die bijvoorbeeld door het Nederlands wordt gebruikt bij het ovememen
van Engelse werkwoorden, is het simpelweg vervoegen van vreemde stammen op
dezelfde manier als dat met werkwoorden uit de eigen woordvoorraad gebeurt.
Het Turks heeft verschillende hulpwerkwoorden die deze taak kunnen
vervullen. Waar in Turkije het woordje etmek het gangbaarst is, gebruiken de
immigranten in Nederland uitsluitend yapmak voor het aanpassen van Nederlandse
infinitieven. Beide woorden betekenen "doen", maar yapmak is sterker perfectief,
met een betekenis "maken". Dit maakte yapmak in het veri eden beter dan etmek
geschikt voor het gebruik in combinatie met Nederlandse naamwoorden, waaruit
de constructie met infmitieven zich historisch heeft ontwikkeld. Deze analyse
wijst op de congruentie tussen naamwoorden en infinitieven in het Nederlands
enerzijds, en tussen Nederlandse infmitieven en Turkse verbale nomina anderzijds.
In Turkije wordt yapmak namelijk vaak gebruikt in combinatie met dergelijke
verbale nomina.
De beschrijvingen in de hoofdstukken 4 en 6 maken het linguistisch plaatje zoals
dat voor de verschillende generaties binnen de Turkse gemeenschap geldt,
compleet. De eerste generatie spreekt voomamelijk Turks, met een enke1 hoogspecifiek Nederlands woord. De tussengeneratie wisselt voortdurend af tussen de
twee talen, maar bedient zich aileen van codewisseling binnen de zin als de
matrixtaal Turks is. De tweede generatie tenslotte, kenmerkt zich voomamelijk
door veelvuldige afwisseling op zins- en bijzinsgrenzen. Insertionele codewisseling
komt niet zo vaak voor in hun taalgebruik, maar als het voorkomt, kan dat in
beide richtingen zijn. Relatief gezien is de kans op een Nederlands woord in het
Turks veel groter dan die op een Turks woord in het Nederlands.
In globaal perspectief wijzen de gegevens erop dat zich over de generaties
heen een proces van taalverschuiving voltrekt, in die zin dat sprekers uit de
tweede generatie een grotere voorkeur voor het Nederlands aan de dag leggen dan
leden van de eerdere generaties. Dit zegt natuurlijk niets over de beheersing van
het Turks, dus een uitspraak over taalverschuiving in de zin dat leden van de
tweede generatie slechter Turks spreken kan met dit soort data niet worden
gedaan. Er is uitsluitend een verschuiving in taalkeuzepatronen zichtbaar. Met de
verschuiving in type codewisseling veranderen ook de kansen op uiteindelijke
taalverandering. Insertionele codewisseling leidt tot taalverandering van het type
"ontlening", terwijl altemationele codewisseling kan leiden tot veranderingen van
het type "interferentie door verschuiving". Dit type manifesteert zich meestal als
veranderingen in de structuur van een taal, meer dan in het lexicon. Op grond van
de gevonden codewisselingspatronen bij de tweede generatie valt te verwachten
dat er een "Turkse" variant van het Nederlands aan het ontstaan is, die
gekenmerkt wordt door enkele verschillen met het standaard Nederlands. Deze
verschillen zullen vaak zijn terug te voeren op structure Ie eigenschappen van het
Turks.
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For a number of years the author has been studying language contact
phenomena. This dissertation was written with three goals in mind.
The first goal is to present a comprehensible picture ofTurkish-Dutch
language contact. Second, the author hopes to show that linguistic
description in the vein of Weinreich, Labov and Herzog is possible,
addressing both variation and change in a unified way.A third goal is
to introduce bilingual data as relevant for cognitive linguistics and,
likewise, that Cognitive Grammar has much to offer to students of
language contact. The use of gradient classifications rather than
dichotomies is a prime example of the influence of Cognitive
Grammar in this work.
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